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ALABAMA

AL-1. Lot 34 diff.) Alabama Doane cancels, 1905-12, VF-G (varied condition) about 1/3 which are EKU/LKU; several DPO's; from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PPCs/GPCs/2 cvrs. MIN.$120

AL-2. Alabama Port, 1915, G+ 4-bar (05-15) on PPC. E $16

AL-3. Brookwood, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

AL-4. Heflin, 1907, VG CDS/Cork (trim L; edge nick T; tears L) 2c Jamestown commem. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AL-5. Hines, 1911, G+ Doane 3/? (LKU; no # in gap in bars; toned; ink spots on R edge & lower L) as recd (92-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AL-6. Lower Peachtree, 1914, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

AL-7. Mobile, A, [1836], VG blue CDS w/ms "25" rate (crs) on SFL. E $24 MIN.12

AL-8. Mobile, [1847], G+ red CDS w/boxed "10" (box mostly not struck) h/s rate (edge tears) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10

AL-9. Mobile, [1851], G+ blue CDS w/double-circle "Way 11" ("M" in town & "W" in "Way" not struck; cr; edge tear) on SFL to N.Y.City. E $30

AL-10. Nokomis, 1954, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (00-54) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6


AL-13. Pratt City, 1899, G+ CDS/Cork (dia. bit hi; toned) (93-08) on cvr. E $14

AL-14. Rowland, 1891, G+ ms (ruff R, just in stamp, removes "A" of state) (78-13) on PSE. E $14

AL-15. Selma/3 Paid, ca.1860, G+ CDS (R edge cr) 3c Sc.26 on 2.5x5.5" cvr. E $15

AL-16. South Florence, 1871, VF ms town/date (ruff R) (26/02) on cvr. E $20

AL-17. Swift, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (82-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

AL-18. Tuscaloosa, [1857], G+ CDS/circled grid (edge wear; tear T; lite tone) on PSE. E $20

AL-19. Verbena, 1883, VG+ DCDS/target on PPC. E $15

AL-20. Volina, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned; tip cr) (86-11) on PPC. E $20

AL-21. Vredenbrugh, 1912, G+ CDS/target non-standard (crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ALASKA (Helbock types) Do you need "120 Years of Alaska Postmasters 1867-1987"? We have it!

AK-1. Anchorage, 1970, G+ machine; 2x 10c airs on 4x6" 7-panel pictorial folder (city & surroundings, Inc.fur auction, dog sled race). E $12 MIN.6

AK-2. Douglas, 1909, VG CDS/Rec'd as recd on pix side of PPC. E $14

AK-3. Fox, 1935, G+ purple 4-bar (ty.4) (lite tone) (08-47) on cvr. E $15

AK-4. Hyder, 1940, G+ DCDS/Reg'd (ty.3) as origin b/s (edge tear L; lite tone) 3x 1c on add.side; faulty 9c on back on 3x4.25" reg'd cvr. E $20

AK-5. Indian/Indian Rural Br., 1970, G+ 4-bar (near F) (65-73) on commer.#10 cvr. E $20 MIN.10

AK-6. Juneau ("JUNFAU" variant), 1905, G+ duplex (ty.13) on PPC. E $20


AK-8. Kokrines, 1954 (Mar 12), VG+ 4-bar (ty.4) "Via Dogteam Mail" cachet (dog head) (07-57) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AK-9. Kotzebue, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (tip crs) on PPC. E $100

AK-10. Kwethluk, 1960, VF 4-bar (trim R) N.O.Michael, Postmaster typed cc; pair 7c Wilson on #10 air cvr to NAP Sec'y, Ward Cove. E $15 MIN.8

AK-11. Meade River, 1951, VF magenta 4-bar (51-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AK-13. Petersburg, 1912, VG 4-bar (ty.3) (crnr crs) on PPC (reindeer herd). E $20
AK-14. Port Moller, 1952, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (near VF) 1st Day P.O.; pair lc vert.coil Prexies (52-55) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AK-15. Port Moller, 1952, F 4-bar (ty.2) 1st Day P.O. (52-55) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AK-16. Sitka, 1929, F duplex (ty.1) (killer partly off B) as fwd; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand & "Unclaimed" h/s applied at Sitka on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

ARIZONA (Krieger types)
AZ-22. Chambers, 1938, G+ magenta 4-bar ty.E (part on stamp; lite tone) on commer.PPC (Petrified Forest). E $15
AZ-3. Cliffs, 1908, VG purple 4-bar (ty.1) (stamp gone; tip cr) (07-16) on PPC. E $60
AZ-4. Cochise, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.7) (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
AZ-5. Dewey, 1903, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (date spotty; bit ruff slit T; toned) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
AZ-6. Fort Huachuca, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crnr crs) "Troop B 5 Cav" return add. (91-74) on PPC. E $16
AZ-7. Gila Bend, 1913, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-8. Glueson, 1924, G+ 4-bar (uneven toned; flap faults, not affecting this) as recd b/s (00-39) on reg'd cvr. E $15
AZ-9. Higley, 1915, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; bit stutter) on PPC. E $15
AZ-10. Jokake, 1943, VG+ 4-bar (struck on message, written in address area; lite tone) (36-44) on commer.PPC. E $20
AZ-11. Junction, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.5) (lite tone) (95/14) on GPC. E $20
AZ-12. Litchfield Park, [1934], G+ 4-bar ty.E (near VF; year partial; state on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $14
AZ-13. Mohawk, 1938, F 4-bar (90/58) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-14. Peach Springs, 1935, G+ 4-bar; P.O.Dep't cc w/"Peach SPRING" h/s; boxed "M.O.B." at B on penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AZ-15. Pearce, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.5) (year partial; o/w VG+; bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-16. Sacaton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.6) (year partial; could be 1911; if so, LKU) on PPC. E $50
AZ-17. Tacna, 1933, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) 1.5c Harding on commer.PPC. E $8
AZ-18. Valentine, 1961, VG 4-bar (10-75) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-19. Vernon, 1912 (Sep 3), F+ 4-bar (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AZ-20. Winslow, A.T., 1892, F purple CDS/star (ty.11) (ruff R, halfway in stamp; removes 2 points of star) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20

ARKANSAS / Do you need my "Arkansas Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
AR-1. Lot 45 diff.) Arkansas Doane cancels, 1906-14, VF-G (varied condition; 1 w/stamp gone) about 25% which are EKU/LKU; many DPO's; from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PPCs/2 cvrs, 1 reg'd. MIN.$160
AR-2. Doyle, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (90-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-3. Ellis, 1905, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-18) on PPC w/Curtis G+ Doane 2/(3) (bars off R) as transit; Sterling, IL, VF CDS as recd. E $24 MIN.12
AR-4. Estico, 1908, VG magenta Doane 2/1 (LKU) (04/31) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AR-5. Guion, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) 2nd known example; on PPC. E $15
AR-6. Hand, 1930s, G+ 4-bar ty.E (year omitted; lite tone) G.H.Hand ms return add. (09-43) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AR-7. Hillsboro, 1909, G+ 4-bar (46/26) on PPC. E $14
AR-8. Jonesboro, 1908, VF RFD 11/5 (UNLISTED; tear B; upper R tip nib) complete ms on PPC. E $15
AR-9. Little Rock, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AR-10. Marked Tree, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 3/12? (part on stamp; lite tone; cr) on PPC. E $8
AR-11. Patrick, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; near VG+; toned; lite crs) (89-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-12. Rodney, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (2nd known example; bit o/s; lite tone) (06-76) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AR-13. Sandybend, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; o/w F+; lite tone; crnr crs) (02-28) on PPC. $15
AR-14. Settlement, 1912, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone; pinholes) (89-15) on PPC. E $24
AR-15. Sulphur Springs, 1909, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (dial bit hi; part dark water toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AR-16. Utley, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (93-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AR-17. Viola, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; "I" not struck) on PPC. E $14

CALIFORNIA (Williams types) Need John Williams' "California Town Postmarks"? We have it!
CA-1. Lot 40) California Doane cancels, 1905-13, VF-G+ (varied condition) 39 diff.; nearly all DPO's, inc.Lonetree; from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PPCs/2 cvrs, 1 reg'd. MIN.$150
CA-2. Adin, 1881, G+ magenta DCDS (MOD-20) (EKU; state partial; upper L edge ruff; lower L tip nib) on cvr. E $15
CA-3. Angels Camp/Frogtown U.S.A.Sta., 1990, F green pictorial h/s (frog) w/"Calaveras Co.Fair/Jumping Frog Jubilee" slogan (part lite tone) on cvr. E $8
CA-4. Arbuckle, 1906, G+ Doane 3/7 on PPC w/return add.at L, in section where permitted per instructions. E $15
CA-5. Artesia, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (toned; crnr cr) on PPC. E $8
CA-6. Atlanta, 1905, G+ CDS/target (SAJ-140) w/ms day (68/15) on PPC. E $20
CA-7. Avalon, 1907, VG duplex (LOS-520) (bit lite tone; pinhole) on PPC (Hotel Metropole, Santa Catalina Isl.). E $12 MIN.6
CA-8. Avalon, 1908, VG duplex (LOS-520) (lite tone; addressee name scuffed; lite crs) on PPC (Wireless Telegraphy Sta., Catalina Isl.). E $12 MIN.6
CA-10. Baird, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (SHA-200) (year omitted; lite tone; tip cr) (78/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-11. Baker, 1938, VG 4-bar (tip cr) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-12. Balboa, 1907, VF 4-bar (ORA-220) (EARLY; slight stutter) (07-54) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-13. Banta, 1926, F 4-bar (SAJ-270) (EKU; tear B; bit lite tone) (1870-1971) on GPC. E $8
CA-14. Bard, 1937, VF 4-bar (SAN-560) (EARLY 2nd period; cr) PM's signature at L on cvr. E $14
CA-15. Bay City, 1913, VF 4-bar (ORA-350) (LKE; lite tone) 1c Parcel Post (04-14) on PPC. E $15
CA-16. Beckwith, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-17. Bernardo, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SAN-340) (lite tone) (72-18) on PPC. E $20
CA-18. Big Oak Flat, [1893], G+ CDS/target (TUO-40) (upper R arc lite; trim L) pair 1c blue on cvr. E $15
CA-20. Big Trees, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (o/s) (65/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-21. Blairsville, 1913, G+ 4-bar (PLU-200) (EARLY; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-23. Blue Lake, 1923 (Sep 24), F Doane 3/5; on GPC: Odd Fellows Lodge notice re.member "Bro.William Emerick... missing since Aug.1" w/detailed description. E $24 MIN.12
CA-24. Bodega Bay, 1942, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-25. Boyes, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SON-570) (part on stamp) (11-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-26. Brea, 1913, VF 4-bar (ORA-370) (EKU) on PPC. EARLIEST for this town. E $20
CA-27. Bucks Lake, 1940, VG 4-bar (40-42) on cvr. E $20
CA-29. Butte Valley, 1896, G+ CDS/target (PLU-310) (LKU; edge tears T; 6 cuts into L edge) 2x 5c Grant (87-12) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
CA-30. Cahuenga, 1907, VG 4-bar (LOS-1220) (o/s; dial bit hi; part lite tone; edge tear T) (81/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-31. Cahuenga, 1907, G+ 4-bar (LOS-1220) (bit o/s; extraneous h/s by add.) as rec'd (81/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-32. Calexico, 1909, F 4-bar (IMP-260) on PPC. E $14
CA-33. Camp Connell, 1945, F 4-bar (34-63) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-34. Camp Curry, 1913, VG 4-bar (MAR-450) (lite tone; crs) (09-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-35. Camp Curry, 1922, VG duplex (MAR-2400) (20-70) on PPC (Vernal Falls). E $12 MIN.6
CA-36. Camp Rodgers, 1928, G+ 4-bar (PLU-360) (crnr crs; tiny tear T) Camp Rodgers, Feather River Canyon h/s cc (16-36) on cvr to Plumas Co.tax collector. E $15 MIN.8
CA-38. Castella, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/4 (LKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-39. Ceres, 1902, VG CDS/target (STA-30) (LKU; couple scuff specks, not in canx) on PPC. E $14
CA-41. College City, 1906, VG+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-42. Cordelia, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (SOL-600) (crnr crs) (54/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-43. Cornwall, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (90-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-44. Cornwall, 1910, G+ 4-bar (COC-1120) (year obscured; crnr crs) (90-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-45. Coyote, 1909, G+ 4-bar (SCL-530) (EKU; lite tone) (82-75) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-46. Cromberg, 1912, G+ 4-bar (PLU-710) (near F+) (80/60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-47. Cummings, 1931, G+ 4-bar (MEN-1040) (edge tear T; bit cr) (88/60) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-48. Cutten, 1950, F 4-bar (29-74) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-49. Cuttens, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (KER-1020) (bit stutter) (11-13) on PPC. E $70
CA-50. Daunt, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 w/contradictory "Sep/Oct" month slugs (EKU; bit o/s) as recd (86-11) on PPC. E $20
CA-51. Dehesa, 1911, F 4-bar (SAN-1010) (toned) (88-17) on PPC. E $20
CA-52. Del Rosa, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone; tiny tear B) (93-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-53. Devore, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (SBE-2010) (toned) (08-30) on PPC. E $20
CA-54. Dimond, 1907, VF duplex (ALA-1550) (lite tone) (91-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-55. Dobbins, 1908, G+ CDS/target (YUB-460) (date spotted; lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-56. Dutch Flat, 1933, G+ 4-bar (PLA-1500) (year partial; o/w F+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-57. Earp, 1939, VG duplex on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-58. East Auburn, 1908, VF duplex (PLA-1520) (LKU; lite tone) (02-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-59. East Auburn, 1908, F duplex (PLA-1520) (02-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-60. Edgwood, 1887, VG+ CDS/circle (SIS-1090) (LKU; ruff R) (70-64) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
CA-61. Edna, 1908, F+ 4-bar (SAL-910) (87-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-62. Edna, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SAL-910) (lite tone) (87-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-63. El Portal, 1913, F 4-bar (MAR-830) (bit o/s; crs) on PPC. E $8
CA-64. Elk Grove, 1901, VG+ CDS/cork (SAC-690) (LKU) pair 2c red on 2c PSE to Germany. E $20
CA-65. Empire Ranch, ca.1860, G+ CDS/grid (YUB-590) (partly ink-enhanced; maybe at time of use, but AS IS for that; ruff T above stamp; bit lite tone) bit faulty 10c Sc.68 (55-65) on cvr. E $90 MIN.46
CA-67. Fallen Leaf, 1915, G+ 4-bar (ELD-1180) (o/s) (60-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-68. Parallone, 1914, G+ 4-bar (SAM-470) (LKU; dial hi: "ALL" partly off) (09-18) on PPC. E $15
CA-69. Fawn Lodge, 1937, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite gum tone) (31-37) on cvr. E $16
CA-70. Fiddletown, 1935, VG magenta 4-bar (AMA-370) on cvr w/cachet (fiddler). E $8
CA-71. Fitchburg, 1910, VG 4-bar (ALA-1690) (uneven toned) (08-11) on PPC. E $20
CA-72. Forbestown, 1911, G+ magenta 4-bar (BUT-1730) (upper R on stamp) (54-25 period) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-73. Forestville, 1928, VG magenta DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
CA-74. Fort Ross, 1910, G+ 4-bar (SON-1900) as recd (77-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-75. Fredalba, 1907, G+ CDS (SBE-2440) (LKU) as recd (96/24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-76. Fredalba, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SBE-2450) (tip cr) (96/24) on PPC. E $20
CA-77. Freeport, 1910, VG 4-bar (SAC-1280) (crnr cr) (64-20) on PPC. E $15
CA-78. Fruita, 1914, G+ 4-bar (GLE-250) (part ruff trim L) (88-53) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-79. Pulda, 1907, G+ 4-bar (PLA-1790) (EKU; year partial; bars partly off B) as recd (06-12) on PPC w/McKinney (84-28) VG Doane 2/2. E $24
CA-80. Fullerton, 1902, G+ duplex (ORA-860) (LKU; bit lite tone) on cvr. 2nd known example. E
$12 MIN.6
CA-81. Galt, 1909, VF 4-bar (SAC-1410) (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
CA-82. Garvanza, 1897, G+ CDS/target (LOS-3360) (address/message faded) (87-01) on GPC. E $15
MIN.8
CA-83. Georgetown, 1928, VG 4-bar (ELD-1570) (EKU; trim L, just in cc) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-84. Glenburn, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 w/scalloped dial (lite tone) (92-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-85. Grand Island, 1915, G+ 4-bar (COL-870) (lite tone) (54-19) on PPC. E $20
CA-86. Grandview, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s) as recd (05-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-87. Grandview, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG) (05-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-88. Green Valley, 1908, G+ CDS (ELD-1670) (upper R arc partial; lite tone; tiny nick T) as recd (54/11) on PPC. E $14
CA-89. Guinda, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (dial bit hi; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-90. Hart, 1910, VG 4-bar (SBE-2670) (08-15) on PPC. E $40
CA-91. Hathaway Pines, 1949, VF 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-92. Haydenhill, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (LAS-640) (78/19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-93. Hermon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial; o/w F+) (04-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-94. Hernandez, 1908, G+ CDS/target (SAB-250) (lite tone) (92-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-95. Highland/ Harlem Springs Rur.Sta., 1955, G+ 4-bar (49-57) on commer.PPC. E $14
CA-96. Hobo Hot Springs, 1935 (Jan 1), G+ purple 4-bar (KER-1770); hobo cachet (32-47) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-97. Honcut, 1905, G+ duplex (BUT-2050) (EKU; state mostly not struck) (56/43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-98. Hot Springs, 1907, VG 4-bar (TUL-1340) (lite tone) (00-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-100. Ingot, 1911, F+ Doane 3/5 (04-40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-101. Inskip, 1879, VF ms (BUT-2200) (EKU; trim L; lower R tip bit clip) (62/15) on cvr. 3rd
known example. EARLIEST for this town. E $50
CA-102. Ioamosa, 1907, G+ duplex (SBE-2970) (month/day mostly not struck) (95-13) on PPC. E $14
CA-103. Ioamosa, 1907, VG 4-bar (SBE-2980) (EKU; TONED; pinhole) as recd (95-13) on PPC. E $14
CA-104. Iowa Hill, 1905, G Doane 3/4 (EKU; town spotty; dial hi: "A HI" mostly off; AS IS for
strike; ruff R, in stamp) Placer Lodge, IOOF cc (01-59) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-105. Jenny Lind, 1937, VG purple 4-bar; Swedish Nightingale cachet (57/51) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-106. John Adams, 1884, G+ CDS/target (BUT-2270) (LKU; trim L) (80-13) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
CA-107. Kennett, 1938, VF 4-bar (gum tone) (86-42) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-108. Kent, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (91-11) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CA-109. Kerman, [1911], VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED route) ms month/day only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-110. Kings Canyon National Park, 1941, VF 4-bar (EARLY) (40-66) on commer.PPC (Gen'l Grant
Tree). E $12 MIN.6
CA-111. Kit Carson, 1964, VG+ 4-bar (51-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-112. Knights Ferry, 1911, VG duplex (STA-890) (lite tone) (1851-1962) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-114. Laurel Dell, 1907, G+ 4-bar (LAK-1210) (near VG+; bit stutter; lite tone) (00/26) on
PPC. E $14
CA-115. Lawrence, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (SCL-1170) (ruff slit T; bit ruff upper R; lite tone)
(87-53) on cvr. E $14
CA-116. Lebec, 1916, G+ 4-bar (KER-2300) (EKU) on PC (orig.w/att'd reply card, removed). E $12
MIN.6
CA-117. Lidell, 1904, G+ Doane 1/1 (state weak; o/w VG) (80-15) on PPC. E $14
CA-118. Linden, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (ruff R, in stamp; heavy crs; edge tear T) as recd at L & as
fwd b/s on #10 PSE w/Bellota (60/18) G+ CDS (SAJ-330) as recd b/s. E $12
CA-119. Log Cabin, 1937, F 4-bar; cabin cachet (26-44) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CA-120. Lomita Park, 1951, F DCDS/4-bar non-standard; Last Day P.O. (33-51) on unadd.GPC. E $12
MIN.6
CA-121. Lordsburg, 1909, VG+ duplex (LOS-5650) (lite tone) (87-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-122. Los Angeles, 1899, VG+ duplex (UNLISTED type w/"9" in killer) # socked-on-nose on
portrait on PSE. E $14
CA-123. Los Angeles, 1935, VG blue-green 4-bar (LOS-6670) (LKU; part lite tone) "The Camel
Express/Fort Tejon, Calif. G+ DCDS tying 46x59mm pictorial local label at L on cvr. E $15
MIN.8
CA-124. Los Angeles/Colegrove Sta., 1910, G+ duplex (LOS-8440) (part spotty) (09-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-125. Los Angeles/Foy Sta., 1950, G+ magenta CDS (EARLY) on GPC w/no message. E $12 MIN.6
CA-126. Los Angeles/Sta.G, 1901, F duplex (LOS-7330) (EARLY; tear R; lite tone; crnr cts) (97/52) on PSE to Canada. E $14
CA-127. Lovelock, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "EL" partly off) (71-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-128. Lovelock, 1912, F Doane 2/1 (LKU) (71-22) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
CA-129. Maine Prairie, 1906, F 4-bar (SOL-1190) (EKU) (61-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-130. Martinez, 1908, G+ blue RDF 1/1 (state omitted; o/w VG) on PPC. E $20
CA-131. Marysville/109th Bok Kai Festival/Marysville Sta., 1989, VF pictorial h/s w/illus.dragon on cvr. E $6
CA-132. Marysville/110th Bok Kai Festival/Marysville Sta., 1990, VF pictorial h/s w/illus.dragon on cvr. E $6
CA-133. Marysville/111th Bok Kai Festival/Marysville Sta., 1991, VF pictorial h/s w/illus.dragon on cvr. E $6
CA-134. Marysville/112th Bok Kai Festival/Marysville Sta., 1992, VF pictorial h/s w/illus.dragon on cvr. E $6
CA-135. Meeks Bay, 1941, VG 4-bar (29-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-136. Midlake, 1912, F 4-bar (LAK-1510) (00-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-137. Mill’s Seminary, 1883, G+ DCDS/target (ALA-2730) (o/s; year heavy inked; nick R) as fwd (79-88) on PPC. E $20
CA-138. Milton, 1908, VF 4-bar (CAL-1530) (71-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-139. Mohawk, 1913, VG 4-bar (PLU-1580) (dial bit hi) (81-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-140. Montebello, 1914, G+ 4-bar (LOS-9840) (toned) 1c Balboa pf.12 on PPC. E $8
CA-141. Montecito, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SBA-1180) (LKU; lite tone) (86-14) on PPC. LATEST for this town. E $30 MIN.15
CA-142. Moores Station, ca.1887, G+ CDS/target (BUT-2710) (spotty strike; date partial; part ruff trim R; bit lite tone; little nibles B; lower L tip rounded) 2c brown (69/92) on cvr. E $40
CA-143. Mountainview, 1905, VG duplex (SCL-2140) (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-144. Murphy, 1913, VG 4-bar (CAL-2030) (EKU) (94-35) on PPC. E $14
CA-145. Nestor, 1911, VG 4-bar (SAN-3580) (LKU; dial hi: tips of "ST" off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-146. Nevada City, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (NEV-1350) (trim R; nick R, in stamp frame) Mistletoe Encampment #47, IOOF, cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CA-147. Newton, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (ELD-2680) (part o/s) (54/12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-148. Nord, 1910, VF duplex (BUT-2980) (LKU) (71/33) on PPC. E $8
CA-149. Norwalk, 1908, VG 4-bar (LOS-10410) (EKU; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-150. Oak View, 1947, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) 2nd day P.O. on PPC w/PM’s signature on back. E $12 MIN.6
CA-151. Oakville, 1907 (Jan 1), F Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-152. Ocean Park, 1903, VG duplex (LOS-10540) (99-14) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-153. Ojaia/Meiners Oaks Rur.Sta., 1953, VG 4-bar (toned) (50-77) on commer.#10 cvr, trimmed L about 1”. E $12 MIN.6
CA-154. Old Beach, 1906, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VF) (05-07) on PPC. E $100
CA-155. Oleander, 1911, VG 4-bar (FRE-4220) (81-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-156. Orcutt, 1896, F CDS/cork (SAN-3970) Orcutt Seed & Plant Co.cc (90-96) on cvr to Ventura, CA, & returned; F strike (LKU) as b/s. E $120
CA-157. Pacific Beach, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG; lite tone) (88-42) on PPC. E $8
CA-158. Palermo, Butte Co., 1892, F CDS/circled star (BUT-3350) (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $50
CA-159. Paloverde, 1904, G CDS/target (EKU; "PA" & state not struck; o/s) (03-07 period) on GPC. EARLIEST for town. E $14
CA-160. Paso Robles, 1896, G+ CDS/cork (SAL-1650) (EKU) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-161. Patchin, 1906, G+ CDS/target (SCL-2590) (tone spot L edge) (72/25) on PPC. E $15
CA-162. Patton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) 1c Smith on PPC. E $8
CA-163. Paxton, 1918, VG 4-bar (PLU-1680) (lite tone) (17-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-164. Perkins, [1905], G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; "S" mostly not struck; year partial; o/s) as recd (86-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-165. Pescadero, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SAM-1240) (LKU; dial hi: tips of "ESC" off; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-166. Pino Grande, 1905, G+ CDS/target (ELD-2900) (EKU; R arc partial, affects "RANDE"; trim R) (92/09) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
CA-167. Pittsville, 1908, VG Doane 3/2 (T edge part scuff) (73/61) on PPC. E $14
CA-168. Playa Del Rey, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 non-standard (EKU; 2 strikes, overlap; part on stamp; lite tone) (04-14) on PPC. E $15
CA-169. Pleasant Valley, 1902, G+ CDS/target (ELD-3230) (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (64-17) on cvr. E $15
CA-170. Pleasant Valley, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ELD-3250) (near F; lite tone) (64-17) on PPC datelined "Urban P.O." E $20 MIN.10
CA-171. Presidio Station, 1909, G+ duplex (SAF-6450) w/"STA" near rim; on PPC. E $14
CA-172. Presidio Station, 1910, G+ duplex (SAF-6450) w/"STA" far from rim rim (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
CA-173. Prospect Park, 1909, G+ duplex (LOS-8940) (uneven TONED) (07/12: Sta.of L.A.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-174. Purser, 1908, G+ 4-bar (LAS-1280) (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (02/15) on PPC. E $15
CA-175. Purser, 1911, G+ 4-bar (LAS-1280) (LKU; part on stamp) (02/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-176. Redcrest, 1965, VG 4-bar (EARLY) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-177. Redding/Shasta Co., 1889, G+ DCDS/target (SHA-3740) (EKU; bit ruff trim L, just in atty's cc) on cvr. E $40
CA-178. Requa, 1909, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (dial hi: "EQ" partly off; "A" on stamp; lite tone; lite cr) (78/70) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-180. Richardson Grove, 1954, VF 4-bar (38-55) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-181. Richvale, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (BUT-3660) (town part spotty) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-182. Riego, 1913, G+ 4-bar (PLA-3020) (LKU; heavy crs in message) (08-19) on PPC. E $20
CA-184. Ritchey, 1909, G+ 4-bar (AMA-1290) (near F) as recd (00-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-186. Roads End, 1936, VG 4-bar; hiker cachet (36-55) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-186. San Diego/Section Base Br., 1942, F+ 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $20
CA-187. San Francisco/Ferry Annex, 1938, F+ duplex (31-40) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-188. San Francisco/Sta.K, 1895, G+ magenta reg'd straight-line (LKU; upper L crnr ruff) 10c Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $20
CA-189. San Jose/West San Jose Sta., 1912, VF duplex (SCL-3280) (11-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-190. San Juan Capistrano, 1909, VG 4-bar (ORA-2030) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-192. Selma, 1913, VF duplex (FRE-5160) (LKU; lite tone; lite crs) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $8
CA-193. Sentinel, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (scuff specks from album mounting; upper L tip nib; tip crs) (80/10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-194. Sespe, 1914, VF 4-bar (VEN-1740) (LKU; HEAVY vert.cr & other crs; AS IS for that) (94-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-195. Simi, 1922, F+ 4-bar (VEN-1810) (LKU) 3+ years later (89-71) on PPC. E $8
CA-196. Skyland Heights, 1913, G+ 4-bar (SBE-5270) (toned) (10-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-197. Sloat, 1917, F 4-bar (PLU-2170) ("T" on stamp) (14-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-198. Soldiers Home, 1908, G+ duplex (LOS-14260) (dial bit hi; part on stamp) (89-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-199. Solvang, 1922, VG 4-bar non-standard (SBA-2130) (LKU) on PPC. E $14
CA-201. Spanish Creek, 1942, F+ 4-bar (EARLY) (42/55) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-202. Spenceville, 1912, G+ duplex (NEV-2180) (72/32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-203. Stanwood, 1909, VF Doane 3/1 (tip crs) (05-15) on PPC. E $20
CA-204. Stella, ca.1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; o/s; lite tone) (85-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
CA-205. Sycamore, 1909, G+ 4-bar (COL-1860) (EKU; bit cr) (71-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-206. Tahoe Valley, 1946, G+ 4-bar (near VF) airman's ms free frank (40-67) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-207. Talcott, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ELD-3950) (bit lite tone; crs) (70/27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-208. Teralta, 1911, G+ 4-bar (SAN-6520) (dial bit hi; lite tone) (11-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-209. Thalheim, 1916, VG+ 4-bar (SIS-1810) (slight stutter) (03-18) on PPC. E $8
CA-210. Thermalito, 1907, G+ CDS (BUT-3850) (LKHU) as rec'd b/s (95-20) on cvr. 2+ years later than catalog. E $15 MIN.8
CA-211. Thomasson, 1908, VF 4-bar (SOL-1580) (07-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CA-212. Trenton, 1911, VG Doane 2/2 as rec'd (87-14) on PPC. E $12
CA-213. Tuscan, 1913, VG 4-bar (TEH-1640) (lite tone) (95-14) on PPC. E $24
CA-214. Twain Harte, 1936, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-215. Twentynine Palms, 1937, F 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-216. University, 1890, G+ CDS/target (LOS-15110) (lite tone; trim R) (82/13) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CA-217. Vacation, 1923, G+ 4-bar (SON-5960) (04-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-218. Vineburg, 1912, G+ 4-bar (SON-6160) (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
CA-219. Walsh Station, 1908, G+ 4-bar (SAC-3630) (part lite tone) (76-17) on PPC. E $14
CA-220. Watts, 1910, G+ 4-bar (LOS-15530) (near VF) (04-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-221. Whittier, 1897, F CDS/cork (LOS-15650) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-222. Yankee Jims, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (upper L tip nick) (52-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-223. Yankee Jims, 1914, G+ 4-bar (PLA-4010) (town part obscured; lite tone) (54-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CA-224. Yankee Jims, 1935, G+ purple 4-bar (PLA-4030) miner cachet (52-40) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

COLORADO / Need Meschter's 'Preterritorial Colorado Postage History?' We have it!
CO-1. Lot 8 diff.) Colorado Doane cancels, 1907-09, VG+ (varied condition) from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PPCs. MIN.$15
CO-2. Alice, 1909, G+ 4-bar (town bit obscured) (00/39) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-3. Amy, 1914, G+ 4-bar (09-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-4. Apex, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part lite; toned; tip cr) (94/32) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-5. Arickaree, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; tip crs) (88/61) on PPC. E $8
CO-6. Association Camp, 1931, VG 4-bar ty.E (16-66) on commer.PPC (Island Lake). E $12 MIN.6
CO-7. Avon, 1910, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-8. Burdett, 1889 (Jan 1), G+ CDS/target (EARLY; trim R; edge tears R) "The Colorado Topics, Hyde, Colo." 20-line text ad at L (88-37) on cvr w/Hyde (82/40) VG CDS as rec'd. E $30
CO-10. Cascade, 1889, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; town part spotty; no flap; tear R) on cvr. E $20
CO-11. Case, 1908, VG+ 4-bar CDS only (bars & bit of rim obf) as rec'd (97-13) on PPC. E $20
MIN.10
CO-12. Chipita Park, ca.1939, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (35-67) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-13. Denver Junction, 1886, G+ CDS/grid (part ruff trim L, in cc) pair 1c banknotes (85-86) on cvr. E $75
CO-14. Denver/Air Mail, 1940, G+ duplex (upper L tip bit ruff) 30c winged globe air on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
CO-15. Dupont, 1962, VF 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-16. Eldora, 1906, G+ Doane 2/6 (near F; crs) (97-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-17. Eldora, 1909, F Doane 2/6 (dial bit hi; o/s; lite tone) (97-67) on PPC. E $8
CO-18. Elk Head, 1912, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) (84-26) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
CO-19. Fremont, 1911, G+ 4-bar (08-14) on PPC. E $60
CO-20. Garfield, 1951, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (80-63) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-21. Garo, 1910, VG 4-bar (80-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-22. Glen, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-20) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
CO-23. Gulch, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (nick R; tip nick; crnr crs) (95-16) on PPC (litho D & RG Depot, Glenwood Spgs). E $50
CO-24. Halfway, 1916, G+ 4-bar (LATE) (03-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-25. Haswell, 1908, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-26. Haxtum, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (88-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-27. Henry, 1913, G+ 4-bar (07-17) on PPC. E $30
CO-28. Hereford, 1914, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-29. Hideaway Park, 1964, VF 4-bar (49?70) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6


CO-31. Hillrose, 1909, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-32. Hooper, 1900, G+ duplex (near VG; trim R; bit lite tone) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

CO-33. Hotchkiss, 1897, G+ CDS/cork (part spotty; ruff L; toned) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

CO-34. Husted, 1882, G+ cogwheel TCDS/grid (lite tone; B tips nick) (78/20) on cvr. E $50

CO-35. Indian Hills, 1952, VG 4-bar on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-36. Keota, 1913, G+ magenta 4-bar (88/73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-37. Lawson, 1952, G+ DCDS ("LAW" & date on stamp) (77/66) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-38. Lehman, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (03-11) on PPC. E $50

CO-39. Loma, 1922, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-40. Longs Peak, [1923], F 4-bar (year omitted; tip cr) (09-36) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-41. Lujane, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (05-10) on PPC. Much better strike than usual for this. E $40

CO-42. Marble, 1941, VG+ 4-bar; "K.C.N.Geology Camp" return add. (90/42) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-43. Masonville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (part lite; toned) on PPC. E $8

CO-44. Mattison, 1909, G+ purple Doane 3/1 (near VG) (89/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-45. Micante, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG; stamp gone, not affecting this; toned; cr) as recd (04-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-46. Nederland, 1935, VF 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $14

CO-47. Newman, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (95-18) on PPC. E $24

CO-48. Nucla, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8

CO-49. Oakview, 1909, G+ 4-bar (07-30) on PPC. E $20

CO-50. Oakview, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF; part lite tone) (07-30) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

CO-51. Olava, 1947, G+ 4-bar (36-48) on commer.PPC. E $14

CO-52. Overland, 1904, F CDS (lite tone) as recd (92-20) on PPC. E $14

CO-53. Overland, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) as recd (92-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-54. Overland, 1909, G+ 4-bar (uneven heavy toned; tear R; tip cr) (92-20) on PPC. E $12

CO-55. Owl, 1911, G+ CDS/target (upper R tip clip; lite tone) (99-18) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

CO-56. Pawnee, 1925, F 4-bar (03-44) on PPC w/Modern Woodmen rec'd at L. E $12 MIN.6

CO-57. Placerville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-58. Plateau City, 1929, VG 4-bar (01-41) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

CO-59. Prowers, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone; nick T) (81/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-60. Prowers, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; bit o/s) as fwd (81/33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-61. Rouse, 1926, VG+ 4-bar (year bit smear; o/w VF) (89-29) on PPC. E $20

CO-62. Royal Gorge, 1952, G+ 4-bar (49-66) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-63. Royal Gorge, 1965, G+ 4-bar w/zip code (LATE) (49-66) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-64. Russell Gulch, 1910, G+ 4-bar (upper L lite) (79-43) on PPC. E $8

CO-65. Russell Gulch, 1931, G+ 4-bar (bit heavy inked; water toned; lite soiled) (79-43) on reg.disp.rect.card. E $5

CO-66. Saint Vrain ("St."), [1863], VF town/month/day (trim R) (59-75) on cvr. No state, but this is only P.O.w/this name at the time. E $200

CO-67. Seibert, 1907, F Doane 3/2; 1c Smith on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-68. Shoshone, 1909, F 4-bar non-standard (07-10) on PPC. E $80

CO-69. Silt, 1912, G+ magenta Doane 3/2 (LKD) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-70. Silverton, ca.1875, G+ CDS/cork (tear L) on PSE Sc.U159. E $50

CO-71. Sligo, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("O" on stamp; o/w VF) (08-41) on PPC. E $14

CO-72. Sligo, ca.1911, G+ 4-bar (dia1 bit hi; year heavy inked) (08-41) on PPC. E $14

CO-73. Sorrento, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (07-18) on PPC. E $30

CO-74. Sorrento, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip cs) (07-18) on PPC. E $16

CO-75. Tennessee Pass, 1946, G+ 4-bar; part o/s by "Mailed From the Top of the World... D. & R.G.W.R.R." 39mm double-circle h/s (12-60) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

CO-76. Thurman, 1910, VG magenta 4-bar (lite tone) (88-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CO-77. Tigliow, 1939, VF 4-bar (cr) "Plan Your Visit to the Mount of the Holy Cross in Colorado" boxed h/s at L; PM's signature below canx (29-42) on GPC (no message). E $15 MIN.8

CO-78. Tollerburg, 1922, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; ink smear by message) (09-31) on PPC. E $24
MIN.12
CO-79. Tuttle, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (date mostly not struck; lite tone; tip crs) (83-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CO-80. Tuttle, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial low: "OLO" mostly off B; stamp gone; crnr crs) as recd (83-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-81. University Park, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 ("RK" on stamp; toned) (90/15) on PPC. E $8
CO-82. Ute, 1898, G+ CDS/target (part lite; upper R edge clip) printed town/county cc (88-00) on PSE w/fully datelined enc. E $250 MIN.130
CO-83. Vernon, 1902, G+ CDS (near VG; trim R) as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CO-84. Waldorf, [1908], G+ 4-bar (year partial) (06-12) on PPC. E $14
CO-85. Waldorf, 1910, VG 4-bar (06-12) on PPC. E $14
CO-86. Waldorf, 1910, F 4-bar (lite tone; crs; edge tear B) (06-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CO-87. Waldorf, 1910, VF 4-bar (toned) (06-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

CONNECTICUT
CT-1. Bolton Notch, 1891, G+ CDS/target (part o/s; trim L) (87-29) on cvr w/enc. E $16
CT-2. Eagleville (Storrs Rur.Sta.), 1913, G+ RFD 10R (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
CT-3. East Granby, 1839, F ms w/"50" rate (piece out upper R edge) on SPL. E $24 MIN.12
CT-4. East River, 1885, G+ violet DCDs/cork (67-59) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
CT-5. East Windsor, 1906, VG Doane 3/4 (EKU; near F; lite tone) (46-15) on PPC. E $16 MIN.8
CT-6. Elliott, 1910, VG 4-bar (79-27) on PPC. E $14
CT-7. Goodyear, 1949, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (19-54) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-8. Hotchkissville, [1875], G+ CDS/target (ruff R) (49-17) on cvr w/enc. E $16
CT-9. Hotchkissville, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) (49-17) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CT-10. Middle Haddam, ca.1860, G+ CDS (dialed bit hi; lite soiled) bit faulty 3c Sc.25 on cvr. E $20
CT-11. New Haven, 1897, VG straight-line (bit stutter; ruff slit upper R tip) solo 10c green Webster on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
CT-12. Norwalk, 1907, F Doane 2/3 as recd (37/17) on PPC. E $10
CT-13. North Guilford, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nick) 2c Colum. (37-07) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
CT-14. Silver Lane, 1916, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (82-30) on PPC. E $8
CT-15. South Canterbury, 1877, VF ms w/cork killer (angle trim R, just into year) (72-16) on cvr. E $20
CT-16. Stratford, 1907, G+ RFD 1/(1?) (# obscured on stamp) on PPC. E $8
CT-18. Waterbury, 1840s, G+ blue CDS w/ms "10" rate (cr; contents part faulty) on SPL. E $15
CT-19. West Ashford, 1860s, G+ ms town/state/month/day (part on stamp but ID sure; bit lite tone) (50-13) on cvr to Burrillville, RI, fwd to Pascoag w/ms "Due 3". E $20
CT-20. West Meriden, ca.1876, VG CDS/target (bit stutter; bit lite tone; lite cr) (46-80) on UX3 GPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-21. West Meriden, [1877], F CDS/target (46-80) on GPC. E $14
CT-22. West Winsted, 1862, G+ DCDS/grid (partly off L edge, affects "WEST") (49-65) on cvr. E $14
CT-23. Westford, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LBU) (1833-1938) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
CT-24. Westville, [1875], G+ CDS/target (trim R) (35-00) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
CT-25. Windsorville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite; toned) (1849-1983) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

DELAWARE
DE-1. Cannon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (state not struck but ID sure) on PPC. E $8
DE-2. Elsmere, 1899, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; bit ruff L) Diamond State Fibre Co.cc (90-22) on PSE. E $20
DE-3. Magnolia, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
DE-4. Saint Georges, 1906, G+ Doane 3/5 (EKU; dial hi: "GEO" partly off; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15
DE-5. Seaford, 1860s, G+ CDS (2 strikes; 1 w/spotty town; 1 partial; crs) on PSE Sc.U27. E $15 MIN.8
DISTRICT of COLUMBIA / See "Political" & other topical categories for more DC.
DC-1. Washington, [1856], VG CDS/circled "Paid/3" h/s & ms "Paid" (small piece out B; tear B) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
DC-2. Washington, 1882, G+ CDS w/"3" in double circle killer (near P; lower L edge ruff slit) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
DC-3. Washington, 1887, VG duplex (upper L tip nib) Nat'l Grance, Patrons of Husbandry cc; "John Trumble, Sec'y" magenta double oval h/s; pair 1c banknotes on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

FLORIDA / Do you need my "Florida Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
FL-1. Lot 17 diff.) Florida Doane cancels, 1906-10, F-G+ (varied condition) mostly DPOs; from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PCs. MIN.$48
FL-2. Atlantic Beach, 1907, G+ CDS/target (toned) (01-61) on PPC. E $14
FL-3. Belleair, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (97/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-4. Braiden Town, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (78-05) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FL-5. Cleveland, 1893, F CDS/target (trim R to stamp) (86-55) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FL-6. Country Club Estates, 1930, G+ 4-bar ("UB" not struck; cr; part lite tone) (27-30) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-7. Dupont, 1909, VG 4-bar (99-21) on PPC. E $16
FL-8. Eatonville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKI; state part obscured on stamp; lite tone; tip cr) (89/6?) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-9. Eden, 1894, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff slit T) (82-23) on PSE. E $20
FL-10. Fivay, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (04-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
FL-11. Port Meade, 1888, G+ octagon/circled star ("Meade" WEAK; killer partial; bit ruff R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FL-13. Georgiana, [1907], G+ 4-bar (year not struck, but message dated) (75-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-14. Georgiana, 1910, G+ 4-bar (75-23) on PPC. E $12
FL-15. Gilmore, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (year mostly not strudck; bit lite tone) (87-16) on PPC. E $16
FL-16. Largo, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
FL-17. Mayflower, 1894, G+ CDS/target (state not struck but confirmed by cc; upper L tip slit) (92-98) on PSE. E $40
FL-18. Mayport, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (bit stutter) (69-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-19. Merritt, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; tip cr; tiny tear T) (84-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-20. Orlovista, 1947, F 4-bar (lite tone) (27-60) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-21. Ormond, 1891, F CDS/target (lite tone) (80-53) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FL-22. Ormond Beach, 1906, F+ Doane 3/1 (EARLY) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-23. Pablo Beach, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (year bit heavy inked; o/w VF; bite lite tone) (86-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-24. Passagrille, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tiny tear T; tip crs) (05-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-25. Ponce Park, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (84-43) on PPC. E $20
FL-26. Port Inglis, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone) (05-16) on PPC. E $24
FL-27. Rural, 1909, G+ CDS/scarab (month/day partial, but fully datelined; lite tone) (85-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
FL-28. Saint Marks, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKI; "NT" weak; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-29. Shiloh, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (84-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-30. Tangerine, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter; tear R; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-31. Tangerine, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FL-32. vero, 1914, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (crnr cr) (91-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FL-33. Zolfo, 1912, G+ 4-bar; State Bank of Zolfo form on back (89-09) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

GEORGIA
GA-1. Atlanta, [1867], G+ blue CDS/circled "US" (killer lite but distinguishable) on cvr. E $30
GA-2. Berzelia, 1870s, G+ CDS/target w/ms day (bit lite tone) (35-33) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
GA-4. Bullards, [1881], VF ms (70-23) on GPC w/message in same handwriting as canx. E $20
GA-5. Camilla, ca.1860, VF ms (EARLY; trim L) on PSE. E $20
GA-6. Culverton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-7. Cuthbert, [1876], G+ CDS/cork (ruff R, in stamp) A.W.Gillespie cc on cvr w/enc., w/MINT
3c banknote partly adhered to T edge, to facilitate addressee's reply. E $30
GA-8. Jewell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-9. Lot 5) Macon, ca.1918-25, F RFD 11c/4 ms month/day/route; 4x 11f/4 ms scribble only (both
UNLISTED types; 1 toned) on PPCs. E $15
GA-10. McCollum, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part lite tone; tip cr) (95-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-11. McCravy, 1907, VG RFD 11c/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
GA-12. McElvannsville, 1858, VF ms (56-67) on PSE. E $150
GA-13. Pansy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG; part ruff L) (00-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
GA-14. Salt Springs, 1887, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) Sweet Water Park Hotel illus.ad (71-89) on
cvr. E $30
GA-15. Savannah/Paid, ca.1859, G+ CDS (year bit spotty; tone specks) on PSE. E $16
GA-16. Sibley, 1891, G+ CDS/target (near VF) (90-26) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
GA-17. Spring Place, 1909, F+ 4-bar (1826-1957) on PPC. E $8
GA-18. Tilton, 1850s, VF ms (lite crs; tiny tear T) (1850-1953) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

HAWAII
HI-1. Hawaii: 1c GPC Sc.UX5; mint. E $24
HI-2. Hanamau, 1978, VG+ 4-bar w/zip code (23-70) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-3. Hawaii National Park, 1964, G+ duplex; 5c Muir on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-4. Honokohau, 1931, G+ magenta 4-bar (bit trim T, just in stamp margin; upper L crnr
stained) (02-55) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
HI-5. Honolulu, 1910, F Amer/H14 flag (lite tone) tying 2c Wash.as FORWARDING on PPC from
Nagasaki, Japan, & fwd to San Francisco. E $20
HI-6. Kahuku, 1907, G+ duplex (o/s by Honolulu flag as transit) 2c Sc.319 on PPC (Native
Fisherman) to SPAIN. E $30
HI-8. Lanikai, 1947, G+ 4-bar (28-57) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-9. Lihue, H.Isls., 1904, G+ duplex; H.Isenberg cc on 2c wrapper to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
HI-10. Puunene, 1939, VG+ duplex on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
HI-11. Waianae, 1910, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
HI-12. Wailuku, 1907, G+ duplex (part on stamp; o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $24

IDAHO
ID-1. Lot 15 diff.) Idaho Doane cancels, 1905-11, F-G+ (varied condition) several DPOs; from a
specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PCs/2 cvrs. MIN.$38
ID-2. Beeler, 1916, G+ 4-bar (town bit spotty; o/w about F) (12-19) on PPC. E $65
ID-3. Blake, 1910, VF CDS/cork (crs; edge tears; bit ruff L) 2 strikes: 1 w/inverted "31" day;
1 w/corrected "13" day (00-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ID-4. Bloomington, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6
ID-5. Carey, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (crnr crs) as fwd on PPC w/Corral (81/66) G+ Doane 2/? (o/s;
date partial) as recd. E $12 MIN.6
ID-6. Chesley, 1903, G+ CDS/target (toned) (99-13) on PPC. E $20
ID-7. Chester, 1909, VF RFD 11E (UNLISTED; crnr cr) ms date only on PPC to RR#3, Ogden, UT;
datelined Chester. E $20
ID-8. Clagstone, 1908, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) as recd (07-56) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-9. Cook, 1911, VG 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs; tip wear) (09-12) on PPC. E $55
ID-10. Eagle, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY; slight stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-11. Ellis, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; small file holes in crnr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-12. Ferrell, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; toned) (02/21) on PPC. E $20
ID-13. Idaho City, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (nicks B; trim T into illus. & add.) patriotic
illus.flag at L on 2.5x5.5" PIECE. E $15 MIN.8
ID-16. Lenore, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-17. Lenore, 1911, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
ID-18. Manard, 1910, G+ 4-bar (07-15) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
ID-20. Marysville, 1907, VF 4-bar (toned) (91-43) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-21. Midas, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (09-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-22. Paris, 1907, VF magenta CDS/Rec’d non-standard w/serifed letters; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-23. Pearl, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (95/29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-24. Picabo, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (state lite; small file holes in crnrs) (00-887) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-25. Pingree, 1910, VF 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-26. Prichard, 1936, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (10-43) on commer.PPC. E $15
ID-28. Rupert, 1906, F Doane 3/1 (bit o/s by partial 2nd strike; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-29. Soldier, 1908, VF 4-bar (82-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-30. South Boise, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as recd (07-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-31. Squirrel, 1948, F 4-bar w/pictorial squirrel h/s; PM’s signature (00-79) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ID-32. Sweet, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (86-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ID-33. Tharp, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit o/s) as recd (09-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ID-34. Wendell, [1909], G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

ILLINOIS / Need my "Illinois Post Offices"? $25 in US. (In Illinois, add 8.5% tax.) $40 outside US.

IE-1. Lot 28 diff. Illinois Doane cancels, 1906-13, VF-G+ (varied condition) some EKU/LKU; from a specialized collection; LOW minimum bid for this batch; on PPCs. MIN.$60
IE-2. Adrian, 1911, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-3. Amboy, Ills, 1908, VG purple RFD 6B/5 flag h/s (UNLISTED # for this type; lite tone) on PPC. E $60
IE-4. Ancona, 1905, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; state mostly not struck; o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-5. Barrow, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; tip cr; bit edge wear) (71/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-6. Beaverville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; crs; bit tone) on PPC. E $8
IE-7. Belleville, [1845], F+ DCDS w/"V" h/s rate (crs) on 2.25x5" SFL. E $40
IE-8. Bellflower, 1906, VG CDS/cork on LEATHER PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-9. Bentley, 1907, VG CDS/target (lite tone; message part scuff) as recd (70-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IE-10. Berdan, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; sender's last name scraped) (69-29) on PPC. E $12
IE-11. Bradford, 1909, F RFD 11A/3; ms town/state/date on PPC. E $8
IE-12. Bushnell, ca.1860, G+ balloon CDS (trim R; address faded) on 2.5x4" cvr. E $10 MIN.5
IE-13. Butler, 1912, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; lower R tip nick; tiny tear B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-14. Charlotte, 1917, G+ Doane "mimic" non-standard w/"2" in 6-bar killer (LKU; date bit heavy inked; o/w F+) (80/DPO) on PPC. E $14
IE-16. Chicago/LaSalle St.Tube Sta., 1909, G+ duplex/2 on PPC. E $40
IE-17. Chicago/N.Western Tube Sta., 1909, G+ duplex (killer partial; toned) on PPC. E $30
IE-18. Chicago/S.D.Sta, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IE-19. Chicago/W.D.Sta'n, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (dial bit hi; bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IE-20. Choat, 1918, G+ 4-bar (part ruff R; bit lite tone) (96-19) on cvr. E $15
IE-21. Claremont, 1914, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; town part heavy inked; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IE-22. Colfax, [1911], VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IE-23. Congerville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $6
IE-24. Congress Park, 1906, G+ Doane 2/? (EKU; o/s; bit stutter; bit lite tone) (99-43) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-26. Cornland, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; lite tone) 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-27. Custer Park, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
IL-28. Custer Park, 1917, VG RFD 11N (UNLISTED; year scrawled; lite tone) ms carrier's initials/date on PPC. E $8
IL-29. Custer Park, ca.1917, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-30. Delavan, I1ls, 1882, F CDS w/6-bar killer (upper L tip nib) on PSE. E $14
IL-31. Dexter, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (76-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-32. Dixon, I1ls, (1857), F CDS (few tone spots) 3c imperf on 2.5x4.25" cvr w/enc. E $20
IL-33. Dixon, ca.1858, G+ CDS on PSE. E $15
IL-34. Dixon, 1863, F DCDS/target (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $14
IL-35. Dover, 1894, F CDS/target (upper R tip nib) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
IL-36. Dow, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
IL-37. East Dubuque, 1912 (Jan 1), G+ duplex (R arc on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-38. Ellsworth, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED; crnr cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-39. Englewood, 1888, G+ CDS/cork (crs; lite tone) (68-94) on PSE. E $14
IL-40. Fairfield, 1881, G+ DCDS/circled star (bit lite tone) on PSE. E $15
IL-41. Fairmount, 1912, VG RFD 11E; ms date only, all on stamp; on PPC. E $6
IL-42. Falmouth, 1882, VF ms (addressee's pen notes L; lite tone) (78-23) on PSE. E $16
IL-43. Farmdale, 1870s, VG+ ms town/month/day (bit smear; trim R; few tone spots; stamp faulty when applied) (74-28) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-44. Flagg, 1916, G+ 4-bar (84-17) on PPC. E $15
IL-45. Flatrock, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/5 (bit scuff; lite tone) on PC w/Flat Rock Bank printed form on back. E $12 MIN.6
IL-46. Florence Station, ca.1893, G+ CDS/target (bit trim T) 2c Colum. (62-44) on cvr. E $15
IL-47. Foxville, 1898 (Jan 1), G+ CDS/target; 8c Sherman (72-00) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24
IL-48. Francis Mills, 1903, G+ CDS/target; 8c M.Wash. +2c Sc.301 pair (93-19) on reg'd cvr. E $16
IL-49. Franklin Grove, 1850s, G+ CDS w/ms month/day; ms killer (lite crs) pair 3c imperfs on cvr. E $20
IL-50. Franklin Grove, ca.1860, G+ CDS (trim R; lite tone) on 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr w/fancy albino embossed border. E $20
IL-51. Franklin Grove, ca.1861, VF CDS/circled "Paid/3" on stampless cvr. E $60
IL-52. Franklin Grove, 1865, VG+ blue CDS/target (bit trim T) on cvr. E $15
IL-53. Freeland, 1868 (Jul 4), VG+ ms (trim L, just in tip of "F"; edge tear T) (55-86) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-54. Freeport, I1ls, 1850s, G+ CDS (no flap) 3c imperf on 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr w/fancy albino embossed border. E $15
IL-55. Freeport, I1ls, 1870s, G+ CDS w/"E" killer (killer all on stamp) on cvr. E $15
IL-56. Friendsville, 1908, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "SVI" partly off; toned) (40-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-57. Galesburgh, 1859, VG+ CDS (edge tears; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-58. Galesburgh, [1883], VG CDS w/BOLD crude serified "G" killer (dial bit hi; trim R) on cvr. E $40
IL-59. Galva, 1880s, VF DCDS/circled star (trim R; long tear lower R edge) on cvr. E $15
IL-60. Galva, [1883], F DCDS/circled star (B tips wear) War Dept., Signal Service, cc on 3c official PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-61. Galva, 1902, VF RFD 1/1 on GPC. E $16
IL-62. Geneseo, ca.1860, VG balloon CDS (ruff R, barely in stamp; cr) on cvr. E $14
IL-63. Geneseo, 1863, G+ DCDS/grid on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-64. Geneseo, 1895, VG CDS/segmented cork; Lilly Coal/Smithing addressee's ad cc on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-65. Geneseo, 1905, G+ RFD 2F/5 (UNLISTED; add.part smear; trim R) "Co.B, 6th Infantry, I.N.G." (Ill.Nat'l Guard) cc on cvr. E $16
IL-66. Genoa, ca.1909, VG RFD 11D; ms "RFD" only, on stamp on PPC. E $5
IL-67. Glenavon, 1908, G+ CDS/target (toned) (99-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-68. Grantfork, 1898, G+ CDS (crnr crs) (69-18) on GPC. E $15
IL-69. Graymont, 1920, VG 4-bar non-standard (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-70. Green River, 1860, VF ms (lite crs) (37-DPO) on cvr. E $20
IL-71. Green River, 1860, VF ms (part ruff slit T; part lite tone) (37-DPO) on cvr. E $16
IL-72. Green River, ca.1869, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; edge tears T; lite tone) 3c grill (37-DPO) on 1.75x4" lady's cvr. E $16
IL-73. Green River, [1874], G+ CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp tip) (37-DPO) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-74. Green River, 1893, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (37-DPO) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15
IL-75. Greenbush, 1902, G+ CDS/target (38-DPO) on cvr. E $14
IL-76. Greenfield, ca.1860, G+ red balloon CDS/ms (lite crs; part lite tone) on cvr. E $12

MIN.6
IL-77. Greenville, 1908, G+ RFD 8/var/1 (UNLISTED; "VILLE" mostly not struck but message datelined; o/s) duplex w/"R.F.D.Route No.1" magenta h/s on PPC w/Eberle G+ Doane 3/1 as recd. E $16
IL-78. Greenwood, ca.1880, G+ CDS (trim R, barely in stamp; stamp part toned) 1c banknote (49-05) on local cvr. E $15
IL-79. Gridley, 1895, G+ DCDS on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-80. Groveland, 1908, VG Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-81. Hadley, 1908, G+ CDS/target (month not struck) (99-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-82. Haldane, 1934, VF 4-bar ty.E (bit trim T) (56-DPO) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-83. Hall, ca.1859, F ms (toned; lower L tip nib) (DPO: years unknown) on cvr. Franklin Co.P.O., not listed in catalogs. Listed in 1855 & 1859 postal directories. E $120
IL-84. Hampton, 1870s, VG CDS w/crude shield (lowr R tip nib) on PSE. E $20
IL-85. Happy Hollow, 1881, G+ CDS (near VG+) (73-84) on GPC. E $90
IL-86. Hayes, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (77-19) on PPC. E $14
IL-87. Hebron, 1881, F TCDS/neg.star (trim R, just in 3c margin; part lite tone) 10c +3c banknotes on reg'd cvr. E $30
IL-88. Herbert, 1898, G+ CDS/target (part heavy inked) S.E.Powell Farm Implements cc (86-DPO) on cvr. E $15
IL-89. Hersman, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd (65-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-90. Highland, [1913], VG RFD 11F ms 3 horiz.lines canx; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $8
IL-91. Holder, Ills, 1875, VF ms (EARLY; upper R tip bit ruff) on cvr. E $16
IL-92. Holland, 1908, G+ CDS/target (toned) (61/22) on PPC. E $14
IL-93. Holland, 1909, G+ CDS/target (61/22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-94. Hollowayville, [1854], VF ms w/"Pd 3" rate (52-24) on stampless cvr w/enc.signed S.S.Holloway. E $40
IL-95. Hollowayville, ca.1860, VF ms (ruff slit upper R, thru date; part lite tone) (52-24) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-96. Hollowayville, 1900, VG CDS/target; 8c Sherman (52-24) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
IL-97. Hoop Pole, 1886, G+ TCDS/star w/ms day (few letters in add.tached; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15
IL-98. Huegely, 1910, G+ CDS/target (crs) (98-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-99. Hunter, [1895], G+ CDS/target (bit of rim off B; part lite tone) pair 4c Lincoln (1 faulty) (42/00) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24
IL-100. Iles Junction, 1892, G+ CDS/target (73-98) on GPC. E $20
IL-101. Ionia, ca.1860, VF ms (front & back separated, hinged together at B edge; ruff L; edge tears/nicks; bit tone) (52-87) on cvr. E $20
IL-102. Irene, 1897, G+ purple CDS/target (edge tears) (88-DPO) on PSE. E $14
IL-103. Kaufman, 1908, VG 4-bar (crnr cr; lite tone) (84-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-104. Kenney, 1898, VF CDS/cork (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-105. Kewaunee, 1860, F CDS/circled "Paid" on stampless cvr (apparently local, w/name only as address). E $80
IL-106. Kewaunee, ca.1860, F 35mm DCDS on 2.5x4.25" pink lady's cvr. E $40
IL-107. Kewaunee, 1881, F blue CDS/target w/2 maltese crosses in dial (ruff L) 3x 1c banknotes on cvr. E $15
IL-108. LaClair, 1870s, G+ ms (bit faded; trim L) (49-02) on cvr. E $20
IL-109. Ladd, 1905, G+ duplex (bit trim T; no flap) bank cc; 4x 2c on reg'd 2c PSE. E $14
IL-110. LaFayette, 1850s, G+ CDS (upper R tip nick) 3c imperf on cvr. E $15
IL-111. LaFayette, 1890, VG fancy DCDS/cork; Irvin Ingels, Nurseryman/Florist cc on 1c PSE. E $15
IL-112. LaFayette, 1910, VG+ RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-113. LaGrange/Academy Br., 1949, VF red DCDS; 1st Day P.O. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-114. LaGrange/Broadview Br., 1949, F+ magenta DCDS; Last Day P.O. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-115. Lakewood, 1906, G+ Doane 3 CDS/Recd (EKU; lite toe; tip cris) as recd; G+ Doane 3/4 as fwd; on PPC from England. E $12 MIN.6
IL-116. LaMoille, 1846, VF ms (bit lite tone) as fwd, w/ms "5" forwarding rate on SPL w/Springfield, MA, G CDS origin; "10" h/s rate lined thru. E $40
IL-117. LaMoille, Ills, [1852], VF ms (cr) 3c imperf on folded letter (no contents). E $20
IL-118. LaMoille, Ills, [1854], VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (lite tone; lite cris; edge tear R) on cvr w/enc./lined Perkins Grove. E $40
IL-119. LaMoille, 1860s, G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "Paid 3" on stampless cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-120. LaMoille, 1866, VG+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-121. LaMoille, 1910, VF RFD 11E ms date only, all on stamp on PPC. E $8
IL-122. Lane Depot, ca.1860, G+ balloon CDS (54-65) on cvr. E $50
IL-123. Lavergne, 1908, VG 4-bar (o/s; lite tone) as recd (91-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-124. Lee, 1883, VG sawtooth CDS w/2 small maltese crosses in dial/target (trim L) on PSE. E $15
IL-125. Lee Centre, [1855], G+ brown CDS w/arc'd "Paid/3" (crs) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $50
IL-126. Lewistown, [1887], G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff T; tone spots) on 2c Grant lettersheet. E $12 MIN.6
IL-127. Lima, 1925, VF 4-bar non-standard (toned; cris) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-128. Lisbon, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (tiny tear R) (1836-DPO) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-129. Lombardville, 1883, VG CDS/circled star (trim L; bit lite tone) (70/31) on PSE. E $20
IL-130. Lombardville, 1931, VF 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (70/31) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-131. Lotus, 1910, G+ CDS/target (town part obscured by design) (02-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-132. Lyndon, 1915, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-133. Lynn Centre, 1880, G+ purple CDS/cork w/ms year on cvr. E $14
IL-134. Lynn Centre, ca.1887, VF undated straight-line (edge tears; toned) 1c Frank. on local cvr. E $14
IL-135. Mackinaw, ca.1912, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-136. Mackinaw, 1918, F RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED) ms date & letter "C" in "X" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-137. Macomb, [1833], VF ms w/"18 3/4" rate (overall soiled; nicks; edge wear; purple ink stains; internal separation) on SPL. E $20
IL-138. Malden, [1859], VG+ balloon CDS (bit trim T) on cvr w/enc. E $20
IL-139. Malden, [1862], F+ socked-on-noose balloon CDS on cvr. E $20
IL-140. Malden, 1886, G+ octagon/"H" in target (dial bit hi; trim R) on cvr. E $15
IL-141. Manlius, 1895, VG CDS/target; 10c Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $15
IL-142. Marcelline, 1909, VG 4-bar (near VF) (43/13) on PPC. E $15
IL-143. Marine, 1886, VG DCDS/hollow star (ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $15
IL-144. Marquette, 1914, G+ blue 4-bar (LATE; dial HI: "QUET" mostly off) (94-14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-145. Matthews, [1908], G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) (03-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-146. Maxwell, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit stuffer; bit lite tone) (91-25) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-147. Mazon, 1886, VG octagon/grid (part lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $14
IL-148. Melvin, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
IL-149. Miles Station, 1897, VG+ CDS/target (near VF) 8c +2c (56-14) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-150. Miles Station, 1899, F CDS/cork (bit ruff slt T) 10c Webster solo (56-14) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-151. Millersville, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) (72-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-152. Milmine, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $6
IL-153. Mineral, Ills, 1866, VF ms (trim L; edge tear) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-154. Mineral, 1897, VG CDS/target; 2x 5c Grant on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-155. Missal, 1892, G+ CDS/target (86-21) on GPC. E $15
IL-156. Modena, 1870s, VG+ CDS/target (61/06) on cvr. E $16
IL-157. Modoc, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned) (82-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-158. Monica, 1886, G+ CDS/target (near VF; part lite soiled) (72-DPO) on cvr. E $12
IL-159. Monmouth, 1901, F RFD 1/4 (lite tone; upper R tip nib) on cvr. E $20
IL-160. Morris, 1863, G+ DCDS/target (trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-161. Morris, 1905, G+ RFD 2FD/5 (UNLISTED; part ruff trim R, just in stamp) on PSE w/enc. E
$20
IL-162. Morrison, 1907, G+ CDS/Rec'd (toned) as transit on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-163. Morrison, 1908, F duplex on PPC to local add. E $15 MIN.8
IL-164. Morristown, [1851], VF ms w/'Paid 5" rate (40-71) on SFL. E $24
IL-165. Morristown, [1857], VF ms w/'Paid 3" rate (40-71) on SFL. E $30
IL-166. Mount Carroll, 1849, VF ms w/'10" rate (EARLY) on SFL. E $40
IL-167. Mount Carroll, [1853], VG CDS w/'Paid" h/s (upper L tip nick; bit edge wear) on
stampl ess cvr w/enc. E $30
IL-168. Munson, 1860s, VF ms (trim R; lite tone) w/ms "Forwarded due 6" & "Due 6" h/s at upper
L; as fwd (57-65) on cvr w/ partial, indistinct origin DCDS. E $100
IL-169. Nachusa, 1850s, VG CDS on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-170. Naval Station, 1912, VF duplex (11-12) on PPC. E $40
IL-171. Neelyville, 1910, G+ Doane 1/1 (part on stamp; month omitted; lite tone; tip cr)
(60-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-172. Nekoma, 1883, G+ CDS/target (trim R, partly in addressee name) 5c Garfield (69-DPO) on
cvr to Sweden. E $20 MIN.10
IL-173. Nelson, 1861, VF ms (trim L) (58/DPO) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-174. Nelson, 1862, VF ms (58/DPO) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-175. Nettle Creek, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (thin lite tone line) (75-08) on PSE. E $24
IL-176. New Bedford, 1860s, VG ms (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-177. New Bedford, 1870s, G+ CDS/target on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-178. New Berlin, 1912, G+ TCDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-179. New Brenton, 1867, VF ms (R tips nick) (65-68) on cvr. E $75
IL-180. New Brenton, 1867, VF ms (65-68) on 2x4.75" cvr. E $75
IL-181. New Columbia, 1896, G+ CDS/target (1" tear upper L; slight ruff slit T) 8c Sherman
(58-DPO) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $15
IL-182. Newark, I11s, 1882, VG purple DCDS (lite soiled; trim R) 2c +1c banknotes on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
IL-183. Newark, 1909, G+ blue-green RFD 3IA (UNLISTED) straight-line town/state/date on PPC. E
$20
IL-184. Newbern, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; near F) (34/DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-185. Nora, 1912, F Doane 3/5 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-186. North Aurora, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-187. North Henderson, 1928, F 4-bar non-standard (tiny tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-188. Nunda, 1884, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (68-03) on GPC. E $20
IL-189. Ogden, 1904, VG+ straight-line town/state w/separately applied date (town heavy inked;
o/w VF; bit ruff trim R; toned; stamp fault) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-190. Ogle Station, I11s, ca.1860, VF ms (ruff R; edge tears) (55-67) on cvr. E $40
IL-191. Ohio, I11s, 1860s, VF ms (trim L; edge tear B) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-192. Ohio, 1881, VF DCDS/star (trim R; upper R tip nib, just in stamp) on cvr. E $24
IL-193. Ohio, 1883, F+ DCDS/star on GPC. E $20
IL-194. Omp Ghent, 1860s, VF ms at upper (addressee's note T; nick T; flap faults) (58-84) on
cvr. E $30
IL-195. Ontarioville, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (73-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-196. Ophiem, 1880s, G+ blue CDS/target w/ms date (bit ruff L; lite tone) (71-DPO) on cvr. E
$15
IL-197. Ophiem, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (71-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-198. Orchardville, [1893], G+ CDS/target (EARLY) (91-DPO) on 2c Colum.PSE w/Six Mile (70-03)
G+ CDS as transit b/s. E $16
IL-199. Oreana, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
IL-200. Oregon, 1912, F RFD 11/5 (lite tone) town/date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-201. Osceola, 1904, G+ CDS/target (78-05) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-202. Otto, 1864, VF ms (trim R; offset ink spots, in affecting canx) (47-03) on PSE. E $16
IL-203. Oxford, [1862], G+ CDS (crs; lower L tip ruff) (40-81) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-204. Papineau, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-205. Parkville, 1897, G+ CDS/target (near F; dial bit hi; lite tone) 8c Sherman (75-03) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $16
IL-206. Paw Paw Grove, 1860s, G+ DCDS/target (rim partly off L; trim R; part lite tone) (36-83)
on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $24
IL-207. Pennington Point, 1898, G+ CDS/target (near F; edge tear T; upper R edge clip) (65-02) on cvr. E $15
IL-208. Peoria, [1838], G+ CDS w/ms "Paid 10"; "Under Charge -10" below; "Paid" h/s & ms "10" below that (cr) on SPL. ODD combo. E $40
IL-209. Phelps, 1888, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: tips of "EL" off; part ruff R; toned) (83-13) on cvr. E $15
IL-210. Philadelphia, 1885, F CDS/target (dial part o/s by killer; bit ruff trim R to stamp; tone spot T) 10c banknote (82-DPO) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $15
IL-211. Mailed TO: Pilot Center, 1878, canxved Lee, IL, F CDS/target (trim L) (70-79) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-212. Poag, 1910, G+ magenta MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (o/s; lite tone; crs) as recd (89-19) on PPC. E $14
IL-213. Polo, 1898, VG+ CDS/cork (trim R; lite tone) 2c Trans Miss on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-214. Polo, 1901, G+ purple RFD 1/2 (trim R; lower R crnr ruff) on cvr. E $16
IL-215. Polo, 1902, VG black RFD 1/2 (trim L; stamp bit faulty) on cvr. E $16
IL-216. Pontiac, [1866], VG+ CDS/circle-of-wedges (dial bit hi; trim L; upper L crnr nib) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-217. Poplar Grove, 1887, G+ magenta DCDS/target (dial bit hi; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-218. Port Byron, 1903, G+ RFD 1/? (near F; bit stutter; bars & # mostly not struck; upper R tip slit) on cvr. E $16
IL-219. Powellton, 1894, G+ CDS/target w/ms year correction (near VG) (82-18) on PSE. E $15
IL-220. Powellton, [1895], G+ CDS/target (year partial; upper R edge ruff; edge tear T) 10c Webster solo (82-18) on reg'd cvr. E $15
IL-221. Prairie City, 1850s, G+ balloon CDS (EARLY; near F; lite ink smear by add.; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $16
IL-222. Prairie Hall, 1885, G+ TCDS/target (bit ruff slit T; edge tear R) (69/18) on cvr. E $15
IL-223. Prairie Hall, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU) (69/18) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $20 MIN.10
IL-224. Prairie Hall, 1909, F+ 4-bar (bit lite water tone) (69/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-225. Prairie Home, 1860s, VG+ ms ("Home" & state on stamp; trim L; edge tear B) (64-03) on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $16
IL-226. Prairieville, 1870s, G+ magenta DCDS/target (year partial; dial bit hi; trim L; bit lite tone) (78-99) on cvr. E $40
IL-227. Prairieville, [1891], G+ CDS/target (year not struck) (78-99) on GPC. E $40
IL-228. Princeton, 1859, VF red CDS/grid (trim R) on cvr. E $15
IL-229. Princeton, 1859, VF red CDS/grid (edge tears T) on cvr. E $15
IL-230. Princeton, 1860, VG red CDS/grid struck twice (dial bit hi; trim R) on PSE. E $14
IL-231. Princeton, [1879], VG+ CDS w/BOLD crude neg."79" in cork killer representing year (trim R) on PSE. E $24
IL-232. Princeton, ca.1880s, G+ CDS/BOLD crude neg."P" in cork killer (trim R; edge tear R; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $20
IL-233. Princeton, 1893, G+ duplex (tiny tear T; lite tone) Supt.of Schools cc; faulty pair 1c Colum. on cvr. E $14
IL-234. Princeton, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
IL-235. Princeville, 1893, G+ CDS/cork (near VG+) 1c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-236. Prophetstown, 1905, G+ duplex (near VF; part o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-237. Prophetstown, 1908, G+ duplex (uneven heavy toned) on PPC (Prophetstown High School bldg). E $12 MIN.6
IL-238. Prophetstown, 1939, G+ duplex; 1c Prexie on LEATHER PPC. Late use of old card. E $15 MIN.8
IL-239. Providence, [1845], VF ms w/"25" rate (toned) (37-03) on SPL. E $30
IL-240. Providence, 1870s, VF ms (trim L) (37-03) on PSE. E $20
IL-241. Providence, [1884], G+ blue CDS/target (37-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-242. Proving Ground, 1939, F 4-bar; War Dept./ Savanna Ordnance Depot cc (39-48) on #10 penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-243. Quincy, 1887, G+ Wesson H(Q) (part on stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-244. Quincy, 1893, G+ duplex; "White Star Line steamer" RED ms instruction at T; 1c Sc.219 on GPC w/Ricker Nat'l Bank form on back. Germany. E $15
IL-245. Reed, 1894, VG CDS/grid (edge tears) (86-02) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $40
IL-246. Reno, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (83-DPO) on PPC. E $8
IL-247. Richardson, 1909, VG CDS/cork (toned) (88-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-248. Richland, [1895], G+ CDS/target (tiny tears; B flap off) (34-02) on cvr. E $15
IL-249. Richmond, [1838], VF ms w/"18 3/4" rate (rate obscured by addressee's pen note; crs (edge tear T) (38-40) on SFL. RARE Henry Co.P.O. E $180
IL-250. Rileyville, 1911, G Doane 3/2 (LKH; dial hi; most of town not struck, but "RILE" shows & ID is SURE; stamp faulty: big piece off; lite tone; crs) (74-11) on PPC. AS IS for faults, but 2nd known example of RARE Doane. E $15 MIN.8
IL-251. Ringwood, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-252. Risk, ca.1893, G+ CDS/target (81-18) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
IL-253. River Forest, 1885, G+ TCDS/fancy wheel (T arc partial & part obscured by design, but ID sure) (82-89) on GPC w/Patrons of Husbandry illus.rec't on back (eagle & handshake). E $24
IL-254. Rochelle, 1910, VG RFD 11L/4 (UNLISTED; toned) ms date/route/carrier's initials on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-255. Rock Falls, 1909, G+ duplex (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC (Sterling, IL, Post Office & View in Central Park). E $15 MIN.8
IL-256. Rock Falls, 1913, G+ duplex on PPC (1st Ave.Bridge, Sterling, IL). E $15 MIN.8
IL-257. Rockville, Ills, 1867, VF ms (trim L) (38-02) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $16
IL-258. Roland, ca.1869, VF ms (trim L) faulty 3c locomotive (maybe reused, or not orig.to this?) (49-05) on cvr. E $20
IL-259. Roscoe, [1855], VF ms w/"Paid/3" rate (edge tear T) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $20
IL-260. Rosemond, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) as recd (56-23) on PPC. E $14
IL-261. Rozetta, 1878, G+ magenta CDS/target (trim R) (58-01) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-262. Rugby, 1887, VG purple TCDS/star (trim L) (80-18) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
IL-263. Sadorus, 1909, F RFD 11E/49 (UNLISTED) ms date & crosshatch killer only on PPC. High route #. E $8
IL-264. Sagetown, [1873], G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (61-81) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-265. Sagetown, ca.1874, G+ CDS/ms (trim R, just in rim; T edge soiled) 6c +3c +2x 1c banknotes (61-81) on cvr w/SARCE 8c reg'y fee. E $65
IL-266. Sagetown, [1880], G+ CDS/cork (LATE; trim R, just in stamp) (61-81) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-267. Saidora, [1901], G+ CDS/target (date spotty; edge tear R; addressee's pencil notes) (68-DPO) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-268. Saint Anne, 1908, G+ RFD 1V/2 (# mostly not struck; toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-269. Saint Paul, 1897, G+ CDS/target; 8c Sherman (76-06) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $16
IL-270. Samsville, Ills, 1860s, F ms (scrawled "Samsville"); lower L tip nick) (65-07) on 2x4.75" cvr. E $16
IL-271. Sandwich, [1882], G+ CSD/cork (trim R, just in add.; tiny nicks B; lite tone) 3c +2c banknotes on cvr to Germany. E $15
IL-272. Sandwich, [1884], G+ CDS/crude circled "S" on GPC. E $14
IL-273. Saxon, 1860s, VF ms (B flap mostly off) (55-00) on cvr. E $16
IL-274. Scales Mound, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $14
IL-275. Scarboro, 1910, VF magenta Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (06-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-276. School, 1898, F CDS/target (lite tone) 2x 5c (63/09) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
IL-277. Shabbona, 1889, F+ TCDS/fancy wheel (ruff R, in stamp to oval; part lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-278. Shabbona Grove, 1865, VG+ 19mm CDS/ms (trim R) inverted strike; pair 3c (44-DPO) on cvr. E $30
IL-279. Shabbona Grove, 1901, G+ CDS/target (trim R; R flap mostly off) (44-DPO) on PSE. E $15
IL-280. Shabbona Grove, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 (upper R tip ruff) (44-DPO) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-281. Shannon, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms hand-drawn star killer on PPC. E $8
IL-282. Shannon, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IL-283. Sharon, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lower R tip nib; toned) (40-00) on cvr w/enc. E $16
IL-284. Sherman, 1907, VG+ RFD 2F/25 (tiny tear L; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
IL-285. Sherman, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) 1c Smith on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-286. Shetlerville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (near VF; bit cr) hardware dealer h/s cc; 8c +2c (83-11) on reg'd cvr. E $16
IL-287. Sinclair, 1878, VF ms (bit lite tone; no flap) (58/DPO) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $15
IL-288. Smithfield, 1908, VG RFD 11E/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms date only on PPC. E $8
IL-289. Smithfield, 1910, VG CDS/target non-standard (dial bit hi) as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-290. Souders, [1893], G+ CDS (year partial; lite tone) as rec'd b/s; 2c Colum. (92-14) on cvr to "Mr.Christ King". E $14
IL-291. Souders, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (92-14) on reply GPC. E $15
IL-292. Spankey, 1893, VG+ CDS/target (heavy offset ink at L, barely on dial) (91-04) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $40
IL-293. Spencer, [1893], G+ CDS (addressee's pen notes) as rec'd below stamp (57-13) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-294. Spring Bay, [1857], F ms (bit ruff R; nick L; tear B) faulty 3c imperf (48-06) on cvr. E $16
IL-295. Spring Grove, 1860s, F ms (uneven tone; trim L) (34-81) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
IL-296. Springgrove, 1907, G Doane 2/4 (part on stamp; state not struck) on LEATHER PPC to local add. E $6
IL-297. Stark, 1897, VG CDS/target (bit ruff upper R) (79-33) on cvr w/enc. E $15
IL-298. Stark, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (79-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-299. Sterling, 1893, G+ CDS/Rec'd as rec'd b/s on 2c Colum.PSE to Sterling Nat'l Bank. E $12 MIN.6
IL-300. Stewardson, Ills, 1888, G+ magenta CDS w/fancy killer (killer part obscured on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-301. Stillman Valley, 1884, VF CDS/target (lower L tip nick) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-302. Stillman Valley, 1889, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; B edge tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IL-303. Streator, [1885], F CDS (cr; part lite tone) on 7x8.5" "Entry of 2nd-class Matter" form. E $15 MIN.8
IL-304. Fred G.Reis, Sublette, ca.1908, G+ RFD 5EA/2 h/s w/carrier's name/route/town/state (UNLISTED; 2 strikes, part overlap; part obscured on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. 2nd PPC w/partial strike of same type, clearly showing route #. E $30 MIN.15
IL-305. Summerhill, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/4 (LKK; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-306. Sunny Hill, [1895], G+ CDS/target (year partial; trim R) Rock Island & Peoria Ryw header (76-26) on cvr. E $15
IL-307. Sunrise, [1892], G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (87-02) on PSE. E $50
IL-308. Swedona, ca.1889, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; ruff R) 2c green (69-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IL-309. Swift, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKK; o/s toned; edge tear R; crs) (97-12) on PPC. E $20
IL-310. Swisher, 1895, F CDS/target (dial bit hi: tip of "E" off; edge tear T) 8c Sherman (86-05) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24
IL-311. Taft, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town smear; lite tone) (08-14) on PPC. E $14
IL-312. Upper Alton, 1860s, G+ blue CDS/grid (trim R; crs; lite tone) (35-12) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
IL-313. Walker, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/2 (bit stutter; lite tone) (57/40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-314. Walker, [1909], G+ Doane 2/2 w/"1906" year slug inverted to serve as '09 (town part obscured) (57/40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IL-315. Wanda, 1915, F+ 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "ND" off) (59/16) on PPC. E $15
IL-316. Waterman, 1910, VG 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-317. Waterman, 1912, G+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-318. Watertown, 1908, VG magenta 4-bar non-standard (59-15) on PPC. E $14
IL-319. West Hallock, 1895, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; pieces out; tears; BRITTLE; AS IS ONLY) pair 4c +faulty pair 1c (64-02) on reg'd cvr. E $16
IL-320. Wheeler, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P (UNLISTED) ms carrier's "HEM" initials only on PPC. E $8
IL-321. Willey/Chas.Hall, P.M., 1885, F magenta sawtooth TCDS/grid (bit ruff R tips, just in stamp tip) (83-13) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IL-322. Wing, 1910, VG+ magenta Doane 3/3 w/inverted dial (LKK; lite tone) (81-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-323. Woodbine, 1911, VG Doane 3/3 (lite tone) (74-DPO) on PPC. E $14
IL-324. Woodbine, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 as rec'd (74-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-325. Woodhull, 1915, VG RFD 11C/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IL-326. Youngstown, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (71-DPO) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
INDIANA / Do you need Baker's "Postal History of Indiana"? We have it!

IN-1. Acton, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone; edge faults) on PPC. E $8

IN-2. Alamo, 1909, VG Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-3. Angola, [1868], G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone; ruff L) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6

IN-4. Balbec, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VF; crs) (65-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-5. Bear Branch, ca.1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKG; year partial, but on 1c Sc.405, so at least '12) (49-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-6. Bedford, [1842], VF red CDS w/ms "10" rate (crs) on SFL: 13x16.25" banking circular. E $40

IN-7. Beech Grove, [1873], G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; "IN" weak; bit lite tone) (33-75) on PSE w/datelined enc. E $40

IN-8. Burnnetts Creek, 1910, VG RFD 11C/22 (UNLISTED) ms date/route; nearly all on stamp; (37-22) on PPC. E $14

IN-9. Chili, 1908, G+ Doane 1/2 (LKG; lite tone) (1843-1961) on PPC. E $14

IN-10. Clifford, 1910, G+ Doane 1/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-11. Cloverland, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (50-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-12. Clymers, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; lite tone) (90-19) on PPC. E $15

IN-13. Collett, 1907, G+ 4-bar (72-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-14. Danville, 1850s, VF CDS on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

IN-15. Davidson, 1908, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (07-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-16. Deer Creek, 1909, VF 4-bar (toned) (32/10) on PPC. E $20

IN-17. Deerfield, Ia, [1844], VF ms w/"18 3/4" rate (37/15) on SFL. E $40 MIN.20

IN-18. Dunn, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (part stutter; lite tone) (07-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

IN-19. Eagletown, 1912, G+ CDS/cork (49-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-20. East Gary, 1911, F 4-bar (lite tone) (08-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-21. East Germantown, 1891, VG+ CDS/grid (part water toned; trim R) (46-17) on cvr. E $16

IN-22. East Germantown, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (near F) (46-17) on PPC. E $14

IN-23. Fountaintown, 1909, VG magenta Doane 2/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-24. Hartford City, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/3 (UNLISTED; trim R in stamp to oval; part lite water tone) on PSE. E $20

IN-25. Hartford City, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/6 (lite tone) on cvr. E $20

IN-26. Hillham, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone; crs) (64-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-27. Huff, 1913, F 4-bar (81-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-28. Inglefield, 1908, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-29. Julietta, 1909, VF Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (69-17) on PPC. E $8

IN-30. Lewis Creek, 1907, F+ 4-bar (61-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-31. Liberty, 1909, VG RFD 11/5 (UNLISTED) complete ms, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-32. Lindley, 1909, G+ CDS/cork (part lite; lite tone) (02-09) on PPC. E $40

IN-33. Lisbon, 1911, F 4-bar (tip crs) (49/19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

IN-34. Littles, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("IN" not struck; lite tone) (90-29) on PPC. E $16

IN-35. Lorree, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit smear; bit cr) (88-26) on PPC. E $8

IN-36. Madison, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/7? (# & most of bars not struck; upper R crnr ruff) on cvr. E $15

IN-37. Martinsburg, 1908, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (30-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-38. Mauckport, 1911, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-39. Millport, 1880s, VF ms (50/01) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

IN-40. Millville, 1911, VF 4-bar (toned; tear T; lite tone) (55-28) on PPC. E $14

IN-41. Muncie, Del.Cr., [1879], G+ purple CDS/target (HEAVY horiz.cr; tablet part scuff) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

IN-42. Muncietown, 1850s, G+ CDS (toned) 3c imperf (28-55) on 2.5x4.25" lady's cvr w/albumino embossed illus.at L (hanging basket). E $24 MIN.12

IN-43. Muncietown, 1860s, G+ red CDS/grid (lite tone) (28-55) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10

IN-44. New Bellsville, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LATE; toned) (56-09) on PPC. E $20

IN-45. New Frankfort, 1879, VF ms (nick R; edge tear B) (38/01) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12

IN-46. Nickel Plate, 1909, G+ 4-bar (crs; bit lite tone) (83-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

IN-47. North Vernon, [1868], VG+ CDS/cork (EARLY; trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

IN-48. Nulls Mills, 1892, G+ CDS w/ms year (town bit obscured; part lite tone) (67-95) on
reg.pack.rect.card. E $40
IN-49. Oaklondon, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 (E) on PPC. E $15
IN-50. Ogden, [1864], G+ CDS/grid (trim R; edge tear T) (40-06) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.8
IN-51. Otterbein, 1908, F RFD 11/2; complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-52. Oxonia, 1907, F CDS/target (dial bit hi; L tip wear; crnr cr) (00-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-53. Peppertown, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: tips of "ER" off) (57-10) on PPC. E $20
IN-54. Portland, 1910, F RFD 11/5 (UNLISTED; stamp faulty) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-55. Radnor, 1915, G+ MISUSED D/CDS/M.O.B. (83-75) on gray PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-56. Rego, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned; crs) (67/37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-57. Romney, 1909, F RFD 1N/31 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-58. Smedley, 1910, G+ CDS/cork (84-28) on PPC. E $14
IN-59. Sycamore, 1885, VF ms (ruff L) (81-12) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IN-60. Terhune, 1908, VG CDS/target (bit heavy inked; toned) (83-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-61. Terhune, 1910, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (83-17) on PPC. E $14
IN-62. Terre Haute, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (edge tears; flap tip off) on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IN-63. Tilden, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (80-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
IN-64. Todd, 1911, VF Doane 2/1 (day omitted; lite tone) (86-11) on PPC. E $65
IN-65. Toleston, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (60-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-66. Twelve Mile, 1907, VG Doane 1/1 (o/s; part toned) as fwd on PPC. E $6
IN-67. Ubee, 1917, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (05-29) on PPC. E $20
IN-68. Willow, 1909, G+ 4-bar (message into dial; cr; lite tone) (94-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
IN-69. Winchester, [1901], F magenta RFD 1/1 w/"1907" year in ERROR (trim L; pinholes) on cvr w/"01 verified by b/s. E $20
IN-70. Zenas, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (39-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

IOWA
IA-1. Lot 37) Iowa RFD's, 1906-27, manuscripts & h/s (varied condition, VF to partial; few faults) many diff.towns/types (some dupes); some UNLISTED; LOW min.bid on PPCs. MIN.$48
IA-2. Albany, Ioa, 1889, G+ CDS (near F) (56-02) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-3. Albany, Ioa, 1898, VG CDS/target (lite tone; upper L tip slit; slit 3 sides; pinholes, in stamp) (56-02) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
IA-4. Algona/Kossuth Co., 1881, VG magenta T/CDS/cork (ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
IA-5. Amana, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; tip cr; bit lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
IA-6. Augusta, 1925, VG 4-bar (o/s) as recd (1837-1938) on PPC. E $5
IA-7. Bartlett, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (# & most of bars off B; tear B) as recd (67-58) on PPC. E $6
IA-9. Lot 6) Beloit, Cleves, Gibson, Hinton, Luana, Prairieburg, 1908-09, VF-G+ Doanes on PPCs. MIN.$15
IA-10. Burlington, 1886, VG Wesson H(D) (L) on cvr w/Stark Nurseries ad at L. E $20
IA-12. Carney, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (08-20) on PPC. E $15
IA-13. Carroll City, 1877, G+ blue CDS/M.O.B. (bit trim R) (67-83) on 5x10" reg'd package record of transit cvr. E $12 MIN.6
IA-14. Center Point, 1910, F RFD 1A/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
IA-15. Chequest, 1896, VG+ CDS/target (near VF) (87-05) on GPC. E $50
IA-16. Chequest, 1897, G+ CDS/target w/ms year correction (lowr R tip ruff; slit 3 sides) (87-05) on PSE w/enc. E $50
IA-17. Coal Creek, 1906, G+ CDS/target (63-09) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
IA-18. Crawford, 1871, VF ms (ruff L) (68-72) on cvr. E $50
IA-19. Davenport, 1908, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms date only, all on stamp on PPC. E $8
IA-20. Dewar, 1910, VF Doane 1/2 non-standard w/heavy serifs on PPC. E $8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IA-21.</td>
<td>Eldora, 1878, VG magenta CDS/target (ruff L) notary public/ins.agt.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-22.</td>
<td>Epworth, [1861], G+ CDS w/&quot;Paid&quot; h/s fully on stamp (2 tips nick; bit cr) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-23.</td>
<td>Farrar, [1913], VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-24.</td>
<td>Floyd, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 (near VF; crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-25.</td>
<td>Galland, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit stutter) (84-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-26.</td>
<td>Gunder, 1899, G+ CDS/target (&quot;R&quot; not struck; trim R) (94-13) on PSE. E $24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-27.</td>
<td>Halfa, 1907, G+ CDS/target (part lite soiled) (00-32) on PPC. E $14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-28.</td>
<td>Harris, 1898, VG CDS/target (ruff L; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-29.</td>
<td>Hawleyville, 1908, F 4-bar (bit lite tone; crs) (53-16) on PPC. E $16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-30.</td>
<td>Hopeville, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) (51-19) on PPC. E $15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-31.</td>
<td>Humeston, 1897, G+ DCDS w/&quot;M.O.B.&quot; mostly excised from B arc (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-32.</td>
<td>Hustad, 1910, VF Doane 3/2 (95-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-33.</td>
<td>Iconium, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (R tips clip, just in stamp tip) (53-07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-34.</td>
<td>Independence, 1888, G+ CDS/ringed dot; 1c Sc.212 on local cvr. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-35.</td>
<td>Iowa Falls, 1880, F magenta CDS on CPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-36.</td>
<td>Iveyville, Adams Co./B.F.Ivey, P.M., 1892, G+ fancy DCDS (upper R arc on stamp; year partial; lite tone) (83/07) on CPC. E $40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-37.</td>
<td>Laddsdale, 1895, VG purple cogwheel CDS/cork (upper L tip slit; slit 3 sides) pair 1c (1 faulty) (82-18) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-38.</td>
<td>Lafayette, 1899, G+ CDS/target (ruff R; tears T) (46-02) on cvr. E $40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-39.</td>
<td>Lancaster, 1890, G+ CDS/target (&quot;ST&quot; not struck) (47-04) on CPC. E $20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-40.</td>
<td>Leando, 1897, G+ CDS/target (lower R tip ruff; pinholes; slit 3 sides) (83-03) on cvr w/enc. E $50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-41.</td>
<td>Lebanon, 1894, G+ CDS/target (near VF; pinholes, in stamp; slit 3 sides; edge tear T; cr) 2c Colum. (53-03) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-42.</td>
<td>Lima, 1911, F CDS/cork (day omitted) (54-35) on PPC. E $8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-43.</td>
<td>Lisbon, Ioa, [1886], G+ CDS/grid (tip cr) on CPC. E $6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-44.</td>
<td>Little Cedar, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/3 (tiny tear T) (1870-1983) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-45.</td>
<td>Livingston, 1898, F CDS/target (58/03) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-46.</td>
<td>Mark, [1893], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; slit 3 sides; pinholes, 1 in stamp) 2c Colum. (83-06) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-47.</td>
<td>Middle River, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (year mostly not struck; lite tone) (55-09) on PPC. E $20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-48.</td>
<td>Monterey, 1896, G+ purple CDS/target (upper L tip slit; slit 3 sides; pinholes, in stamp) (51-07) on PSE w/enc. E $24 MIN.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-49.</td>
<td>Oak Spring, 1895, G+ CDS/target (near F; slit 3 sides; pinholes, in stamp) notary public cc (50/00) on cvr w/enc. E $50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-50.</td>
<td>Oakfield, ca.1860, VG+ small straight-line h/s town/date; ms month, day &amp; &quot;Paid 3 cts&quot; (trim L; upper L tip bit ruff) (58-81) on stampless cvr. E $150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-51.</td>
<td>Oakfield, 1860s, VF ms (upper L tip ruff) (58-81) on cvr to Oakfield, NY. To/from town w/same name. E $75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-52.</td>
<td>Orchard, 1909, G+ RFD 2F/1 (month omitted; stamp faulty, when mailed) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-53.</td>
<td>Ormanville, 1895, F CDS/target (dial bit hi; slit 3 sides; pinholes) (69-03) on 2.75x4.75&quot; cvr w/enc. E $40 MIN.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-54.</td>
<td>Pekin, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone; edge tear T) (89-35) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-55.</td>
<td>Percival, 1908, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-56.</td>
<td>Petersburgh, 1886, F+ CDS/target (74-05) on CPC. E $40 MIN.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-57.</td>
<td>Readlyn, [1907], G+ Doane 2/(3?) (year partial; &amp; 3 bars not struck; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-58.</td>
<td>Riggs, Ioa, [1890], G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone) (72/07) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-59.</td>
<td>River Sioux, 1891, VG+ purple rimless CDS/solid square (sealed spindles, 3 in stamp; part lite tone; tip cr) (78-57) on CPC. E $20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-60.</td>
<td>Russell, 1904, G+ RFD 1FA/? (UNLISTED; # obscured on stamp; uneven lite tone) on CPC. E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$20
IA-61. Seeviers, 1912, G+ 4-bar (trim L; part lite tape tone; 1.25" tear B) (01-17) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

IA-62. Selma, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; toned; tip crs) on PPC. E $14

IA-63. Spillville, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (extraneous h/s at lower L, marked thru) on PPC. E $6

IA-64. Spragueville, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) on PPC. E $8

IA-65. Stiles, 1897, VF CDS/target (slit 3 sides; pinholes) (52-18) on PSE w/enc. E $24 MIN.12

IA-66. Stiles, 1907, VG 4-bar (52-18) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

IA-67. Strahan, 1907, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone; tip cr) (81-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

IA-68. Thor/Humboldt Co., IA., 1888, VF purple TCDS/target on GPC. E $30

IA-69. Tripoli, [1911], VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only as REC'D, to deface stamp because origin canx so weak on PPC. SCARCE use. E $12 MIN.6

IA-70. Tuskeega, 1909, G+ 4-bar (73-19) on PPC. E $16

IA-71. Waneta, 1895, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; upper L edge slit; slit 3 sides; pinholes) (95-05) on cvr w/enc. E $50

IA-72. Yale, 1937, F 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KANSAS

KS-1. Lot 380+ Kansas cvrs/cards: DPO's, towns, RFD's, 4-bars, Doanes, commer.cc's, misc., 19th-20th Century, (varied condition) balance of consignment batch; LOW minimum bid. MIN.$150

KS-2. Lot 975) DPOs, Doanes, towns, 4-bars, commer.cc's, rural sta's, reg'd, special del., misc., 19th-20th century, (varied condition) NICE batch; balance of the LaSalle collection. LOW, LOW minimum bid on cvrs/cards. MIN.$425

KS-3. Ackerland, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (83-23) on PPC. E $15

KS-4. Akron, 1891, G+ CDS/target (toned) (82-12) on GPC. E $20

KS-5. Albia, 1896, G CDS/target ("BI" mostly not struck but ID sure from return add.; AS IS for strike; part lite tone) 8c Sherman (73-05) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12

KS-6. Albion, 1875, VF ms w/redundant "ALB" where clerk began to write town again (bit ruff trim R, just in stamp; part lite tone) (71-77) on PSE. E $200

KS-7. Aliceville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG) (83-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-8. Alida, 1908, VG 4-bar (70-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-9. Allamead, 1886, G+ CDS/target (80-94) on PSE. E $60

KS-10. Alma, 1886, G+ DCDS/circled star (bit lite tone) on PSE. E $15

KS-11. Alton, 1885, G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; lite tone; edge tears T; crs) J.R.Loomis & Co./Bankers & Lumber Dealers, Bull's City cc on #10 cvr. E $24 MIN.12


KS-13. Amy, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


KS-15. Arispie, 1894, G+ CDS/target (toned; ruff R; upper L tip nib) Chas.Ott, County Commissioner, Onaga, cc (71-03) on cvr w/HAND-DRAWN black "mourning" border. E $50

KS-16. Arkalon, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU) w/Plains Doane 2/4 (EKU) origin; (88-29) on PPC. E $16

KS-17. Arkalon, 1919, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; trim L) (88-29) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8


KS-19. Armstead, 1886, VG CDS/target w/ms "6" in year (bit heavy inked; ruff L & upper L; R tip nick) (78-87) on PSE. E $75

KS-20. Armourdale, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (upper R crnr ruff, removes about 1/2 of 2c stamp; AS IS for that; lower L tip nick; bit ruff R edge) (82-91) on cvr w/enc. E $30

KS-21. Arnold, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 ("D" on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

KS-22. Atwater, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s; part toned) (88-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

KS-23. Augustine Springs, 1889, G CDS/target ("AUGU" not struck; AS IS for that; trim L; edge tear L) Augustine Herald cc (88-95) on cvr. E $30

KS-24. Baker, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) (82-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


KS-26. Beaverview, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (dial hi: tips of "ER" off; o/s; lite tone) as recd (06-16) on PPC. E $20

KS-27. Bendena, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (toned; multi-crs) w/G Hargrave (90-50) Doane 2/1 (bars mostly off) as recd; on PPC. E $8

KS-28. Bendena, 1912, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; near F+; toned) on PPC. E $14
KS-29. Bernal, 1913, G+ 4-bar (87-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-31. Berwick, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) 2c Sc.319 (87-37) on PPC w/small env.(faulty)

w/enc. adhered on pix side. E $14
KS-32. Birmingham, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 w/inverted town/state (LKU) (88-42) on PPC. E $14
KS-33. Bison, 1915, G+ 4-bar non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-34. Bison, 1916, F 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-35. Black Wolf, 1947, G+ 4-bar (79-53) on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
KS-36. Boling, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part doubled) (82-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-37. Bolton, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (89-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-38. Bosna, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (80-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-39. Brantford, 1889, G+ CDS/target (state partial but confirmed by return add.) (71-08) on PPC. E $40
KS-40. Broughton, 1913, VG Doane 3/4 w/modifed Rec'd dial (LATE) (88-66) on PPC. E $14
KS-41. Buffton, 1910 (Nov 7), G+ 4-bar (Feb 1910-Sep 1910) on PPC, after name changed to Buffville. E $30
KS-42. Bunker Hill, 1910, VF RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-43. Burdick, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; town mostly obscured on stamp; # off R; lite tone; crnr cr) as f/wd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-44. Buxton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) (87-21) on PPC. E $20
KS-45. Buxton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (87-21) on PPC. E $15
KS-46. Cairo, 1909, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (87-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-47. Cassoday, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; R arc & part of date on stamp; o/s; AS IS for strike)
on PPC. E $14
KS-48. Cave, 1908, VG+ CDS/target (toned; crnr cr) (01-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-51. Cheyenne, 1883, G+ CDS/target (upper R arc partial, bu ID SURE; part ruff trim L)
(79-07) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
KS-52. Cleburne, 1913, G+ Doane 3/5 (LKU; upper L spotppy) (86-60) on PPC. E $14
KS-53. Clonmel, 1911, VG+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (05-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-54. Coldwater, 1912, G+ pseudo-Doane 3/1 non-standard (state mostly not struck; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-55. Colony, 1911, F RFD 11/1 complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-56. Columbia, 1869, VG ms (trim R; part lite tone; lower L tip nib) 3c grill (68-70) on cvr.
E $200
KS-57. Conquest, 1906, G+ CDS (dial low: "ANS" partly off; bit o/s) as recd (88-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
E $15 MIN.8
KS-59. Damal, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (long tear in message area; edge tear T; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-60. Damal, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; stamp gone, affects bars & #; uneven toned; edge nicks;
AS IS) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-61. Darlow, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (00-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-62. Darlow, 1925, VG 4-bar (bit stuffer) (00-35) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-63. Delphos, 1879, F purple DCDS/partial circled star (trim R; tip nicks) inverted strike on


KS-66. Denton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-67. Dermot, 1925, F 4-bar (lower R tip nick) (86-29) on cvr. E $15
KS-68. Devises, 1912, VG 4-bar (tip cr) (74-26) on PPC. E $15
KS-69. Devizies, 1914, VG+ purple 4-bar (74-26) on PPC. E $14
KS-70. Diamond Springs, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; edge tear T) (59-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-71. Dillon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (heavy crnr crs; toned; bit scuff) (72-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-72. Dillon, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (72-44) on PPC. E $8
KS-73. Dillwyn, 1909, G+ purple 4-bar (tear L; crs) (88-27) on PPC. E $15
KS-74. Dover, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (EKU; part o/s; bit lite tone; B edge cr) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-75. Dover, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-76. Dunavant, 1907, F Doane 1/3 (lite tone) (88-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-77. Duquoin, 1910, G+ 4-bar (cr) (83-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-78. Eagle, 1898, VF CDS/target (bit ruff trim R to stamp) (90-08) on PSE. E $75
KS-79. Echo, 1895, G+ CDS/cork (cr) 4c Colum.+1c Frank. (74-00) on cvr to Switzerland. E $60
KS-80. Eclipse, 1877, F ms (scuffs R, partly in stamp design; AS IS for that) (73-83) on GPC. E $150
KS-81. Edna, 1886, F magenta DCDS/star (part ruff trim R, just in stamp; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
KS-82. Effingham, 1908, G+ RFD 2F/1 (tear R) 1c Sc.279 on PPC: Atchison Co.Fair ad. E $20
KS-83. Elkader, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (87-48) on pink PPC. E $14
KS-84. Elkhorn, 1910, G+ CDS/target (date partial) (98-20) on PPC. E $14
KS-85. Elmdale, 1911, VG RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-86. Elwood, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (crs; tip tear; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-87. Elwood, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (# not struck; toned) as recd on PPC. E $14
KS-88. Ematon, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (05-19) on PPC. E $20
KS-89. Emmett, 1909, VG Doane 3/1 (near VF) on PPC. E $6
KS-90. Emmons, 1908, VF 4-bar (tiny tear T; lite tone) (85-18) on PPC. E $24
KS-91. Emmons, 1909, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; toned) (85-18) on PPC. E $16
KS-92. Emporia, [1878], F blue rimless CDS/crude 6-point star; 1c banknote on cvr w/enc.invitation to "1st Grand Reception of the Brilliant Roller Skating Season" & complimentary admission ticket for "Bearer & Ladies") w/illus.ROLLER SKATE. E $30
KS-93. Equity, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R, in stamp) (83-94) on PSE. E $75
KS-94. Essex, 1909, G+ 4-bar (tear T, in dial; toned) (86-18) on PPC. E $15
KS-95. Fact, 1899, G+ CDS/target (near VF; bit ruff trim R; edge tears; lite crs) (83-03) on cvr. E $60
KS-96. Fairfield, 1893, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L) (80-99 on 2c Colum.PSE. E $75 MIN.38
KS-97. Fairmount, 1908, F Doane 1/2 (toned) (64-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-98. Fancy Creek, 1896, VF ms (bit trim B) (70-01) on GPC. E $40
KS-99. Fancy Creek, 1897, VF ms (bit trim B; tip crs) (70-01) on GPC. E $40
KS-100. Fancy Creek, 1899, VG CDS/ms (70-01) on GPC. E $50
KS-101. Fanning, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (ONLY known example; crs; tip nick; lite tone; pinholes) as recd (70-33) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-102. Fargo, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (06-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-103. Farisville, 1910, G+ CDS/target (75-11) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-104. Farlinville, 1897, G+ CDS/target ("ARL" partial; ruff L) (68-17) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
KS-105. Farlinville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (68-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-106. Farlinville, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (68-17) on PPC. E $24
KS-107. Farmersburg, 1883, VF ms (ruff B; 1" tear T) (72-06) on cvr. E $40
KS-109. Fleming, 1899, G+ CDS w/2 stars in dial/target (92-08) on cvr. E $40
KS-110. Flint Ridge, [1910], G+ 4-bar (year partial) (74-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-111. Flintridge, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crnr crs) (74-21) on PPC. E $15
KS-112. Floral, 1908, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (70-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-113. Floral, 1913, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (70-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-114. Forest, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (08-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KS-115. Forest, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (08-19) on PPC. E $20
KS-116. Fort Leavenworth, 1860s, G+ CDS (several tears; crs; trim R) on PSE. E $20
KS-117. Fort Riley, 1890, G+ CDS/target (55-17) on PPC. E $30
KS-118. Fort Wallace, [1869], VG CDS (stamp removed from back; tiny remnant still present; trim R; part lite tone) (66-82) on 2.25x5.25" lady’s cvr w/illus.ribbon forming address lines. E $40
KS-119. Fort Wallace, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork ("FO" & state not struck; AS IS for that; trim R, in stamp) (66-82) on cvr. E $80 MIN.40
KS-120. Francis, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial) (79-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-121. Francis, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (LKU) (79-15) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
KS-122. Frederic, 1892, VG CDS/target w/ms day correction (tear L) (87-07) on cvr. E $30
KS-123. Frederic, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; toned) (87-07) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-124. Fredonia, 1882, G+ CDS/circled neg.star (toned; bit ruff R) on cvr. E $14
KS-125. Freeport, 1910, F magenta 3-bar non-standard w/year outside dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-126. Fremont, [1888], G+ CDS (year partial; bit ruff trim R; lite tone) as recd b/s (81-92) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
KS-127. Frizell, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) (04-33) on PPC. E $14
KS-128. Frizell, 1913, VG 4-bar (04-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-129. Fuller, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (94-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-130. Fuller, 1909, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) as recd (94-14) on PPC. E $20
KS-131. Fuller, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (LATE; slight stutter; lite tone) (94-14) on PPC. E $20
KS-132. Gerlane, 1913, G+ 4-bar (crs) (09-43) on PPC. E $14
KS-133. Germantown, [1881], G+ CDS (upper R arc partial) (71-93) on GPC. E $60
KS-134. Germantown, 1918, VG Doane 3/2 (LKU) (97-18) on PPC. E $30
KS-135. Glade, 1911, F 4-bar (08-87) on PPC. E $8
KS-136. Gradan, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) (94-23) on PPC. E $15
KS-137. Granada, 1901, G+ duplex (edge tears T; upper R tip nib) (64-06) on cvr w/enc. E $40
KS-138. Grenola, 1884, G+ CDS/BOLD star (town spotty; trim R) on PSE. E $14
KS-139. Grigsby, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (86-22) on LEATHER PPC. E $15
KS-140. Hallet, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; tip cr; lite crs) (05-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-141. Hallett, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; near F) (05-20) on PPC. E $16
KS-142. Halls Summit, 1913, G+ 4-bar (78-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-143. Hargrave, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (EKU) (90-50) on PPC. E $14
KS-144. Harlan, 1881, G+ magenta CDS/ms (EARLY; trim L) (1877-1899) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-145. Harris, 1908, F, Doane 3/4 (87-71) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-146. Harrisonville, 1877, VF tiny ms (bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp frame) (71-87) on PSE. E $60
KS-147. Haskell, 1916, G+ 4-bar (socked-on-nose; date fully on stamp; bars off edge; toned) (80-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-148. Hatton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; near F; town part obscured by design; bit lite tone) (88-28) on PPC. E $16
KS-149. Havensville, 1886, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; lite tone) (1878-2005) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-150. Hawkeye, 1880, G+ ms (LITE canx & address, due to ink fading) (79-96) on PSE. E $40
KS-151. Hays City, 1870s, VG CDS/cork (trim L) (67-95) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-152. Hiattsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (1872-1981) on PPC. E $8
KS-155. Hiawatha, 1904, G+ RFD 1N/7 (UNLISTED; route # partial; lite tone; ruff R, just in stamp) faulty 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $16
KS-156. Hodgeman, 1910, VG 4-bar (cr) (75-13) on PPC. E $20
KS-157. Homestead, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (tip cr) as recd (76-13) on PPC. E $16
KS-158. Homewood, 1893, G+ CDS/maltese w/ms day correction (killer partial; edge tear T) (77-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-159. Humboldt, 1904, G+ RFD 1/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone; bit uneven slit T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-160. Hunnewell, 1891, G+ CDS/target (80-60) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-163. Huscher, 1909, G+ 4-bar (92-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-164. Hutton, 1874, VG ms (lite tone; upper R tip nick) (78-87) on cvr. E $80
KS-165. Hymer, 1884, G+ CDS/target (month not struck; bit lite water tone) (72-43) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-166. Hymer, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (72-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-167. Imes, 1904, G+ CDS/target (87-17) on GPC. E $20
KS-168. Independence, [1879], G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; upper R tip nick) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-170. Inman, ca.1909, G+ RFD 1/2 (UNLISTED; "RFD" partial; worn letters) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-171. Iola, 1883, VG CDS/cork on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-172. Iuka, 1912, VG Doane 3/4 (o/s by weak 2nd strike) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-174. Jarballo, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; stamp gone, affects # & bars; toned; edge tear T) AS IS for faults, but SCARCE (72-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-175. Jefferson, 1913, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) (88-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-176. Jetmore, 1891, G+ CDS/cork on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-177. Kanona, 1911, VG CDS/cork (87-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-178. Kanorado, 1910, VF Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-179. Kansas City/Packers Sta., 1947, F duplex on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-180. Kansas City/Quindaro Sta., 1911, VG+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-181. Kansas City/Rosedale Br., 1909, G+ duplex (part obscured by design) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-182. Kansas City/South Side Sta., 1897, F duplex on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-183. Kansas City/Stock Yard Sta., 1901, VG duplex (lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-185. Kickapoo, 1911, G+ duplex (spotty; toned) (02-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-186. Kimball, 1907, F Doane 3/3 (EKU; o/s; toned) (88-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-187. Kinsley, [1877], G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; near VG+; trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-188. Kiowa, 1882, G magenta CDS/cork (town LITE but message fully datelined; dial bit hi) (74-86) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-189. Kiowa, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (lite crs; edge tears R) on cvr w/Eldred (86-08) cc. E $12 MIN.6
KS-190. Kismet, 1914, VG 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-191. Lakeland, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (trim L) (85-24) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-192. Langdon, 1913, VG 4-bar (1873-1899) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-195. Lasita, 1919, VG Doane 3/3 (LKU; lite tone) (92-35) on PPC. E $14
KS-196. Lasswell, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone; cr) (05-31) on PPC; part o/s by Loco (01-10) Doane 2/1 as recd. E $20
KS-197. Geo.Cntr.of 48 Sts./Lebanon, 1996, VF "SLOGAN" 4-BAR on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-198. Loco, [1908], G+ Doane 2/1 (not struck; year partial; lite tone) as recd (01-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-199. Louisburgh, 1885, G+ octagon/grid (slight trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-201. Mahaska, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-202. Maize, [1900], G+ CDS/cork on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-203. Maize, 1921, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-204. Manhattan, 1877, G+ purple CDS/cork on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-205. Mankato, 1880, VG purple TDGS/grid (EARLY) on GPC. E $16
KS-206. Mankato, 1888, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nib) on 2c Grant lettersheet w/message in shorthand. E $15 MIN.8
KS-207. Maple Hill, 1896, G+ CDS/target (lower R tip nick) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-208. Matfield Green, 1910, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
KS-209. Mayfield, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (bit hi; tip of "F" off; tear R) 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-210. McCoy, 1884, F ms (ruff L; tears T & B) (83-85) on cvr. E $200
KS-211. McCune, 1896, VG CDS/cork (bit ruff upper R) on PSE w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
KS-212. McFarland, 1888, G+ CDS/target (EARLY) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
KS-213. Medicine Lodge, 1893, F CDS/cork; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-214. Medicine Lodge, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (state partial) on cvr w/Eldred (86-08) cc. E $12 MIN.6
KS-215. Mentor, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; address & names in message scribbled thru; AS IS for that) (1881-1899) on PPC. E $6
KS-216. Meredith, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) (71-10) on PPC. E $15
KS-218. Mina, 1908, G+ CDS/target (uneven toned; edge tears; flap partly off) (89-25) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-219. Mina, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (89-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-220. Mingo, 1912, VF 4-bar (toned) (94-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-221. Minneola, 1907, F Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-222. Montezuma, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-223. Montezuma, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-224. Moonlight, 1889, partial CDS (town mostly not struck: "MO" ONLY; AS IS for strike, but confirmed by address) as recd b/s (87-91) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-225. Morantown, ca.1886, G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; year partial; toned; trim R, in 2c to oval) J.E.Hobby, Groceries, Moran, KS, cc; 10c banknote +2c brown (81-99) on reg'd cvr. E $60
KS-226. Moray, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (94-38) on PPC. E $8
KS-227. Morrowville, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-228. Morse, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; lite tone) (78-53) on PPC. E $8
KS-229. Morse, 1912, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (78-53) on PPC. E $8
KS-230. Mound Valley, ca.1893, F CDS/bars; Mound Valley Bank cc on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-231. Mount Hope, 1900, VG CDS/cork (upper R edge ruff) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
KS-232. Murdock, 1912, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-233. Narka, ca.1909, VG RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms route/month/day on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-234. Narka, 1912, VG RFD 3NB (UNLISTED; lite tone) h/s date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-235. Narka, 1912, VG RFD 3I (UNLISTED) town/state h/s w/separate date h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-237. Natoma, 1909, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; toned) ms date/town/state on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-238. Nellans, 1885, G+ CDS/target (town part spotty; ruff R to stamp) (82-92) on PSE w/printed cc. E $50
KS-240. New Ulysses, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (09-21) on PPC. E $14
KS-242. Niagara, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 ("NIA" spotty; state lite; uneven toned) (87-26) on PPC. E $14
KS-243. Nicodemus, 1909, F 4-bar (77-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-244. Northbranch, 1916, G+ 4-bar (78-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-245. Oak Valley, 1898, G+ CDS/target (edge tears) J.K.Snyder, Grain Dealer cc (75-54) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-247. Odee, 1883, VF ms (part ruff trim L; edge tears; nicks) McCoy Bros., Dodge City, illus.ad (5 cows w/brands) (81-09) on cvr. E $30
KS-248. Offerle, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $14
KS-249. Ogden, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; part on stamp; tip cr) on PPC. E $24
KS-250. Ogden, 1907, G+ RFD 1AA/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-251. Ogden, 1909, F+ RFD 1AA/1 on PPC. E $14
KS-252. Ogden, 1910, VG RFD 1AA/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-253. Ogden, 1910, VG+ RFD 1AA/1 (crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-255. Olsburg, 1904, F+ RFD 1N/1 (UNLISTED) on FRONT ONLY. E $15 MIN.8
KS-256. Onaga, 1907, VG RFD 1/2 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-257. Onaga, 1907, VG magenta RFD 2F/4 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-258. Oronoque, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (85-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-259. Osage Mission, [1881], G+ CDS/cork (state mostly not struck; bit lite soiled) (68-95) on cvr w/fully datelined enc. E $75
KS-260. Osawatomie, ca.1915, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
KS-261. Osborne, 1887, G+ CDS/cork on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-262. Otterbourne, 1889, G+ CDS (ruff L; lite tone) as recd b/s (81-97) on reg'd cvr. E $30
KS-263. Overland Park, 1916, F+ 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-265. Page, 1909, G+ 4-bar (87-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-266. Paradise, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-268. Pardee, 1900, G+ CDS (part ruff L) as recd b/s (58-03) on cvr. E $30
KS-269. Parker, 1899, G+ CDS/cork on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-270. Partridge, 1913, VF 4-bar (lite tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KS-271. Paxico, 1907, VG RFD 1/1 struck twice on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-272. Peabody, [1879], G+ CDS/cork (EARLY; dial bit hi; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-273. Pence, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; tip crs; lite tone) (87-20) on PPC. E $15
KS-275. Petrolia, 1950, F 4-bar (05-53) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-280. Plymouth, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (58-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-281. Plymouth, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; lite crs) as recd (58-30) on PPC. E $6
KS-282. Plymouth, 1913, G+ 4-bar (58-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-283. Point View, 1908, F Doane 1/1 (toned) (79-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-284. Pollard, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (88-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-285. Pollard, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lower R tip nick) (88-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-286. Portland, 1910, G+ 4-bar (86-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-287. Prairie Centre, 1879, VG+ magenta TCDS/partial star (bit lite tone; lower L tip nick) (72-02) on cvr. E $40
KS-288. Quincy, ca.1892, G+ CDS/target (year heavy inked; lower R tip ruff; tear R; lite tone) (1869-1975) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-289. Quindaro, 1951, G+ 4-bar (57-54) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-291. Reading, 1903, F+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; tiny tears T) on cvr w/enc. E $20
KS-292. Reading, 1907, G+ RFD 1/1 (near VF; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $14
KS-293. Reamsville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned; crs) (82-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-295. Reserve, 1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU) on PPC. E $14
KS-296. Rice, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) (1878-1980) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-298. Richmond, 1910, G+ Doane 3/7 (LKU; lower L tip clip; tip crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-299. Richmond, 1915, G+ DCDS/4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
KS-300. Rock Creek, 1914, F purple 4-bar (bit cr) (79-59) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-301. Rosalia, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/3 (part ruff R) as recd b/s; scarce type; on cvr. E $14
KS-302. Rosalia, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone; stamp fault) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-303. Rose, 1910, VF 4-bar (tip cr) (70-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-304. Rossville, 1880s, G+ octagon/cork (bit trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-305. Ruleton, 1940, VF 4-bar; J.C.Gernhart, Gen'l Merchandise cc (87-68) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-306. Rutland, 1877, VF ms w/cork killer (upper L tip nick) (74-01) on PPC. E $50
KS-308. Savonsburg, 1898, G+ CDS/cork; 1c green (1879-1998) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-309. Schroyer, 1908, VF 4-bar (89-18) on PPC. E $24
KS-310. Scott, 1897, VG CDS as recd (80-13) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-313. Selkirk, 1888, G+ DCDS/cork (EARLY; lite strike) (87-80) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-314. Selma, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (87-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-315. Seneca, [1867], G+ DCDS/diamond grid (bit ruff L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KS-316. Shaffer, 1908, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (near F+; bit lite tone) (92-48) on PPC. E $8
KS-318. Shaffer, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (L Ku; lite tone) (92-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-319. Shannon, 1905, G Doane 2/1 (UNLISTED; bit o/s; "ANNO" weak, but ID sure; lite tone; bit lite soiled) as rec'd (82-41) on PPC. E $16
KS-320. Shields, 1908, G Doane 3/? (UNLISTED; WORN LETTERS, but characteristic font & trace of # ID as Doane) w/Healy G+ Doane 3/5 as rec'd; on PPC. E $24
KS-321. Shorey, 1906, F Doane 2/4 (bit cr) as rec'd (89/07) on PPC. E $24
KS-322. Sidney, 1884, VG DCDS/grid (part ruff R; bit lite tone) as fwd at L (77-88) on cvr. E $70
KS-323. Skidmore, 1911, G+ CDS/target (upper L arc spotty on embossing) (03-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-324. Somerset, 1897, G+ CDS/target (ruff R) J.E.Russell, Grain, Flax Seed & Coal cc (71-33) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-325. Somerset, 1915, G+ purple 4-bar (71-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-326. Springfield, 1889, G+ CDS/target (near VF; upper L tip ruff; edge tears T & L) county att'y cc (87-13) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
KS-327. State Hospital, 1941, VF duplex (crs) on GPC w/Osawatomie State Hospital h/s cc. E $15 MIN.8
KS-328. Stockdale, 1916, VG 4-bar (72-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-330. Sunflower, 1947, VG+ Int'l (43-58) on mailed 3x5" card w/VF DCDS & PM's signature on back. E $12 MIN.6
KS-331. Sunnyside, 1911, G+ 4-bar (edge tears T; nick T; lite tone) as rec'd (06-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KS-332. Mailed TO: Swede Creek, [1893], canaxed Blue Rapids G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R in stamp to oval) (75-95) on PSE. E $20
KS-334. Troy, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (inverted strike, w/dial on stamp; ruff L) on cvr. E $15
KS-335. Turkville, 1910, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (75-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
KS-336. Twin Creek, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("CR" mostly not struck; lite tone; tip cr) (72-15) on PPC. E $20
KS-337. Valencia, 1912, G+ 4-bar (78-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-338. Veteran, 1887, G+ fancy DCDS/star (killer partial) 10c banknote +2c brown (86-87) on reg'd cvr. E $200
KS-341. Viola, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-342. Wabaunsee, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (L Ku; part heavy inked; lite tone) (55-44) on PPC. E $14
KS-343. Welda, 1880, F ms (trim L; soil spots) on cvr. E $20
KS-344. Wellsford, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (86-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-345. Windsor, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (08-12) on PPC. E $40
KS-346. Winfield, 1884, F TCDS/grid (bit lite tone) County Treasurer cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-348. Wright, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-349. Wright, 1910, VP Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-350. Xavier, 1944, G+ 4-bar (42-71) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
KS-351. Yorktown, 1906, G+ CDS/target (near F; trim L) (94-06) on cvr. E $50
KS-352. Zarah, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; toned) (90-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KS-353. Zeandale, 1918, VP 4-bar (57-44) on PPC to 55th Field Artillery, Camp Doniphan, OK. E $12 MIN.6

KENTUCKY
KY-1. Advance, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (lower R tip nib) (92-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-2. Atlanta, 1912, G+ 4-bar (05-34) on PPC. E $14
KY-3. Belcourt, 1899, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone; crnr cr) 8c Sherman (93-07) on reg'd 2c PPC. E $26
KY-4. Berea, 1872, F ms (bit ruff L; L edge cr) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-5. Breeding, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-7. Cracker, 1934, VF 4-bar w/6 strikes of target killer; 2 purple pictorial FIRECRACKERS at lower R (21-44) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-8. Crescent Springs, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (# off B) as recd (91-18) on PPC. E $8
KY-9. Dodge, 1910, G+ duplex (dialed hi: "DG" partly off; message part smear) (85-22) on PPC. E $8
KY-10. Donaldson, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (stamp mostly peeled, not affecting this) as recd (55/13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-11. Edo, 1951, VG 4-bar (dialed bit hi) Last Day P.O. (24-51) on GPC w/PM's signed note re:town. E $15 MIN.8
KY-12. Ferguson, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; part o/s) (82-43) on PPC. E $16
KY-13. Fleming, 1915, VG 4-bar (EARLY) (14-86) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KY-14. Polsondale, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; near F+; ruff R) as recd b/s (86-10) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
KY-15. Glasgow Junction, 1909, F Doane 2/5 (toned) (63-38) on PPC. E $8
KY-16. Hinesdale, 1908, VG 4-bar (91-17) on PPC. E $14
KY-17. Joppa, 1912, VF Doane 2/1 (part o/s; lite tone) (94-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-18. Keene, 1906, VF Doane 2/3 (EKU; bit ruff L; L edge toned) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KY-19. Post Office/Morganfield, 1878, F+ magenta CDS/target (bit lite tone; bit uneven slit upper R) atty’s cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-20. Moscow, 1907, VG+ RFD 8VB/1: Doane 3/4 w/separate R.F.D.No.1 h/s (UNLISTED RFD; EKU for Doane; lite tone) on PPC. E $40
KY-21. Mountain Ash, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part o/s; edge tear T) as recd (92-67) on pix side of PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-22. Mud Lick, 1949, VG 4-bar (1853-1975) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-23. Ortiz, 1907, G+ CDS/target (00-10) on PPC. E $16
KY-24. Otter Pond, 1899, VG CDS (part o/s) gen’l store cc; 8c +2c (88/42) on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-25. Paynes Depot, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (part on stamp; date partial; lower R tip ruff) (52/25) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
KY-27. Rabbit Hash, 1907, VG CDS/cork (79-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
KY-28. Rim, 1909, VG 4-bar (ruff R; lite tone) (05-19) on cvr. E $12
KY-29. Rock Spring, 1887, G+ ms (upper R tip clip, in state; AS IS for that; trim T; tear T; part toned) (84-10) on cvr to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
KY-30. Ruddels Mills, 1899, G+ CDS/target (dial hi: "LS partly off; edge tear L") (20/06) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
KY-31. Simpson, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone; tiny tear B) (01-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-32. Sky, 1932, VG+ CDS/target (bit heavy inked) (22-49) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
KY-33. Springdale, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (65/64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-34. Stephensport, 1860s, VG CDS on PSE. E $16
KY-35. Stithton, 1908, VF 4-bar (74-25) on PPC. E $14
KY-36. Straight Creek, 1921, G+ magenta 4-bar (bit stutter) Liberty Coal illus.ad cc (00-83) on cvr. E $14
KY-37. Talmage, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; near VG+; lite tone) (90-34) on PPC. E $14
KY-38. Teatersville, 1909, F Doane 1/1 (LKU; toned) (93-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
KY-39. Vanburen, 1910, G+ 4-bar (o/s by partial 2nd strike; tip crs) (86-22) on PPC. E $14
KY-40. Waverly, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
KY-41. Woodville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (part of date on stamp) (58/11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

LOUISIANA / Do you need my "Louisiana Post Offices" book? $16.00 in US; $30.00 outside US.
LA-1. Adeline, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; crs; edge tear T) (97-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-2. Alsatia, 1907, G+ Doane 2/? (LKU; L tip bit tone) (01-45) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $20
LA-3. Antonia, 1914, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: "0" partly off; upper L edge wear; ink spots on message) (04-14) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $30
LA-4. Arkana, 1902, G+ CDS/target (90/31) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-5. Ball, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-7. Cedar Grove, 1920, G+ 4-bar non-standard (bit o/s; dial bit hi) as recd (12-24) on PPC from Belgium. E $15 MIN.8
LA-8. Central, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (toned) (81-55) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-9. Hadley, 1906, G+ CDS/target (date part weak; bit lite tone) (95-07) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
LA-10. Hayes, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (UNLISTED) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $20
LA-11. Little Woods, 1921, G+ 4-bar (14-29) on PPC. E $15
LA-12. Loranger, 1916, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-13. Ludington, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-15. Morse, 1909, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-16. Morville, 1891, F+ CDS/target w/ms day correction (bit lite tone; maybe 1 stamp removed? AS IS for that) bit faulty pair 1c (85/40) on 2c PSE to Germany. E $14
LA-17. New Orleans, [1851], G+ red CDS w/"10" in dial (part lite tone; part lite soiled) on SFL. E $12 MIN.6
LA-18. New Orleans, [1854], G+ red CDS w/black circled grid (crs) 3c imperf on folded letter (no contents). E $14
LA-19. Port Eads, 1916, VG+ 4-bar (75-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
LA-20. Robson, 1911, F 4-bar (81-38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
LA-21. Saint Patricks, 1907, G+ 4-bar (few surface scuffs, 1 affects "C" in town; o/w F+; o/s; tip cr) (72-24) on PPC. E $14

MAINE
ME-1. Abbot Village, 1911, G+ Doane 3/4 as recd on PPC from Canada. E $6
ME-3. Ashpoint, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F; bit o/s) (84-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-4. Augusta, [1851], VG red CDS w/"5" in dia; "Paid" h/s on SFL. E $15
ME-5. Beachwood, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) (95-18) on PPC. E $14
ME-6. Bemis, 1885, F ms (80-34) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-8. Biddeford, ca.1840s, VG blue CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10" (lite cr) on SFL w/no contents. E $15 MIN.8
ME-10. Brunswick/3 Paid, 1850s, F CDS (dial bit hi; lower R tip nib) on 2.5x4.75" cvr. E $20
ME-11. Burleigh, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "EI" off; bit lite tone) (94-12) on PPC. E $20
ME-12. Byron, 1850s, VG ms (canx line on portrait erased; T & B flaps gone; lower R tip nib) (37-29) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-13. Canton Point, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (64-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-14. Caratunk, 1906, F+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-16. Christmas, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG; stamp fault) (96-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-17. City Point, 1918, F 4-bar (87-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-18. Clarks Mill, 1907, VG Doane 1/2 (near F+ (89-15) on PPC. E $20
ME-19. Deer Isle, 1908, VF 4-bar on PPC. E $6
ME-20. Deering, 1887, VG+ CDS/target (82-00) on GPC. E $15
ME-23. East Denmark, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (77-22) on PPC. E $15
ME-25. East Hebron, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (91-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-26. East Livermore, 1860s, VF ms (trim L) on cvr. E $14
ME-27. East Livermore, 1906, G+ Doane 1/2 (bit o/s; toned; lite cr) on PPC w/Temple G+ Doane 2/3 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
ME-28. East North Yarmouth, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp) (51-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-29. Foxcroft, 1850s, G+ CDS/ms (part light tone) 3c imperf (21-17) on cvr. E $15
ME-30. Hallowell, 1897, G+ CDS/cork; 10c green Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-32. Harrison, 1906, G+ RFD 1/1? ("R" & # mostly not struck) on PPC. E $8
ME-33. Harrison, 1906, VG RFD 1/2 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-34. Highpine, 1954, VG+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (21-54) on cacheted cvr. E $14
ME-35. Howes Corner, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (95/35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-37. Katahdin Iron Works, 1885, G+ blue DCDS/target (part ruff trim R) Silver Lake Hotel illus.ad (47/40) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-38. Kennebunk, M, ca.1842, F red CDS w/ms day; ms "10" rate on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
ME-40. Kennebunkport, [1880], G+ CDS/cork on PPC. E $14
ME-41. Knox Station, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2 (bit stutter; tip crs) (72-22) on PPC. E $14
ME-42. Lagrange, 1906 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-43. Lake Moxie, 1908, G+ 4-bar (07-33) on PPC. E $14
ME-44. Litchfield, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; light tone) on PPC. E $8
ME-45. Long Island, 1907, VF Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; tip scuff) as recd on PPC from England. E $6
ME-46. Mariner, 1911, G+ 4-bar (07-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-47. Martinsville, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/2 (bit light tone) (78-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-48. Mountainview, 1914, VG 4-bar (09-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-49. Myra, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (dialed hi: "Y" partly off; toned) (91-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-50. Newry, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F; upper L tip ruff; tears T) (28-10) on cvr. E $8
ME-52. North Woodstock, 1863, VF ms (47-02) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ME-54. Northport Camp Ground, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (near F+; month omitted) (78/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-55. Northport Campground, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (edge wear; crs) (78/07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-56. Notch, 1906, VG+ CDS/target (82-14) on PPC. E $15
ME-57. Ocean Park, 1907, VF Doane 3/5 (part o/s) (83/66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-59. Oceanpoint, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) as recd (80-67) on PPC. E $6
ME-60. Onawa, 1908, G+ duplex non-standard (light tone; tiny tear T) (95/70) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-61. Oxford, 1850s, F ms (bit ruff R; tear T; nicks B; lite tone) on PSE. E $15
ME-62. Portland, [1832], G+ red octagon w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10" rate (part toned; crs) on SFL. E $30
ME-63. Portland, [1838], G+ red CDS w/"12 1/2" h/s rate; ms "Single" adjacent (rim partly off L; contents partial) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
ME-64. Portland, ca.1840s, G+ red CDS w/"Paid" & thick boxed "5" h/s (cr) on SFL (no contents). E $20
ME-65. Portland/5, ca.1849, F black CDS w/line above "5" (dialed bit hi; nick T; tiny tear T; bit lite tone) on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-66. Portland, 1880s, VF CDS/BOLD circled neg."B" on GPC. E $14
ME-67. Portland, [1882], VF CDS/BOLD neg."13" in black octagon on GPC. E $15
ME-68. Portland, [1882], VF CDS/BOLD circled neg."J" on GPC. E $14
ME-69. Richmond Campground, 1907, G+ CDS/target (R arc spotty; o/s; lite tone) (80/23) on PPC. E $14
ME-70. Richmond Campground, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (dialed bit hi; lite tone; crnr cr) (80/23) on PPC. E $15
ME-71. Rockville, 1907, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU) (53-40) on PPC. E $14
ME-72. Round Mountain, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (bit cr) (05-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-73. Saccarappa, 1877, VG+ purple CDS overlap by lite circled star killer (98-91) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
ME-74. Sanford, [1845], G+ CDS w/ms date & "6" rate (lite strike; crs) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
ME-75. Sanford, ca.1860, VF ms (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ME-76. Sanford, 1879, VG magenta target (bit ruff L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ME-77. Sanford, 1885, VG CDS/target w/"ME." in straight line (not arc) at B (bit stutter) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-78. Sebago, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (bars o/s; bit lite tone) (1829-1940) on PPC. E $5
ME-79. Shapleigh, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (near F; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-80. Shawmut, 1906, VG Doane 3/4 (bit stutter; bit o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-81. South Casco, 1908, G+ magenta DCDS/target non-standard on PPC. E $14
ME-82. South Standish, 1913, G+ 4-bar (93-17) on PPC. E $15
ME-83. Southport, 1907, G+ Doane 1/1 (1851/1963) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-85. Temple, 1906, F Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-86. Thomaston, 1895, G CDS w/BOLD SMILING FACE in cork killer (town mostly not struck; large upper L crnr rebuilt; edge tear T) on PSE. E $30
ME-87. Tilden, 1907, G+ CDS (month not struck) as recd (51-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-88. Tim, 1909, VF 4-bar (96-35) on PPC. E $14
ME-89. Trefethen, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (04-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-90. Trefethen, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 (04-13) on PPC. E $6
ME-91. Upper Gloucester, 1907 (Jan 1), F Doane 2/3 (upper L tip ruff) (1829-1956) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-92. Webhannet, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (bit stutter) as recd (1893-1963) on PPC. E $8
ME-93. West Brooklin, 1916, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (90-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ME-94. West Pownal, 1860s, VF ms (bit lite tone; upper L tip nick) 3c grill (Sc.88) (53-27) on cvr. E $20
ME-95. West Seboois, 1906, F Doane 2/2 (toned) (00/62) on PPC w/Levant, ME, VG Doane 2/4 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
ME-96. York Cliffs, 1906, G+ duplex (o/s) (95-11) on PPC. E $20
ME-97. York Corner, 1886, VG+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L; edge tear L; ink spot above address) (74-19) on cvr. E $14

MARYLAND
MD-1. Annapolis, [1850], F blue CDS w/"5" h/s rate on SFL. E $20
MD-2. Araby, 1911, VG 4-bar (63/14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-3. Baden, 1908, F Doane 1/1 (lite tone) (93-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-4. Baden, 1909 VG, VG Doane 1/1 (tears T, 1 in dial; tip crs) (93-42) on PPC. E $8
MD-5. Baltimore, [1848], G+ blue CDS w/"5" in oval h/s (lite tone; edge tears T & B; some internal tears) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
MD-6. Baltimore, [1850], G+ BLUE CDS w/RED "10" h/s rate (crs) SCARCE combo on stampless cvr. E $20
MD-7. Baltimore, 1918, G+ DCDS as origin b/s (cr; edge wear) mute box roller ties 10c +8c Frank. on 5x6.5" censored reg'd cvr to France. E $20
MD-8. Baltimore, Box Section, 1981, G+ magenta DCDS on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MD-9. Baltimore/Gen.Del.4, 1914, G+ magenta DCDS (o/s; crs) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-10. Barreville, 1910, F 4-bar ( Tear R; cr) (09-15) on PPC. E $40
MD-11. Barreville, 1912, G+ magenta 4-bar (town part obscured) (09-15) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MD-12. Carrollton, 1907, G+ D#/1 (bit o/s) as recd (1852/1976) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-13. Castleton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "STL" partly off) (72-51) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-14. Cavetown, 1905, F+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-15. Cedar grove, 1900, G+ CDS/target (77-05) on cvr. E $40
MD-16. Dousb, 1909, G+ purple 4-bar (near VF) (84-69) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-17. Eichelberger, 1881, G+ CDS/target (near VG; bit stutter; upper L crnr off) (79-83) on cvr w/enc. E $75
MD-18. Fort Howard, 1911, G+ DCDS/scarab non-standard (state not struck but ID sure; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-19. Fullerton, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 3/2 as recd (83-61) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-20. Grimes, 1909, G+ 4-bar (smear by add.; cr) (85/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-21. Hagerstown, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/9 (part stutter) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MD-22. Hanover, 1906, VG RFD 11/1 (part on stamp) ms town/date/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MD-23. Hickory, [1885], G+ CDS/target (day heavy inked; lite tone; add.faded) (75-01) on cvr. E
MA-24. Houcksville, [1875], G CDS/target (L arc spotty; day omitted; ruff L) faulty 3c official (67-99) on cvr w/enc.Rect.For Reg'd Packages form, signed by PM A.J. Houck. E $30 MIN.15
MA-25. Houcksville, [1880], G+ magenta CDS/cork (T arc spotty) (67-99) on GPC. E $30 MIN.15
MA-26. Johnsville, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (bit stutter; o/s) as recd (11/10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-27. Lake Roland, [1882], G CDS/target ("ND" & state not struck, but message fully datelined) (71/96) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MA-28. Laurel Factory, 1860s, VG CDS/cork (37-75) on FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
MA-29. Linden, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F; dial bit hi; lite toine) (82-17) on PPC. E $20
MA-30. Lydia, 1910, G+ 4-bar (89-46) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-31. Manchester/E.A.Ganter, P.M., 1881, G+ magenta CDS (lite strike; part ruff trim R; tears T) on PSE w/enc. E $20
MA-32. Moscow Mills, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (91-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MA-33. Sligo, 1878, VF ms (63/07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MA-34. Street, 1909, F Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-35. Tolchester Beach, 1910, F Doane 3/2 (79-42) on PPC (Hotel & Excursion House). E $12 MIN.6
MA-36. Westminster, [1877], F CDS w/BOLD crude cork "X" (lower L crnr water toned) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MA-37. Westport, 1911, G+ duplex (98-18 period, as Sta.of Balto), on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-38. Wolfeville, 1870s, VG blue CDS/target (L edge cr) (28-01) on PSE. E $20

MASSACHUSETTS

MA-1. Athol Depot, 1850s, G+ CDS/circled "Paid 3" (killer partial; edge crs) (49-73) on stampless cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MA-2. Ayer, 1897, VF Wesson H(O) w/black ball in killer (LKU) on GPC. E $20
MA-3. Bancroft, 1913, VG 4-bar (part stuffer) (1846-1954) on PPC. E $8
MA-4. Boston, ca.1850s?, VF red CDS w/state omitted/"Paid" h/s on stampless cvr w/local address. E $15 MIN.8
MA-5. Boston/3 cts, 1850s, VF red CDS w/black "Paid" in grid killer (crs, 1 thru stamp) 3c imperf on folded letter (no contents). E $24 MIN.12
MA-7. Boston/10 cts, [1860], F red CDS/circled "Paid" grid (tears; nicks; some repair under flap; part lite tone) bit faulty 10c Sc.35 on cvr to Canada w/"United States" oval h/s. E $65
MA-8. Boston, [1877], VG+ CDS w/BOLD neg.serifed "C" in cork (part lite water tone) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MA-9. Boston, [1878], F CDS w/BOLD neg."H" in ball (dial & killer bit his) on GPC w/"Nat'l Hide & Leather Bank" printed form on back. E $15
MA-10. Boston, ca.1880, F CDS w/BOLD neg."5" in ball as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-12. Boston, 1883, VF BOLD Wesson H(thick D) (edge tear L) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-13. Boston, 1885, G+ Wesson H(C) (LKU) on GPC. E $15
MA-14. Bridgewater, 1905, VG+ RFD 1/3 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-16. Central Village, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) 5c Wash.overpaying 1c rate (1862-1965) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-17. Collins Depot, [1866], G+ CDS/target (trim L; bit lite tone) (49-78) on #10 cvr. E $40
MA-18. Craigville, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (82-66) on PPC. E $8
MA-20. Dorchester, ca.1840s, VF ms w/"10" rate (2 tips nick) (26-73) on stampless cvr. E $30
MA-22. East Marshfield, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near VF; edge tear B; lower L crnr ruff) (37-90) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
MA-23. East Mattapoisett, 1907, VF 4-bar (94-14) on PPC. E $16
MA-24. East Mattapoisett, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) as recd (91-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-26. East Taunton, 1905, VG RFD 1A/1 on PPC. E $6
MA-27. Groton, 1890, VF purple DCDS w/black cork (edge tears L; edge crs L) on GPC. E $5
MA-28. Hardwick/Worcester/County, 1881, G+ CDS/target inverted at upper L; ms on stamp (worn letters; ruff upper L; lite tone; bit edge wear) weak day slug applied in RED on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-29. Harwich Port, 1908, VF 4-bar non-standard (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MA-30. Haverhill, [1869], G+ CDS/cork; 3c locomotive on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-31. Holmes Hole, 1871, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R) (97-71) on cvr to Capt.of ship Marianne Nottebohm. E $20
MA-32. Locks Village, 1885, G+ CDS/target (toned) (41-25) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MA-33. Lowell/5 cts, 1840s, VG blue CDS w/line over rate (lite crs) on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-34. Lowell, 1860, G+ CDS (trim L; lite tone) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-35. Lowell, 1895, G+ large reg'd oval/cork (B arc partly off; edge tears T) 10c green Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-36. Menahant, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (90-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-37. Milford, [1849], G+ red CDS w/"5" h/s rate (cr; edge tears) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
MA-38. Mill River, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-40. Newton Highland Sta./Newton Center, 1899, G+ duplex on cvr. E $20
MA-41. North Abington, 1884, G+ CDS w/arcs in dial/target on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-42. North Carver, 1908, G+ fancy CDS w/star killer non-standard (killer partly on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-43. North Leominster, 1860s, VG+ CDS/target (ruff L; edge tears L) (51-97) on PSE. E $20
MA-44. North New Salem, 1913, G+ 4-bar (35-14) on PPC. E $15
MA-45. North Rutland, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (52/07) on PPC. E $40
MA-46. Norwich, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (22-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MA-47. Otter River, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (edge tear T; lite tone) (57-42) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MA-48. Rockland, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/1 (o/s; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-49. Rowe, 1860s, VF ms (ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-50. Rowley, 1907, F RFD 2D/2 (# partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-51. Rowley, 1909, F RFD 2D/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-52. Sheltonville, 1860s, VF ms town/month/day (part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-53. South Duxbury, 1907, F Doane 2/6 (lite tone) (70-69) on PPC. E $8
MA-54. South Framingham, [1869], G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; bit ruff trim L) 3c locomotive (41-12) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-55. South Milford, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (o/s) as recd (29-16) on PPC. E $8
MA-56. Southbridge, [1850], G+ blue CDS w/"5" h/s rate (bit ruff T; blue paper part faded) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
MA-57. Taunton, 1879, VG magenta CDS/circled star w/ms year correction (bit ruff L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MA-58. Wareham/Swifts Beach Rur.Sta., 1939, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MA-59. Watson, 1907, G+ CDS/target (98-20) on PPC. E $24
MA-60. West Dennis, 1912, G+ Doane 3/6 (LKU; R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MA-61. West Northfield, 1860s, VF ms (trim L) (49-14) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MA-62. West Northfield, 1911, VF 4-bar (stamp faulty when applied) (49-14) on PPC. E $8
MA-63. West Rutland, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; tip of "T" off) (49/31) on PPC. E $8
MA-64. Williamsville, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (bit lite tone) (71-25) on cvr. E $15
MA-65. Worcester, [1874], VG CDS w/"leaf" killer (bit o/s) on Sc.UX3 PPC. E $15

MICHIGAN
MI-1. Afton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; worn letters; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $40
MI-2. Albion, [1847], G+ red CDS/circlew/"X" rate (state partial) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
MI-3. Almont, Mic, [1853], G+ CDS/"5" h/s rate on SFL. E $24 MIN.12
MI-4. Alpine, 1933, VG 4-bar (62/37) on cvr w/enc.Xmas. E $12 MIN.6
MI-5. Ashley, 1902, G+ RFD 1/1 (trim R; L edge cr) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-6. Assyria, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (town bit obscured by design) (42-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-7. Bark River, 1911, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $14
MI-8. Batavia, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms "X" only on PPC. E $6
MI-9. Bauer, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (EKU; cr) (80-10) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MI-10. Bay View, [1895], G+ CDS/cork (EKU; year partial) (86/24) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MI-11. Bay View, 1907, VF 4-bar; 1c Smith (86/24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-12. Benton Harbor (Millburg R.tsta.), 1924, G+ 4-bar (UNLISTED; part on stamp; date partial; o/s; lite tone) (15-66) on PPC. E $20
MI-13. Blissfield, 1909, G+ duplex (EKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
MI-14. Bronsons Prairie, 1860s, VG CDS/target (trim L) (30-71) on cvr. E $20
MI-15. Buckley, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-16. Buckley, 1909, F magenta CDS/target non-standard (trim L; upper L tip nick) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MI-17. Burlington, 1913, VG RFD 11D/1 (UNLISTED; toned) ms route # only on PPC. E $8
MI-18. Butman, 1910, G+ CDS (o/s; lite tone) (84-19) on PPC. E $15
MI-19. Caro, 1882, VG+ CDS/target (lower R edge slit) atty's cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
MI-20. Caro, 1896, G+ duplex (LKI) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-21. Cedar, 1930s, G+ 4-bar ty.E (year partial; o/w F) (91-55) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-22. Cedarville, 1932, VG 4-bar (EKU) on 3x4.25" "Les Cheneaux Island" pictorial folder. E $12
MI-23. Chauvin, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (bit lite tone) as recd (97-08) on priv.mailing card from Hawaii. E $15
MI-24. Chippewa Station, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (78-25) on PPC. E $8
MI-25. Clarence, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (93-26) on PPC. E $15
MI-26. Clayton, [1869], G+ CDS/cork (bit trim L) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $16
MI-27. Coloma, 1887, G+ DCDS w/2 stars in dial/BOLD star killer (near VF; year partial) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-28. Crescent, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (08-15) on PPC. E $40
MI-29. Davison Station, 1880s, G+ CDS/ms (diai bit hi; ruff L) (72-93) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MI-30. Deanville, 1901, VG+ CDS/target (LKI) (74-03) on 2c Colum.#10 PSE. E $40 MIN.20
MI-31. Detroit, [1848], G+ red CDS/"$" in oval rate & "Paid" h/s (crs) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
MI-32. Detroit, 1851, G+ blue CDS w/"10" in oval & "Paid" h/s on SFL. E $30 MIN.15
MI-33. Detroit/Marine P.O., 1911, G+ duplex/2 (95-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-34. Dodgeville, 1913, G+ 4-bar (diai hi: "EV" partly off) (12-84) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-35. Doster, 1914, VF 4-bar (lite tone; tip cr) (00-26) on PPC. E $14
MI-36. Eckford, 1918, VF CDS/target non-standard (lite tone) (84-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-37. Escanaba/N.Escanaba Sta., ca.1914, G+ duplex (no year) (05-78) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-38. Estey, 1908, G+ 4-bar (month mostly not struck; lite tone) (94-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MI-39. Flint, Genessee Co., 1879, G+ CDS (canx cut out of front side) as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.10
MI-40. Forman, 1909, G+ CDS/target (near VG; lite tone) (75-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MI-41. Frankfort/Pilgrim R.tsta., 1956, G+ 4-bar (EKU) (56-66) on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-42. Frontier, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-43. Fruitport, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-44. Gourley, 1908, G+ blue Doane 3/1 as recd (05-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-45. Grand Ledge, Eaton Co., 1883, G+ purple CDS (R arc on stamp; lower R tip nib) on PPC. E $20
MI-46. Grand Rapids, [1854], G+ CDS/circled "Paid/3" on SFL datelined Tallmadge. E $24 MIN.12
MI-47. Grant, 1885, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (64-98) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MI-49. Hartwick, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp) (81-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MI-50. Highland, 1887, G+ TCDS/cork (35-03) on cvr. E $26
MI-51. Hulbert, 1963, F+ 4-bar (LKI); slight stutter on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-52. Ingallston, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (99-51) on PPC. E $8
MI-53. Ionia, 1909, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
MI-54. Kibbie, 1913, F RFD 6DD/2 tiny h/s FLAG (lite tone) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MI-55. Kinderhook, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (43/17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-56. Kiva, 1954, VF 4-bar (EKU) (15-67) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MI-57. Kurtz, 1911, G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as recd (09-11) on PPC. E $20
MI-58. Legrand, 1906, G CDS/target (EKU; date partial; lite tone; tear T) (01-20) on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
MIN-59. Leland, 1914, F Doane 2/4 w/inverted dial (extraneous pen notes) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-60. Liberty, [1888], G+ CDS/target (LKU; trim R; upper R crnr ruff) J.R.Hilton Groceries cc (39-03) on cvr w/bit faulty letterhead enc. E $20
MIN-61. Litchfield, [1918], VG RFD 11P/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MIN-62. Marilla, 1896, VF CDS/target (LKU; 2nd known) 2c red (71/35) on 2c Colum.#10 PSE. E $20
MIN-63. Marshall, Mic, [1851], G+ CDS w/"Paid" & "3" h/s; ms "Paid" on SPL. E $20 MIN.10
MIN-64. Mason, 1850s, G+ CDS (rim off L; toned; edge tear) 3c imperf on 3.75x4.25" cvr. E $15
MIN-65. Merlebeach, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (98/22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-66. Miller, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (89-16) on PPC. E $15
MIN-68. Monroe/Detroit Beach Br., 1949, F magenta DCDS (EKU) (49-63) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-69. Moorrestown, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (LKU; lite tone) (82-57) on PPC. E $14
MIN-70. Mount Clemens, [1843], partial CDS w/ms month/day/"6" rate (L arc not struck; crs) on SPL: dispute over unauthorized road being built thru "Patterson tract". E $24 MIN.12
MIN-71. Mount Clemens, [1847], G+ CDS w/ms "5" rate (cr) on SPL (no contents). E $20 MIN.10
MIN-72. Pentoga, 1911, VF 4-bar (lower R crnr scuff) (00-37) on PPC. E $15
MIN-73. Pigeon, 1935, G+ duplex (lower R on stamp; tear T; upper R tip slit) on 1c PSE w/2c due tied by Benton Harbor mute box h/s. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-74. Port Huron, [1843], G+ CDS w/ms "18 3/4" rate (crs; some interior separation at folds; nick R) on SPL. E $24 MIN.12
MIN-75. Ransom, 1898, VG CDS/target (R tips nib) (48-36) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-76. Rogers, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (95-24) on PPC. E $8
MIN-77. Rosebush, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; part o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-78. Saint Clair, [1850], G+ CDS w/"Paid" & "5" h/s (bit ruff B; edge tears; cr; bit toned) on SPL. E $20 MIN.10
MIN-79. Sallings, 1909, VF 4-bar (99-12) on pink PPC. E $70 MIN.36
MIN-80. Sebewaing/Jacob Spiess,P.M., 1883, G+ purple double oval/circled star (crs; tear T) on GPC. E $40
MIN-81. Shultz, [1925], VG RFD 11P/var (UNLISTED; lower L crnr spindle hole) ms scribble only w/"due" & arrow adjacent, on 1c Frank.applied as due stamp (88-33) on PPC mailed w/1c Frank., during 2c rate. E $15
MIN-82. Spalding, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-83. Star City, 1908, VG CDS/target (LKU) (85-23) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MIN-84. Temple, 1910, VG Doane 2/4 (upper R tip nib; crnr crs) (90-66) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-85. Towsley, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (02-16) on PPC. E $8
MIN-86. Trufant, 1912, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) ms date only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MIN-87. Volinia, ca.1884, G+ CDS/target (EKU; trim L) 2c brown (63-02) on cvr. 2nd known example. E $50
MIN-88. Wheatley, 1910, VG 4-bar (97-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MI-89. Yates, 1895, G+ CDS/target (EKU; 2nd known example) (84-02) on 2c Colum.#10 PSE. EARLIEST for this town. E $80
MI-90. Yorkville, 1906, F Doane 3/3 (LKU; part o/s; bit uneven trim T & R; crnr cr) (45-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MI-91. Yorkville, 1906, F Doane 3/3 (o/s) (45-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MINNESOTA
MN-1. Atkinson, ca.1862, VG ms (ruff L; edge wear) (61-62) on cvr ot Lilly Pond (56/70). E $200
MN-2. Ausland, 1908, G+ CDS/target ("D" not struck) (99-14) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MN-3. Bear River, 1951, F 4-bar (03-54) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-4. Big Woods, 1908, G+ CDS/target ("B" not struck; dial bit hi) (86-09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MN-5. Birch Lake, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; dial hi: tip of "R" off) (82-09) on PPC. E $16
MN-6. Bray, 1901, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; part toned) (89-04) on cvr. E $40
MN-8. Caroline, 1884, G+ magenta CDS/neg.star (near VG+) (78-93) on cvr. E $65
MN-10. Cherry Grove, 1892, G+ CDS/target (ruff R, halfway into 1 stamp) 2x 1c blue (57/03) on cvr. E $40
MN-11. Clearbrook, 1910, VF 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-12. Cormantvalley, 1910, VG 4-bar (09-12) on PPC. E $40
MN-14. Evansville, 1909, VG purple RFD 2GA/1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-15. Georgetown, 1926, VG DC/4-bar non-standard (dial bit hi; bit stutter; lite tone) late-used Sc.319 on cvr. E $14
MN-16. Good Thunder, 1890, G+ CDS w/7 vert.bars killer (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-17. Gunflint, 1950, VF 4-bar (50-50) on cvr w/acting PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
MN-18. Hassan, 1870s, G+ CDS (part heavy inked; lower R tip nick) (66-04) on cvr. E $24
MN-19. Hoffman, [1909], VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/month/route on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-20. Iberia, 1870s, G+ CDS/target ("R" mostly not struck; trim R) (70/93) on cvr. E $150
MN-21. Jackson, [1864], F CDS/target (EARLY; bit ruff trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MN-22. Lanesboro, 1904, G+ purple RFD 1/2 (trim R; lower R tip nib) on cvr. E $15
MN-23. Midway, 1895, VG CDS/target (tear B) (89-11) on lc PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MN-25. Morton, 1913, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date, all on stamp on PPC. E $8
MN-26. Mound, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (dial bit hi; lite tone; upper R tip nick) on PPC. E $8
MN-27. Neutral, 1909, VG 4-bar (tip crs) (99-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-28. New Market, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (part heavy inked; uneven toned) on PPC. E $8
MN-29. Nymore, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (toned) (04-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-30. Ogilvie, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $6
MN-31. Ossipee, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (97/19) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MN-32. Proctorknot, 1898, G+ CDS (near VG+; ruff R) as recd b/s (94-04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MN-33. Ridgeway, 1867, VG ms (trim L; L tips rufff) (56-05) on cvr. E $40
MN-34. Shaw, 1959, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O. (50-59) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-35. South Troy, 1899, G+ CDS/target (BIG black ink stain at upper L, not in canx; spots on add.; ruff L) (58-03) on cvr w/enc. E $30
MN-37. Syre, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (91-36) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MN-38. West Virginia, 1954, VG 4-bar (53-60) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-39. Winsor, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (part lite tone; tip cr) (96-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MN-40. Zim, 1951, F 4-bar (99-80) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MN-41. Zions, 1909, G+ 4-bar (edge tears T) (65-14) on PPC. E $14

MISSISSIPPI / Do you need my "Mississippi Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $34 outside US.
MS-1. Cooper's Well ("Wells" variation), 1860, F ms (trim L, just into "C"; L crnrs clip; tone specks) (51/61) on PSE. E $60
MS-2. Eldorado, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; stamp fault) (95-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-3. Embly, 1950, VF 4-bar (81-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-4. Green Bush, 1850s, VF ms (edge tears; crs) (49-58) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
MS-5. Helena, 1921, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; tip crs) (10-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MS-6. Hollywood, 1939, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; town/state typed at L) (85-58) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-7. Jackson/Meadow Lane Rur.Sta., 1959, G+ magenta larger DCDS (part on stamp) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MS-9. Lake Cormorant, 1918, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (L arc & date on stamp; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-10. Meehan Junction, 1939, F 4-bar (town/state typed at L) (02-50) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-11. Mud Creek, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near F; "M" & month obscured by design; crnr crs) (76/08) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
MS-13. Onward, 1940, G+ 4-bar (lite; town/state typed at L) (79/75) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-14. Snowden, 1907, VG+ CDS (crnr crs; tiny tear B) w/ms "Missent" adjacent, as transit (03-09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MS-15. Stallo, 1940, VG 4-bar (town/state typed at L) (08-53) on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MS-16. Stewart, 1906, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; ruff L) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MS-17. Van Vleet, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
MS-18. Vicksburg/LeTourneau Rur.Sta., 1959, G+ 4-bar (mostly on stamp but shows well) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MISSOURI / Do you need my "Missouri Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
MO-1. Allendale, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-2. Altona, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; crs) (68-20) on PPC. E $15
MO-3. Aud, 1948, F 4-bar (89-54) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-4. Aurora, 1902, G+ duplex on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MO-5. Bailey, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 ("IL" mostly not struck) (84-14) on PPC. E $20
MO-6. Baring, 1910, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite cr; toned) on PPC. E $6
MO-7. Birmingham, 1908, VF Doane 3/2 (88-56) on PPC. E $8
MO-8. Boonville, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/3 (UNLISTED; tip cr) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-9. Bowen, 1908, F 4-bar (part lite tone) (07-23) on PPC. E $20
MO-10. Brays, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (# not struck) (94-23) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MO-12. Burnham, 1908, F Doane 1/2 (toned) (83-51) on PPC. E $14
MO-13. Carl Junction, 1887, G+ CDS/target (trim L) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MO-14. Catawissa, 1907, VG Doane 1/3 (o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-15. Chaffee, 1906, VG Doane 3/1 (o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-16. Chesterfield, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 as recd on PPC. E $6
MO-17. Childers, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (99-12) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-18. Chitwood, 1914, VG 4-bar (00-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-19. Clarkton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-20. Coatsville, 1911, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $5
MO-22. Cosby, 1907, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-23. Cottleville, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (bit o/s) on PPC. E $8
MO-25. Curzon, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (L tips wear) (81/15) on PPC. E $20
MO-26. Daviess Prairie, [1841], VF ms; "Free/C.C.Daviess/P.M." ms frank (39-43) on SFL. E $75
MO-27. Dawson, 1915, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (10-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-28. Dederick, 1912, VF 4-bar (tip crs) (09-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-29. Defiance, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-30. Denton, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (message part smear) (05-54) on PPC. E $12
MO-31. Dillard, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $5
MO-32. Dillard, 1912, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; toned) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MO-33. Dodson, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (year partial; R arc on stamp) (88-56) on PPC. E $8
MO-34. Downing, 1909, F Doane 3/9 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $5
MO-35. Dueneb, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (toned) on PPC. E $8
MO-36. Duenweg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $5
MO-37. Dunlap, 1908, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp; tip cr) (88-42) on PPC. E $8
MO-38. Easley, 1951, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone; crnr cr) (93-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-39. Elmo, 1907, F duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-40. Elwood, 1912, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone; tear T) (97-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-41. Epworth, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (91-35) on PPC. E $8
MO-42. Ernest, 1910, VF 4-bar (EARLY; lite tone) (10-19) on PPC. E $30
MO-43. Ernest, 1911, VF 4-bar (crs; piece out B edge; lite tone) (10-19) on PPC. E $20
MO-44. Esther, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VF; dial bit hi; lite tone; nick R) (00-67) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-45. Fair Play, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F/4 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-47. Panning, 1916, VG 4-bar (bit stutter; toned) (87-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-48. Ferguson, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (68/12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-49. Finey, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (several scuffs, not in canx) (84-11) on PPC. E $15
MO-50. Flatwoods, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (00-54) on PPC w/Naylor G+ Doane 3/4 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
MO-51. Flemington, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned; crs) on PPC. E $5
MO-52. Forbes, 1916, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (03-75) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-53. Portescue, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned; part smear) as recd (84-73) on PPC. E $5
MO-54. Foster, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $5
MO-55. Fowler, 1893, VG+ CDS/target w/ms year correction (89-23) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-56. Frazer, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (71-36) on PPC. E $8
MO-57. Gerald, 1911, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-58. Gerster, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (message part smear) (98-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-59. Glennonville, 1914, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (07-41) on PPC. E $8
MO-60. Goldsberry, 1951, VF cvr (82-74) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-61. Grant City, 1918, G+ 4-bar; Evergreen Farm cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MO-62. Greenwood, 1911, VF RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED) ms date only on PPC. E $8
MO-63. Guilford, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-64. Harlem, 1903, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff R; lite tone) (66-13) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MO-65. Hastain, 1951, VF 4-bar (dial bit hi) (84-51) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-66. Hazelville, 1907, G+ Doane 1/7 (part on stamp) (96-08) on PPC. E $40
MO-67. Hemenway, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; lite tone) (07-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-68. High Gate, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) (77-71) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-69. Hoberg, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+) (05-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-70. Howell, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (00-17) on PPC. E $20
MO-71. Hurtland, 1903, VG duplex on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MO-72. Hutton Valley, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (near F) (57/53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-73. Imperial, 1951, F+ 4-bar; 1st day P.O. on GPC; PM’s signature on back. E $12 MIN.6
MO-74. Inza, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 (uneven toned; cr) (02-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-75. Ionia, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms crosshatch killer only on PPC. E $8
MO-76. Ionia, ca.1909, VG RFD 11P/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
MO-77. Isadora, 1951, VG 4-bar (66-51) on GPC; PM’s signature on back. E $12 MIN.6
MO-78. Jefferson City, 1910, F RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; toned) complete ms w/town as "J.C." on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-79. Johnstown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (56/16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-80. Knoebview, 1916, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (02-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-81. Knorpp, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part lite tone, partly in dial) (90-14) on PPC. E $24
MO-82. Lagonda, 1908, VG Doane 2/1 (o/s) (81-22) on PPC. E $8
MO-83. Landmark, 1910, G+ CDS/target (month not struck) (99-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-84. Langdon, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (80-79) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-85. Lebanon, ca.1908, VG RFD 11/4 (UNLISTED) complete ms, except year; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-86. LeBoeuf, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; lite tone) (86-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-87. Leboeuf, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (86-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-88. Lemonville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/(3) (# & bars mostly off R) Cloverdale Stock Farm ad cc (98-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MO-89. Leslie, 1912, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-90. Light, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; near VF; dial bit hi) (94-23) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-91. Lois, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (89-12) on PPC. E $20
MO-93. McBaine, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (struck on message) as recd (94-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-94. Medoc, 1910, F+ 4-bar (lite tone) (54/27) on 2.75x6" PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MO-95. Milford, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-96. Napoleon, 1913, F+ 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MO-97. Newport, 1891, G+ purple CDS/target (vert.cr) (78-15) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
MO-98. Nobby, 1911, G+ 4-bar (07-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MO-99. Noble, 1908, VG Doane 1/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MO-100. Owensville, 1912, F RFD 11A/1 (toned) ms town/state/date on PPC w/stamp barely
attached: mostly peeled up to reveal "secret message". E $15 MIN.8

MO-101. Oyer, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 (82-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-102. Pollock, 1908, F 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-103. Ponder, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (88-57) on 2.75x5.5" PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MO-104. Potsdam, 1909, G+ 4-bar as recd (94-18) on PPC. E $8

MO-105. Prairie Home, 1908, F+ Doane 1/3 (LKU; crs; upper R tip nib) on PPC. E $24

MO-106. Pratt, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) (94-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-107. Prosperine, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; lite tone) (00-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-108. Rosendale, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; ruff R) on cvr w/6-pg.enc. E $20

MO-109. Russ, 1912, VG 4-bar (90-29) on PPC. E $20

MO-110. Saint Louis ("St."), [1841], G+ red CDS w/ms "5" rate (dial bit hi; cr) on SFL. E $24

MO-111. Saint Louis/5 ("St."), [1850], G+ red CDS w/integrated rate (cr) on SFL. E $30

MO-112. Sands, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part heavy inked) (10-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MO-113. Schlicht, 1909, F 4-bar (uneven toned) (98-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

MO-114. Sheldon, 1909, G+ Doane 3/9 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6


MO-116. Sleeper, 1950, F 4-bar (83-55) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-117. Sni Mills, 1897, G+ CDS as recd b/s (74-02) on PC w/illus.razor & scissors on add.side. E $30 MIN.15

MO-118. Spruce, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp) (1846/1957) on PPC. E $5

MO-119. Stanton, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $5

MO-120. Stover, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (TONED) on PPC. E $5

MO-121. Stover, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $6

MO-122. Swan, 1950, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (80-57) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-123. Swiss, 1910, G+ CDS/target (74-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-124. Tarkio, 1911, VG RFD 11A (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/state/date, all on stamp on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


MO-126. Terry, 1909, VG 4-bar (90-13) on GPC. E $24

MO-127. Truxton, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; year/state weak; o/s) on PPC. E $20

MO-128. Truxton, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (part on stamp) pair lc on glitter PPC. E $8

MO-129. Turners, 1906, F+ Doane 2/1 as recd on PPC. E $8

MO-130. Vida, 1912, VF Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (98-77) on PPC. E $8

MO-131. Vineland, 1951, VF magenta 4-bar (67-55) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-132. Vista, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (bit o/s) (89-73) on PPC. E $8

MO-133. Wardsville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc & part of date on stamp) (81-33) on PPC. E $8

MO-134. Wardsville, 1922 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (year heavy inked; stamp fault) (81-33) on PPC. E $6

MO-135. Warsaw, ca.1908, VG RFD 11E/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month/day only on PPC. E $8

MO-136. West Line, 1921, F+ 4-bar (75-73) on PPC. E $5

MO-137. Westphalia, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $5

MO-138. White Church, 1912, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (89-15) on PPC. E $20

MO-139. Whitton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned; crnr cr) (92-15) on PPC. E $20

MO-140. Wien, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (bit stutter; uneven toned; tip crs) (73-18) on PPC. E $20

MO-141. Willard, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-142. Williamsburg, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8

MO-143. Williamsburg, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (state partial) on PPC. E $8

MO-144. Wooldridge, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter; overall lite tone; upper R edge tone) on PPC. E $12

MO-145. Woodall, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near F) (53-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MO-146. Yates, 1909, F 4-bar (toned) (82-54) on PPC. E $5

MONTANA

MT-1. Big Elk, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (dial hi: "IG E" partly off; edge wear; tip cr) (82/13) on PPC. E $20

MT-2. Boulder Valley, 1894, G+ CDS/cork (cr; lite tone) (66-97) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $15

MT-3. Broadus, 1911, F+ purple 4-bar (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $8

MT-4. Burch, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (10-13) on PPC. E $60 MIN.30
MT-5. Chinook, 1909, G+ duplex (dia1 hi: "IN" partly off) Rev.Jas.M.Vermaat, Pastor of St.Gabriel's Church cc; 5c Wash. on cvr to Belgium. E $15 MIN.8
MT-6. Concord, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned; crnr cr) (08-12) on PPC. E $24
MT-7. Cooke, 1941, VF 4-bar (82-57) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-8. Denton, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $14
MT-10. Eden, 1914, F purple 4-bar (stamp partly lifted to reveal "secret message") (00/60) on PPC. E $15
MT-11. Elkhorn, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite crs) (84-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-12. Enid, 1910, G+ Doane 2/(1) (# not struck) (98-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-13. Flowerree, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) (10-74) on PPC. E $14
MT-14. Geyser, 1907, G Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; dial mostly on stamp & # mostly off edge, but enough shows for ID; lite tone) on PPC. E $30
MT-15. Gould, 1898, G+ CDS (lite tone) (88/17) on cvr w/Silver (88/12) G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $30 MIN.15
MT-16. Heath, 1948, VG 4-bar (10/63) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-17. Helena, [1884], F CDS as recd b/s on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-19. Helmsville, 1911, VG 4-bar (uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $6
MT-20. Hobson/Utica Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar on cvr; enc.car w/VG magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
MT-21. Homestead, 1909, F 4-bar (07-10) on PPC. E $60
MT-22. Ingomar, 1914, F 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-23. Lonetree, 1914, VG 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone; lite crs) (11-15?) on PPC. E $70
MT-24. Lothrop, 1909, VG 4-bar (crs; heavy tip cr) (00-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-25. Maiden, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (82/21) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MT-26. Manhattan, 1909, F 4-bar on PPC. E $6
MT-27. Mildred, 1910, G+ 4-bar ("ED" on stamp; state spotty) (08-82) on PPC. E $8
MT-28. Monument, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone) (07-10) on PPC. E $50
MT-29. Osborn, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (08-14) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
MT-30. Osborn, 1913, G+ 4-bar (address onto bit spotty state; o/w VG+) (08-14) on PPC. E $50
MT-31. Outlook, 1917, G+ 4-bar ("OK" on stamp) on PPC. E $8
MT-32. Park City, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MT-33. Racetrack, 1896, G+ CDS (date partial) (79-35) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-34. Red Rock, 1907, G+ 4-bar (79-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-35. Riverside, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG; toned) (08-09) on PPC. E $20
MT-36. Roberts, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (ink spot R edge) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MT-37. Ruby, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (01-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MT-38. Sweetgrass, 1913, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
MT-39. Terry, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (part on stamp; # mostly off R; lite tone; edge tear T, in rim; crs) on PPC. E $6
MT-40. Turner, 1914, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; state spotty; o/w F+; lite tone on PPC. E $8
MT-41. Vida, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY; near VF) on PPC. E $14
MT-42. Virginia City, 1882, G+ magenta TCDS/target ("VIRGI" mostly not struck) on GPC w/Banking House of Henry Elling printed form on back. E $15
MT-43. Yellowstone, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite crs) (09-20) on PPC (bears eating hotel garbage). E $12 MIN.6

NEBRASKA
NE-1. Abbott, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (o/s) as recd (87-37) on PPC. E $8
NE-2. Ames, 1891, VG CDS/cork (1885-1889) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-3. Andrews, 1906, F+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; o/s) as transit (06-53) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-4. Arborville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned; tip crs) (74-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-5. Asylum, 1898, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) (80-10) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
NE-6. Ballagh, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (90-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-7. Bertha, 1906, G+ Doane 1/1 (EKU; near VG; lite tone; pinholes) (01-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-8. Bingham, 1911, VG Doane 2/1 as recd on PPC. E $6
NE-10. Boxelder, 1910, G+ 4-bar (date part heavy inked; o/w VG+; lite tone; tip cr) (79-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-11. Brighton, 1912, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; part lite tone) (10-16) on PPC. E $40
NE-12. Brighton, 1912, F+ 4-bar (10-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-13. Brownsville, [1882], G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim L; nicks; upper L crnr toned) on PSE w/enc.: old spelling, 12 yrs.after name change. E $12 MIN.6
NE-14. Brule, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-15. Carter, ca.1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial; lite tone) (06-15) on undiv.back PPC. E $20
NE-16. Chase, 1909, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) (87-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-17. Chase, 1917, F+ 4-bar (87-38) on PPC. E $14
NE-18. Clatonia, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; heavy inked; tip cr) on PPC. E $15
NE-19. Cleman, 1909, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (96-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-20. Closter, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (day slug only; blank slug for month; year omitted or not struck) (80-17) on PPC. E $20
NE-21. Cornell, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (uneven toned; crs) (80-20) on PPC. E $20
NE-22. Cozad, 1908, VG RFD 8BDA/3 on PPC. E $40
NE-23. Cozad, 1912, VG+ RFD 8BC (tip cr) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NE-24. Crossbar, 1908, G+ 4-bar (08-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-25. Curly, 1909, F 4-bar (07-29) on PPC. E $20
NE-26. Dean, 1915, G+ 4-bar (crs, 1 heavy; tears T) (07-20) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-27. Dewitt, 1903, VG+ RFD 2F/4 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-28. Eldorado, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (88-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-30. Esther, 1917, G+ purple 4-bar ("HE" mostly not struck; llite tone) (89-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-32. Etna, 1913, G+ 4-bar (85-21) on PPC. E $14
NE-33. Eureka, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (bit lite tone) (88-12) on PPC. E $20
NE-34. Filley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-35. Galena, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (86-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-36. Glenrock, [1896], G+ CDS/target (year partial; part water toned; tip crs) (94-29) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-37. Glenrose, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (06-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-38. Gross, 1909, G+ DCDS/target non-standard (dial bit hi; message partly in dial; lite tone) (95-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-39. Harvard, Clay Co., 1884, G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (bit heavy inked; ink spot L edge) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-40. Home, 1904, G+ CDS (uneven toned) as recd (03-06) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-41. Howe, 1884, G+ magenta DCDS (EARLY) as recd b/s (82-62) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-42. Howell, 1910, G+ RFD 8VD/2 ("EL" mostly not struck) duplex w/"R.F.D.Route 2." magenta h/s in message area on PPC. E $20
NE-43. Indianaola, 1887, G+ oval w/2 stars in dial/BOLD star killer (lite tone) on PSE. E $15
NE-44. Inez, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone; o/s) (86-30) on PPC w/Amelia VG Doane 2/2 as recd. E $20 MIN.10
NE-45. King, 1910, G+ CDS/target (toned; tip crs) (02-33) on PPC. E $15
NE-46. Kirk, 1910, G+ 4-bar (town part obscured on embossing; AS IS, but ID sure; uneven toned) (90-29) on PPC. E $8
NE-47. Lake, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (04-22) on PPC. E $15
NE-48. Lake, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; edge tear T) (04-22) on PPC. E $16
NE-49. Lavaca, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU) (84-44) on PPC. E $15
NE-50. Lindsay, ca.1908, F RFD 11B/1 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms town/route only on PPC. E $8
NE-51. Long Pine, 1890, G+ CDS/cork; Brown Co.Bank cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NE-52. Marple, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) (05-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-53. Marple, 1912, F+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (05-33) on PPC. E $14
NE-54. Mayberry, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) as recd (84-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-55. Mills, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part obscured by design) on PPC. E $6
NE-56. Moomaw, 1910, VG+ Doane 1/1 (90-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-57. Negunda, 1875, VF ms (ruff R; nicks T) (72-03) on PSE. E $50
NE-58. Nesbit, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKI: lite tone; crs) (90-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-59. Nesbit, 1912, VG 4-bar (90-22) on PPC. E $20
NE-60. Nora, 1908, F Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (1878-1984) on PPC. E $8
NE-61. Normal, 1919, VG 4-bar (o/s) (92-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-63. Oshkosh, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial hi: "KO" partly off; cr; lower R tip nib) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-64. Phoenix, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (87-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-65. Phoenix, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite strike) (87-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-66. Plymouth, 1910, G+ RFD 2F/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-67. Polk, 1911, VG 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-68. Powel, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/3 (near VF; lite tone) (83-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-69. Quick, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (near VG; lite tone) (87-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-70. Red Cloud, 1911, F RFD 11N (UNLISTED; lite tone; crs) ms date & carrier's initials ("CAP") on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-71. Rokeby, 1910, G+ Doane 3/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) (94-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NE-72. Rokeby, 1911, G+ Doane 3/2 (part heavy inked; lite tone) (94-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-73. Rokeby, 1912, G+ 4-bar ("E" not struck; crs) (94-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-74. Santee, 1915, F+ 4-bar (97-57) on PPC. E $6
NE-75. Sparta, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (message partly in dial; lite tone; crs) (80-12) on PPC. E $24
NE-76. Springranch, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; hear VF) (70-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-77. Stafford, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned; cr) (88-38) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-78. Stark, 1892, G+ CDS/target (tears; bit ruff trim L; lite tone; slit 2+ sides) (89-07) on cvr w/enc. E $40
NE-79. Stevens, 1917, G+ 4-bar (97-30) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-80. Sybrant, 1909, G+ 4-bar (toned) (95-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-81. Table, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone; crs) (96-28) on PPC. E $15
NE-82. Tate, 1909, G+ CDS/target (date spotty) (91-20) on PPC. E $20
NE-83. Tate, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: tip of "T" off; lite tone) (91-20) on REAL PHOTO PPC: distant view of this town. E $24
NE-84. Triangle, 1910, F 4-bar (possibly Doane 3/1, but stamp gone, affecting bars) (06-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NE-85. Verdel, 1909, VG Doane 2(4) w/sponge killer (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-86. Vim, 1910, VG+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; toned) (86-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NE-87. Violet, 1908, VG+ Doane 2 CDS w/sponge killer (crs; lite tone) (83-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NE-88. Willard, 1901, G+ CDS/target (part o/s) (90-22) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

NEVADA
NV-1. Blair, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (06-16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NV-2. Caliente, 1905, G+ duplex (EARLY; "ENTE" obscured on stamp; slit 3 sides) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NV-3. Caliente, 1908, G+ 4-bar (state partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NV-4. Charleston, 1899, G CDS/target ("CH" & "N" not struck; tear L; lower R edge ruff) Cyrus Bardmass, Agt.for Cavitt's System Regulator h/s at L (95-51) on cvr w/faulty enc. E $15 MIN.8
NV-5. Columbia, 1908, VG 4-bar (04-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-6. Fallon, 1916, F magenta TCDS/Parcel Post (toned) as recd on 4.5x3.5" Insured Parcel form. E $15
NV-7. Hazen, 1912, G+ 4-bar (state partial; heavy cr) (04-79) on PPC. E $8
NV-9. Mound House, 1911, G+ 4-bar (slight stutter; lite tone) (77/29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-10. Palisade, 1909, VF CDS/Rec’d as recd (70-61) on 5x10" record of transit env. E $12 MIN.6
NV-12. Reno, 1917, VG magenta DCDS/Gen.Del. as recd on cvr fwd to Fallon, then to Wonder. E $12 MIN.6
NV-13. Shafter, 1915, VG 4-bar (slight stutter) (08-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-15. Stine, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (slight o/s) as rec'd (04-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-16. Stine, 1909, F 4-bar (o/s; ink spot by message) as rec'd (04-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NV-17. Tonkin, [1907], G+ CDS (state spotty; year partial) (98-31) on reg'd pack.rect.card. E $15 MIN.8
NV-18. Virginia City, N.T., ca.1864, G+ DCDS/cork (nicks T; part lite tone) 3c Sc.65 on FRONT ONLY. E $24
NV-19. Virginia City, 1870s, G+ CDS.cirj (dial bit hi) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NH-1. Bennetts Landing, 1922, G+ 4-bar (09-27) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NH-2. Burkehaven, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (89/54) on PPC. E $6
NH-4. Candida, 1930, G+ 4-bar ty.E w/scalloped dial on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-6. Centerville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (82-09) on PPC. E $40
NH-7. Chester, 1917, F RFD 8/1 (crnr crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-8. Crawford House, 1906, F+ Doane 3/5 (heavy cr; edge tear T) (72-67) on PPC. E $6
NH-9. Deer Park, 1914, G+ blue 4-bar (LATE) (06-15) on PPC. E $15
NH-10. Derry/Village Sta., 1919, F duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-11. Dover/3 Cents Paid, 1850s, G+ blue CDS (trim R; bit lite tone) on stampless cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NH-12. East Canaan, 1883, G+ CDS/cork (49-87) on GPC w/orig.address erased & remailed. E $15
NH-14. East Wolfooro, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (o/s) (73-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-15. Easton, 1912, G+ CDS/target (date partial) (78-18) on PPC. E $20
NH-16. Flume House, 1910, VG 4-bar (89/18) on PPC (Echo Lake). E $12 MIN.6
NH-17. Hillsboro Lower Village, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "LO" off; crnr crs) (08-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-18. Lake Village, 1860s, F CDS/target (part ruff trim L; ink spots T edge) (43-91) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NH-19. Leightons Corners, 1905, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+; trim L) (33/17) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NH-20. Long Island, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (78-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-21. Lyme Centre, [1896], G+ CDS/target (trim R) 8c +2c on reg'd cvr. E $15
NH-22. Manchester/Reg'y Div'n, 1895, VG magenta oval/cork (bit trim T) 10c Webster solo on reg'd cvr. E $15
NH-23. Bedford Rural Sta./Manchester, 1907, VG RFD 10L; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-24. Mastyard, 1910, VG Doane 2/1 (dial hi: "y" partly off) (50-15) on PPC. E $8
NH-25. Milford, [1835], G+ red CDS w/ms "10" rate (dial bit hi; lite tone) on SPL. E $15 MIN.8
NH-26. Montcalm, 1911, F 4-bar (01-17) on PPC. E $15
NH-27. Nashua, 1889, VG+ Wesson H(N) (killer partly off) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-28. Nelson, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (1817-1934) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-29. North Richmond, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (near F; tip crs) (53/14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-30. Orford, [1848], G+ CDS w/partial "5" h/s rate (pen notes thru dial) on SPL. E $20
NH-31. Pierce Bridge/Grofton Co., 1876, VF ms (73-43) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. RARE w/county in ms canx. E $24 MIN.12
NH-32. Pierce Bridge, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (73-43) on PPC. E $12
NH-34. Roby's Corner, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (68-22) on PPC. E $15
NH-35. Rumney Depot, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (edge tear R) (72-66) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $8
NH-37. Salmon Falls, [1869], G+ CDS/grid (town part heavy inked) 3c locomotive (1849-1962) on cvr w/bank letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
NH-38. Scytheville, 1860s, G+ CDS/cut cork (64-95) on cvr. E $15
NH-39. Scytheville, 1895, G+ CDS/target (64-95) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NH-40. Smithville, 1906, VG+ CDS/target (year heavy inked) (92-14) on PPC. E $20
NH-41. South Cornish, 1907, G+ CDS/cork (o/s; lite tone; crs) (78-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
NH-42. Starrking, 1910, G+ 4-bar (99-40) on PPC. E $8
NH-44. Swanzey, 1850s, G+ CDS w/ms day correction; partial "Paid" killer (part lite tone) (1815-1920) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NH-45. Webster, 1898, G+ CDS/target (stain spots upper L; lite tone) (68/08) on cvr. E $20
NH-46. Wendell, 1932, G+ 4-bar ty.E (00-84) on commer.PPC. E $12
NH-48. Westport, 1912, G+ 4-bar (toned) (32-14) on PPC. E $20
NH-49. Westville, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (bit o/s) as rec'd (87-80) on PPC. E $5
NH-50. Whittier, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) as rec'd (82/19) on PPC. E $6
NH-51. Whittier, 1909, F Doane 2/2 (file hole in message) (82/19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-52. Wolfborough, 1881, G+ CDS/grid (trim L) (15-08) on cvr. E $8
NH-53. Wonalancet, 1906, VG Doane 1/1 w/ms day correction (part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NH-54. Woodstock, 1912, VG 4-bar (1840-1959) on PPC. E $5

NEW JERSEY
NJ-1. Bayville, 1887, VF ms (tear R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-2. Beverley, 1907, VG RFD 11A ms town/date; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-3. Braden, [1884], G+ purple CDS/target (date partial; cr; bit ruff slit lower R) (83-16) on PSE. E $15
NJ-4. Clarksboro, ca.1907, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
NJ-5. Clermont, 1906, G+ CDS/target (date weak; edge tear B) (86-16) on PPC. E $20
NJ-7. Creamridge, 1906, VG Doane 3 CDS/Recd (EKU; bit o/s; lite tone) as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-10. Eliz (Elizabeth), [1830], G+ CDS (bit lite tone; some internal separation) on SFL. E $30
NJ-11. Elizabeth, 1888, G duplex (B tips nick) on 2c Grant lettersheet. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-13. Iselin, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; dial bit hi; part lite tone) as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-14. Jutland, 1912, F+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; toned) (86-60) on PPC. E $14
NJ-15. Lawrenceville, 1850s, VF ms town/month/day/"Paid 3" rate (no flap) (1827-1966) on stampless cvr. E $24
NJ-16. Mill Brook, 1909, VG CDS w/fancy starburst killer non-standard (killer part obscured on stamp; uneven tone) (48-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
NJ-17. Murray Hill, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG+; trim R) (85-67) on PSE. E $8
NJ-18. Norton, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) (76-07) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NJ-19. Pennington, [1846], G+ CDS w/ms month/day/"10" rate (lite tone; cr) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-20. Pompton, [1831], VF ms town/month/day/"18 3/4" rate (some interior separation at folds) (1814-1925) on SFL. E $40
NJ-21. Towaco, 1908, VG magenta Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-23. Watchung, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: tips of "TCH" off; lite tone) (99-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NJ-24. Waterloo, 1911, G+ 4-bar (47-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NJ-25. Watsessing, 1881, G+ CDS/target (80-87) on cvr w/enc. E $50
NJ-26. Wildwood, 1960, VF Mailer's Postmark Permit #46 DCDS/slogan h/s: "World's Finest & Safest Beach" (edge tear T; crnr cr) on GPC. E $8
NJ-27. Wildwood, 1960, VF Mailer's Postmark Permit #46 DCDS/pictorial slogan h/s (cartoon fish) on GPC. E $8
NJ-29. Woodglen, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) as rec'd (86-07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

NEW MEXICO (Todsen types)
NM-1. Abbott, 1911, VG Doane 3/1 (81/66) on PPC. E $14
NM-2. Aden, 1911, F purple 4-bar (ty.2) (94/25) on PPC. E $50 MIN.26
NM-3. Alcalde, 1925, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; near F+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-4. Anapra, 1912, VG purple 4-bar (ty.1) (dial bit hi: tips of "AP" off; tip cr) (07-14) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NM-5. Ard, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (bit spotty but message fully datelined; lite tone) (07-13) on PPC. E $75
NM-6. Aztec, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.7) (part lite tone) on PPC w/Homestead, KS (76-13) G+ Doane 3/2 as recd. E $15 MIN.8
NM-7. Belen, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.11) (lite tone) on PPC datelined City Hotel. E $12 MIN.6
NM-8. Bernalillo, 1914, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) (EKB; bit scuff by address) on PPC. E $20
NM-9. Black Rock, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (town part obscured by design) (04-26) on PPC. E $65
NM-10. Bland, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (94-35) on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $30 MIN.15
NM-11. Buxton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; tears T & B; bit cr) (09-14) on PPC. 2nd known example from this town. E $200
NM-12. Carrizoza, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.4) (part on stamp; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-13. Cerrillos, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.11) (date part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-14. Chamberino, 1898, G+ CDS/target (ty.2) (EKB; bit ruff trim L; cr) on PSE. 2nd known example. E $30
NM-15. Collinsville, 1911, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone, affects bars; o/s) as recd (08-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NM-16. Collinsville, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; crnr cr) LATEST territorial from this town (08-12) on PPC. E $90 MIN.46
NM-17. Cumberland, 1909, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (07-33) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NM-18. Dayton, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part on stamp) (03-44) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-19. Dereno, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (EKB) (07-33) on PPC. EARLIEST for this town. E $75 MIN.38
NM-20. Dexter, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.3) (tip crs) on PPC. E $8
NM-21. East Vaughn, 1915, F 4-bar (ty.1) (tip crs) (11-73) on PPC. E $15
NM-22. Elrino, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on PPC to France. E $20
NM-23. Emberson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; crs; state partial) LATEST for this town (07-08) on PPC. E $250
NM-24. Estancia, 1908, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-25. Floravista, 1909, G+ 4-bar (ty.4) on PPC. E $15
NM-26. Fort Sumner, 1911, VG duplex (ty.1) on PPC: street scene, Clovis, NM. E $24 MIN.12
NM-27. Gregos, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (03-13) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $24
NM-28. Hayden, 1908, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (lite crs) (08-29) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
NM-29. Heaton, 1910, G+ purple 4-bar (ty.1) (town part o/s but message fully datelined; tip cr; lite tone) (09-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-30. Hodges, 1910, G+ magenta 4-bar (ty.1) (09-13) on PPC. E $80
NM-31. Hollene, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (07-53) on PPC. E $24
NM-32. Ima, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; 2 strikes, part overlap; L crnr sll; crnr crs; edge tear B) (08-55) on PPC. LATEST territorial use from this town. E $100 MIN.50
NM-33. Ione, 1911, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKW; near F+; lite tone) (08-62) on PPC. E $50
NM-34. Ione, 1950, VF 4-bar (ty.3) (08-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-35. Jemez Springs, 1925, VG 4-bar (ty.1) on PPC (Hotel La Esperanza). E $15 MIN.8
NM-36. Lakewood, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-37. Levy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (ty.1) (part stutter; toned; L edge crs) (08-64) on PPC. E $40
NM-38. Lindrith, 1943, VG 4-bar (ty.4) (bit heavy inked; crs; edge tear B) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-39. Manuelito, 1907, VG 4-bar (ty.8) (EKB) S.E.Aldrich, Gen'l Merch.cc (81-74) on cvr. E $40
NM-40. McAlister, 1909, G 4-bar (ty.2) (EKB; dial HI: "CALIS" partly off; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $40
NM-41. Melrose, 1906, VF Doane 3/1 (EKB) on PPC. E $20
NM-42. Monument, 1908, F CDS/Recd (ty.3) (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20
NM-43. Mountaingair, 1910, VG CDS/Rec'd (ty.4) (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20
NM-44. Mountaingair, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-45. Nolan, 1909, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (trim R; lite tone) (08-44) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NM-46. Nolan, 1911, VF 4-bar (ty.1) (bit cr) (08-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-47. Plain, 1909, F+ 4-bar (ty.1) (stamp replaced) (07-33) on PPC. E $20
NM-48. Ranches of Taos, 1890, G+ CDS/target (ty.4) (neatly rebuilt ruff R; tear T) "Juan Nepomuseno Vijil, RANCHOS DE TAOS" cc (1875-1982) on cvr. E $20
NM-49. Ranches of Taos, 1947, VG DCDS (ty.3) (LKU; part on stamp) (1875-1982) on PPC. E $8
NM-50. Red River, 1938, VG ty.4 (EKEU) (part on stamp; tear B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-51. Roy, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.6) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-52. San Cristobal, 1941, VG 4-bar (ty.2) (EKEU; month omitted) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-53. San Pedro, 1890, G+ CDS/target (ty.1) (near VG; tiny tear R) (81/18) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NM-54. Sapello, 1911, G+ 4-bar non-standard (ty.5) w/town/state at top of dial; "A.M." in B arc (toned) (1874-1974) on PPC. E $30
NM-55. Solano, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (toned; edge tear T) on PPC. E $20
NM-56. Strauss, 1921, F 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; slight stutter; bit lite tone; tip cr) (18-43) on PPC. E $30
NM-57. Sunnyside, 1910, G+ CDS/Rec'd (UNLISTED type; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20
NM-58. Telles, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (slight stutter; red ink spot on signature) (06-17 period) on PPC to Taiban Valley News re.address change. E $30
NM-59. Telles, 1911, VG 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU; dial bit hi; bit o/s by partial 2nd strike) (94/52) on PPC. E $80
NM-60. Troyburg, 1884 (May 28), F CDS (ty.1) w/ms day correction (trim L; toned; edge tears B) as fwd b/s (78-84) on cvr w/Raton, NM, CDS/target (ty.4) as transit b/s. E $100 MIN.50
NM-61. Valley Ranch, 1918, G+ 4-bar (ty.2) on cvr. E $15
NM-62. Valley Ranch, 1921, VG+ 4-bar (ty.2) (bit lite tone) (08-49) on PPC. E $24
NM-63. Victoria, 1908 (Jun 4), F Doane 2/2 (slight smear; tip cr) AFTER listed name change (80-08) on PPC. E $24
NM-64. Watrous, 1910, VG 4-bar (ty.14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NM-65. Watrous, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (ty.1) (LKU) on PPC. LATEST territorial for this town. E $15
NM-66. Willard, 1909, F 4-bar (ty.2) (toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NM-67. Willard, 1910, VF 4-bar (ty.2) on PPC. E $20

NEW YORK / Do you need Kay & Smith's "New York Postal History"? We have it!
NY-1. Albany, [1845], G+ red CDS w/"2" h/s rate & partial "Paid" h/s (state not struck; crs) on SFL to local address. E $20
NY-2. Alfred Centre, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid (trim R) (50-94) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
NY-3. Alpine, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-4. Alvord, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (96-13) on PPC. E $24
NY-5. Antlers, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VF; edge tear L) "The Antlers, Raquette Lake" illus.ad cc (antlers) 2c Lincoln (04-20) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-6. Antwerp, 1907, G+ RDF 1/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
NY-7. Assembly Park, 1909, G+ purple Doane 2/2 (97-16) on PPC. E $8
NY-8. Athol, 1927, G+ MISUSED DCDS/M.O.B. (part lite tone) on PPC. E $14
NY-9. Augusta, 1886, G+ purple CDS/target (near F; lite tone; trim L) (1813-1917) on cvr. E $14
NY-10. Aurora, [1829], VF ms w/"18 3/4" rate (cr) on SFL. E $20
NY-11. Aukerada, 1899, G+ CDS/target (tiny tear R) (96/17) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-12. Barker (Somerset Rural Sta.), 1912, VG RDF 10QB (lite tone) (01-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-14. Bennettsville, 1860s, VG CDS/target (rim partly off B; part ruff trim R) (49-03) on 2.5x5" cvr. E $20
NY-15. Billsborough, 1897, G+ CDS/target (79-00) on cvr. E $75
NY-16. Black Rock, ca.1850s, F blue CDS w/ms "3"; "Paid" h/s (17-69) on stampless cvr. E $30
NY-17. Bleecker, 1860s, G+ CDS/ms (trim L, into cc) M.G.Hunt/Merchant albino embossed cc in shield (40-18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-20. Bleecker, 1914, VG CDS/target non-standard (40-18) on PPC. E $15
NY-21. Boomertown, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone; tip cr) as recd (83-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-22. Brockett's Bridge, [1872], G+ CDS/target (near VG) (26/82) on PSE w/enc. $15 MIN.8
NY-23. Brocketts Bridge, 1860s, G+ rimless CDS/circle of wedges (trim R; crs; lower L tip nick; toned) (26/82) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-24. Brooklyn/Rec'd, [1886], VF Wesson (sealed spindle, not in this) as rec'd on GPC. E $14
NY-25. Brownville, ca.1860, G+ CDS (bit ruff L; lite tone) on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-26. Buel, [1883], G+ CDS/target (tear T; flap partly off) (40-05) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
NY-27. Buel, ca.1884, G+ CDS/target (trim R; edge tear T) (40-05) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-28. Butternut Grove, [1884], G+ blue CDS/target (72-99) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-29. Candor, 1905, G+ RPD 2F/1? on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-30. Canoga, [1849], VF ms w/"5" rate (nick T; tears T) (26-07) on SFL. E $20
NY-31. Carlton Station, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year omitted) (77-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-32. Catskill Station, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (67-10) on PPC. E $8
NY-33. Cedar Lake, 1860s, VF CDS/cork (lite tone) (51-02) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NY-34. Cedarville, [1869], G+ CDS/target; 3c locomotive (1826-1833) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-35. Chittenango, [1829], G+ double oval w/"Paid." h/s & ms "12 1/2" rate (R half of dial spotty; cr; lite tone line) on SFL (no contents). E $20 MIN.10
NY-36. Cincinnatus, [1842], VF ms w/"Free/B.Niles P.M." frank (edge tear T) on SFL to PM, Knoxville, PA. E $20 MIN.10
NY-37. Clayton, 1926, VG duplex on 4.25x6" 9-panel "1000 Islands, NY" pictorial folder. E $12 MIN.6
NY-38. Coeymans, 1889, VG DCDS w/5 hollow bars (L tips ruff; lite tone; trim R) on cvr. E $14
NY-39. Cohoes, 1882, VF CDS w/BOLD serified "C" killer on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-40. Community/Madison Co., 1886, G+ CDS/target (79-89) on GPC. E $120
NY-41. Community/Madison Co., 1870, G+ CDS/target (spotty strike, but ID sure; bit ruff R) (79-89) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
NY-42. Conesville, 1903, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (36-14) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-43. Crystal Run, 1907, G+ 4-bar (bit uneven trim L & R) (83/40) on PPC. E $8
NY-44. Danube, 1896, F CDS/target; 8c +2c (18/03) on reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-45. Daysville, 1906, VG Doane 2/2 (part o/s by partial 2nd strike; bit lite tone) (68-07) on PPC. E $30
NY-46. East Avon, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKE; uneven toned) (27-15) on PPC. E $15
NY-47. East Bethany, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (year partial; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
NY-49. Ellenville, 1850s, G+ CDS w/circled "Paid/3" h/s (crs; tip tear) on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-50. Ellery, 1870s, F CDS/target (trim R) (22/00) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-51. Elmlora, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (edge tears; nick T; lite tone; cr) (91-76) on PPC. E $6
NY-52. Emmonsburg, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part toned) (59-15) on PPC. E $8
NY-53. Falconer, 1909, VF RFD 11/80 (UNLISTED; bear T) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-54. Fayetteville, 1881, G+ DCDS w/2 crosses in dial/BOLD star (o/s) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-55. Flint, 1908, G+ duplex (dial bit hi: "I" partly off) (92-13) on PPC. E $14
NY-56. Florida, 1850s, VG CDS/circled "Paid/3" (lite tone) on stampless cvr. E $20
NY-57. Fluvanna, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (27-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-58. Fly Mountain, 1909, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (49-10) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-59. Forestville, 1914, F RFD 1SA/8 (part lite water tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-60. Furnaceville, 1883, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone; lite crs) (73-00) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
NY-61. Galway, 1850s, G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "by stamp/look opposite side" on 2.75x4.5" fancy albino embossed lady's cvr w/small remnant of 3c imperf on reverse. Most of stamp was removed when cvr opened. Very unusual marking & usage. E $75
NY-62. Goshen, 1850s, G+ red CDS w/"3" & partial "Paid" h/s (bit lite tone) on stampless cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-63. Goshen, 1850s, G+ CDS w/arced "Paid/3" h/s (dial bit hi; tone spot) on 2.5x4.25" stampless cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NY-64. Grant, 1860s, G+ CDS w/ms day correction (EARLY; trim L) (65-53) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-65. Grifflin's Corners, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (ruff L) (51-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-66. Groton, [1842], VF ms w/"Double Paid 37 1/2" ms rate (bit ruff T; tear T; crs) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-67. Hallsport, [1864], G+ CDS/target (upper L arc partial but ID sure; AS IS for strike; ruff L) (52-07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

NY-68. Harpersfield, ca.1850s, G+ red CDS/"5" h/s on stampless cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-69. Hartman, 1910, G+ 4-bar (upper R ruff, in stamp to portrait; toned) (93-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-70. Heddens, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (88-17) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-71. Heddens, [1911], G+ CDS/cork (88-17) on PC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-72. Higginsville, [1866], VG CDS/target (44-10) on 2x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-73. Hillside, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (08-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12


NY-75. Honnedaga, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tip crs) (91/15) on PPC. E $15

NY-76. Hopewell, [1840], VF ms (tear B; crs; bit lite tone) (23-04) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10

NY-77. Howes, 1912, F 4-bar (stamp about 1/2 peeked, affects 2 bars) (98-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-78. Howlett Hill, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (29-00) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-79. Igerman, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (89-14) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10

NY-80. Italy, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; upper R tip nib) (24/04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-81. Jamison Road, 1912, G+ CDS/target (bit lite tone; cr) (87-30) on PPC. E $8

NY-82. Jerusalem, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (70-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-83. Johnsons Creek, 1870s, VG CDS/target (slight ruff slit R) (25-01) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-84. C.M.Warner, P.M./Jordan, 1876, F+ blue DCDS/cork (trim L about 3/8") on PSE Sc.U221. E $50

NY-85. Kelloggsville, 1847, VF ms w/"10" rate (14-03) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10

NY-86. Lackawack, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+) (1835/1958) on PPC. E $6

NY-87. Lake Clear, 1906, VG+ Doane 2/1 on ad PPC (Rice's Hotel) to England. E $24 MIN.12

NY-88. Lassellsville, [1888], G+ CDS/target (year partial; trim L) (12-01) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-89. Lebanon, 1888, G+ TCDS/crude maltese (dialed bit hi) on cvr. E $8

NY-90. Liberty Falls, 1890, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (50-01) on PSE. E $14

NY-91. Little Valley, 1886, G+ purple rimless CDS/circled neg.star (year partial) on cvr. E $15

NY-92. Livingstonville, 1866 (Jan 1), VF ms (1818-1943) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-93. Macedon, ca.1862, G CDS w/"Signet 'Glen' Reversed" fancy killer (R arc mostly not struck; killer part spotty; but ID sure; nick L) on cvr. E $20

NY-94. Maple Springs, 1937, VG 4-bar ty.E on commer.cvr w/enc. E $14

NY-95. Mayfield, 1860s, VF ms (trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-96. McGrawville/C.A.Jones, P.M., 1886, G+ DCDS/circled star (killer partial) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-97. Mexico, 1893 (Jul 8), G+ CDS w/crude "JUL" killer, matching month in dial (town partial, but verified by cc) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20 MIN.10

NY-98. Model, 1906, G+ CDS/target (lite; o/s) (00-07) on PPC. E $12

NY-99. Morehouseville, ca.1890, G+ CDS/target (near VG) (34-15) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

NY-100. Morehouseville, 1892, G+ CDS/target (state partial) (34-15) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-101. New Berlin Centre, 1880s, VG+ CDS/cork (30/03) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-102. New London, 1870s, F CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R; part lite tone) (27-07) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-103. New.York (New York), [1800] (Mar 11), G+ fancy black oval clam-shell w/ms "17" rate (part lite tone) on SFL. E $65

NY-104. New York, ca.1840s, G+ red CDS w/"2 cts" in dial ("RK" not struck; crs; small surface hole by add.) on SFL (no contents). E $20

NY-105. New York, [1840], G+ red CDS (crs) on SFL on lined paper to Ivory Quinby, Esq., Monmouth, IL. E $15 MIN.8

NY-106. New York/10 cts., [1850], G+ red CDS on 2.75x4.75" SFL. E $12 MIN.6

NY-107. New York, [1871], VF CDS w/LARGE, BOLD star (trim L, in cc) on cvr w/letterhead invoice enc. E $15

NY-108. New York, [1874], G+ CDS w/BOLD circled "14" (pinholes; L tip nick; ink spots on edge) on GPC Sc.UX3. E $14

NY-109. New York/Bedford Park, 1902, F duplex (99-06) on GPC. E $20

NY-110. Neweiden, 1906, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (04-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-111. North Bangor/Bangor Rur.Sta., 1959, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) on cvr; 4 enc.cards w/better
strikes. E $12 MIN.6
NY-112. North Bangor/Bangor Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on cvr; 2 enc.cards w/VG magenta
DCDS. E $12 MIN.6
NY-113. North Clymer, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 (LKU; part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
NY-114. North Kortright, 1860s, F+ CDS w/ms day (trim L; L tip nick) (38-18) on cvr. E $15
MIN.8
NY-115. North Merrick, 1930, VG+ blue 4-bar (26-33) on cvr w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
NY-116. Oaks Corner, ca.1840s, VF ms (part lite tone) on SPL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-117. Oppenheim, [1871], G+ CDS/cork (bit trim T) (13-07) on cvr w/enc. E $20
NY-118. Orange Lake, 1913, G+ 4-bar (69/31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NY-119. Ors Mills, 1894, G+ CDS/target (near VF; bit trim upper L) Wm.Orr & Sons cc (85-20) on
PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-120. Osborn Bridge, 1895, VG CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (28-18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-121. Otsego Centre, [1877], VG+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (72-10) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-122. Ovid, [1825], VF ms town/month/day/"12 1/2" rate (cr; bit lite tone) on SFL (no contents). E $20 MIN.10
NY-123. Oswasco, [1838], VF ms w/"Paid 18 3/4" rate (part lite tone; cr) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-124. Pattersonville, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; bit stutter; o/s; crnr cr; tear T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-125. Peekamose, 1912, VF 4-bar (tip cr) (04-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-126. Perth, 1896, G+ CDS/cork; 1c blue (40/05) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NY-127. Philipsville, [1854], G+ red CDS w/ms month/day; circled "Paid/3" rate (lite strike)
(38-59) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $30
NY-128. Pierrepont Manor, 1882, G+ purple DCDS/star (part water tone; nicks B) on cvr. E $12
MIN.6
NY-129. Pikeville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd (62/17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-130. Pikeville, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (uneven toned) (62/17) on PPC. E $20
NY-132. Pine Lake, 1901, G+ CDS/target ("PI" part obscured; "E" not struck) (68-12) on GPC. E $15
MIN.8
NY-133. Platt Clove, 1905, G+ CDS/target (near VG; o/s; lite tone) (75-19) on PPC. E $15
NY-134. Port Byron, [1843], VG CDS w/ms day correction; "Paid" h/s; ms "10" rate (cr) bit o/s
by Oswego G+ red CDS as fwd; ms "6" rate applied on SFL: Supreme Court printed form. E $30
NY-135. Port Dickinson, 1909 (Jan 1), G+ 4-bar (65-17) on PPC. E $8
NY-136. Preston, [1837], VF ms w/"25" rate (lite tone) (21-15) on SFL. E $40
NY-137. Raceville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (80-19) on PPC. E $14
NY-138. Raymerton, 1870s, G+ fancy CDS/cork (edge wear; tears; crs) pair faulty 3c (40-06) on
#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-139. Redwood, 1887, G+ duplex w/"R" in killer (lite tone) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-140. Rock Valley, 1904, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (84/12) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-141. Rockwood, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid (52-32) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-142. Rome, [1832], VG partly dotted oval w/ms day; ms "Paid 75" rate lined thru; "Paid" h/s
& ms "10" correction below (bit lite tone; crs) on SFL. E $30
NY-143. Rome, ca.1846, VG blue CDS w/"Paid" in ribbon & double-circled "V" h/s (crs) on SFL (no contents). E $15 MIN.8
NY-144. Rondaxe, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (02-16) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NY-145. Roseboom, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $8
NY-146. Roslyn, 1850s, VF ms town/month/day (44-99) on PSE. No state; determined by inference. E $20
NY-147. Round Top, 1916, F magenta 4-bar on PPC. E $5
NY-148. Sabattis, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp) (97/68) on PPC. E $14
NY-149. Sacandaga Park, 1905, G+ CDS/cork (dial hi: "GA" partly off; lite tone) (87/13) on PPC. E $8
NY-150. Scotch Bush, 1898, G+ CDS/target; 10c green Webster solo (54/07) on reg'd cvr. E $20
NY-151. Sempronius, [1812], VF ms w/"20" rate (edge wear; nick R; lite tone; some separation at
folds) (1800/1911) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-152. Seneca Falls, [1831], F ms w/"Paid 12 1/2" rate (cr) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
NY-153. Sharon, 1867, VF ms (tear B, in month; bit lite tone; R tip nib) (1810-1925) on 2x5"
NY-154. Sherwood, [1882], VG CDS/grid (trim R) (50-14) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

NY-155. Sherwoods, ca.1860, VG+ CDS/ms (50-14) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-156. Sloan, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (90-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-157. South Horicon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (tip crs) (92-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-158. South Otselic, 1891, VF CDS/circled star (dial bit hi; lite tone) on cvr. E $14

NY-159. South Sodus, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (state mostly not struck; cr; nicks B) (28-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-160. Southold, [1870], G+ CDS/cork (trim R; lower R crnr ruff; edge tears) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-161. Sprout Brook, [1863], G+ CDS/target (51/07) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-162. Sprout Brook, 1880, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; lower R tip ruff) (51/07) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-163. Stock Bridge, [1858], G+ CDS (24-23) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-164. Stockbridge, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit stutter; lite crs) (24-23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-165. Storms, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; tear T; crs) (87-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-166. Summer Dale, 1909, F+ 4-bar (71-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-167. Summer Dale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part o/s; uneven toned) (71-18) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-168. Summit Station, 1881, G+ CDS/target (61-98) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-169. Syracuse, [1841], G+ red CDS w/ms "10" rate (cr) on SFL. E $20

NY-170. Tarrytown, [1870], G+ CDS/segmented cork (trim L) 3c locomotive on 2.5x4.25" cvr w/fancy "D" monogram on flap. E $12 MIN.6

NY-171. Thompsons Lake, 1908, G+ CDS/target (date lite; lite tone) (85-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NY-172. Ticonderoga, ca.1860, VG town/month/day (cr; trim R) on cvr. E $15

NY-173. Towahloondah, 1912, G+ CDS/target (02-37) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-174. Tracy Creek, 1870s, F ms town/month/day (trim L; edge tear B) (56-11) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

NY-175. Troy/5 cts, 1840s, G+ CDS/"Paid" (upper R crnr tape stain; lite wrinkles) on stampless cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-176. Troy, ca.1859, G+ CDS on cvr. E $8

NY-177. Tunesasssa, 1911, G+ 4-bar (83-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

NY-178. Utica, [1817], G+ CDS w/month in B arc; ms "12 1/2" rate (crs; bit lite tone) on SFL. E $15

NY-179. Utica, ca.1830s, G+ red double-oval w/diamonds; ms "6" rate (crs) on SFL. E $12 MIN.6

NY-180. Utica, [1845], VG oval w/diamonds; "Paid" in scroll & double-circled "X" (crs; lite tone) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8

NY-181. VanHornsville, 1860s, VF ms (upper R crnr ruff slit) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-182. Walesvile, 1860s, G+ CDS/ms (upper L tip clip; nick L) (45-02) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-183. Waterville, ca.1830s, G+ red CDS w/ms "12 1/2" rate (cr) on SFL (no contents). E $15 MIN.8

NY-184. Watson, [1862], G+ CDS (nicks L) (31-23) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-185. Websters Station/Madison Co., 1898, G+ CDS/circled hollow star (town part spotty) (77-29) on 1c PSE. E $20

NY-186. Wellsville, 1879, G+ magenta DCDS/star (dial hi: "SVI" partly off; month not struck; trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

NY-187. West Brook, 1860s, VF ms (full vert.tear; trim R) 3c Wash.w/preprinting crease (52/14) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-188. West Charlton, 1860s, G+ CDS/target w/ms day (lite tone; slight ruff trim R) (28-06) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

NY-189. West Conesville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (57-14) on PPC. E $8

NY-190. West Point/Orange Co., [1885], G+ CDS/cork w/ms day (near VG; dial bit hi; pencil scribble block at L) on cvr. E $20

NY-191. West Troy, 1860s, G+ DCDS/target (47/05) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

NY-192. Westbury, ca.1857, VG ms town/month/day (address faded; lite tone) (45-06) on 2.5x4.25" cvr. E $20

NY-193. Westville Center, 1914, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; dial hi: "ILLE" mostly off) (65-20) on PPC. E $8

NY-194. Whitehall, [1828], VF ms on SFL. E $20

NY-195. Whitestone, [1864], G+ CDS/grid (ruff L) (54/06) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-196. Wilmurt, 1893, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L) 2c Colum. (39/19) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NY-197. Worthville, 1860s, G+ CDS/grid (49-97) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
NY-198. Yorkshire Centre, 1887, G+ cogwheel DCDS/pinwheel (state partly off edge; killer partial) as recd (54-92) on GPC. E $20
NY-199. Zena, 1906, VF CDS/cork (lite tone) (91-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

NORTH CAROLINA
NC-1. Mailed TO: Averasboro (during "Averysborough" period), 1850s, Morganton partial CDS origin (tiny tear T; lite tone) (1794/1903) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
NC-3. Burnsville/Newdale Rur.Sta., 1961, F 4-bar; pair 2c Prewie coils Sc.850 on cvr; enc.card w/VF magenta strike. E $15 MIN.8
NC-5. Cronly, 1901, VG ms (trim R; tip crs) (83-11) on cvr. E $30
NC-7. Elizabeth City/Weeksville Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/VF DCDS. E $12 MIN.6
NC-10. Fair Bluff, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-11. Fairmont/McDonalds Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (part stutter; trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr; 5 enc.slips w/better strikes. E $12 MIN.6
NC-14. Guilford, 1901, VF ms (lite tone; trim L; tiny tear T) (40-24) on cvr. E $20
NC-15. High Point, 1913, F RFD 11C/4 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $15
NC-16. Holly Ridge/New Topsail Beach Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near VF; trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/F bi-color DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
NC-18. Hot Springs/Spring Creek Rur.Sta., 1960, VG 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/G+ DCDS. E $12 MIN.6
NC-19. Hudson, 1932, VF 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $14
NC-20. Huntdale, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (LU) (00-51) on PPC. E $14
NC-22. Lilesville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 (message partly in dial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-23. Lincolnton/Boger City Rur.Sta., 1959, G+ DCDS 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/better strike. E $12 MIN.6
NC-24. Littles Mills, 1902, G+ CDS/target (part ruff trim R) (50-13) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
NC-25. Lowgap, 1908, F Doane 2/? (EKU; toned; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
NC-26. Marion/North Cove Rur.Sta., 1960, F DCDS (few ink spots) 3 strikes on front; 3 on flap; 3 on INSIDE on cvr; 6 enc.slips w/MANY strikes of canx & other markings (Special Handling, Insured, etc.). E $20
NC-27. McNeill’s Ferry, [1868], G+ CDS/ms w/sm day (heavy inked; ruff B; water toned B; no B flap) (66-69) on cvr w/damaged enc. AS IS for faults, but RARE. E $80
NC-29. Mount Airy/White Plains Rur.Sta., 1961, F 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/F magenta DCDS; straight-line; & PM’s h/s. E $15 MIN.8
NC-30. Mount Holly, 1900, G+ CDS/target (uneven toned) on cvr. E $6
NC-32. Newland/Three Mile Rur.Sta., 1960, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; trim L; lite gum tone) on cvr; enc.card w/VF magenta DCDS. E $12 MIN.6
NC-33. Oldtown, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (59/20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
NC-34. Pantego/Pike Road Rur.Sta., 1960, VG 4-bar w/sm day correction (part lite tone) on cvr; enc.card w/VG magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
NC-35. Poortith, 1900, G CDS/target (o/s; AS IS for that; edge tear R) printed cc (80-05) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
NC-36. Potecasi, 1912, VF ms (lite tone; lite crs) on GPC. E $15
NC-37. Raleigh, 1850s, G blue CDS (edge crs; edge tear R) 3c imperf on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
NC-38. Raleigh/Meredith College Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/better strikes. E $12 MIN.6
NC-40. Reepsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (R arc on stamp; year partial; lite tone) (84-24) on PPC. E $14
NC-41. Relief/Poplar Rur.Sta., 1961, G+ 4-bar (near F+) pair 2c Prexie coils Sc.850 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NC-42. Robersonville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; town abbreviated) complete ms, except year; on PPC. E $14
NC-43. Rutherfordton/Ruth Rur.Sta., 1960, VF 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/large straight-line h/s & F magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
NC-44. Salisbury/Rowan Mill Rur.Sta., 1961, G+ 4-bar (crnr cr) on cvr; enc.card w/VP DCDS. E $12 MIN.6
NC-45. Sanatorium, 1915, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; near VG+) (14-47) on PPC (TB Sanatorium). E $15 MIN.8
NC-48. Sidney, 1890, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; lite tone; tear B; cr) (89-09) on cvr w/Mineola (90-03) G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $24 MIN.12
NC-49. Siler City, 1913, F RFD 11A/2 (UNLISTED; town abbreviated) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $14
NC-52. Spruce Pine/Minnpro Rural Sta., 1959, F+ 4-bar on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
NC-53. Statesville/Love Valley Rur.Sta., 1961, G+ 4-bar (T arc partial; B arc VF; trim L) pair 2c Prexie coils Sc.850 on cvr; enc.card w/VF strike; signed note from Clerk in Charge. E $15 MIN.8
NC-54. Stony Fork, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; stamp gone, not affecting this; AS IS; part lite tone) as transit (1850/1953) on PPC. E $14
NC-55. Swannanoa/Warren Wilson College Rur.Sta., 1960, F 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/F magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
NC-57. Wilmington/Navassa Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ DCDS. E $12 MIN.6

NORTH DAKOTA
ND-1. Aplin, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (06-16) on PPC. E $16
ND-2. Bellmont, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 ("B" mostly not struck) (79-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-3. Blackwater, 1913, VG 4-bar (lite tone; crnr crs) (06-41) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-4. Buffalo Springs, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (07-5S) on PPC. E $8
ND-5. Coteau, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near VG) (07-73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-6. Cumings, 1911, VF Doane 3/4 (81-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-7. Devaul, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (near VF; upper R edge ruff) (05-14) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
ND-8. Durbin, 1906, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; lite tone) (1881-1885) on PPC. E $14
ND-9. Edton, 1909, G+ magenta 4-bar (lite) (07-11) on PPC. E $40
ND-10. Fryburg, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY) (11-71) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-11. Gladstone, 1907, G+ Doane 3/5 (toned) on glitter PPC (shells). E $8
ND-12. Glover, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part o/s; lite tone) (87-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-13. Hecker, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (town part obscured) (05-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-14. Judson, ca.1912, VG RFD 11M/1 (UNLISTED) ms "Paul Schacht/Carrier" & route #, mostly on stamp (01-68) on PPC. E $20
ND-16. Livona, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (83-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-17. Lucca, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi) (91-68) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-18. Mose, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU) (04-54) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-19. Mott, 1906, VG Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-20. Nortonville, 1915, F 4-bar (lite tone) (13-63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-21. Plumer, 1912, G+ purple 4-bar (month omitted) (06-23) on PPC. E $16
ND-22. Robinson, 1914, G+ 4-bar (toned; tip cr) 1c Balboa on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-23. Roop, 1899, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (84-00) on PSE. E $24
ND-25. Valley City, Dak, 1885, G+ CDS/cork (edge tear T; bit cr) on GPC. E $20
ND-26. Walcott, ca.1909, G+ Doane 2/5 (year partial; extraneous pen note by address) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-27. Walcott, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
ND-28. Whitman, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; add.part smear) (12-82) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ND-29. Wilson, 1908, VG 4-bar (toned) (06-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ND-30. Wolf Butte, 1910, VG 4-bar (toned) (08-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OHIO

OH-1. Lot 15) RFD manuscripts, 1907-19, VF-VG various types (varied condition; some faults) 11 diff.towns on PPCs. MIN.$38
OH-2. Akron, [1851], VG red CDS w/ms "5" rate (crs) on SFL (no contents). E $15 MIN.8
OH-3. Arlington, ca.1924, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
OH-4. Armenia, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (bit o/s; lite tone) (87/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-5. Attica, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
OH-6. Austin, 1909, VF RFD 1/1 (48/33) on PPC. E $8
OH-7. Austin, 1910, VF RFD 1/2 (R edge tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-10. Bell, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; lite tone) (45-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-11. Belle Center, 1906, G+ RFD 2F/2 (UNLISTED; # partial, but ID by cc; bit ruff slit upper R) on PSE w/enc. E $15
OH-12. Berriesville, 1884, VG+ CDS/target (trim R, partly in add.) (51-09) on cvr. E $15
OH-13. Blazer, 1918, G+ 4-bar (bit cr) (00-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-14. Blissfield, 1906, VF RFD 11A (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-15. Bloomer, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (slight smear) (88-26) on PPC. E $14
OH-16. Bogart, [1888], G+ CDS (82-02) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
OH-17. Brown's Mills, [1887], VG+ magenta CDS/target (19-03) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-18. Bryan, 1877, G+ blue CDS/ms (part lite tone; trim R) deliberate inverted strike w/B arc off T edge, so previous PM's name does not appear; current PM's ms signature ("O.Easton/P.M.") as killer on stamp on cvr. GREAT application & effect. E $30
OH-19. Cable, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
OH-20. Calcutta, [1847], VF ms w/"5" rate (38-13) on SFL. E $24
OH-21. Canton, [1847], F blue CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "20" rate (crs; ink spots T edge) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
OH-22. Carey, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
OH-23. Casstown, ca.1909, F RFD 11/2 (bit lite tone) ms route/town/month/day on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-25. Chili, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (38-08) on PPC. E $16
OH-26. Chillicothe, [1823], G+ red double oval h/s w/ms "12 1/2" rate ("THE" mostly not struck; toned; tone line at cr) on SFL (no contents). E $20 MIN.10
OH-27. Chillicothe, [1824], G+ red double oval h/s w/ms "12 1/2" rate (cr) on SFL (no contents). E $24 MIN.12
OH-28. Cincinnati, O., ca.1840, G+ CDS/"Paid" h/s, & ms "Paid 12 1/2 Single" on SFL (no contents). E $16
OH-29. Cincinnati, [1864], G+ blue DCDS/grid (trim R) 2x 3c, 1 in each upper crnr on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-30. Claiborne, 1908, G+ purple Doane 3/(1) (bars mostly off R) (79-47) on PPC mailed locally, w/o stamp. E $6
OH-31. Clarksfield, 1889, VG CDS/target (ruff L; bit lite tone) (21-05) on cvr. E $14
OH-32. Columbus,*Ohio*, [1830], G+ fancy double oval w/ms date & "25" rate (crs; bit lite tone) on SFL. E $50 MIN.26
OH-33. Cook, 1909, VG Doane 2/2 (85-33) on PPC. E $8
OH-34. Cook, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/2 (crnr crs) (85-33) on PPC. E $6
OH-35. Coshocton, [1842], VG+ red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "12 1/2" rate (crs) on SFL. E $15
OH-36. Cuyahoga Falls, [1843], G+ red CDS w/ms "12 1/2" rate (lite tone; cr) on SFL. E $15
OH-37. Cyclone, 1888, G+ CDS/target (state not struck; year partial; return add.partly in dial; lower R tip nib) (86-97) on PSE w/dated enc. E $30 MIN.15
OH-38. Cyclone, [1890], G+ CDS/target (86-97) on cvr. E $50
OH-39. Dalzell, 1910, G+ 4-bar (72-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-40. Dayton, [1842], G+ red CDS w/boxed "Paid" (crs) on SFL. E $20
OH-41. Dean, 1898, VG CDS/target (trim R) (82-14) on cvr. E $15
OH-42. Defiance, 1901, VG RFD 1B/1 (trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15
OH-43. Delaware, 1915, VG RFD 1IE (UNLISTED; scuff spot by add.) ms date only on PPC. E $8
OH-44. Eagleville, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (1831-1935) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-45. East Canton, 1922, VG+ 4-bar non-standard (part on stamp) (18-50) on PPC. E $12
OH-46. East Cleveland, ca.1860, G+ CDS/grid (small ink spot L) (47-75) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
OH-47. East Ringgold, 1899, G+ CDS/target (uneven trim T; AS IS for that) as fwd (54-06) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-48. Findlay, 1910, F RF D 11UC/4 (UNLISTED) ms town/state/date/"11 AM" time on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-49. Florence, 1909, F Doane 2/1 (stamp gone, removes #) (04-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-50. Fort Seneca, [1881], G+ CDS/circled "US" (tear T) on PSE w/enc. E $20
OH-51. Frankfort, [1845], VF ms w/"Free/Wm.Irwin P.M." frank (toned; crs; stains from interior tape repairs; AS IS for faults) on SFL. E $20
OH-52. German, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (slight trim R) (35-01) on PSE. E $15
OH-53. Glasgow, [1847], VF ms town/date (some interior separation at folds) (39-02) on SFL. E $20 MIN.10
OH-54. Goes, 1908, VG 4-bar (94-32) on PPC. E $8
OH-55. Goes, [1915], G+ 4-bar (year partial; lite tone) (94-32) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-56. Gracey, 1908, F CDS/target (82-16) on PPC. E $12
OH-57. Great Bend, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (37-14) on PPC. E $8
OH-58. Greenwich Station, 1850s, G+ balloon CDS (trim R) (51-81) on PSE. E $60
OH-59. Greer, 1913, VF 4-bar (08-49) on PPC. E $6
OH-60. Hagerman, ca.1884, G+ CDS/target (year partial; trim L) (83-05) on cvr. E $15
OH-61. Hamlet, 1910, G+ Doane 3/3 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
OH-62. Hanging Rock, ca.1830s, G+ CDS w/ms day; ms "50" rate (tiny tears) (1830-1891) on SFL (no contents). E $20
OH-63. Harrisonville, 1887, VF ms (edge tears R) (1841-1964) on cvr. E $15
OH-64. Harshman, 1909, VG RF D 2F/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-65. Haynes, 1909 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (bit o/s) as recd (73-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-66. Helena, 1903, G+ RF D 2F/1 on cvr. E $15
OH-68. Holland, 1907, VG Doane 1/2 (bars mostly off T; o/s) as fwd on PPC. E $8
OH-69. Homeworth, 1911, F RF D 11/1 (lite tone) complete ms on PPC to local add. & fwd to Salem. E $12 MIN.6
OH-70. Hooker, 1932 (Feb 29), F purple 4-bar; LAST DAY P.O.; LEAP DAY canx (82-32) on cvr. E $14
OH-71. Hooxburg, 1883, VG+ tiny ms (year part obscured on stamp) (72-14) on GPC. E $20
OH-72. Hope well, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (R arc on stamp) on PPC. E $6
OH-73. Horatio, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (near F; lite tone) (60/20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-74. Irwin, 1913, VF Doane 2/4 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $8
OH-75. Isleta, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (toned; tip crs) (92-55) on PPC. E $6
OH-76. Jaysville, ca.1910, G+ 4-bar (year partial; toned) (60-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-77. Justus, 1934 (Feb 22), VF box dial w/3-bar killer non-standard (add.bit smear) "Washington's/Birthday, 1934" in bars (74-64) on cacheted cvr. E $14
OH-78. Kenton, 1845, VF ms town/date (lite tone) on SFL. E $16
OH-79. Kings Mills, 1910, G+ Doane 2/5 ("ILL" not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-80. Kinsey, 1898, G+ CDS/target (date bit obscured; o/w VF; pinholes) (82-04) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
OH-81. Klondyke, 1929, VG 4-bar (state stuttered; tip cr) (11-33) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-82. Kyle, 1931, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F; crs) (79-34) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-83. Lakewood, [1892], G+ CDS/target (day heavy inked; blank slug for year; tiny tear R) (88-01) on PSE. E $15
OH-84. Lamira, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (tear T) (1850/1972) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
OH-85. Langsville, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (near VG) on PPC. E $6
OH-86. Leatherwood, 1860s, VG CDS/target (bit ruff trim R; bit lite tone) (36-72) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-87. Leroy, [1851], F ms w/"5" rate (lite tone speck) (1825-1971) on 2.5x4.75" stampless cvr w/enc. E $20
OH-88. Lewisburg, 1909, G+ RFD 1A/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
OH-89. Liberty, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (overall toned; part water toned; edge faults; trim L) (1814-1914) on 1c PSE. E $15
OH-90. Lime City, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (date part smear) (74/63) on PPC. E $8
OH-91. Linden Heights, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (97-20) on PPC. E $8
OH-92. Lockington, [1896], G+ CDS/target (month/year not struck; uneven toned; no flap; 2 tips nick) (47-14) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
OH-93. Lockwood, 1913, VG Doane 3/2 (bit stutter) (05-67) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-94. Lordstown, [1875], G+ CDS/target (part on stamp; stamp part toned; add.faded) (57-00) on cvr. E $24
OH-95. Lower Salem, 1880s, VF ms (upper R tip nick) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-96. Madison Mills, 1895, G+ CDS/target (near F) (66-42) on PSE. E $8
OH-97. Magrew, 1910, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (05-15) on PPC. E $14
OH-98. Maloneville, 1907, G+ duplex (54-19) on PSE. E $14
OH-99. Mansfield, [1835], G CDS w/"25" ms rate, but w/"Overcharged 12 1/2" subtracted below (lite; court's ms note, bit smear) on cvr to Clerk of the Court of Common Pleas. E $24
OH-100. Marion, ca.1840s, F ms (crs) on 2.5x4.25" SFL. E $20
OH-101. Mark Center, 1911, VF Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $6
OH-102. Marseilles, 1908, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) (44-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-103. Marshallville, 1910, G+ Doane 3/5 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
OH-104. Medway, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 on PPC. E $6
OH-105. Miami, 1899, G+ CDS/target; 8c +2c (07/04) on reg'd cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OH-106. Miami City, 1860s, VF ms (bit ruff L; L flap off; bit lite tone) (58-69) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $120
OH-107. Midway, ca.1880, VF ms (trim R; edge wear; surface hole T) (65-02) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
OH-108. Millersburg, 1906, G+ RFD 1A/25 (lite tone; add.erased) on PPC. E $8
OH-109. Millersville, 1884, G+ TCDS/target (dial bit hi; trim R; pen notes L) (73-65) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-110. Millport, 1909, G+ CDS/target (uneven toned) (61-29) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-111. Milo, 1910, F duplex (dial hi: tip of "L" off; lite tone) (92-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-113. Moorefield, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (town part lite) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-114. Morgan, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; trim R) (08-78) on cvr. E $30
OH-115. Morton, [1886], G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone; edge tear T) (72-07) on cvr. E $14
OH-117. National Military Home, 1870s, G+ blue CDS/cork (trim L & R) (73-14) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-118. National Military Home, 1896, VG+ CDS/cork (73-14) on GPC. E $14
OH-119. Neelysville, 1879, G+ ms (uneven lite tone; trim L) (50-07) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
OH-120. Nelsonville, [1846], VF ms w/"5" rate (part lite tone; cr) on SFL. E $20
OH-121. New Alexandria, 1908, VG 4-bar (32-18) on PPC. E $14
OH-122. New Dover, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (near F; lite tone) (56-35) on PPC. E $14
OH-123. New Lebanon, 1908, VF purple 4-bar non-standard on PPC. E $14
OH-124. New Lisbon, [1840], VG CDS w/"Paid" h/s & "12 1/2" ms rate (uneven water toned; edge tear B) (13-94) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
OH-125. New Lisbon, [1846], G+ CDS w/"5" ms rate (cr) (13-94) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
OH-126. New Lisbon, [1849], G+ CDS w/"5" ms rate (crs) (13-94) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
OH-127. New Madison, ca.1917, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-128. New Moscow, ca.1880, VF ms (upper R tip slit) (51-05) on cvr. E $20
OH-129. New Waterford, ca.1856, VG ms (trim R) on cvr w/enc.dated 2 & 4 days later. E $15
OH-130. Newell Run, 1910, G+ CDS/target (66-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-131. Newingburgh, [1883], VF town only, w/"X" killer (80-07) on GPC apparently sent by PM: message fully dated, in same writing. E $20
OH-132. Nickel Plate, 1889, VG CDS/scarab (bit heavy inked) 2c green (88-03) on 2c #12 PSE. E $30
OH-133. North Bristol, 1912, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (69-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-134. North Dover, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (28/14) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-135. North Robinson, 1892, G+ CDS/target; 10c +pair 2c on reg’d cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-136. North Salem, [1874], G+ ms (lite but readable; trim L) (54-06) on cvr. E $15
OH-137. North Washington, 1906 (Dec 25), VG+ Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; bit o/s) as recd (54-06) on PPC. E $30
OH-138. Olivebranch, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) as recd (45-07) on PPC. E $8
OH-139. Oneida Mills, [1888], G+ CDS/crossroad (crs) (51-99) on GPC. E $24
OH-140. Otsego, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (1840/1963) on PPC. E $6
OH-141. Paddys Run, 1860s, VF ms (bit ruff trim R, well into stamp, in portrait) patriotic illus.Liberty & U.S.flag at L (31/92) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
OH-142. Parlett, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU) (06-28) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-143. Parral, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (EKU; lite tone) 1c J.Smith (02-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-144. Piqua, 1850s, G+ CDS (trim R) 3c imperf on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-145. Pittsfield, [1891], F CDS/target (tears; bit lite soiled; piece out of back) (32-04) on cvr. E $24
OH-146. Plants, 1932, VG 4-bar (bit stutter) Last Day P.O. (66-32) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-147. Pleasant Grove, 1909, G+ CDS/target (LATE; bit lite tone; tip crs) (71-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-148. Port Homer, 1850s, F ms (nicks; upper R tip nib; part lite water tone) (1841-1943) on PSE. E $20
OH-151. Quarry, 1910, G+ CDS/target (toned; stamp bit faulty) (80-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-153. Rich Hill, 1911, G+ 4-bar (overlap by partial 2nd strike) (95/27) on PPC. E $8
OH-154. Rockbridge, [1909], VG RFD 11F/3 (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
OH-155. Rockwood, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (LKU; toned) (74-08) on PPC. E $16
OH-156. Rootstown, 1850s, F ms w/"Paid 3" (tone spots; lite crs) on stampless cvr. E $15
OH-157. Roxabell, 1908, F RFD 2F/1 (lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $14
OH-158. Sabina, 1910, VG RFD 11A/3 ms town/state/date on PPC. E $6
OH-159. Saint Clairsville, 1841, G+ red CDS w/"Paid" h/s & "6" ms rate (crs) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
OH-160. Saint Henry, 1908, F Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OH-161. Salem, 1882, G+ DCDS/circled pinwheel (near VF; dial bit hi; bit ruff R) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
OH-162. Savona, 1901, G+ CDS/target (state partial) (97-33) on cvr. E $14
OH-163. Savona, 1910, F 4-bar (97-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-164. Savona, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (97-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-165. Saybrook, 1860s, G+ CDS (tear L; tone spot; upper L tip nib) as fwd (29-05) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $15
OH-166. Scipio Siding, OHIO (state MISSPELLED), 1915, G+ 4-bar (88-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-167. Scotch Ridge, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (50/26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-168. Seville, 1908, VG RFD 1/1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-169. Shalers Mills, [1882], G+ CDS/target (upper R tip ruff; trim L; upper L tip nick) (50-84) on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
OH-170. Sherbondy, ca.1906 (Dec 25), G+ CDS (year partial) (96-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OH-171. Shinn, 1898, F+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; toned; ruff R; edge wear/nicks) (95-04) on cvr. E $40
OH-172. Somerset, Ohio w/"high period"," [1818], VF CDS w/lite red ms month/day & "25" rate;
black ms "Paid" (crs) on SFL. E $60
OH-173. South Euclid, [1902], G+ CDS/target (year omitted; dial bit hi; trim L) bit faulty 10c Webster (1834/1935) on reg'd cvr. E $15
OH-174. Springfield, [1869], G+ CDS/cork (near VF; part ruff trim R) 3c locomotive on 2.75x4.5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-175. Springfield, 1912, F RFD 11/6 (UNLISTED; part lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-176. Steel Run, 1880, G+ ms (EARLY; town partly on tablet) (78-18) on GPC. E $20
OH-177. Steube (Steubenville), [1834], VG+ CDS w/ms "Free" frank (toned at crs) on SFL to Hon.Lewis Cass, Sec'y of War. E $30
OH-178. Swisser, 1907, G+ 4-bar (toned; crs) (81-08) on PPC. E $15
OH-179. Tadmor, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (date partial; trim R) Chain Nurseries illus.logo ad cc (84-17) on PSE. E $16
OH-180. Tadmor, 1891, G+ CDS/target (near F; edge tear T) bit faulty 1c Frank. (84-17) on unsealed cvr. E $15
OH-181. Tadmor, 1899, G+ CDS/cork (upper R tip bit ruff) (84-17) on cvr w/enc. E $16
OH-182. Tedrow, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 w/inverted "13" day slug for "31" (LKI; lite tone; tear R) (39-17) on PPC. E $14
OH-183. Trotwood, 1890, G+ DCDS w/double-circled star (bit stutter; toned) (66-55) on GPC. E $14
OH-184. Tyrrell, 1911, VG Doane 3/2 (toned) (94-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-185. Uniontown, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (toned) (20-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-186. Upper Sandusky, 1909, VG purple RFD 3NB (UNLISTED; lite tone) h/s date only on PPC. E $8
OH-187. Upper Sandusky, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/6 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
OH-188. Valleycrossing, 1918, G+ 4-bar (LATE; crs; upper L crnr nib) (95-18) on PPC. E $12
OH-189. Vaughnsville, 1908, G+ RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-190. Waterford, 1835, VF ms (part toned) on SFL (no contents). E $16
OH-191. Waterford, [1836], VF ms (lite tone) on 3x3.75" SFL. E $20
OH-192. Waterford, 1841, VF ms on SFL (no contents). E $16
OH-193. West Austintown, [1886], VG CDS/cork (trim R; tears; edge wear) pair 1c banknotes (72-29) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OH-194. West Cairo, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (52-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-195. West Carlisle, 1913, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (1822-1932) on PPC. E $8
OH-196. West Carrollton, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R to stamp) grocer's h/s cc (70-55) on PSE. E $14
OH-197. West Union, [1814], VF ms town/month/day, w/day correction; "Paid 17" rate (tiny sealed hole below add.) on SFL to "near the falls of Ohio, Kentucky". E $30
OH-198. West Union, 1908, F RFD 11/4 (tip cr; lite tone) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-199. White Eyes Plains, 1880s, G CDS/target w/ms month/day ("PLA" mostly not struck) (15/92) on cvr. E $14
OH-200. Whitfield, [1895], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck) (90-96) on PSE. E $70
OH-201. Wilmington, 1909, F RFD 11/7 (lite tone; tip cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-202. Winchester, 1907, VG+ RFD 2FD/1 (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $12
OH-203. Windham, 1882, VG+ DCDS/target (part o/s; bit lite tone) w/G+ Sheldon, IA, "Rec'd/M.O.B." CDS as recd b/s on cvr. E $15
OH-204. Wooster, [1869], G+ CDS/cork (ruff L; toned) 3c locomotive on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OH-205. Wren, 1908, VF Doane 1/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OH-206. Yale, 1899, G+ CDS/target (lite cr; tip nick) 8c Sherman (83/03) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24
OH-207. Young, 1910, F+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (83-19) on PPC. E $15
OH-208. Zanes (Zanesville), [1818], VG CDS w/18 1/2" ms rate (toned; edge tears) on SFL. E $20
OH-209. Zanesville, [1819], F+ red double-oval w/"FREE" h/s frank (toned; cr; edge tear T) on SFL. E $40
OH-210. Zanesville, [1825], G+ double-oval w/"Paid 12 1/2" ms rate corrected to "10" (part toned) on SFL. E $24
OKLAHOMA

OK-1. Ahlosi, 1911, VG 4-bar (tip cr) (04-17) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

OK-2. Berywn, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (87-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-3. Bessie, 1908, VG Doane 3/5 (EKU; lite tone; ink smears T edge) on PPC. E $15

OK-4. Bliss, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("SS" on stamp; lite tone) (98-22) on PPC. E $16

OK-5. Bliss, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VG; town heavy inked; tip cr) (98-22) on PPC. E $12

OK-6. Britton, 1909, G+ magenta 4-bar (part toned; tip cr) (89-50) on PPC. E $8


OK-8. Caple, 1910, F 4-bar (part lite tone) (91-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

OK-9. Carney, 1910, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $6

OK-10. Carthage, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (upper R on stamp; lite tone) (06-14) on PPC w/coded message. E $20

OK-11. Cedardale, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lower L tip nick; lite crs) (03-51) on PPC. E $8

OK-12. Ceres, [1908], G+ 4-bar ("S" on stamp; year heavy inked; crnr crs; tear R) (97-15) on PPC. E $16

OK-13. Chaney, 1909, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (02-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-14. Clayton, 1910, VG Doane 3/1 (UNLISTED; dial bit hi; bit stutter; toned) on PPC. P.O. opened in 1907, AFTER Doane cancels were no longer issued. An "impossible" anomaly—but here it is. E $40

OK-15. Cleveland, 1905, VF duplex (upper L nicks) on LEATHER PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OK-16. Cline, 1911, F 4-bar (94-13) on PPC. E $16

OK-17. Cora, 1913, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; stamp gone) (05-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-18. Curtis, 1908, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; stamp faults) (94-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-19. Curtis, 1909, VF 4-bar (94-52) on PPC. E $8

OK-20. Curtis, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (thin scuff line, not in canx) (94-52) on PPC. E $8

OK-21. Cushing, 1915, VG+ magenta DCDS as origin b/s; 10c +2c (Sc.433/424) on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

OK-22. Davenport, 1907 (Jul 30), F Doane 2/3 (upper L crnr lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-23. Doby Springs, 1916, G+ 4-bar ("DOB" spotty; lite tone; crnr cr) (08-22) on PPC. E $14

OK-24. Doxey, 1909, G+ duplex (near VG+)(02-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


OK-26. Driscoll, 1909, F 4-bar (98-14) on PPC. E $30

OK-27. Driscoll, 1912, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (98-14) on PPC. E $16

OK-28. Dwight, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("HT" on stamp; toned) (95-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

OK-29. Eddy, 1907 (Jun 27), F Doane 2/4 (part lite water tone) as recd (01-57) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OK-30. Eddy, 1908, VG 4-bar as recd (01-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-31. El Reno, 1900, G+ duplex on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-32. Emerson, 1910, F 4-bar (08-14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

OK-33. Enid, 1900, G+ duplex (lite tone) Gannon & Goulding Real Estate cc; 18-line text ad by stamp for Garfield Co., "the Garden of Oklahoma"; on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

OK-34. Enid, 1906, G+ duplex (lite tone) Gannon & Goulding Real Estate cc; orange illus.circular map on back (part o/s by rec'd canx) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

OK-35. Enid, 1907 (Mar 31), G+ Doremus ty.D (trim R) Gannon & Goulding Real Estate cc; red illus.circular map on back (part o/s by offset ink) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

OK-36. Enid, 1907 (Jun 30), VG duplex (lite tone) Gannon & Goulding Real Estate cc; red illus.circular map on back on cvr. E $24 MIN.12

OK-37. Estella, 1914, VF 4-bar (bit lite tone) (00-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

OK-38. Flanders, 1913, G+ 4-bar (13-14) on GPC. E $100 MIN.50

OK-39. Fonda, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VG; toned) (03-16) on PPC. E $20

OK-40. Goodwin, 1908, G+ 4-bar (R arc & much of date on stamp; o/s; tip crs) (01-16) on PPC w/Rice (06-25) F+ 4-bar as recd. E $24 MIN.12

OK-41. Granton, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; toned) (98-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OK-42. Gray, 1910, F 4-bar (06-64) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OK-43. Hackberry, ca.1908, G+ 4-bar (year partial; stamp bit scuff) (95-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

OK-44. Harper, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (date obscured by design; tip cr) (01-11) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-45. Haskew, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (03-21) on PPC. E $15
OK-46. Hastings, 1907 (Jul 26), VG+ duplex (toned; crnr cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-47. Higley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) (01-13) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
OK-48. Hilton, 1911, VG 4-bar (part stuttered; crs; lower L tip wear; lite tone) (10-13) on PPC. E $50
OK-49. Hitchcock, 1908, G+ 4-bar (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-50. Hoopville, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near F+; slight stutter; lite tone) (08-13) on PPC. E $16
OK-51. Ivanhoe, 1909, VF Doane 2/2 (lite tone; stamp bit faulty) (87-20) on PPC. E $20
OK-52. Ivanhoe, 1909 (Dec 25), F Doane 2/2 (87-20) on PPC. E $16
OK-53. Keltner, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKI; stamp mostly peeled, affects part of bars; AS IS for that) (06-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-54. Keystone, 1909, VG 4-bar (00-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-55. Komalty, 1910, VG 4-bar (near VF) (01-38) on PPC. E $12
OK-56. Kosoma, Ind.T., 1907 (Apr 1), G+ Doane 2/2 (LKI) 10c Webster (88-54) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $40
OK-57. Lahoma, 1911, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $5
OK-58. Lambert, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (01-52) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-59. Lorena, 1908, G+ 4-bar as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-60. Lorena, 1909, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (04-25) on PPC. E $14
OK-61. Lovell, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (uneven toned) (06-57) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-62. Marshall, 1909, VG 4-bar (stamp fault; bit lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $6
OK-63. Merrick, 1907 (Jun 15), F Doane 2/1 (w/odd serified "script" month slug (stamp gone, removes bars; lite tone) (03-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-64. Mondamin, 1909, F Doane 1/1 (bit cr) (03-13) on PPC. RARE canx/town. E $40 MIN.20
OK-65. Muskogee, Ind.Ter., 1880, VF CDS/cork (trim L; tear L) (72-00) on bit faulty 3c banknote on 3c PSE. E $40 MIN.20
OK-67. Navina, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year spotty) (00-35) on PPC. E $14
OK-68. Noble, 1909, G+ violet 4-bar (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OK-69. Okesa, 1940, G+ 4-bar (state blurred) Last Day P.O. (06-40) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OK-70. Oologah, Ind.T., 1898, G+ CDS/Recd w/cork killers, as origin (trim R) Cherokee Nation return add.; 10c +2c on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
OK-71. Peek, 1911, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKI) (06-54) on 2.75x5.5" PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OK-72. Ringo, Ind.T., 1899, VG CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) 10c +1c (89-00) on reg'd cvr w/enc. E $60 MIN.30
OK-73. Riverside, 1914, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone; lite crs) (88-27) on PPC. E $15
OK-74. Ruby, 1911, VG 4-bar (bit heavy inked; toned) (94-21) on PPC. E $14
OK-75. Sacred Heart, 1909, G+ CDS/target (88-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-76. Shamrock, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("SH" partial; o/w VG) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-77. Stillwater, 1895, G+ CDS/cork ( dial hi: "LLW" mostly off; ruff R; edge tears T & L; lite tone) Hotel Youst/Rates $2 Per Day cc on cvr. E $20
OK-78. Stillwell, 1916, G+ DCDS/5-bar non-standard (near VF; dial bit hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-79. Tangier, 1914, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (01-41) on PPC. E $15
OK-80. Received/Tulsa, 1937, G+ magenta clock-dial DCDS as recd b/s on special del.cvr. E $14
OK-81. Vassar, 1912, G+ 4-bar (small scuff on add.) (01-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OK-82. Wewoka, Ind.T., 1907 (May 13), G+ duplex (dial hi: "EW" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OK-83. Yelton, 1913, G+ magenta 4-bar ("N" not struck) (02-19) on PPC. E $20
OK-84. Yelton, 1915, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (02-19) on PPC. E $20

OREGON
OR-1. Acme, 1908, VF Doane 3/3 (85-16) on PPC. E $20
OR-2. Albany, ca.1908, VG RFD 11P (lite tone) ms "X" only on PPC. E $8
OR-3. Albert, 1911, G+ 4-bar (01-13) on PPC. E $16
OR-5. Apiary, ca.1912, G+ 4-bar ("RY" obscured by design; year partial; AS IS for strike) (89-24) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-6. Arleta, 1909, G+ Doane 3/5 (dial hi: "LET" partly off; bars o/s) (04-11) on PPC. E $8
OR-9. Aurora Mills, 1889, G+ CDS/target (near VF) (57-94) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
OR-10. Brooks, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) as recd (71-60) on PPC w/Brooks, CA, F Doane 2/1 & "Missent" h/s, as transit. E $12 MIN.6
OR-12. Canby, 1910, VG 4-bar (uneven toned) on PPC. E $6
OR-15. Celilo, 1910, VF 4-bar (89-14) on PPC. E $20
OR-17. Chitwood, 1909, G+ Doane 1/2 (lite tone) (87-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-18. Clatskanie/Mist Rur.Sta., 1960, VF 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-19. Clatskanie/Quincy Rur.Sta., 1960, F 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/VG magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-21. Clem, 1908, VG 4-bar (84-37) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-22. Clifton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (upper R on stamp) (74-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-24. Coburg, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (84-58) on PPC. E $8
OR-25. Comstock, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG; lite tone) (76/24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-28. Cottage Grove/Saginaw Rur.Sta., 1960, F 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/G+ DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-29. Crabtree, 1910, F Doane 3/3 (Lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-30. Crabtree, 1910, VG Doane 3/3 (part stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-31. Dee, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (06-56) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-32. Derby, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (92-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-33. Eagle Point, 1885, G+ CDS (part ruff trim B, in rim) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OR-34. Eagle Point, 1908, G+ Doane 3/4 w/unusual "ORE." state ("G" mostly not struck; dial hi: "E P" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-35. Elgin/Minam Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-36. Empire, 1934, VG purple 4-bar ty.E w/wide gap at T where word "CITY" likely excised; (94-57) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OR-37. Empire, 1934, VG purple 4-bar ty.E w/wide gap where word "CITY" likely excised; dial rotated 90° clockwise, so state inverted at B (94-57) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
OR-38. Empire, 1934, G+ purple 4-bar ty.E w/wide gap at T where word "CITY" likely excised (year partly obscured on stamp) (94-57) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OR-40. Evans, 1919, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) (13-40) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-41. Gaston, 1941, F RFD 11/2 (UNLISTED; lite cr; no flap) complete ms as recd on 3c due; 2x 1.5c Prexies origin on cvr. NICE application. E $15
OR-42. Gresham/12 Mile Rur.Sta., 1959, G+ magenta DCDS (T arc mostly not struck; o/s by Gresham Univ.machine; trim L) on cvr; 3 enc.cards w/VG strikes. E $15 MIN.8
OR-43. Hillsboro/Orenco Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-44. Hot Lake, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 (83-43) on PPC. E $8
OR-45. Idlelyd Park, 1942, F 4-bar (dial bit hi: tip of "D" off) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-48. Klamath Agency, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (bit o/s; toned) (78-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-50. Lakeside, 1911, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-51. Lakeview, 1907, VG Doane 3/14 (part heavy inked; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-52. Lorane, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
OR-54. Mitchell, 1910, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
OR-55. Mulino, 1912, F magenta 4-bar on PPC. E $8
OR-56. Netarts, 1929, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (70/57) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-57. Newberg/Springbroook Rur.Sta., 1960, F+ 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/F+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-59. Newport/Yaquina Rur.Sta., 1960, F 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/VG magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-60. Oak Grove, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (07-62) on PPC. E $8
OR-61. Philomath/Nashville Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (trim L; bit lite tone) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-63. G.D.Clerk No.2/Portland, 1909, F red DCDS as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-64. Portland/West Slope Rur.Sta., 1946, VG 4-bar (dial bit hi) Rose Festival cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
OR-65. Quincy, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/3 (92-59) on PPC. E $8
OR-66. Rickreall, 1905, G+ Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; part stutter) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
OR-67. Rocca, 1908, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (95-18) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
OR-68. Rufus, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $8
OR-69. Saint Helen, 1909, VG Doane 2/5 (lite tone) (50-13) on PPC. E $8
OR-71. Salem, Org'n, 1860s, G+ CDS/neg.cross in cork (town spotty; trim L; lite tone; edge tear T) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
OR-72. Siskiyou, 1926, VG 4-bar (day omitted; crs) (95-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-73. South Forest Grove, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; tear R; crs; lite tone) (06-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
OR-74. Springfield/Mohawk Rur.Sta., 1960, VF 4-bar on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-75. Stayton/Mehama Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near F; part lite tone) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-76. Stephens, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (90-12) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
OR-77. Tillamook/Netarts Rur.Sta., 1960, VF 4-bar (trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/VF magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-78. Troy, 1910, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (02-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-79. Tygh Valley/Wamic Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near VF) on cvr; enc.card w/F magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-80. University Park, 1898, G+ CDS/recd as origin ("ITY PA" partial) (91-03) on PSE. E $20
OR-82. Vesper, 1914, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; toned; crs) (79-19) on PPC. E $15
OR-83. Wells, 1910, F duplex (80-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-84. Wells, 1914, G+ 4-bar (lite strike; lite tone) (80-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-85. Winberry, [1908], G+ 4-bar (year not struck) as recd (06-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
OR-86. Woodburn/ Monitor Rur.Sta., 1960, G+ 4-bar (near VF; trim L) on cvr; enc.card w/G+ magenta DCDS. E $15 MIN.8
OR-87. Woodstock, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+; toned) (91-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

Pennsylvania / Do you need Kay & Smith's "Pennsylvania Postal History"? We have it!

PA-1. Adamsford, 1896, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff trim R; toned) (93-00) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-2. Airy Dale, 1860s, VF ms town/month/day (tiny tear T) (54-18) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-3. Airydale, 1910, VF Doane 3/1 (54-18) on PPC. E $14
PA-4. Akeley, 1912, VG Doane 2/1 (04-63) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-5. Alicia, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (12-35) on PPC. E $15
PA-6. Allegheny, 1870s, G+ blue CDS w/large neg."A" in cut cork killer (trim R, in stamp; tear R; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
PA-7. Allen, 1907, VG Doane 2/1 ("N" on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $5
PA-8. Allenport, [1880], VG ms town/month/day (ruff R; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-9. Allens Mills, 1907, VF Doane 2/2 (lower L tip ruff; toned) (74/28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-10. Alum Rock, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 (bit stummer; lite tone) (62-60) on PPC. E $6
PA-11. Amity, 1860s, VG ms (lite tone) on 2.75x4.75" lady's cvr w/"speed thy flight ye little messenger" note at L in sender's writing. E $20
PA-12. Arnold City, 1908, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) as recd b/s (00-16) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-14. Atchison, 1879, VF ms (ruff R; edge tears; lite tone) (66-98) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-15. Atchison, 1896, G+ CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) (66-98) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
PA-16. Avenue, 1890, F CDS/target (85-02) on cvr w/enc. E $15
PA-17. Avonia, 1893, G+ CDS/target; 2c Colum (69/16) on cvr. E $15
PA-18. Baird, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VF; crs) (99-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-22. Bartholdi, 1899, G+ DCDS/cork (ruff L) inverted strike (86-01) on PSE w/enc. E $40
PA-23. Bavington, 1870s, F ms (trim R; lite tone) (32-00) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-24. Bear Run, 1907, G+ CDS/target (01-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
PA-25. Becks Mills, 1860s, VG ms (lite; ruff R; T edge bit tone) (58-00) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-26. Becks Mills, 1869, F ms (lite tone) 3c locomotive (58-00) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-27. Bentleyville, [1852], VF ms town/date on back; ms "5" rate below address (upper R tip nick) overall fancy albino embossed design on 2.5x4" stampless lady's cvr w/enc. E $24
PA-28. Birdell, 1911, VG CDS/target (lite tone) (90-14) on PPC. E $24
PA-29. Bissell, 1891, G+ CDS/target (near VF; dial bit hi; ruff R) (80-01) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-31. Black Hawk, 1897, VF CDS/target (edge tear T) 10c Webster solo (37-06) on reg'd cvr. E $20
PA-32. Blaides, 1914, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (02-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-33. Boothwyn, 1933, VG+ 4-bar ty.E (lite tone) (89-56) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-34. Brickerville, 1911, F Doane 3/1 (lite tone) as recd (1830-1939) on PPC. E $5
PA-35. Bridgeton, 1909, G+ 4-bar (o/s; lite tone; tip cr) (75-57) on PPC w/Laulrel (75-62) G+ Doane 3/3 as fwd; Parke (77-18) G 4-bar as recd. E $8
PA-36. Brier Hill, 1908, F Doane 3/8 (toned; multi-crs; AS IS but SCARCE) on PPC. E $14
PA-37. Brier Hill, 1908, G+ Doane 3/8 (LKU; dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-39. Buck Mountain, 1942, VG 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (85-42) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-40. Buck Valley, 1897, VG+ CDS/target (no flap) (60-19) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
PA-41. Bulger/A.J.Russell, P.M., 1885, VG CDS/maltese; "A.L.Russell/Collector of & Dealer in Minerals & Curiosities" h/s return add.on back. on PPC. E $24
PA-42. Burgettstown, [1852], VF ms (crs, 1 thru stamp) 3c imperf on folded letter. E $20
PA-43. Burgettstown, 1900, G+ purple RDF 1/4 (UNLISTED; near F) MD's cc on cvr. E $20
PA-44. Cross Creek Postal Sta./R.F.D. Burgettstown, 1902, G+ magenta RDF 10CA (upper L tip ruff; edge tears) (00-04) on cvr. E $120
PA-45. Burgettstown, 1903, G+ RDF 1A/48 (trim L) on cvr. E $20
PA-46. Byberry, 1907, VG CDS/target (heavy horiz.cr) on PPC. Independent P.O.canx used during Philadelphia/Sta.0 period. E $20
PA-47. California, 1869, VG blue CDS w/ms killer (uneven slit R; toned) 3c locomotive (64-74 period) on cvr. E $20
PA-48. Mailed TO: Candor, [1840], canxed Washington, PA, VG red CDS w/ms "6" rate (lite tone) (38-00) on SPL. E $20
PA-49. Candor, [1851], VF ms w/"5" rate (38-00) on SFL. E $24
PA-50. Candor, ca.1860, VG ms (edge tear T; lite crs; no flap) (38-00) on cvr to Moon, PA (41-01). E $20 MIN.10
PA-51. Cannonsburg, 1850s, G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" & tiny "3" h/s on brown stampless cvr. E $24
PA-52. Cannonsburg, [1857], G+ blue CDS w/"Paid" h/s & large ms "3" rate (cr) on SFL. E $24
PA-53. Canonsburg, [1830], VF ms town/month/day w/"18 3/4" rate on SPL (no contents). E $30
PA-54. Canonsburg, Penn, [1835], G DCDS w/ms "18 3/4" rate (LITE strike) on SPL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-55. Canonsburg, Penn, [1837], VG red DCDS w/ms "18 3/4" rate on SPL. E $24
PA-56. Canonsburg, [1846], G+ red CDS w/"10" h/s rate (cr) on SPL. E $20
PA-57. Canonsburg, 1902, G+ RFD 1/38 (trim L) on PSE. E $20
PA-58. Canonsburg, 1902, G+ RFD 1/42 (ruff R; lite tone) on cvr w/enc.; partial wire opener at
B. E $15
PA-59. Catfish, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned) (69-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-60. Central, 1909, G+ CDS/target (40/15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-61. Chambg (Chambersburg), [1833], G+ red CDS w/ornament; ms "12" rate on SPL. E $30 MIN.15
PA-62. Chambersburg, 1907, G+ purple RFD 1/1 (tip crs) on PPC. E $14
PA-63. Chambersville, 1909, F purple Doane 3/1 non-standard w/redundant state (EKU; toned) on
PPC. E $20
PA-64. Cheat Haven, 1907, VG Doane 2/4 (lite tone) (90-27) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-65. Cherry Valley ("Valy"), ca.1860s?, VF purple ms (stamp gone; trim L; uneven toned)
(50/28) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-66. Cherrydale, 1907, G+ CDS (toned) as transit (00-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-67. Clair, 1908, VF 4-bar (part lite soiled) (07-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-68. Claysville, [1845], VF ms (some message bleed-thru; cr) on SPL. E $30
PA-69. Claysville, ca.1860, VF ms (upper L edge ruff; tear T) on cvr. E $20
PA-70. Claysville, 1875, VF ms (tear T, thru month; ruff trim R; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15
PA-71. Claysville, 1900, VF RFD 1B/3 (cr; part lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-72. Claysville, 1901, G+ RFD 1/64 (near VF; bit ruff slit T) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-73. Claysville, 1903, G+ RFD 1/63 (UNLISTED; state not struck; upper R tip nick) on cvr
w/enc. E $20
PA-74. Claysville, 1904, G+ RFD 1/63 (UNLISTED; state not struck) on GPC. E $20
PA-75. Clokey, 1860s, VG ms (lite tone; trim L; pink ink on addressee last name) (50/01) on
cvr. E $20
PA-76. Clokey, 1900, G+ CDS/target (trim L; lite tone) (50/01) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-77. Coal Bluff, 1908, G+ purple Doane 3/3 (EKU) (58-27) on PPC. E $20
PA-78. Coal Center, 1901, G+ RFD 1/24 (UNLISTED; 2 strikes overlap, 1 inverted) on GPC. E $20
PA-79. Coal Glen, 1897, G+ CDS/target (86-31) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-81. Colwyn, 1907, G+ duplex (part o/s; lite tone; tip crs) (91-07) on PPC. E $15
PA-82. Coneville, 1909, VG CDS/target (toned) (93-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-83. Coon Island, 1898, VG+ CDS/target (1.5" tear lower R) R.G.Meloy Exhibition Barred
Plymouth Rocks illus.ad (2 chickens) (52-19) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-84. Cora, 1881, G+ CDS/target (part heavy inked; bit ruff trim R to stamp; part lite tone)
(84-14) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
PA-85. Cornplanter, 1911, G+ duplex (toned) (68-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-86. Croft, 1912, F 4-bar (90-19) on PPC. E $14
PA-87. Cross Creek, 1910, F blue Doane 2/1 (EKU) (00-61) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-88. C.C.Village (Cross Creek Village), 1850s, F ms (bit scrawled; upper R tip nick) 3c
imperf (25-00) on cvr. E $20
PA-89. Davis Grove, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (71-05) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-90. Defeinstein, [1892], G+ CDS/target (date partial; lite tone) (88-01) on cvr w/enc. E $40
PA-91. Defiance, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-92. Diamond, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (70-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-93. Dicksonburg, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (67-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-94. Dilltown, 1907, G+ Doane 1 CDS w/SPONGE killer (toned; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $14
PA-95. Dinsmore/Washington Co., 1883, G+ sawtooth double oval/target (lower R arc not struck;
trim R; lite tone) (66-14) on cvr. E $20
PA-96. Donley, [1896], G+ CDS/target (year mostly not struck; lite tone; ruff L) (70-01) on cvr
w/enc. E $24
PA-97. Donora, 1900, G+ CDS/target (EARLY; near VG+; ruff L; lite tone) Bert W. Castner & Son
Real Estate cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-98. Drab, 1908, VG+ CDS/target (90-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-99. Drifton, 1910, G+ 4-bar (2 strikes overlap) 10c+2c on reg'd cvr. E $15
PA-100. Lot 6) Duboistown; Gumbles; Henrietta; Kauffman; Oregon; Siko, 1907-11, VF-G+ Doanes; all DPO’s on PPCs. MIN. $15
PA-101. Duhring, 1908, F Doane 3/2 (89-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN. 8
PA-102. Duncannon, [1849] (Dec 20), VF ms town/month/day/"paid 5" rate on SFL. 10 days after P.O.opened. E $60
PA-103. Dunningsville, [1850], VF ms town/month/day & PM's "Free" frank (32/00) on SFL to PM, Bealsville, PA. E $40
PA-104. Dunningsville, 1890, F DCDS/grid (toned; lower R tip nib) (32/00) on cvr. E $30
PA-105. Dunns Station, 1887, VG ms (trim R) pair lc banknote (86-67) on cvr. E $20
PA-106. Dunfort, 1897, G+ CDS (bit ruff trim R; edge tears; lite tone) as recd b/s (69-00) on cvr. E $14
PA-107. Lot 2) Eaglerock, 1911, VF Doane 2/2 (65-41) on PPCs mailed on SAME DAY: 1 BLACK ink (lite tone), 1 MAGENTA ink (bit stutter). RARE combo. E $20 MIN. 10
PA-108. East Bethlehem, [1857], VG CDS (slight stutter; trim R) (27-03) on PSE. E $20
PA-109. East Bethlehem, ca.1860, VG CDS (27-03) on cvr. E $15
PA-110. East Bethlehem, 1882, F CDS/star (tears T, 1 thru rim; lite tone; trim L) (27-03) on cvr. E $14
PA-111. East Finley, 1860s, ms (lite canx; lite tone; trim L) (52-01) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-112. East Finley, [1890], G+ CDS (nearly all on stamp; AS IS for strike; upper L edge ruff; part of back off) (52-01) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-113. East Liberty, [1864], G+ CDS/target (ruff R; toned) (24-82) on cvr w/enc. E $16
PA-114. Easton, Pa, [1829], VG PURPLE 26mm CDS w/dotted line; "PAID" h/s; ms "12 1/2" rate (cr) on SFL. E $50 MIN. 26
PA-115. Echo, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 (57-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-116. Edenville, 1911, G+ Doane 2/2 (82-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-117. Elco, 1912, G+ Doane 3/3 (EKU; # obscured on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-118. Elgin, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (EKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-120. Elliotsville, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd (86-39) on PPC w/Gibbon Glade VG Doane 2/1 origin. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-121. Elvillia, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (L crnrs ruff, lower L WAY in) (88-00) on cvr. E $30
PA-122. Emsworth, 1899, G+ CDS (trim R; lite tone) as recd b/s (72-03) on cvr. E $15 MIN. 8
PA-123. Enterline, 1908, VF Doane 2/2 (56-17) on PPC. E $15
PA-125. Exeter Station, ca.1898, G+ CDS/target (trim L) F.K.Miller, Agt. P. & R.R.R.Co.cc (61-00) on cvr. E $24 MIN. 12
PA-126. Fairfield, 1903, G+ RFD 2F/3 (part lite soiled; edge tear T) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $15
PA-127. Fairhaven, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) as recd (75-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-128. Falls City, 1885, VG CDS/target (71-86) on PSE. E $20
PA-129. Fenelton, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN. 6
PA-130. Fenwick, 1863, G+ ms (lite canx) (61-67) on 2.25x5.5" cvr. E $40
PA-131. Five Forks, 1907, F Doane 2/1 as recd (73-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-132. Florence, [1846], G+ rimless CDS w/large "10" h/s (1832-1964) on SFL (no contents). E $30 MIN.15
PA-133. Florence, 1901, VG+ magenta RFD 1/1 (trim L) (1832-1964) on PSE. E $20
PA-134. Florence, 1901, G+ magenta RFD 1/2 (UNLISTED; B edge cr) (1832-1964) on cvr. E $20
PA-135. Florence, 1903, G+ RFD 1/5 (UNLISTED; ruff R) (1832-1964) on cvr. E $20
PA-136. Florence, 1903, VG+ RFD 2F/101 (UNLISTED; tears; uneven toned; trim L) HIGH route # (1832-1964) on cvr. E $30
PA-137. Polcroft, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $6
PA-138. Font, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (dial bit hi; upper L edge scuff) (82-24) on PPC. E $14
PA-139. Forest, [1862], VF ms (upper L tip nick) (60/83) on PSE w/enc. Canx reads "From Forest Pa..." E $80
PA-140. Forks Station, 1870s, VG blue oval w/slugs reading "Dec/8/ONLY" (trim R) (70-84) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $40
PA-141. Forks Station, 1874, VG blue oval/target; SCARCE type w/no state in dial; (70-84) on cvr. E $20
PA-142. Freedom, ca.1860, G+ CDS/ms (lower L edge ruff; edge tears; part lite soiled) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-143. Frugality, 1913, G+ 4-bar (state partial; o/w VF; lite tone) (87/35) on PPC. E $14
PA-144. Gates, 1910, VG 4-bar (07-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-145. Gibbon Glade, 1911, F Doane 2/1 (LkU; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-146. Gilbertsville, 1907, G+ Doane 3 CDS w/SPONGE killer (LkU) as recd on PPC w/Pagleysville (58-15) G+ Doane 2/1 origin. E $15 MIN.8
PA-147. Glen Mills, 1877, F ms (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-149. Gordon, 1885, VF ms (upper L tip ruff) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-150. Gracey, 1910, F 4-bar (slight stutter; bit smear; lite tone) (89-18) on PPC. E $15
PA-151. Granere, 1899, G+ CDS/target ("RE" partial; pen notes just into dial) (98-02) on cvr. E $50
PA-152. Greenville/Mercer Co. 1883, G+ CDS/segmented maltese (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-153. Gumbles, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (00-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-154. Hanover Junction, 1906, VF Doane 1/2 (EKU; lite tone) (54-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-155. Hecktown, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; tip cr) as recd (27-15) on PPC. E $14
PA-156. Hector, 1896, VG+ CDS/target (51/23) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-157. Hector, 1908 (Jan 1), G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) as recd (51/23) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-158. Hillsboro, [1838], VF ms (crs; message bleed-thru) "H.Hallock" PM's signature "free" frank (19-67) on SFL. E $50
PA-159. Hiners Run, 1860s, F ms town/month/day (no state but ID sure; trim L) Mansion House, Menticello, NY, double boxed cc (38/75) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-160. Hoernerstown, 1906, G+ CDS (toned) as recd (97-07) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-161. Hookstown, [1840], VF ms town/month/day w/ms "Free" frank on SFL to U.S.Cong.Isaac Leet. E $40
PA-162. Hookstown, [1842], VF ms w/"10" rate on SFL. E $30
PA-163. Hopewell Cotton Works ("Cot" abbrev.), 1867, VF ms town/date (lite tone; ruff L; R tips nick) (30-07) on 2x4.75" cvr. E $20
PA-164. Host, 1941, F 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (52/41) on GPC trim to 3x5". E $12 MIN.6
PA-165. Hubelsville, [1878], VF ms town w/month/day as "Febr the 26" (lite tone) (62-06) on 3x4.25" cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-166. Hulmeville, 1882, F magenta DCDS/"H" in WREATH killer (upper R edge ruff) (1809-1956) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-167. Huntsdale, 1911, G+ Doane 3/3 (82-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-168. Ickesburg, 1880, VF ms (ruff R) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-169. Iddo, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (05-13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-170. Ivanhoe, 1909, G+ RFD 2FD/2 (UNLISTED; # much obscured on faulty 1c stamp; lite tone) (02-19) on PPC. E $20
PA-171. Jacob, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (06-20) on PPC. E $20
PA-172. Kelly Point, 1890, G+ CDS/target; 1c Sc.212 (68-03) on cvr. E $20
PA-174. Kerrsville, 1907, G+ CDS/target (near VG+) (53-18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-175. King, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (83-11) on PPC. E $20
PA-176. Kress, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (near VG+) (00-21) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-177. Lancaster, 1885, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip ruff) 10c banknote on reg'd 2c PSE. E $10 MIN.5
PA-178. Lancaster, 1903, G+ RFD 1/6 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-179. Lancaster, 1910, VG RFD 11/6 (UNLISTED) complete ms, in ink, all on stamp; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-180. Lander, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (62-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-181. Langville, 1910, VG 4-bar (86-18) on PPC. E $15
PA-182. Lanse, 1906 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-183. Leard, 1908, F CDS/target (99-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-184. Leidy, 1880s, VG scrawled ms town/state only (tear T) (53/16) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-185. Lenover, 1886, G+ purple CDS/grid (EARLY; part heavy inked; trim R) (84-33) on cvr. E
$15
PA-186. Libonia, 1900, G+ CDS/cork ("L", year & state mostly not struck; part o/s; trim R) (90-03) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-187. Linesville Station, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R) (64-83) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-188. Linwood Station, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (ruff slit T) (50-16) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
PA-189. Lisburn, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (toned) (1815-1922) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-190. Little Cooley, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone) (54-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-191. Little Cooley, 1910, G+ 4-bar (54-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-192. Llanwellyn, 1906, G+ Doane 1/3 (tip crs) (90-11) on PPC. E $20
PA-193. Lloyd, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (bars o/s; crs) as recd (68-35) on PPC. E $5
PA-194. Loag, 1908, G+ CDS/target (date partial) (28-12) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-195. Lolota, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (00-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-196. London, [1850], VF ms w/"Paid 5" (lower R tip clip) (48-04) on SPL. E $30
PA-197. London, 1860s, VG ms town/month/day (no state, but inferred from address; lite tone; trim L; tiny tear T) (48-04) on 2.25x4.75" cvr to Co.A, 6th Regt.Pa Heavy Artillery, Washington, DC. E $24
PA-198. Longsdorf, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (EKU; bars o/s) as recd (91-16) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-199. Lovejoy, 1909, VG+ 4-bar (04-19) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-200. Lull, 1904, G+ CDS/cork (state not struck but message datelined; small scuff on stamp) (84/07) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-201. Madeline, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (03-16) on PPC. E $20
PA-202. Manns Choice, 1907, F Doane 2/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-203. Marcus Hook, 1903, G+ CDS/target on PPC to England. E $12 MIN.6
PA-204. Markleysburg, [1883], VF ms (trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-205. Marsh, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (1828/1928) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-206. Maryd, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; "D") on stamp; o/w VF; part lite tone) (05-60) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-207. Mason, 1880, VF ms (state bit smear; part lite tone) (74-00) on #10 cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-208. McCall Ferry, 1907, G+ 4-bar (06-11) on PPC. E $8
PA-209. Middagh's, 1895, G+ CDS/target (slight ruff slit T) Justice of the Peace h/s cc (54-03) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
PA-210. Millstone, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (scribbles in message area, likely by small child; lite tone) (72-12) on PPC. E $14
PA-211. Mohns Store, 1889, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff L) (57-06) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PA-212. Mooswein, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (06-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-213. Mount Nebo, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+) (49-20) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-215. Muizette, 1908, G+ 4-bar (99-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-216. Nakoda, 1876, F ms town/date (ruff R; edge tear R) "Nekoda" variant spelling (1871-1915) on cvr. E $24
PA-217. New Haven/(???) E. Mathiott, P.M., 1881, G+ purple CDS/circled star (lower L arc partial; toned) (78-09) on GPC. E $20
PA-218. New Town Square, 1903, G+ RFC 2B/2 (ruff R; crs) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $14
PA-219. Nook, 1907, G+ CDS/target (01-58) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-220. Nordmont, ca.1891, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (86-35) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-221. North Liberty, 1870s, VG CDS/target (27/04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-222. Northville, 1897, G+ CDS/target (trim L) (26-05) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
PA-223. Odessa, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (ruff R) as recd b/s (90-18) on cvr. E $8
PA-224. Olivendel, 1909, G+ 4-bar (slight stutter; lite tone) (98-10) on PPC. E $24
PA-225. Oriental, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (trim L; upper R tip ruff; nick B) (71-23) on cvr w/enc. E $20
PA-226. Outcrop, 1911, VG 4-bar (dia bit hi) (00-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-227. Outwood, 1912, F 4-bar (lite tone) (02-22) on PPC. E $15
PA-228. Paris, 1907, F Doane 2/2 (UNLISTED; cr) (31-07) on "mock leather" PPC. E $30 MIN.15
PA-229. Parkersville ("Parkerville" variant), 1878, VF ms (ruff L; bit lite tone; crs) (28-18) on cvr. E $16 MIN.8
PA-230. Parkwood, 1913, VF Doane 3/2 (70-30) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-231. Pekin, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; toned) as recd (04-14) on PPC. E $20
PA-232. Penbrook, 1907, VF Doane 3/5 (lite tone) (91-20) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-233. Pennington, 1933, G+ 4-bar (date on stamp) Last Day P.O. (46-33) on cvr w/PM's signature. E $12 MIN.6
PA-234. Phi (Philadelphia), [1809], G+ CDS w/ms "10" rate (crs; bit lite tone; tear T) on SFL to Simon Snyder, Gov't of Pennsylvania. E $30 MIN.15
PA-235. Phil (Philadelphia), [1824], VG brown CDS (edge tears; crs) PM's ms frank w/"FREE" h/s on SFL (no contents). E $20
PA-236. Phil (Philadelphia), [1825], G+ red CDS w/"Quaker date"; ms "12 1/2" rate (LITE strike; cr) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-237. Phil (Philadelphia), [1830], G+ CDS w/ms "12 1/2" rate (crs; bit lite tone; edge tear T) on SFL. E $15 MIN.8
PA-238. Philadelphia, [1838], VG blue CDS w/ms "18 1/2" rate (cr) on SFL signed "Judge Jones". E $20
PA-239. Philadelphia, [1852], G+ blue CDS (tiny tear B) 3-margin 3c imperf Sc.11A on 2.5x4.75" lady's cvr. E $15
PA-240. Philadelphia, [1852], G blue CDS (bit lite tone) 3-margin 3c imperf Sc.11A on 2.5x4.75" lady's cvr. E $14
PA-241. Philadelphia, [1857], VG CDS/cork (crs, 1 thru stamp) 1c Frank. on folded letter w/printed notice from "Cyrus Hillborn". E $15
PA-243. Philadelphia, 1883, F Wesson H(8) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-244. Philadelphia, 1884, F Wesson H(9) (trim R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PA-245. Correct/John Field, P.M./Philadelphia, 1891, F purple double oval w/2 stars in dial on reg.bill card. E $15
PA-246. Philadelphia/G, 1889, F Wesson H(PA) (bit trim R; edge tear R) "Shellenberger, Germantown" cc; pair 1c Sc.212 on cvr. E $14
PA-247. Philadelphia/2, 1890, G+ Wesson H(PA) (LKU; dial hi: "ALE" partly off; nicks T; slit 3 sides) Philadelphia & Reading RR Co.cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
PA-248. Piatt, 1889, G+ CDS/target (date spotty; trim R; lower L tip nick) (86-08) on cvr. E $24
PA-249. Pink, 1908, G+ 4-bar (year partial) (99-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-250. Box Clk No.1/Pittsburg, 1908, G+ CDS as rec'd on PPC. E $14
PA-251. Box Clk No.8/Pittsburg, 1909, G+ CDS as rec'd on PPC. E $14
PA-252. Pittsburgh, [1844], G+ CDS (lite tone; vert.crs) on SFL (no contents). E $15
PA-253. Pittsburgh, 1882, VG CDS/neg."W" cut in 8-bar killer on GPC. E $15
PA-254. Clerk, No.50/Pittsburgh, 1908, G+ CDS (toned) as rec'd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-255. Pittsburgh/Box Sec., 1913, VG DCDS (o/s) on PPC. E $14
PA-256. Plainfield, 1907, G+ Doane 1/3 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $8
PA-257. Pleasant Ridge, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (78-33) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-258. Plum Run, 1911, VG 4-bar (upper L edge scuff; tip cr) (83-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-259. Point, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (82-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-260. Porters Lake, 1905, G+ CDS (crnn cr) Edgemere (92-38) Doane 2/1 as transit; (03-15) on PPC. E $15
PA-261. Randolph, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "DO" off; lite tone) (28/17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-262. Red Stone, 1870s, VF ms town/state/month (bit lite tone) (50-04) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-263. Rexis, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (01-09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-264. Ridge, 1887, VF ms town/date (bit ruff slit T; nicks T) (83-09) on cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
PA-265. J.G.Hagerty/P.M./Ridgway, 1880, G+ purple CDS/circled star (bit heavy inked) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-266. Rockdale Mills, 1898, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (63-08) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-267. Rockdale Mills, 1908, F Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (63-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
PA-268. Rosebud, 1911, VG CDS/target (89-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-269. Rossmoyne, 1912, VG Doane 2/2 (toned) (97-17) on PPC. E $14
PA-270. Rowes Run, 1914, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "ES R" partly off; lite tone) (10/35) on PPC. E $14
PA-271. Rupert, 1864, G+ CDS on 2.5x4" cvr. Catawissa R.R.Co.station agent ty.192-S-1 deliberately struck hi for use as town canx, w/ms "Pa." state in dial. E $50
PA-272. Salladasburg/Lycoming Co., 1885, G+ CDS/target (trim R; nick B; edge tear B) on cvr. E $20
PA-273. Savage, 1883, VF ms (ruff L; edge tear L) (80-11) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-274. Searights, 1895, VF CDS/cork; 8¢ Sherman (48-03) on reg'd 2c PSE. E $24 MIN.12
PA-275. Selea, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) (84-14) on PPC w/New Grenada (51-41) VF Doane as rec'd. E $12
PA-276. Shade Gap, 1908, VF Doane 1/3 (part lite water tone) on PPC. E $8
PA-277. Shadeland, Crawford Co., 1890, F PROVISIONAL straight-line h/s w/separate date h/s (trim R) as transit b/s (90-17) on cvr. E $20
PA-278. Shellytown, 1906, VG CDS/target (03-17) on PPC. E $24
PA-279. Shoff, 1907, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; bit smear; upper L tip nib) (96-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-280. Shohola, 1934, F 4-bar ty.E commer.PPC on commer.PPC. E $8
PA-281. Showers, 1914, VG+ 4-bar (05-32) on PPC. E $14
PA-282. Shy Beaver, 1909, G+ CDS/target (80-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-283. Shy Beaver, 1915, G+ 4-bar ("ER" on stamp; o/w VF) (80-31) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-284. Silvara, 1885, VF ms (trim L; nick T) (75/04) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-285. Simpsons Store, 1880s, VG CDS/target w/ms month/day (bit trim R) (37-03) on cvr w/enc. E $24
PA-286. Sittler, 1907, VF Doane 3/3 (crs) (83/16) on PPC. E $14
PA-287. Soldier, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near F+) (99-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-288. Sparta, ca.1889, F ms (trim L) (17-01) on cvr. E $30
PA-289. Sparta, 1890, G+ CDS/target (math calculations by address; trim R) Drs.S.L.Blachly & Son cc (17-01) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-290. Spring City, 1887, F+ CDS/BOLD circled star on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
PA-291. Springgrove, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (28-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-292. Starlight, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-293. Starlight, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
PA-294. Starners, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) as rec'd (05-15) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-295. Stautedsville, 1899, VG CDS/target (dial bit hi) (93-18) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-296. Stiltz, 1908, VG CDS/target (88-09) on PPC. E $20
PA-297. Stone Church, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/2 (1831-1942) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-298. Street Road, 1860s, G+ CDS (near VG) (59-80) on 2.75x4.75" cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-299. Summerhill, 1933, G+ 4-bar ty.E on commer.PPC. E $14
PA-300. Summit Mines, 1908, G+ CDS/target (state partial; bit o/s; toned) (92-09) on PPC. E $14
PA-301. Sunset, 1904, G+ CDS/target (month partial; bit cr) (78-05) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-302. Supplee, 1882, VF ms on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-303. Swales, 1892, G+ CDS/target (light tone; trim R; edge tear L) (89-09) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-304. Swiftwater, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (near F+) on PPC. E $6
PA-305. Tamanend, [1907], VG 4-bar (town bid obscured; year not struck) (73-27) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-306. Tank, 1888, G+ CDS/target (88-19) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-307. Tanoma, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite smudge in dial; lite tone) (88-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
PA-308. Ten Mile, 1860s, VF ms (bit trim L) (1838-1955) on cvr. E $20
PA-309. Terrace, 1908, VG+ 4-bar (slight stutter) (01-49) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-310. Thomasdale, [1908], G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial; lite tone) (06-11) on PPC. E $20
PA-311. Three Tuns, 1909, VG 4-bar (toned) (76-18) on PPC. E $16
PA-312. Tillie, 1914, G+ 4-bar (LATE; state mostly not struck) (91-14) on PPC. E $15
PA-313. Time, ca.1893, G+ CDS/target (year partial; nicks T & R) 2c Colum. (84-24) on cvr. E $20
PA-314. Tionesta/Forest Co., 1883, G+ oval/grid (part on stamp; trim L; part edge tone) on cvr. E $20
PA-315. Tippecanoe, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VF; month omitted) (51-19) on PPC. E $15
PA-316. Tissue, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 as rec'd (04-11) on PPC. E $15
PA-317. Top, 1910, VF Doane 1/1 (LKU) (86-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-318. Townville, 1911, G+ purple RFD 6DB/73 tiny FLAG h/s (town mostly not struck; upper tips show; flag part spotty) on PPC to same town & route, confirming. E $60 MIN.30
PA-319. Trade City, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) (79-31) on PPC. E $14
PA-320. Tuscarora Summit, 1928, G+ 4-bar (24-35) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-321. Uber, 1890, G+ CDS (state not struck; part ruff trim R) as transit (89-91) on 5x9.5" reg’d package env.; Winterstown (71-05) VG CDS origin; N.Smith/Harris & Balto RPO G+ oval h/s & other markings as transit b/s. E $80 MIN.40
PA-322. Uledi, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-323. Uledi, 1908 (Dec 24), G+ Doane 2/5 (LKU; date obscured on stamp; AS IS for strike, but guaranteed as described) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-324. Ulysses/Potter Co., 1881, VG magenta DCDS/maltese (few ink spots in dial; ruff R) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
PA-325. Upper Bern, 1888, VG CDS/target (pen notes into dial; bit ruff trim R) (63-06) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-326. Urey, [1895], G+ CDS/cork (year mostly not struck; trim R) Passmore & Bellis cc (91-16) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20
PA-327. Venango, 1906, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; part on stamp; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-328. Virginia Mills, 1906, VG CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone) (92-17) on PPC. E $20
PA-329. Wanneta, 1910, VG+ Doane 3/2 (lite tone) (94-14) on PPC. E $14
PA-330. Warminster, 1907, F Doane 1/(1) (# & part of bars not struck; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-331. Scenery Hill Postal Station/Washington, 1902, G+ RFD 10DB (part lite foxed; ruff L) 2c Sc.279B w/PT#1292 at B on cvr w/enc. E $75
PA-332. Scenery Hill Postal Station/Washington, 1903, VG+ RFD 10DB (bit ruff R; lite tone) bit faulty 10c Webster solo on reg’d #10 cvr. E $100
PA-333. Postal Wagon/Washington, 1903, G+ RFD 7/A (near VG+) as recd b/s on cvr. E $120
PA-334. Watson Farm, 1906, G+ Doane 2/(2) (EKU; # mostly not struck; toned) as recd (92/13) on PPC. E $20
PA-335. Wattersonsville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone; lite cr) (04-28) on PPC. E $6
PA-336. Welsh Run, 1877, F ms (part water toned; crs) (30-06) on GPC. E $20
PA-337. Welty, 1907, G+ 4-bar (85/13) on PPC. E $12
PA-338. West Alexander, 1901, VG+ RFD 1C*/2 (UNLISTED) on PSE. E $20
PA-339. West Alexander, 1902, G+ RFD 1C/70 (toned; upper L crnr ruff; tears; crs) on #10 cvr. E $14
PA-340. West Alexander, 1902, G+ RFD 1C/71 (UNLISTED; bit lite tone; trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
PA-341. West Alexander, 1902, G+ RFD 1C/72 (lite tone) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
PA-342. West Alexander, 1905, G+ RFD 1C/69 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-343. West Burlington, 1880s, G+ dateless rimless CDS/target (trim R) 3c banknote (33-04) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-344. West Greenville, 1860s, F CDS/grid (trim L) (28-65) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PA-345. West Grove, 1863, VF ms (lite tone) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
PA-346. Whitney, 1911, G+ magenta duplex non-standard ("EY" on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
PA-347. Williams Mill, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (73-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-348. Wirsung, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; town part obscured; lite tone) (97-09) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
PA-349. Yarnell, 1906, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi) (86-26) on PPC w/Moshannon VG Doane 2/3 as recd. E $15
PA-350. Yeadeon, 1899, VG CDS/target (trim L) (91-20) on special del.cvr. E $16
PA-351. Yostville, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (year not struck; lite tone) (76-13) on PPC. E $14

RHODE ISLAND
RI-2. Ashaway, 1907, F duplex non-standard on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RI-3. Canonicut, 1910, G+ 4-bar (toned) (83-31) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RI-4. Mohegan, 1860s, G CDS w/ms day/ms "X" killer (WORN letters; AS IS for strike but ID sure; trim R; T edge bit toned) (56-86) on cvr. E $24
RI-5. Nayatpoint, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (55-19) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RI-6. Peacedale, [1879], G+ blue CDS/grid (state partial; trim R) (40-28) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RI-7. Providence, 1886, VF Wesson ty.X on GPC. E $14
RI-8. Slocum, 1917, G+ 4-bar non-standard (bit stutter) on PPC. E $14
RI-9. Summit, 1893, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; trim L) 2c Colum. (55-26) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RI-10. West Kingston, 1930, G+ 4-bar ty.E (near F; toned) on commer.PPC. E $14

SOUTH CAROLINA / Do you need my "South Carolina Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.
SC-1. Cauflman's Store, 1881, F DCDS/target (ruff L; upper L crnr off) (79-87) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
SC-2. Charleston, 1883, G+ Wesson C(A) (part on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SC-4. Gowdeysville, 1893, G+ CDS/target ("LE" partial; trim R) (30/04) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $24 MIN.12
SC-5. Greer, 1904, VG+ RFD 2B/4 (UNLISTED; bit ruff R, just in stamp; uneven toned; tears; AS IS for faults) on cvr. E $20
SC-6. Holly Hill, 1896, G+ CDS/target ("LLY" mostly not struck; part toned; nick T) 8c on reg'd 2c PPC. E $15
SC-7. Little Rock, 1860s, F ms (cr; bit lite soiled; no flap) on cvr. E $14
SC-8. Manchester, 1860, VF ms (edge tears T) (13-88) on PSE to Charleston, where 3c added & tied by G+ "Paid" CDS to fwd back to Manchester. E $20 MIN.10
SC-9. Manning, 1884, G+ CDS w/BOLD star on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
SC-10. Marsbluff, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (toned) (1844-1953) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
SC-11. Orangeburgh, ca.1840s, G+ CDS w/"Paid" h/s & ms "10"rate (R arc spotty; toned; R tips nick; edge tear T) on stampless cvr. E $24
SC-12. Pages Mills, 1907, F+ Doane 2/1 (trim R, in stamp; lite tone) (77-16) on 2.75x6.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SC-13. Palms, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (ruff R; lite tone; lower L tip nick) Hotel Seashore cc w/lite green illus.ad (hotel) in add.area (99/10) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
SC-15. Socastee, [1893], G+ CDS/target (state mostly not struck) (80-10) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $20 MIN.10
SC-16. Willington, 1906, F Doane 2/3 (bit o/s; lite tone) as recd (1809-1913) on PPC. E $15

SOUTH DAKOTA
SD-1. Albee, 1907, G+ Doane 2 CDS only (upper R on stamp; no bars) (1888-1992) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-2. Albee, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/1 ms scribble only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-3. Athol, Dak, 1886, G+ CDS (ruff R) as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $15
SD-4. Bangor, 1908, G+ 4-bar (heavy crnr crs) (85-09) on PPC. E $15
SD-5. Bath, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15
SD-6. Bigstone, 1910 (May 21), G+ duplex (part on stamp) (94-10) on PPC. 1 week before name change. E $14
SD-7. Bigstone, 1910 (Jun 20), VG duplex (uneven tone) (94-10) on PPC. After name change. E $14
SD-8. Boz, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) (86-09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-9. Burch, 1904, G+ CDS (trim R) as recd b/s (87-12) on cvr w/enc. E $14
SD-10. Burke, 1906, VG Doane 2/3 (EKU; tip crs) part o/s by Gregory Doane 2/1 as recd on PPC. E $14
SD-13. Carlock, 1915, G+ 4-bar w/ms day (lite tone) (05-37) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-14. Carlyle, 1912, G+ 4-bar (07-21) on PPC. E $15
SD-15. Centerville, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/6 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $8
SD-16. Centerville, 1894, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) OLD SPELLING, after change to "Centerville"; on PSE. E $14
SD-17. Chase, 1925, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "HA" partly off) (11-35) on PPC. E $14
SD-18. Cheyenne Agency, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (bit cr) (92-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-19. Climax, 1909, VG 4-bar (bars mostly off T; stamp gone, not affecting this canx) as recd (08-10) on PPC. E $20
SD-20. Corson, 1912, F Doane 2/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-21. Cortland, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+) (83-09) on PPC. E $14
SD-22. Cuthbert, 1954, VF 4-bar (LATE) (08-54) on mailed 3x5" card. E $14
SD-23. Dallas, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (stamp partly peeled, barely affects rim; lite water tone) (04-73) on PPC. E $14
SD-24. Danton, 1914, VG 4-bar (09-17) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SD-25. Date, 1908, G+ 4-bar (ink spot on lower L crnr) (00-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-26. Deadwood, Dak., 1877, VG+ DCDS (EARLY; part ruff trim R) as recd b/s on cvr. E $40
SD-27. DeVoe, Dak., (1887), G+ CDS/target (edge wear; lower L tip nick) (83-08) on cvr. E $24
SD-28. Diamond, 1911, VG RFD 11C/1 ms date/route (07-18) on PPC. E $14
SD-29. Dixon, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (sealed spindle) (05-73) on PSE. E $14
SD-30. Doland, ca.1912, VG RFD 11D (UNLISTED) ms "RFD" only w/o #; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-31. Dolton, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU; part on stamp) on PPC. E $14
SD-32. Driggers, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("RS" heavy inked) (08-11) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
SD-33. Dupree, 1933, VG purple 8-bar non-standard (T edge bit lite water tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-34. Eales, 1914, VF 4-bar (95-20) on PSE. E $15
SD-35. Effington, 1896, G+ CDS/target (edge tear T) (92-16) on PSE. E $14
SD-36. Frederick, 1887, G+ CDS/cork (dial hi: "EDE" partly off; trim R) on cvr w/enc. E $14
SD-37. Fruitdale, 1910, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; upper R & part of date on stamp; tear T; crs) (10-75) on PPC. E $14
SD-38. Fulton, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
SD-40. Gettysburg, Potter Co., Dak., 1885, G+ magenta TCDS as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
SD-41. Glenham, 1907, VG Doane 3/3 (toned; upper L tip nick; edge tear B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-42. Grand Valley, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year mostly not struck; o/w VF; lite tone; tip cr) (11-33) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-43. Gregory, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) on GPC. E $14
SD-44. Hardingrope, 1911, G+ 4-bar (03-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-45. Hayes, 1907, G+ magenta Doane 2/1 (bit o/s; tip cr; bit uneven trim, apparently before mailed) (98-85) on PPC. E $14
SD-46. Hereford, 1915, G+ 4-bar (94-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-47. Hermosa, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-48. Hoven, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/2 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-49. Howard, Dakota, 1890, G+ cogwheel DCDS (worn letters; trim R) statehood use of terr.canx, as recd b/s; on cvr. E $14
SD-50. Huffton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (82-62) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-51. Huron, Dakota, 1880, VG+ fancy CDS/target (EARLY; bit lite tone; nick L) on cvr. E $20
SD-52. Huron, Dakota, 1883, G+ CDS/maltese on GPC. E $14
SD-53. Huron, Dak., 1887, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff lower R) on PSE. E $14
SD-54. Ipswich, Dakota, 1884, VG CDS/target (EARLY) on cvr. E $20
SD-55. Kampeska, 1911, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; part on stamp) (82-28) on PPC. E $14
SD-56. Kampeska, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (82-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-58. Kimball, Dak., 1882, G+ CDS/target on GPC. E $20
SD-59. Ladeelle, 1911, VG 4-bar (83-12) on PPC. E $14
SD-60. Langford, Dakota, 1888, VF CDS/grid (EARLY) on cvr w/Groton, Dak, VG CDS as recd b/s. E $30
SD-61. Loomis, 1906, G+ CDS/target (03-83) on PPC. E $14
SD-62. Manila, 1910, VF Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-63. Marty, ca.1932, G+ precanx (bit scuff by cc) St.Paul's Indian Mission cc; pair 1/2c Wash. on commer.cvr. E $14
SD-64. McClure, 1918, G+ 4-bar (state heavy inked; lite tone) (03-26) on PPC. E $15
SD-65. McCoon, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (73-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-66. Meadow, 1909, G+ DCDS non-standard (state partial; o/s; dial bit hi; lite tone; crs) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-67. McKeeling, 1908, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-68. Melham, 1919, G+ 4-bar (bit stutter) (16/43) on PPC. E $14
SD-69. Melham, 1932, F 4-bar; Last Day of 16-32 period; PM's signature (16/43) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-70. Menno, Dak, 1888, G+ CDS/crude star (year partial; tear upper R; nick B) on 5c PSE to Germany. E $50
SD-71. Mohler, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (toned; pinhole R; tip crs) (09-16) on PPC. E $30
SD-72. Monroe, 1908, VG 4-bar (90-65) on PPC. E $6
SD-73. Mystic, 1912, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VF) (95-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-75. New Underwood, 1909, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; R arc mostly not struck; bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-76. Nisland, 1910, VG magenta 4-bar (EARLY; bit lite tone; bit cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-77. Orman, 1907, VG+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (06-14) on PPC. E $14
SD-78. Orman, 1912, VG Doane 3/1 (LU; part lite tone) (06-14) on PPC. E $14
SD-79. Ottumwa, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (toned) (04-83) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-80. Piedmont, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU) on PPC. E $14
SD-81. Plankinton, Dakota, 1883 (Jan 31), G+ DCDS/cork (RUSS edges; tears; toned; AS IS for condition, but EARLY use for this town name) on FRONT ONLY. E $14
SD-82. Randolph, 1909, G+ 4-bar (08-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-83. Raymond, 1910, F Doane 2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-84. Renner, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (02-85) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SD-85. Renner, 1911, F 4-bar (02-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-86. Renner, 1913, F 4-bar (toned) (02-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-87. Richards, 1916, VG+ 4-bar (84-18) on PPC. E $14
SD-88. Ridge, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (uneven toned) (86-10) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SD-89. Rockerville, 1912, VF 4-bar (79-15) on PPC. E $14
SD-90. Roswell, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit lite tone) (1884-1885) on PPC. E $14
SD-91. Roswell, 1912, VG 4-bar (edge tear T) (1884-1885) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-92. Rowena, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (near VF) (88-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-93. Sampson, 1914, VF 4-bar; 1c Parcel Post (05-18) on PPC. E $14
SD-94. Sanator, 1960, G+ duplex (21-62) on commer.PPC. E $14
SD-95. Scotland, Dak, 1889 (Jul 6), G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (town part lite; lower R tip nib) as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
SD-96. Scotland, Dak, 1889 (Jul 27), G+ DCDS/fancy wheel (upper R arc spotty; wheel partial; lower R tip nib) as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
SD-97. Scotland, Dak, 1889 (Nov 23), G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip clip) early statehood use of terr.canx on PSE. E $14
SD-98. Sidney, 1911, G+ 4-bar (struck below add.; "DAK" partly off B) as recd (10-14) on PPC. E $30
SD-99. Silver City, [1929], G+ 4-bar (year partial) (87-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-100. Spink, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 (year mostly not struck; o/w VF; bit o/s; lite tone) (72-14) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-101. Stratford, 1910, VF 4-bar (lite tone) (06-86) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-102. Tilford, 1919, G+ 4-bar (88-58) on ret.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
SD-103. Trojan, 1935, G+ 4-bar (near F+; add.bit smear) (11-55) on commer.cvr w/"Rec'd/Ship's Mail Desk"/date/Standard Shipping Co." boxed h/s. E $14
SD-104. Unityville, 1958, VF 4-bar (LATE; last day?) (08-58) on cvr. E $14
SD-105. VanMetre, 1912, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "NMET" partly off; lite tone) (07-60) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-106. Vayland, 1914, VG 4-bar (part stuffer; bit lite tone) (09-72) on PPC. E $14
SD-107. Vermont City, Dak, 1887, G+ CDS/target (bit ruff trim R) (86-92) on cvr w/enc. E $50
SD-108. Vienna, 1914, VG duplex (88-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-109. Viewfield, 1911, VG magenta Doane 2/1 (part o/s; toned) as fwd (81-64) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-110. Volga, ca.1908, VG RFD 11/1 (UNLISTED; tiny tear R; cr) ms "X" only on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SD-111. Waverly, 1963, F 4-bar (LATE) (81-63) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SD-112. Westover, 1957, VF 4-bar; (LATE; Last Day?) PM's signature (91-57) on cvr. E $14
SD-113. Whitney, 1911, G+ 4-bar (09-28) on PPC. E $14
SD-114. Willett, 1952, G+ 4-bar; Last Day P.O.; PM's signature (09-52) on cvr. E $14
TENNESSEE / Do you need my "Tennessee Post Offices" book? $20 in US; $36 outside US.

TN-1. Afton, 1906, G+ DCDS w/letters apparently excised from B arc (MOB?); ms killer (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $14

TN-2. Athens, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/7 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6

TN-3. Bemis, 1906, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) (02-76) on PPC. E $8


TN-5. Bowen, 1888, G+ CDS/target (near VF) (81-03) on GPC. E $16

TN-6. Church Hill, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; near VF; pinhole T; crs; lite tone) on PPC. E $14

TN-7. Cottage Grove, 1909, VG Doane 2/4 (toned) on PPC. E $8


TN-9. Dowelltown, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (part on stamp; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TN-10. Ethridge, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TN-11. Euchee, 1915, VG 4-bar (lower R crnr ruff; lite tone; stain spot B) (70-35) on cvr. E $8

TN-12. Hill City, 1909 (Dec 25), G+ 4-bar (near F) (84-12) on PPC. E $16

TN-13. Inskip, 1908, F+ 4-bar (92-41) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TN-14. Jenks, 1883, G+ TCDS/grid (near VF; lite tone; crs) (81-88) on GPC. E $40


TN-16. Lorraine, 1900, F+ CDS/target (no flap; nick T) (80-19) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10

TN-17. Louisville, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/3 (near VF) on PPC. E $12

TN-18. Martel, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


TN-21. Nashville, 1864, G+ DCDS/target (bit ruff trim R) on cvr to Wisconsin, likely sent by Union occupation soldier. E $15 MIN.8

TN-22. Nashville, [1866], partial CDS w/bold leaf killer ("NA" & state not struck) on cvr. E $20

TN-23. Powells River, 1908, G+ 4-bar (77-11) on PPC. E $15


TN-26. Sevierville, 1908, F RFD 11/7 (UNLISTED; trim R & B; lite tone) complete ms w/scrawled town on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TN-27. Stowers, 1919, G+ 4-bar (near VG; crs; edge tears T) (85-24) on PPC. E $15

TN-28. Sulphur Well, 1850s, VF ms (L tip nick; part lite tone) (50/80) on cvr. E $40

TN-29. Versvilla, 1880s, F+ ms (slight smear; ruff R to stamp; bit lite tone) (60/04) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15

TEXAS

TX-1. Amphion, 1908, G+ duplex (2 strikes, bit overlap) (86-16) on PPC. E $20

TX-2. Arthur City, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $14

TX-3. Atascosa, 1938, G+ 4-bar ty.E (bit lite tone) on commer.cvr. E $8

TX-4. Bedias, 1907, VG+ Doane 3 CDS/Recd (EKU; lite tone; tip crs) as recd on PPC. E $8

TX-5. Bedias, 1907, VG Doane 3/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TX-6. Brady, 1888, VG CDS/target (trim L; lower R crnr nib; edge tears) on cvr. E $14

TX-7. Buford, 1909, G+ 4-bar (07-13) on GPC. E $24

TX-8. Casablanca, 1909, G+ 4-bar (diaI hi: "BL" partly off; bit o/s; lite tone) (93-22) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

TX-9. Cat Spring, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (EKU; near F+; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

TX-10. Charco, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (EKU; "HA" obscured; AS IS for strike; toned) (55-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TX-11. Cross, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (stamp portrait scraped off, partly affects bars; lower L tip ruff; bit lite tone) (99-17) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

TX-12. Dresden, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (1st "D" not struck; o/w VG; trim R; tiny tear T) (52-07) on PSE. E $30

TX-14. Garwood, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (UNLISTED; state partial; toned) on PPC. E $15
TX-15. Glazier, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (06-85) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-16. Glencoe, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 ("VE" on stamp) (78-74) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-17. Gordon, 1909, F RFD 11c/3 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms route/date on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-19. Hugo, 1901, VG CDS/target (96-09) on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
TX-20. Hurley, 1910, VG 4-bar (lite tone) (07-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-21. Hurley, 1916, VG 4-bar (07-26) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-22. Kenney, 1911, VF Doane 2/3 (tear T) on PPC. E $6
TX-23. Kingston, 1909, F 4-bar (lite tone) (80-34) on PPC. E $14
TX-24. Laodon, 1884, VG+ purple CMS/ms on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-25. Lampasas, 1879, G+ DCDS/target on GPC datelined Camp Lampasas: "...(arrived) at 1:20 AM
today... The regular stage was full so I & 4 other Passengers (all gamblers) had to go in an extra...
The bottle of whiskey which was circulated..." E $15 MIN.8
TX-26. Lometa, 1907, G+ Doane 3/8 (nick T) on PPC. E $8
TX-27. Loyal Valley, 1912, G+ 4-bar (tip crs) (68-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
TX-28. Marlin, 1860s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TX-29. Marysville, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (LKV; bit heavy inked; o/s; lite tone; edge tears T)
(73-42) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $20
TX-30. McDade, 1884, VG CDS/maltease (ruff R lite tone) on 2.75x4.5" crv w/enc. E $20
TX-31. Melrose, 1911, VG 4-bar non-standard (tone streak in message) (41-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-32. Meyersville, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8
TX-33. Ochiltree, 1908, G+ 4-bar (86-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-34. Ochiltree, 1910, G+ 4-bar (tip cr) (86-21) on PPC. E $12
TX-35. Pendletonville, 1907, F Doane 3/3 as recd (83-08) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-36. Pontotoc, 1906, G+ Doane 2/7 (UNLISTED; near F+; bars mostly not struck; slight o/s;
lite water tone) as recd on PPC. E $14
TX-37. Portland, 1906, F+ Doane 2/4 (heavy crs; tear B; lite tone; AS IS for faults) on PPC. E $8
TX-38. Prade Ranch, 1949, F 4-bar (dial bit hi: tips of "E R" off) typed ad at L (40-54) on 
commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-39. Rodgers, 1906, G+ duplex (81-08) on PPC. E $40
TX-40. Saint Elmo, 1894, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (75-02) on PSE to Germany. E $30 MIN.15
TX-41. Sue, 1910, G+ CDS/target (town/year heavy inked; lite tone; lower R tip nib; cr; nick T)
(96-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-42. Taft, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-43. Tage, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (LKU; bit of rim & tip of "E" off B; lite tone) as recd (95-14)
on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-44. Tage, 1913, VG+ 4-bar (cr) as recd (95-14) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
TX-45. Truitt, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-12) on PPC. E $15
TX-46. Truitt, 1909, G+ 4-bar (04-12) on PPC. E $14
TX-47. Warda, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (stamp toned; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TX-48. Ware, 1909, VF 4-bar (tip cr) (08-31) on PPC. E $14
TX-49. Wellington, 1910 (Dec 25), G+ CDS/target non-standard (near P; toned) on PPC. E $12 
MIN.6
TX-50. Wellington, 1911, G+ 6-bar non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $14
TX-51. Woodward, 1912, G+ magenta 4-bar non-standard (town partly weak; o/s) (07-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

**UTAH**

UT-1. Lot 550+ Utah cvrs/cards: 4-bars, DPO's, commer.cc's, machines, flags, slogans, meters, 
ads, misc., 19th-20th Century, (varied condition, fine to faulty; some duplication from 
correspondences) balance of collection; LOW minimum bid. MIN.$95

UT-2. Annabella, 1915, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $6

UT-3. Bear River City, 1902, G+ CDS/target (near F+; part ruff trim L) on cvr w/Promontory 
(77/40) G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $12 MIN.6
UT-4. Box Elder, 1884, G+ CDS as rec'd at L, bit o/s by "Advertised." h/s (83-95) on cvr w/Salt Lake City, Utah T., F duplex origin. E $30 MIN.15

UT-5. Castle Dale, 1908, G+ Doane 3/5 on PPC. E $8

UT-6. Cedar City, 1907, G+ duplex on cvr. E $6

UT-7. Cedar City, 1910, G+ 5-bar non-standard (R arc on stamp; killer mostly not struck) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

UT-8. Center, 1912, G+ CDS/cork ("C" mostly not struck) (74-13) on PPC w/Clover (01-43) G+ CDS as rec'd. E $24 MIN.12

UT-9. Circleville, 1908, F 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $6

UT-10. Clarkston, 1907, VG+ Doane 1/2 as rec'd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


UT-12. Croydon, 1913, VG 4-bar (1864-1986) on PPC. E $6

UT-13. Delta, 1912, F 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $14

UT-14. Draper, 1921, G+ 4-bar on cvr. E $6

UT-15. Eden, 1910, VF 4-bar on PPC. E $8

UT-16. Elsinore, 1909, G+ 4-bar ("E") on stamp; o/w F+) on PPC. E $6

UT-17. Emery, 1909, F+ 4-bar (crs) on PPC. E $8

UT-18. Enterprise, 1909, VG+ 4-bar on PSE. E $8

UT-19. Ephraim, 1907, F duplex; Snow Academy cc on cvr. E $8

UT-20. Escalante, 1910, G+ CDS/target (near VF) on PPC. E $8

UT-21. Escalante, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("TE") on stamp; o/w VF) on PPC. E $8

UT-22. Eureka, 1903, VG duplex (bit o/s) 1c +pair 2c on cvr to England. E $8

UT-23. Fairview, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $8

UT-24. Ferron, 1902, VF CDS/target on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

UT-25. Port Duchesne, 1898, G+ CDS w/crude "EIGHT-BALL" killer (town part spotty; trim R) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

UT-26. Garden City, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (near F) on PPC. E $8

UT-27. Garland, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

UT-28. Garrison, 1909, F 4-bar (tip cr) on PPC. E $6

UT-29. Grantsville, 1902, G+ duplex (ink spot on add.) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

UT-30. Gunnison, 1908, G+ duplex (near VG; toned) on PPC. E $6

UT-31. Hanna, 1910, VG+ 4-bar (EARLY; bit obscured by design; o/w VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

UT-32. Harrisville, 1893, G+ CDS/target (71-02) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6

UT-33. Henefer, 1914, VG 4-bar (dial hi: "FE" partly off) on PPC. E $6

UT-34. Hiawatha, 1910, VF 4-bar (EARLY; bit lite tone) (09-87) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

UT-35. Hinckley, 1917, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

UT-36. Hinkley, 1902, G+ CDS/target (98-02) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

UT-37. Holden, 1910, VG+ Doane 2/3 (bit scuff on add.) on PPC. E $8

UT-38. Honeyville, 1915, G+ 4-bar ("O" not struck; o/w VF) on PPC. E $8

UT-39. Huntington, 1912, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

UT-40. Hyde Park, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG+) on PPC. E $8

UT-41. Hyrum, 1901, G+ CDS/cork on cvr. E $6

UT-42. Ibabah, 1902, G+ CDS/target (83-80) on cvr. E $8

UT-43. Ibabah, ca.1919, G+ 4-bar non-standard w/state UPSIDE DOWN (year partial; o/w VG+; lite tone) (83-80) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

UT-44. Jensen, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6


UT-46. Junction, 1916, G+ 4-bar (near VG; part ruff trim L, in cc) on PSE. E $8

UT-47. Kamas, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6

UT-48. Kanab, 1912, VG 4-bar on cvr w/Orderville VG 4-bar as rec'd b/s. E $8

UT-49. (Kanarraville), 1887, F ms date only, applied next to printed cc, acting as "dial"; crosshatch ms killer (flap mostly off) (1864-1964) on PSE. E $12

UT-50. Kanosh, 1899, G+ CDS/target (near VG+; trim R, just in 1 stamp) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

UT-51. Kanosh, 1908, VG 4-bar (ruff R) on PSE. E $8

UT-52. Kaysville, 1911, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6

UT-53. Kenilworth, 1909, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (07-83) on PPC. E $8

UT-54. Laketown, 1910, VG Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $8

UT-55. Laketown, 1913, VG purple 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-56. Laketown, 1916, VG 4-bar (ruff slit L) on cvr. E $8
UT-57. Lark, 1911, G+ 4-bar (date lite) (04-82) on PPC. E $8
UT-58. Layton, 1902, G+ CDS/target on PSE. E $8
UT-59. Leamington, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (dial bit hi) (1880-1983) on PPC. E $8
UT-60. Levan, 1911, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-61. Loa, 1902, F CDS/target (ruff R, barely in stamp) on PSE. E $8
UT-62. Lynndyl, 1908, G+ 4-bar ("YL" on stamp) on PPC. E $6
UT-63. Lynndyl, 1913, G+ 4-bar as origin b/s; 10c Frank. on reg'd 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
UT-64. Manti, 1904, VF duplex (upper R tip slit) Office of Presidency of South Sanpete Stake cc on PSE. E $8
UT-65. Marysville, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
UT-66. Mayfield, 1910, VF CDS/cork on PPC. E $8
UT-67. Meadow, 1908, F 4-bar on PPC. E $8
UT-68. Mendon, 1900, G+ CDS/target on PSE. E $8
UT-69. Mendon, 1910, F 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-70. Midvale, 1910, F duplex (EARLY; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-71. Midway, 1906, G+ CDS/target on PPC. E $6
UT-72. Midway, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-73. Mona, 1911, G+ 4-bar (o/s) on PPC. E $6
UT-74. Morgan, 1901, F duplex on PSE. E $8
UT-75. Morgan, 1905, G+ duplex; RFD #1 printed cc on PSE. E $8
UT-76. Moroni, 1910, VG 4-bar (uneven toned) on PPC. E $6
UT-77. Mountain Home, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("OME" not struck) (12-83?) on PPC. E $8
UT-78. Nephi, 1902, F duplex; County Recorder cc on PSE. E $8
UT-79. Nephi, 1909, G+ duplex (near F) on PPC. E $6
UT-80. Newcastle, 1909, VF 4-bar (EARLY) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
UT-81. Newton, 1902, G+ CDS/target (near VF) on cvr. E $8
UT-82. Newton, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
UT-83. Newton, 1921, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-84. Oak City, 1912, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-85. Oasis., 1910, G+ 4-bar (near VG+) on PPC. E $8
UT-86. Ogden City, 1870s, G+ CDS/grid ("CITY" partial; strim L; tone spot) (54-88) on 2.5x4" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
UT-87. Orangeville, 1910, F 4-bar on PPC. E $8
UT-88. Orderville, 1916, F+ 4-bar on cvr. E $8
UT-89. Paradise, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
UT-90. Payson, 1908, VG duplex on PPC. E $6
UT-91. Pena, 1900, G+ CDS/cork (1864/1986) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
UT-92. Pena, 1910, VG 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-93. Plain City, 1893, VG CDS/target (64-03) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
UT-94. Promontory Point, 1909, G+ purple Doane 3/1 (ruff R) as rec'd b/s (06-30) on cvr. E $8
UT-95. Providence, 1910, VG+ 4-bar on PPC. E $8
UT-96. Randolph, 1914, G+ 4-bar ("H" on stamp; o/w F) on PPC. E $6
UT-97. Redmond, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-98. Riverton, 1914, F 4-bar on PPC. E $6
UT-100. Sahara Village (sta.of Layton), 1949, VG duplex (add.partly on dial) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
UT-101. Salt Lake City, 1902, G+ RFD 2B/2 (ruff R, in stamp, crudely rebuilt; lite tone) on PSE. E $40
UT-102. Salt Lake City, Murray Sta., 1905, G+ RFD 2F/4 (UNLISTED route; bit ruff R) on cvr. E $50
UT-103. Salt Lake City/Murray Br., 1911, G+ duplex on PPC. E $6
UT-104. Sandy, 1912, F duplex on PPC. E $6
UT-105. Santequin, 1910, G+ duplex on PPC. E $6
UT-106. Scofield, 1908, G+ CDS/cork (81-74) on PPC. E $8
UT-107. Silverlake, 1910, G+ CDS/target (month omitted) (99-43) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-108. Spring City, 1897, G+ CDS/cork (ruff R to stamp; lite tone) on PSE w/Salina G+ CDS as
recd b/s. E $8
UT-109. Stockton, 1913, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) on PPC. E $6
UT-110. Teasdale, 1909, G+ CDS/target on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-111. Thistle, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (81/73) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-112. Tooele, 1902, G+ CDS/cork on cvr. E $8
UT-113. Tooele/Unit 1, 1951, VF magenta DCDS as origin b/s on reg’d #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
UT-114. Tremonton, 1906, VF Doane 2/1 (cr) on PPC w/stamp at L of pictorial stamp box (Mother Goose on flying goose). E $14
UT-115. Tremonton, 1910, G+ 4-bar (near F) on PPC. E $6
UT-116. Trenton, 1910, G+ Doane 2 1/2 (near F; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
UT-117. Trout Creek, 1917, F+ 4-bar (90-86) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
UT-118. Tucker, 1898, VG CDS as recd b/s (81-19) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
UT-119. Tyng, 1918, VF 4-bar (trim R; tiny tear L) Pacific Mine typed cc (16-19) on #10 cvr. E $75
UT-120. Vernal, 1902, G+ duplex (near VG+) on PSE. E $8
UT-121. Vernon, 1909, VF 4-bar on PPC. E $8
UT-122. Wallburg, 1912, F 4-bar (bit cr) on PPC. E $6
VT-123. Wanship/Summit Co., 1878 (Jan 1), VG fancy sawtooth/double oval (trim R, T & L, in cc; tears B; AS IS for faults) pair 3c (64-39) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VT-124. Wasatch, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (lite strike; date partial; trim R) (69/51) on cvr. E $20
UT-125. Woodruff, 1904, G+ CDS/target (part uneven slit T) on PSE. E $8
UT-126. Woodruff, 1910, VF 4-bar on PPC. E $8

VERMONT
VT-1. Benson Landing, 1910, G+ CDS/target (toned) (49-34) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VT-2. Calais, 1860s, F+ ms (bit smear; trim R; tiny tear L) on cvr. E $14
VT-3. Copperas Hill, [1874], G+ CDS/target (trim R) (53/98) on 2.5x4.5" cvr. E $60
VT-4. Corinth, [1839] (Jun 12), F ms w/"12 1/2" rate (edge faults; cr; interior repair on SFL to local add., datelined "Providence, May 29"; apparently hand carried to Corinth, then fwd to Boston. E $20 MIN.10
VT-5. East Barnard, 1893, G+ CDS/target ("EAS" spotty) 2c Colum. (34-03) on cvr. E $20
VT-6. Essex, [1852], VF ms w/"Paid 3" rate (bit lite tone) on 2.75x4.75" stampless cvr w/enc. E $20 MIN.10
VT-7. Groton Pond, 1908, F Doane 2/1 (slight stutter; bars bit o/s) as recd (74/16) on PPC. E $14
VT-8. Hartland, 1840s, VG+ red CDS w/"18 3/4" ms rate (toned; crs) on SFL (no contents). E $20
VT-9. Hortonville, 1885, G+ CDS/target (58/13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-10. Newbury, ca.1850s?, VG red CDS w/black "Free" h/s (L edge tone) on stampless cvr to PM, Wilmot Flat, NH. E $20 MIN.10
VT-11. North Calais, 1908, F+ Doane 2/2 (79-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-12. Orange, 1860s, G+ CDS/target (trim R) (23/21) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. E $15
VT-13. Stevens Hills, 1909, G Doane 2/2 (R arc & date much obscured on stamp; bars mostly off R; lite tone) (88-15) on PPC. AS IS for strike, but SCARCE. E $15
VT-14. Vernon, 1870s, VG CDS/ms (20-10) on cvr. E $6
VT-15. West Charleston, 1910, VG blue Doane 2/6 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VT-16. West Charleston, 1911, VF Doane 2/6 (uneven TONED) on PPC. E $5
VT-17. West Concord, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (ruff L; bit lite water tone) (50-04) on cvr. E $14
VT-18. West Rutland, 1892, VG CDS/cork (edge tears, 1 in rim; lower R tip nib; lite tone) 10c Webster +2c red on cvr; apparently reg’d, but no markings. E $14

VIRGINIA
VA-1. Balty, 1907, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; toned) (86-68) on PPC; Norfolk/Expo Sta. G+ N07-05 origin. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
VA-2. Bartee, ca.1891, G+ CDS/target (year partial; lite tone; nick B) (88-06) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
VA-3. Blacksburg, ca.1885, G+ DCDS/maltese (trim L) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
VA-4. Blue Grass, 1951, VF 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-5. Boons Path, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU) (73-19) on PPC. E $16
VA-6. Broadwater, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (LKU; part on stamp; part o/s; lite tone) (89-41) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-7. Cedar Point, 1881, VF ms (bit trim R) (44-94) on cvr. E $30 MIN.15
VA-8. Cedar Point, 1883, VF ms (ruff L) (44-94) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
VA-9. Coffee P.O. Bedford Co., 1885, F ms (2 tears T, thru canx; edge tear L) (84-37) on cvr w/enc. E $20
VA-10. Crimora Station, 1887, G+ DCDS/star (EARLY; dial bit hi; part lite tone; bit trim L) (87-04) on cvr. E $14
VA-11. Cuckoo, 1888, VG DCDS/grid (edge tear T) (70/56) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
VA-12. Dale Enterprise, [1882], G+ blue DCDS/target (tear T; lower L tip nick) (74-54) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
VA-13. Durmid, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 (LKU; worn letters) (90-27) on PPC. E $16
VA-14. Dyes Mills, 1861, VF ms (trim L; bit lite tone) (55-69) on PSE. E $150
VA-15. Edlow, 1905, VF Doane 2/1 (EKU; upper L tip ruff; tear T) (02-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-16. Elko, 1908, G+ Doane 3/2 (84/52) on PPC. E $6
VA-17. Farmville, 1870s, G+ CDS/neg. "F" in cork (part ruff upper L; trim L) on PSE. E $14
VA-18. Finchville, ca.1850, G+ blue CDS w/"colorless" shaded "5" rate (near VG+; bit lite tone; contents partial) on SPL. E $75
VA-19. Fort Hunt, 1910, F 4-bar (05-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-20. Gouldin, 1899, G+ CDS/target (tears) (83-33) on cvr w/Casco (98-33) CDS as recd. E $15 MIN.8
VA-21. Greenville, [1871], G+ CDS/cork w/ms day (tiny tears T) on cvr w/dove & ribbon forming add.lines. E $14
VA-22. Greenville, 1906, G+ Doane 2/4 (near VG+; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-23. Hampton (C.O.D.Sta.), 1937, VG magenta DCDS/M.O.B.; "1st Day Cancel" h/s on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-24. Harrisonburg (Mennonite Rur.Sta.), 1920 (Dec 31), G+ RFD 10QB ("RG" not struck; o/w F+) on PPC. E $20
VA-25. Harveys Wharf, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (inverted strike at T; state/# partly off edge) as transit (78-14) on PPC. E $15
VA-26. Hawkinson, 1909, G+ 4-bar (state partial (70/16) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
VA-27. Haycock, 1888, VF ms (83-08) on GPC. E $50
VA-28. Hemp, 1908, VF Doane 2/1 (bit lite tone) (05-31) on PPC. E $12
VA-29. Hemp, 1909, VF Doane 2/1 (05-31) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-30. Horse Head, 1938, VG 4-bar (15-60) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-31. Hudson Mill, 1907, G+ Doane 1/(1) (struck low: state off B; # not struck; lite tone) as recd (78-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-32. Hunters Lodge, 1911, G+ 4-bar ("H", "GE" & state not struck; AS IS for strike; lite tone0 (66-13) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-33. Inglewood, 1870s, VF ms (T tips nick; tear T; bit lite tone) (73/88) on cvr. E $150
VA-34. Jersey, 1951, VF 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-35. Kennett, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (town partly obscured by printing on card; lite tone) (85-17) on PPC. E $15
VA-37. Liberty, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L in cc; tear T; bit cr) (94-90) on PSE. E $20
VA-38. Lofton, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (91-44) on PPC w/Avis (83/11) VG+ 4-bar as recd. E $24 MIN.12
VA-39. Lynchg (Lynchburg), [1844], G+ blue CDS w/fleuron; "18 3/4" ms rate (crs) on SPL (contents partial). E $20
VA-40. Lyons, 1908, G+ purple Doane 3/1 (EKU; near F) (DPO, not listed in Helbock) on PPC. E $24
VA-41. Madison C.H., 1840s, F CDS w/"5" h/s rate (dial bit hi) on stampless cvr. E $24
VA-42. Markham Station, [1887], G+ CDS (part water toned; trim R) as recd, on add.side (52-84) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
VA-43. Marsh Market, 1907, F Doane 3/2 (EKU; toned) (82/16) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
VA-44. Maxwellton, 1902, G+ CDS/cork (bit ruff R, just in 1 stamp) (94-22) on cvr. E $14
VA-45. Meadow, ca.1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (year heavy inked) (03-36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-46. Meechums River, 1882, VG+ DCDS/target (ruff R to stamp; lite tone) (1848-1951) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
VA-47. Montevideo, 1908, VF 4-bar (bit tone) (73-08) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-48. Musselman, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; tip cr; edge tear L) (83-18) on PPC. E $20
VA-49. Natural Bridge Station, 1911, G+ 4-bar (EARLY; state mostly not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-50. New Casino, 1917, G+ 4-bar (heavy inked; part smear; crnr cr; bit lite tone) (13-19) on PPC. E $30
VA-51. New Market, 1915, VF magenta straight-line town/state non-standard PROVISIONAL canx w/ms date & target killer on PPC. E $20
VA-52. New-Market, ca.1850s, G+ CDS/W with ms month/day; circled "10" rate (lower L tip ruff; tiny tear R) on stampless crv. E $24
VA-53. Norfolk, 1860s, G+ blue CDS (trim L) on crv to Penna., likely sent by Union occupation soldier. E $15
VA-54. Ocean View, 1907, VG 4-bar (79-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-55. Old Church, 1857, VF ms (slight smear) 3c imperf (1829-1943) on crv. E $15 MIN.8
VA-56. Olive, 1899, VG+ CDS/target (bit ruff L) (81-25) on crv w/enc.; Catalpa (98-09) G+ CDS as transit b/s. E $20
VA-57. Olo, 1906, G+ CDS/cork; R.W.Manson & Co./Buggies, Wagons, Horses, Mules & Fertilizers ad cc (82-17) on crv w/Dinwiddie VG Doane 2/1 as recd b/s. E $24 MIN.12
VA-58. Paul, 1911, F Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (05-11) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
VA-59. Pine Beach, 1907, G+ 4-bar (04-12) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-60. Pond Gap, [1891], G+ CDS/target ("P" mostly not struck; part stutter; trim L; toned) (55/05) on PSE. E $30 MIN.15
VA-61. Reedy, 1915, VG 4-bar (bit lite tone) (83-19) on PPC. E $15
VA-62. Roadside, 1907, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) (65/07) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-63. Rosenberger, [1908], G+ Doane 3/1 (year partial; ruff R, barely in stamp) (87-15) on crv w/Mountain Falls (1851/1968) G Doane 2/1 (EKU; R arc not struck) as recd b/s. E $24 MIN.12
VA-64. Ruckersville, 1879, VF ms (slight o/s; ruff R) on crv. E $15
VA-65. Schuyler, 1910, G+ CDS/target non-standard (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-66. Selma, ca.1860, VF ms (bit cr) on crv. E $15 MIN.8
VA-67. Sherwood, ca.1908, G+ Doane 3/2? (year partial; dial bit hi: tip of "W" off; part toned; L crnr cr) (82-11) on PPC. E $20
VA-68. Snyder, 1906, G+ Doane 2/2 (toned) (89-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
VA-69. Stewartsville, 1914, F 4-bar (37/34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-70. Swoope, 1909, G+ RFD 2F/1 (UNLISTED; near F; toned) on PPC. E $20
VA-71. Talleysville, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (near VG; lite tone; bit cr) (56-09?) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
VA-72. Thoroughfare, [1883], G+ CDS/target ("OUG" partial; ruff R) (1831/1944) on crv. E $12 MIN.6
VA-73. Vontay, 1911, G+ 4-bar (93-27) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
VA-74. Waterview, 1905, G+ Doane 2/2 (EKU; near VG; soiled) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-75. Welbourne, 1887, VG+ CDS/target (edge tear R; T tips wear) (86-07) on PSE. E $50
VA-76. Whitewood, 1951, F 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-77. Woodway, 1951, F+ 4-bar on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
VA-78. Zetta, 1906, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; dial hi: ZET" partly off; o/s) as recd (94-13) on pix side of PPC. Partial Elkton & Stokesville/RPO duplex origin. E $16

WASHINGTON
WA-1. Alstown, 1915, VG 4-bar (near VF; lite tone) (13-34) on PPC. E $15
WA-2. Arden, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (state bit stutter) (90/14) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-4. Bay View, 1912, G+ purple 4-bar (part lite tone; bit cr) (84-54) on PPC. E $8
WA-5. Big Lake, 1910, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) (98-31) on PPC. E $14
WA-6. Bristol, 1909, G+ 4-bar (town part lite) (06-12) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-7. Carley, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (trim L & R; lite tone) (04-41) on PPC. E $6
WA-9. Effie, 1910, F+ Doane 2/1 (uneven toned) (04-17) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-10. Farmer, 1909, G+ Doane 3/2 (near VG; lite tone; crnr crs) (95-61) on PPC. E $6
WA-11. Port Ward, 1915, VF 4-bar (03/20) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-12. Port Ward, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part lite water tone; upper R tip nick; tip crs) (03/20) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WA-13. Port Ward, 1915, G+ 4-bar (near F; lite tone) (03/20) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WA-14. Frankfort, 1913, G+ CDS/target (dial bit hi; lite tone) (90/18) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-15. Grand Dales, ca.1909, G+ magenta 4-bar (year omitted; lite tone) (92-32) on PPC. E $8
WA-17. Irondale, Wash.T., 1888, G+ DCDS/cork (UNLISTED type; part toned; cr) (81/20) on PPC. 1st known territorial canx from this town. E $300
WA-18. Kerriston, 1910, G Doane 2/1 (dial mostly on stamp; bars mostly off R; lite tone) (04-35) on PPC. E $5
WA-19. Kbler, 1936, G+ 4-bar ty.E (R arc on stamp) (07-58) on commer.cvr w/enc. E $14
WA-20. Kopiah, 1908, F+ Doane 3/1 (06-28) on PPC. E $14
WA-22. Luzon, 1910, G+ 4-bar (state mostly not struck but ID sure) (09-10) on PPC. E $60
WA-23. Manor, 1910, F Doane 3/1 (92-11) on PPC. E $14
WA-26. McKinley, 1910, F 4-bar (part o/s; lite tone) (07-10) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WA-27. Meadow Creek, 1915, G+ 4-bar (part spotty; month not struck) (13-16) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WA-28. Meadowdale, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-38) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
WA-29. Meadowdale, [1909], G+ Doane 2/1 (year partial) (04-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-32. Miles, 1909, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone; address part smear) (81/62) on PPC. E $8
WA-33. Milton, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) as recd on PPC. E $6
WA-34. Monohan, 1907, G+ Doane 3/3 (toned) (88-26) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-35. Montera, 1905, G+ purple Doane 2/1 (EKU; year/state mostly not struck) (04-11) on PPC. E $15
WA-37. Nahcotta, 1907, G+ Doane 2/5 (upper R on stamp) (90/66) on PPC. E $8
WA-38. Natchez, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part lite tone) as transit, at L (06-08) on PSE w/Nile (96-24) VG Doane 2/1 (EKU) as recd b/s; returned unclaimed. E $20
WA-40. Newcastle, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (94-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-41. Oak Point, 1907, F Doane 2/4 (o/s) (51-37) on PPC. E $6
WA-42. Ocean Park, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $6
WA-43. Paha, 1909, G+ Doane 3/3 (tip cr; upper L tip nick) as recd (86-43) on PPC. E $8
WA-44. Peshastin, 1906 (Dec 25), G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; trim R; edge tears) on crv. E $12 MIN.6
WA-45. Plainview, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (o/s) as recd (05-10) on PPC. E $14
WA-46. Pontiac, 1907, F Doane 2/1 (EKU; lite tone) (90-09) on PPC. E $16
WA-47. Port Crescent, 1908, G+ Doane 2/3 ("EKT" mostly not struck; o/s; crs; tears) as recd (89-15) on PPC w/Hadlock F Doane 2/3 origin. E $16
WA-49. Preston, 1910, G+ Doane 3/4 (dial hi: "STO" partly off; part lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-50. Puget, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (year mostly not struck; tiny tears T) as recd (04-28) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-51. Raymond, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (worn letters; part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
WA-52. Raymond, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/1 DCDS/non-standard (L tips nib) on PPC. E $14
WA-53. Redondo, 1909, VG Doane 2/1 (lite tone) (04-63) on PPC. E $8
WA-54. Richmond Highlands, 1924, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (12-48) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-55. Ridgefield, 1906, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $5
WA-56. Riverside, 1909, G+ Doane 2/4 (lite tone; stamp fault) on PPC. E $6
WA-57. Rochester, 1906, F Doane 2/2 on PPC. E $6
WA-58. Rockport, 1910, G+ Doane 2/1 (near VG+) on PPC. E $6
WA-59. San de Fuca, 1907, G+ Doane 3/2 ("WAS" mostly off L; lite tone) as recd (90-54) on PPC. E $6
WA-60. Satsop, 1907, G+ Doane 3/4 (lite tone; edge wear; lite cr) on PPC. E $5
WA-61. Sauk, 1908, G+ Doane 2/4 (bit studder; lite tone) (86-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-62. Seabeck, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone; trim L) on cvr. E $8
WA-63. Seabold, 1908, VG+ Doane 1/1 (92-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-64. Silvana, 1909, VG Doane 3/4 (lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-65. Silvana, 1912, G+ Doane 3/4 non-standard (part on stamp) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-66. Skamokawa, 1907, F+ Doane 3/5 (tears, 1 in dial; nicks T) 2c Jamestown on cvr. E $6
WA-67. Steilacoom, 1907, G+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (52/71) on PPC. E $6
WA-68. Tacoma, 1884, G+ CDS/cork (ty.4) (EKU; part ruff R) on cvr. E $30
WA-69. Taylor, 1907, VG+ Doane 2/1 (rim partly off B edge) as recd (04-44) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-70. Thorp, 1907, G+ Doane 2/4 (crs) on PPC. E $6
WA-71. Tipso, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (crs; edge wear) as recd (99-09) on pix side of PPC. E $14
WA-72. Tolt, 1909, G+ Doane 1/1 (83-22) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-73. Tracyton, 1908, VF Doane 1/2 (tears; trim R; toned; AS IS for faults) on cvr. E $6
WA-74. Tulalip, 1913, G+ Doane 2 CDS w/4-bar killer (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $6
WA-75. Turner, 1912, G+ Doane 2/1 (04-34) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-76. Utsaladdy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (LATE; ink spot in message; tip crs) (65-10) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WA-77. Vanasselt, 1909, VG+ Doane 2/3 (lite tone) (92-13) on PPC. E $15
WA-78. Vaughn, 1906, F Doane 2/2 (slight o/s; toned) as recd on PPC. E $6
WA-79. Waukon, 1908, G+ magenta Doane 3/2 (rim partly off T; lite tone) (97-73) on PPC. E $6
WA-80. Wauna, 1909, G+ Doane 3/1 (town part obscured; lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-81. West Seattle, 1906, VF Doane 3/4 (edge tears) (89-08) on PPC. E $16
WA-82. White Salmon, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5 (part studder; uneven lite tone) on PPC. E $6
WA-83. Wickersham, 1910, G+ Doane 2/3 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) (91-57) on PPC. E $6
WA-84. Wilcox, 1910, VF Doane 3/1 (92-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-85. Winlock, 1886, G+ CDS (ty.3) (trim L) as fwd on PSE. E $24
WA-87. Youngstown, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (near VG+; toned) (05-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WA-88. Youngstown, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 as recd (05-09) on PPC. E $8

WEST VIRGINIA

WV-1. Academy, 1912, G+ 4-bar (near VG; dial hi: "D" partly off) (52-14) on PPC. E $12
WV-2. Amos, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) "Fairview Mercantile Co." text ad in message area (86-11) on PPC w/"Amos. W.Va./R.F.D.1" h/s address. E $12
WV-3. Amy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (lite tone; message part smear) (09-18) on PPC. E $75
WV-4. Baker, 1907, VF Doane 2/1 (tip crs) on PPC w/Mathias G+ Doane 2/2 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
WV-5. Bergoo, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (LKR; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-6. Black Betsy, 1910, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "K BE" partly off; lite tone) (02-25) on PPC. E $16
WV-7. Bluff, 1908, F 4-bar (dial bit hi; toned; tiny tear B) (90-12) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
WV-8. Boothsville, 1898, G+ CDS/target (34-07) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
WV-9. Braggville, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year partial; toned) (09-12) on PPC. E $100
WV-10. Brink, 1910, F 4-bar (09-10) on PPC. E $120
WV-11. Caress, 1910, F Doane 2/1 (toned) (88-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-12. Cave, 1917, VF 4-bar (edge tear B; bit cr) (86-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-15. Dobbin, cal1893, G+ CDS/target (date partial; toned) 2c Colum. (84-21) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WV-16. Dobbin, 1907, VG 4-bar (bit o/s; toned) (04-21) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-17. Dunlevie, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp; lower R tip nib; bit lite tone) (05-11) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-18. Eight, 1930s, F 4-bar ty.E w/separate BOLD, crude numeral "8" killer (year omitted; struck vertically, so bars mostly off T) (26-36) on GPC. E $20 MIN.10
WV-19. Elkmwood, 1908, G+ CDS/target (91-65) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-20. Gatewood, 1908, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; lite tone) (89-29) on PPC. E $14
WV-21. Glade Farms, 1911, G+ 4-bar (date partial) (56-39) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-22. Hodom, 1908, VG Doane 3/1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) (97-09) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
WV-23. Horton, ca.1913, G+ 4-bar (year partial; o/w F+) (95-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-24. Jenningston, 1906, VG Doane 3/1 (EKU; bit stutter; lite tone; tip crs) (05/39) on PPC. E $14
WV-25. Knobley, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (82/13) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-26. Laformes Store, [1872], VF ms town/month/day (no state but ID sure; ruff R) (68/74) on cvr. E $60
WV-27. Lanes Bottom, 1911, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (74-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-28. Littleburg, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 (part on stamp; lite tone) (83/17) on PPC. E $15
WV-29. Lookout, 1907 (Dec 25), VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-30. Marlinton, 1907, F Doane 3/15 (slight stutter) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-31. Miles, 1911, VF 4-bar (crnr cr) (99-16) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-32. Monclo, 1924, VG magenta 4-bar (bit stutter) (19-49) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WV-33. Mount Clare, 1907, F Doane 3/4 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-34. Napier, 1907, G+ Doane 3/1 (EKU; worn letters) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-35. New Milton, 1906, G+ Doane 3/2 (EKU; near VF; o/s) 1 of 9 markings on twice forwarded PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-36. Nicolette, 1912, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) (92-17) on PPC. E $15
WV-37. Oral, 1907, G+ CDS/target (o/s) (89-15) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-38. Pasco, 1907, VG+ 4-bar (lite tone) (88/17) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WV-41. Supply, 1910, G+ 4-bar (TONED; tip wear) (10-19) on PPC. E $50
WV-42. Union Mills, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near F) (67-13) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WV-43. Valley Furnace, 1908, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "EY FU" partly off) (67/15) on cvr. E $20
WV-44. Valley Furnace, 1910, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp) (67/15) on PPC. E $15
WV-45. Valley Grove, 1907, VG Doane 3/2 (EKU; ruff R) on cvr w/enc.to Philippines. E $15 MIN.8
WV-46. Van Clevesville, 1908, VG+ Doane 3/1 (part o/s; lite tone) (50-08) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WV-47. Van Clevesville, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; town part obscured; toned) (50-08) on PPC. E $15
WV-48. Vanvoorhis, 1913, F 4-bar (94-53) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WV-49. Washington, ca.1909, VG RFD 11E (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms month/day on PPC. E $8
WV-50. Wheeler, 1924, G+ Doane 3/1 (LATE; dial bit hi; toned) (03-59) on PPC. E $14

WISCONSIN / Need "Going for the Mail: A History of Door County Post Offices"? We have it!
WI-1. Advance, 1907, G+ CDS/target ("CE" mostly not struck; tip cr) (96-13) on PPC. E $20
WI-2. Alverno, 1908, VG CDS (LATE; near VF) (80-08) on PPC. E $60
WI-3. Ashippun, 1904, G+ CDS as recd (50-05 period) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-4. Barksdale, 1918, VF 4-bar (04-66) (on lite tone). E $12 MIN.6
WI-5. Barnum, 1915, F 4-bar w/large serified year slug (upper R tip nick) (92-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-6. Barnum, 1919, VG+ 4-bar (tip crs; bit lite tone) (92-55) on GPC w/illus. "Quality Biscuit Co./Jiminy Crackers" box on back. E $8
WI-7. Batavia, [1860], F ms town/month/day & "Paid" (58-64) on stampless cvr w/enc. E $150
WI-8. Bell Center, 1913, G+ 4-bar (near VF) (55-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-9. Beloit, [1867], G+ CDS w/"B" killer, socked on nose (bit trim L; upper L tip nick) on PSE. E $20
WI-10. Black Creek, ca.1908, VG RFD 11F/34 (lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-11. Bloom City, 1907, F Doane 2/3 (slight stutter; lite tone) 1c Jamestown (87-85) on PPC
w/Sextonville G+ Doane 1/2 as recd. E $12 MIN.6
WI-12. Boscosbel, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F/2 (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-14. Burke, 1903, G+ CDS/target (toned; tear B; trim L) (54/19) on cvr w/enc. E $24 MIN.12
WI-15. Burke, 1909, G+ 4-bar (near F; bit cr) (54/19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-16. Burnett Station, 1887, G+ DCDS/target (upper L crnr bit ruff) (61-92) on cvr. E $65
WI-17. Byrds Creek, 1909, VG+ Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (90-11) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WI-18. Cambria, [1868], G+ CDS/cork (dial hi: "CAM" partly off; trim L) 3c grill on cvr w/enc.dated Courtland (51-57). E $24
WI-19. Dane, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; toned; scuff spot above add.) ms scribble only on PPC. E $5
WI-20. Dartford, ca.1860, G+ CDS w/ms day correction (lower R tip ruff) (47-07) on cvr. E $30
WI-21. Dartford, 1906, G+ duplex (47-07) on PPC. E $20
WI-22. Devils Lake, 1909, F Doane 1/2 (lite tone; crs) (03-28) on PPC. E $14
WI-23. Disco, 1908, VG Doane 2/2 (lite tone) (92-40) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-24. Ek dall, 1910, F+ 4-bar (91-17) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-25. Ellenboro, 1908, G+ 4-bar (49-12) on PPC. E $20
WI-26. Ephraim, 1961, VG machine; 4c Lincoln coil on 4x6" pictorial folder (tear by flap slot): "Picturesque Door County"; 12 full-color pix +map. E $16
WI-27. Excelsior, 1908, G+ Doane 3/3 (1858-1958) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-28. Fairch ild, 1914, VG RFD 11/3 (UNLISTED; tip cr) complete ms on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-29. Fancher, 1908, G+ 4-bar ("F" not struck; o/w F+; lite tone) (91-13) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-30. Fond Du Lac, [1854], F blue CDS w/arc ed "Paid/3" (bit lite tone) on SPL. E $24
WI-31. Fredonia Rural Sta./Fredonia, 1907, G+ RFD 10L (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-32. Glenwood, ca.1909, VG 11F/2 (UNLISTED) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-33. Helenville, 1907, VG Doane 2/3 (slight stutter; bit o/s) on PPC. E $8
WI-34. Herseyville, 1870, F ms town/date only (lower L tip ruff) 3c locomotive (60/83) on 2.25x5.25" cvr. Photocopy of cvr from same correspondence confirms state. E $100
WI-35. Hub City, 1909, G+ Doane 2/2 (1" tear L; cr) (83-23) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-36. Huron, 1908, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; lite tone) (88-09) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
WI-37. Iola, 1902, G+ RFD 1AA/1 (UNLISTED; near VF; part ruff slit upper R; bit ruff upper R tip) on cvr. E $20
WI-39. Juneau, 1907, G+ purple RFD 2F/2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-40. Kewaunee, 1902, VG RFD 1/4 (UNLISTED; ruff R, in stamp tip) on cvr. E $20
WI-41. Kilbourn City, 1880s, G+ CDS w/bold crude "K" killer (75-96) on PPC. E $20
WI-42. Kimball, 1907, G+ Doane 2/1 (EKU; bit o/s) (89-42) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-43. Lehigh, 1911, VG+ Doane 3/1 (90-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-44. Loomis, 1913, VG+ Doane 3/1 (LKU; near VF) (05-55) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-45. Manawa, Symco Rural Sta., 1909, G+ RFD 10PA (T arc part spotty on embossing) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WI-46. Maribel, 1907, F Doane 3/1 (dial hi: "R" partly off; stamp fault) on PPC. E $8
WI-47. Medina, 1889, G+ CDS/target (bit o/s; ruff L) (1852-1966) on cvr. E $14
WI-48. Melvina, 1903, VG RFD 2F/1 (lite soiled; toned) on cvr. E $14
WI-49. Milford, 1860s, G+ CDS/target ("M" not struck; o/w VG+) (49-04) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
WI-50. Miner, 1908, VG+ Doane 2/1 (93-25) on PPC. E $14
WI-51. Miner, 1913, G+ 4-bar (93-25) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-52. Mosling, 1908, VG 4-bar (97-29) on PPC. E $15
WI-53. Naugart, ca.1909, VG RFD 11F (UNLISTED; lite tone) ms scribble only on PPC. E $6
WI-54. Nenno, 1909, G+ Doane 2/1 (LKU; lite strike; bit o/s; bit lite tone) (57/09) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-55. Newald, 1908, G+ Doane 2/1 w/day correction (dial hi: "W" partly off; lite tone) (05-95) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-56. Paskin, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (upper L tip nib) (89-17) on PPC. E $20
WI-57. Point Bluff, [1859], VF ms (55-08) on cvr w/enc. E $50
WI-58. Redgranite, 1906, G+ Doane 2/5 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-59. Rolling Prairie, [1870], G+ blue CDS/target (lite tone; trim R) (1856-1951) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
WI-60. Rozellville, 1909, F purple DCDS/target (lower L tip nick) (77-29) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-61. Rush Lake, 1908, G+ Doane 2/2 (LKU; year/state lite; lite tone) (83-54) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-62. Sawyer, 1908, F 4-bar (bit lite tone; tip cr) (74-38) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-63. Sextonville, 1906, F Doane 1/2 as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-64. Seymour, 1904, G+ RFD 2F/38 (month omitted; o/w F+; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
WI-65. Shantytown, 1909, G+ 4-bar (stamp gone; toned) (88-09) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-66. South Milwaukee, 1892, VG fancy oval/cork (lite tone) on cvr. E $40
WI-67. Split Rock, 1913, G+ 4-bar ("CK" on stamp; uneven lite tone) (89-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-68. Spring Prairie, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (part lite tone; ruff L) (45-25) on cvr. E $20
WI-69. Spring Prairie, 1888, G+ CDS/target (45-25) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-70. Standart, 1909, VG 4-bar (LATE; bit stutter) (83/09) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
WI-71. Stateline, 1907, VG magenta Doane 2/3 as recd (87-07) on PPC. E $40 MIN.20
WI-72. Stockbridge, 1911, G+ Doane 2/4 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-73. Sugar Bush, 1908, VG RFD 11E/26 (UNLISTED) ms date only (1858/1958) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-74. Tilleda, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (toned) on PPC. E $6
WI-75. Tremepealeau, [1882], VG+ purple CDS on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-76. Valley Junction, 1911, VG 4-bar (76-32) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-77. Walton, 1911, F+ 4-bar (crnr cr; tear T) (68-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WI-78. Waldo, 1910, VG Doane 2/5 on PPC. E $6
WI-79. Whitemound, 1912, VG Doane 3/1 (lite tone) (59-18) on PPC. E $14
WI-80. Wilton, ca.1908, G+ mute box h/s apparently applied by RFD 4 carrier on neighbor-to-neighbor PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-81. Woodland, 1904, VG Doane 2/3 (lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WI-82. Worcester, 1909, VG CDS/cork (crnr crs) (74-13) on PPC. E $20
WI-83. Wyeville, Wisc., 1906, VG CDS/target non-standard (toned) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-84. Wyoming, 1915, VG+ 4-bar (49-19) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WI-85. Yuba, 1908, VG Doane 2/3 (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

WYOMING

WY-1. Albany, 1909, F 4-bar (toned) (08-61) on PPC. E $8
WY-2. Bordeaux, 1911, VG+ 4-bar (slight stutter; lite tone) (77/39) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-3. Bucknum, 1911, G+ 4-bar (near VG+; toned) (08-24) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WY-4. Buford, 1911, VF magenta 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
WY-5. Buford, 1914, F violet 4-bar (stamps fault, before mailed; crs) on PPC. E $6
WY-6. Careyhurst, 1907, G+ 4-bar (crs; tiny tear T) (96-45) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-7. Clearmont, 1916, VG 4-bar (part on stamp) on PPC. E $5
WY-8. Cody/Pony Express Sta., 1990, VF pictorial h/s (horse) w/ "Wyoming Cent'1/Wagon Train/Brigade Trail" slogan; 25c Wyoming on cvr. E $8
WY-9. Creston, 1908, G+ 4-bar (month omitted) (96-09) on GPC. E $50
WY-10. Dale Creek, 1910, G+ Doane 3/1 (part on stamp) (03/17) on PPC. E $12
WY-11. Daniel, 1910, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-12. Dixon, 1908, G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-13. Filmore, 1901, VG+ 4-bar ("RE" on stamp; o/w VF; lite tone) (09-35) on PPC. E $14
WY-14. Filmore, 1909, G+ 4-bar (09-35) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-15. Fort Fred Steele, 1908, G+ 4-bar (68/67) on PPC. E $14
WY-16. Fort Laramie/Old Bedlam Br., 1974, G+ pictorial h/s (powder horn) w/ "6th Infantry Regiment 1849" slogan on GPC. E $6
WY-17. Germania, 1910, VF 4-bar (99-18) on PPC. E $15
WY-18. Grant, 1912, VG+ 4-bar (tears T & R, into dial; AS IS for that; edge tear B) (91-22) on cvr. E $8
WY-20. Grover, 1990, VF pictorial h/s (bird & flowers) w/ "Happy Birthday Wyoming" slogan (R edge lite tone) 25c Wyoming on cvr. E $8
WY-21. Iowa Center, 1912, G+ 4-bar (upper R tip clip; pinhole in dial; tear R; slit 3 sides) (11-16) on cvr w/enc. E $40
WY-23. Jelm, 1913, VG CDS/cork (tip cr) (98-65) on PPC. E $5
WY-24. Kaycee, 1912, F Doane 2/3 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-25. Kearney, 1909, VG Doane 3/2 (81/36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-26. Kearney, [1911], G+ 4-bar (year omitted; nick R) (81/36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-27. Kearney, 1915, G+ 4-bar ("EY" on stamp; lite tone) (81/36) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-28. Kirtley, 1908, VF 4-bar (95-50) on PPC. E $8
WY-29. Kirtley, 1911, G+ 4-bar (toned) (95-50) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WY-30. Labonte, 1910, G+ Doane 2/2 (stamp fault) (78/30) on PPC. E $14
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AD-1. Gadsden, AL, 1940, VG magenta DCDS/4 wavy lines h/s (lite tone) Goodyear cc; 3c Prexie w/Gadsden precanc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-2. Anchorage, AK, 1942, VG Int’l (back gum toned) Anchorage Hotel ad on flap; censor tape L on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-3. Fairbanks, AK, 1958, F Int’l; Silver Fox Lodge, Mile 50, Richardson Highway cc w/shiny silver illus.ad (fox) on #10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-4. McGrath, AK, 1951, G+ 4-bar (state mostly not struck; no flap) "Pearl Laska" cc; illus.logo cabin & observation tower w//"Keep Your Eyes on Alaska-the 49th State" caption on commer.#10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-5. McGrath, AK, 1953, VG+ 4-bar (no flap; nick T) "L.Laska" printed cc w/name corrected to "Pearl"; illus.logo cabin & observation tower w//"Keep Your Eyes on Alaska-the 49th State" caption on commer.#10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-7. Fort Smith, AR, 1946, G+ PB meter; "Western Arkansas/Eastern Oklahoma/Rodeo/Coming Soon" slogan; Ft.Smith Chamber of Commerce cc (lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-8. GPO, British Guiana, 1959, G+ machine; B.W. & Co. MARAZINE ad, w/printed "script" METHEDRINE ad below; bit faulty 5c on PPC to U.S. E $20
AD-9. Ploddiv, Bulgaria, 1935, G repeater; Stoyanoff & Nicoloff return add.on flap; illus.MOTORCYCLE on lower flap; Firestone illus.logo (tire) on add.side on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
AD-10. Brawley, CA, 1935, VG Int’l; Hotel Dunlack illus.ad ("Cold Air Cooling System") on cvr. E $16
AD-11. Calexico, CA, 1931, VG Univ.; Hotel De Anza full-color illus.portrait ad on cvr. E $20
AD-12. Calexico, CA, 1939, F Univ.w/inverted slugs; "Nat’l Dollar Stores" ad cc on cvr. E $14
AD-13. El Centro, CA, 1920, G+ Univ. (town part spotty) Hotel Oregon cc; overall back ad w/blue photo illus.of hotel on cvr. E $20
AD-14. El Centro, CA, 1931, F Univ. (trim R) Hotel Barbara Worth full-color illus.ad cc
(cowgirl portrait & desert) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20
AD-15. El Centro, CA, 1939, VG Univ.; Imperial Irrigation District illus.ad (Boulder Dam) on #10 cvr. E $16
AD-17. Los Angeles, CA, 1937, G+ PB slogan meter; "Ebb Tide with Oscar Homalka-Frances Farmer/Ray Milland"; Paramount Pictures cc on #12 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-19. Los Angeles/Garvanza Sta., CA, 1908, G+ duplex; (tip wear) "Cawston Ostrich Farm" tiny h/s return add. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-20. Nevada City, CA, 1902, G+ duplex (trim R, in stamp) Master of Finance, Milo Lodge, Knights of Pythias illus.ad cc (armor & axes) on PSE. E $14
AD-21. (Pasadena), CA, 1958 (Jan 3), canxed Los Angeles G+ Univ. on 4.5x6.25" 6-panel "Tournament of Roses" folder w/full-color illus.(floats, etc.); "Queen" Trudy Wood on back. E $15 MIN.8
AD-22. Paso Robles, CA, 1922, G+ Amer/Al4; Paso Robles Hot Springs photo illus.ad cc on cvr. E $14
AD-23. Pomona, CA, 1924, G+ duplex; Hotel St.Catherine, Catalina Island, illus.menu & ad on 3-panel PPC w/"List of Things to Do". E $30
AD-24. San Francisco, CA, 1890, G duplex (toned; trim R, just in back ad) Truman, Hooker & Co.illus.ad at L (Bradley "Square Corner" Sulky plow); overall illus.back ad (Bradley Gang Plow) on cvr w/several related enc. E $24
AD-25. San Francisco, CA, 1891, VG duplex/18; Hongkong & Shanghai Bank’g Corp.h/s at L & printed form on back on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-26. San Francisco, CA, 1892, G+ duplex/10 (crnr cr) Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corp.h/s on back on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-27. San Francisco, CA, 1894, G+ Int’l; "Bohemian Club/Weaving Spiders Come Not Here" albino embossed illus.owl on skull on flap on cvr. E $20
AD-28. San Francisco, CA, 1896, partial duplex; Palatine Ins.Co.Ltd.illus.ad cc (castle gate) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-29. San Francisco, CA, 1919, G Univ. (tone around window) Sperry Flour Co.cc; overall back ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-30. San Francisco, CA, 1946, F Int’l; Julius E.Pera "Photostamps" illus.ad on back of PC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-31. (San Francisco), CA, ca.1980s, printed "Non-Prof.Org/Postage Paid" (trim L) Oceanic Soc’y return add.on flap; 6 illus.fish on add.side on #10 window cvr w/encs. E $12 MIN.6
AD-32. San Francisco, St.D, CA, 1905, F Int’l (bit trim B; lite tone spot) Palace Hotel cc; 5c Lincoln on cvr w/letterhead enc.to Finance. E $15 MIN.8
AD-33. San Francisco/Sta.D, CA, 1901, G+ Int’l; Payot, Umpah & Co.Booksellers illus.ad (typewriter); "You Can Write 14 Different Languages on One Hammond Typewriter" at B; text ad on back; on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-34. San Jose, CA, 1981, G+ meter; San Jose Missions illus.logo cc (bell tower, balls, bat) on #10 window cvr. Short-lived minor league baseball team. E $12 MIN.6
AD-35. Santa Monica, CA, 1939, G+ meter; "Fly Douglas All-Ways" slogan w/illus.plane silhouette; Douglas Aircraft cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-36. Santa Rosa, CA, ca.1980s, printed Bulk Rate Permit #138; Fishing International cc w/illus.ad (fish) on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-37. Westwood, CA, 1939, G+ meter; "Paul Bunyan’s California Pines" slogan w/illus.cartoon face; Industrial Relations Dept./Red River Lumber Co.cc (tear T) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-38. (Central City), CO, 1946, canxed Denver G+ 4-bar (lite tone) on 5.5x8.5" 8-panel folded lettersheet (opens to 17x22") w/several pix of town & area, inc.Teller House; full, detailed state map. SCARCE to see mailed. E $20
AD-41. (Golden), CO, 1967, canxed Denver VF machine; Adolph Coors Co.logo above message on ad
AD-42. (Henry), CO, 1884, partial CDS/target (town not struck; ruff R) South Side Farm of Citizen Ditch & Land Co.cc on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $30 MIN.15
AD-43. Loveland, CO, 1948, F Int'l; Loveland Pioneer Museum illus.ad (stagecoach silhouette) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-44. Pueblo, CO, 1922, VG Univ.; Pueblo Rifle Club cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-45. Wellington, CO, 1931, VG duplex (slight ruff slit T) Lincoln Highway Garage cc; 1c Frank. on local cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-46. Weston, CO, 1933, partial 4-bar (town mostly not struck) "Saddle Rock Hotel & Cafe, Trinidad, Colo." h/s ad at T on PPC. E $14
AD-47. San Jose, Costa Rica, 1951, G+ machine; Globe Hoists text ad at L; 15c air on ad PPC (cars on hoists) to U.S. E $14
AD-48. Hartford, CT, 1921, G+ Univ. (part heavy inked) Woman's Relief Corps cc w/illus medal on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-49. Mansfield Center, CT, 1889, G+ CDS/target; O.S.Chaffee & Son, Silk Mfrs.illus.ad (woman & loom) on PSE. E $20
AD-50. New Britain, CT, 1897, VG duplex; Humason & Beckley Mfg.Co./Hardware & Fine Pocket Cutlery cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-51. New Haven, CT, 1946, G+ PB meter; "When in New York Visit the Gilbert Hall of Science..." slogan w/illus.blgd; A.C.Gilbert Co.cc (lite tone) on #10 window cvr. E $8
AD-52. (Smyrna), DE, 1957, canxed France, France, G+ slogan machine; "Rothwell's Garage/Dodge & Plymouth" cc; printed "script" ad for Gulf auto products & service in message area on PPC to U.S. E $14
AD-53. Washington, DC, ca.1981, G+ dateless 3.5c PB meter; Sea Turtle Rescue Fund cc; illus.turtle & life preserver on #10 window cvr w/encs. E $12 MIN.6
AD-54. (Indialantic), FL, 1963, canxed Melbourne VG machine; McHose Music h/s ad at L on PPC: "Conn Minuet" home organ. E $12 MIN.6
AD-56. Winter Garden, FL, 1964, F machine; W.T.Zeigler Furniture h/s below Lane Sweetheart Chest text ad at L; 4c Lincoln coil on PPC: man & woman sitting on chest. E $12 MIN.6
AD-57. Paris, France, 1980, G meter (bit trim L) Au Coin de Peche ("At the Fishing Spot") illus.ad cc (fish) on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
AD-58. (Atlanta), GA, 1955, canxed Paris, France, F CDS; Fuller's Gulf Service printed "script" ad for auto service on PPC w/red "Piece No.5/Mails February" instruction to mailer printed below address. E $14
AD-59. Mount Airy, GA, 1901, VG CDS/cork (trim R) "The Inn" cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-60. Honolulu, HI, 1963, VF machine (bit trim T, just in stamp) "Aloha" illus.flower at L; "Hawaii/Isles of Paradise" overall back ad w/5 full-color photo illus. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-62. Bloomington, IL, 1910, VG Amer/Bl4(); YMCA Boosters illus.ad (angry man caricature) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-63. Camp Point, IL, 1908, VF duplex (lower R tip ruff) Issac Cutter, Sec'y, Ancient Free & Accepted Masons cc on cvr. E $8
AD-64. Cerro Gordo, IL, 1916, F duplex (lite tone) Pollard Store "Seasonable Specials" text ad at L on PPC: April calendar; boy w/dog in fool's hat (bit of offset ink on illus.). E $15 MIN.8
AD-66. (Chicago), IL, 1870s, canxed Lockport G+ CDS/cork (ruff L, just in ad; bit lite tone) Rush Medical College lite blue illus.ad (blgd) overall lined background; bit faulty 3c banknote on cvr. E $20
AD-68. Chicago, IL, 1883, F Wesson H(14); Douglass, Thompson & Co./Merchants in All Requisites Pertaining to the Art-Science of Photography header on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-69. Chicago, IL, 1886, G+ duplex (tip cr) Albert Dickinson, Seed Merchant form on GPC. E $6
AD-70. Chicago, IL, 1893, VG Int'l; "The Horseman" subscription notice w/illus.(2 horses) on
GPC. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-71. Chicago, IL, [1893], G duplex (ruff R) Hammond Typewriter Co.cc on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(semi-circular typewriter; bldg & boats). E $30 MIN.15  
AD-72. Chicago, IL, 1893, VG+ Int'l (bit trim T; lite tone) S.Wilks Water Heaters & Tanks illus.ad (cutaway water heater) pair 1c blue on cvr. E $15  
AD-73. Chicago, IL, 1895, VF Amer/D13(A) (trim R; tiny tear T) Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co.illus.ad (warehouse) at L; illus.fancy pocket knife on back on cvr; enc.w/matching illus.bldg letterhead. E $20  
AD-74. Chicago, IL, 1895, F Amer (lite tone) Henderson & Melin Drapers/Tailors illus.ad (tailor & customer) on back of GPC. E $14  
AD-75. Chicago, IL, 1895, G+ Amer/A13(A) (upper L crnr ruff slit, in ad; lite tone; no flap) "Anchor Line of Transatlantic, Mediterranean, Peninsular & Oriental Mail Steamships/Henderson Bros." illus.ad (anchor on banner); black border applied to signify "MOURNING." VERY RARE application on ad cvr. E $30  
AD-76. Chicago, IL, 1897, F Amer/B14(A) (trim R, just in stamp; toned) Murray & Co.illus.ad (tent, o/s by transit canx) & overall lined background; "Circus Outfitters" overall ad on back (illus.tents, o/s by recd canx) on cvr. E $15  
AD-77. Chicago, IL, 1898, G+ Amer/B14(6); Union League Club cc; 1c green on unsealed local cvr. E $8  
AD-78. Chicago, IL, 1900, G Amer/B14(38) (crnr cr) Jas.H.Smith Photo Supplies form on back on GPC. E $6  
AD-79. Chicago, IL, 1901, G+ Int'l (trim R; tears; lite tone) W.D.Sager Stoves & Ranges fancy ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-80. Chicago, IL, 1903, VG Int'l (tear R) Press Club of Chicago header w/illus.quill pen on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-81. Chicago, IL, 1904, F Int'l w/dateless dial (toned) Oliver Typewriter Co.illus.ad (typewriter) lc Sc.300 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8  
AD-82. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Int'l (lite tone; bit cr) "Lake View Cong./Sunday School" 38mm blue double-circle h/s at L on rally day PPC. E $15  
AD-83. Chicago, IL, [1917], G+ precanx (uneven toned; pencil notes) Wood Bros.Comm'n Merchants overall ad w/illus.flashlight on 3.75x4" 3-panel folded PC, opens to 7x11". E $20  
AD-84. Chicago, IL, 1924, G+ permit/meter (bit trim T) W.W.Kimball Co.illus.ad (bldg); text ad on back on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-85. Chicago, IL, 1924, VG permit/meter (bti trim T; lite tone) QRS Player Rolls ad cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-86. Chicago, IL, ca.1930s, VF dateless Univ.; Oriental Institute, Univ.of Chicago cc; 1.5c Harding on cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8  
AD-87. Chicago, IL, 1938, G+ PB meter; "Seasons Greetings" slogan w/illus.cheerful Santa; Undertakers Supply Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-88. Chicago, IL, ca.1939, F PB meter; "Quick-Action Want Ads/Chicago's Great Want Ad Value" slogan; tiny illus.newsboy w/paper; Herald American logo cc (bit lite tone; lower R tip ruff) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-89. Chicago, IL, 1939, VF PB meter; "Please, Mr.Driver/Don't Forget Us" slogan w/sharply detailed illus.: cars speeding past boy & girl holding hands; Lumbersmens Mutual Casualty Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-90. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ PB meter; "The Stevens Tops the World in Hotel Values" slogan w/stylized illus.: 3 sails on waves; return add.on flap on #10 cvr. E $8  
AD-91. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ green pb meter; "when you can't see to drive safely... Stop Driving!" slogan w/illus.night scene; Farmers Mutual Reinsurance Co.cc (edge tear T) on #10 cvr. E $8  
AD-92. Chicago, IL, ca.1940s, G+ Univ. (toned; part lite soiled on back) Clean-A-Pipe Tool Co.illus.ad at L (Toilet Auger demonstration w/toilet cutaway) & on back (auger) on GPC (Sc.UX27). SCARCE topic. E $20 MIN.10  
AD-93. Chicago, IL, 1941, VF PB meter; "Mailed Via 'Mailomat' at Sixth Annual Chicago Office Equipment Display/Palmer House" slogan (L edge crs) on Mailomat PPC. E $12 MIN.6  
AD-94. Chicago, IL, 1941, F Univ.; Esquire magazine 19-line "script" ad, "signed" by a.Varga ("Varga Girls" artist) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12  
AD-95. Chicago, IL, 1941, G+ PB meter; "The World's Biggest Buying Center" slogan w/illus.bldg
outline; Merchandise Mart cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-96. Chicago, IL, 1941, F PB meter; "The Speed That Thrills is the Speed That Kills" slogan w/illus.speeding car; Employers Mutuals cc (ruff slit T; cr) on #10 window cvr w/overall back ad (owl head). E $12 MIN.6
AD-97. Chicago, IL, 1944, F Univ.; American Glove Co.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-98. Chicago, IL, 1947, F NPM meter; "World's Largest/The Stevens/A Hilton Hotel" slogan on cvr. E $8
AD-99. Chicago, IL, 1949, VG PB meter; "Shop Now at Sears for Christmas" slogan w/illus.Santa; Sears Roebuck cc (upper R edge slit) on #10 window cvr. E $8
AD-100. Chicago, IL, 1957, VF PB meter strip w/"Zenith Phonevision Can Add to TV the Shows You Want-At a Fraction of Their Box Office Prices" slogan (lite crs) Zenith Radio cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-101. Chicago, IL, 1958 (Dec 24), VG Univ.; Sears-Roebuck cc w/"Do not forward" instruction; illus.ad at L; Spring & Summer Catalog ad on back on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-102. Chicago, IL, 1965, VG machine (lite tone; tip cr) long printed "script" ad for Child Health Conference & Pediatric Seminar on Mental Health & retardation on 6x9" PPC to doctor of osteopathic medicine: "...Bring your wives... to the fashion Center of the Mid West for those summer, refreshing, radiant appearances that are produced after shopping spleens..." E $20
AD-103. Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1914, F Int'l; Sears-Roebuck order acknowledgement on GPC. E $6
AD-104. Chicago/Sta.U, IL, 1906, G Int'l (uneven trim R) Temple Pump Co.ad cc; overall dark blue background w/white parallelograms for cc & address; on cvr. E $14
AD-105. Coal Valley, IL, 1870s, G CDS/target; Phillips & Thomas/Dry Goods, Groceries boxed ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-106. Franklin Grove, IL, 1883, VF CDS/cork (edge tear L) C.Durkes/Dry Goods & Groceries cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-107. Geneseo, IL, 1974, G+ machine; Kittrell Chevrolet-Olds logo cc; illus.Caprice Classic Coupe at B; overall full-color illus.back ad (9 cars, inc.Corvette & Camaro; 3 trucks) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-108. Harvard, IL, 1895, partial CDS/cork; Star Hay Carriers illus.ad (star & several products) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-109. Marengo, IL, 1911, G duplex (ruff R, in stamp; lite tone; tears R) Baptist Church photo illus.ad on cvr w/Presbyterian Church photo illus.letterhead enc. E $14
AD-110. Mayoood, IL, 1954, VG Int'l; Proviso Twp.High School cc on air/special del.cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-111. Neponset, IL, 1895, G CDS/cork (lite soiled; lite tone) "Neponset Gun Club" h/s cc; 1c blue on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-112. Pontiac, IL, 1909, G+ Amer/B14 (trim R) Spartan Mfg.Co.cc; 5-line text ad w/illus."Spartan Corn Belt" feed mill on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-113. Rock Island, IL, 1940, G+ meter (edge tear T) Bear Mfg.Co.cc w/illus.logo; matching illus.in meter on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-114. Silvis, IL, 1970, VG machine; "Tri-Chem Liquid Embroidery" crafts party invitation at L on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-116. Urbana, IL, [1939], G+ orange 1c PB meter; "Illini Home-Coming/Michigan vs.Illinois/Nov.4,1939" slogan w/illus.Indian head; Football Ticket Office/Univ.of Illinois illus.ad (football player & coach) on #10 cvr. E $30
AD-117. Urbana, IL, [1940], G+ blue 1c PB meter; "Illini Home-Coming/Notre Dame vs.Illinois/Oct.26,1940" slogan w/illus.Indian head;Ticket Office cc; Univ.of Illinois Football schedule ad on #10 cvr. E $30
AD-118. Urbana, IL, [1941], VF red 1c PB meter; "Illini Union Dedication Home-Coming/Michigan vs.Illinois/Nov.1,1941" slogan w/illus.Indian head; Univ.of Illinois Football Ticket Information illus.ad (3 football players) on #10 cvr. E $30
AD-119. Woodstock, IL, 1890 (Dec 24), G+ CDS/cork; E.E.Bagley Wholesale Grain & Millstuffs price list w/"Merry Christmas." h/s on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-120. Anderson, IN, ca.1910s, printed 1c. Paid/Permit #16 (tears T & L; pinholes) Gospel Trumpet Co.illus.ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-121. Crawfordsville, IN, 1972, VG meter (crnr cr) Chevrolet dealer's ad at L w/salesman's
signature on PPC: Malibu Colonnade Hardtop Coupe. E $12 MIN.6
AD-122. Fort Wayne, IN, 1886, G+ duplex; American Farmer fancy header on back of GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-123. Goshen, IN, ca.1890, partial CDS/cork (dial mostly not struck) Hostetler & Wisler Machinery & Boilers cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-124. Indianapolis, IN, 1895, partial duplex (toned) Emil Wulschner & Son/Pianos & Organs illus.ad (bldg); "Regal Mandolins & Guitars" text ad on back; on cvr. E $15
AD-125. Indianapolis, IN, 1936, G+ Permit 25; Van Camp Hardware & Iron illus.ad (bldg); logo on back; on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-126. Indianapolis, IN, 1939, F meter; "Tucker Trucks For Every Purpose" slogan w/illus.hand truck; Tucker-Dorsey Mfg.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-127. Indianapolis, IN, 1950s, printed Mailer's Postmark/Permit 455; WIBC radio ad at L; Colgate "Vel" coupon on back on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-128. Indianapolis, IN, 1969, VG meter; Chevrolet dealer's ad at L on PPC: Monte Carlo Coupe. E $12 MIN.6
AD-129. Kokomo, IN, 1940, VG 1c PB meter; "Dutch Oven Ranges" slogan w/illus.Dutch girl; Globe Range Co.logo ad cc (bit lite tone) illus.back ad on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-130. Mishawaka, IN, 1904, G duplex (RUFF R, well into stamp) Mishawaka Woolen Mfg.Co.cc; illus.ad (Ball-Band sock & boot) on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-131. New Albany, IN, ca.1920, VG Univ. & partial duplex (L edge cr) New Albany Box & Basket Co.illus.ad (fruit crate) 1c coil on cvr. E $15
AD-132. South Bend, IN, 1902, G+ Amer/B14(); South Bnd Chilled Plow Co.form on back on GPC. E $8
AD-133. Stinesville, IN, 1914, G+ duplex (pinholes) overall back ad for town w/illus.Indiana Soldiers' & Sailors' Monument on cvr. E $15
AD-134. Cedar Falls, IA, [1892], G+ duplex; Cedar Falls Roller Mills price list on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-135. Clarinda, IA, ca.1920s?, VG precanx (R tip tears; tiny tear L) Berry's Poultry Farm overall ad w/illus.chicks & strawberry; 3c Lincoln Sc.555 on 6.5x9.5" cvr w/encs., inc.128-lg.catalog w/HUNDREDS of illus.animals, farm equipment, etc. E $30 MIN.15
AD-136. Davenport, IA, 1933, VF Univ.; Palais Royal Women's Outfitters shoe sale ad on back of UX27 GPC. E $5
AD-137. Davenport, IA, 1946, VG PB meter; "If you can't come to town... Shop by mail or phone..." slogan; M.L.Parker Co.cc on cvr. E $8
AD-138. Davenport, IA, 1985, G+ meter; Oldsmobile dealer ad at L on PPC: dealership & car lot. E $12 MIN.6
AD-139. Decorah, IA, 1913, VF Amer/B14 (toned) Marsh Music House photo illus.ad at L (owner in band uniform) on PC w/printed header on back. E $14
AD-140. Des Moines, IA, 1928, G+ Univ. (trim R; lite edge tone; edge tear B) Chamberlain Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-141. Des Moines, IA, 1934, VF Univ.; As-No-Mor Co./Hoover Medicine Co.cc (asthma remedy) on cvr. E $6
AD-142. Fort Atkinson, IA, 1934, G+ duplex (state mostly not struck) St.John Nepomucene Rectory cc on cvr. E $6
AD-143. Hull, IA, 1896, partial CDS/cork (trim R, in 1 stamp; toned) DeMots Bros.Jewelers illus.ad (Quick Train Rockford Watch; train, watch & cherub); 2 faulty 1c on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-144. Newton, IA, 1941, F PB meter; "Use It Free!/See How Much Maytag Saves You. Phone Your Dealer For Free Trial" slogan; Maytag Co.cc (part ruff slit B) on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-145. Newton, IA, 1942, F PB meter; "My New Maytag Master Washer is So Economical!/Free Trial-Phone Your Order" slogan w/illus.woman's face; Maytag Co.cc (part ruff slit B) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-146. Osaloosa, IA, 1898, G duplex (ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) Penn Athletic Ass'n, Foot-Ball Dept., Carl Johnson, Mgr.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-147. Radcliffe, IA, 1916 (Dec 25), G+ duplex (lite tone) "The Two Oles" photo illus.ad at L (2 actors); LONG text ad for comic duo on back; on PC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-148. Barnes, KS, 1898, VG CDS/cork (lite tone; tip crs) H.S.Hogue/Buggies & Wagons cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14
AD-149. (Belle Plaine, KS, [1938], G precanx (horiz.cr) Augusta, KS, Gen.Del.DCDS as recd;
Bartlett Arboretum cc; 1c stamp used to seal edge, slit thru; on folded illus.ad (opens to 17x14") showing map of arboretum (pencil notes in border). E $15
AD-150. Elk City, KS, 1884, G+ TCDS/fancy wheel (killer lite; crs) A.R.Quigg Hardware, Agricultural Implements, Wagons header on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-151. Iola, KS, 1892, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; lite edge tone) L.L.Northrup, Banker cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-152. Kingman, KS, 1905, G+ duplex (tear T) Kingman Co-Operative Store cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-153. Kirwin, KS, 1901, G+ CDS/cork; Kirwin State Bank cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-154. Liberal, KS, 1965, G+ Int'l; Baughman Farms cc; illus.ad (wheat, cows, map) on #10 cvr. E $6
AD-155. Little River, KS, 1914, G duplex (lite tone; addressee's pencil note; pinholes) J.E.Moore/Goodyear MOTORCYCLE Tires cc; Goodyear logo at B on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-156. Piqua, KS, 1923, G+ 4-bar (ruff R) Nat'l Hay Ass'n illus.ad cc (hay bale) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-157. Troy, KS, 1961, F meter (lite tone) Register of Deeds cc; Kansas Cent'l illus.logo at B; overall illus.back ad (state map & features) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-158. Wichita, KS, 1937, VF Univ. (trim L & upper L) Burgan Plumbing Co.illus.ad (gas furnace burner) on cvr w/many related encs. E $12 MIN.6
AD-159. Wilsey, KS, 1894, G CDS/cork (tiny tear T) Wilsey State Bank cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-160. Fulton, KY, 1940, G+ Int'l; "Smith Top Hat Cafe... Home of Sizzling Steaks... On Highway 48 & 51" 29x51mm ad label tied on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-161. Louisville, KY, 1884, partial duplex (town not struck; bit ruff trim R, just in back ad; nick B) Duncan's Monthly Magazine of Live-stock, Farming ad cc; long overall text ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-162. Louisville, KY, 1904, F Int'l; Baptist Book Concern ad cc; overall text ad on back; on cvr. E $6
AD-163. Louisville, KY, 1946, G+ Univ. (o/s) Spalding's Laundry Dry Cleaning full-color illus.ad (baby in tub & dog) 1.5c Prexie on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-164. Shelbyville, KY, 1904, G+ duplex; "Dinelle & Pelosi/Confectionery & Restaurant" boxed ad cc on blue cvr. E $6
AD-165. New Orleans, LA, 1889, partial duplex; Smith & Boullemet/Saddlery, Harness & Collars form on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-166. New Orleans, LA, 1943, VG Univ.; New Hotel Monteleone cc; overall illus.back ad on air cvr. E $14
AD-167. Ocean Point, ME, 1903, G+ CDS/target (tears T, 1 in ad) Atlantic House photo illus.ad; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-168. Portland, ME, 1893, G+ duplex (trim R) Kendall & Whitney Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store illus.ad (egg case) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-171. Baltimore, MD, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) John Downey & Son Groceries, Wines & Liquors ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-172. Baltimore, MD, [1880], G+ CDS/target (edge tears T; surface hole R) H.W.Huntemuller & Co.Salted Fish cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-173. Baltimore, MD, [1883], G+ CDS/grid; Rennous, Kleinle & Co.Brushes fancy ad on purple cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-174. Baltimore, MD, 1889, G+ duplex (ruff R) T.B.Hull & Co./Commission Merchants cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-175. Baltimore, MD, 1896, G Barry; Phillips Bro's & Co.text ad for overalls on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-176. (Baltimore), MD, 1898, canxed T.C.Penna R.R.Sta/Phila, PA, G+ 237-E-10 (sligt trim T; lite tone) Hotel Rennert illus.ad on cvr w/3rd Ave N.Y.City/RPO G+ CDS as recd b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AD-177. Baltimore, MD, 1898, F Barry (trim L) Reamer's Howard House illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-178. Baltimore, MD, 1899, G Barry; Wm.Koch Importing Co.form on back on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-179. Baltimore, MD, 1899, F Barry (lite tone; no flap) Fidelity & Deposit Co. illus.ad (bldg) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6


AD-181. Baltimore, MD, 1913, VF Int'l w/dateless dial (upper R crnr heavy cr; other lite crs; lite tone) American Funeral Benefit Ass'n 8x10" folded ad flyer (bit faulty) inserted in "pocket" applique on front ("pants" of farmer w/straw hat & suspenders) on 5x7.75" ad PPC pub.by Livermore & Knight. Much better than average condition for this type ad. RARE, LATE usage. E $100

AD-182. Baltimore, MD, 1921, F Int'l; Hotel Rennert illus.ad; pair 1c Wash.coils on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AD-183. Baltimore, MD, 1952, VG PB meter w/"Starts at First Call/Gulf Batteries" illus.slogan (bugler); Gulf logo cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-184. Boonsboro, MD, 1950, VF Int'l (tip cr) David C.VanVoorhis (stamp dealer) ad: Bulgarian Gov't Kilo Boxes; on GPC. E $8

AD-185. Cumberland, MD, 1957, G+ Int'l (dial bit hi) 1957 Rambler text ad above message on ad PPC (Cross Country Station Wagon) to The Price is Right game show: bid on "Rambler Showcase". E $14

AD-186. Sykesville, MD, 1898, partial CDS/cork; printed "script" ad for "Theatrical Entertainment at Warfield School..." on GPC. E $12 MIN.6

AD-187. Amesbury, MA, 1888, partial CDS/cork (upper R tip nib) 6 text ads on back: Bailey Sleighs; Rowell Carriages; Marston Carriage Wheels; Briggs Carriage Umbrellas; etc. on GPC. E $20

AD-188. Boston/5 cts, MA, 1840s, G+ CDS (bit stutter; lite crs) "Revere House/Bowdoin Square" ad cc in oval on stampless cvr. E $24 MIN.12

AD-189. Boston, MA, [1870], partial CDS/cork; G.W.Stratton, Musical Instruments/Books ad cc; 2c banknote on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-190. Boston, MA, [1880], VF CDS/BOLD neg."H" in square cork; A.H.Roffe & Co.'s Subscription Agy.illus.logo (Robinson Crusoe) 1c banknote on cvr. E $14

AD-191. Boston, MA, [1880], F CDS/BOLD neg."3" in round cork; 1c banknote on cvr w/4 Houghton-Mifflin Publ.ads. E $15

AD-192. Boston, MA, 1893, G+ Amer (trim R) I.H.Ballou Butter, Cheese ad cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-193. Boston, MA, 1897, VG Amer/B4(8); Athletic Committee, Boston Athletic Ass'n cc w/illus.UNICORN head on PSE. E $20

AD-194. Boston, MA, 1899, VF Amer/B14(G) (edge tears L) Frank E.Fitts Mfg./Cold Water Paint, Mineral Wool ad cc; 1c green on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AD-195. Boston, MA, 1899, G+ Amer/B14(11); "The Savoy/Private Tours" illus.ad cc (star) 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $14


AD-197. Boston, MA, 1911, G+ Amer/A14(6) (part toned) Burditt & Williams header; 2 illus.safety razors at L; overall illus.back ad (3 razors in boxes w/descriptions) on cvr. E $20

AD-198. Boston, MA, [1922], printed 1c Paid/Permit #1248 (bit lite soiled) 24th Meeting Associated Harvard Clubs illus.ad; secy's cc on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8


AD-200. East Northfield, MA, 1904, G duplex (town partial; slight trim T) F.B.Estabrook, Apt.for Handy Washing Machine illus.ad (washing machine) 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $15

AD-201. Holyoke, MA, 1889, partial duplex (trim R) C.P.Lyman, Plumber & Copper Worker/Akron Drain Pipe ad cc; 5c blue Garfield on cvr to England. E $16

AD-202. (Plymouth), MA, [1907], illegible canx (lite tone; no flap) A.S.Burbank, Pilgrim Bookstore, illus.ad (Mayflower, John Alden & Priscilla, etc.); overall text ad for town on back on cvr. E $15

AD-203. Adrian, MI, [1881], partial CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp to portrait) Chas.A.Gray, Adrian College illus.ad cc (bldg) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $20

AD-204. Adrian, MI, [1882], partial CDS/target (bit ruff upper L) Chas.A.Gray, Adrian College
illlus.ad cc (bldg) on cvr w/matching illlus.letterhead enc. E $24
AD-205. Adrian, MI, [1897], G+ dateless duplex; Page Wire Fence Co. illlus.ad cc (fence) on 1c PSE w/encs.: 9.5x12.5" 4-pg."Coiled Spring Hustler" illlus.ad publication; 3.5x6" 2-panel flyer w/illus.BUFFALO & fence. E $20 MIN.10
AD-206. Detroit, MI, ca.1890, G mute ovals (heavy cr; lite tone) J.F.Hannaham cc w/illus.icebox: "With This System One Article Cannot Produce an Odor on An Other"; on 1c PSE. E $20
AD-207. Detroit, MI, 1904, F Int'l; D.M.Ferry & Co., Seed Growers cc on cvr. E $6
AD-208. Detroit, MI, 1935, G+ 2c permit; "Drive V8 Yourself & Be Convinced" slogan (town mostly not struck; upper R tip ruff slit) Ford Motor Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
AD-209. Detroit, MI, 1938, G+ 2c meter; "Keep Furs Safe in Hudson's Fur Storage" slogan w/illus.fox; J.L.Hudson Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-210. Detroit, MI, 1938, G+ 2c PB meter; "Kroger Clock Bread..." slogan; Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.cc (bit trim T) on #10 cvr. E $6
AD-211. Detroit, MI, 1938, VF 2c PB meter; "Packard for 1938/World's smoothest riding car" slogan w/illus.globe; Packard Motor Car cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-212. Detroit, MI, 1941, F PB meter; "Packard/Skipper the Clipper/Ask the Man Who Owns One" slogan w/illus.banner; Packard Motor Car cc (lower L ruff slit) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-213. Detroit, MI, 1943, F PB meter; "Packard For Precision Power" slogan w/illus.plane & speedboat; Packard Motor Car cc (L tip nick) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-214. Detroit/Sta.C, MI, 1905, VG Amer/B38 on PPC (Detroit skyline); Frederick Stearns & Co.ad on pix side, w/message to "Doctor". E $12 MIN.6
AD-215. Farmington, MI, 1896, G+ CDs/cork (LUK; "F" not struck) C.M.Doherty Hardware cc on cvr. E $8
AD-216. Flint, MI, 1938, VG PB meter; "For 1938 'Better buy Buick!'" slogan; Buick Motor Div'n/Gen'l Motors cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-217. Grand Rapids, MI, 1870s, F CDs/cork (lower R tip nick) Grand Rapids Plaster Co.ad cc; illlus.back ad ("Eagle Mills/Plaster/Stucco"; factory; train) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-218. Grand Rapids, MI, ca.1880, G CDs/cork (bit ruff R; bit lite tone) Alabastine Co.fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-219. (Greenville), MI, 1957, canxed Paris, France, F machine; "Foote's Gulf Service" cc; printed "script" ad for auto products & service in message area on PPC to U.S. E $14
AD-220. Kalamazoo, MI, 1939, VG+ green PB meter; "Shakespeare Balanced Tackle/Honor Built/Honor Sold" slogan w/illus.fisherman landing fish; Shakespeare Products cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-221. Kalamazoo, MI, [1956], VF precanx (staple holes T) R.C.Bait Bags illlus.ad (jumping fish) at B; text ad on back; 3c Liberty Sc.1035 on 6x12.5" VERTICAL sample BAIT BAG #100, used AS MAILER, w/5 encs.: 4 diff.smaller bait bags; bit faulty order form/env. RARE ad item. E $30 MIN.15
AD-222. Lansing, MI, 1938, VF meter; "Oldsmobile/The Car that has Everything" slogan; Oldsmobile Six & Eight cc w/logo on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-223. Lapeer, MI, [1875], partial CDs/cork (tip cr) Hughes Bros Lumber ad on GPC Sc.UX3. E $15
AD-224. Muskegon, MI, 1938, VF PB meter; "The World Rides on Sealed Power" slogan w/tiny illlus.nude woman; Sealed Power Corp.cc (upper R tip slit) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-225. Saugatuck, MI, 1928, VG duplex; Camp Gray illlus.ad cc (lake scene) on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
AD-226. Wyandotte, MI, 1939, F NPM meter; "Use Wyandotte Products to clean all 4... Paint Porcelain Floors Marble" slogan; illlus.Indian w/bow & arrow; Wyandotte/J.B.Ford cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-227. Wyandotte, MI, 1939, F NPM meter; "...for every kind of cleaning job" slogan; Wyandotte Products/J.B.Ford Sales illlus.ad (Indian w/bow & arrow) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-228. Wyandotte, MI, 1939, G+ NPM meter; "Ask Your Grocer For This Package..." slogan w/illus.box; Wyandotte Products/J.B.Ford Sales illlus.ad (Indian w/bow & arrow) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-229. Duluth, MN, 1948, F Univ.; Int'l Woodworkers of America/CIO/Local 29 cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-230. (New York Mills), MN, 1995, canxed Fargo, ND, G+ machine; "Princess House" products
home party invitation on ad PPC: shrimp bowl & drinks. E $12 MIN.6
AD-231. Warroad, MN, 1995, G+ machine (tip cr) "Country Peddlers" in-home party invitation on ad PPC. E $8
AD-232. Gerald, MO, 1909, VG 4-bar (trim R) Hotel Gerald photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-234. Kansas City/Sta.A, MO, 1890, G+ duplex (trim R; lite tone) Blossom House/Opposite Union Square illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-235. Louisiana, MO, [1889], partial CDS/cork (dial hi; bit ruff trim R; lite tone line) Stark Nurseries text ad on cvr. E $15
AD-236. Moberly/Tr.Clt., MO, 1907, G+ 831-H-1 duplex (CATALOG COPY; uneven toned; edge tears T) "Baltimore Hotel" photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15
AD-237. Noborne, MO, 1906, G duplex (bit ruff trim R) N.S.Rhodes/Breeder of Barred Plymouth Rocks illus.ad (chickens) on cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc. E $15
AD-238. Saint Joseph, MO, 1903, G duplex (ruff R; part ruff upper L; toned) Western Fruit-Grower illus.ad header (farm) w/stamp collar on #10 cvr w/matching illus.letterhead enc.(bit faulty). E $12 MIN.6
AD-240. (Saint Louis), MO, 1875, VG cork killer only; Loron Mitchell, Commission Merchant cc; 1c banknote on cvr; "St.Louis Daily Market Reporter" enc. w/produce prices. E $15 MIN.8
AD-241. Saint Louis, MO, [1884], G duplex (trim R; edge tear T; part lite tone) J.Worth illus.ad (washing machine) pair 1c banknotes on cvr. E $15
AD-242. Saint Louis, MO, 1893, G+ Int'l (trim R) Manley & Thompson Farm Machinery, Buggies, Wagons illus.ad (buggy) w/text ad forming address lines on PSE. E $20
AD-243. Saint Louis, MO, 1898, F Barry (slight ruff trim R) Mansur & Tabbetts Implement Co.white-on-black illus.ad cc (white elephant on company boxcar); illus.back ad (horse & Giant Killer Feed Mill) on PSE. E $24
AD-244. Saint Louis, MO, 1900, F Barry (trim R, barely in back ad text; lite tone) Grolock & Co.Carriage & Wagon Material illus.ad (wagon wheel & branch; stamp partly covering buggy canopy); overall large illus.buggy on back; on cvr. E $24
AD-245. Saint Louis, MO, 1901, G+ Int'l; Antikamnia Chemical Co.overall illus.ad (overweight man reading bottle label) on back of 1c GPC w/1c green applied for 2c rate to England. E $20
AD-246. Saint Louis, MO, 1904, G Int'l (bit lite tone) Missouri Trust Co.illus.ad at L (bldg); 1c Livingston on Expo PPC: Palace of Liberal Arts. E $12 MIN.6
AD-249. Saint Louis, MO, 1906, VF Int'l (trim R; L tips nib; lite tone) John Deere Plow Co.illus.ad (steel plow); Dain Double Geared Feed Mill illus.ad on back (mill; part o/s by recd canvax) on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-250. Saint Louis, MO, 1920s, VF precanx (lite crs) "Paunee Bill/The Blind Tie Man" cc; "Merchandise/3rd Class Matter" header; overall illus.back ad (his photo portrait; postman; man w/ties) 3c Lincoln coil on 4x13" clasp cvr for mailing NECKTIES, w/detailed instructions for returning if necessary. E $30 MIN.15
AD-251. Saint Louis, MO, 1944, G+ Int'l; Coca-Cola Co./Fountain Sales Div'n cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-252. Saint Louis, MO, 1946, VG PB meter; "For Unusual Gifts/Merry Makers Bazaar/6th floor" slogan w/illus.surprised woman & music box; Famous-Barr Co.cc (edge tear B) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-253. Saint Louis, MO, 1963, G Int'l; "News from Pan American" ref.flight times from St.Louis to Shannon, via Chicago; 4c Hammarksjöld invert on PC. E $8
AD-254. Saint Louis, MO, 1963, VG Int'l; "News from Pan American" ref.flight from St.Louis to Paris, via Idlewild; 4c Hammarksjöld invert on PC. E $8
AD-255. Saint Louis, MO, 1972, G meter (weak impression) Ford dealer's ad at L on PPC: 1972 Pinto 2-Door & 3-Door Runabout on football field. E $12 MIN.6
AD-256. (Springfield), MO, 1889, canxed Sed & Denison/RPO G CDS/cork (ruff R; lite tone)
Central Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-257. Butte, MT, 1954, F Univ. (green ink smear, partly on stamps) Motel Royal cc on commer.air cvr. E $8
AD-258. Choteau, MT, 1964, F+ machine; Seven Lazy P Guest Ranch cc; "Visit the Big Sky Country" full-color illus.ad at B; Territorial Cent’l/Statehood Diamond Jubilee logo at R; overall back ad w/4 full-color photo illus. on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-259. Clinton, MT, 1962, partial 4-bar (nearly all obscured on stamp) "Visit the Big Sky Country" full-color illus.ad at B; Territorial Cent’l/Statehood Diamond Jubilee logo at R; overall back ad w/4 full-color photo illus. on #10 cvr. EARLY use. E $15 MIN.8
AD-260. (Havre), MT, 1949, partial Int’l; Fair Hotel cc; illus.cowboys on cvr w/3 diff.Montana poster stamps on back. E $15 MIN.8
AD-261. Helena, MT, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nick) Tatem & Ellis, Founders & Machinists cc on 2c PSE FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
AD-262. Fullerton, NE, 1914, VG duplex (lite tone; addressee’s pencil notes; pinholes) Tainter Cycle Co./MOTORCYCLES, Bicycles, Supplies ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-263. Fullerton, NE, 1967, F machine; Nebraska Cent’l illus.seal at L; overall back ad: 7 full-color photo illus.in state outline on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-264. Omaha/Burlington Sta., NE, 1933, F Univ.; Morgan Wheel & Rim Co.illus.ad cc (wheels) on cvr. E $6
AD-265. Hanover, NJ, 1950s, printed Permit #1; printed "script" ad at L: 4-line poem about barbiturate Belladonal, "signed" by "Sandy" on PPC to doctor. E $15
AD-266. Medford, NJ, 1924, partial duplex (trim R; edge tears; slit 3 sides) Frank Reily/Champion Jersey Prince photo illus.(dog) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-267. Morris Plains, NJ, [1961], printed Permit #2; Gelusil Flavor-Pack antacid ad at L on ad PPC: product & fruit. E $12 MIN.6
AD-268. Passaic, NJ, 1940, G+ PB meter; "Manhattan Bowling Balls For Higher Scores/Abrasive Wheels For Better Grinding" slogan; Manhattan Rubber Mfg.Div.of Raybestos cc (bit trim T) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-269. (Phillipsburg), NJ, 1934, canxed Glasgow, MT, VF Int’l; High Tension Co.photo illus.ad at L (elec.power equipment & tower); form on back; on PC w/their printed address. E $12 MIN.6
AD-270. Washington, NJ, 1894, G+ duplex; Willie Hoover, Dealer in Foreign & U.S.P.O.Stamps header on back of GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-271. Albany, NY, 1942, VG duplex; John Vogel Motor Transportation-Storage illus.ad (red semi truck) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-272. Batavia, NY, [1883], G+ CDS/cork; N.Y.State Institution for the Blind header on GPC. E $15
AD-273. Brooklyn, NY, 1930s, F mute oval (cr) Marconi’s Monthly Stamp News cc; NRA illus.logo; 1.5c Harding on cvr refolded to serve as wrapper. E $12 MIN.6
AD-274. Brooklyn/Pratt Sta., NY, 1933, VG Int’l; Atkinson Chocolate Co.cc on cvr. E $5
AD-275. Brooklyn/Sta.B, NY, 1914, VF Int’l ( toned; R edge cr; addressee’s pencil note; pinholes) Ferdier Mercier/MOTORCYCLES & Bicycles Repaired ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-276. Buffalo, NY, [1884], VG CDS/target (ruff R) Akron Cement illus.ad (red star) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-277. Buffalo, NY, 1894, G+ Int’l; American Glucose Co.header on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-278. Buffalog, NY, ca.1939, VG+ 1.5c meter; "Remington Noiseless Typewriter/Its Quiet is Unequalled!!" slogan; Remington Rand cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-279. City Hall Sta., NY, 1922, VF Int’l; engraved red illus.winged foot at upper L; "N.Y.Athletic Club" on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-281. Gd.Cent.Anx, NY, 1932, VF Int’l (lite soiled) "Easy Lavoris Aces" "script" ad at L from "Jane Ace" on PPC: Mr.Ace & Jane playing bridge on train. E $15 MIN.8
AD-282. Gloversville, NY, 1911, G+ Int’l; Wolpe & Co’s Drug Store text ad w/phone # "2064" 5 TIMES; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-283. Gloversville, NY, 1943, VG Univ.; Glove City Dairy illus.ad cc (farmyard) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-286. New York, NY, [1863], partial DCDS; 1c Sc.63 on folded lettersheet w/J.M.Baker Comm'n
Merchants full-page printed price list inside. E $30
AD-287. New York, NY, ca.1868, G CDS/cork; Jacquelin & De Coppet albino embossed oval ad on
flap; 3c grill on cvr. E $20
AD-288. New York, NY, 1870s, partial CDS/cork; Pioneer Vinegar Works DUAL ad on back of GPC
Sc.UX3: black text horizontally, crossed by red "Swan's Vinegar" ad vertically. E $20
AD-289. New York, NY, 1870s, G+ duplex (tear R; lite crs) W.T. & .Mersereau, Mfrs.of Stair
Plates illus.ad (stereotype "Chinaman" climbing stairs) on cvr. E $15
AD-290. New York, NY, 1880s, partial mute oval; Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co.cc; Spencieran
Steel Pens ad; 1c banknote cvr on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-291. New York, NY, 1883, VG duplex; Montgomery & Co./Stubs' Files, Tools & Steel ad cc;
Church's Double Speed Indicator illus.ad on flap on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-292. New York, NY, 1886, G+ duplex (tear B) Brooklyn Needle Works cc on cvr. E $8
AD-293. New York, NY, 1890, VG duplex (trim R; nick B; lite tone) Grand Union Hotel illus.ad on
cvr. E $14
AD-294. New York, NY, 1891, G+ duplex; U.S.Law Ass'n/Ten Eyck & Remington form on GPC. E $8
AD-295. New York, NY, 1893, VG Int'l (nick T; R tip nib) Dodge & Olcott Drugs, Essential Oils
cc; ad label on flap on cvr. E $14
AD-296. New York, NY, 1893, F Int'l (bit ruff trim L, barely in ad tip; small piece out B)
"Typewriter Headquarters" text ad in 69mm TRIANGLE at L; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-297. New York, NY, 1898, G+ Amer/B14(8); F.M.Lupton, Publisher illus.ad (bldg; canx ink line
across center) 1c blue on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-298. New York, NY, 1927, VG Int'l (crnr cr) Journal of Nervous & Mental Disease/American
Monthly Journal of Neuropsychiatry form on back; 2c on 1c GPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
AD-299. New York, NY, 1930s, VF precanax (lite soiled) Popsicle Service Dept.cc on
"Content-Merchandise" add.label; faulty 1.5c Prexie on cvr. E $14
AD-300. New York, NY, [1937], VG dateless meter w/"As Good As Married/Doris Nolan-John Boles"
slogan; Universal Pictures Co.cc on #12 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-301. New York, NY, 1937, F meter; "Gimbels Tells the truth" slogan; Gimbel Bros.cc on window
cvr. E $8
AD-302. New York, NY, 1938, VG PB meter; "Merle Oberon in The Divorce of Lady X" slogan; United
Artists Corp.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-303. New York, NY, 1938, F meter; "Call Gimbels Rug & Fur Storage/Phone 6-5100" slogan
w/illus.phone; Gimbel Bros.cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-304. New York, NY, 1939, VG green PB meter; "Sinclair Opaline Motor Oil" slogan
w/illus.dinosaur on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-305. New York, NY, 1939, VG PB meter; "Use an Underwood Portable for personal writing"
slogan; Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.cc (upper R edge tear) on 3.5x8.5" window cvr. E $8
AD-306. New York, NY, 1939, F NPM meter (bit trim T) Goldsmith Bros.cc; overall back ad
w/illus.Royal Portable typewriter on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-307. New York, NY, 1940, VG green PB meter; "Sinclair P.D./Insect Spray" slogan
w/illus.housefly; Consolidated Oil cc (tears L; lower L tip ruff) on 3.5x8.5" window cvr. E $12
MIN.6
AD-308. New York, NY, 1961, VF PB meter w/"Malathion Insecticides Kill Mosquitoes" slogan (slit
3 sides) Amer.Cyanamid Co.cc on 3.75x9" window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-309. New York, NY, 1981, G+ machine; Int'l Big Game Fishing Club of Utah logo cc; illus.ad
(sailfish, roosterfish, hammerhead) on #10 cvr to Club's "Annual Billfish Classic Dept." E $12
MIN.6
AD-310. New York/A, NY, 1890s, G mute oval (toned) Stewart, Howe & May cc; 3 illus.skirt
binding packages; 1c green on cvr. E $14
AD-311. New York/A, NY, 1899, G duplex (nick R; tiny tears T; lite tone) Metropolitan Storage
Warehouse illus.ad ("gypsy" wagon w/train & depot on side) 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $20
AD-312. New York/Bronx Central Anx, NY, 1941, VG Int'l (o/s) Eur-Am Corp.cc; Jacob Ehrlich
Soc'y General Meeting at Central Jewish Center announcement on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-313. New York/D, NY, 1893, G+ duplex (bit ruff slit upper R) McCoy & Co/Cigar Mfrs.fancy ad
cc; illus.woman on globe in address area; on cvr. E $14
Chemical Co. illus. flowers ("Natures Plant Food") on cvr. E $14
AD-315. New York/Sta.D, NY, 1911, G+ Int'l; Steinway & Sons, Piano Makers cc w/tiny lyre logo; 2c Wash.imperf on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-316. New York/Sta.V, NY, 1904, G+ Int'l (ruff R, in stamp) White Label Queen Olives/Seville Packing Co. illus.ad (man w/long trumpet & banner); list of awards; overall text ad on back on cvr. E $14
AD-317. New York/Sta.V, NY, 1906, F Int'l (part ruff slit B) Borden's Condensed Milk illus.ad (Eagle Brand can) illus.back ad (3 products) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-318. (Pleasantville), NY, [1981], printed boxed "Postage Paid"; Reader's Digest Nat'l Sweepstakes header on #10 cvr w/multiple encs., inc.10¢ CHECK; strip/3x 5¢ Wash.coils for use as return postage; more. E $15 MIN.8
AD-319. Rochester, NY, 1938, F meter; "Todd Products Prevent Check Fraud Losses" slogan; Todd Sales Co.cc on window cvr. E $8
AD-320. Rome, NY, 1895, VG duplex; Maxwell Co./Saddlery Hardware Specialties header on GPC. E $8
AD-321. Saranac Lake, NY, 1901, G+ Doremus ty..C. (tiny tear T) Riverside Inn cc; overall back ad w/illus.SMITH TYPEWRITER on cvr. E $15
AD-322. Syracuse, NY, 1893, G+ Int'l (T edge bit tone) Novelty Mfg.Co.cc; "Our Spring line will be shown at the New York Exposition/Jan.15-Feb 3" h/s on back on PSE. E $16
AD-323. Syracuse, NY, 1907, F Int'l (lite tone) Dodge & Zuill illus.ad ("Syracuse 'Easy Washer") 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $15
AD-324. (Syracuse), NY, 1915, canxed Springfield, MA, G+ Amer/A14 (tiny tear T) John Deere Plow Co.illus.ad (Deere profile portrait) on cvr. E $20
AD-325. Syracuse, NY, 1929, F Univ.; City Electric Co.cc; "Lights Golden Jubilee" shiny gold "medals" (Edison & bulb) adhered below on window PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-326. Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1931, VG Int'l (trim L) Elder Coin & Curio Corp.cc; 2c Braddock on cvr. E $6
AD-327. Utica, NY, 1870s, G+ CBS/cork (trim R) Empire State Copying House text ad on cvr. E $14
AD-328. Greensboro, NC, 1968, F 5c PB meter applied on printed Bulk Rate/Permit #209; Dunning Industries "script" ad at L on ad PPC: lamps & hay bales. E $12 MIN.6
AD-329. Fargo, ND, 1951, VG Int'; State Seed Dept.cc w/illus.mailing tag (part o/s) on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-330. Fargo, ND, 1962, F machine (slight trim T) Oak Grove Lutheran High School cc; overall illus.back ad (school) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-331. Larimore, ND, 1968, VF machine (bit ruff slit upper R) overall back ad for town (state map & 4 other illus., inc.woman golfer) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-332. Akron, OH, 1939, G+ PB meter; "1839 Cent.'l 1939/Of Chas.Goodyear's Discovery of the Vulcanization of Rubber" slogan w/illus.portrait; Goodyear cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-333. Akron, OH, 1939, VG PB meter; "Express Service & Freight Rates" slogan w/illus.Indian chief; Motor Cargo, Inc.cc (ruff R) on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-334. Ashland, OH, 1937, VG permit/meter; Myers Pumps, Hay Tools & Door Hangers illus.ad (girl w/pump squirting boy's hat) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-335. Cambridge, OH, 1902, G+ duplex (lite tone; nicks B) Metallic Bread Board Co.illus.ad (woman w/bread dough & board); overall text ad on back, w/doctor's testimonial; on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-336. Cincinnati, OH, 1884, F duplex (trim R) C.E.Jones/Telegraph & Electrical Supplies/Notice! Should this Miscarry, or remain uncalled for... we will send necessary amount to prepay its return." boxed ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-337. Cincinnati, OH, 1885, G+ duplex (lite tone) Calcium Light Co.illus.ad (lamp & batteries) on cvr. E $16
AD-338. Cincinnati, OH, 1885, G duplex (bit trim T; tears T & L) Baeder, Adamson & Co./Mfrs.of Glue, Curled Hair, Raw Hide Whips ad cc; overall illus.back ad: 4 Expo Medals; on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
AD-339. Cincinnati, OH, 1886, G duplex; Consolidated Boat Store Co./All kinds of Steamboat Supplies ad cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-340. Cincinnati, OH, [1889], G mute oval; Ohio Humane Soc'y for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children & Animals illus.ad (allegorical figures protecting children & horse) 1c Frank. on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $30 MIN.15
AD-341. Cincinnati, OH, 1892, F duplex; Roth, Bruner & Feist illus.ad cc (dragon); "Marble Head Cigar" illus.ad on back (stone bust) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-342. Cincinnati, OH, 1903, F Int'l; "Wolf Bros. & Co./The American Girl" shoes illus.ad cc (woman's head) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-343. Cincinnati, OH, 1925, G+ duplex; Hotel Sinton illus.ad; "Louis XVI Candies" text ad on back w/price list; 4x 2c Norse-Amer. on cvr. E $15
AD-344. Cincinnati/Sta.H, OH, 1907, VF Amer/B38 w/dateless dial (toned; bit cr) Boss Washing Machine Co.illus.ad (washing machine) 1c Sc.300 on cvr. E $15
AD-345. Cleveland, OH, 1929, G+ Int'l; Chandler Authorized Service & Parts Co.cc; 2c Aeronautics on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-346. Cleveland, OH, 1932, VF Int'l (lite tone) Alumni Ass'n, John Carroll University cc on cvr. E $6
AD-347. Cleveland, OH, ca.2009, printed Permit #329; Progressive Insurance full-color ad (ice cream truck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-348. Columbus, OH, 1909, G+ duplex; United Commercial Travelers illus.logo ad cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-349. Columbus, OH, ca.1940s, F precancx; Federal Coin Exchange h/s cc; "Sec.(562, P.L. & R.)" boxed h/s above 1c Prexie on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-351. Dayton, OH, 1940, G+ PB meter; "Complete Travel Service/Winters Bank Travel Dept." slogan w/illus.ship; bank cc (lite gum tone) on 3.5x8.5" window cvr. E $8
AD-352. Elyria, OH, 1944, VF PB meter; "Colson Bicycles/Velocipedes/Casters, Trucks/And Hospital Equipment" slogan; Colson Corp.cc (part lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-353. Hubbard, OH, 1888, G+ sawtooth CDS/target (trim R; lite tone) Hescock's Eureka Evaporator illus.ad on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
AD-354. Mansfield, OH, 1920, G+ Int'l (ruff R; toned) R.B.Maxwell Co./The Christmas Store cc w/illus.Santa on #10 cvr w/illus.letterhead enc. E $12 MIN.6
AD-355. Marietta, OH, 1995, partial machine (2nd strike at lower L, partly on ad) Marshall Real Estate photo illus.ad at L (her portrait) on 4.25x6" PPC (bit surface wear); Summer Salsa recipe w/full-color illus.ingredients; edges perforated, for resizing to 3x5" tabbed recipe card. CLEVER ad campaign. E $15
AD-356. Medina, OH, 1901, G+ duplex; J.E.Renz Harness, Brushes, Whips illus.ad (trace support) on cvr. E $15
AD-357. Miamisburgh, OH, 1893, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) H.Wantz, Hardwood Lumber fancy cc; 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-358. Nelsonville, OH, 1905, G duplex (trim R, just in stamp; tear R; part toned) J.I.Pritchard Furniture Dealer illus.ad (gaudy baby carriage) on cvr. E $15
AD-359. Oxford, OH, [1905], partial mute boxed h/s (tiny tear T) Ohio State Normal College/Miami Univ.cc; 1c Sc.300 on cvr w/enc.ads. E $15 MIN.8
AD-360. Reesville, OH, 1902, G+ CDS/target (trim R) "J.A.Bevan, Breeder of High Class Sporting Dogs" illus.ad (dog's head) w/town corrected to Sabina; on cvr. E $15
AD-361. Rossford, OH, 1952, partial Univ. (town partial) Bryson Stamp Co.cc; "This Parcel May Be Opened..." printed below; 2c Prexie on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-362. Saint Paris, OH, 1903, partial CDS/cork (trim R) Walborn & Riker Pony Specialties illus.ad cc (state map); "Gold Medal... at Pan-American Expo" at B on cvr. E $16
AD-364. Toledo, OH, 1870s, partial CDS/target; C.N.D.Meade Shirt illus.ad (shirt) on cvr. E $15
AD-365. Toledo, OH, 1904, G+ Int'l; Vulcan Iron Works Co.illus.ad cc (steam shovel); overall text ad on back on PSE. E $15
AD-366. Toledo, OH, 1907, G+ Int'l (trim R; upper R tip nick) Gendron Wheel Co.cc; lite blue illus.ad (boy in toy car) on PSE. E $20
AD-367. Toledo, OH, 1930s, F dateless Univ.; Toledo Yacht Club cc; 1.5c Harding on local cvr. E $8
AD-368. Xenia, OH, 1891, G+ duplex (lite tone) Xenia Twine & Cordage Co.illus.ad (twine & rope) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-369. Ardmore, OK, 1935, VF Univ. (bit cr; pinholes; bit uneven trim T) Gene Smith, Electric
Refrigerator Service illus.ad (refrigerator) on air cvr. E $15
AD-370. Bartlesville, OK, 1920, G+ Univ. (trim R) Hotel Maire illus.ad on cvr. E $15
AD-371. Oklahoma City, OK, 1935, VF Univ. (pinholes; bit uneven trim T) Earl King Co.illus.ad (Koken's barber chair) on air cvr. E $14
AD-373. Tulsa, OK, 1924, VG Univ. (trim R; edge tear T; lite tone) Hotel Kaufman illus.ad on cvr. E $14
AD-374. Portland, OR, 1908, G+ Int'l (trim L) R.M.Wade & Co.cc; Pittsburg Perfect Fence illus.ad (elephant & fence) on PSE. E $8
AD-375. Allenport, PA, 1897, VG CDS/target (ruff R; toned) J.M.Vandegrift Pure Rye Whisky cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-376. Allentown, PA, 1940, F meter; "Bee/Automotive Headquarters for 25 Years" slogan w/illus.bee; Bee, Inc., illus.cc w/logo, car, truck on #10 window cvr. E $8
AD-377. (Allentown), PA, [1961], canxked Emmaus VF precanx (crnr crs) Western Salisbury Jerusalem Joint Congregation & Cemetery Assn cc; Ham Dinner announcement on back; 1.25c paying non-profit org.rate on PC. E $15
AD-378. Bulger/A.J.Russell, P.M., PA, 1890, G CDS/maltese (lite strike; trim R; lite tone) Stevenson Bros./Holstein-Friesian Cattle illus.ad (cow) on cvr. E $15
AD-379. Cambridge Springs, PA, 1901, G CDS/cork; Hotel Riverside & Gray Mineral Spring illus.ad (jug) on cvr. E $14
AD-380. Claysville, PA, 1903, VG duplex; C.C.Plants header; "Favorite Stoves & Ranges" illus.logo ad on cvr w/Plants Roofing letterhead. E $20
AD-381. Conneautville, PA, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim R) W.H.Montague, No.1 Harness Shop cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-382. Florence, PA, 1893, G+ CDS/target (lite tone; tear T) Sunnyside Stock Farm/J.C.Pollock & Sons/Trotting & Pacing Horses illus.ad (trotting horse) on cvr w/illus.letterhead enc.(horse head). E $20
AD-383. Jollytown, PA, 1908, G 4-bar (dial hi: "LYTO" mostly off) A.E.Clovis h/s cc; handwritten ad for wallpaper in message area on "Maxwell Exclusive Line" wallpaper ad PPC. SCARCE. E $15
AD-384. Lancaster, PA, 1977, VG machine; Terenzio Violins cc w/illus.violin on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-385. Line Lexington, PA, 1951, G+ 4-bar; Paul O.Young/The Caster People ad on back w/illus.steel cart on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-386. Meadville, PA, 1914, G+ Colum. (pinholes) John J.Metz/MOTORCYCLES, Bicycles & Sundries h/s cc on address side on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-387. Monongahela, PA, 1901, VG duplex (bit lite soiled) W.D.Ingram, City Bill Poster illus.ad (men putting up posters; brushes; paste bucket) on cvr w/enc. RARE topic. E $30
AD-388. Palm, PA, 1943, G+ 4-bar; Acorn Glove Co.illus.logo ad (acorn) on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
AD-390. Philadelphia, PA, 1870s, F CDS/cork; Edw.Brown cc w/illus."pyrometer" below on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-391. Philadelphia, PA, [1880], VG CDS w/"7" in target killer (part lite tone) Order Dept./Wanamaker & Brown fancy cc on cvr. E $8
AD-392. Columbia Sta./Philadelphia, PA, 1895, VF duplex; (flap tip off) J.C.Oeters sunburst cc; overall "Cementine Cement Paint" text ad on back on cvr. E $15
AD-393. Philadelphia, PA, 1895, F Amer (bit lite tone) Gideon Sibley, Mfr.of Artificial Teeth & Dental Supplies cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-394. Philadelphia, PA, 1909, VG Int'l; "Trunks Leather Goods & Umbrellas" publishers header; 1c Frank. on 1c GPC to Scotland. E $12 MIN.6
AD-396. Philadelphia, PA, 1925, G+ Int'l (ruff R; lite tone) Great Council of Penna./Improved Order of Red Men illus.logo cc (beaver) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-397. Philadelphia, PA, 1939, VG PB meter; "Philo/A Musical Instrument of Quality" slogan; Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-398. Philadelphia, PA, ca.1940, VF permit/meter; "advertising aids democracy" slogan
w/illus.ship, cannon, gear, plane (bit lite tone) Curtis Publ.Co.cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-399. Philadelphia, PA, ca.1914, VG permit/meter; "advertising aids democracy" slogan w/illus.boat, cannon, gear, plane; Curtis Publ.cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-400. Philadelphia, PA, 1959, VG Int'l; Wolfschmidt Cocktail Pitcher illus.ad on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-401. Philadelphia, PA, 1965, VG machine; Skin & Cancer Hospital of Phila.form on back; 4c meter on 3c GPC to Denmark. E $12 MIN.6
AD-402. Philadelphia/Fairhill Sta., PA, 1904, G+ Amer/B38; Enterprise Ice Shredders illus.ad (shredder); 2c Jeff.commem on FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
AD-403. Philadelphia/Sta.C, PA, 1909, G+ Amer/B38; Philadelphia Schoo of Design for Women illus.ad at L (woman & loom) on ad PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-404. Philadelphia/Sta.O, PA, 1914, G+ Amer/B38 (trim R to stamp; lite tone) John Knoell & Sons Mfrs of Celebrated Ice Palace Refrigerators & Dining Room Tables illus.ads (icebox at L; table on flap) on PSE. E $20
AD-405. Pittsburg/East Liberty Sta./Rec'd, PA, 1904, F Int'l as origin (bit lite tone) Liberty Cleaning & Pressing Co/Schwerin Process illus.ad cc (small Statue of Lib'y) bit faulty 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $14
AD-406. Pittsburgh, PA, 1880s, G+ CDS/wedges (dial bit hi; part on stamp) Monongahela House cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-407. Pittsburgh, PA, 1951, F Int'l (bit angle trim T) Hotel Roosevelt illus.ad; 10c +5c Prexies on air cvr to France. E $14
AD-408. Pittsburgh, PA, 1954, F Int'l; Pittsburgh Racing Ass'n, Carnegie, illus.ad (2 cars street racing) on #10 cvr. E $20
AD-409. Pittsburgh, PA, 1958, F slogan machine (crnr crs; slight trim upper L) Reed B.Coyale & Co.cc; "Pittsburgh Bicent'l" overall illus.back ad (full-color photo: skyline & bridges) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-410. Pittsburgh/Sta.(B7), PA, [1896], partial duplex; "The Kenmawr" green embossed logo cc (2 cats) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-411. Reinholds Station, PA, 1918, G+ 4-bar (tears T, 1 in rim) American Fence/A.W.Eberly illus.ad (fence) on cvr. E $14
AD-412. Rochester, PA, 1944, VF Univ.; J.A.Zahn cc; Int'l Harvester logo on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-413. Slatington, PA, 1911, G Doremus (lite tone) C.F.Zellner, Tinware, Hardware, Stoves illus.ad (stove) on cvr. E $15
AD-414. South Bethlehem, PA, 1908, G+ Colum.; L.F.Bittrich/Roofing, Sheet Metal Work & Furnaces illus.ad (fancy Prizer stove) on cvr. E $15
AD-415. Stroudsbury, PA, 1892, VG CDS/cork (nick R; tear R) "Monroe County Bazaar" cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-416. (Sunbury), PA, [1879], canxked Wms'pt & Balt/RPO G+ 193-D-6 (lite tone; slight ruff lower L crnr) New Jersey Car Wheel Co.illus.ad (12 wheels) on cvr. E $15
AD-417. Walnutport, PA, 1910, G+ 4-bar; W.M.Benninger, Roofer, 12-line text ad in message area on PPC: "Church of Assumption, Syracuse, NY," w/his printed ad "caption" added in margin, w/his name misspelled & corrected. E $14
AD-419. Washington, PA, 1900, G Amer/B14(1) (bit ruff R; edge tear T) E.J.Young Pork Packer/Beef-Mutton illus.ad (cow; sheep; hog) on cvr. E $15
AD-421. Washington, PA, 1934, VG Int'l; Washington Typewriter & Office Equipment illus.ad (Royal typewriter) on cvr. E $14
AD-422. West Alexander, PA, 1897, VG CDS/target (ruff R; lite tone) Gibson's Cherry Hill Fruit Farm & Nurseries ad on cvr. E $14
AD-423. (Wilkes-Barre), PA, 1940s, canxked Boston, MA, VF precanx; (crnr crs) Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.cc; 1.5c Prexie on cvr w/enc.32-pg.illus. "Planters Stamp Permanent Catalog". E $15 MIN.8
AD-424. (Wilkes-Barre), PA, 1943, canxked N.Y.Geneva & Buff/RPO VF duplex (tear B; bit cr) Planters Nut & Chocolate Co.cc w/illus.logo ad (Mr.Peanut) on #10 cvr. E $14
AD-425. York, PA, 1894, partial duplex; Penna.Mutual HORSE THIEF DETECTING & Insurance Co.cc on
PSE. E $30
AD-426. Providence, RI, ca.1898, G Barry; Rhode Island Perkins Horse Shoe Co.cc (part o/s by canx) on PSE. E $8
AD-427. Woonsocket, RI, 1911, F Amer/B14; Woonsocket Shuttle Co./Mfrs.of Power Loom Shuttles fancy ad w/overall blue lined background on cvr. E $14
AD-429. Beaufort, SC, 1893, VG CDS/neg."X" in cork (trim R; lite tone) Sea Island Hotel boxed cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-431. Chamberlain, SD, [1908], G duplex (date/state partial) Chamberlain Sanitarium photo illus.ad (3-story bldg) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-432. Freeman, SD, 1962, G+ Int'l; Freeman Community Hospital cc, partly covered by private return add.label; illus.U.S.map at B showing location of town; overall back ad for town w/illus.family on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-433. Yankton, SD, 1952, VG Univ.; Gurney Seed & Nursery illus.ad cc (warehouse; horn o'plenty) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-434. Paramaibo, Surinam, 1959, G+ slogan machine; B.W. & Co. METHEDRINE ad w/printed "script" PS below; pair 5c on PPC to U.S. E $20
AD-435. Amarillo, TX, 1980, G+ machine on PB meter (part soiled; bit edge wear on pix side) Chevrolet logo ad above message on PPC: Camaro Berlinetta Coupe. E $12 MIN.6
AD-436. Corpus Christi, TX, 1941, VF PB meter; "Western/World's Champion Ammunition/For Every Type of Shooting" slogan; Corpus Christi Hardware Co.cc (part ruff slit upper L) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-437. (Galveston), TX, 1891, canxed Kansas City, MO, G+ duplex (lite tone; part ruff trim R) Shepherd, Skirvin & Co./Real Estate cc; "The Great Southern Seaport/Deep Water For Galveston" illus.ad (ships thru open porthole) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-438. Houston, TX, 1954, G+ Int'l; "Cotfag's annual Election of Officers/2 Movies/Gorilla Hunt-Whaling Expedition" on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-439. Longview, TX, 1920, G+ Amer/A14 (lite tone; trim L into illus.) Palace Hotel photo illus.ad cc on cvr. E $16
AD-440. San Antonio, TX, 1903, F Amer/B14(1); (lite tone) The Menger, Alamo Plaza logo ad cc (birds, star) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-441. Waco, TX, 1909, VG Amer/B14(1) Waco Sash & Door form w/illus.star in belt on back of GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-442. Ogden, UT, 1914, G+ Univ.; Ogden Paint, Oil & Glass cc on PSE. E $6
AD-443. (Park City), UT, 2000, canxed Salt Lake City VG machine (bit trim R) Amer.Scouting Historical Soc'y cc w/large illus.logo on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-444. Parowan, UT, 1904, G duplex; Curtis House boxed ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-445. (Richfield), UT, 1907, canxed S.L.City & Marysvale/RPO G duplex (diaH: upper are off T; trim R; tears B & R) Sevier Valley Hotel photo illus.ad on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-446. Richfield, UT, 1948, F Int'l; Hawley Hereford Ranch cc w/illus.bull head on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-447. Riverton, UT, 1980, partial machine; Silver Spurs Riding Club cc w/illus.logo ("S" & spurs) on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-448. Salt Lake City, UT, 1900, VG Pneumatic/J2d5a (trim L; part lite soiled) Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.cc on cvr. E $8
AD-449. Salt Lake City, UT, 1900, VG Pneumatic/J2d5a; Improvement Era cc on cvr. E $8
AD-450. Salt Lake City, UT, 1902, VG+ Pneumatic/L2b5b (ruff R, in stamp tip; edge tear B) "The Kenyon" cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-451. Salt Lake City, UT, 1903, VG Pneumatic/L2b8a; C.S.Martin & Co.Comm'n Merchants cc on cvr. E $8
AD-452. Salt Lake City, UT, 1903, G+ Pneumatic/L2b8a (canx partly on cc; tiny tear T) Knight & Co.Fresh & Cured Meats cc on cvr. E $8
AD-453. Salt Lake City, UT, 1903, G+ Pneumatic/L2b8a; Young Woman's Journal cc on cvr. E $8
AD-454. Salt Lake City, UT, 1912, G+ Int'l (town partial; upper L tip slit) L.D.S.Missionary Correspondence School cc on cvr. E $8
AD-455. Salt Lake City, UT, 1922, G Univ.; Martha Washington Candies illus.ad (Geo. & Martha portraits) on back of 1c-on-2c GPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-456. Salt Lake City, UT, 1981, G+ machine; Nat'l Horseshoe Pitchers Ass'n of America illus.logo cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-457. Salt Lake City, UT, 1981, G+ machine; McDonald's franchise cc w/illus.golden arches on #10 cvr. E $6
AD-458. Salt Lake City, UT, 1981, VG machine; Int'l Big Game Fishing Club of Utah cc; illus.ad (marlin, hammerhead, roosterfish, sailfish) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-459. Salt Lake City, UT, 1981, VG machine; Amateur Softball Ass'n/Utah State Commissioner cc on #10 cvr. E $8
AD-460. Salt Lake City, UT, 1993, VG machine (trim L) Anglers' Inn/Fishermen Serving Fishermen cc w/illus.fish on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-461. Salt Lake City/Murray Sta., UT, 1903, G duplex; Amer.Smelting & Refining Co.cc on cvr. E $8
AD-462. Caracas, Venezuela, ca.1995, G+ meter w/Harley-Davidson Motorcycles logo slogan (year partial) Agropsa logo ad cc on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $6
AD-463. Lawrenceville, VA, 1907, G duplex; Sledge & Barkley/Hardware, Vehicles, Machinery illus.ad (buggy) on cvr. E $20
AD-464. Norwood, VA, ca.1869, partial CDS (tear T; part ruff slit T, just in cc) "Norwood School" principal's cc; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $16
AD-465. Richmond, VA, 1907, VG Int'l (lite tone) Walter D.Moses & Co./Everyday Musical blue photo illus.ad (bldg) w/list of products; Victor Talking Machines & Pianola Piano-Player text ad on back on cvr. E $20
AD-466. Waynesboro, VA, 1912, G duplex (ink spot on dial; part ruff trim R; lite tone) Hamilton-Cook Hardware Co.illus. (Frictionless Bearing Metal bar; factory silhouette) at L; text ad & illus.crates on back; 1c Frank. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-467. Seattle, WA, 1909, VG AYP slogan (toned; bit of separation at fold) American Catering Co.illus.ads; 2c Wash. on 2-panel PPC; Rose Senesu's Roumanian Orchestra concert program inside (overwritten w/sender's message). E $16
AD-468. Seattle, WA, ca.1978, G+ 8.4c meter; Fishing & Hunting News cc; overall photo illus.(2 fishermen in boat, 1 reeling in big fish) on unopened #10 window cvr w/encs. E $15 MIN.8
AD-469. Wallula, WA, 1896, VG CDS/cork; Joe Merchant/Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware ad cc on appropriately named businessman's cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-470. Newell, WV, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial bit hi; crs; lite tone) Homer Laughlin China Co.ad at L on PPC (Newell Bridge). E $12 MIN.6
AD-471. Wheeling, WV, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L) Howard Rotary Nail Picker ad in red shield on cvr. E $15
AD-472. Augusta, WI, 1931, VF Univ.; M.J.Wagner cc; DeLaval Cream Separators full-color illus.ad on back (part o/s by rec'd canx) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-473. Balsam Lake, WI, 1934, G duplex; Hunky Dory Farm cc; text ad at B ("Finest of Fishing"); overall map w/surrounding highways on back on 1.5c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-474. (Beaver Dam), WI, [1973], Milwaukee printed Permit #1254; McDonald's grand opening ad w/free cheeseburger coupon on ad PPC (restaurant). E $12 MIN.6
AD-475. Friendship, WI, 1908, VG 4-bar; J.W.Gunning/Abstracts, Real-Estate, Loans & Insurance fancy ad on cvr. E $8
AD-476. Kenosha, WI, 1939, F NPM meter; "The New Beautyrest is Deeper..." slogan w/illus.winking owl head; Simmons Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-477. Marshfield, WI, 1914, VG Colum. (addressee's pencil note; pinholes) M.J.Vanderhoof, MOTORCYCLES & Accessories cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-478. Milwaukee, WI, ca.1939, G+ NPM meter; "Let's Go Boating" slogan w/illus.sailboat; Evinrude Motors cc; illus.family in motorboat on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-479. Milwaukee, WI, ca.1939, G+ 1c CC meter; "this year give Easter ideals" slogan w/illus.cross & lilies; large illus.Easter bunny, basket, eggs at L; Ideals Publ.Co.return add.on flap (lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-480. Milwaukee, WI, 1901, G Int'l; Plankinton House illus.ad (hotel) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-481. Monroe, WI, 1940, F Univ.; Haworth Furniture Co.cc; "Cheese Day/Green County/Swiss Cheese Capital of the USA" blue pictorial h/s ad at B on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
AD-482. Soldiers Grove, WI, ca.1916, partial duplex (pinholes by add.) Indian
Motorcycles/A.C.Rasmussen ad cc; 2c Wash.pdf.10 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-484. Sheridan, WY, 1936, VG Univ. (bit trim L) New Method Shoe Shop ad cc on cvr. E $8
AD-485. Lot 37) meters: radio stations/programs slogans, on 32 cvrs +5 zero-denom."favor" meter strips; some pictorials, 1938-46, (varied condition; some duplication) LOW minimum bid. MIN.$5
AD-486. Lot 290) cvrs w/Illinois Bell Co.cc's; all w/slogan meters, many pictorials; nearly all re.phone usage, 1930s-40s, (varied condition; some duplication) LOW minimum bid. MIN.$80

ADVERTISING: PERFINS ON COVER
AD-487. "A/Co" (ty.A86 reversed), Chicago, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns; Atlas School Supply printed form at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC (factory). E $20
AD-488. "BAP", Philadelphia, PA, 1911, F Int'l (tip cr) Barber Asphalt Paving Co.ad at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $20
AD-490. "BE/RY.", Boston, MA, 1918, VG+ Amer/A38 w/"Food Will Win" slogan; Boston Elev.Rwy Co.form on back; 1c Wash. on 1c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-491. "BIC" (B137), Minneapolis, MN, 1922, G+ Univ.; Baker Importing Co.cc (2c offset Wash.) on cvr w/illus.coffee can on back. E $24 MIN.12
AD-492. "B/P", New Paris, IN, 1913, partial duplex; 1c Balboa; private use on PPC. E $8
AD-493. "C" in circle (ty.C5), Chicago/Sta.U, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns (toned; crnr cr) Jas.B.Clow & Sons ad at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $24
AD-494. "C(6)" (reversed), Minneapolis, MN, 1933, F Univ. (bit trim T) Crane Co.cc (3c Wash.) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-495. "C(L)", Chicago, IL, 1909, G+ Time-Cmns; Chicago, Cinn & Louisville RR type (1c Sc.300) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-496. "C(CO)" (ty.C83), Chicago, IL, 1914, VF Int'l (lite tone; lower R edge ruff) Office of County Sup't of Schools cc (2c Wash.) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $14
AD-497. "C(Co)" (ty.C84, inverted), Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1931, G+ Int'l (o/s; toned) Century Co.cc (1c Frank.w/perfin, +2c coil) on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-498. "CBQ", Chi & Streator/RPO, 1918, G+ duplex; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy RR type (pair 1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-499. "CNB" (ty.C214; shifted to R; "B" split), Hud.Term Anx, NY, 1933, G+ Int'l (lite tone) Chase Nat'l Bank cc (8c Wash.Sc.71) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-500. "CUD/AHY" (ty.C356A), New York/Sta.W, NY, 1909, G+ Int'l (crnr crs) Cudahy packing type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC: "Always address me at the office as I move frequently to keep from paying board". E $15
AD-501. "D(J)" (low: bottom of "D" off edge), Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1917, VG Int'l (crs) Jas.Davis printed "script" ad at L (1c Wash.) on ad PPC (bdgd). E $15 MIN.8
AD-502. "DMH", Chicago, IL, 1911, VG Time-Cmns; Dixie Music House/Band & Orchestra Music printed form on back (1c Frank.) on blue PC. E $20
AD-503. "DR/CO." (few blind perfs), Phoenix, AZ, 1918, G+ Univ. (tip cr) Diamond Rubber type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $8
AD-504. "DS/CO". Bridgeport, PA, 1920, VG Colum. (lite cr) Diamond State Fibre Co.cc (3c Wash.offset) on 2c #10 PSE to Australia. E $24
AD-505. "DU/PONT" (ty.D129) Spokane, WA, 1910, F Int'l (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $8
AD-506. "ES" (shifted up: top bar of "E" off edge), Pittsburgh, PA, 1913, VF Int'l (crnr cr) E.Stern type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-507. "FOX" (ty.F147), Grand Rapids, MI, 1911, VG Int'l (edge tear T; toned; small scuff spot in cc) Fox Typewriter Co.illus.ad cc (typewriter) 2c Wash. on window cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-508. "G(C(o))" (ty.G62), Times Sq.Sta., NY, 1910, VF Int'l; Gorham Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-510. "GRC(o)" (ty.G155B, reversed), Pittsburgh, PA, 1942, G+ duplex (bit lite tone) Law Dept., Box 1166 cc; SCARCE Gulf Refining Co.type (6c eagle air) on cvr. E $30
AD-511. "H & C" (ty.H214.5), Hudson Term.Sta., NY, 1914, G+ Univ.; Hallgarten & Co.cc (8c
Frank) on 5x7" cvr "Per Str.Nieuw Amsterdam" to Holland. E $65
AD-512. "HAF/ER", Council Bluffs, IA, 1911, G Colum. (edge tear T; lite tone) C.Hafer Lumber Co.cc w/illus.black cat logo (2c Wash.) on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $30
AD-514. "ISC" (ty.I87), Chicago, IL, 1913, VG Int'l (lite tone; lite crs) Carnegie Steel type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-515. "ITC" (ty.I405), San Antonio, TX, 1911, VF Int'l; Iowa Telephone Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-516. "LW/S" (ty.I162), Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1909, VG Int'l (bit cr) unattributed type, possibly Lindecke, Warner & Schurmeier (2c Seward commem.; SE at B) on PPC to St.Paul, MN. E $24
AD-517. "McG" (ty.M53), Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1912, G Int'l (toned; tip cr) handwritten you note signed by McCall Co.circulation mgr.(1c Wash.) on Xmas PPC. E $20
AD-518. "McG" (ty.M53), Grand Central Sta., NY, 1912, G+ Int'l; McCall Co.form on back (1c Wash.) on PC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-519. "MP" in shield, Chicago, IL, 1910, G Time-Cmns (edge bit cr) M.Philipsborn ad on pix side w/his illus.portrait (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $24
AD-520. "NS/BK" (ty.N145.5), Boston, MA, 1916, G+ Amer/A14 (heavy cr; stamp fault) Nat'l Shawmut Bank form on back (faulty 1c Wash.) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-521. "NMC" (N161), Omaha, NE, 1910, G+ Int'l; Nebraska Telephone Co.cc (2c Wash.) on window cvr. E $24 MIN.12
AD-522. "NWC/MCo", Minneapolis, MN, 1909, F Int'l w/dateless dial; NW Consolidated Milling Coillus.ad on pix side (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $75
AD-523. "PD" (ty.P55.11; reversed), Baltimore, MD, 1932, F Int'l (trim R) Parke, Davis & Co.logo cc (3c Wash.) on cvr w/letterhead enc. Sc.WX67 seal tied on back. E $20 MIN.10
AD-524. "PPC" (ty.P174), Janesville, WI, 1947, F+ Int'l; Parker Pen Co.cc (3c Pulitzer) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-525. "PS" (ty.202A), Mpls & Miles Cy.W.D./RPO, 1940, G+ duplex (bit trim R) Chicago, Milwaukee, St.Paul & Pacific logo (3c Prexie) Mobridge, SD, typed cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-526. "PS/Co" (ty.P215) Oak Park, IL, 1922, VG Int'l (tears T; upper R crnr stain, just in stamp) Public Service Co.of No.Ill.type (2c Wash.) private use on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-527. "RMM/Co" (ty.R106), Fox River, WI, ca.1909, G+ 4-bar (year partial) Russell Miller Milling Co.type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-528. "RP/Co" (reversed), St.Louis, MO, 1910, VG Int'l (tip cr) Ralston Purina type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-529. "RWC/Co" (ty.R143; 1 reversed; 1 rev./inverted), New York/Sta.P, NY, 1941, G+ duplex (heavy vert.cr) R.W.Cameron & Co.return add.on flap (6c +5c Prexies) on #10 cvr to Australia w/censor tape L. E $15 MIN.8
AD-530. "S-G/Co", Clayton, IL, 1909, partial duplex (lite tone; crs) Scudders-Gale Grocer Co. (St.Louis) salesman's notice (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $24
AD-531. "SF/Co", Seattle, WA, 1912, VG Int'l (bit lite tone) Standard Furniture Co.ad at L (1c Frank.) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AD-532. "SW/Co" (ty.S314), Danville, IL, 1909, VF Amer/B14() (tip cr) Steele-Wedeles Co., Chicago, salesman's notice at L (1c Frank.) on ad PPC. E $20
AD-533. "SW/D" (ty.S317 sideways/reversed), Ft.Worth, TX, 1956, VF Univ. (bit trim T; slit 3 sides; lower R edge ruff slit) Southwestern Drug Corp.cc (6c air) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AD-534. "U(M)", Columbia, MO, 1949, VG Int'l (toned) Univ.of Missouri cc (3c Prexie) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AD-535. "U(PC)" (ty.U664), Detroit, MI, 1913, VG Univ. (o/s) Universal Portland Cement printed "script" ad at L on ad PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AD-536. "UNV/SOC" (ty.U48), Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1914, VG Univ. (lower L tip nib) University Soc'y Inc.cc (2c Wash.) on cvr w/encs. E $20 MIN.10
AD-537. "W" (ty.W7F) Cleveland, OH, 1919, G+ Univ.; Amer.Steel & Wire form on back (1c Wash.) on 1c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-538. "WC/Co" (ty.W44), Wheeling, WV, 1913, G duplex (tear T) Wheeling Corrugating Co.type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC w/message in SHORTHAND. E $12 MIN.6
AD-539. "WC/Co" (ty.W44; SPLIT: part at R, part at L), Wheeling, WV, 1912, VG Int'l (lite tone) Wheeling Corrugating Co.type (1c Wash.) private use on PPC w/message in SHORTHAND. E $15 MIN.8
AD-540. "WTL", Chicago, IL, 1909, VG Time-Cmns (bit lite tone) Western Weighing type (1c Frank.) private use on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AD-541. "WU/GE", St.Charles, IL, 1913, G+ Ame/B14(1); unattributed type (2c Wash.) private use on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
AD-542. Lyre (Design ty.25, inverted; few blind perfs), New York, NY, 1923, F Int'l "Int'l Silk Expo" slogan #11 (lite tone) Wm.C.Heaton return add.on flap (2c Wash.) Brambach Piano Co.type on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $20

AIR MAIL / FLIGHTS (AAMC 5th Edition)
AM-1. Germany Semi-Official Airmail Stamps: "Ballonfahrt/Hamburg/Der Luftschutz Abtlg.Der T.N." 30pf red-on-blue (Michel 21b) & 30pf black-on-blue (Michel 21c); VF/F, mint, hinged (stamps only, not on cvr), 1933. E $190 MIN.95
AM-2. AAMC F18-105: New York, NY, 1948 (Nov 8), G duplex; "Jam.McVittie/1st Flight Passenger printed cachet at L; bullfighter h/s cachet on back on cvr, remodelled from Barcelona w/Spain stamps (Nov 11) enc.list of McVittie's 1st flights. E $20
AM-3. AAMC F19- 6b: Canton Island, Canton Island, 1940 (Jul 22), VG 4-bar; magenta cachet at L on cvr w/Los Angeles, CA, machine as b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AM-4. AAMC FAM #6-7: San Juan, PR, 1929 (Jan 9), G+ Univ.; 5c beacon Sc.C11 (w/"TOP" selvage)+2c +5c Int'l Aeronautics cachet on cvr w/magenta cachet; add.on back. E $12 MIN.6
AM-5. AAMC Governmental Flight #186: Youngstown, OH, 1929 (Aug 30), VG Univ.; "First Official Airmail Pick-Up...By Adams Non-Stop Method..." h/s cachet; 5c beacon Sc.C11 on cvr w/Trow Sebree, Pilot, autograph. E $40
AM-6. AAMC Int'l Dirigible Mails #2-510: Lakehurst, NJ, 1932 (May 6), G+ duplex; "USS Akron/Coast to Coast Trip" h/s cachets; block/4x 1.5c imperf on cvr. E $20
AM-8. AAMC Interrupted Flight #18.5: Cleveland, OH, 1918 (Dec 18), G+ duplex; 4c Sc.222 +1c Colum. +1lc Frank. Sc.511 w/PL#7505 at R on cvr w/2x "Aero Mail" h/s, to Latrobe, PA. USG-1st Flight, NY to Chicago: 2 planes leaving Cleveland crashed. Cvrns canx Cleveland were aboard. E $150
AM-9. AAMC Lindberghiana #41: Saint Louis, MO, 1928 (Feb 20), VF Int'l; "Lindbergh Again Flies the Air Mail/CAM 2" horseshoe h/s cachet; 10c Lindbergh on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-10. AAMC U.S.Souvenir Historical Flight #581A: Holyoke, MA, 1928 (Mar 15), F Univ.; "First Experimental Airplane-Motorcycle Courier Service" pictorial h/s cachet; 10c Lindbergh air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AM-11. AAMC U.S.Souvenir Historical Flight #581A: Westfield, MA, 1928 (Mar 15), G+ Int'; "First Experimental Airplane-Motorcycle Courier Service" pictorial h/s cachet; "This Letter is dispatched by first trip of Courier Auxiliary to Air Mail..." h/s; 10c Lindbergh air on cvr w/"Carl White, Courier" autograph; 10c postage due stamp w/Peoria, IL, VF precanc. E $24 MIN.12
AM-12. AAMC U.S.Souvenir Historical Flight #581A: Air Mail Field/New York, NY, 1928 (Mar 15), G+ duplex ("YORK" mostly not struck) "First Experimental Airplane-Motorcycle Courier Service" pictorial h/s cachet; 10c Lindbergh air on cvr to A.C.Roessler. E $15 MIN.8
AM-13. AAMC Zeppelin Flight #Z-510: Lakehurst, NJ, 1932 (May 6), F Int'l (lite tone) USS Akron cachets; 5c beacon air on cvr. E $20
AM-15. AAMC Zeppelin Post #2216a: New York, NY, 1933 (Oct 2), VF Int'; purple pictorial Zeppelin h/s cachet; red double triangle map cachet; 50c Zeppelin Sc.C18 on 1st day cvr w/Correio Aereo/Distrito Federal (Rio de Janeiro) G+ DCDS as transit b/s. Also listed in "First Day Cover" & "Stamps on Covers" sections. E $200 MIN.100
AM-16. Trans-Oceanic Record Flight AAMC #1405: Miami, FL, 1948 (Jan 13), VF CDS; w/30 MORE h/s from worldwide cities, w/"Atlas Sky Merchant/global air tour" h/s on aerogramme, enc.in #10 PSE canxeder New York/Radio City Sta., NY, VF Int'l (Apr 22); Amer.Air Mail Soc'y explanatory letter. E $40
AM-17. Long Beach/Air Mail, CA, 1945, G+ duplex (edge tear T; edge crs) pair 6c transport +pair 2c Victory on 8.5x9.25" cvr w/enc.valentine card. E $14
AM-18. Los Angeles, CA, 1928, G+ duplex; "Tran-L.A.to New York by Air Mail" ms instruction at B; 10c map air +5c Roosevelt on cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
AM-19. Los Angeles, CA, 1955, F Univ.; 4c air on TWA PPC, written in flight Chi-LA, en route to Hawaii. E $12 MIN.6
AM-20. Los Angeles, CA, 1959, G+ 5c PB slogan meter "American Airlines/First With Jets Across the USA"; on Amer.Air PPC (jet). E $12 MIN.6
AM-21. Santa Monica, CA, 1929, VG duplex (lite crs) "Air Mail to N.Y." ms instruction at upper L "negated" by 2 magenta bars h/s; pair 2c Edison on 5c air PSE to Germany. E $20
AM-23. XVIIe Salon de L'Aeronautique, Paris, France, 1946, VF CDS at R; Orly G+ CDS tying 1f at L; Federation Nationale Aeronautique/XVIIe Salon de L'Aeronautique h/s cachet on cvr. E $20
AM-24. Honolulu, HI, 1950, G+ Int'l (crnr cr) United Air Lines Mainliner Stratocruiser ad on air GPC Sc.UXC1, mailed on plane's inaugural flight. E $12 MIN.6
AM-25. Kahului, HI, 1953, F duplex on cvr to Jersey City, NJ, w/Kamuela, HI, VG+ duplex as transit b/s. E $15 MIN.8
AM-26. A.M.F.Chicago/Francis M. Smith, IL, 1936, F blue CDS as transit b/s on air/special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AM-27. Chicago, IL, 1928 (Dec 6), VG Univ. "Air Mail Saves Time" slogan; Int'l Aeronautical Expo pictorial h/s cachet; 5c beacon air Sc.C11 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-28. Chicago/Air Mail, IL, 1928 (Dec 1), VG Univ.; Int'l Aeronautical Expo pictorial h/s cachet; 5c beacon air Sc.C11 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-29. Hanoi, Indochina, 1939 (May 22), VG CDS (tip cr; tears T) Hanoi-Vientiane (Laos) 1st flight cachet; 5c +1c airs on cvr. E $15
AM-30. Nairobi, Kenya, 1976, G+ machine (crs) "East African Airways/30th Years 1946-76/Tanzania Kenya Uganda" TRINGLE label w/pictorial jet; tied on air PPC (Olympic Airways Boeing 747) to U.S. E $24 MIN.12
AM-31. Annapolis/Naval Acad.Br., MD, 1938, F Univ.; "Chesapeake Seaplane Mail" h/s w/pictorial map on commer.air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AM-32. Adams, MA, 1927, G+ duplex; 10c Lindbergh + 2c Wash, overpaying 10c rate on PPC to Saco, ME. E $20
AM-33. Boston, MA, 1927, G duplex (lite tone) "Boston Radio Aero Show" pictorial h/s at upper R; "Radio-Aero-Show/Air Mail Station" G+ CDS (B arc partial) at lower R; 5x 2c Saratoga on air cvr w/pilot's signature (part smear). E $20
AM-34. Albuquerque, NM, 1930, partial Int'l; 5c winged globe air, "negated" by 2 magenta bars h/s; +5c Roosevelt on PPC w/CAM h/s cachet at L, to Germany. E $20
AM-35. Glens Falls, NY, 1947, F meter; "Mail By Air/A Nickel" slogan w/illus.wing; Glens Falls Indemnity Co.cc on cvr. E $8
AM-37. Salt Lake City, UT, 1938, VG Univ. (lite gum tone) "Covered Wagon Days/Int'l Air-Mail Week" h/s cachet w/illus.covered wagon; State of Utah/Office of the Governor cc on air cvr to Virginia Governor. E $15 MIN.8
AM-38. Milwaukee, WI, 1928 (Jul 31), F Univ.; Indian Cycle Agy., Clintonville, WI, cc; illus.motorcycle at B & overall on back (part gum tone) 10c Lindbergh air on cvr to Indian MOTOCYCLE Co., Springfield, MA; carried from Green Bay-Milwaukee by 'cycle. Last day 10c rate. E $15 MIN.8
AM-39. Cheyenne/Air Mail Field, WY, 1939, G+ duplex ty.CYS5 on commer.PPC. E $5
AM-40. Lot 8 diff.) Arctic Air Mercy Flight/Alaska 10c Cinerella stamps; mint, hinged, [1925]. E $70
AM-41. Lot 15) PPCs w/air mail rates, 1927-61, various stamps & uses (varied condition). E $50 MIN.26

AUXILIARY

AX-1. Portland, OR, 1950, VG Univ. (bit lite tone) ms "2c due mailman" below address, w/"Postage Due (2) Cents" h/s at T, applied at Portland, on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $16
AX-2. Beaumont-Le-Roger, France, 1936, partial CDS; "7 Cents" h/s; simple postage due marking; 50c Peace on 2.5x4" cvr w/5c +2c dues. E $15 MIN.8
AX-3. Toledo, OH, 1911, G+ Amer/B38; "Address Corrected By Toledo, O., P.O." boxed h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-4. (Santiago?, Chile), ca.1940s, weak, partial canx (lite tone) "Adhered to letter for
Toledo, Ohio" h/s w/"Sta F." written below on PPC. E $16

AX-5. London, Great Britain, 1978, VG slogan machine; "ADDRESS Correct Except For City Change to Burlington, CT 06013" MISSPELLED correction printed on yellow adhesive label on air cvr to RFD 3, Bristol, CT. E $24 MIN.12

AX-6. Providence, RI, 1862, G+ red DCDS/black grid (ruff R; tear R) "Adv.1." h/s on 2.5x4.5 cvr to Charlestown, MA. E $24

AX-7. Murdocksville, PA, 1915, G+ 4-bar; "Advertised" h/s & ms date on PPC to Glenwillard, PA. E $14


AX-9. Greencastle, IN, 1890, G+ CDS/cork; "Advertised." h/s on PSE to Williamsport, IN. E $15

AX-10. Conway, IA, 1911, G duplex; "Advertised." h/s; 1c postage due paying ad rate, tied by partial duplex at Clarinda, IA, 30 days after mailed; on PPC. E $30

AX-11. Saint Petersburg, FL, 1936, VG Univ.; "Air Mail in U.S.A. Only" h/s; pair 4c on cvr to Australia, w/Coast Guard cachet. E $15

AX-12. Medford, (state not struck), [1917], G Time-Cmns (crs; lite tone) "Back the Boys" magenta h/s on PPC to Perth, KS. E $8

AX-13. Palmer, NE, 1917, G+ duplex; "Back the Boys" magenta h/s on PPC to Wolbach, NE. E $12 MIN.6

AX-14. Denver, CO, 1917, G+ Int'l w/"Rocky Mt.Nat'l Park" slogan (crs; lite tone) "Back the Boys..." h/s on PPC to Elba, NE. E $12 MIN.6

AX-15. Brodhead, WI, 1917, G+ Time-Cmns; "Back the Boys..." h/s on GPC to Madison, WI. E $12 MIN.6

AX-16. Buffalo, NY, 1917, G+ Univ.; "Back the Boys..." h/s (part stuttered) on PPC to Warsaw, NY. E $12 MIN.6

AX-17. (Indistinct town), NH, 1917, partial 4-bar; "Back the Boys..." h/s (T line part spotty) on cvr to Morrison, IL. E $12 MIN.6

AX-18. Chicago, IL, 1917, VF Int'l w/"2nd Liberty Loan" slogan #14 (lower R tip nib; edge tear R) "Back the Boys..." h/s; Swedish-Amer.Telephone Mfg.Co.cc on window cvr. NICE Liberty Loan combo. E $20 MIN.10

AX-19. Paris, France, 1917, partial CDS; "Back the Boys..." purple h/s w/UNUSUAL smaller font, w/2nd magenta strike (top line on that not struck) on PPC to Bellows Falls, VT. E $24 MIN.12

AX-20. Aberdeen, WA, 1918, F Amer/B14 (ruff L) "Buy W.S.S.and Thrift Stamps/From your Carrier." h/s ("PS" mostly not struck) City Treasurer cc on window cvr. E $40

AX-21. San Diego, CA, 1930, G duplex/Univ. (stain spots on add.; edge tear T; crs) "By Air Mail to Exchange Office" h/s; 5c beacon air +3x1c on cvr to England. E $24

AX-22. Port Wayne, IN, 1930, G+ Int'l (return add.erased) "By Air Mail to/Exchange Office" h/s; 1st flight cachet; 5c air +1c on cvr to England w/2 purple bars h/s "negating" printed "Via Air Mail". E $20 MIN.10

AX-23. Hartford/Sta.A, CT, 1914, VG Amer/B38 (bit trim T; lite tone) "By Quickest Route." h/s (private?); Pratt & Whitney cc; 3c Wash. on 2c PSE to Germany. E $20

AX-24. Santa Barbara, CA, 1909, F Amer/B14 (tip crs) tiny 3x19mm "Called Out" h/s applied at Atlantic City, NJ, on PPC to "Charls Mechler of the Grato Barber Shop, Atlantic Ave." w/blue pencil "2020" added to address. E $15 MIN.8

AX-25. Camp Chase, OH, 1908, G Doane 3/3 (uneven toned) "Called Out." h/s on PPC to Hagerstown, MD. E $14


AX-27. Clayton, MI, 1916, VG duplex (lite tone; tip crs) "Checked by carrier/City 1-2...6/Rural 1-2...6" h/s w/few #’s lined thru on PPC to Hillsdale, MI. E $14

AX-28. Hobart, Australia, 1940, G+ slogan machine (slight ruff slit T) "Collect 10 Cents/for Customs Clearance/Chicago, Ill.For.Sec." h/s & "U.S.Customs/Passed/Free of Duty/5/Philadelphia" circled h/s; 10c due stamp tied at Phila. on cvr. E $20

AX-29. London, Great Britain, 1903, G DCDS; "Contrary to regulations/E.C." & "1d/E.C." h/s on PPC w/CLASSIFIED AD (selling bicycle) adhered to picx side. E $20

AX-30. Midland/Odessa, TX, 2001, G+ machine, w/"Hometown of Pres.George W.Bush" sprayer; "Correct Delivery Has Been Made By Your Carrier. Please Advise Correspondents of Your Correct Address." printed on yellow computer label, wrapped around R edge on church meeting notice PC
w/ms house # correction. E $15
AX-31. (Indistinct town), Romania, 1926, partial DCDS (edge tear R; cr) "Delayed on Account of
Incomplete Addresss. Please Inform Your Correspondents of your correct address/Directory
Searcher No.8." h/s (part spotty) on PPC to St.Louis, MO. E $14
AX-32. Emmett, KS, 1908, G+ Doane 3/1 (o/s) "Detained in Gen'1 Delivery for want of Street
Number." h/s on PPC to Salina, KS. E $12 MIN.6
AX-33. Rock Springs, WY, 1945, VG Int'l (trim R) "Directory Service Given At Great Lakes, Ill." h/s
on air cvr to US Naval Training Center, San Diego & fwd. E $12 MIN.6
AX-34. Chicago, IL, 1945, F Univ. (trim L) "Directory Service Given At Great Lakes, Illinois"
h/s on free-franked cvr to Rock Springs, WY, where "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s
applied, then returned, but sender transferred. E $20
h/s on free-franked cvr to Portland, OR, where "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s
applied, then returned, but sender transferred. E $20
AX-36. Mont Alto, PA, 1910, G+ duplex (lite tone) "DISINFECTED." h/s ty.1 (part o/s) on PPC. E
$100 MIN.50
AX-37. Hoyleton, IL, 1917, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Do your bit!..." h/s struck twice (1 partly
off B); "Missent." h/s; on PPC to Moweaqua, IL. E $15
AX-38. Springfield, IL, 1917, VG Univ. "Ill.Cent'1" slogan (lite tone) "Do your bit!..."
magenta h/s on PPC to Cherry, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-39. St.Louis, MO, 1926, VG Int'l (lite tone) "Due 1 Cent. F" h/s; 1c due w/Saint Louis
precancx on PPC mailed w/1c Frank. E $14
AX-40. Springfield, OH, 1909, G+ Int'l; "Due 1 Cent." h/s; faulty 1c due tied by pencil canx;
on PPC mailed locally w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
AX-41. Adrian, MI, 1910, VF Amer/B14(); ms "Due 1c" by address; 1c due applied on PPC mailed
w/1c Frank.; add'l 1c for message into address area. E $12 MIN.6
AX-42. Chicago, IL, 1961, G DCDS (bit ruff trim R; edge tear T) "Due 4 Cent/N.S.M.D.No." h/s;
4c postage due meter stamp at L on 4c #10 PSE to local address. E $6
AX-43. Meadville, PA, 1918, G+ Amer/A14 (crs) "For The Soldier Boys/From The War
Mothers,/Lafayette, Indiana" h/s on PPC. E $50
AX-44. Letts, IN, 1908, G+ Doane 2/5; "Form A" h/s & "To avoid delay in delivery, have your
mail addressed to Street & No... or RFD No." h/s on PPC to Rushville, IN, RFD w/no route #. E
$20
AX-45. Buffalo, NY, 1911, G+ Int'l; "Forwarded from Cherry Creek, N.Y." boxed h/s on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
AX-46. Topsham, ME, 1911, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone) "Forwarded From Reno, Nev." red DCDS on PPC.
E $14
AX-47. New York/Sta.(?), NY, 1902, partial Doremus (lite tone) "Forwarded/Los Angeles, Cal." G+
CDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-48. Fitchburg, MA, 1913, G+ Amer/B14 (bit lite tone; cr; nicks R; edge tear R) "Gen.Del./No.
date 1./San Antonio, Tex." boxed h/s on PPC. E $6
AX-49. Allegheny/Belevue Sta., PA, 1907, G duplex (toned) "General Delivery/date/Sta.A,
Allegheny, Pa." h/s on PPC. E $14
straight-line h/s on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AX-51. Riverside, CA, 1910, VG Amer/B14() (lite tone) "Gilsy Hotel, Cleveland, O." VG blue
private clock-dial DCDS as recd on PPC. E $16
AX-52. Cascade, CO, 1953, G+ 4-bar (bit lite tone) "Glen Cove/Pikes Peak Hiway" private rimless
CDS as "origin" at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-53. Saegerstown, PA, 1909, G+ duplex (upper L tip nick) "Have your mail addressed to
street/and number, box, or General Delivery/Mt.Loiver Station, Pittsburgh, Pa." h/s on PPC. E
$20
AX-54. Clinton, MA, 1905, VF duplex; "Held For Better Directions" h/s ("NS" not struck) on PPC
w/NO address. E $15
AX-55. Los Angeles/Sta.H, CA, 1910, G+ duplex (dial hi) "Held for Postage/date/Los Angeles,
Cal." & "Due 1 Cent" h/s on PPC w/message & 1st stamp in address area at R; 2nd 1c applied &
remailed. E $12 MIN.6
AX-56. Los Angeles/Sta.H, CA, 1904, G duplex (toned) "Held for Postage/date/Los Angeles, Cal."
"This is the letter..." h/s; 2x Sc.300 on 3.25x4.5" homemade thick card PPC. E $14
AX-57. New York/J, NY, ca.1908, partial duplex; "Held For/J/Postage" circled h/s on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
AX-58. Hungry Horse, MT, 1956, F Univ.; "Hungry Horse" magenta pictorial h/s in message area on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-59. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ Univ.; ms "Illegible" at T, referring to partly struck slogan meter; "Returned For Postage/N.S.M.D.No.30" h/s; C.I.T.Corp.cc on #10 cvr w/3c Prexie applied & remained. E $20
AX-60. Terre Haute, IN, 1963, VF machine (edge tear T) "Inconnu (Unknown)" h/s on cvr to Kewanee, IL. SCARCE domestic use of bilingual type. E $24
AX-61. Dallas, OR, 1910, VG duplex; "Indexed" h/s & "Mail Opening/date/AM PM..." private h/s on PPC to Sears & Roebuck, Seattle, WA. E $15 MIN.8
AX-62. Denver, CO, 1956, VG Univ.; "Insufficient Address/Directory Service Discontinued/Place Under New Cover If Remailed" h/s (T line spotty) David C.Snyder Photography cc on air cvr w/letterhead enc.to Dallas, TX. E $15 MIN.8
AX-63. Seattle/Term.Anx, WA, 1938, G+ Univ.; "Insufficient Prepaid for Air Mail Service" h/s & partial 2nd strike; 3c Prexie+1c Frank. on PPC. E $14
AX-64. Golden, CO, 1917, VG duplex (tip cr) "Lookout Mt., Colo." blue double circle h/s w/pictorial FISH silhouette in center, at upper L on Lookout Mt.Inn PPC. E $20 MIN.10
AX-65. Philadelphia, PA, 1942, G+ NPM meter label; "Mis-Sent to Yardley" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-66. Greenwich, CT, 1943, VF Univ.(tiny tear T) "Misdirected/Returned to Writer/Unclaimed from/Chicago, Ill.(D.S.)" pointing hand h/s; "Do Not Remail in This Envelope..." & "Directory Service Has Been Given/Chicago, Ill.(6)" h/s; Hastco Stamp Co.cc on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
AX-67. Columbus, WI, 1941, F Int'l; "Missent to Chicago, Ill./Letter Section, Delivery Div." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-68. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1958, G+ "Radio Monte Carlo" slogan machine w/pictorial tower; "Missent to Fort Dodge, Iowa" h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-69. Eagle Pass, TX, 1950, VF Univ.; "Missent to Fort Riley, Kans" h/s on UX27 GPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-70. Summerville, PA, 1913, G+ duplex (upper L tip clip; lite tone) "Missent to Franklin, Pa." h/s on cvr w/enc. E $8
AX-71. Pontiac, IL, 1937, F Univ.; "Missent to Graymont" h/s on PSE. E $8
AX-72. Inola, OK, 1927, G+ duplex (tears T) "Missent to Long Beach, Calif" h/s on 4.5x5.5" cvr. E $8
AX-73. (Indistinct RPO origin), 1908, partial duplex (toned) "Missent to Madison, Mo." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-74. Lancaster, WI, 1915, G duplex (o/s) "Missent to Mineral Point, Wis." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-75. Atlantic City, NJ, 1909, G+ Int'l (o/s) "Missent to Mt.Oliver Station,/Pittsburg, Pa." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-76. Rochester/Sta.A, NY, 1901, G+ straight-line h/s; "Missent to Newton Center, Mass." h/s; 10c Webster solo on rarely seen misrouted reg'd cvr to Newton Upper Falls. E $20
AX-77. Chicago/Sta.U, IL, 1902, G+ Int'l; "Missent to Otonagon, Mich." h/s on GPC w/Otonagon G+ CDS as transit; Atlantic Mine G+ CDS as recd. E $15
AX-78. Vesuvius, VA, 1911, G+ 4-bar (lite tone) "Missent to Portsmouth, Va." h/s (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-79. Flint, MI, 1939, VG meter w/AC Spark Plugs illus.slogan; "Missent to Rockford, Ill." h/s on #10 cvr. E $8
AX-80. Big Rock, IA, 1908, G+ duplex (nick T) "Missent to Vinton, Iowa." h/s on PPC. E $8
AX-81. Waukegan, IL, [1946], VG mute oval at L; duplex as b/s (crs) "Missent to Waukegan" h/s struck 3 times to obscure "Missent to Globe Dept.Store Waukegan" ms note; Jas.Thompson & Co, New York, NY, cc on window PSE. SCARCE application. E $15
AX-82. Albee, SD, 1910, G+ 4-bar; "Missent" h/s applied at Florence, SD, w/4-bar as fwd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-83. Lot 7 diff.), "Missent" h/s; 1907-58; on PPCs. MIN.$20
AX-84. Paris, France, 1910, partial DCDS; "Missent" & "Kenesaw, Nebr." h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-85. Monument, CO, 1968, G+ machine; "Monument Lake Resort/Pony Express" pictorial h/s (rider on horse) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-86. Zurich, Switzerland, 1896, F DCDS (tips rounded) "New York/Paid/C/All" opera glass h/s w/"D" above (bit o/s) as recd on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-87. Hilton Head Isld, SC, 1967, G+ machine; "No Record/Army Directory Service/Fort Knox, Ky.41021" & "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-88. Pasadena, CA, 1979, G machine; "No Such Block" h/s on PPC to St.Louis, MO. E $12 MIN.6

AX-89. Barnhart, MO, 1909, VF Doane 2/1; "No such Number.../MOORE." h/s w/carer's name on PPC to St.Louis, MO. E $12 MIN.6

AX-90. Lawrence, KS, [1892], G duplex (crs) "No Such Office in State Named." pointing hand h/s on GPC to Clarkson, OK; address apparently corrected & remailed. E $15 MIN.8

AX-91. Wilton, ND, 1981, G+ machine; "No Such PO in State Named/Returned From Des Moines Iowa 50318" h/s on PPC w/scrawled address. E $15 MIN.8

AX-92. Weleekta, OK, 1937, G+ Univ.; "No Such Post Office in State Named/Return to Writer By Nixie Div./Fort Worth, Texas" h/s cvr to "Sennett, TX" on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-93. Newburgh, NY, [1869], VG CDS/cork; "None of the family in this vicinity/S.Harris P.M./Returned as above" ms vertically at L, below atty's return add.; on PSE w/letterhead enc.requesting return of 2 "certificates of the War of 1812", addressed to "Jos.Ellis or any of his Family, Bloomington, NY". RARE specific ms auxiliary. E $40

AX-94. Wykoff, MN, 1911, F 4-bar (lite tone) "Not at home A.M.Delivery" h/s on PPC to Freeport, IL. E $20

AX-95. Reigate & Redhill, Great Britain, 1946, VF machine; "Not at Paramount" private h/s on cvr to actor John Garfield. E $14

AX-96. Charleston/Navvy Yard Br., SC, 1944, G+ Int'l (bit cr) "Not at Quarters 'E'" h/s struck twice; "Not At/1809 G Street N.W." h/s; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC to woman at Wave Quarters, Arlington, VA; fwd to Wash., DC; fwd to Middleton, IL. E $15

AX-97. Chingford, Great Britain, 1952, G+ machine (bit cr; edge tear B) "Not at Warner Bros.Studio" private h/s on cvr to actor Forrest Tucker. E $14

AX-98. Los Angeles, CA, 1906, VG Int'l; "Not delivered by Carrier For want of time." h/s on PPC to Oakland, CA. E $20

AX-99. Pontiac, IL, 1913, G Amer/B14; "Not for carrier 1...7/Rural 1...9" h/s w/few #'s lined thru on PPC to local add. E $12 MIN.6

AX-100. Pittsburg, PA, 1907, G+ Int'l (toned) "Not For Carson Station/Pittsburg, Pa." on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-101. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1971, G+ slogan machine; "Not For Cedarhurst Branch/Pittsburgh, PA 15243" h/s on PPC. E $14

AX-102. Kusadasi, Turkey, 1972, partial CDS; "Not for McKnight Branch 15232" applied at Pittsburgh, PA on PPC. E $14

AX-103. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1925, VF Univ. (edge tear T) "Not for Observatory Station."; Not For/Bellevue Branch, Pittsburgh, Pa."; "834 Not Known" h/s on PPC. E $20

AX-104. Venezuela (Indistinct town), 1975, G box h/s; "Not For Plum Branch/Pittsburgh, Pa.15239" h/s on PPC. E $15

AX-105. Jack & St.Peters/RPO, 1911, VG duplex (crs) "Not For Route 208" & "Not For Route 210" h/s on PPC to Wilkinsburg, PA. E $14

AX-106. Wichita, KS, 1912, G+ Int'l (o/s; crs) "Not for Southwestern Tel. & Tel.Co." private h/s on PPC. E $14

AX-107. Salisbury, MA, 1907, G+ 4-bar; "Not for Station K" red h/s w/crude station letter applied at Los Angeles, CA, on PPC. E $14

AX-108. New Lexington, OH, 1913, G+ duplex; "Not For Winkinsburg Branch, Pittsburgh, Pa" h/s on PPC. E $15

AX-109. Pittsburgh, PA, 1916, F Int'l; "Not For/Wabash Station/Pittsburgh, Pa." & "Not For No.334" h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-110. New York, NY, [1873], G+ CDS w/fancy circled geometric 8-point star killer (tear T) "Not Fully-Addressed" oval h/s applied at London, England; faulty pair 3c banknotes on cvr w/enc. E $24

AX-111. Detroit, MI, 1953, F duplex (part ruff slit T; bit angle slit L) "Not in Air Mail" h/s on business reply cvr to Baltimore, MD. E $14

AX-112. Brooklyn/Sheepshead Bay Sta., NY, 1918, G+ Colum. (crs) "Not in Carriers Delivery District/No.10" h/s (part weak) on PPC to Los Angeles. E $8

AX-113. Providence, RI, ca.1919, G+ duplex (sealed spindles; ruff trim R) "Not in Registered
Mail. h/s; Waldorf Clothing Co.illus.ad (man in formal wear); 10c Frank. + pair 1c
Wash.offsets on reg'd cvr to Boston. E $20
AX-114. Houston, MS, 1908, G duplex; "Not in Route 41." h/s applied at Birmingham, AL, on PPC. E $8
AX-115. Harrisburg, PA, 1944, VG Univ. (bit uneven trim T; crs) "Not On Board" BOLD h/s & pencil ms; Dauphin Co.(PA) "County Board of Elections" cc on #10 penalty cvr to passenger (or worker) on M.V.Cape Poge, U.S.Lire Co. & returned, 1 month after mailed. E $16
AX-116. New Orleans, LA, 1895, G+ machine (Apr 3) & duplex (Apr 4) "Not Prepaid" h/s; engraver's illus.ad cc on part lite soiled cvr, apparently mailed w/glued-on stamp which fell off before 1st canx (glue residue at upper R), then 2c red applied. E $16
AX-118. Gibraltar, 1910, VG DCDS (lite tone) "Offered for Delivery/(5-27-10 PM)" h/s w/ms date/time on PPC to Schenectady, NY. E $20
AX-119. Montreal, PQ, Canada, 1949, VF machine; "Opened By Mistake/R.H.Donnelly Corp." private h/s unnecessarily applied on PPC ("opening" not needed). E $16
AX-120. New York, NY, 1906, G+ duplex; "Originally Held for Postage/But Now Forwarded on Receipt/From You of Amount Due/[N.Y.-I.D.]" h/s; 2x Sc.300 on PPC w/message on address side. E $12 MIN.6
AX-121. Chicago, IL, 1905, F Int'l; "Osbourn House/Rochester/N.Y./Rates $2 to $8. Am.Plan/date" private 60x38mm h/s w/2-dial clock (part o/s) as recd b/s on 3.25x4" cvr w/enc. E $16
AX-122. Washington, PA, 1928, VG Int'l; "Out of Business" h/s; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s w/"Notice" on cuff; on cvr. E $20
AX-123. Biloxi, MS, 1907, G+ Amer/B4; "Out of Free Delivery Limits/Carriver No..." h/s w/ms initials & #: 1c Smith on PPC to New Orleans, LA. E $24
AX-125. Basel, Switzerland, 1906, G+ DCDS; "Outside/W.J.H.Dist.29" h/s (bit o/s by ms initials) on PPC to "Fruitvale, Oakland, CA". E $20
AX-126. Providence, RI, 1895, partial duplex (crs) "P.O.N.Y./236/Mail Detention" VG+ CDS as recd on GPC to N.Y.City. E $15
AX-127. Toronto, Canada, 1939, G+ meter (lite tone; crs) "Passed for Export." h/s; life insurance co.cc on window cvr. E $14
AX-129. Bern, Switzerland, 1964, G DCDS (crs) "Passed Free/U.S.Customs at Baltimore, Maryland" date boxed h/s; Baltimore/Arlington Sta., MD, G+ DCDS as recd b/s on 5x7" cvr w/encs. E $16
AX-130. Sharpsburg, PA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14; "Pittsburgh (Sharpsburg Br.) PA./Gen.Del." VG DCDS & "Clerk/No.2" double-circled h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
AX-131. Phoenix, AZ, 1963, G+ machine (bit edge wear) "Please notify your correspondents that your delivery Post Office is Derby, Kansas" h/s (part spotty) on 3.75x8.25" cvr to Wichita & returned. E $14
AX-132. (Indistinct town), South Africa, 1955, partial DCDS; "Postage Due (07) Cents" h/s on cvr w/5c +2c dues tied at St.Louis, MO. E $12 MIN.6
AX-133. Derby Line, VT, 1935, VG Int'l; "Postage due (2) cents" h/s; 1c Frank. on PPC to Canada w/2c due tied. E $12 MIN.6
AX-134. St.Kanzian am Klopeiner See, Austria, 1985, G+ pictorial slogan; "Postage Due (47)c/NYB & PMC 07097 Tour 11" h/s w/ms rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-135. Enot Valley, PA, 1944, G+ duplex (lite tone) "Postage Due 1 1/2 Cents" h/s; 1.5c Prexie on unsealed cvr w/enc.; add’l amount for forwarding. E $14
AX-136. Cleveland, OH, 1948, G+ Int’l (lite tone) "Postage Due 1 1/2 Cents" h/s; 2c due (overpaying) tied by mute oval on 4.25x5.5" unsealed cvr to Yakima, WA. E $14
AX-137. Los Angeles, CA, 1940, F Univ.; "Postage Due 1 Cent" & "Returned to Sender..." pointing hand h/s & ms "Not Here"; 1c due tied by North Hollywood mute oval on 2c PSE, fwd twice & returned. E $14
AX-138. Pomona, CA, 1935, VG Univ. (glassine window bit tear from 2 pencil lines when fwd) "Postage Due 1 Cent" & "Second"; 2c Wash.coil as origin postage on window cvr w/Las Vegas, NV, VG DCDS/Reg’d MISAPPLIED as recd b/s, & AGAIN w/when tying 1c Frank.(used as due stamp) on
address side. E $16
AX-139. Folkestone, Great Britain, 1962, G machine (crnr crs) "Postage Due 10 Cents/Chicago, Ill. For. Sec. 2" h/s (bit spotty) 10c due meter on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $15
AX-140. Sydney, Australia, 1963, VG slogan machine; "Postage Due 16 Cents/Chicago, Ill. For. Sec. 2" at T; "Postage Due (16) Cents" h/s w/ms rate at B; "Posage Insufficient/For Air Mail/Send By Surface/Sydney No. 2" boxed h/s (part spotty) on business reply cvr to Baltimore, MD. E $20
AX-141. (Vallonia, IN), ca.1909, (no origin canx; edge tears) "Postage Due 2 Cents" h/s struck twice; ms "Due 2c" on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC, mailed w/o stamp. E $14
AX-142. Lucerne, Switzerland, 1972, G+ slogan machine; "Postage Due 5 Cents/Foreign Section GPO NY/T/20/60" h/s on PPC w/5c due meter applied at Aurora, IL. E $12 MIN.6
AX-143. Covington, KY, [1897], partial mute oval (tip cr) "Postage Due for For warding 1 Cent" h/s; 1c blue on cvr to Cincinnati & fwd to Bellport, NY. E $16
AX-144. Elkhart, IN, 1959, VF DCDS; "Postage Due, 2 Cents" h/s w/ms "4" correction; "Returned for (4) Cents/Additional Postage" h/s (both lined thru) on 1c GPC to Israel; 4c Lincoln applied & remailed. E $15 MIN.8
AX-145. (Homosassa, FL), ca.1970s?, no origin canx (uneven trim T) "Postage Paid at Origin" h/s on cvr. E $14
AX-147. Chicago, IL, 1906, G+ Int'l; "Public Service Corporation of N.Y./Mailed Prudential Building." private h/s w/integrated clock-dial ("minute" dial mostly not struck; o/w complete) applied internally as rec'd on glitter PPC. E $15
AX-148. Central College, OH, 1895, G+ CDS/target (lite tone) "Rec'd at Boston, Mass.,/In Damaged Condition." h/s & "Re Enveloped At/Boston, Mass." spotty h/s (town mostly not struck) on req'd 2c PSE w/1 stamp (8c?) missing apparently due to water damage. E $24 MIN.12
AX-149. Glendale, (Dakota), 1883 (Oct 10), partial CDS/circled star (B arc not struck; toned; trim L; sealed spindle) "Received At Chicago Station." VF magenta dated semi-circle h/s w/ms day correction; 2c brown Sc.210 (10th day of use!) on cvr. E $40
AX-150. Charleston, SC, ca.1880s?, G+ CDS (piece out upper R where stamp removed) "Received at N.Y.P.O.Box Unsealed" circled h/s as b/s on cvr. E $14
AX-151. Oklahoma City, OK, 1947, partial CDS/Recd & mute ovais (lite tone) "Received canceled at Oklahoma City, Okla." h/s on PPC w/canxes applied when rec'd. E $15 MIN.8
AX-152. Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1910, F Int'l; "Received With Package Box Collections/N.Y.P.O.G.C.Sta.Dis (9?)" h/s (part heavy inked) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-153. Huntsville, AL, 2008, VG sprayer (edge tears T & R) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 window cvr (from Sec'y of Energy correspondence) w/Boy Scouts of Amer.illus.logo on return add.label. E $14
AX-154. Santa Ana, CA, 2008 (Feb 23), G+ sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; FEB 29 LEAP DAY DATE on "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $30
AX-155. Winterthur, DE, 2010, G+ DCDS; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Dr.Steven Chu (Sec'y of Energy). E $14
AX-156. Orlando, FL, 2008, F sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24
AX-157. Tampa, FL, 2006, F sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Boy Scouts of America-Troop 339, St.Timothy's Catholic Church, Lutz, FL cc w/illus.Scout logo. E $16
AX-158. North Metro, GA, 2006, VF sprayer; LITE "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Hon.Sam'l Bodman (Sec'y of Energy); "Amanda Farmery, Marietta, GA" cc w/illus.Boy Scout logo. E $16
AX-159. North Metro, GA, 2007, VG sprayer (o/s; 1.5" tear R) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; "Letter of Recognition Requested for Eagle Scout Court of Honor" label tied at lower L. E $16
AX-160. Boise, ID, 2007, VG sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $12 MIN.6
AX-161. Fort Wayne, IN, 2008, F sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John
"Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Eagle Scout's cc. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-162. Baltimore, MD, 2006, VF sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $14

AX-163. Baltimore, MD, 2008, VF sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $14

AX-164. Frederick, MD, 2006, VF sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $14

AX-165. Southern, MD, 2003, G+ machine (tears T & L) blue, w/WEAK red date, "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Office of Policy & Int'l Affairs, Dept.of Energy; "Inforum-Interindustry Forecasting Project, Dept.of Economics, Univ.of Maryland at College Park" cc. E $16

AX-166. Central, MA, 2007, VF sprayer (bit ruff upper R) blue & purple "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Scoutmaster, Boy Scout Troop 257, N.Brookfield, MA, cc. E $14

AX-167. Middlesex-Essex, MA, 2007, VF sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Scoutmaster, Troop 74 BSA, Chelmsford, MA, cc. E $15

AX-168. Grenada, MS, 2010, VF Missing Children pictorial slogan sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $14

AX-169. Jackson, MS, 2008, G+ sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan (bit ruff slit upper R) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-170. DV Daniels, NJ, 2010, VF slogan sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; ms "Eagle Scout" at lower L. "Freedom is not Free" pictorial label on back: firefighters raising flag at World Trade Center (not tied, but belongs). Interesting combo. E $24

AX-171. Kearny, NJ, 2007, F sprayer (ruff slit upper R) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Landing-Mt.Arlington (NJ) Girl Scouts return add.label. E $16

AX-172. Kilmer P & DC, NJ, 2007, G+ sprayer (part ruff slit T) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Troop 50 Committee Chairman cc w/illus.Boy Scout medal. E $14

AX-173. Binghamton, NY, 2005, G+ machine; bit hi "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; illus.Boy Scout logo in cc. E $14

AX-174. Long Island, NY, 2007, VF sprayer; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Committee Chairperson, Troop 12, Huntington, NY, return add.label. E $15

AX-175. Kinston, NC, 2008, VF sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-176. Glanshaw, PA, 2009, G+ 4-bar; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Ass't Scoutmaster, BSA Troop 138 return add.label w/illus.Boy Scout logo. E $16

AX-177. Sioux Falls, SD, 2006, G+ machine (tear T in cc) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy. E $12 MIN.6

AX-178. Nashville, TN, 2008 (Feb 29), G+ sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Lorraine Floyd, Scout Master, BSA Troop 296, Hilham, TN, cc. Interesting slogan & aux.combo, w/LEAP DAY DATE. E $30

AX-179. Dallas, TX, 2008, F sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; ms "Eagle Scout" at lower L. Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-180. North Texas P & DC, TX, 2008, VF sprayer; LITE "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Troop 605, Denison, TX, return add.label. E $14

AX-181. North Texas P & DC, TX, 2008, VF sprayer; LITE "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Agriculture; Troop 605, Denison, TX, return add.label. E $20

AX-182. Everett, WA, 2007, VF sprayer (bit ruff slit upper R) "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; BSA-Eagle Mentor, Mill Creek, WA, return add.label w/Scout logo. E $16

AX-183. Tacoma-Olympia, WA, 2008, F sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy.
Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-184. Clarksburg, WV, 2008, VF sprayer w/"Let Us Dare to Read, Think, Speak & Write/John Adams..." slogan; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy.

Interesting slogan & aux.combo. E $24

AX-185. Rio, WV, 2007, G+ 4-bar; "Received/Mail Sanitized" boxed h/s on #10 cvr to Sec'y of Energy; Chairperson Troop 32 return add. E $14

AX-186. Denver, CO, 1932, VF Univ. (pinholes; trim R) "Refused" h/s & also in ms by carrier; "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s; Commercial Clearance Corp.return add.on flap on cvr. E $15

AX-187. Cleveland (Public Square Sta.), OH, 1940, F DCDs as origin b/s (part ruff trim L about 1/2", into cc) "Remained after delivery. Not in Registered Mail." h/s x2 (1 part o/s; 1 spotty) & "Return to Sender/Reason for Non-Delivery Checked...Unknown...For Better Address..." w/pointing hand boxed h/s; 20c Prexie+1c Stuart, but no registry markings; on cvr w/T edge resealed w/glassine tape. E $20

AX-188. San Francisco/Sta., CA, 1907, G+ Int'l (Sta.name omitted from dial; crs) "Removed. No address furnished." h/s & ms "8" carrier's route #, applied at Stockton, CA, on PPC. E $16

AX-189. New York/Sta.K., NY, 1907, VF Int'l; "Removed/Present Address Unknown./(N.Y.)" & "Not in Directory..." h/s; 2c Sc.329 on cvr. E $20

AX-190. Los Angeles, CA, 1906, VG Int'l; "Residence as given, not in Carriers Delivery District." magenta h/s applied at Los Angeles on PPC. E $14

AX-191. Charlotte Amalie, VI, 1985, G+ machine (lite tone; message bit smear; crs) "Return For Additional Postage/(40) For Air Mail Service Or/(30) For First Class (Surface)" h/s w/ms rates at upper R; "Returned For Postage" h/s at B on 5.25x6.75" PPC to Philippines, mailed w/o stamp. E $16

AX-192. St.Louis, MO, 1928, F Int'l (lite tone) "Return for Address" h/s w/big gap after "for" where word "Better" likely excised or blocked out on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 mailed w/NO address; Michael Kinney for State Senator campaign ad w/illus.portrait on back. E $15

AX-193. Redwood City, CA, 1945 (Oct 10), F Univ. (nicks T) "Return to Sender Unit Decom" in all capital letters but 1 small "e"; struck twice (1 red, 1 black) on air cvr w/enc.to "Com.Rons.7th Fleet, FPO, San Francisco". E $20

AX-194. New York, NY, ca.1943?, G+ 1.5c meter w/dateless dial (toned; tip crs) "Return to Sender,/No Service Available" h/s; N.Y.Journal American logo cc on cvr to Switzerland. E $15

MIN.8

AX-195. Mansfield, OH, 1987, VG machine; "Return to Sender-/Mail Refused" computer-printed on white adhesive label; curiously worded "Return to Sender/Mail Processing" pointing hand h/s (struck bit hi); & "Returned for Carrier Endorsement" h/s on 4.5x9" cvr to Salt Lake City & returned. E $20

AX-196. Highgate Center, VT, 1989, G+ 4-bar; "Return to Sender...Attempted-Not know..." pointing hand h/s; "To avoid delayin delivery, advise your correspondents..." h/s on #10 cvr to 44th Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Squadron. E $15

AX-197. Highgate Center, VT, 1989, F 4-bar; "Return to Sender/Addresssee Unknown..." w/ms "Deactivated" written below; "Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to 40th Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Squadron. E $20

AX-198. Stanbridge Station, PQ, Canada, 1974, G+ CDS; "Return To Sender/Delivery Cannot Be Made Because/Addresssee No Longer With NASA..." h/s; 2 diff."Returned to Sender" pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr. E $15

AX-199. Grand Rapids, MI, printed Permit #82 (no canx; unknown year; part ruff slit T) "Return to Sender/No Longer in Custody/Contents Not Authorized/Out to Another Institution/Addresssee Unreadable or Unknown" PRISON h/s w/1st box checked; RBC Ministries cc on 4.75x7.75" window cvr. E $15

AX-200. (Greensboro), NC, ca.1991, (no canx) "Return to Sender/Not Acceptable Postage/Stamps Must Not Be Covered or Reused" printed on yellow computer label; on #10 cvr w/entire address side & stamp covered w/adhesive plastic. E $15

AX-201. Cleveland, OH, 1981, partial machine (covered by label) "Return to Sender/Not Deliverable As Addressed/Unable to Forward" printed on dated yellow adhesive label on PPC to St.Louis, MO. E $12

cwr w/enc.to MOSUL, IRAQ, & returned due to Gulf War. E $24
AX-203. Salt Lake City, UT, 1902, F Pneumatic/L2b5b (o/s) "Return to Writer" h/s w/ms "Failed to deliver when he was here" note below on cvr to Minersville, UT. E $20
AX-204. Indianapolis, IN, 1979, G+ DCDS/roller (edge tear T) "Return/(Ger)many Must Be/(E)ast or West" w/small pointing hand h/s (few letters not struck) w/"West" circled & remailed 1 mo.after original canx; on air PSE to Bremerhaven. E $20
AX-205. Alma, MI, 1989, VP 21c presorted 1st class meter w/"Peace on Earth" slogan & 3 wise men (trim L) "Returned for $.05/Total Postage Required $.30" h/s (WRONG: 21c+5c=26c) & "Bulk Rate, Non-Profit, or Presort Rates Are Not Applicable for Int'l Mail" h/s on window cvr w/Total Petroleum, Inc.,cc. E $24
AX-206. Baltimore, MD, 1959, G Int'l; "Returned for (2) cents additional postage" h/s (marked thru) on 3c GPC to Israel; 2c meter applied & remailed. E $12 MIN.6
AX-207. Linden, CA, 1975, G+ machine; "Returned for 10c Postage./When Remailing, Paste Stamp Over This Notice." printed on yellow label, applied on upper R crnr on 4.25x6.25" window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-208. Fremont, GA, 1975, G+ machine (bit trim T) "Returned for 10c Postage./When Remailing, Paste/Stamps Over This Notice/94538" h/s on 3.5x8" window cvr, not remailed. E $14
AX-209. Camden, NJ, 1957, G Int'l; "Returned For Add'l Postage/(9) Cents, Mail For This Destination/Is (25) Cents Per Half Ounce." h/s on cvr to Australia; 9c added to 16c & remailed. E $14
AX-210. Lansing, MI, 1989, F 21c presorted 1st class meter (edge tear B; trim L) "Returned for Add'l Postage/Postage Due (.09c)/Total Postage Required (30c)...") h/s, red pen "X" thru that & "Bulk Rate, Non-Profit, or Presort Rates Are Not Applicable for Int'l Mail" h/s below (partly on red X, so some words underlined for emphasis) on #10 window cvr w/State Employees Credit Union cc. E $24
AX-211. Salina, KS, 1910, G Colum. (lite tone; crnr cr): "Returned for better address" h/s on PPC mailed w/NO address. E $14
AX-212. Philadelphia, PA, 1959, G+ Int'l (o/s) "Returned for Postage (2c)" h/s on 3c GPC to Israel; pair 1c Wash.applied & remailed. E $12 MIN.6
AX-213. San Francisco, CA, ca.1880, VG duplex (ruff L; lite tone; no flap) "Returned for Postage" double circled h/s on cvr mailed w/o stamp. E $14
AX-214. (Sioux City), IA, [1981], "Returned For Postage" h/s on PPC w/message signed in small child's writing. E $8
AX-215. (Lexington), KY, [1981], "Returned For Postage" h/s on PPC w/message written by child. E $8
AX-216. (Omaha), NE, ca.1980s?, "Returned For Postage" h/s on PPC; shakily addressed to KFAB Lucky Number contest. E $8
AX-217. (Wall), SD, ca.1980s?, "Returned For Postage" h/s on PPC. E $6
AX-218. Monmouth GMF Red Bank, NJ, 1989, G+ DCDS (trim L) "Returned For Postage/Stamp Void When Covered Defaced or Reused." h/s (partly off R) tying 8.4c & 7.6c service-inscribed transportation coils, w/3 other stamps for 25c rate on 3x7.25" window cvr. Incorrect wording for situation. E $16
AX-219. Louisville, KY, 1928, F Univ. (trim L) "Returned from Detroit, Mich/Not Found" large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-220. Bloomington, IL, 1960, G machine, mostly covered by strip/3x 3c postage dues (2 staple holes) "Returned from Post Office at Bloomington, Illinois/Undeliverable as addressed/Postage Due ' Cents" h/s w/# apparently excised; "Moved-Left No Address" h/s; 3c Liberty coil on still-sealed cvr from loan company (maybe "top-of-stack" of postage due cvrs). E $20
AX-221. Springfield, MA, 1909, G+ Int'l; "Returned from S.R." h/s on PPC to guest at "The Chalfonte, Atlantic City, NJ". E $15
AX-222. Lansing, MI, 1989, G+ 21c Presorted First Class meter; "Returned to Addressee For Postage-Package And/Or Envelope Opened" h/s struck twice; American Educational Services illus.logo cc on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-223. Detroit/Linwood Sta., MI, 1942, G+ duplex (nicks T; no flap) "Returned to postoffice by special delivery messenger" h/s on back of special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-224. Oakland/16th St.Sta., CA, 1926, G+ duplex (o/s) "Returned to Sender From the Nixie Division/Jacksonville, Florida/No such Post Office in State named." h/s on address; on cvr w/Gen.Del., Columbia, SC, return add.; sent there, then fwd to Oakland. E $15
AX-225. Eugene, OR, 1989, partial machine; "Returned to Sender... No such... number" pointing hand h/s; machine w/"Not Deliverable As Addressed/Unable to Forward/Return to Sender" & small pointing hand in slogan box at lower L on 5x6.5" cvr to Honolulu. E $15 MIN.8

AX-226. (Indistinct town), Canada, 1981, partial killer only; "Returned to Sender/Attempted. Not Known/Fort Myers, FL 33901" pointing hand h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-227. Defiance, OH, 1900, VG duplex (lite tone; nick) "Returned to Sender/Cannot Be Found By N.Y.P.O./do Not Post Again in This/Envelope or Wrapper" h/s (partly struck on illus.) & "Not in Directory. I.D.-N.Y.P.O./No.2." h/s; Defiance Machine Works illus.ad (factory) on PSE. E $14

AX-228. Tampa, FL, 1990, G 4-bar; "Returned to Sender/Non-mailable. Odd-shaped items in letter envelopes are hazardous to equipment and persons." h/s on 4.75x6.5" cvr. E $24

AX-229. Grand Rapids, MI, printed Permit #82 (no canx; unknown year) "Returned to Sender/Not On Database" h/s; RBC Ministries cc on 4.75x7.75" window cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-230. Pittsburgh, PA, 1931, VG Int'l (crnr cr; lite soiled; lite tone) "Returned to writer from Arsenal Sta., Pittsburgh, Pa." h/s on PC. E $14

AX-231. Louisville, KY, 1923, VF Univ. (trim L) "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O." large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-232. Louisville, KY, 1928, F Univ. (trim L) "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O./No.2" large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-233. Louisville, KY, 1923, G+ Univ. (trim L; lite tone) "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O./No.3" large pointing hand h/s w/date (WRONG month) on cuff on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-234. Louisville, KY, 1929, G+ Univ. (trim L) "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O./No.4" large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-235. Louisville, KY, 1928, F Univ. (trim L) "Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O./No.5" large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-236. Louisville, KY, 1928, VG Univ. (trim L; lite tone) " Returned to Writer Unclaimed from Louisville, Ky.P.O./No.6" large pointing hand h/s w/date on cuff on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-237. St. Louis, MO, 1880s, G+ duplex (ruff slit L; cr) "Returned to Writer" circled h/s applied at Yazoo City, MS, on PSE. E $12 MIN.6

AX-238. Tacoma, WA, 1896, G+ duplex (sealed spindles) "Returned to Writer" pointing hand h/s struck twice at Fargo, ND, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-239. Montrose, CO, ca.1888, G CDS/target (ruff R, in stamp to oval) "Returned to Writer./Unclaimed at Denver, Colo." h/s on PSE. E $15 MIN.8

AX-240. Peoria, IL, 1923, G+ Univ. (bit lite tone) "Returned to Writer./Unclaimed/From Peoria, Ill.P.O." pointing hand h/s on 1c-on-2c GPC. E $8

AX-241. Salt Lake City, UT, 1917, F Int'l; "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed/From Salt Lake City, Utah./Do not post again in this envelope" pointing hand h/s (B line bit spotty) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

AX-242. Tacoma, WA, 1930, VF Univ.(tip crs) "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed/Letters of Local Origin Not Given Directory Service" pointing hand h/s (o/s) R.L.Polk request for info from addressee for City Directory on message GPC to local address, then apparently fwd to Idaho Falls, ID, despite auxiliary marking; reply card removed for response. SCARCE marking & usage. E $30

AX-243. Los Angeles, CA, 1950, F Univ. (tip cr) "Returning to States/(Stud.Det.A.S.A.School)/(Charlye, Bks.PA)/Hqu.Co.1st Bn.16th Inf.Regt.APO.606(?) Date: 24.7.50" printed (w/2 lines in ms; APO # spotty) on 60x29mm brown adhesive label on address; 4c Prexie on air PPC: "Clifton's Pacific Seas" restaurant ad; "Guests pay what they wish & dine free unless delighted". E $15 MIN.8

AX-244. St. Paul, MN, 1918, VF Int'l (slight trim R) "Save/W.S.S./War Savings Stamps/Issued by the/United States/Government/Serve" 37mm diam.circled purple h/s; Railroad & Warehouse Comm'n cc on cvr. E $40

AX-245. APO 42, 1955, G+ 4-bar; "Schloss/Heidelberg" private double-circle h/s at L, as origin (o/s by canx; message part smear; tip crs) 4c Lincoln on Castle PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

AX-246. Santa Fe, NM, 1942, F Univ., o/s by Gen.Del.DCDS; duplex tying 1c, 4 days later; "Second Notice. No Reply to First Notice Mailed..." h/s applied at Santa Fe on PPC mailed w/o stamp; notices sent to addressee for postage. E $15

AX-247. Lansdale, PA, 1943, VG DCDS/Parcel Post (trim L; tip crs) "Sender claims no writing
enclosed" h/s; 5c Poland + 3c Win the War on insured cvr. E $15 MIN.8
AX-248. New York, NY, ca.1941, F 1.5c meter w/dateless dial (bit lite tone) "Service Suspended/Return to Sender" h/s on #10 cvr to Japan w/partial 1942 clock-dial DCDS as rcvd b/s. E $20
AX-249. New Brunswick, NJ, 1974, G+ machine; "Service Temporarily Halted" crude h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $20
AX-250. Amsterdam, NY, 1974, G+ machine; "Service Temporarily Suspended" crude h/s; "Returned to Writer..." pointing hand h/s on #10 cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
AX-251. Milan, Italy, ca.1950, partial CDS (crs; edge tears) "Small Packet/Collect 15 Cents" h/s struck twice; 10c +5c dues tied by mute ovals at Chicago; on complete 4x6" package wrapper, for candy dish per label on back. E $15
AX-252. Ann Arbor, MI, 1912, G+ Time-Cmns; "Specialty Held 208" h/s at Wilkinsburg, PA, on PPC. E $14
AX-253. (Simi Valley), CA, 1980s, (no origin canx) "Stamps Covered Against Cancellation Not Valid" & misapplied "Postage Removed From Embossed Envelopes Are Not Valid." h/s; 2x 10c flags obviously cut from other envs. & taped on #10 cvr. E $16
AX-254. China Nuevo, Mexico, partial DCDS (stamp gone, affects most of canx, inc.date; lite tears; crs) "Stamps Detached/Before Receipt/Los Angeles/Calif.P.O." circled h/s on cvr. E $14
AX-255. Saginaw, MI, 1989, partial 4-bar (trim L) "Stamps Invalid If Reused, Coated or Covered/DDM 142.32" & "Returned For Postage" h/s; 3x 25c sleigh obviously cut from other env. & taped on #10 cvr. E $16
AX-256. Bremerton, WA, 1934, G+ Univ. (lite crs; no flap) "Stamps missing when received at Seattle" h/s struck (bit hi) on blank space at upper R where commem-sized stamp removed; 3c NRA still present; "Postage due 3 cents." h/s below; Seattle precanx 3c due on 4.25x6.25" cvr. E $15
AX-257. Sydney, Australia, 1944, VG box dial machine; "Stamps Must Not Be Removed" h/s; censor tape & h/s at L; 2.5d King + 2x 1/2d kangaroo (1 bit faulty) on cvr to U.S. E $20
AX-258. (Rochester, NY), ca.1930, no origin canx; bit of meter lines show at R edge (bit trim B; tears B) pencil ms "Stuck/Due 5c" at L; 5c due w/Oakland, CA, precanx on window cvr w/air mail border; Eastman Kodak cc; apparently stuck to another env.when put thru meter. E $16
AX-259. Colorado Springs, CO, 1918, VG Univ.; "Summit of Pike's Peak" purple private cogwheel DCDS as origin at L on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-260. Manitou Springs, CO, 1940, VG Int'l; "Summit of Pikes Peak/Altitude/14,110 Feet" CDS (bit hi) as "origin" above message; "Manitou and Pike’s Peak Railway/Cog Wheel Route" pictorial cogwheel h/s by stamp (o/s) on PPC. Unusual combo. E $15 MIN.8
AX-261. Kingston, Jamaica, 1958, G+ pictorial slogan machine; "Supposed to Contain Lottery Matter Prohibited Importation" h/s; 8d stamp on cvr to San Francisco. E $15
AX-262. Kingston, Jamaica, 1957, VG slogan machine; "Supposed to contain matter prohibited importation" h/s on cvr to U.S. E $15
AX-263. Auckland/Over seas, New Zealand, 1944, G+ machine; "Supposed to Contain Matter/Subject to the Provisions Of/Executive Order 8389 As Amended" h/s (part spotty; part o/s) on cvr w/"Bank of New So.Wales" logo on flap, to Philadelphia. E $15 MIN.8
AX-265. Quincy, IL, 1946, VG Univ.; "Take Out" dated h/s on PPC to Hemet, CA. E $12 MIN.6
AX-266. Waterville, ME, 1985, F meter (ruff slit upper R) "Temporarily Away" h/s on window cvr w/yellow adhesive forwarding label w/Skowhegan, ME, address. E $15 MIN.8
AX-267. Washington, DC, 1945 (Sep 13), G+ duplex (crnr cr) "This article originally mailed in country indicated by postage." h/s; 1p +1/2p South Africa on PC w/scenic illus.at L, dated Aug 15: "...now that the war is over..." E $24 MIN.12
AX-268. Oklahoma City, OK, 2006, partial DCDS; "This Correspondence is From a Person Under the Custody of the Oklahoma County Detention Center. Its Contents Are Uncensored." h/s (bit spotty) on back of cvr addressed in young girl’s writing, to local girl. E $20 MIN.10
AX-269. Springfield, MA, 1906, VG Int'l & duplex; "This is the mail for which you sent postage to Springfield, Mass." h/s on PPC originally mailed w/1c 1c Sc.300, held 10 days for payment of add’t 1c, required for message on address side. E $15 MIN.8
AX-270. Santa Rosa, CA, 1922, VF Univ.; "This is the Mail For Which You Sent Postage" circled
h/s (partly off T); 2c Wash.then applied but not canxed on PPC. E $14
AX-271. Salt Lake City, UT, 1957, G DCDS (tears R; bit cr) "This Is the Mail for Which You Sent Postage" h/s; salt bag (now empty) sewn on PPC at R; mailed w/2c Jeff., but add'l 1c required for attachment. E $12 MIN.6
AX-272. San Francisco, CA, 1926, G+ Int'l (bit ruff trim L; scuff & paper residue where label apparently removed) "This Letter Was Posted Insufficiently Prepaid. Please Advise Your Correspondent That the Rate of Postage... to Country of Address is 1st oz.5c, Each Add'l... 3c. (P.O.,San Francisco, USA)" h/s on back of cvr to Australia; 2c Wash.origin; 3d Australia due applied (not canxed). E $24
AX-273. Monument, CO, 1908, partial duplex; "To prevent mistakes please have your mail addressed to street number, box, number or General Delivery" h/s (part spotty) on PPC to Galesburg, IL E $14
AX-274. Varick St.Sta., NY, 1937, VF Int'l; "Too Late/Steamer Sailed" h/s on cvr to passenger on MV Georgic, N.Y.City; Cunard White Star Ltd./Mail Dept.49mm CDS as rec'd b/s. E $20
AX-275. U.Sta.Omaha/Trans Clk, NE, 1928, G+ duplex (bit edge wear) "Top of the World/Elevation/10242 Ft./Tennessee Pass, Colo." magenta private circled h/s on 4.25x6" "In the Clouds" pictorial folder (outer panels only; contents gone) w/map of Denver-San Fran rail routes printed inside. E $12 MIN.6
AX-276. Lawrenceville, NJ, 1897, G+ CDS/cork (ink spots on add. & return add.) "Tracer/1-2-3...23-24" boxed h/s w/24 route #/s, some lined thru; & ms "Tracer" (lined thru) by address; on cvr to Portland & fwd to Astoria. E $15 MIN.8
AX-277. Chattanooga, TN, 1914, F Int'l (o/s; part ruff trim R) "Transient." h/s at L on cvr to local add., fwd to Hamboungville, KY. E $12 MIN.6
AX-278. Lenox, MA, 1924, G+ duplex; "Traveller's Letter./Please Hold Temporarily." h/s; 2c Wash. +2x bit faulty 2c Harding on cvr to England, where Banca Commercial Italia label applied on address & fwd to Italy. E $75
AX-279. Rockland, MA, 1910, VG Amer/B14; "Try Morristown,N.J." h/s applied at Morristown, NY, on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
AX-280. Swan Hill, Australia, 1961, G+ machine; "U.S.Charge to Collect 6 Cents" h/s; pair 3c dues tied by straight-line dater on cvr to Bismarck, ND. E $14
AX-281. Greerton, New Zealand, 1961, G+ DCDS; "U.S.Charge to Collect 8 Cents" h/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-282. Great Britain (indistinct town), 1946, partial DCDS (trim B) "Uncalled For At/20th Century-Fox Film Corp." private h/s on cvr to actor John Garfield. E $14
AX-283. Los Angeles, CA, 1944, F Univ. (part ruff slit T; lite tone; black marker on return add.) "Uncalled For At/Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer" 70x9mm private h/s on cvr to actress Janet Blair. E $12 MIN.6
AX-284. Darlington, Great Britain, 1952, G+ machine; "Uncalled For At/Paramount Studios" BOLD private h/s on cvr to actor Jeff Chandler. E $14
AX-285. Hengoed, Great Britain, 1948, G CDS; "Uncalled For At/Paramount Studios" private h/s on PSE to actress Jane Russell. E $15
AX-286. Stratford, Great Britain, 1952, VF machine; "Uncalled For/At/date/20th Century-Fox Film Corp./Signed by..." private h/s (date & B line partial) on cvr to actor Forrest Tucker. E $14
AX-287. Swansea, Great Britain, 1948, VG machine (crs) "Uncalled For/At/date/20th Century-Fox Film Corp/Signed by..." private h/s on cvr to actor Jny Payne. E $14
AX-288. Salt Lake City, UT, 1961, G DCDS (bit ruff slit T) "Uncalled at Mail Desk on Pier" h/s at L; "Sent To Quarantine" h/s on back on air cvr to passengers on Queen Mary w/"The Cunard Steam Ship Co.Ltd./North River Piers/Recd'Mail Dept." boxed h/s on back. E $30
AX-289. Tacoma, WA, 1896, partial duplex; "Uncalled" & partial pointing hand h/s applied at Ellensburg, WA, on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
AX-290. Mankato, KS, 1890, G+ CDS/cork (ruff L; lite tone; nibles T) "Uncalled" circled h/s at L & 2x "Returned to Writer" h/s on address (partly off B) on cvr to DELAY, NE (86-86) 4 years after P.O.closed w/partial North Platte CDS as rec'd b/s; returned to sender 38 days after mailed. E $20
AX-291. San Mateo, CA, 1910, partial duplex; "Unclaimed./Potter Station." h/s on PPC to Coronado, fwd to Hotel Potter, Santa Barbara. E $15 MIN.8
AX-292. Leatherhead, Great Britain, 1956, G+ CDS; "Undeliverable During Delivery Hours/Notice Left..." w/ms date/initials; w/"First Notice" & "Second Notice" applied at N.Y.City on reg'd
PSE. E $14

AX-293. Rochester, NY, 1909, G Int'1; "Union Square Hotel/San Francisco, Cal." straight-line h/s w/clock-dial dater, as fwd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

AX-294. Palo Alto, CA, 1946, G+ Int'1; "Unit Decommissioned/Return to Sender" h/s on cvr to "Mail Clerk, USS Dade, %FPO, San Francisco," w/New York/Church St.Sta., NY, Int'1 as transit b/s. E $16

AX-295. Boston/10 cts, MA, [1858], G+ CDS (edge tears T; edge wear; flap faults, but barely affecting ad) "United States." in oval h/s; large "6" h/s; "Gardner & Thayer, Importers of Hardware/No.8 Liberty Sqr. & 37 Water St., Boston" albino embossed ad on flap on stampless cvr w/enc.to Hopewell, NB, Canada. E $30 MIN.15

AX-296. Paris, France, 1963, G+ slogan meter (pinholes) "Unknown 'F' Section" h/s on air cvr to Denver, CO. E $14

AX-297. Schwyz, Switzerland, 1938, G+ DCDS (bit lite tone) pencil ms "Unknown 356B" applied at San Francisco on 3.5x4.75 "5c wrapper. E $12 MIN.6

AX-298. San Francisco (Main Office), CA, 1931, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; "Unknown at address GOD 5" (or "51"?) & "Returned to Writer/Unclaimed" pointing hand h/s applied at Oakland on reg'd #10 PSE. E $20

AX-299. Milwaukee, WI, 1937, VF Univ.; "Unknown at Ocean View Branch" w/other markings on cvr to Norfolk, VA. E $15 MIN.8

AX-300. Pittsburg, KS, 1907, partial duplex (town mostly not struck; o/s; bit lite tone) "Unknown By/1 2 3...7" h/s w/words in arc & route #s in circled clock-dial arrangement (1 & 2 lined thru), applied at Ansonia, CT; unusual style of marking, on PPC. E $16

AX-301. Wahoo, NE, 1912, VG+ duplex (edge tears; nick T) "Unmailable" black h/s on GLITTER PPC w/fancy die-cut border. E $20

AX-302. Grand Forks, ND, 1909, VG Amer/B14(1); "Unmailable" h/s on GLASSINE cvr mailed w/o stamp; unaddressed glitter PPC enc.; likely belongs, but can't be confirmed. E $15

AX-303. Westport, WA, 1985, G+ machine (angle struck, mostly missing stamps; trim L) "Unmailable" h/s apparently applied at Olympia, WA, where stamps fully canx, on 3x6.75" cvr. Unmailable status determined 70 miles into trip. E $15 MIN.8

AX-304. Las Vegas, NV, 1968, VG machine (trim L) "Unmailable" h/s; 6c Register & Vote commem. on cvr to Canada. E $15 MIN.8

AX-305. (Ionia), IA, 1908, (no origin canx; tip crs) "Unmailable" magenta h/s at L of stamp on GLITTER PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-306. San Jose, CA, 1907, G+ duplex; "Unmailable" & "Returned to sender." h/s on glitter PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-307. Los Angeles/Sta.A, CA, 1908, F duplex (few fingerprints) "Unmailable" & "Returned to" h/s (by return add.) on GLITTER PPC. E $20

AX-308. Abilene, KS, 1910, G+ duplex (dial bit hi) struck at L, part o/s by "Unmailable" & straight-line date h/s on GLITTER PPC. E $20

AX-309. (Eugene?), OR, 1910, partial duplex (lite tone; bit cr) "Unmailable" & straight-line date h/s, w/"This is the Mail/Letter/Package for which you sent postage." h/s on GLITTER PPC, apparently originally held for postage; payment rec'd from addresssee; 1c Frank'affixed & canxzed on Apr 10, THEN deemed unmailable on Apr 11. RARE COMBINATION of markings. E $50 MIN.26

AX-310. Hillsboro Bridge, NH, 1907, VG duplex (address mostly erased, but readable; bit lite tone; crnr cr) "Unmailable." & "Insufficient Address./To avoid error, & insure prompt delivery, Mail should be addressed to street & number... or some other definite place." h/s on PPC to Manchester, NH. Erasure maybe before mailed, as no other apparent reason to be unmailable. E $15 MIN.8

AX-311. Centerville, IA, 1916, VG+ Amer/B14; "Unmailable." BOLD purple h/s on GLITTER PPC. E $20

AX-312. Monongahela, PA, 1912, F duplex (lite tone) "Unmailable." h/s on glitter PPC. E $15 MIN.8

AX-313. Grand Rapids, MI, 1898, G+ duplex & Amer CDS (edge tears; crs) "Unmailable." h/s applied at San Francisco, CA; 1c+3c banknotes; 1c Colum.; 2c red w/PL#237 at B (selvage ruff B); 1 or more other stamps maybe removed; on 4.5x9.5" penalty cvr w/"P.O.Dept." & "Official Business" lined thru at L; ms "Letter Carriers #40" return add.; to SOUTH AUSTRALIA, w/instructions "If not called for, fwd to Capetown, So.Africa" & then to Liverpool, England; deemed Unmailable at San Fran. E $40
AX-314. Richmond, IN, 1907, G+ Amer/B14 (tip crs); "Unmailable." h/s struck 7 TIMES; 2c Sc.319 on glitter PPC w/scuff on pix side where applique (calendar?) removed. E $30

AX-315. (Clarence), IA, ca.1908, (no origin canx; toned) "Unmailable." purple h/s, apparently applied BEFORE 1c Sc.300; partly covered by stamp; on GLITTER PPC. VERY unusual. E $15 MIN.8

AX-316. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1923, G+ Univ. (toned; stamp gone; crs) "Unmailable." & "Return to Writer" on glitter PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-317. U.S.Navy, 1943, G+ machine (tears T & B; bit trim T) "Unsuitable for Filming" boxed h/s; typed "FREE" frank; "Issuing Office, Commandant, Navy No.128" return add. on folded V-Mail cvr. E $20

AX-318. Denver, CO, 1947, G+ Univ. (trim R; upper R tip ruff; back fault) "Via Air Mail" 68x23mm pictorial biplane h/s; Freman Dust Absorber illus.ad (can); 5c air on #10 cvr. E $14

AX-319. Albuquerque, NM, 1928, G duplex (dial hi) "Via Air Mail." h/s struck 3 times on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

AX-320. Faribault, MN, 2001, VG 4-bar (o/s) "We Care/This Mail is Addressed Incorrectly. Soon Your Mail Will Be Processed on Automated Equipment. To Avoid Delay... Notify the Sender..." 5-line h/s w/pictorial eagle logo on 6x8.5" cvr to Winona, MN. E $15

AX-321. (New Berlin), NY, ca.1988, (no origin canx) "We're Sorry Your Mail was Damaged/Reconditioned at Utica,N.Y.13503" 59x31mm h/s as "canx" tying 25c (tape repair R; crs; trim T, just in stamp) on #10 cvr. E $15

AX-322. Sweden (indistinct RPO), 1936, partial CDS (bit lite tone) "You owe Mail Man 10c" pencil note by bit faulty 10c postage due stamp, applied at Chicago, IL, on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

EXPOSITIONS (NOTE: Bomar #'s are from the 3rd EDITION catalog) / Do you need "Postmarks of U.S.Expositions?" We have it!

EX-1. Cincinnati, OH, 1884, F duplex (slight trim L; edge tear T; purple spot on cc) Walnut St.Hotel cc; "Cincinnati 12th Industrial Exposition" overall ad on back on cvr. E $60 MIN.30

EX-2. Cincinnati, OH, 1886, G duplex (flap tip off, barely affects ad) Chas.Moser & Co.fancy cc; "Cincinnati Industrial Exposition" overall illus.ad on back (man w/shield) on cvr. E $60 MIN.30

EX-3. Saint Joseph, MO, 1888, partial CDS/cork (ruff L, in cc; other edge faults; part lite tone; AS IS) "St.Joseph's Great Fair, Sept.10th to 15th/$20,000 in Premiums. $6,000 For Speed." ad on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

EX-4. World's Fair Sta./Chicago, IL, [1893] (Dec 13), G+ C93-02 (killer, year & part of R arc off R) on GPC Sc.UX11. E $20 MIN.10

EX-5. Toledo, OH, 1893, G Int'l (dial partial; nick R) Toledo Exposition & Great Inter-State Fair ad cc w/Pres. & Sec'y names; 1c blue on unsealed cvr. E $40 MIN.20

EX-6. Saint Louis, MO, 1897, VG Barry (bit smear; trim R; lite tone) "Westerman's European Hotel Rozier/Opposite the EXPOSITION" ad cc on cvr. E $24

EX-7. Milwaukee, WI, 1898, VG Barry (lite tone) Wisconsin State Semi Cent'l overall illus.ad (blue angel & city); Plankinton House vertically at L on cvr. E $70

EX-8. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G+ P99-05 Nat'l Export Expo slogan (bit o/s; bit lite tone) on GPC. E $50


EX-10. Philadelphia, PA, [1899], G+ P99-08 Nat'l Export Expo slogan w/dateless dial (small tone spot B edge) Thos.Roberts & Co.cc on 1c PSE. E $75

EX-11. Philadelphia, PA, 1899 (Dec 1), VF P99-09-03 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #3 (Lku; ruff R; lite tone) Windsor Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $30

EX-12. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, G P99-09-08 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #8 (Eku; o/s) 3 strikes (Sep 9 & 12) on "Mail Card" PC, mailed w/1c & returned for add'l 1c. E $15 MIN.8


EX-14. Philadelphia, PA, 1899, F P99-09/5 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #5 (Lku) on GPC. E $20

EX-15. Philadelphia/Sta.S, PA, 1899, F P99-10-S-1 Nat'l Export Expo slogan flag #1 w/B dial; as origin, struck on back in error on GPC. E $100

EX-16. Dallas, TX, 1900, G+ Barry Lb-57 w/"Texas State Fair" slogan (dial part obscured by tablet; uneven toned) on GPC. E $30

EX-17. Chicago, IL, 1899, G+ Amer/B14(9); "To Members of the Paris Exposition Ass'n..." meeting
notice on GPC. E $30
EX-18. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, VG B01-07A (bit o/s by angled 2nd strike) bit faulty 1c Pan Am commem. on priv.mailing card. E $15
EX-19. Buffalo/Pan-American Sta., NY, 1901, G+ B01-07C (near F+) w/"R" die space, as ORIGIN on cvr. E $50
EX-20. Buffalo/Pan-American Station, NY, 1901, VF B01-11 FLAG machine (Langford ty.B27) "Alt Nurnberg/The German Village on the Mall" cc; "Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901" at B edge; 1c Expo on unsealed cvr. Also listed in "Machines" section. E $350 MIN.180
EX-21. Buffalo, NY, 1899, F B01-13C Pan Am Expo slogan w/dateless dial; Wolf Billiard & Canvas Co.text at cc (poker table cloths; playing cards) 1c green on unsealed cvr "To Pool & Billiard Rooms". E $100
EX-22. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15A Pan-Am slogan on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-23. Buffalo, NY, 1901 (May 29), G+ B01-15B Pan-Am slogan w/BLANK DIE space; DATED 1st class dial (near VF) on PSE. E $150
EX-24. Buffalo, NY, 1901, G+ B01-15B Pan Am Expo slogan w/triangle-in-triangle slogan; 3rd class use w/day & die # omitted (bit trim T) 1c Pan Am commem on cvr. E $75 MIN.38
EX-25. Buffalo, NY, 1899, G+ Barry; D.R. & H.Fogelsonger cc; "Pan-American Exposition/1901/Buffalo" blue boxed ad h/s w/pictorial buffalo silhouette on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
EX-27. Enid, OK, 1902, G duplex (lite tone; tear upper R) "First in Oklahoma, Best in the West/Enid Free Street Fair... Enid Pays the Bills" red ad w/list of events, inc."Base Ball Games, Nocturnal Fireworks"; on cvr. E $30
EX-28. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, G+ STL04-01 (lite soiled; internal tape repairs; no clasp) pair 1c Livingston (1 bit faulty) on 3.75x5.5" 13-panel EXPO folder w/"Private Mailing Card" header, to JAPAN. E $120
EX-29. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG STL04-05B; 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-30. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG+ STL04-05B (toned) 1c Livingston on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-31. St.Louis/Exposition Sta., MO, 1904, VG+ STL04-05B on Expo PPC w/prohibited "Postal Card" wording in header. E $12 MIN.6
EX-32. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, G+ STL04-06 (o/s; upper L tip nick; toned) 1c Livingston on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-33. St.Louis/Exposition Station, MO, 1904, G+ STL04-06; 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $20
EX-34. St.Louis, MO, 1900, G+ STL04-13 World's Fair slogan (toned; part ruff trim R; tiny tear T) Chas.E.Pruntu cc w/illus.Bell Telephone logo on cvr. E $40
EX-35. St. Louis, MO, 1901 (Dec 10), VG+ STL04-19A-1 World's Fair slogan (bit ruff slit R; toned) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-36. St.Louis, MO, 1903, VF STL04-19B-5 World's Fair slogan; 5c Lincoln on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
EX-37. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ STL04-19B-6 Expo slogan (lite tone) damaged 1c Livingston on Expo PPC. E $5
EX-38. Saint Louis, MO, 1903, VG STL04-19B-7 World's Fair slogan on Expo priv.mailing card. E $6
EX-39. St.Louis, MO, 1904, G+ STL04-19B-7 World's Fair slogan on GPC Sc.UX16 to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
EX-40. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, VG Barr-Fyke (lite tone) 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-41. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, VG Barry on Expo PPC w/related message. E $12 MIN.6
EX-42. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1904, VG Barry (bit uneven trim T; flap partly off; lite tone; edge tears T) S.L.Pickett, Prescription Druggist cc; Cupples full-color illus.World's Fair ad (Transfer Louisiana Terr.); 2c Jeff. on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-44. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1905, G+ boxed h/s (EARLY; R end on stamp; o/s) on LEATHER PPC. E $20
EX-45. Columbus, OH, 1907, F Int'l (bit trim T) "Joyous Buckeye Home Coming" red ad at B; Kauffman-Lattimer Druggists cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-46. Norfolk/Exposition Station, VA, 1907, VG N07-05 (lite tone) 1c Jamestown (couple short perf's) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-47. Norfolk, VA, 1907, G+ N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan (o/s) 1c Smith on Expo PPC: Penna RR Exhibit. E $8
EX-48. Portsmouth, VA, 1907, F N07-11 Jamestown Expo slogan (crnr crs) 2c Sc.319 on PPC to Germany. E $20
EX-49. St.Paul/State Fair Grounds Sta., MN, 1907, G+ purple boxed h/s (central part on stamp) on event PPC ("Beatrice" painting) w/printed 13-line "script" message/ad: "Am visiting the Red Wing Exhibit... (they) just printed this card... for me... They are also making advertising caps & pocket-books." E $20
EX-50. Toronto Exposition/Post Office, Canada, 1907, G+ magenta DCDS (part on stamp; rim partly off; lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $100
EX-51. Franco British Exhibition/London, (Great Britain), 1908, G+ CDS (lower L crnr of stamp folded up when canx; crs) 1p on Expo PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
EX-52. Franco-British Exhibition/London, 1908, G+ CDS ("LONDO" not struck) 1/2p on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-53. New York/Sta.I, NY, 1909 (Oct 4), VF Int'l; 2c Hudson-Fulton commem. on PPC to Germany, w/message in German: "From the land of dollars & the Hudson-Fulton Fair..." E $15 MIN.8
EX-54. USS Celtic, 1909 (Sep 28), VF ty.1; ship at N.Y.City for HUDSON-FULTON Celebration on PPC datelinid Brooklyn Navy Yard. E $75
EX-55. Seattle/Exposition Sta., WA, 1909 (Sep 1), G+ S09-02A (toned) on PPC. E $8
EX-56. Seattle/Exposition Station, WA, 1909, VF S09-02A on Expo PPC: "Our cadet corps is now on encampment at the AYP..." E $15 MIN.8
EX-57. USS Maryland, 1909, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; toned) SHIP at AYP EXPO on PPC. E $350
EX-58. Saint Louis, MO, 1909, G+ Int'l; "Going to St.Louis/Centennial Oct.3-9" 64x9mm blue label tied on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-59. Fall River, MA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14(1); "Fall River Looms Up/Cotton Centennial Carnival/June 19-24..." 2x1.25" pictorial label (die-cut COTTON BALE) tied on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
EX-60. Grass Valley, CA, 1911, VG Amer/B14 (lite tone) "Grass Valley's Home-Coming Week" printed 14-line text ad in message area on PPC. E $14
EX-61. Lausanne, Switzerland, 1914, VG+ Exposition Natioinale Suisse Berne slogan machine; 15c +10c on cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
EX-62. Esposizione Marina-Igiene-Colonie/Genoa, Italy, 1914, VG+ DCDS (address erased) on PPC to France. E $15 MIN.8
EX-63. Paddington, Great Britain, 1914, G+ repeater on comic Expo PPC (sad girl w/"Just Fancy I'm Chucked" caption) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
EX-64. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F SF15-02; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-66. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-02 (toned) 1c Balboa (SE at B) on PPC. E $14
EX-67. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-02 (tip cr) 1c perf.12 Balboa on Expo PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-68. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F+ SF15-02; 1c Balboa pf.10 (Sc.401) on Expo PPC. E $40 MIN.20
EX-69. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02; 1c perf.10 Balboa (corner copy w/2 SE's) on Expo PPC. E $40 MIN.20
EX-70. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02; 1c Balboa pf.10 Sc.401 on Expo PPC. E $30
EX-71. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, VG SF15-02 (tip cr) on Expo PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-72. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-02 (tip crs; lite tone) on PPC w/Expo logo. E $12 MIN.6
EX-73. San Francisco/Model Post Office/Pan-Pac Int'l Expo, CA, 1915, VF SF15-02; 1c Balboa pf.12 on Sing Fat Co.ad PPC w/dragon logo above message. E $15 MIN.8
EX-74. San Francisco/Model Post Office, CA, 1915, F SF15-03; 1c Balboa on hand-tinted Expo PPC. E $30
EX-75. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan (tear B; bit cr) 2c Expo perf.12 on Expo PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
EX-76. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-09-02A PPIE slogan (hi: "NCIS" partly off) 2c Expo perf.10 on Expo PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
EX-77. San Francisco, CA, 1912, F SF15-09-03Ba PPIE slogan w/dateless dial (tears T, 1 in slogan box; B tip tear) 1c Frank. on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-78. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-09-05 PPIE slogan #5 w/dateless dial (cr) Amer.Nat'l Bank illus.logo cc on unsealed 1c PSE. E $20 MIN.10
EX-79. San Francisco, CA, 1911, F SF15-09-07A PPIE slogan (lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
EX-80. San Francisco, CA, 1911, G+ SF15-09-07C PPIE slogan; 3c Wash. on 2c PSE to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
EX-81. San Francisco, CA, 1911, G+ SF15-09-09A PPIE slogan (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-82. San Francisco, CA, 1912, VG SF15-09-09B PPIE slogan (no flap) Selig Bros.Tailors cc; 2c Wash.imperf on cvr. E $8
EX-83. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-09-10A PPIE slogan; 2c Expo perf.10 on PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
EX-84. San Francisco, CA, 1915, G+ SF15-09-10A PPIE slogan (bit ruff T; no flap; bit lite tone) Exposition Wheel Chair Corp./Pan-Pac Expo cc; 2c pf.10 Expo on cvr. E $20
EX-85. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 21), F+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial, but NO characteristic "blob" at R; NO time slug (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $16
EX-86. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 22), G+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial; "Due 1 Cent." h/s; 1c due stamp on PPC mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
EX-87. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 24), VF SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-88. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 29), G+ SF15-13B PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-89. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 4), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-90. Los Angeles, CA, 1912 (Dec 21), G+ SF15-13D PPIE slogan w/damaged dial (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-91. Portland, OR, 1914, F SF15-16Da PPIE slogan w/dateless dial (lite tone) S.Birkenwald Co./Packers' & Butchers' Supplies illus.logo cc; 1c Balboa on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-93. Berkeley/South Berkeley Sta., CA, 1913, G+ SF15-23A PPIE slogan FLAG (near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $15
EX-95. Los Angeles/Arcade Sta., CA, 1913, G+ SF15-25F PPIE slogan flag on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-96. Los Angeles/Westlake Sta., CA, 1912, VG SF15-25J PPIE slogan flag (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-97. Longbeach, CA, 1913, G+ SF15-26 PPIE slogan flag (near VG+; toned; lite cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-98. Altoona, PA, 1911, G+ Amer/B14 (lite tone) tying 27x32mm Pan-Pan Expo pictorial ad label (ship) on PPC. Scarce DISTANT use of label, PA to OH. E $24
EX-99. San Diego/Exposition Sta., CA, 1915, G+ SD15-01 (dial hi: "N DIEG" partly off; tip cr) 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-100. San Diego/Exposition Sta., CA, 1915, VG SD15-01 (tip crs) Starr Piano Co.text ad in message area on Expo PPC. E $30 MIN.15
EX-102. Pomona, CA, 1916 (Dec 25), VG+ SD16-05 Pan-Cal Expo flag (near VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
EX-103. Riverside, CA, 1916, VG+ SD16-09 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $8
EX-104. Santa Rosa, CA, 1916, VG+ SD16-12 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $20
EX-105. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, F SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $14
EX-106. Los Angeles, CA, 1916, F SD16-14C Pan-Cal Expo slogan machine 3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-108. San Diego, CA, 1914, G+ SD16-23 Pan-Cal Expo slogan (EARLY; near VG+) on PPC. E $24
EX-109. San Diego, CA, 1914, G+ SD16-23 Pan-Cal Expo slogan on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-110. San Diego, CA, 1916, VF SD16-24 Pan-Cal Expo slogan; 1c pf.10 Balboa on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-111. Stockton, CA, 1916, VG SD16-26 Cal-Pac Expo slogan (part tone; crs) on window cvr w/enc. E $15
EX-112. Los Ang & San Diego/RPO, 1912, F duplex (crs; edge tear T) Hotel del Coronado, Coronado Beach, CA, illus.ad cc (crown); Pan-Cal Expo illus.logo on flap on cvr. EARLY. E $15 MIN.8
EX-113. Bournemouth, Great Britain, 1923, F pictorial repeater w/"British Empire Exhibition" slogan (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
EX-114. London, Great Britain, 1925, VG "British Empire Exhibition" slogan on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
EX-115. Philadelphia/Model Post Office, PA, 1926, G+ P26-10-02; 2c Wash. on Expo PPC to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
EX-117. Philadelphia, PA, 1929, G+ P26-12-02 Sesqui-Cent'l slogan; 2c Expo commem on Expo PPC. E $8
EX-118. Liverpool, Great Britain, 1929, VG "Exhibition/Newcastle on Tyne" slogan machine (partly off R; lite tone) on PPC to Morrison, IL. E $12 MIN.6
EX-119. London, Great Britain, 1929, VG "Exhibition/Newcastle on Tyne" slogan machine on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
EX-120. Kankakee, IL, 1932, G+ Univ.; Kankakee Inter-State Fair cc on cvr w/illus.ad flyer; complimentary ticket. E $20
EX-121. Ballston, VA, 1932, G+ duplex; "Commemorating Xth Olympic Games, Los Angeles... Olympic Fencing Pavilion... in Olympic Park" RED illus.ad on cvr. E $20
EX-122. Chicago/A Cent.of Progress Sta., IL, 1933, G+ C33-01A; 5 strikes overlap: 2 clearly showing correct "May 29" date; 1 w/"May 27" (Opening Day) date IN ERROR; 10c special del. on 3c PSE. SCARCE usage & RARE self-evident date error. E $40
EX-123. Chicago/Cent.of Prog.Sta., IL, 1934, F C33-05; 1c Expo on Expo PPC. E $8
EX-124. Chicago/Englewood Sta., IL, 1933, VF C33-13-ENG Cent.of Prog.Expo slogan (edge wear B) 1.5c Harding on 4x6" 9-panel pictorial Expo folder. E $15 MIN.8
EX-126. Chicago/Stock Yards Sta., IL, 1933, VF C33-13-S Cent.of Progress slogan; John Wood Mfg.Co.cc on window cvr. E $8
EX-127. Chicago/Port Dearborn Sta., IL, 1933, VF Univ. (lite tone) 1833 Chicago map cachet; 3c +1c Cent.of Prog.commems on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-128. Chicago/Lakeview Sta., IL, 1933, F Univ. (tiny tear T) 6 illus.Cent.of Progress Expo pavilions at T & L on commer.#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-130. San Diego/Calif.Pac.Int.Exp.Sta., CA, 1936 (Sep 9), F SD35-01 (LKU) on cvr. E $40
EX-131. San Diego/Calif.Pac.Int.Exp.Sta., CA, 1936 (Sep 9), G+ SD35-01 (LKU) w/add'l partial strike tying 3c +3c Expo imperfs from souvenir sheet (Sc.778c-d) on air cvr w/Dallas, TX/Texas Centennial Sta. VG D36-02 (Sep 16) struck at lower L. RARE combo. E $65
EX-132. San Diego/California Pacific Int’l Expo Sta., CA, 1936, VG SD35-05 (lite tone) SCARCE Univ.machine on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
EX-133. San Diego/Mission Beach Sta., CA, 1935, G+ duplex (toned) "Plan to come to San Diego in 1935" illus.Expo ad; 3c Expo commen on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-134. USS Argonne, Flag Ship Base Force, 1935 (Aug 23), F ty.5hksy(A-42) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Fleet Review/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-135. USS Brant, 1935 (Oct 1), VF purple ty.3(BC-BBT) (lite cr) "San Diego/Calif."; Ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Boulder Dam cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-136. USS Brant, 1935 (Nov 11), F ty.3(BC-BBT) "Armistice/Day"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-137. USS Breckenridge, 1935 (Mar 31), VF ty.3(A-BBT) "San Diego/Exposition" in bars (couple letters off R edge; bit o/s by weak 2nd strike) EARLY pre-event ad slogan for CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-138. USS Breckenridge, 1935 (Jun 10), VG ty.3(A-BBT) (slight stutter) "San Diego/CALIFORNIA" MISSPELLED slogan in bars; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-139. USS Breckenridge, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.3(A-BBT) "San Diego/Exposition"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-140. USS Bridge, 1935 (Nov 11), G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (near F) "Supply Ship/U.S.Fleet"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-141. USS Broome, 1935 (Oct 31), VG+ ty.3s "San Diego/Calif."; ship at CPI Expo; 2x 1c Dearborn imperfs on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-142. USS California, 1935 (Jun 14), VF ty.3(BC-BBT) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; 3c Expo commem on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-143. USS Concord, 1935 (Nov 3), F ty.3s(B-BTT) (lite tone) "San Diego/Calif."; ship at CPI Expo; pair 1c Dearborn imperfs on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-144. USS Dallas, 1935 (May 29), VF ty.5hks (lite tone) "San/Diego"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-145. USS Dorsey, 1935 (Nov 11), VG tyFb(D-28) "Expo/Last Day"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-146. USS Houston, 1935 (Oct 2), VF ty.3b(BC-XTX); "Fleet/Review" in bars; "Pres.FDR Visits Cal-Pac Expo" cachet; SHIP at EXPO related event; on cvr. E $20
EX-147. USS King, 1935 (Oct 27), VG ty.3s(BC-BTB) "San Diego/Navy Day"; Ship at Cal-Pac Expo; Navy Day cachet on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-148. USS Milwaukee, 1936 (Jun 20), VG ty.3(A-BBT) (near VF) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-149. USS Partridge, 1935 (Jul 4), VF blue-green ty.3s "Exposition/City, 1935" in bars, w/tiny "San Diego, California" below upper bar; ship at CPI Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-150. USS Partridge, 1936 (Jun 17), VG ty.3(AC-BTT) (lite tone) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-151. USS Pennsylvania, 1935 (Jun 16), F ty.3(B-TBT) "Visiting/Exposition"; ship at CPI Expo; 3c Expo commem on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-152. USS Pruitt, 1935 (Sep 2), VG ty.3s(AC-BTB) (bit stutter; lite tone) "San Diego/Calif."; ship at CPI Expo; 3c Expo on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-153. USS Rail, 1936 (Jun 5), G+ ty.3r(B-BTT) (toned) "San Diego/U.S.Fleet"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-154. USS Rathburne, 1935 (Jun 24), VF blue ty.3(B-BTT) (lite tone) "San Diego/Calif."; ship at CPI Expo; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
EX-155. USS Rathburne, 1936 (Jul 4), F ty.3(AC-BBT) "San Diego/Calif"; ship at CPI Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-156. USS Richmond, 1935 (Jun 14), VF ty.3(A-TTT) (lite tone) "Flag Day/San Diego"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-157. USS Richmond, 1935 (Nov 11), VF ty.3(A-TTT) (lite tone) "Last Day Ex/Po-San Diego"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-158. USS Salt Lake City, 1935 (Aug 26), F ty.3(AC-BBT) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr w/Expo cachet. E $15 MIN.8
EX-159. USS San Francisco, 1935 (Nov 11), VF bright pink ty.3(B-TBT) "Last Day/Pac Exp.35"; ship at CPI Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-160. USS Upshur, 1935 (Apr 27), VF ty.3(B-BTT) (bit lite tone) "San Diego/Exposition"; pre-event ad slogan for CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-161. USS Waters, 1935 (Oct 27), G+ ty.3bs(AC-BXT) (near VG) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-162. USS Waters, 1935 (Oct 27), G+ ty.3bs(AC-BXT) ("US" mostly not struck) "San Diego/California" slogan: SCARCE variety w/inverted "A" in "SAN"; Ship at Cal-Pac Expo; on cacheted cvr. E $30 MIN.15
EX-163. USS Zane, 1936 (Feb 15), G+ ty.3(AC-BBB) (toned) "San Diego/California"; ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-164. Cleveland, OH, 1936, F Int'l (cr) "Mailed at the Great Lakes Exposition" purple h/s ty.C36-E01; "WPA Employee's... Swedish Days" text h/s at L on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-165. Dallas/Texas Cent'l Sta., TX, 1936, VG D36-01 (lite tone) Waterman's Pen Exhibit header on Expo PPC (Varied Industries Bldg). E $6
EX-166. Inglewood, CA, 1936, VF Int'l; Centinela Days & Pageant cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-167. USS Dahlgren, 1936 (Aug 11), F ty.3(AC-BTT) "San Diego/Cal"; ship at Cal-Pac Expo on cacheted cvr. E $15
EX-168. USS Dale, 1936 (Jun 17), G+ ty.3r(AC-BBB) (dial hi: "US" partly off; lite tone) ship at CPI Expo; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-169. USS Ramapo, 1936 (Apr 10), F ty.5hks (lite tone) "San Diego/U.S.Fleet"; ship at CAL-PAC Expo on cvr. E $16
EX-171. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "Visit Swift's Exhibit/World's Poultry Congress/Cleveland, Ohio" slogan (upper R tip nib) Swift & Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-172. New York, NY, 1940, F NY39-25-NY NY World's Fair slogan w/dateless dial (toned; heavy cr; nicks) 1.5c Prcxie on #10 cvr. E $14
EX-173. New York, NY, 1940, G+ 1.5c PB meter #51006; "Mailed in the Pennsylvania Station/Pennsylvania Railroad/Direct Route to the New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.trylon & perisphere on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-174. New York, NY, 1940, VG 1.5c PB meter #51022; "Mailed in the Pennsylvania Station/Pennsylvania Railroad/Direct Route to the New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.trylon & perisphere; Meter Slogan Assoc.cc (uneven heavy toned; AS IS for that) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-175. Narrowsburg, NY, 1939, F duplex; "Administration Bldg, N.Y.World's Fair 1939" illus.ad at L on air cvr. E $8
EX-176. New York, NY, 1939, partial Int'l; "DuPont Chemistry/N.Y.World's Fair" 20x36mm REAL PHOTO label (exhibit bldg) tied by canx; bit overlap by 3c World's Fair commem. on Expo PPC to Germany. E $30
EX-177. Memphis, TN, 1940, G+ NPM meter; "Visit the Firestone Factory & Exhibition Bldg/New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Firestone Tire cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-178. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "Exhibitor/New York World's Fair/1939/Metals Bldg" slogan w/illus.trylon & perisphere; Link-Belt Co.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-179. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair-1939" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Carnegie-Illinois Steel cc (slight trim T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-180. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair-1939" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Carnegie-Illinois Steel cc on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-181. Little Valley, NY, 1939, VG PB meter; "See Me Get Milked on a Merry-Go-Round/At the Borden Exhibit/New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.cow head; zero-denom."favor" impression on unadd.cvr Borden's cc. E $15 MIN.8
EX-182. New York, NY, 1939, G+ PB meter; "Visit the UEF Exhibit at the New York World's Fair/Business Systems Bldg" slogan w/illus.trylon & perisphere; Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.cc on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-183. New York, NY, 1940, VF PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair-1940" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; U.S.Steel cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-184. Akron/Firestone Park Sta., OH, 1939, VG+ PB meter; "Visit the Firestone Factory & Exhibition Bldg/New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Firestone Tire cc (slight trim T) on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-185. Philadelphia, PA, 1939, F PB meter; "Exhibitor/New York World's Fair/1939/Metals Bldg" slogan w/illus.trylon & perisphere; Link-Belt Co.cc (bit trim T) on 4.5x9.5" window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-186. Pittsburgh, PA, 1939, VG PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair-1939" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Carnegie-Illinois Steel cc (slight trim T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-187. Pittsburgh, PA, 1939, VG PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair-1939" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Carnegie-Illinois Steel cc (edge tear) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-188. Pittsburgh, PA, 1940, G+ PB meter; "Visit the United States Steel Bldg/USS/New York World's Fair" slogan w/illus.trylon, perisphere, bldg; Carnegie-Illinois Steel cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-189. USS Hopkins, 1939 (Apr 30), F ty.5ahks "New York/City"; Ship at N.Y.World's Fair; Expo cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-190. USS New York, 1939 (Apr 30), VF ty.3(A-BBT) (lite gum tone) "New York/World Fair"; Ship
at N.Y.World's Fair; on cached cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-191. USS San Francisco, 1939 (Jul 17), VF ty.3(AC-TBB) "New York/Fair"; ship at World's
Fair; on cached cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-192. Akron/Goodrich St.Sta., OH, 1939, F meter; "You are cordially invited to visit exhibits
of the B.F.Goodrich Co.at the N.Y.World's Fair & the San Francisco Expo" illus.ad cc
(transaction); overall photo illus.back ad (Expo bldgs) on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-193. Bridgeport, CT, 1939, G+ PB meter; "See the GE House of Magic at Both Fairs" slogan
ad for N.Y. & GGI Expos; Gen'l Electric cc on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-194. New York, NY, 1939, VG PB meter; "DuPont/Wonder World of Chemistry Exhibits/Both
World's Fairs 1939" ad for N.Y. & GGI Expos; Dupont cc (part ruff slit T; tear T, in
slogan) on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-195. Schenectady, NY, 1939, G+ PB meter; "See the GE House of Magic at Both Fairs" slogan
ad for N.Y. & GGI Expos; Gen'l Electric cc on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-196. East Pittsburgh, PA, 1939, VF PB meter; "Visit Westinghouse/New York World's Fair
and Golden Gate Exposition/San Francisco" slogan w/illus.bldg; Westinghouse cc on #10 window cvr. E
$15 MIN.8
EX-197. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (Mar 24), VF SF39-02A; Nocona, TX, F DCDS
tying Pony Express pictorial label at L; GGIE poster stamp at lower L (not tied, but likely
belongs) 3c Expo on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
EX-198. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1939 (May 20), VF SF39-12; "Via Antique
Automobile/San Luis Obispo to Treasure Island/May 19-20, 1939" 41x57mm pictorial label
(mission) at upper L w/straight-line dater h/s (May 19); 3c GGIE on cvr w/"Johnnie Silva"
(driver?) autograph. E $30
EX-199. San Francisco, CA, 1940, VG SF39-16-12 GGIE slogan machine on GPC w/Pacific
Elec.Mfg.ad. E $5
EX-200. Oakland, CA, 1940 (Jan 20), G Univ. (dial obscured; trim R) GGIE illus.ad at L (Tower)
on cvr. E $8
EX-201. USS California, 1939 (Jul 4), VF ty.3(A-BBT) "At San/Francisco"; ship at GGI Expo on
cached cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-202. Stockton, CA, 1939, VG Univ. (lite tone around window) L.F.Grimsky,Inc.,cc; San
Joaquin County Fair & Horse Show ad on window cvr. E $14
EX-203. Minneapolis, MN, 1940, F Univ.; Aquatennial in Minneapolis/Where Life Begins at '40...
pictorial h/s ad (drum majorette); NW Nat'l Bank cc on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-204. USS Roper, 1940 (May 14), G+ ty.3b(BC-BXT) "Navy Yard/New York"; Ship at N.Y.World's
Fair; on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
EX-205. San Francisco/Golden Gate Sta., CA, 1940 (May 25), VF SF39-12 (lite gum tone) w/"Golden
Gate Station/Treasure Island" h/s SF39-09A struck at L; 3c Expo on cvr. E $20
EX-206. Stockton, CA, 1940, VG Univ.; H.C.Shaw Co.cc; San Joaquin County Fair & Horse Show ad
w/illus.calendar on cvr. E $15
EX-207. Saint Paul, MN, 1939, G+ meter w/St.Paul Winter Carnival pictorial slogan (no flap)
Minnesota Mining & Mfg.cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
pictorial slogan (bit uneven trim T) Minnesota Mining & Mfg.cc on #10 window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-209. Saint Paul, MN, 1940, VG Univ.; "Mailed From the Ice Palace/Saint Paul Winter Carnival"
89x54mm oval pictorial h/s at L on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
EX-210. Saint Paul, MN, 1940, VG Univ.; "Minnesota State Fair/Minn.State Fair St.P.O." 55mm
diam.pictorial h/s (Indian & drum) at L, part obscured by message on state map PPC. E $20
EX-211. Sedalia, MO, 1945, F Int'l; Missouri State Fair illus.ad (U.S. & MO state flags)
on commer.#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-212. Dowagiac, MI, 1948, F Univ.; "Dowagiac's Cent'l Celebration" large illus.ad (Indian,
tepee, mill & scenery) on commer.#10 cvr. E $20
EX-213. Saint Paul, MN, 1948, VG+ meter w/St.Paul Winter Carnival pictorial slogan (no flap)
Amer.Hoist & Derrick Co.cc on #10 MIN.6
Exposition/Saludos Amigos/Don Diego/Del Mar, Calif." 47mm diam.pictorial h/s (man w/guitar) at
L on COMMER.cvr. E $30
Committee, Christian Science Century 21 Exhibit, P.O.Box 2134, Seattle 11, Wash." h/s cc on
unadd cvr.  E $15 MIN.8
EX-217. Seattle, WA, 1962, VF Univ.; Service Bureau Corp.return add.; Century 21 Expo full-color photo ad (aerial view); overall illus.back ad on #10 air cvr used after event. E $15 MIN.8
EX-218. Carmi, IL, 1966, G+ Univ. w/"Carmi... Sesquicent'l" slogan (dial spotty) Carmi City Schools cc; illus.ad for event at L; overall illus.back ad for town on commer.#10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
EX-219. Pomona/Exhibition Sta./Los Angeles County Fair, CA, 1975, F pictorial h/s (bldg) on unadd cvr. E $8
EX-220. The Louisiana World's Fair Daylight Station/New Orleans, LA, 1984 (Jun 2), VF N84-03 h/s w/pictorial train; 20c Expo commem on unadd.cacheted cvr. E $8
EX-221. Tulsa/State Fair Sta., OK, 1987, VF fancy box h/s w/"The Orient Expressed" slogan (tone speck L edge) on cvr. E $8
EX-222. Hutchinson/Kansas State Fair Sta., KS, 1990, VF pictorial h/s (Ike; Presidential seal; 5 stars) (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $8

EXPOSITIONS: Souvenirs & Other Related Items
EX-223. Lot 47 diff.) Pan-Am Expo, Buffalo, pictorial ad labels; mint (few faults; varied condition on backs), 1901. E $200
EX-224. "Heinz/Magic of Food Show": 4x6" 32-pg.illus.recipe booklet, distributed at N.Y.World's Fair, 1964-5. E $12 MIN.6

FIRST DAY COVERS & EARLY USAGES
FC-1. 114, A, New York, NY, [1869] (May 17), G+ CDS/cork; early use on cvr (trim L). E $30
FC-2. 210, A, Buffalo, NY, [1883] (Oct 30), G+ CDS/cork; Akron Cement illus.ad (red star) on cvr (ruff R). E $20
FC-3. 232, F, New York/D, NY, 1893 (Jan 21), G+ duplex; EARLY use, w/2c Sc.220 on black-border MOURNING cvr (lite tone) to Italy. E $40
FC-4. 300, A, Emporium, PA, 1903 (Feb 14), G+ Perfection ty.1 on PPC. EARLY use. E $100 MIN.50
FC-5. 301c booklet single; A (SE at L; upper L tip nick); New York/Kings Bridge, NY, 1903 (Apr 29), G duplex; early use on black-border MOURNING cvr. E $24
FC-6. 328, A, Norfolk, VA, 1907 (May 1), F N07-09 Jamestown Expo slogan; 6th DAY of USE on Expo PPC. E $30
FC-7. 331, F (1 SE), Lima, IA, 1908 (Dec 21), VF CDS/cork; EARLY use from small town on PPC. E $20
FC-8. 367, F, Hoquiam, WA, 1909 (Feb 13), G+ Amer/A14; 2c Lincoln 2nd DAY of USE on PPC. E $80 MIN.40
FC-9. 367, F (SE at T), Moore, MT, 1909 (Feb 14), F duplex; 3rd DAY of USE on toned PPC. E $75
FC-10. 372, F (few nib perfs; tip cr; SE at L), Stockertown, PA, 1909 (Sep 27), G+ duplex (dial hi: "OCKER" mostly off) H.B.Semple Druggits illus.ad; 3rd day of use on cvr to Philadelphia Stamp Co. E $30
FC-11. 397, F-A (tiny scuff on frame), Pasadena, CA, 1913 (Jan 8), G+ PPIE slogan; 8th day of use on PPC (TONED; tip cr). E $30
FC-12. 629, F, White Plains, NY, 1926 (Oct 18), F Int'l; printed 1st day cc; 1st Day h/s cachet on FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-13. 671, A, Auburn, NE, 1929 (Apr 15), F Int'l; PM's signature on cvr. E $1000 MIN.500
FC-14. 671, A, Harrington, NE, 1929 (Apr 15), VG Int'l on cvr. E $250 MIN.130
FC-15. 680, F-A, Erie, PA, 1929 (Sep 14), G+ Univ.; 1st day on PPC: Wayne Monument (as on stamp). E $12 MIN.6
FC-16. 682, F, Salem, MA, 1930 (Apr 8), VG Int'l; "Massachusetts Invites the World" full-color cachet on FDC. E $40
FC-17. 702, F-A, Dansville, NY, 1931 (May 21), G+ Univ.; Judge J.B.Payne & Clara Barton photo portraits cachet on FDC. E $20
FC-18. 703, F, Yorktown, VA, 1931 (Oct 19), F Int'l; "Collect Stamps" cachet on FDC. E $20
FC-19. 716, F, Lake Placid, NY, 1932 (Jan 25), VG Univ.; "Use Stamps/III Olympic Winter Games" pictorial cachet on FDC. E $24
FC-20. 716, F, Lake Placid, NY, 1932 (Jan 25), VG Univ.; ski jumper pictorial cachet on FDC
(bit trim R; lite tone) w/enc. E $24
FC-21. 717, F-A, Nebraska City, NE, 1932 (Apr 22), F Univ.; full-color cachet (trees) on FDC. E $20
FC-22. 725, F-A, Hanover, NH, 1932 (Oct 24), VF Univ.; Heinrich cachet on cvr. E $20
FC-23. 726, F, Savannah, GA, 1933 (Feb 12), VG Univ.; illus.cachet (portrait) on cvr. E $20
FC-24. 743, A, Mesa Verde National Park, CO, 1934 (Sep 25), VF Univ.; Spruce Tree Lodge cc on FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-25. 774, F, Boulder City, NV, 1935 (Sep 30), F Univ. on uncached FDC. E $8
FC-26. 775, F, Lansing, MI, 1935 (Nov 1), F Univ. on uncached FDC. E $8
FC-27. 776, F, Gonzales, TX, 1936 (Mar 2), VF Univ. on uncached FDC. E $8
FC-28. 777, F, Providence, RI, 1936 (May 4), VG Univ. on FDC. E $12 MIN.6
FC-29. 777, F, Providence, RI, 1936 (May 4), VG Univ. on uncached FDC. E $8
FC-30. 778, F, New York/TIPEX Sta., NY, 1936 (May 9), VG Univ. on 5.5x7" FDC. E $12 MIN.6
FC-31. 782, F, Little Rock, AR, 1936 (Jun 15), VG Univ. on cacheted FDC. E $12 MIN.6
FC-32. 783, F, Walla Walla, WA, 1936 (Jul 14), VG Int'l on uncached FDC. E $5
FC-33. 789, F, West Point, NY, 1937 (May 26), F Univ. on uncached FDC to GERMANY. E $15 MIN.8
FC-34. 795 block/4, F, Cleveland DPO, OH, 1937 (Jul 13), G duplex; "Great Lakes Expo/Garfield-Perry Stamp Club" illus.cachet on FDC. E $24
FC-35. 801, F, San Juan, PR, 1937 (Nov 25), VG Univ. "1st Day" on uncached FDC. E $5
FC-36. 805EE (x3 w/3 diff. Electric Eye markings on selvage), F, Washington, DC, 1941 (Jan 16), VG Univ. on cvr w/1st Day cachet. E $15 MIN.8
FC-37. 833, F, Washington, DC, 1938 (Sep 29), VF 4-bar; Crosby cachet w/small REAL PHOTO portrait applique on reg'd FDC. E $80 MIN.40
FC-38. 857, F, New York, NY, 1939 (Sep 25), VF Univ. w/"1st Day" slogan; N.Y.Journal & American cc; stamp design cachet on FDC. E $15 MIN.8
FC-40. 1026, F, Fort Knox, KY, 1953 (Nov 11), VG Univ.w/"1st Day" slogan on pix side of unmailed "maximum" PPC (Patton portrait). E $8
FC-41. 1054c (strip/3), F, Baltimore, MD, 1954 (Oct 8), VF 4-bar; w/outer WRAPPER from 500-stamp coil tied by canx & 2 stamps on cacheted FDC w/PM's signature. E $24 MIN.12
FC-42. 1213b/1213c single/1229a, F/A, Dayton, OH, 1963 (Oct 28), VG machine; all three 5c tagged issues on same unadd.FDC w/ArtCraft cachet. E $150 MIN.75
FC-43. 1244, F, World's Fair, NY, 1964 (Apr 22), F Univ. "1st Day" slogan; full-color hand-painted Unisphere cachet (unattributed) on FDC. E $20
FC-44. 1396, F, USPS, AL, 1971 (Jul 1), VG machine on cacheted unadd.FDC w/related enc. E $8
FC-45. 1396, F, Mansfield, MA, 1971 (Jul 1), F machine on cacheted FDC. E $6
FC-46. 1396, F, Baldwin, MI, 1971 (Jul 1), VG machine on cacheted unadd.FDC. E $5
FC-47. 1396, F, Grand Rapids, MI, 1971 (Jul 1), VG machine on cacheted unadd.FDC. E $5
FC-48. 1396, F, Toledo, OH, 1971 (Jul 1), VG machine on cacheted unadd.FDC. E $5
FC-49. 1396, F-A, Providence, RI, 1971 (Jul 1), F machine on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $6
FC-51. 2089, F, Shawnee, OK, 1984 (May 24), VF 1st day h/s on 5.5x8" 2-panel program w/12 autographs, inc.6 Jim Thorpe relatives; Miss Indian Oklahoma. E $15 MIN.8
FC-52. 2122, F, San Francisco, CA, 1985 (Apr 29), VF Univ. "1st Day" slogan; ArtCraft cachet on unadd.FDC. E $50
FC-53. 2419, F, Washington, DC, 1989 (Jul 20), VF 4-bar h/s on unadd.cacheted FDC. E $8
FC-54. C10, A (SE at R), Little Falls, MN, 1927 (Jun 18), VF Univ. on FDC. E $20
FC-55. C10, F-A, St.Louis, MO, 1927 (Jun 18), VF Int'l; St.Louis Ass'n of Credit Men cc; Lindbergh Celebration pictorial h/s on FDC. E $20
FC-56. C12, F, Washington, DC, 1930 (Feb 10), F Int'l on FDC. E $12 MIN.6
FC-57. C18, F, New York, NY, 1933 (Oct 2), VF Int'; purple pictorial Zeppelin h/s cachet; red double triangle map cachet on 1st day cvr w/Correio Aereo/Districto Federal (Rio de Janeiro) G+ DCDS as transit b/s. Also listed in "Airmail" & "Stamps on Covers" sections. E $200 MIN.100
FC-59. C24, F, New York, NY, 1939 (May 16), F Univ. on unadd.cacheted cvr. E $40
FC-60. C24, F-A, New York, NY, 1939 (May 16), F Univ. "1st Day" on uncacheted FDC (lite tone; gum tone lines) w/"Special Delivery" h/s at B. UNUSUAL application. E $30
FC-61. C48, F, USS San Pablo, 1954 (Sep 3), G+ 4-bar; UNOFFICIAL origin canx; 4c air covering 2c stamp on GPC. E $20
FC-62. U349, New York, NY, 1893 (Mar 31), G duplex (state not struck) "What do you think of that?" ms pen note w/crude hand-drawn "pointing hand" at L of stamp; EARLY use on 2c Colum.PSE. E $150 MIN.75
FC-63. UN 38 (15c souvenir sheet), VF, United Nations, NY, 1955 (Oct 24), VF pictorial 4-bar h/s; C.George "10th Anniv." cachet on 1st Day cvr. E $20
FC-64. UN 38/var (RETOUCHED 15c souvenir sheet), VF, United Nations, NY, 1955 (Oct 24), VF pictorial 4-bar h/s; Artmaster "10th Anniv." cachet on 1st Day cvr. E $50 MIN.26

FOREIGN DESTINATIONS / Need the "US International Postal Rates 1872-1996" book? We have it!

FD-1. Honolulu, HI, 1960, VG machine; to Australia; 10c Indep.Hall on air PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-2. New York/Sta.(?), NY, 1900, G Int'l (o/s; crnr crs) to AUSTRIA; 1c green on priv.mailing card w/those words, "Postal Card-Carte Postale" & "Authorized..." text lined thru; "Printed Matter" written above. E $20
FD-3. Syracuse, NY, 1924, G+ Univ.; to AUSTRIA; 1c Wash.offset +2x 2c Sc.554 on cvr. E $6
FD-4. Warren, MA, 1926, G+ duplex; to AUSTRIA; 3c +2c on cvr. E $6
FD-5. San Francisco, CA, 1910, G+ Int'l (ruff slit upper R tip; R edge crs) to AUSTRIA; 5c Wash. on cvr. E $8
FD-6. Lot 5) PSE's (2x 1c; 3x 5c), 1904-12, to Belgium. E $20 MIN.10
FD-7. Warren, VA, 1894, G+ CDS/cork; to Belgium; pair 2c red on 1c Colum.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-8. Gd.Cent.Sta., NY, 1910, VF Int'l; to BERMUDA; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-9. Toledo, OH, 1891, G+ duplex (edge tear R; crs) to Brazil; strip/3x 1c Sc.219 on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-10. Winchester, MA, 1905, VG Amer/B14; to China; 5c Lincoln on cvr w/Shanghai/U.S.Postal Sta.Rec'd partial CDS as transit b/s. E $15
FD-11. Cambridge A, MA, 1941, G Int'l (cr) to Czechoslovakia; 2 U.S.censor tapes at L & T; pictorial Nazi censor tape & red h/s on back; 2x 1c Prexies on 3c #10 PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-12. Washington, DC, 1928, G+ Int'l; to Czechoslovakia; 5x 1c Frank. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-13. Lakewood, NJ, 1909, VG Int'l; to England, fwd to France; 2c Wash. on PPC w/Forwarded By Baring Bros.oval h/s at T. E $15 MIN.8
FD-14. Fleischmanns, NY, 1903, G duplex (o/s; crnr crs) to England, fwd to Holland; 2c red on PPC (elevated view of town). E $15 MIN.8
FD-15. Eureka, UT, 1903, VG duplex (part ruff L & lower R) to England; "Paid/Liverpool/US Packet" red CDS w/BACKWARD "S" at L; 5c blue Grant on cvr w/official seal labels at T & B. E $20
FD-16. Layton, UT, ca.1903, partial CDS/cork; to England; 5c blue Grant on cvr. E $8
FD-17. Kaysville, UT, 1903, G duplex (dial hi) to England; bit faulty 5c blue Grant on cvr. E $6
FD-18. LaJolla, CA, 1936, VG Int'l (ink line & spots by add.; part of add.lined thru; lite tone; nick R) to ERITREA; 5c T.Roosevelt on cvr to American Consul, returned to sender because no such office existed; backstamped at New York, NY, 2+ months after mailed. E $20
FD-19. New York, NY, 1961, F Int'l; to Finland; 10c Liberty Bell air on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-20. New York, NY, 1963, G DCDS/roller; to Finland; 15c Blair +pair 4c Mercury on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-21. Hohokus, NJ, 1898, G CDS/cork (town obscured; part lite tone) to Finland; 1c blue on 1c GPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-22. Hud.Term Sta., NY, 1927, G+ Int'l (part ruff slit T, in dial; toned) to France, fwd to Switzerland w/Amer.Express Co.fwd label; Grand Council, Royal Aracnum, State of NJ cc; 5c Roosevelt on cvr w/ms "By S/S Resolute" instruction. E $15 MIN.8
FD-23. Chicago/Rogers Park Sta., IL, 1926, G+ Int'l; to France; 2c Wash. on PPC w/60c due stamp tied w/Nancy G CDS. E $12 MIN.6
FD-24. New Haven, CT, 1880s, G+ CDS/cork; to France; New Haven Baking Co.cc; 2c banknote on 3c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-25. Detroit, MI, 1940, G+ Int'l; to Germany; 1.5c M.Washington +1/2c Hale on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 w/F+ Nazi censor pictorial repeater machine tying stamps. E $20
FD-26. Newark, NJ, 1885, G+ duplex; to Germany; 1c banknote on 1c GPC Sc.UX8. E $12 MIN.6
FD-27. Newport/Dayton Br., KY, 1902, G+ duplex; to Germany; 2c red on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
FD-28. New York/Sta.K, NY, 1915, F Univ. (stain spot at upper L) to GERMANY; Auslandstelle Emmerich/Frei-Gegeben h/s at upper L; 2x 2c on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-29. St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int'l (lite tone) to GIBRALTAR & fwd to SPAIN; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.12
FD-30. St.Louis, MO, 1912, G+ Int'l (lite tone) to GIBRALTAR & fwd to SPAIN; BOOKLET pair 1c Frank. on PPC. E $40
FD-31. Miami Beach, FL, 1930, VF Univ.; to Haiti; 10c map air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-32. Deadwood, SD, 1891, G+ CDS/cork (dial bit hi; tears T, 1 in rim; lite crs) to Holland; "Black Hills Sandstone Co., Dakota" cc; 5c Grant on cvr. E $15
FD-33. New Haven, CT, 1933, F Univ.; to INDIA; 3c NRA on 2c Wash.Bicent'1 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
FD-34. Summit, NJ, 1959, G+ Univ.; to Israel; 2c Jeff. on 3c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-35. Houston, TX, 1961, F machine; to Israel; 2c meter on 3c GPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-36. Palo Alto, CA, 1959, F Univ.; to Israel; 3c Liberty on 2c GPC to Dept.of Bacteriology, Hebrew Univ., Hadassah Medical School. E $15 MIN.8
FD-37. Lot 6) GPCs, 1959, to Israel; all uprated w/stamps/meters; to Dept.of Bacteriology, Hebrew Univ., Hadassah Medical School. E $30 MIN.15
FD-38. Indianapolis, IN, 1903, VF Int'l (part o/s) to JAMAICA; Kingston G+ DCDS as transit; 2c Sc.301 on priv.mailing card. E $20
FD-39. Boston/Dorchester Center Sta., MA, 1915, G+ Amer/B38 (tears T; bit ruff slit L) to JAPAN; 1c + 2x 2c Wash. on cvr to "Glory Kindergarten". E $12 MIN.6
FD-40. Peoria, IL, 1924, F Univ. (crnr cr; part lite tone; adhesion by message, where fwd label apparently removed) to JAPAN; 2x 1c Sc.543 on PPC. E $14
FD-41. Remsen, IA, 1908, G+ duplex; to Luxembourg; 2c Sc.319 on PPC w/Bissen VG DCDS as recd. E $20
FD-42. USPS, HI, 1974, VG machine (tip cr; bit lite tone) to MALAYSIA; 18c Liberty air on PPC. E $20
FD-43. Lincoln, NE, 1946, VG Univ.; to Malta; 3c Merchant Marine on PPC w/Notabile F DCDS as recd; ms "X" on add. & "Not known" at T. E $15 MIN.8
FD-44. Salt Lake City, UT, 1901, VG Pneumatic (tip faults; tiny tear T; flap partly off) to New Zealand; 5c blue Grant on cvr. E $8
FD-45. Salt Lake City, UT, 1901, partial Pneumatic (mostly off R) to New Zealand; 5c blue Grant on cvr to Auckland & fwd twice. E $12 MIN.6
FD-46. Duluth/W.Duluth Sta., MN, 1945, VG Int'l; to Norway; 2c wheat on 1c Sc.UX27 w/censor h/s. E $14
FD-47. Troy, NY, 1907, F Int'l (lite tone) to NORWAY; 2x 1c Sc.300 on PPC w/Kristiania DCDS repeater as recd. E $12 MIN.6
FD-48. Muskegon, MI, 1888, F duplex (bit ruff trim R) to Norway; 5c Grant on cvr. E $20
FD-49. Frankfort, KY, 1893, G duplex; to Norway; Miles & Son Merchant Millers fancy ad cc; 2c +1c on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-50. Bordentown, NJ, 1931, G duplex/Int'l; to PALESTINE; 4x 1c (ms "Rec'd without stamp" note where 1 stamp obviously fell off) on cvr w/enc. Jerusalem repeater as b/s; "Unknown" & "Return To" h/s on back. E $20
FD-51. New York/Sta.C, NY, 1945, G+ Int'l (ruff slit L) to Peru; 15c transport air on censored air cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
FD-52. Hackensack, NJ, 1939, VF Int'l (trim R; edge tears) to Portugal; "With a neutral vessel" ms instruction at T (part obscured by canx); 5c Prexie on 4.75x5.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-53. New York/Church St.Anx, NY, 1940, G+ duplex (crs; tear R; bit ruff trim T) to Portugal; 30c globe air +50c clipper +bit faulty $1 Prexie on #10 cvr. E $24 MIN.12
FD-54. Far Rockaway, NY, 1946, G Int'l; to Portugal; 30c transport air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-55. New York, NY, 1946, VF Int'; to Portugal; 30c trasport air on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-56. Minneapolis, MN, 1920, G+ Univ.; to Portugal; 3c Wash.offset on 2c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
FD-57. New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1941, G+ duplex; to Portugal; censor tape L; 30c globe air on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
FD-58. Baltimore, MD, 1940, G+ Int'; to Portugal; Strauss Bros/Dry Goods cc; 3c +2c Prexies on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
FD-60. South Manchester, CT, [1887], G+ CDS/cork; to PRUSSIA (51-33) on 5c PSE Sc.U177. E $15
FD-61. Cleveland, OH, 1884, partial duplex (upper L crnr tear thru cc; tip scuff) to Scotland; 2c brown +1c banknote on 2c PSE. E $15
FD-62. White Plains, NY, 1912, G+ Univ.; to SCOTLAND; 2c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-63. San Francisco, CA, 1908, VG Int'l; to South Africa; 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-64. Pittsburgh, PA, 1959, F Int'l; to South Africa; 5c Monroe on PC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-65. Shirley, MA, 1907, F duplex (crs; part toned) to Spain; 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC Sc.UX18. E $14
FD-66. Philadelphia/F.D., PA, 1902, weak duplex (o/s; lite tone; tip cr; tiny tear T) to SWEDEN; 2c red on "American-Souvenir-Card" PC. E $15
FD-67. Chicago, IL, 1907, F Int'l; to Sweden; 2x 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $15
FD-68. St.Paul/Merriam Park Sta., MN, 1903, F duplex (toned) to Sweden; pair 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
FD-69. New York/E, NY, 1893, G+ duplex (trim R; lite tone) to SWITZERLAND on 5c Grant PSE. E $8
FD-70. Chicago, IL, 1908, F Int'l; to SWITZERLAND; 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC Sc.UX20. E $6
FD-71. Syracuse, NY, 1907, F Int'l; to SWITZERLAND; 2c Jamestown (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
FD-72. Johnstown, NY, 1910, partial Doremus (toned) to Turkey; 2c Wash. on PPC to Harpoot; Stamboul VG DCDS (bit hi) as recd. E $15 MIN.8
FD-73. Madison, WI, 1938, G+ Univ.; to Turkey; 3c Wash. on PPC w/partial Istanbul DCDS as recd. E $12 MIN.6
FD-74. Brooklyn/Bath Beach Sta., NY, 1920, G+ Univ. (bit lite tone; lite crs) to TURKEY; 5c Wash. on PPC w/Galata DCDS as recd. E $15
FD-75. Rochester, WA, 1907, VG Doane 2/2 (uneven toned) to TURKEY; Cons-ple Galata VG+ CDS as recd; faulty 2c Sc.319 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-76. Pocatello & Port/RPO, 1907, partial duplex (part toned; crs) to TURKEY; Galata VG DCDS as recd; 2x 1c Sc.300 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
FD-77. Boston/Back Bay Sta., MA, 1940, G+ duplex; to Turkey; H.E.Harris cc; 25c +3c +2c on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

LITERATURE
LT-1. "Artist-Signed Postcard Price Guide/1st Edition": Mashburn; 320 pgs; softbound; Written and compiled specifically for those interested in artist-drawn (signed or unsigned) postcards, 1992, listings for hundreds of artists; many checklists; 380 images. E $24 MIN.12
LT-2. "Artist-Signed Postcard Price Guide/2nd Edition": Mashburn; 480 pgs; softbound; Written and compiled specifically for those interested in artist-drawn (signed or unsigned) postcards, listings for over 2,300 artists; many checklists; 670 images. Significantly different from the 1st edition. E $26 MIN.13
LT-3. "Bakers' U.S. Classics": H.J. & J.D.Baker; 355 pgs.; hardbound; major work for the 1800-1890 period, covering stamps, covers, rates, Confederates, etc., 1985, compilation of columns from Stamps magazine; over 350+ illus. #21 of 30 limited editions, from Chas.Towle's personal collection. E $50 MIN.26
LT-5. "Illinois Post Offices": Mehrer; 192 pgs; softbound; P.O.opening/closing dates, name changes, etc., 1996, w/valuation guide. E $24 MIN.12
LT-6. "The Postal History of Indiana": Baker; 1100 pgs.; hardbound; definitive 2-volume set with post office and postmaster information, manuscript markings, railroad markings, steamboat markings, highway post offices, rural free delivery system, etc., 1976, w/microfiche card; RED cover, from Chas.Towle's personal collection; customized w/his name on the front boards, in gold; inscribed to him & autographed by the author. E $100 MIN.50
LT-7. "Postcard Price Guide/First Edition": Mashburn; 320 pgs.; softbound; includes such categories as Artist-Signed, Fantasy, Nudes, Greetings, Sets & Series, Advertising, etc; thousands of prices; more than 200 images, fine condition. E $30 MIN.15
LT-8. "Postcard Price Guide/First Edition": Mashburn; 320 pgs.; softbound; includes such categories as Artist-Signed, Fantasy, Nudes, Greetings, Sets & Series, Advertising, etc;
thousands of prices; more than 200 images, fine, but crnr crs on front cover. E $24 MIN.12
LT-9. "Postcard Price Guide/Third Edition": Mashburn; 512 pgs.; softbound; significantly different from other editions, includes such categories as Artist-Signed, Fantasy, Nudes, Amy Millicent Sowerby, Santas, Greetings, Sets & Series, Advertising, Topicals, Transportation, Baseball, Views (U.S. and Foreign), Real Photos, Roadside America, Expositions, etc. Thousands of prices representing millions of cards, from 1893 through the modern era. More than 635 images. E $30 MIN.15
LT-10. "Prisoners' Mail from the American Civil War": Harrison; 307 pgs.; hardbound; 300 illus., 1997, Union and Confederate covers from 83 Union and 58 Confederate Prisons, compiled from a census of over 2,700 covers, earliest and latest known usages for the handstamped examination markings.. E $50 MIN.26
LT-11. "Simpson's U.S. Postal Markings 1851-61": Alexander; 448 pgs.; hardbound; complete rewritten & major expansion from the 1959 book; an important book on 19th century covers, 1979, 1,000's of illus. E $90 MIN.46

MACHINES / Need the "Standard Flag Cancel Encyclopedia/4th Edition"? We have it!
MC-1. Wabbaseka, AR, 1912, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard handstamp FLAG (EKU; town part obscured by design; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $120
MC-2. Pine Valley, CA, 1925, VF pseudo-machine non-standard w/7 long bars (ONLY listed date)
CATALOG COPY: 2c Harding on crvr. E $15
MC-3. Miami, FL, 1943, VF pseudo-machine non-standard TCDS/6 lines; precancxed strip/3x 1c Prexie coil on crvr. E $14
MC-4. East Templeton, MA, 1933, F+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS/wavy lines "Permit No.1" h/s (ruff L; part ruff T; lite tone; big piece off back; AS IS for faults) 3c Cent.of Prog.w/"East Temple--ton, Mass." precancan on crvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-5. Ihlen, MN, 1909, F+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (lite tone) on PPC. E $30
MC-6. Saint Paul, MN, ca.1940, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard "repeater" roller w/8-bar killer (part lite tone) on commer.cvr. E $14
MC-7. Saint Louis, MO, 1946, VF pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/"A.F.L.Union Label and Industrial Exhibition" slogan h/s on GPC. E $24
MC-8. Alice, OH, 1924, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/6 long bars (bars partly off T) as fwd (60-39) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-9. Helix, OR, 1907, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-10. Springdale, PA, 1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard CDS w/10 long bars (crs) on PPC. E $16
MC-11. Point Roberts, WA, 1911, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (near VG+; dial bit hi)
on PPC. E $40
MC-12. Sumner, WA, 1909, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s on PPC. E $15
MC-13. Sumner, WA, [1910], G+ purple pseudo-machine non-standard flag h/s (LKU; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-14. Charleston, WV, 1939, F pseudo-machine non-standard CDS/wavy lines "Permit No.2" h/s (bit trim T; lite gum tone) precancaned 3c Wash. on crvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-15. Scotford, WV, 1908, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard FLAG h/s (bit lite soiled; lite crs) (03-14) on PPC. E $65
MC-16. Hampton Falls, NH, 1921, G+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/"Address Your Mail" slogan (dial hi: "TOM" partly off) on PPC. E $30
MC-17. Mooers, NY, 1910, F pseudo-machine non-standard h/s flag on PPC. E $100
MC-18. Roslyn, PA, 1924, VG+ pseudo-machine non-standard h/s w/6 long bars (cr) (95-59) on PPC. E $14
MC-19. Eureka Springs, AR, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (bit lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-20. Rogers, AR, 1912, G+ Amer A14 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-22. Balboa, CA, 1931, G+ Amer A14 (part lite) on commer.PPC. E $24
MC-23. Campbell, CA, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $16
MC-24. Colusa, CA, 1922, G+ Amer A14; late-used 1c Frank. on PPC. E $14
MC-25. Culver City, CA, 1923, VG Amer A14 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-26. Eagle Rock, CA, 1924, VG Amer A14 (lite tone; crnr cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-27. Garberville, CA, 1935 (Sep 16), G+ Amer A14 (LATE use) on commer.PPC. E $50
MC-28. Huntington Beach, CA, 1923 (Dec 25), G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-29. Los Angeles, CA, 1896, VG+ Amer B14(1) (trim R, just in stamp) on PSE. E $50 MIN.26
MC-30. Los Gatos, CA, 1923, VG+ Amer A14; Sacred Heart Novitiate cc on cvr. E $15
MC-32. Norwalk, CA, 1928, VG Amer A14 (lite tone) SCARCE flag on cvr. E $120
MC-33. Oakdale, CA, 1923, VG Amer (crs; lite tone) on PPC datelined "Nights Ferry". E $15
MC-34. Pittsburg, CA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (near F+; dial bit hi; part ruff slit R; toned) on penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-35. Reedley, CA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MC-36. San Francisco/Fremont Br., CA, 1917 (Dec 21), G+ Amer A38 on PPC. 2nd known 1917 use. E $75
MC-37. San Pedro, CA, 1920, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-38. South Gate, CA, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on commer.PPC. E $14
MC-40. Glenwood Springs, CO, 1908, VG Amer B14 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-41. Gunnison, CO, 1926, G+ Amer A14 ("GUN" mostly off L edge) on 3.75x4.5" cvr. E $30
MC-42. Longmont, CO, 1923, G+ Amer A14 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-43. Canaan, CT, 1928, G+ Amer A14dd on PPC. E $15
MC-44. Washington, DC, 1892, G+ Amer D-2() on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-45. Washington, DC, 1898 (Jun 9), VG Amer B14()dd; Alabama Great Southern R.R.cc on #10 PSE. E $20
MC-46. New Port Richey, FL, 1926, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $30
MC-47. Winterhaven, FL, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; dial bit hi; message into dial) on PPC. E $15
MC-48. Cairo, GA, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PSE. E $15
MC-49. Boise/Reac'd, ID, 1909, VF Amer AMS-24 (heavy cr) as recd on pix side of PPC. E $14
MC-50. Coeur D'Alene, ID, 1921, G+ Amer A38 "Be Careful/Nat'l Forests" slogan on reg.ret.rect.card. E $30
MC-51. Bushnell, IL, 1925, G+ Amer A14dd (message into dial & part of flag; lite tone) SCARCE LFHC type on PPC. E $40
MC-52. Chicago/Rec'd/Gen'l Delivery, IL, 1928, G+ magenta Amer A38 (flap fault, not affecting this; bit lite tone; crs) as recd b/s on cvr. E $24
MC-53. Chicago/Received Gen'l Delivery, IL, 1926, G+ magenta Amer A38 (tiny tear T; trim L) as recd b/s on cvr. E $40
MC-54. El Paso, IL, ca.1930, G+ Amer A14 (year partial; trim R) on commer.cvr. E $14
MC-55. Glencoe, IL, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (part ruff R to stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $40
MC-56. Glencoe, IL, 1926, VG Amer A14 (trim R) on cvr. E $40
MC-57. Great Lakes, IL, 1918, G+ Amer A14 (lite strike; part lite tone; tip crs) on PPC. E $24
MC-58. Lockport, IL, 1927, G+ Amer A14, struck fully at L; duplex canx on stamp; on PPC. E $15
MC-59. Peoria/Train Late/Mail Delayed, IL, 1902, VG Amer AMS-54 (LKU) as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
MC-60. Sparta, IL, 1926, G+ Amer A14 (T arc mostly not struck; part ruff trim R) Sparta Wholesale Grocery cc; SCARCE flag on PSE w/enc. E $100
MC-61. Ardmore, Ind.T., 1907 (Apr 18), G+ Amer B14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-62. Chickasha, Ind.T., 1907 (Sep 8), G+ Amer B14dd (dial hi: "ICKAS" partly off; toned) on PPC: Chickasha Ave.Looking East. E $40
MC-63. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1906, F Amer B14 (crnr cr) on PPC w/Spencer, IA, VG Perfection ty.R as recd. E $20
MC-64. Muskogee, Ind.T., 1907 (Jul 1), F Amer B14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-67. Greensburg, KS, 1929, G+ Amer A14 ("NSBU" mostly not struck; trim T) 2x 1c "Kans" overprints on commer cvr. Accompanying VG+ strike on 2x4" piece only, w/2c "Kans". E $15 MIN.8
MC-68. Lindsborg, KS, 1928, VG Amer A14 (near F; part lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-69. Hazard, KY, 1924, VG Amer A14; SCARCE flag on cvr. E $50
MC-70. Louisville/Baxter Ave.Sta., KY, 1918, VF Amer A38 (tip crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-71. Boothbay Harbor, ME, 1927, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial) on PPC. E $14
MC-72. Machias, ME, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-73. Silver Spring, MD, 1929, G+ Amer A14 (tear T, in dial) on PPC. E $40
MC-74. Auburndale, MA, 1920, G+ Amer A14 (EARLY; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-75. Boston, MA, 1885, VF Amer ty.85-2 on GPC w/John L. Whiting form on back. E $20
MC-76. Boston, MA, 1890, VF Amer/Hammer ty.8 (lite tone; upper R crnr ruff; tear R) on cvr. E $15
MC-77. Boston, MA, 1890, G+ Amer D2-2(+) w/plus sign in killer (lite tone) on cvr. E $24 MIN.12
MC-78. Boston, MA, 1891, G+ Amer D-4(H) (no flap) Public Library cc on 5c PSE to Germany. E $20
MC-80. Boston, MA, 1909, VG Amer B14(3); Munroe Felt & Paper cc on PSE. E $16
MC-81. Boston, MA, 1912 (Dec 24), F Amer A14() (bit cr) Choate, Hall & Stewart cc on PSE. E $20
MC-82. Brewster, MA, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (dial spotty; message into dial; lite tone) on PPC. E $40
MC-83. Newburyport/Recd, MA, 1910, VG Amer AMS-25 (nicks R) as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
MC-84. South Lancaster, MA, 1928, G+ Amer A14 on PPC. E $14
MC-85. Swampsott, MA, 1925, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-86. Vera Cruz, Mexico, 1914, G+ Amer A14; Llerandi Palomo Y Cia ad cc; 5c Wash. on 5x6" cvr to Germany. E $75
MC-87. Grayling, MI, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial; part toned; crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-88. Madelia, MN, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on PC. E $16
MC-89. Wahoo, NE, 1927, VG Amer A14 on 3x5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-90. Wayne, NE, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-91. Carson City, NV, 1922, G+ Amer A14 (near VG+; ruff L) on cvr w/enc. E $15
MC-93. Flemington, NJ, 1925, G+ Amer A14 on 1c-on-2c reply PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-94. Silver City, NM, 1922, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-95. Buffalo/Pan-American Station, NY, 1901, VF Amer B27 (Bomar ty.B01-11) "Alt Nurnberg/The German Village on the Mall" cc; "Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo, 1901" at B edge; 1c Expo on unsealed cvr. Also listed in "Expositions" section. E $350 MIN.180
MC-96. Elmira/Train Late/Mail Delayed, NY, 1907 (Dec 25), G+ Amer AMS-56 (part o/s; lite tone) as recd on PPC. E $20
MC-97. Long Beach, NY, 1924, G+ Amer A14 ("LON" not struck; message fully datelined; tip crs) 2x 1c on PPC to Germany. E $16
MC-99. New York/Trans Off/G.C.Sta, NY, 1929, G+ Amer A38 (month/day mostly not struck) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-100. Schuylerville, NY, 1927, G+ Amer A14 struck fully at L; partial duplex as canx on 2c Saratoga on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-101. Wadesboro, NY, 1921, G+ Amer A14 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-102. Lidgerwood, ND, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (staple holes by address) on cvr. E $16
MC-103. New Concord, OH, [1928], G+ Amer A14 (year mostly not struck; tear T; crs) on PPC. E $15
MC-104. New London, OH, 1920, G+ Amer A14 (message into dial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-105. Paulding, OH, 1928, G+ Amer A14 (nick T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-106. Bartlesville, OK, 1908, G+ Amer B24() on PPC. E $20
MC-107. Tulsa, OK, 1913, G+ Amer B38 w/"Int'l Dry Farming Congress" slogan on PPC. E $80
MC-108. Cresson, PA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 (near F+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-109. Everett, PA, 1924, G+ Amer A14 on window cvr. E $16
MC-110. Newton, PA, 1929, VG Amer A14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-111. Philadelphia/B, PA, 1896, VG+ Amer F13() w/dateless dial; Historical Soc'y of Pennsylvania cc on 1c PSE. E $40
MC-112. Pittsburg/Oakland Sta.Rec'd, PA, 1911, VG Amer AMS-37 as origin on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-113. Meggett, SC, 1925, G+ Amer A14 (L edge tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-114. Pukwana, SD, 1923, VG Amer A14 (stamp mostly peeled off; toned) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-115. Jefferson City, TN, 1928, G+ Amer A14 ("SON CI" mostly not struck; year omitted) SCARCE flag on PPC. E $150
MC-116. Baytown, TX, 1930, G+ Amer A14 (crs) 3x1c (2 faulty) on PPC to Germany. E $24
MC-117. Cuero, TX, 1908, VF Amer B14 (part o/s) on PPC. E $50
MC-118. Longview, TX, 1908, G+ Amer B14 (near VG+) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-121. Enumclaw, WA, 1925, VG Amer A14 on 3.5x4.5" cvr w/enc. E $20
MC-122. DePere, WI, 1926, VG Amer A14 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $50
MC-123. Greybull, WY, 1923, VG Amer A14 (tear T, in dial; lite tone; tip crs; pinhole) on EARLY QSL card. E $12
MC-124. APO 702, 1918 (Oct 30), VG+ Amer A24(702) w/# reading down, tying 10c ITALY STAMP on PPC datelined Venice. E $50
MC-125. APO 705, 1918, G+ Amer A24(705) on free-franked PPC. E $20
MC-126. Hot Springs, AR, 1905, VG+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a (bit heavy inked; crnr crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-127. Washington, DC, 1898, VG Barr-Fyke A2-102a (no flap) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-128. Washington, DC, 1898, G+ Barr-Fyke A2-102a (tiny tear T; lite tone; no flap) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-129. Washington, DC, 1899, G+ Barr-Fyke A2-121a (ruff L, in bit of add.; lite tone) on cvr. E $15
MC-130. Decatur, IL, 1904 (Sep 9), VG+ Barr-Fyke D4-101b; F.H.Bushway Flavoring Extract Co.cc on cvr. E $40
MC-131. Atchison, KS, 1905, F Barr-Fyke D4-101a on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-132. New Orleans, LA, 1899, F Barr-Fyke C4-121a (tip cr) on message PPC w/att’d reply PPC. E $16
MC-133. Kansas City, MO, 1896, G+ Barr-Fyke ty.X-4 (ruff R into stamp crnr; edge nicks)
    "D.P.Thomson/Photographer" cc & printed "signature" on cvr w/enc. E $40
MC-134. Sedalia, MO, 1901, G+ Barr-Fyke (bit lite tone; bit edge wear) atty.cc on cvr. E $8
MC-135. Springfield, MO, 1903, G+ Barr-Fyke C4-122 (bit ruff slit R) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-136. Springfield, MO, 1905, G+ Barr-Fyke D4-101a (lite tone) as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $20
MC-137. Wilmington, NC, 1904, F Barr-Fyke C4-122a w/partial rim (nick R) on PSE. E $20
MC-138. Oshkosh, WI, 1905, VG Barr-Fyke D4-101a, as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $30
MC-139. Chicago/Mail Delayed/Train Late, IL, 1900, G+ Barry U-X7 (trim R; address faded) as rec'd b/s on cvr. E $20
MC-140. New York, NY, 1899, G+ Barry U-34(10) (LKU; town obscured on tablet; 2 file holes, not in canx) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-141. New York/H, NY, 1900, F Barry VS-31(NDS) w/dateless dial (edge tear R) LaMode Universelle fancy ad cc; 1c Frank. on cvr. E $12
MC-142. Little Rock, AR, 1907, G+ Colum. A2D w/star in double diamond killer (part o/s by 2 add’l partial strikes) on PPC. E $15
MC-143. Little Rock, AR, 1907, VG Colum. A2D w/star-in-double-diamond killer (tip crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-144. Little Rock, AR, 1907, VG+ Colum. A2D4 w/star-in-double diamond killer (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-145. Imperial, CA, 1929, G+ Colum. G1WT (LKU; crnr crs; 1c stamp damaged, when applied) on PPC; Hot Mud Volcanoes, Salton Sea, Imperial Valley. E $15
MC-146. Arvada, CO, 1920, G+ Colum. G2W on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MC-147. Cripple Creek, CO, 1917, VG Colum. E1W on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-148. Montrose, CO, 1913, F Colum. K2WL (E1K; nick B; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-149. Avon Park, FL, 1921, F Colum. G1WT (UNLISTED) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-150. Corunna, IN, 1927, G+ Colum. L-9, ty.2 (ruff R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-151. Alexander, IA, 1923, F Colum. L-9 (E1K; bit ruff T; cr) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $40
MC-152. Traer, IA, [1923], VG Colum. "Traer's Fiftieth Anniv.Celebration" slogan (E1K; year
omitted; upper R tip slit) on cvr. E $150
MC-153. Traer, IA, [1923], G+ Colum. "Traer's Fiftieth Anniv.Celebration" slogan (EKU; o/s; year omitted) on cvr. E $100
MC-155. Stephenson, MI, 1925, G+ Colum. GlW (near F) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-157. Tulsa, OK, 1913, VG Colum. "Int'l Dry Farming Congress" slogan (crs) on PPC. E $15
MC-158. Pittsburgh/Oakland Sta., PA, 1914, VG+ Colum. KS8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-159. Smithton, PA, 1922, G+ Colum. L-9; 1c offset Wash. on 3.25x3.75" cvr. E $15
MC-160. Bellefourche, SD, 1917, G+ Colum. ElWS (near VG; tip cr) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-161. Austin, TX, 1918, F+ Colum. ty.KS9 "Food Will Win" slogan on PPC. E $30
MC-162. Cornucopia, WI, 1926, VG+ Colum. L-9 (EKU) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
MC-163. Kenosha, WI, 1914, VG+ Colum. K8-1 w/inverted dial on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-164. Norwalk, WI, 1926, VG+ Colum. G2W (LKU) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-165. R.A.A.F./Base P.O.No.4, 1943, F Colum. (?) "If Undelivered in Seven Days Return to R.A.A.F.Base Post Office" slogan (part ruff trim L; lite gum tone) as transit b/s on 4.75x5.5" cvr. E $20
MC-166. Washington, DC, 1891, VF Constantine ty.2 (tears R & T, 1 in rim; upper R tip ruff; no flap; lite tone) on cvr. E $16
MC-167. New York, NY, 1895, G+ Constantine ty.3 ("YORK" mostly not struck) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MC-169. Stamford, CT, 1901, G+ Doremus ty..C. ("TAM" not struck; AS IS for that; cr) "Harry Bell" printed cc on cvr. E $8
MC-170. Fort Sheridan, IL, 1920, F Doremus on PPC. E $20
MC-171. Fulton, IL, 1916, G+ Doremus ty.E (town bit spotty; part lite soiled; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-172. Ames/Sta.A, IA, 1913, G+ Doremus on GPC. E $14
MC-173. Cynthiana, KY, 1914, F+ Doremus ty.(F) on PPC. E $20
MC-174. Haddonfield, NJ, 1912, VG Doremus ty.(F) (lite tone) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-175. Redbank, NJ, 1907, G+ Doremus ty.DC on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-176. Somerville, NJ, 1901, G+ Doremus ty..C. (trim R) on PSE. E $16
MC-177. East Las Vegas, NM, [1907], G+ Doremus ty.D (year partial) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-178. Las Vegas, NM, 1905, F Doremus ty.D on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-179. Wilkes Barre/Kingston Br., PA, 1911, G+ Doremus (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $24
MC-180. San Francisco/Sta.B, CA, 1900, G+ Hampden CS-8 (EKU; dial part obscured; bit o/s; nick T; tear T) as recd on PPC from Germany. E $20 MIN.10
MC-181. New Britain, CT, 1901, G+ Hampden B-8(d) (upper R tip ruff in stamp; bit lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15
MC-182. Atchison, KS, 1900, VF Hampden B-8(a); Unity Camp 356 MWA cc on cvr. E $40
MC-183. Atchison, KS, 1900, VF Hampden B-8c(b); Unity Camp 356 MWA cc on cvr. E $30
MC-184. Atchison, KS, 1901, F Hampden B-8c(d); Unity Camp 356 MWA cc on cvr. E $40
MC-185. Columbia, MO, 1902, G+ Hampden B-8c(b) (ruff R; toned) J.B.Cole, Osteopathic Physician cc on cvr. E $16
MC-186. Plainfield, NJ, 1898, VG Hampden A-13A (part lite tone) as recd b/s on cvr. E $15
MC-187. Hornellsville, NY, 1900, G+ Hampden B-8(a) (stuttered; date part obscured by tablet; tip cr) on GPC. E $24
MC-188. New Rochelle, NY, 1903, G+ Hampden B-8(a) (bars o/s) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-189. Charlotte, NC, 1900, F Hampden B-8 (edge wears; tears; lite tone) Central Hotel cc on cvr. E $20
MC-190. Charlotte, NC, 1900, G+ Hampden B-8 (sealed spindle) on GPC w/C.N.B.Butt & Co.form on back. E $15 MIN.8
MC-191. Cincinnati/Sta.D, OH, 1899, VG Hampden BS-8 (EKU; bars o/s; toned) as recd on HOLD-TO-LIGHT PPC (Hamburg, Germany; Rathaus w/die-cut windows). E $40
MC-192. Pittsburgh/Sta.D, PA, 1900, G+ Hampden BS-8 (ruff R; stamp fault) on cvr w/enc. E $40
MC-193. Steelton, PA, 1901, G+ Hampden ty.B-8 (EKU; state mostly not struck) 2 strikes, 1 vertically at L; Odd Fellows logo cc on cvr w/enc. E $50
MC-194. Merrill, WI, 1902, F Hampden B-8c(a) (ruff R, just in stamp; crs) Dr.Ravn's Hospital cc on cvr. E $20
MC-195. Boston, MA, 1897, G+ Imperial B6-1() w/time omitted; Appalachian Mountain Club cc on 1c PSE. E $90
MC-196. San Francisco, CA, 1923, G+ Int'l "Nat'l Educational Conference" slogan #5 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-197. Washington, DC, 1890, VG Int'l A-11(BLOCK in die space) on Dept of Interior penalty card. E $20
MC-198. Washington, DC, 1917, (Jun 5) Int'l "Do Your Bit" slogan die a (lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-199. Washington, DC, 1917, VG Int'l "Do Your Bit..." (slogan mostly on stamps) on 2.75x6" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-200. Washington, DC, 1917, G+ Int'l "Buy Now... 2nd Liberty Loan" slogan (tiny tear T) on cvr. E $8
MC-201. Shelley, ID, 1935, VF Int'l; 1.5c on unsealed commer.cvr. E $6
MC-202. Chicago, IL, 1923, G+ Int'l "Citizens Traingin Camp/Camp Custer..." slogan; Straus & Schram cc on window cvr. E $8
MC-203. Sterling, IL, 1907, G+ Int'l; 1c J.Smith on PPC (post office). E $12 MIN.6
MC-204. Sterling, IL, 1915, G Int'l on PPC (YMCA). E $12 MIN.6
MC-205. Mulberry, IN, 1958, VG Int'l "Come to Mulberry Cent'1 Pageant" slogan on GPC. E $6
MC-206. Baltimore, MD, 1914, VG Int'l "Nat'l Star Spangled Banner" slogan ty.c w/dateless dial; Nelson, Cook & Co.Bankers cc on 1c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-208. Baltimore, MD, 1914, VF Int'l "Nat'l Star Spangled Banner" slogan ty.a; Carey Machinery & Supply cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-209. Baltimore, MD, 1923, F Int'l "Better Homes Expo" slogan #3 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-210. Detroit, MI, 1922, F Int'l "Int'l Aero Congress" slogan #3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-211. Detroit, MI, 1923, VF Int'l "Citizens Training Camp/Camp Custer" slogan #1 (LKI; tip crs) on PPC. E $20
MC-212. Saint Louis, MO, 1923, VF Int'l "Third Nat'l Aero Congress" slogan #3 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-213. Froid, MT, 1940, VG Int'l (lite gum tone) on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-214. Great Falls, MT, 1928, F Int'l "Red Cross/Roll Call" slogan on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-216. Hud.Term.Sta., NY, 1921, F Int'l "Join the Navy" slogan #1 on 2c-on-3c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MC-217. Long Island City, NY, 1937, VF Int'l "Red Cross/Roll Call" slogan #1 (lite gum tone) on cvr. E $20
MC-218. Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1920, G+ Int'l "Learn While/Join U.S.Army..." slogan (EKU; trim L) 5c Wash. on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
MC-222. Columbia, SC, 1913, VG Int'l "5th Nat'l Corn Expo" slogan on PPC. E $15
MC-225. Moorcroft, WY, 1941, F Int'l (lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-226. Washington, DC, 1907, VF Krag ty.2 repeater (lite tone) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
MC-227. Washington, DC, [1881], VG Leavitt ty.B(C) (upper R tip nib; crnr cr) on GPC w/Tyler & Chewing Dry Goods red ad frame on back. E $60
MC-228. Louisville, KY, 1880, G+ Leavitt B(D) ("LOU" & "LE" mostly not struck; toned; part lite soiled) on GPC. E $400
MC-230. Boston, MA, [1885], F+ Leavitt C-3; Patton Bros.Comm'n Merchants grain prices on GPC. E $20
MC-231. Detroit, MI, 1880, G+ Leavitt B(D); Ellair & Co.Comm'n Merchants grain prices on GPC. E $20
MC-232. Jackson, MS, 1931, VF Multipost CDS/wavy lines w/smaller letters (bit trim T)
McKesson-Van Vleet-Ellis Corp.cc; precanxed 2c coil on #10 window cvr. E $14
MC-233. Jackson, MS, 1932, VF Multipost CDS/wavy lines w/smaller letters (bit trim T, just in stamp tip) McKesson-Van Vleet-Ellis Corp.cc; precanxed 3c coil on #10 window cvr. E $14
MC-234. Jackson, MS, 1937, VF Multipost CDS/wavy lines w/larger letters (bit trim T)
McKesson-Van Vleet-Ellis Corp.cc; precanxed 3c coil on #10 window cvr. E $14
MC-235. Morris, IL, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.1 on GPC. E $20
MC-236. LaGrange, IN, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.1 on GPC. E $20
MC-237. Howell, MI, 1902, G+ Perfection ty.1; 1c green on 3.75x3" local cvr. E $14
MC-238. Howell, MI, 1907, VG Perfection ty.1 on PPC (Court House). E $12 MIN.6
MC-239. Washington, DC, 1899, VG Pneumatic C2d3a; Southern Ry/Co.cc on #10 PSE. E $20 MIN.10
MC-240. Elgin, IL, [1903], G+ Pneumatic C2b6a (year omitted; dial bit obscured by design) on PPC. E $15
MC-241. Indianapolis, IN, 1900, G+ Pneumatic D2c4a (1 stamp faulty) Indianapolis News header on cvr to Germany. E $15
MC-242. Salt Lake City, UT, 1902, VG+ Pneumatic L2b5b (trim L) realtor cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
MC-243. Florence, SC, 1992, VF sprayer; improper use on 29c Hepatica stamp on PPC. E $6
MC-244. Dunkirk, NY, 1917, VG Standard ty.Sxd-3 on PPC. E $300
MC-245. Monte Vista, CO, 1911, F Time-Cmns w/year in bars on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-246. Wilder, ID, 1928, F Time-Cmns on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-247. Chicago, IL, 1907, G+ Time-Cmns A-102-d(C)-2nd w/"running clock" ("CHICA" not struck; lite tone) on PSE. E $20
MC-248. Chicago, IL, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns B-111a(C)-4th period (tears; part lite tone) on PPC w/Curt Teich order receipt at L. E $20
MC-249. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Feb 7), VF Time-Cmns box dial (tears R) on PPC. E $20
MC-250. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Mar 10), G+ Time-Cmns B-111(C) box dial (angle strike; upper killer lines partly off) on GPC. E $30
MC-251. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Jul 3), G+ Time-Cmns box dial (crnrs toned; crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-252. Chicago, IL, 1908 (Jul 3), F Time-Cmns box dial (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
MC-253. Chicago, IL, 1912, F Time-Cmns ty.J dateless dial, w/Mar 23 b/s (flap off, adhered to enc.) Popular Electricity Magazine cc on cvr w/6-panel folded ad flyer enc. E $30
MC-254. Chicago, IL, 1912 (Apr 6), VG Time-Cmns J-141(C) (lite tone) on PPC. E $30
MC-255. Chicago, IL, 1913 (Aug 20), VG Time-Cmns ty.J-141Ab(C) on PPC. Used 16 days. E $20
MC-256. Sparks, NV, 1911, VG Time-Cmns w/year in B arc on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-257. Mountain Dale, NY, 1920, VG Time-Cmns w/year in bars on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-258. Stevensville, NY, 1916, F Time-Cmns w/oval dial (inverted strike at B; cork killer on stamp) on PPC. E $20
MC-259. Pittsburg/Transit, PA, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns w/box dial as transit on pix side of PPC. E $15
MC-260. Pittsburg/Transit, PA, 1908, G+ Time-Cmns w/box dial; "2:07 PM" time (bit ruff trim R) as transit b/s on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
MC-261. Wichita Falls, TX, 1913, VF Time-Cmns (lite tone; tip cr) on REAL PHOTO PPC (little girl on mule). E $12 MIN.6
MC-262. Long Beach, CA, 1960, F Univ. "Diamond Anniv./Long Beach Post Office..." slogan on GPC. E $6
MC-263. Boulder, CO, 1922, G+ Univ. "Nat'l Cancer Week" slogan (LKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-264. Denver, CO, 1922, G+ Univ. "Nat'l Cancer Week/Nov.12-20" slogan #1 (EKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-265. Fort Collins, CO, 1911, VG+ Univ. BT-200 (EKU) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-266. Washington, DC, 1917, VF Univ. "Twenty-Seventh Reunion United Confed.Vets..." slogan die a w/dateless dial; Royal Glue Co.cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-268. Chicago, IL, 1922, VF Univ. "Int'l Live Stock Expo" slogan #4 on cvr. $12 MIN.6
MC-269. Chicago, IL, 1923, VF Univ. "Nat'l Poultry Show" slogan (LKU; last day of event) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-270. Chicago, IL, 1924, VG Univ. "Let's Go!/Citizens' Military..." slogan #5 (EKU; edge tear T) "Sinbace" cc; 2c Harding on cvr. E $8
MC-271. Chicago, IL, 1938, F Univ. "Silver Jubilee" slogan #22 (EKU) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-272. Chicago/Lincoln Park Sta., IL, 1922 (Aug 15), VG+ Univ. "Pageant of Progress Expo" slogan, 1 day after event (UNLISTED from this sta.; near VG+) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
MC-274. Springfield, IL, 1918, G+ Univ. "Illinois Cent'l Celebration" (tip crs; edge tear R) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-275. Sterling, IL, 1932, F Univ. on PPC (Lincoln Park). E $12 MIN.6
MC-276. Kansas City/Packers Sta., KS, 1919, VF Univ. DSB-300 (LKU; toned) on PPC. 2nd known example. E $15 MIN.8
MC-277. Wichita/Union Sta., KS, 1925, F Univ. w/inverted dial on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-279. Minneapolis, MN, 1938, F Univ. "Nat'l Air Mail Week" slogan #2 on commer.window cvr. E $20
MC-280. Kansas City, MO, 1923, G+ Univ. "Christmas Seals" slogan #1 (EKU; "CH" not struck; o/w about F+) on 1c PSE. E $14
MC-281. Mexico, MO, 1919, VG Univ. w/INVERTED dial on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-282. Portsmouth, NH, 1922, G+ Univ. "300th Anniv.of the 1st Settlement in New Hampshire" slogan on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MC-283. Newark, NJ, 1923, G+ Univ. "Own Your Home Expo" slogan #2 on GPC w/Apex Elec.Supply illus.ad (light bulb) on back. E $15 MIN.8
MC-284. West Hoboken, NJ, 1912, VG Univ. BTSF-200 w/6 dots in B arc on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-286. Brooklyn, NY, 1919, F Univ. "Fight TB w/Red Cross..." slogan #4 on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MC-288. New York/Foreign Sta.Anx, NY, 1920, VG Univ. "Learn While You Earn" slogan #2; Mammala Corp.cc; 1c offset on cvr. E $8
MC-289. New York/Hudson Termin.Sta., NY, 1919, G+ Univ. "Roosevelt Memorial Ass'n" slogan #9 (near VF; R arc heavy inked) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-291. San Antonio, TX, 1920, F Univ. "Enlist Today" slogan die a, w/state at B on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-292. San Antonio, TX, 1920, VG Univ. w/state at bottom; "Enlist To-Day 2nd Div'n..." on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MC-293. Salt Lake City, UT, 1921, G+ Univ. "Before You Leave a Campfire..." slogan (LKU; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MC-296. Milwaukee, WI, 1923, G+ Univ. "Register or Insure VALUABLE Mail" MISSPELLED slogan #3 (EKU; slogan is VF) on PPC. E $75

METERS / PERMITS
MR-1. Glendale, CA, 1959, G+ PB slogan meter; "Automatic Controls for Product or Process"; Gen'l Controls Co.cc on #10 air window cvr. E $6
MR-2. San Francisco, CA, 1939, F NPM meter; "My Baby Gets Borden's Too!" slogan w/illus.cow head; Borden's Dairy Delivery Co.cc w/illus.ad (boy w/bottles); zero-denom."favor" impression on unadd.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-3. Craig, CO, 1956, VG PB meter w/"Mailed From Cosgriff Hotel & Court" slogan on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MR-4. Guilford, CT, 1960, G+ PB slogan meter; "Micromatic Honing"; Micromatic cc on #10 cvr. E $6

MR-5. Hartford, CT, 1942, VG PB slogan meter; "Keep 'em Flying/Buy War Bonds" w/illus.plane; Aetna Life cc on #10 cvr. E $8

MR-6. Hartford, CT, 1954, F PB slogan meter; "Pratt & Whitney Aircraft/Dependable Engines" w/illus.eagle; Pratt & Whitney cc on #10 cvr to Canada. E $8

MR-7. Hartford, CT, 1959, VG PB slogan meter; Hartford Accident & Indemnity cc & slogan w/matching deer logos on #10 cvr. E $6

MR-8. New Haven, CT, 1930, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; printed Yale Sta. "Paid 17 Cents/Permit No.12"; Yale Athletic Ass'n cc on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MR-9. Stamford, CT, 1939, VG PB meter; "It takes less time to Print a stamp-than it does to stick one!" slogan; illus.woman w/meter machine; Pitney Bowes cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MR-10. Stamford, CT, 1942, F slogan meter; "Remember Pearl Harbor/V/United Victory" w/illus.handshake (lite tone) Yale cc on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-11. Wilmington, DE, 1959, G+ PB slogan meter; "The DuPont Show with June Allyson" w/illus.TV camera; E.I.du Pont de Nemours cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MR-12. Washington, DC, 1947, VG PB meter (tear L; edge wear) Nat'l League of District Postmasters/Nat'l Secretary illus.cc (mail bag & flag); 5c denom. on air cvr. E $15


MR-14. Chicago, IL, ca.1939, F 1.5c meter; "Saks Fifth Ave.Fur Storage/Whitehall 6500" slogan; illus.man w/flower & coat; return add.on flap on cvr. E $8

MR-15. Chicago, IL, 1939, F PB meter; "Dress Up for Easter at C.M.O./Low Prices" slogan w/illus.bunny; Chicago Mail Order cc (bit uneven trim T) on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-16. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "Castle/Everything in Steel" slogan w/illus.castle; A.M.Castle/Iron & Steel cc w/matching logo (toned around window) on #10 cvr. E $8

MR-17. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ PB meter; "Instant! Cube-Release" slogan w/illus.ice cube; Frigidaire Div'n/Gen'l Motors cc on #10 cvr. E $8

MR-18. Chicago, IL, 1940, F NPM meter; "Season's Greetings" slogan w/illus.star & 3 bells; Int'l Tag & Salesbook Co.cc; Xmas seal (not tied) at L on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MR-19. Chicago, IL, 1942, VG PB meter; "Visit Illinois/The Lincoln Country" slogan w/illus.Abe portrait; N.Shure Co.cc (lite tone; lite crs) on 3.75x8.75" window cvr. E $8

MR-20. Chicago, IL, 1943, F slogan meter (slit 3 sides) "For Defense/Buy U.S.Savings Bonds & Stamps" w/illus.minuteman; Dun & Bradstreet cc on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-21. Chicago, IL, 1944, VG NPM slogan meter (slit 3 sides; bit trim L) "Give Red Cross War Fund"; Associated Stationers Supply Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-22. Chicago, IL, 1957, F 3c AMPS NCR meter label w/"1st Int'l Metered Postage Exhibition"; Amer.Meter Postage Soc'y h/s on back on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MR-23. Chicago, IL, 1958, VG 2c AMPS NCR meter label w/"2nd Int'l Metered Postage Exhibition"; Amer.Meter Postage Soc'y cachet on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MR-24. Chicago, IL, 1958, VG PB slogan meter; "for all year Summer needs/Sears New Summer Catalog" w/illus.woman skier on #10 window cvr. E $8

MR-25. Chicago, IL, 1958, VG PB slogan meter; "Your Steel Service Center/Amer.Steel Warehouse Ass'n" (loaded truck); Chicago Steel Service Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $6

MR-26. Chicago, IL, 1959, VG PB slogan meter; "Call us for Quick Service" w/illus.truck; K & R Delivery cc on #10 window cvr w/small illus.map. E $8

MR-27. Chicago, IL, 1959, F PB slogan meter; "Croweave Fabric Metal" w/illus.grid; Croname Inc.cc; illus.folding radio; on #10 cvr. E $8


MR-29. Chicago, IL, 1970, G+ green PB slogan meter "The Only Coast to Coast Carrier" (lite) Denver Chicago Trucking Co.cc; overall illus.back ad (map) on #10 cvr. E $8

MR-30. Peoria, IL, 1947, F PB meter; "Remember Mother's Day/Sunday, May 11th" slogan; Block & Kuhl Co.cc (bit ruff slit B) on window cvr. E $8

MR-31. Peoria, IL, 1947, G+ PB meter; "Remember Father's Day/June 15th/Honor a Great American/Your Dad" slogan; Block & Kuhl Co.cc (lite tone) on window cvr. E $8

MR-32. Rock Island, IL, 1949, G+ 2c PB meter; "Dependable Service" slogan w/illus.truck; Pioneer Motor Service cc on #10 cvr. E $6
MR-33. Berne, IN, 1944, VG PB slogan meter; "Buy U.S.Savings Bonds" w/illus.Uncle Sam; Dunbar Furniture cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-34. Salina, KS, 1939, VG+ PB meter; slogan w/illus.pipe wrench; Lee Hardware Co.cc on window cvr. E $8
MR-35. New Orleans, LA, 1939, G+ PB meter; "Mailed by The Roosevelt Hotel" slogan; hotel cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-36. Baltimore, MD, ca.1930s, VG 1c PB meter; "Pest Control Since 1860..." illus.slogan (man w/flit gun); Rose Exterminator Co.return add.on flap on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MR-37. Baltimore, MD, 1936, VG meter; "Milk For Health" slogan w/illus.bottle (tear T; lite tone) Fairfield Western Maryland Dairy/Sealttest cc; full-color ad on back (baby & bottle) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-40. Boston, MA, 1960, VF PB slogan meter; "Prices Cut in Sears Midwinter Sale Catalog" w/illus.Old Man Wind; Sears cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-41. Detroit, MI, 1943, VG PB slogan meter "Defense Comes First"; Detroit Vapor Stove Div'n cc on window cvr. E $6
MR-42. Greenville, MI, 1939, G+ 1.5c meter; "The Freezer Shelf Refrigerator" slogan w/illus.shelf & food; Gibson Elec.Refrigerator cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-43. Jackson, MI, 1940, VG PB meter; "Season's Greetings" slogan w/illus.2 bells; Macklin Co.Grinding Wheels cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-44. Kalamazoo, MI, 1943, F PB slogan meter (slit 3 sides) "Throw Your Scrap Into the Fight!"; Hammond Machinery Builders illus.ad cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-45. Saint Paul, MN, 1940, VF PB meter; "Season's Greetings" slogan w/illus.2 bells; J.T.O'Neill cc on #10 cvr. E $6
MR-46. Kansas City, MO, 1940s, VG dateless PB slogan meter; "Be Careful-Injured Men Can't Defend America"; Old American Insurance Co.cc w/illus.eagle logo on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-47. Kansas City, MO, 1942, VF NPM slogan meter; "Be Thrifty/Be Patriotic/Buy War Bonds" (lite tone) Nat'l Mfg.Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-48. Saint Louis, MO, 1939, VG PB meter; "Super-Shell" slogan w/illus.stoplight; Shell Petroleum cc on #10 window cvr. E $6
MR-49. Saint Louis, MO, 1939, F PB meter; "It takes less time to Print a stamp-than it does to stick one!" slogan; illus.woman w/meter machine; Pitney Bowes cc on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-50. Saint Louis, MO, 1954, F PB meter w/"Those who know... Buy Bud" slogan; Anheuser-Busch logo ad cc; "King of Beers" text ad on flap on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-51. Saint Louis, MO, 1960, VG PB slogan meter; "Charge It/Use Sears Revolving Charge Plan"; Sears cc on window cvr. E $8
MR-52. Saint Louis, MO, 1960, F PB slogan meter; "Manufacturers Food Serving Equipment"; Servco cc w/tiny illus.logo on #10 window cvr. E $6
MR-54. Buffalo, NY, 1944, F PB slogan meter; "Red Cross/Give More in '44/War Fund" (slit 3 sides) Spencer Kellogg & Sons logo cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-55. Collins, NY, 1991, G+ PB slogan meter; "World Pumpkin Federation" illus.pumpkin & mercator map, matching illus.ad cc (trim R) on #10 cvr w/World Pumpkin Weigh-Off illus.ad pamphlet. E $12 MIN.6
MR-56. New Rochelle, NY, 1959, G+ PB slogan meter; "Murphy Paints" w/illus.can; Chas.Librett Hardwares cc on #10 window cvr. E $6
MR-57. New York, NY, 1939, VG PB meter; "There are Five Million Underwoods" slogan; Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.cc on 3.5x8.5" window cvr. E $8
MR-58. New York, NY, 1940, F PB meter; "Mailed at Jas.McCreery/5th Ave at 34th St.../The Big Store That Thinks of the Little Things" slogan w/illus.bldg on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-59. New York, NY, 1940s, G+ dateless PB slogan meter; "This is a big job-for All of Us/Gen.MacArthur"; Room 5, 330 W.42nd St.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-60. New York, NY, 1940s, VG PB slogan meter; "Remember Pearl Harbor/Keep 'em Flying" w/3
plane silhouettes; Room 6, 341 W.41st St.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-61. New York, NY, ca.1941, F 1.5c NPM meter; "Meter-Slogan Assoc./The Nat'l Soc'y For
Collectors of Metered Mail" slogan w/illus.partial globe; Secy-Treas cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-62. New York, NY, ca.1941, F 1.5c PB meter; "Meter Slogan Assoc./The Nat'l Soc'y For
Collectors of Metered Mail" slogan; illus.man w/mail; Secy-Treas cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-63. New York, NY, 1941, G+ 1.5c PB meter; "Mailed in Macy's/It's Smart to Be Thirfty
slogan; Meter Slogan Assoc.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-64. New York, NY, 1941, VF PB meter; "Meter Slogan Assoc./The Nat'l Soc'y For Collectors of
Metered Mail" slogan; illus.man w/mail; Secy-Treas cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-65. New York, NY, 1943, F 1.5c PB meter; "Mailed in the Salmon Tower Building" slogan w/width
letters; Meter-Slogan Assoc.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-66. New York, NY, 1943, F 1.5c PB meter; "Mailed in the Salmon Tower Building" slogan w/narrow
letters; Meter-Slogan Assoc.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
mask; Nat'l Lead Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
MR-68. New York, NY, 1944, VG meter w/illus.slogan (factory) Johns-Manville cc (lite tone) on
cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-69. New York, NY, 1944, G+ PB slogan meter; "Community War Chest" w/illus.eagle & stars;
Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-70. New York, NY, 1945, F square 70c NCR meter; Nat'l City Bank cc on cvr to Australia
w/"Via Clipper Plane/From San Francisco" h/s. E $15
MR-71. Rochester, NY, [1941], F 1.5c NPM meter; "Mailed at Philatelic Exhibit... Hobby Show..." 
slogan; Meter-Slogan Assoc.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-72. Rochester, NY, 1942, F PB slogan meter; "Keep 'em Flying/Buy War Bonds" w/illus.plane
(lite tone) Eastman Kodak Co.cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-73. Lenoir, NC, ca.1915?, printed boxed "1c Paid/Permit No.1"; Lenoir News-Topic cc on cvr.
E $15 MIN.8
MR-74. Cleveland, OH, 1940, G+ 13c PB meter; "Thompson Trophy/World's Premier Air Speed Award
slogan; illus.trophy (lite tone) on special del.#10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-75. Cleveland, OH, 1949, F PB slogan meter at upper R; 2c NCR square meter label below
address; Cleveland Trust Co.cc on #10 cvr to Australia. E $15
MR-76. Dayton, OH, ca.1939, G+ 1c PB meter; "Cold-Wall Frigidaire" slogan; Frigidaire
Div'n/Gen'l Motors cc on #10 cvr. E $6
MR-77. Salem, OR, 1933, G+ 2c w/add'l 1c Paid permit/meter #8452; Sec.of State cc inverted at B
on 3.5x6" clasp env. E $8
MR-78. New Castle, PA, 1942, VG PB slogan meter; "Remodel/Improve/Repair/Help To House War
Workers" w/illus.Uncle Sam, 2 women, house; Univ.Sanitary Mfg.Co./Vitreous China cc on #10 cvr.
E $12 MIN.6
MR-79. Philadelphia, PA, 1941 (Aug 29), G+ PB "flying eagle" slogan meter; "Fire Prevention
Insures Nat'l Defense" (lite tone; edge tears T) Fire Ass'n of Phila cc on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-80. Philadelphia, PA, 1942, VG PB slogan meter (edge of stamp off R) "Start the Day Right
With Gold Seal Eggs/Asco Sliced Bacon"; American Stores Co.cc on cvr. E $8
MR-81. (Philadelphia/Continental Sta.), PA, 1950, G+ 28c PB meter w/blank dial; "Let's Teach
Driving in High School" pictorial slogan canxrd w/mute ovals; G+ DCDS origin b/s; 5c Prexie
between meter & slogan on reg'd #10 cvr; U.S.Fidelity & Guaranty cc. E $20
MR-82. Pittsburgh, PA, 1950s, VF PB slogan meter; Pittsburgh Coke & Chemical cc & slogan on #10
T $6
MR-83. Chamberlain, SD, 1950, VF PB meter w/illus.slogan "Children of the Prairie" (Indian
boy); St.Joseph's Indian School cc on cvr. E $16
MR-84. Roanoke, VA, 1939, G+ meter w/separate 10c +6c stamp impressions; "Carter
Carbueter/Genuine Part" slogan; Shepherds' Auto Supply cc (bit ruff slit T) on air/special
del.#10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-85. Seattle, WA, 1960, F PB slogan meter; "Prices Cut in Sears Midwinter Sale Catalog
w/illus.Old Man Wind (edge tear T) Sears cc on window air cvr. E $8
MR-86. Chippewa Falls, WI, ca.1930s, printed boxed "Sec.343 1/2 PL & R/U.S.Postage Paid/Permit
No.73"; "Talking Pictures Are Coming To Town/Come!-Look!-Listen! and be Spellbound!" ad at
lower L on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MR-87. Milwaukee, WI, 1938, VG+ PB meter; "Shop by Telephone" slogan w/illus.phone;
Mehrer131Catalog
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Wisc. Telephone Co.cc on window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MR-88. Racine, WI, 1944, G+ PB slogan meter; "Red Cross/Give More in '44/War Fund"; Jacobson Mfg. Co. cc; ad on back; on #10 cvr. E $8
MR-89. Wausau, WI, ca.1939, VG undated PB meter; "Winter Sports/Rib Mountain/Wausau" w/pictorial skier (lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MILITARY
MY-1. Lot 100) Military on cvrs/cards: WWI & WWII; Army' Navy ships & related; APO's; Censored; Soldiers Mail; misc., (varied condition) balance of consignment batch; LOW minimum bid. MIN.$80
MY-2. Hartford, CT, 1861, G+ DCDS/target (bit trim R) patriotic illus.: flag w/stars in star pattern on cvr. E $150 MIN.75
MY-3. Hartford, CT, [1861], G+ DCDS/target (ruff slit R) patriotic illus.: allegorical figure wflag & sword on cvr. E $70 MIN.36
MY-4. (Dover), IL, 1860s, VG grid killer ONLY (no CDS; cr; trim R; upper R tip nick) "Union & Constitution" albino embossed patriotic eagle & shield on flap; red & blue trim lines on flaps; l.c Frank.solo on cvr. E $20
MY-5. Malden, IL, 1860s, F DCDS/grid (trim R) "Union & Constitution" albino embossed patriotic eagle on flap; red & blue trim lines on flaps on cvr. E $24
MY-6. Warsaw, IN, [1864], G+ blue CDS/target (trim R) on cvr to Gen'l Hospital, Camp Nelson, KY (African-American Civil War Camp). E $50
MY-8. Columbus, OH, 1860s, G+ DCDS/boxed bars (bit ruff slit R; bit lite tone) overall patriotic illus.eagle & ribbon: "One People/One Government/From the Canadas to the Gulf of Mexico/From the Atlantic to the Pacific" on cvr. E $90
MY-9. Washington, PA, 1863, G CDS/grid (ruff L; c/s; tear T) on cvr to 1st Virginia Cavalry, Hospitable Dept. (sic), Washington, DC. E $30
MY-10. Washington, PA, 1863, G+ CDS/grid (ruff R, into bit of add.; tears; part toned) on cvr to 100th Roundhead Regt Pa V(ol), 3 Brigade 1st Div'n, 9th Army Corps, Cincinnati, OH, w"Forward after Regt" instruction at L. E $50
MY-11. Nashville, TN, ca.1862, G DCDS (bit ruff trim R, barely in stamp; lite tone; tiny tears) patriotic illus.: allegorical figure carrying flag & laurel on cvr. E $40 MIN.20
MY-12. U.S.Ship/3 Cts, 1860s, G+ dateless circled h/s (near VG+; trim R) "Soldiers Letter/C.Babbage/Chaplain 26 Mass" ms vertically at L on cvr to Fall River, MA. E $100
MY-14. Vera Cruz/U.S.M.Ag., Mexico, 1914, G+ duplex (L arc & most of date on stamp; lite tone) La Universal haberdasher ad cc; 5c Wash.properly applied on 5x6" cvr to Mexico address w/10c postage due tied at lower L, apparently for over weight. E $40 MIN.20
MY-15. Pine Camp, NY, 1908 (Jun 18), VG TCDS/target (part heavy inked) on PPC. Short-term military camp P.O. E $15 MIN.8
MY-16. Pine Camp, NY, 1908 (Jun 29), VG TCDS/target (tip cr; lite tone) "D. Troop, 11 Cal." return add. on PPC. Short-term military camp P.O. E $15 MIN.8
MY-17. Gettysburg, PA, 1937, VG duplex; "Visit Gettysburg/Blue & Gray Reunion/75th Anniv." illus.ad (flags) on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-18. Newcastle, PA, 1908, VF Amer/B14 on PPC to Troop M, 11th Cavalry, Pinar del Rio, Cuba. E $15 MIN.8
MY-19. Birmingham, AL, 1918, F Univ. (trim R, in back ad; lite tone) Swift & Co.cc w/red "Save for the Liberty Loan" printed below; overall back ad w/illus.oleo box; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-20. Jacksonville/Trans Clk, FL, 1918, G+ duplex; "Canteen Service/Jacksonville, Fla.Chapter" w/red cross h/s above message; 1c Wash.booklet pair on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-21. Atlanta/Gordon Br., GA, 1918, VG Univ./DB-300 (edge tears) W/G+ duplex at L (upper R arc not struck) YMCA logo cc; 10c special del.+3c Wash. on special del.cvr w/enc. E $40 MIN.20
MY-22. Macon/Wheeler Br., GA, 1918, G+ Univ./#2DB-300 (upper L tip nib; lite tone) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $24
MY-23. Mount Carroll, IL, 1917, partial duplex (ruff R to stamp) "Buy U.S.Gov't Bonds of the Second Liberty Loan..." 56x45mm pictorial label (Statue of Liberty) on back; not tied but
apparently belongs; on back of cvr to AEF soldier & returned. E $15 MIN.8
MY-24. Rockford/Grant Br., IL, 1917, F Univ. w/INVERTED dial on PPC. E $20
MY-25. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1917, VF duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-26. Junction City/Funston Br., KS, 1920, VG Univ./#1DB-300 (crs; part lite water tone) "7th Div'n Athletes" illus.at L on War Dept.penalty PC w/calender & "We Won Central Dept.Tryouts for the Olympic Games" on back. E $20
MY-28. Minneapolis, MN, 1918, F Int'l "Buy Now... 3rd Liberty Loan" slogan (no flaps) on cvr to Camp Johnston, Jacksonville, FL; fwd to Military P.O., Hoboken, NJ. E $15 MIN.8
MY-29. Hattiesburg/Shelby Br., MS, 1917, VG Univ. (lite tone) on PPC. E $14
MY-30. Hattiesburg/Shelby Br., MS, 1917 (Oct 30), G+ Univ. (lite cr; lower backflap faulty; contents bit faulty) 1c Wash. on 4.25x6" 11-panel pictorial folder (Gulfport, MS). E $12 MIN.6
MY-31. North Kansas City/Rahe Br., MO, 1918, G+ duplex (near VG; ruff R) YMCA logo; Rahe's Army School return add. on cvr. Swanson catalog says none known. E $100
MY-32. Jersey City/Merritt Br. ("Br."), NJ, 1919, VG Univ. #2DB-300 (EKU) on PPC. E $20
MY-33. Trenton/Dix Br., NJ, 1917, VG+ Univ. #1DB-300, 1st period (EKU; lite tone) Battery B.308 F.A. return add. on REAL PHOTO PPC (Camp Dix). E $24
MY-34. Trenton/Dix Br., NJ, 1917, F Univ./#1DB-300 at upper R; "Held For Postage" h/s; Dix Br.duplex (part spotty) tying 2c Wash. at upper L on cvr. SCARCE COMBO & usage. E $40
MY-35. Trenton/Dix Br., NJ, 1918, VG Univ. #1DB-300, 2nd period; on PPC. E $30
MY-36. Brooklyn/Upton Br., NY, 1919, F Univ./DB-300 (ruff r; crs) Visitors' House, Camp Upton, Long Isl'd cc on cvr. E $20
MY-37. New York, NY, 1917, VG Univ.; Liberty Loan Publicity Committee 17-line text ad on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-38. New York, NY, 1918, G+ Univ. (lite tone) Treasury Dept.cc; 4th Liberty Loan ad on penalty PC. E $20
MY-40. Chillicotho (Sherman Br.), OH, 1918, G+ DCDS/Reg'd (bit ruff L; tear T) as origin b/s; 5c +4x 2c Wash. on reg'd cvr. E $75
MY-41. Columbus, OH, 1918, F Int'l; Army & Navy YMCA ad w/illus.bldg & logo at L on PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-42. Swineford, PA, 1918, G+ 4-bar (year heavy inked; tear T) 2-star Mother's label tied on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-43. Wilkes-Barre/Ashley Br., PA, 1919, F+ duplex (tip crs) on PPC to AEF soldier, fwd back to U.S. & fwd agani. E $12 MIN.6
MY-44. Columbia/Jackson Br., SC, 1918, VG Univ. #2DB-300#2 (EKU; toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-45. Spartansburg/Wadsworth Br., SC, 1917, VG+ Amer/A38 flag machine on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MY-46. Chattanooga/Military Br., TN, 1917, VF duplex (ruff L) YMCA logo cc on cvr. E $20
MY-47. San Antonio/S.San Antonio Military Br., TX, ca.1917, VG Univ. CT-400 (year omitted) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-48. Waco/McArthur Br., TX, 1917, G+ duplex (B arc obscured on illus.; edge wear) on 4.25x6.25" pictorial "Souvenir Folder of Waco". E $20
MY-49. Eureka, UT, 1918, VG duplex (bit ruff L) on cvr to Medical Officers Training Camp, (Hospital Train #25), Ft.Riley, KS. E $12 MIN.6
MY-50. Alexandria/Humphreys Br., VA, 1918, F Univ.; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-51. Hampton/Langley Field Br., VA, 1918, G+ Colum./HS1WT (B arc not struck; piece out T; tip cr) on PPC. E $30
MY-52. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1918, VG Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-53. Newport News/Stuart Br., VA, 1919, G+ duplex (near VF; lite tone) YMCA logo cc; 1c +4x 3c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $30 MIN.15
MY-54. Petersburg/Lee Br., VA, 1917, VG Univ. #1DB-300 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-55. Petersburg/Lee Br., VA, 1918, G+ Univ. CB-201 (near VF) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-56. Petersburg/Lee Br., VA, 1918, G+ Univ. #2DB-300 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-57. Tacoma/Lewis Br., WA, 1918, F Univ. #1DB-300 (toned) 2c Wash.coil Sc.487 on PPC. E $20
MY-58. Camp Douglas, WI, [1919], partial duplex (dial mostly obscured) "Scenes on the Wisconsin Military Resravt, Camp Douglas" header w/6 photo illus. on cvr; enc.w/photo illus.header:
Long Bluff & Castle Rock. E $20

MY-59. APO 2, ca.1918, G+ 4-bar (# partial; bars mostly off R; edge tears T) YMCA logo; Paris return add. on cvr. E $20

MY-60. (APO 702), 1918, G+ ty.A7002.9 Univ.machine w/dateless dial (killer mostly off R) APO 796 return add. on PPC. E $12

MY-61. (APO 702), 1918, G+ ty.A7002.9 Univ.machine w/dateless dial (killer partly off R, but nearly full killer also at L) APO 796 return add. on PPC. E $15

MY-62. APO 708, 1918, G+ duplex (UNLISTED APO for this type; lite tone; tip cr) "Suples.QMC 302" return add. on free-franked PPC. E $30

MY-63. APO 711, 1918, G+ CDS o/s by APO 702 machine as transit on Camp de Coequidan (w/6 views) PPC. E $12

MY-64. APO 712, 1918, G+ duplex (UNLISTED APO for this type; lite tone) on PPC. E $30

MY-65. APO 713, 1918, G+ CDS (large ink stain L edge) ms "Officer's Mail" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-66. APO 714, 1918, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; edge tear L) on cvr. E $6

MY-67. APO 715, 1918, F CDS on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-68. APO 715, [1919], G+ CDS ty.A3001.3 w/year omitted (tip crs) on PPC datelined Ahrweiler, Germany, PPC. E $12

MY-69. APO 715, [1919], G+ CDS (crs) "Easter Greetings/AEF/Army of Occupation/Knights of Columbus" header; "Soldiers Mail." printed frank on PC. E $20

MY-70. APO 717, [1918], partial duplex (crnr crs) "O.K./1st Lt.51st Engrs" RED censor h/s w/signature on Tours PPC headed "Somewhere in France". E $12 MIN.6

MY-71. APO 717, 1918, G+ machine (upper L edge toned) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-72. APO 729, 1918?, G+ CDS on cvr. E $8

MY-73. APO 729, 1919?, G+ CDS (year partial) on PPC: Niederwald monument. E $8

MY-74. APO 731A, 1919, VG+ DCDS ty.A4021; First Air Depot return add.; ms frank on PPC. E $16

MY-75. APO 734, 1918, VF CDS (bit lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-76. APO 742, 1919, G+ duplex (bit ruff R) YMCA logo on free-franked cvr. E $8

MY-77. APO 746, 1919, F duplex ty.A2103 w/APO # in dial (upper R tip tear) "Officer's Mail" ms frank on cvr. E $30

MY-78. APO 756, 1919, G+ duplex on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-79. APO 761, 1919, G+ duplex (dial hi; "Y P" partly off) on PPC. E $5

MY-80. APO 762, 1918, G+ duplex w/inverted year (part lite tone) APO 702 at lower L on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8

MY-81. APO 772, [1918], VF crude undated provisional h/s w/APO # only, ty.A8013 on free-franked PPC. E $40 MIN.20

MY-82. APO 773, 1918, G+ magenta provisional straight-line h/s ty.A8011 (lite tone) "Soldiers Mail" ms frank on cvr. E $50 MIN.26

MY-83. APO 773, 1918, VG straight-line h/s ty.A8011 (T crnrs slit) on free-franked cvr. E $24 MIN.12

MY-84. APO 813, 1919, G+ DCDS on free-franked YMCA PC datelined LeMans, France. E $8

MY-85. APO 939, 1919, VG+ DCDS (part lite tone) on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-86. Army P.O.1, 1918, G+ repeater machine ty.B202 (tip cr; lite tone) AEF return add.; "Soldiers Mail/U.S.Service" ms frank; British canx & censor h/s on PPC to U.S. w/U.S.censor signature. E $24 MIN.12

MY-87. Field Post Office/W.10, 1918, F DCDS; YMCA logo cc; "Co A-327th Inf, Ame Expo Forces" return add.; British PPO canx & censor h/s on cvr to U.S. w/U.S.censor signature. E $40

MY-88. Mail Censor/U.S.Army Base, ca.1917, G+ undated straight-line 3-bar (part obscured on stamps; tip crs) 1c Wash.Sc.498 booklet pair on PPC w/2nd Div'n Regular Army return add. E $15 MIN.8

MY-89. Mail Censor/U.S.Army Base, ca.1918, VF undated straight-line h/s (edge tears T; nicks T) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-90. Mail Censor/U.S.Army Base, ca.1918, VG undated straight-line h/s (trim R; bit lite tone; edge tears T) illus.flag at upper L; Co.A 21st Engrs., AEF, return add.on flap on cvr. E $12

MY-91. O.K./Capt.A.S.S.R.C./11th Co.2nd MM Reg't S C, ca.1918, VG blue undated straight-line censor h/s (no canx) overall message on unmailed PPC. E $8

MY-92. Recd From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, G+ Univ. (dial partly on message; o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-93. Recd. From Army/Bordeaux, 1918, VG Univ.; YMCA logo cc on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-94. U.S.Postal Express Service/Elysee Palace Hotel/APO 702/Sub-Station, 1918, VF fancy CDS ty.A9002 (lite tone) on PPC. E $100
MY-95. Gunter Field, AL, 1942, F magenta DCDS/Reg'd (bit ruff slit T) as origin b/s on reg'd cvr. E $14
MY-96. Shawmut, AL, 1942, G+ meter (bit ruff trim R) Shawmut War Service Center cc on cvr to APO 929 & fwd. E $14
MY-97. Kingman, AZ, 1943, VG duplex; "1st Student Squadron, KAAF" return add.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-98. Fort Smith, AR, 1942, F Int'l; 1.5c Prexie on 4.25x6" pictorial folder (Scenes of U.S.Army Activities). E $15 MIN.8
MY-100. Monterey/Presidio of Monterey Sta., CA, 1942, VG machine on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-102. Colorado Springs, CO, 1942, F Univ.; APO 89, Camp Carson return add.; ms free frank on PPC. E $15
MY-103. Fort Collins, CO, 1943, VF Univ.; "Co.A-ASTP Star Unit, Colo.State College" return add. on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-104. Jacksonville, FL, 1944, VF Univ. (trim R; lite tone) patriotic illus. (Uncle Sam, Savings Bond & jeep) ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-105. Indianapolis, IN, 1943, F Int'l; Co.A, Reception Center, Ft.Benj.Harrison, IN, cc; insignia below; on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-106. Des Moines, IA, 1944, G+ Univ.; comic patriotic illus. cachet (soldier & eye chart) on cvr w/"Poland/First to Fight" illus.label on back. E $12 MIN.6
MY-107. Great Bend/Air Base Br., KS, [1943], G+ magenta DCDS origin at L; Great Bend G+ duplex as canx (43-45) on PC. E $14
MY-110. Liberal/Air Field Br., KS, 1943, G+ duplex on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-111. Victoria, KS, 1943, VG duplex (bit stutter) 36th Airdrome Sq., Walker A.A.B., Rail Head P.O. return add. on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-112. Alexandria, LA, 1943, VF Int'l (bit ruff slit R) tying 29mm diam.shiny gold "Camp Claiborne" illus.label (Army insignia) on free-franked cvr. E $14
MY-113. New Orleans, LA, 1944, VF Univ. (part ruff slit upper L; lite tone) "The Roosevelt" hotel illus.ad cc; illus.sports scenes on flap; APO 417, Camp Shelby, MS, return add. on free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-114. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1942, F Univ. on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-115. Baltimore, MD, 1941 (Dec 2), VF Int'l on cvr in transit during Pearl Harbor attack; to Porto, Portugal; fwd to Lisbon, 19 MONTHS after mailed. E $20
MY-117. Monponsett, MA, 1945, G 4-bar; "Enroute to United States/(Unit) (Initials) (Date)" w/ms info on air cvr to 83rd Bomb Sqdn & fwd; APO 390 F 4-bar b/s. E $15 MIN.8
MY-118. Chihuahua, Mexico, 1943, partial DCDS; "U.S.Censorship Examined By (11105)" h/s w/ms censor #; on PPC to U.S. E $12
MY-119. Selfridge Field, MI, 1945, G+ Int'l (tiny tear T) on air cvr from female corporal, Base Hospital Ward 7. E $12 MIN.6
MY-120. Camp Crowder, MO, 1943, F Int'l (slight ruff slit R; tear R) 147th Sta.Hospital illus.at lower L; soldier "riding" hypodermic needle on free-franked cvr. E $15
MY-121. Kansas City, MO, ca.1941, F 1c PB meter; "Be Careful~/Injured Men Can't Defend America" slogan; Old American Insurance Co.cc w/illus.eagle logo on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-122. Saint Joseph, MO, 1943, F Int'l (tiny tear T) soldier's ms "Hotel Robidaux" return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-123. Santa Fe, NM, 1945, VG DCDS (part ruff R; lite tone) Bruns Gen'l Hospital return add.; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
MY-124. New York, NY, 1944, F Int'l; censor's overall blue wash; "Prisoner of War/Postage Free" header & frank on 3.5x8" 4-panel folded lettersheet to "GREAT GERMANY" w/part of message heavily censored. E $40
MY-125. Camp Gruber, OK, 1943, VG Univ. (bit ruff slit T, barely in sender's name; bit lite tone) APO 88 return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $20
MY-126. Philadelphia, PA, 1943, G Int'l (much o/s) "Philadelphia Quartermaster Depot" h/s w/ms "Not At" above; 2x "Verified By..." h/s & MANY other markings, canxes & 2 forwarding labels on much traveled Sc.UX27 GPC (notice of cigarette shipment) to soldier. E $50
MY-128. Camp Tyson, TN, 1943, VF Int'l (lite tone; trim L, in return add.) tying "Hurry Up! This is from a Soldier" label on free-franked cvr. E $14
MY-129. Nashville, TN, 1943, G+ Univ.; ms "free" frank, w/o required name/rank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-130. Abilene, TX, 1942, F Univ. (upper R tip slit) Camp Barkeley return add.; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $8
MY-131. Fort Bliss, TX, 1943, F Int'l; "Troop C-12th Cav." return add.; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-132. Hondo/Army Nav.School Br., TX, 1942, F duplex (lite tone) ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-133. Salt Lake City, UT, 1944, VF Univ. (edge tear T) Ft.Douglas, UT, return add.; Amer.Red Cross logo on flap on free-franked cvr. E $8
MY-134. Tacoma, WA, 1945, F Univ.; Madigan Hospital Center, Madigan Gen'l Hospital, Ft.Lewis, WA, cc on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-135. Milwaukee, WI, 1943, G+ 13c PB meter; "No Matter How Great the Task May Be/It's More Production for Liberty" patriotic slogan; Int'l Harvester cc on special del.#12 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-136. Cheyenne, WY, 1945, VF Int'l; "Red Cross Canteen-Cheyenne, Wyo." magenta h/s at T on free-franked PPC. E $14
MY-137. APO 3, 1944 (Feb 20), G+ 4-bar (part spotty) in Sicily; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $6
MY-138. APO 12, 1945 (Jun 18), G+ 4-bar; (trim R to stamp; upper R tip nib) in France; APO 70 return add. on air PSE. E $20
MY-139. APO 21, 1945 (Jun 22), G+ 4-bar (toned) APO 887 return add. on Marseille, France, PPC. E $8
MY-140. APO 26, 1945 (May 8), G+ 4-bar (lower L water toned) in Czechoslovakia; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-141. APO 33 (Los Ang.), 1943, G+ 4-bar (pen note T) soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-142. APO 41, 1944, G+ 4-bar (bars off R; bit uneven trim R) on "Official Election War Ballot" card. E $15 MIN.8
MY-143. APO 58, 1944 (Nov 25), G+ 4-bar (bit cr) in France; APO 350 return add.; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-144. APO 84, 1945 (May 16), G+ machine (T arc mostly not struck; trim R) in Germany; axe-in-log silhouette pictorial h/s below return add. on censored free-franked cvr. E $20
MY-145. APO 104, 1945, G+ 4-bar (R arc mostly not struck) in Germany; on air PSE. E $20
MY-146. APO 145, 1945 (May 23), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; APO 230 return add. on free-franked cvr. E $15
MY-147. APO 146, 1945 (Mar 30), G+ Univ.; in Germany; APO 151 return add. on air cvr. E $30
MY-148. APO 151, 1944 (Dec 21), G+ 4-bar (near VF) in Netherlands; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-149. APO 151, 1945 (Feb 15), G+ 4-bar (bit ruff upper R; crnr cr) in Netherlands; 6c transport on 6c air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-150. APO 151, 1945 (Mar 8), G+ 4-bar (R arc spotty) in Netherlands; on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-151. APO 151, 1945 (May 13), G+ 4-bar (bit cr) in Germany; on air cvr. E $24
MY-152. APO 151, 1945 (Jun 28), G+ machine w/thick # (lite tone; bit cr) in Germany; on air cvr. E $24
MY-153. APO 153, 1945 (Jan 8), G+ 4-bar (near VF; bit ruff slit L) in Belgium on air PSE. E $15
MIN.8

MY-154. APO 157, 1945 (Jun 20), G+ 4-bar & Univ.; in Belgium; APO 149 return add.; 3c Florida +2x 5c U.N. commems on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

MY-155. APO 158, 1945 (Apr 8), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; APO 655 return add. on air cvr. E $24

MY-156. APO 163, 1944 (Nov 26), G+ 4-bar; in France; APO 403 return add. on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-157. APO 163, 1945 (May 7), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; APO 141 return add. on free-franked PPC. 1 day before VE day. E $24 MIN.12

MY-158. APO 168, 1945 (Dec 27), VG Univ.; in Germany; APO 758 return add. on 6c-on-2c air PSE. E $24 MIN.12

MY-159. APO 172, 1945 (May 16), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; APO 887 return add. on air PSE. E $24 MIN.12

MY-160. APO 178, 1945 (Apr 15), G+ machine (tip cr; tiny tear L) APO 2 return add. on PPC. E $16


MY-162. APO 208, 1944 (Dec 3), G+ 4-bar; in France; APO 562 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6

MY-163. APO 210, 1945 (Jul 31), G+ 4-bar (part heavy inked; bit uneven trim T) in China; on air PSE. E $20

MY-164. APO 211, 1945 (Sep 26), VG 4-bar (trim L) in China; on air PSE. E $24

MY-165. APO 212, 1945 (Jan 17), F 4-bar; in China; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8

MY-166. APO 228, 1944 (Oct 29), VG+ 4-bar (crs) in BELGIUM; on air PPC. E $15

MY-167. APO 230, 1944 (Nov 8), G+ 4-bar (bit ruff T) in Belgium; on free-franked cvr. E $10 MIN.5

MY-168. APO 230, 1945 (Jan 13), G+ 4-bar (lower R edge ruff) in Belgium; on air PSE w/enc.(misdated '44). E $15 MIN.8

MY-169. APO 230, 1945 (Mar 9), G+ 4-bar; in Belgium; on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6

MY-170. APO 250, 1945 (Feb 7), G+ 4-bar; in Germany; on PPC. E $20

MY-171. APO 252, 1945 (Jun 13), G+ magenta 4-bar (bit o/s; crs) in Germany; on folded air letter. E $12 MIN.6

MY-172. APO 257, Los Ang., return add.; canxsed Los Angeles, CA, 1943, F Univ.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-173. APO 261, Los Ang., return add.; canxsed Los Angeles, CA, 1944, VG+ Univ.; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-174. APO 261, 1945 (Apr 21), VG machine; in Germany; on air PSE. E $30

MY-175. APO 265, 1945 (Sep 7), F Univ. (bit ruff slit T) in Palau Islds; on air PSE. E $40

MY-176. APO 267, 1945 (Apr 26), VG 4-bar (bit cr) in Germany; APO 151 return add. on air cvr. E $30

MY-177. APO 268, 1945 (Nov 29), G+ 4-bar (gum tone lines; upper L tip slit) in Germany; APO 722 return add. on air cvr. E $50

MY-178. APO 270, 1944 (Nov 19), G+ 4-bar (near VG+) in Netherlands; APO 151 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6

MY-179. APO 322, ca.1944, G+ machine (lite tone) at Papua/New Guinea; on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6

MY-180. APO 336, 1945 (Jan 19), VG Univ. (tear T, in rim) in Marianas Islds; on air cvr. Before catalog listed date. E $15 MIN.8

MY-181. APO 408, 1945 (Jun 11), G+ Univ. (lite tone) in Germany; on free-franked cvr. E $15

MY-182. APO 410, 1945 (May 28), G+ machine (lite strike) in Germany; on 6c-on-2c air PSE. E $20

MY-183. APO 463, 1945 (May 16), G+ Univ. w/tiny #; in Germany; APO 339 return add. on air PSE. E $30

MY-184. APO 470, 1945 (Jun 20), G+ 4-bar (part heavy inked; crs) in Austria; patriotic illus.at L; 6c transport air +Germany IRM Hitler tied on cvr w/ms "12c due" at L. E $20

MY-185. APO 488, 1944 (Oct 12), G+ 4-bar; in China; APO 627 return add. on air PSE. E $20

MY-186. APO 488, 1945 (Jan 31), G+ 4-bar; in China; APO 627 return add. on free-franked cvr. E $20

MY-187. APO 545, Los Ang., return add.; canxsed El Paso, TX, 1943, F Univ. (lite tone) ms "Free Postage" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MY-188. APO 549, 1944 (Jun 6), F 4-bar; in Italy; APO 782 return add. on air PSE. D-DAY INVASION DATE. E $30
MY-189. APO 560, 1945 (Mar 5), VF 4-bar (lite tone) in Belgium; APO 350 return add. on air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
MY-190. APO 564, 1944 (Feb 12), VG machine (bit lite tone; bit trim T) in England; APO 636 return add. on air PSE w/ms "Italian" at lower L, indicating language of contents (removed). E $14
MY-191. APO 578, 1945 (Aug 13), G+ 4-bar; in Austria; on 6c-on-2c air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-192. APO 584, 1945 (Aug 22), G+ 4-bar (tear T; crs) in GERMANY; APO 758 return add. on PPC. E $16
MY-193. APO 596, 1944 (Oct 29), G+ 4-bar (uneven toned) in France; APO 339 return add. on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-194. APO 680, 1943, G+ 4-bar; in India; chaplain's return add. on air PSE. E $10
MY-195. APO 698, 1943, VG machine (tip cr) APO 512 return add. on PPC. E $8
MY-196. APO 805, 1942 (Jan 27), F 4-bar (flap partly off) in St.Lucia; contractor's return add.; 15c Prexie on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-197. APO 836, 1942 (Jul 5), F 4-bar w/scalloped rim; in Canal Zone; on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-198. Lot 3) 2 cvrs, 1 lettersheet, all TO: APO 860 in Iceland, 1944-5, canxed Sandusky, OH, F Int'1; all w/patriotic cachets. E $20
MY-199. APO 860, 1942 (Oct 9), F 4-bar; in Iceland; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-200. APO 860, 1942 (Nov 17), G+ machine; in Iceland; on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MY-201. APO 864, 1944, G+ 4-bar (punch hole T; bit trim L & R) in Newfoundland; on free-franked cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
MY-202. APO 867, 1942 (Jun 1), G+ 4-bar; in St.Lucia; 15c Prexie on air cvr. E $20
MY-203. APO 903, 1945 (Aug 4), F machine (bit lite tone) censor tape L; in Ryukyu Islds; on air cvr. E $30
MY-204. APO 943, 1944 (Sep 7), VF 4-bar; in Yakutat Landing Field, Alaska; on air PSE. E $15 MIN.8
MY-205. APO 7949 return add.; canxed APO 969, 1944, G 4-bar (dial hi; upper half spotty) on air cvr. E $15
MY-206. APO 9412, 1944, G+ 4-bar on air cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
MY-207. Army Postal Service/No.3, 1944 (Mar 26), G+ Univ. on V-Mail window cvr w/enc.datelined APO 501. E $12 MIN.6
MY-208. Army Postal Service/No.3, 1944 (Jun 14), G Univ. on V-Mail window cvr w/enc.datelined APO 403. E $12 MIN.6
MY-209. St.L & L.Rock/RPO, 1943, G+ duplex; tying "Harry Up! This is from a Soldier" label; comic patriotic illus.(pig licking soldier's face) at L; Camp Robinson, AR, return add.on flap on cvr. E $15
MY-210. U.S.Postal Service/No.3, 1944 (Mar 19), VG Univ.; 2 strikes overlap, 1 in error w/no. mo./time slugs (slight ruff slit upper R) on V-Mail cvr w/enc.datelined APO 520. E $14
MY-211. Lot 150+) meters: all w/patriotic/military slogans, on 90 cvrs +66 zero-denom."favor" & "specimen" meter strips; nearly all pictorials, 1941-48, (varied condition; some duplication) LOW minimum bid. MIN.75
MY-212. APO 169, 1946 (Jan 21), G+ 4-bar (lite tone) in Germany; on air cvr. E $15
MY-213. APO 317, 1947, G+ machine on air cvr w/enc.datelined Kobe, Japan. E $12 MIN.6
MY-214. APO 6, 1952 (Feb 25), VG machine (lite tone; bit lite soiled) in Korea; ms "Free" frank on air cvr w/Red Cross logo on flap. E $20
MY-215. APO 6, 1952 (Mar 4), VG machine inverted at lower L (lite tone; edge crs) in Korea; ms "Free" frank on air cvr w/Red Cross logo on flap. E $20
MY-216. APO 6, 1952 (Mar 7), VG machine; in Korea; ms "Free" frank on air cvr. E $20
MY-217. APO 6, 1952 (Mar 26), VG machine (bit lite tone) in Korea; ms "Free" frank on air cvr w/Red Cross logo on flap. E $20
MY-218. APO 6, 1952 (Jul 23), G+ machine; in Korea; ms "Free" frank on air cvr. E $20
MY-219. APO 901, 1948 (Feb 2), VG machine (lite tone) in Korea; on air PSE. E $20
MY-220. APO 901, 1952 (Apr 12), G+ machine (lite tone) in Korea; on air PSE. E $20
MY-221. Fort Knox, KY, 1964, G+ machine; USATC-Armor return add.; lite blue illus.tank at lower L on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MY-222. APO 09131, 1991, partial 4-bar tying "Official/DOD/Intra Theatre-Mail" printed "frank" on partial computer label; "Commander/106th PSU" return add.printed on partial label on 3.5x8" window cvr. E $20
MY-225. R.A.A.F. (113?), Australia, 1945 (Aug 1), G CDS (toned; flap fault) "R.A.A.F./Concession Postal Rates" h/s at L; 4p koala on cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
MY-226. Bregenz, Austria, 1916, G+ DCDS (toned) struck at L; "K.u.K.Militarzensur/(Bregenz)" red h/s (lower line partial) tying "Bregenzer Liederkranz, Sangerheimfond/Gebhardsberg Restauration" 51x30mm pictorial label on PPC to Feldpost address. E $20
MY-227. Bregenz, Austria, 1916, VF DCDS; part o/s by pictorial military h/s on Feldpostkorrespondenzkarte w/"Sender" in 8 diff.languages at L. E $15
MY-228. Enns, Austria, 1940, VG DCDS; Nazi censor pictorial h/s on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-229. Kufstein, Austria, 1941, F DCDS; Nazi censor pictorial h/s on message on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-230. Salzburg, Austria, 1942, G+ pictorial slogan machine; Nazi censor pictorial h/s on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-231. Vienna, Austria, 1941, F slogan machine (toned) Nazi censor pictorial h/s on free-franked PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-232. Schwarzach in Vorarlberg, Czechoslovakia, 1916, G+ DCDS (lite tone) on Feldpostkorrespondenzkarte w/"Sender" in 8 diff.languages at L. E $15
MY-233. (Aubagne), France, [1945], (no origin canx; tiny tear B) partial censor h/s; Comite Int'l de la Croix-Rouge/Genève h/s as recd; on 4x6" PAPER "PC" from German P.O.W. to Switzerland. Apparent card-stock shortage. E $20
MY-234. Limburg, France, 1916, VG+ DCDS (tear R) on PC from British P.O.W. to London; thanks for cigarettes; signed "Yours peacefully". E $15 MIN.8
MY-235. Monistrol-sur-Loire, France, 1915, G+ CDS (partly off R) "Le Commandant du Depot/Depot des Prisonniers de Guerre" triple-circle h/s at L, bit o/s by "Kriegsgefangenensendung/Kommandantur Strassburg/Geprust" h/s; "Correspondance militaire" ms frank on PPC to Strassburg. "This is a P Card from a German prisoner in France" written vertically on message. E $70
MY-237. Ministere de la Guerre/Controle Postal Pontatler (France), 1915, VG purple undated pictorial h/s (bit cr) on PPC. E $15
MY-238. Tresor et Postes/174 (France), 1915, G+ CDS (dial bit hi; bit lite tone) ms "Correspondance Militaire" frank on cvr. E $8
MY-239. Bad Nauheim, Germany, 1915, F DCDS on PPC w/ms "Feld" written at left of printed word "Postkarte" to make free frank. Interesting application. E $12
MY-240. Bad Salzuflen, Germany, 1916, G+ DCDS (bit lite tone) ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-241. Barstedt, Germany, 1942, VG CDS; Nazi censor pictorial h/s on PC. E $12 MIN.6
MY-242. Gera, Germany, 1915, F machine; "Reservelazarett Gera-Reuss/Abt.Turnhalle, Lutzowstrasse." h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $12
MY-243. Gera, Germany, 1915, VG+ machine; "Reservelazarett Gera-Reuss/Abt.Turnhalle, Lutzowstrasse." h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $12
MY-244. Gera, Germany, 1915, F DCDS; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-245. Gera, Germany, 1915, F machine; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-246. Giessen, Germany, 1915, VF DCDS; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-247. Gottingen, Germany, 1915, F DCDS (tiny tear T) "Kriegsgefangenen Sendung" (" Prisoner of war transmission") ms frank on cvr to France w/weak POW camp circled h/s at lower L. E $24
MY-248. Grevesmuhlen, Germany, 1915, F+ DCDS; ms "Feld-Postkarte" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-249. Hamburg, Germany, 1916, VG DCDS; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-250. Holzminden, Germany, 1915, G+ DCDS on PPC w/ms "Feld" written at left of printed word "Postkarte" to make free frank. Interesting application. E $12
MY-251. Klutz, Germany, 1915, G+ DCDS; ms "Feld-Postkarte" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-252. (Markirch), Germany, [1917], (no origin canx) "3.(F.) Batterie/Landwehr Feldartillerie Reg.252" straight-line h/s on PPC. E $8
MY-253. Meschede, Germany, 1917, VG DCDS on Prisoner of War PC to France. E $20
MY-254. Nordstemmen, Germany, 1916, F DCDS; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-255. Schwerin, Germany, 1916, VG+ DCDS; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $8
MY-257. Feld-Post (Germany), 1917, VG DCDS (dial bit hi; tip cr) "Feldintendantur/6 Bayer Res.Div" h/s on feldpostkarte. E $12
MY-260. K.D.Feldpost (Germany), 1918, VF DCDS; partial "Brief Stempel" h/s at L on feldpostkarte. E $6
MY-261. K.D.Feldpost-Exped/II/Garde-Reserve-Divis. (Germany), [1915], G+ CDS (lite tone) "Genesungs=Abteilung/fe.d Ersatz Bataillon/2.Garde Reserve Division." h/s on PPC. E $8
MY-262. K.D.Feldpost/b (Germany), 1917, F DCDS; bit o/s by "Pferdelazarett Nr.25/Brief-Stempel/Deutsche Feldpost Nr733" double circle h/s; ms "Feldpost" h/s on Ghent, Belgium, PPC. E $15
MY-263. K.D.Feldpost/C (Germany), 1917, VF DCDS (lite tone; nick T) on Kobylnik PPC. E $12
MY-264. K.D.Feldpostexp./der/28.Res.Division (Germany), 1915, VG DCDS (part lite tone) on PPC. E $8
MY-265. K.D.Feldpostexp./S.Ersatz-Div. (Germany), 1915, F DCDS (edge tear T) "Armierungs-Battalion Nr.81/1.Komp." double circle h/s & "Strassburg/Els.1/P.K. geprust und zu befördern" boxed h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $12
MY-266. K.D.Feldpoststation/No.18 (Germany), [1914], F CDS (tip crs) "Carte Postale" lined thru on Qui even, Belgium, PPC. E $15
MY-267. K.D.Feldpoststation/Nr 125 (Germany), 1917, G+ DCDS; "B.(F.)Batterie/Landwehr Feldartillerie Regt.252/84.Landwehr=Brigade./Feldpoststation 125." h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC. E $12
MY-268. K.D.Feldpost/a (Germany), 1917, G+ DCDS; bit o/s by "Landwehr Feldartillerie Regt.Nr.252/Brief-Stempel/9.(F.)Batterie." double circle h/s on PPC (Mezleres, France). E $12
MY-269. K.D.Feldpost/a (Germany), 1917, G+ DCDS; "Landwehr Feldartillerie Regt.Nr.252/Brief-Stempel/9.(F.)Batterie." double circle h/s; ms "Feldpost" frank on PPC (Cirey, France). E $8
MY-270. K.D.Feldpost/a (Germany), 1917, VG DCDS; "Landwehr Feldartillerie Regt.Nr.252/Brief-Stempel/9.(F.)Batterie." double circle h/s on PPC w/ms "Feld" at L of printed word "Postkarte". E $8
MY-271. K.D.Feldpost/c (Germany), 1917, G+ DCDS; "Pferdelazarett Nr.25/Brief-Stempel/Deutsche Feldpost Nr.888" double circle h/s on PPC. E $16
MY-272. Stalag II B (Germany), 1941, G+ mute DCDS (o/s) on Prisoner of War folded lettersheet from French prisoner to France. E $20
MY-273. Field Post Office/D.(3?)7 (Great Britain), 1916, G+ DCDS (o/s; crnr crs; lite tone) irreg.35x20x20mm triangular piece cut from B edge by censor, removing most of caption; on PPC to England. E $20
MY-274. F.P.O. No 303, 1915, VG+ DCDS as origin b/s (part ruff B; notch T; part lite tone) ms "On Active Service" frank on 2.5x4" cvr made from folded Ration form, to "Ya Eriya Mukade, Interpreter, c/o F.G.Talbut, Bugure Kyagwe Estate, via Kampala, Uganda" w/2 diff.Kampala DCDS on address side. E $90

PICTURE POSTCARDS
NOTE: Usual edge wear and tip wear should be expected on items in this category. Real PHOTOS are noted.
PC-1. "Matusanka Valley, AK": REAL PHOTO birds-eye view of farmland & mountains; unused DOPS back. E $15 MIN.8
PC-4. "Weatherford Hotel, Flagstaff, AZ": Route 66; litho view; used; Ash Fork, 1950. E $12
MIN.6
PC-5. "66 Motel & Cafe/1 Mile East of Holbrook, AZ": Route 66; litho view w/car; unused. E $12
MIN.6
PC-7. "La Quinta Motor Inn/Kingman, AZ": chrome, exterior on Rte.66 (crs) used; Phoenix, 1980. E $8
PC-8. "Greetings from/Mesa, AZ": chrome, businesses w/cars ca.1950 (tip wear) unused. E $8
PC-10. "Sun Dial Motel/Williams, AZ": linen, 2 views; on Rte.66; used; Williams, 1954. E $12 MIN.6
PC-11. "Winslow TraveLodge/Winslow, AZ": chrome, exterior w/cars ca.1950s on Rte.66 (tip cr) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-12. "Hotel/Ford/West Main Street/Clarksville, AR": linen, exterior deco style signs; unused. E $8
PC-13. "Angels Camp, CA": chrome, downtown w/historical monument in foreground w/cars ca.1950 (bit lite tone) unused. E $8
PC-14. "Griswold's, 515 W.Poothill Blvd (on Highway 66), Claremont, CA": chrome bldg; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-15. "Hemet Valley from Park Hill, Hemet, CA": REAL PHOTO view w/car in foreground; "Exclusive Photo by Cochems for C.M.Dietterich"; used, 1915. E $15 MIN.8
PC-16. "Clark Motel/Pasadena, CA": linen, motel on Rte.66 (lite cr; bit of offset canx ink) used; Pasadena, 1952. E $15 MIN.8
PC-17. "San Jose (CA) High School, after the Earthquake, Apr 18, 1906": litho, damaged bldg (lite tone) note in R margin; unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-18. "New Hall of Justice, San Jose (CA), after the Earthquake, Apr 18, 1906": litho, damaged bldg (bit edge wear; tip nick) note in R margin; unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-19. "Phelan Bldg, San Jose (CA), after the Earthquake, Apr 18, 1906": litho, flattened bldg (bit lite tone) message in R margin re:store owner across the street; unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-21. "Hotel Clinton/Miami Beach, FL": linen, exterior Art Deco style (edge tear R; cr) unused. E $8
PC-22. "Ocala Municipal Golf Course/Ocala, FL": linen, distance view of long 1 story bldg w/cars ca.1940; unused. E $8
PC-23. "Post Office, Elgin, IL": litho, exterior title bottom (edge wear) used; Elgin, 1911. E $8
PC-24. "Post Office, Elgin, IL": litho, exterior title top (edge wear; offset canx ink) used; Elgin, 1907. E $8
PC-25. "Illinois State Penitentiary, Stateville, near Joliet, IL": linen; birds-eye view (tape toned back; bit cr) used, 1956. E $12 MIN.6
PC-26. "High School, Lamont, IL": REAL PHOTO bldg; unused AZO, ca.1910. E $15 MIN.8
PC-27. "'The Moline' (IL) Opera House": litho bldg (small pen note on street) used, 1908. E $8
PC-30. "Gift Expressions... Shalene Bros., Moline, IL": Xmas tree, furniture, Dec.'10 calendar; used, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-31. "Pontiac Motel/Pontiac, IL": chrome, exterior on Rte.66; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-32. "Tenth Tee, 'Punch Bowl,' Rock Island (IL) Arsenal Golf Grounds": litho view w/lake; unused undiv.back. E $8
PC-33. "Golf Club House, Rock Island (IL) Arsenal": litho bldg; used, 1930. E $8
PC-34. "Interior of Golf House, Rock Island (IL) Arsenal": litho room (edge tears B; edge wear; bit cr) used, 1914. E $6
PC-35. "Punch Bowl Golf Links, Rock Island (IL) Arsenal": litho view w/lake (bit edge wear) used, 1909. E $8
PC-37. "Bel-Aire Manor Motel/Springfield, IL": chrome, exterior on Rte.66 (lower L tip nick)
PC-38. "Government Dam on Rock River between Sterling & Rock Falls, IL": litho view; used; Sterling, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-39. "Carnegie Library, Sterling, IL": black & white litho bldg (few lite offset canx lines in sky) used; Sterling, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-40. "Carnegie Library, Sterling, IL": color litho bldg (crnr cr) used; Sterling, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-41. "First Ave.Bridge, Sterling, IL": litho angle view of bridge (few lite offset canx lines in sky) used; Sterling, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-42. "1st Ave.Bridge, Sterling, IL": litho end view of bridge w/"$5 Fine (for going) Faster Than a Walk" sign (few lite offset canx lines in sky) used; Sterling, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-43. "Central Park, Sterling, IL": litho gazebo & cannons (bit of edge wear) used; Sterling, 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-44. "West 3rd St.From Ave.K, Sterling, IL": litho residential street (bit of tip wear) used; Sterling, 1915. E $12 MIN.5
PC-45. "Cut-Off between Islands, Sterling, IL": litho river & rowboat; used; Sterling, 1910. E $10 MIN.5
PC-46. "YMCA Bldg, Sterling, IL": litho view (bit of tip wear) used; Sterling, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-47. "Whiteside Public Hospital, Sterling, IL": litho view (bit of tip wear) used; Sterling, 1912. E $15 MIN.8
PC-48. "The Government Bldg, Sterling, IL": litho, w/horse-drawn buggy; used; Sterling, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-49. "USA Postoffice. Sterling, IL": litho, w/horse-drawn buggy; used; Sterling, 1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-50. "St.Joseph's Technical School, Techny, IL": litho bldg (toned; message in margin; stamp gone) used, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-51. "Sulphur Springs Wedron, IL": REAL PHOTO, water wheel; used; Wedron, 1911. E $14
PC-52. "Call St. Alcona, IA": REAL PHOTO, residential street; used; Havelock, IA, 1907. E $14
PC-53. "N.Ward School Bldg. Centerville, IA": REAL PHOTO, exterior w/adults & children outside (small scuff) used; Centerville, 1908. E $16
PC-54. "W.O.C. Broadcasting Station, Davenport, IA": linen bldgs & tower; unused Curteich. E $12 MIN.6
PC-55. "'Interior' Jungk Bros., Davenport, IA": litho, dry goods store (tip wear) unused, ca.1908. E $12 MIN.6
PC-56. "Bird's-Eye View of Davenport, IA, Showing Baseball Field in Foreground": litho; unused Curt Teich. E $8
PC-57. "Broad Casting Station WOC, Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, IA/Where the West Begins": litho bldgs & crowd; unused white border. E $8
PC-58. "Community Church Fonda, IA": REAL PHOTO (cr) used; Pocahontas, IA, 1947. E $15
PC-59. "School for Deaf & Dumb, Olathe, KS": REAL PHOTO bldgs, 14 students; used, 1912. E $15
PC-60. "Street Scene Belgrade, ME": REAL PHOTO, street & RR CROSSING in small town (tip crs; bit lite exposure) used; Skowhegan & Port, 1916. E $20
PC-61. "Inside of Mine 2 Ft.Vein/Frostburg, MD": REAL PHOTO; 2 miner's w/coal car in mine; ©1908 Gilbert (bit cr) unused. E $20
PC-62. "Main St.Looking East, Ware, MA": REAL PHOTO w/CASINO in foreground; streetcar tracks; unmailed, [1921]. E $20
PC-63. "The Motor Cycle Club at Fairgrounds, Bay City, MI": litho; 11 men on motorcycles, grandstand & crowd; used, 1914. E $12 MIN.6
PC-64. "Saltzman Hotel & Mineral Baths Benton Harbor, MI": litho (edge wear; bit of offset canx ink) used; Grd Raps & Chic, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-65. "C.A.R. Hall Carson City, MT": REAL PHOTO; used; 1913. E $16
PC-66. "City School/Onaway (MI)": REAL PHOTO; used; Cheboy & Bay City, 1924. E $15 MIN.8
PC-67. "Greenwood (Buffalo, MN) Girl Scout Camp": REAL PHOTO, bldgs, flagpole & cars c.1940; used; Rockford, MN, 1953. E $15
PC-68. "Douglas Lodge/Itasca State Park, MN": REAL PHOTO, 2 story log bldg in woods (tip wear) used; Bemidji, MN, 1926. E $12 MIN.6
PC-69. "Greetings from Max, MN": chrome, mercantile & Standard gas station; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-70. "Terrace At Breezy Point Lodge-Pequot, MN": REAL PHOTO, people seated at umbrella tables; used; 1935. E $12 MIN.6
PC-71. "Hotel Cuba/Cuba, MO": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-72. "Willis Wood Theatre, Kansas City, MO": printed, ornate exterior; unused. E $10
PC-73. "Kansas City, MO/Grand Ave North from/12th St.": litho, w/street car & horse drawn carriages (bit lite soiled) unmailed. E $8
PC-74. "King Bros.Motel, Lindbergh, MO/Olde Still Cocktail Lounge": Route 66; chrome; 3 interiors, inc.chef; used; St.Louis, 1959. E $12 MIN.6
PC-75. "Wishing Well Motel/Springfield, MO": chrome, exterior on Rte.66; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-76. "Rest Haven Court/Springfield, MO": chrome, on Rte.66; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-77. "Rock Village Court/Springfield, MO": linen, motel on Rte.66 w/2 inset interiors (bit of offset canx ink; tip wear) used; San Antonio, TX, 1956. E $12 MIN.6
PC-78. "Rolla's Ozark Motel/Waynesville, MO": chrome, exterior on Rte.66 (crnr cr; T edge lite water tone) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-79. "Greetings from Maine Street/Lexington, NE": chrome, w/cars ca.1950s; unused. E $8
PC-80. "S.D.B Church North Loup, NE": REAL PHOTO, exterior (tip cr) used; North Loup, 1915. E $15
PC-81. "Warren's Camps/ Rooms/Lakeport, NH": REAL PHOTO, house, cabins & cars; used; Melrose, MA, 1932. E $14
PC-82. "Route 66 Diner/Albuquerque, NM": continental; art deco bldg w/neon lights; unused. E $6
PC-83. "Catholic Church/Deming, NM": litho (tip cr; ink spot; bit of offset canx ink) used; Rincon & Silver City, ca.1916. E $12 MIN.6
PC-84. "Zia Motel/Gallup, NM": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-85. "Surf Motel/Santa Rosa, NM": chrome, 2 views, 1 w/pool; on Rte.66 (crnr cr) used; Santa Rosa, 1985. E $12 MIN.6
PC-86. "RKO Palace Theatre, Albany, NY": litho view (few short canx lines) used, 1939. E $8
PC-87. "The L.S. & M.S. Tracks, Bryan, OH": REAL PHOTO, aerial view (crs) used; Bryan, 1911. E $14
PC-88. "Ponderosa Motel, West edge of El Reno, OK": Route 66; chrome view; used, San Manuel, AZ, 1966. E $12 MIN.6
PC-89. "Star Courts/Elk City, OK": linen, motel on Rte.66; used. E $15 MIN.8
PC-90. "Sooner State Kourt/Miami, OK": linen, motel on Rte.66 (offset canx ink) used; Chickasha, OK, 1950. E $12 MIN.6
PC-91. "Frontier Motel, 1.5 Miles SW of Miami, OK": Route 66; chrome view; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-92. "Lincoln Courts/Oklahoma City, OK": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-93. "Lakeview Motel/Oklahoma City, OK": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-94. "Rock Village Lodge/Springfield, MO": chrome, exterior & 2 interiors motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-96. "Hotel Oregon, Ashland, OR": litho, exterior (tip cr) used; 1908. E $10 MIN.5
PC-97. "First State & Savings Bank Roseburg, OR": REAL PHOTO, exterior (tip cr; stamp gone) used; Roseburg, 1914. E $16
PC-98. "Selling Their Relicks (sic) of the Flood at Austin, PA, 1911": REAL PHOTO family & buyers w/furniture & other items by collapsed home (surface bumps from force of canx) used; Buffalo & Harris/RPO, 1911. E $16
PC-99. Newcastle, PA, flooded street: REAL PHOTO (offset canx ink in sky) used, 1913. E $15 MIN.8
PC-100. "Marvin Hughitt Hotel, Huron, SD": REAL PHOTO; unused, [1928]. E $15 MIN.8
PC-101. "Steam Ship 'City of South Haven', Chicago & South Haven Line": litho; used; South Haven, MI, 1907. E $8
PC-102. "Campbell's Pancake House, Highway 66 East, Amarillo, TX": chrome dining room; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-103. "Spanish Courts/Amarillo, TX": linen, motel on Rte.66; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-104. "Shamrock, TX/Kelly Motel": chrome, exterior on Rte.66; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-105. "Barclay Brothers' Power House & Dump Piles. Barre, VT": litho; (edge wear) unused. E $6
PC-106. "Merchants Row & New Parking Lot/Rutland, VT": chrome, w/cars ca.1950 (edge wear) used;
Belmont, VT, 1957. E $8
PC-107. "High School, Deerfield, WI": REAL PHOTO (tip cr) unused, ca.1910. E $15 MIN.8
PC-108. "Ludington Street/Escanaba, WI": chrome, businesses some w/names in red on towers on roof (bit of offset canx ink) used; Escanaba, 1957. E $8
PC-109. "The Cottage Trail/The Derege Cottages/Muskellunge Lake/Headford Jct. WI": REAL PHOTO, cabins in woods (edge wear) used; Tomahawk, WI, 1948. E $12 MIN.6
PC-110. "Statue/City Park New Lisbon, WI": REAL PHOTO, soldier w/monument dated 1897 honoring former resident; used; Florence, WI, 1964. E $12 MIN.6
PC-111. "Greetings...New London, WI": chrome, businesses w/cars ca.1960 (tip wear) unused. E $8
PC-112. "Baptist Church, Oconomowoc, WI": REAL PHOTO, exterior; used; Oconomowoc, 1918. E $14
PC-113. "Lee's Birchwood Cottages/Three Lakes, WI": REAL PHOTO, cabins in woods (lite crs) used; Three Lakes, 1961. E $14
PC-114. "Story Book Land, Hy.12, Wisconsin Dells/Simple Simon": REAL PHOTO; comic statue on mushroom; unused Kodak. E $12 MIN.6
PC-115. "Crater Of Mud Volcano, Yellowstone National Park": linen; used; Gardiner, MT, 1953. E $8
PC-116. "4Fold/Sportstown/Wool Ties": litho, 5 men w/colorful neckties w/text on back indicating it is a sample for dealer to order; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-117. "Ambassador Super 4-Door Sedan for 1958": chrome, illustration (tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-119. "Nova Custom Coupe by Chevrolet": chrome, illustration; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-120. "'Be Sunny'/'The children cry 'Oh look at him!/Such vigor proves he's Sunny Jim'.": cartoon of old man jumping a fence; Force Food Co., Buffalo, NY, Souvenir Card (lite tone; small ink spot B) used; Buffalo, NY, permit, ca.1909. E $30
PC-121. Park Plaza Motels in 7 cities most on Rte.66": litho, adobe style bldg (tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-122. "1959 Rambler Custom 4-Door Sedan": chrome, car; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-123. "1960 Rambler Custom 4-Door Sedan": chrome, car; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-124. "Rambler Super 4-Door Sedan for 1958": chrome, car; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-125. "1959 Rambler Super Cross Country": chrome, car (tip wear; tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-126. "Rambler/Super 4-Door Cross Country for 1958": chrome, car; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-127. "See Salt Lake City & Vicinity with Utah Motor Tours": linen, bus by the Temple; used; Elko, NV, 1947. E $10 MIN.5
PC-128. "Three Schneithorsts for Gracious dining": chrome, insets of 3 restaurants at motels on Rte.66 in St.Louis, MO (tip cr) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-129. "Menu/United Airlines": chrome, Waikiki Beach, Hawaii w/menu at right; used; Oak Park, IL, 1957. E $15 MIN.8
PC-130. "Menu/United Airlines": chrome, Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles w/menu at left (bit lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-131. "Metropolitan Life Insurance Company/New York": litho; girl w/doll & dog & verse (crnr cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-132. "Municipal Airport, Atlanta, GA": linen, w/Delta Air Lines plane (small tone spot) unused. E $8
PC-133. "American Airlines": litho, stewardess standing by airplane (slight offset canx ink) used; Milwaukee, 1949. E $12 MIN.6
PC-134. "In Flight with the Flagship Fleet/of American Airlines, Inc": litho, plane flying (tip cr) used; New York, 1940. E $8
PC-136. United Mainliner 300: chrome, people leaving airplane; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-137. "Keep 'Em/Flying/Scout Bombers": linen, 18 airplanes of 2 models in air (ink wipe on back) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-138. "Menu/United Airlines": chrome, menu left w/Oakland Bay Bridge (tip cr; bit of offset canx ink) used; Denver, 1954. E $12 MIN.6
PC-139. World's Columbian Expo/Agricultural Bldg.; Megson GB190 miniature (2.25x3.5") (crs), 1893. E $24
PC-140. "Hold Card to Light/Official Souvenir/World's Fair-St.Louis 1904/Palace of Electricity": Sam'l Cupples die-cut view (message in sky, partly erased) used; partial St.Louis duplex on 1c Livingston. E $15 MIN.8
PC-142. "The Soldiers Training Camp & Are Neighbors... Soldiers' & Sailors' Arch, State Fair, Syracuse (NY)": artist's; used, 1918. E $12 MIN.6
PC-143. Lot 19) "Greetings from the New York World's Fair": litho, scenery & bldgs from Turkey (tip crs; lite tone) unused. MIN.$28
PC-144. "Maison Coty, Charm Center/World's Fair 1940-In New York": litho exhibit bldg; "kiss" lips printed in message area. E $8
PC-145. "Vernichtung englischer Kriegsschiffe durch U.9": litho, ships in flames w/u-boat under water (bit lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-146. "Im Argonnenwald": litho, soldiers firing from Argonne forest (bit lite tone) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-147. "Robert F. Kennedy/November 1925-June 1968": litho, picture of Kennedy; unused. E $8
PC-148. "I'm charging you birds up on the/Hill with Malfuzziness": signed Strader w/Reagan on donkey w/pen; unused. E $10
PC-149. "Nancy's Flower Sale": signed Strader w/Nancy Reagan on White House lawn w(flowers & cleaver; unused. E $10
PC-150. "Introducing the New/V-Toad": signed Strader w/Reagan riding steam roller; unused. E $10
PC-151. "The President said 'Prosperity/was just around the corner!'": signed Strader w/overdressed NancyReagan walking on Rodeo Drive; unused. E $10
PC-152. "Ronald Reagan/Now Running Unopposed": signed Strader w/Reagan & Nancy running w/suitcase; unused. E $10
PC-153. "Cherelyn Horse-Car (Horse riding down grade)"; printed (bit lite tone; bit of offset canx ink) used; Denver, 1907. E $10 MIN.5
PC-154. "Amphitrite Hotel, Ft. Lauderdale, FL": REAL PHOTO, 4 story ship (tip cr; bit of offset canx ink) used; Ft. Lauderdale, 1939. E $14
PC-155. "Norddeutscher Lloyd/Bremen/Dampfer 'Friedrich der Grosse'": printed, ocean liner (lite tone) used; Deutsche Seepost, 1913. E $12 MIN.6
PC-156. "Holland-America Line t.s.s.Nieuw Amsterdam": signed Masani (lite tone) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-158. "USS Manchuria": REAL PHOTO; "Ship I came from in from France" ms note in margin; unmailed AZO, ca.1918. E $15 MIN.8
PC-159. "P. & O.RMS Stratheeden": litho ship; unused, ca.1909?. E $12 MIN.6
PC-160. Lot 13) France PPCs & related items. MIN.$18
PC-161. French Somalia: 17 facsimile stamp designs around large "RF"; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-162. "Der Kaiserin und den Prinzessinnen werden Blumen uberreicht": REAL PHOTO, German Empress & Princesses in carriage receiving flowers (tip cr; adhesions on back) unused. E $8
PC-163. Japanese woman holding scroll, w/clothing/arms/feet made from pieces of Japanese stamps; scroll & tree from U.S & China stamps; handpainted scenery; unused. E $20
PC-164. "Tsingtau" (Kiauchau): 10 facsimile stamp illus.around distant view of town (nick T) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-165. "At The Carnival/'Only Teasing': ": litho, 2 ladies in costume looking at clown sleeping on sofa on Tuck Carnival Series card (edge wear; stamp mostly gone) used; Blytheville, AR, 1909. E $12 MIN.6
PC-166. 16 people in costume, 1 in BLACK FACE holding PISTOL: REAL PHOTO (year not struck; tip cr) used; St. Paul, OR, ca.1917, G+ 4-bar (year partial; tip cr). E $15 MIN.8
PC-167. "We work each day/With a cheerful heart...": printed, signed Clivette w/2 white cats w/green bows & verse (tiny tear B) used; Ono, PA, 1907. E $8
PC-168. "Bonfire Night": signed Brett w/animals around a fire in the forest; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-169. "Schoolmaster Mole": signed Brett w/animals dressed as humans in outdoor school; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-171. Three Asian girls mimicking "See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil": hand colored printed; used; 1910. E $12 MIN.6
PC-172. "U.S. Astronaut Alan B. Shepard, Jr.": chrome, wearing spacesuit (tiny tip cr) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-174. "America Forever/Can't Be Beat": litho, baby w/soldier's hat & drum sticks coming out of drum (tip wear) unused. E $8
PC-175. "Bethany A.C./City Champions 1915": REAL PHOTO; players & coaches; names written by each (cr) unmailed AZO. E $24 MIN.12
PC-176. "Needles & pins/Needles & pins/When you are married/Trouble begins": printed, back view of bicycle rider whose posterior is a pin cushion (tip wear; bit cr) used; Lansing, MI, 1901. E $15 MIN.8
PC-177. Black boy w/harmonica & girl sitting on fence: linen (part lite tone; pen note R) used; Hannibal, MO, 1947. E $8
PC-178. "Convoyed/Wanted-a convoy Only U/will do": printed, boy in sailor suit walking w/girl (lower L tip nick) unused. E $8
PC-179. 4 people in car on lawn: REAL PHOTO (crnr cr; lite spatters in finish) unused AZO. E $8
PC-180. Child w/alphabet blocks on table: REAL PHOTO; unused AZO. E $8
PC-181. "So Near & Yet So Far": signed Wiederseim w/4 children looking at sweets thru window (crs; erased name at B). E $20 MIN.10
PC-182. "Hearty/Christmas Greetings": unsigned Clapsaddle w/girl in white fur hat & coat pulling sled w/gifts; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-183. "A Joyful/Christmas": printed, signed Greiner; teddy bear & 3 children tumbling by wall; Int'l Art Publ. (tip wear) used; Philadelphia, 1907. E $24 MIN.12
PC-184. "Merry Christmas": Santa in light purple hooded coat w/bag of toys (tip crs; bit of offset canx ink) used; 1915. E $24 MIN.12
PC-185. "Merry Christmas": signed Clapsaddle w/child on skates w/oversized letter (edge tears L; edge wear) used; Milwaukee, WI, 1909. E $10 MIN.5
PC-186. "May/you.have/a/Merry/Christmas": signed Clapsaddle w/girl in snow dressed all in fur trimmed white (lower R tip wear) used; New York, 1909. E $20 MIN.10
PC-187. "A Merry/Christmas": signed Clapsaddle; boy pulling sled w/girl & gifts; verse (crnr cr; lite soil; sealed spindle T) unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-188. "A Merry Christmas/Good Luck": angels, bells & 1.25x1.5" 12-pg 1909 calendar applique w/Santa on cover (hole w/ribbon T; ms note B edge) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-189. "Christmas/Greetings": signed Clapsaddle w/girl in fur trimmed hat & coat holding potted poinsettia (lite crs; bit of offset canx ink; sender's note B) used; Oshkosh, WI, 1918. E $12 MIN.6
PC-190. "Christmas/Greetings": signed Clapsaddle w/girl in snowsuit carrying a Christmas dessert (edge wear; lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-191. "A merry/Christmas/to you": signed Clapsaddle w/Santa & toy bag w/doll & teddy bear by fence; unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-192. "Loving/Christmas/Wishes": Santa w/purple hat surrounded by holly (edge wear; stamp gone) used; Rock Island, IL, 1909. E $20 MIN.10
PC-194. "Der Kompagnieschuster' Hiast Maier-Erding": litho, cobbler at work (part lite tone) used. E $12 MIN.6
PC-195. "The 'See' Breezes Are Nice Here!": linen comic; fan dancer w/soldiers & dates; used, 1946. E $12 MIN.6
PC-196. "1953 Corvette 1984 Corvette": chrome; unused. E $8
PC-197. "Le Tango (toute a vous)": signed Sager w/2 dancing couples; unmailed. E $40 MIN.20
PC-198. Lot 4 diff.) "Dansez mes sabots!!": hand-colored REAL PHOTOS showing 2 women, w/1 dressed as man; dancing & other poses; French; unmailed; undiv.backs. MIN.$20
PC-199. Dog sitting on chair on porch: REAL PHOTO (lite crs) unused AZO. E $8
PC-200. Dog standing on hind legs w/boy: REAL PHOTO (crnr cr) used; Rockland, ME, 1907. E $8
PC-201. "To Greet you/on Easter Day": signed Gassaway w/girl in basket looking at rabbit on Tuck Easter card (tip wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-203. "Easter Greetings": 4.75x3.25" unsigned Clapsaddle non-postcard back card w/2 girls holding umbrellas w/rabbits on leashes (message on back). E $12 MIN.6
PC-204. "Easter Greetings": rabbits dressed as humans w/baskets of colored eggs (upper L tip nick; ms note B edge) used; Chi & Carbondale/RPO, 1908. E $15 MIN.8
PC-205. "Easter Happiness/Be Thine": unsigned Clapsaddle w/child in sunsuit & basket of chicks (lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-206. "Loving Easter Wishes": signed Clapsaddle w/Dutch boy & girl in pots of lilies (bit lite tone) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-207. "A Joyous Easter": girl hatching from egg w/daffodils; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-208. "A Happy Easter": signed Clapsaddle w/girl & sprinkling can & verse (stamp gone) used; Riceville, IA, 1917. E $20 MIN.10
PC-209. "To Wish you/a Happy Easter": signed Gassaway w/boy & girl holding basket w/a rabbit on Tuck Easter card; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-210. "With/Easter/Greetings": signed Gassaway w/girls carrying basket of hatching chicks on Tuck Easter card (signature on foot) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-211. "Easter/Happiness/be Thine": unsigned Clapsaddle w/girl putting a hat on a rabbit; unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-212. "A Bright/Easter/To/You": signed Clapsaddle w/girl in long blue dress (tip crs) used; Cedar Rapids, IA, 1917. E $15 MIN.8
PC-213. "A Happy Easter tide": unsigned Clapsaddle w/girl holding small bouquets & boy holding potted lily (upper R tip nib; tip wear; lite cr) used: Muscatine, IA, 1925. E $12 MIN.6
PC-214. Mr. Pat Waters Club My-O-My": chrome, 8 performers most female impersonators (tip cr) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-215. Lot 14) Fire trucks & stations: chrome (some edge wear) unused. E $15 MIN.8
PC-216. Man & woman playing golf at High Hampton in NC w/Rock Mountain in background: chrome; unused. E $6
PC-217. " Gosses D'Alsace": signed Hansi w/boy w/rifle & girl; unused. E $10
PC-218. "A Hallowe'en Greeting": little girl on bespectacled jack-o-lantern, w/black kitten, in oval w/brown border; Jason Frexias design, publ.by John Winsch (tiny nick L) used, ca.1920. E $120 MIN.60
PC-219. "Hallowe'en": 3 bats in night sky; "No.858" at B; publ.F.A.Owen, Dansville, NY (tiny tip wear) overall message on back but unmailed. E $30 MIN.15
PC-220. Brown horse w/bridle: litho, signed Thomas on Tuck Oilette (tip wear) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-221. White horse: litho, signed Thomas on Tuck Oilette (tip wear) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-222. House w/ornate gingerbread: REAL PHOTO (bit cr) unused AZO. E $6
PC-223. "4th/of July/Greeting": printed, text like lightning flashes on cloud of smoke (tip wear) used; Newark, NJ, 1908. E $6
PC-224. "God Jul/Gott Nytt Ar": litho, signed Nystrom w/old man & children walking in the snow by church (tip cr) used; Malmo, Swe, 1959. E $8
PC-225. "The Ancient Order Of The Glass House": signed Goldberg cartoon w/man surrounded by cigarettes smoking w/text advising son not to smoke (tips wear) used; Maple Hill, KS, 1913. E $8
PC-226. "Shay, Old Pal Are You Afraid To Go Home, Too?: signed Wall cartoon w/drunk man talking to cigar store Indian (edge wear; bit lite tone) unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-227. Man w/2 children, fish & net: REAL PHOTO (bit lite soil; tip wear) used; NY & Chi, 1914. E $12 MIN.6
PC-228. "America the Beautiful": chrome, 2 men in their underwear w/arms on shoulder & buttock, looking at large flag; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-229. Moon dressed as human in suit w/walking stick w/verse: (lite tone) used; Ringtown, PA, ca.1915. E $15 MIN.8
PC-230. "January 1": signed Brundage New Year card w/2 children in night clothes looking at clock strike 12 & verse; unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-231. "All Good/Wishes for the/New Year": printed, 2 children w/large morning glory on Tuck Jewish New Year Card w/Hebrew text (tip crs; bit of offset canx ink) used; Oklahoma, OK, 1909. E $10 MIN.5
PC-232. "A Happy New Year": signed Brundage w/Father Time & wide-eyed child (bit lite tone)
PC-233. "Happy New Year": signed Brundage w/Father Time looking at large calendar w/January (tip wear; crnr crs; stamp gone) used; St.Paul/Merriam Pk.Sta., MN, ca.1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-234. "May Welcome warm the heart of time/To speed a glad New Year": signed HBG w/preppy lady dipping punch for Father Time; unused. E $10 MIN.5
PC-235. "His Fathers stronghold": signed Weiss w/Dutch odd-looking boy helping a drunk adult walk (edge wear; part lite tone) unused. E $20
PC-236. "Faithful Companions": signed Drumond Oillette w/Shetland pony & St. Bernard; used; Fitchburg, MA, 1910. E $10 MIN.5
PC-237. "Good Fortunes/As Told By The Lines of the Hand": signed by Lounsbury w/labeled hand & inset of pretty lady & fortune teller (initials in margin) used; Estherville, IA, 1907. E $10 MIN.5
PC-238. Pretty lady in black hat: signed Rappini; used; Field Post Office, 1917. E $12 MIN.6
PC-239. "Cornell": litho, Pretty lady w/pennant (crs; bit of offset canx ink; ms note B edge) used; Aurora, IL, 1906. E $12 MIN.6
PC-240. Pretty lady w/teacup: signed Usabul (2 small tone spots B) unmailed. E $20 MIN.10
PC-241. Pretty lady w/umbrella & verse: signed Shinn (tip wear; crnr cr) used; Churdan, IA, 1911. E $10 MIN.5
PC-242. "Tempting Lips": signed Fisher w/preppy lady wearing feathered hat (bit lite tone; penciled in surface flaw in hat) unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-243. Rabbits dressed as humans at beach: signed Helps; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-244. "Milking Rattlesnake,/Ross Allen's Reptile Institute,/Silver Springs, Fla.": UGLY linen, hand holding snake's fangs over beaker; unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-245. "Ringo Starr/The Beatles": Curteichcolor portrait; unused, [1964]. E $12 MIN.6
PC-246. "I'm Sick & Tired of Washing--From Now On/I'm Sending All My Things To The Laundry": linen, signed Chelmow w/sailor on deck w/bucket & washboard; unused. E $8
PC-247. "Motiv aus der Zeit um 1900": litho, angel & Santa in brown coat looking from train at city below; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-248. "Soldier-We're Thinking of you!This is No Bunk!": linen, comic w/soldier in bed w/smelly feet (bit lite tone) unused. E $8
PC-249. "I Miss My Dear Old Mother-And How!": linen, signed Walt w/soldiers peeling potatoes & darning a sock; used; Cedar Rapids, IA, 1942. E $8
PC-250. "Erin go Bragh": litho, St. Patrick's day card w/crossed flags & shield w/Irish harp (bit edge wear) unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-252. "Wishing you/a happy/St. Patrick's/Day": signed Clapsaddle w/woman in vase of shamrocks (crnr cr; offset canx ink) used; Cleveland, OH, 1911. E $15 MIN.8
PC-253. "Survivors of the Greeley (sic) Arctic Exploring Expedition": litho photo of Greely & 5 others from ill-fated 1884 trip; unused, 1940s?. E $12 MIN.6
PC-254. "Thanksgiving Day/Greetings": signed Brundage w/pilgrim boy sitting on pumpkin (tip wear; tip cr; bit water tone) unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-255. "Thanksgiving Day/Greetings": signed Brundage w/pilgrim girl & bluebirds (part water tone) unmailed. E $12 MIN.6
PC-256. Two women: REAL PHOTO, in women's suits; 1 w/arm around other (couple of surface scratch specks, away from image) unmailed AZO back. E $20
PC-257. "By the Grace of God/Free &/Independent": Uncle Sam writing & watching children by cannon (edge wear; small scuff) used; Orange, NJ, 1907. E $12 MIN.6
PC-258. "St. Valentine Greeting": unsigned Clapsaddle w/boy & girl on bench w/"Ye True Lovers' Singing Book" & verse (crnr crs) unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-259. "To One/I/Love": signed Clapsaddle Valentine w/boy holding heart shaped balloons & verse; unmailed. E $20 MIN.10
PC-260. "Love's/Message": Wolf pub. signed Clapsaddle Valentine w/boy in suit on phone (lite tone) unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-261. "Love's/Greetings": signed Clapsaddle Valentine w/costumed boy in heart & verse (tip cr; tear T) unmailed. E $10 MIN.5
PC-262. "My Heart's Message/to Greet My Valentine": angel in bouquet (tip crs) used; Worth, IL, 1911. E $12 MIN.6
PC-263. "To My Valentine": signed Clapsaddle w/boy & girl kissing & verse; unmailed. E $15 MIN.8
PC-264. "St./Valentine's/Greetings": unsigned Clapsaddle w/child holding heart & verse (crs; tip wear; tone specks) unmailed. E $20 MIN.10
PC-265. "My Heart/is/at/your/Feet/St. Valentines/Greeting": Wolf pub. signed Clapsaddle w/girl in early American dress holding fan; (crnr crs; lite tone) unused. E $20 MIN.10
PC-266. "Honor For Duty Nobly Done": REAL PHOTO, war memorial arch in Kansas (per license plate) (crs) used, ca.1919. E $8
PC-267. Winter scene w/3 children & teddy bear: signed Greiner; Int'l Art Publ. (tip cr) used; Orleans, VT, 1909. E $24 MIN.12
PC-268. "This Kinsey-He Makes/Everything I/Enjoy Illegal,/Immoral Or/Fattening!!": Humor Card cartoon w/2 shapelty women; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-269. Route 66 shield sign: continental; background is Rte.66 post cards inc."Greetings From"; unused. E $8
PC-270. "Crusin' U.S.A.": chrome, couple in convertible w/Route 66 shield; continental; unused. E $8
PC-271. "Fun Times On Route 66!": continental; family in Fairlane convertible driving towards mountains w/Route 66 road sign; unused. E $8
PC-272. "Route 66": continental; larger shield sign surrounded by 8 smaller ones w/state names; unused. E $8
PC-273. "Historic Route 66": continental; overpass on Rte.66, Two Guns, AZ & remains of bldg; unused. E $8
PC-274. "Greetings from/Route 66": continental; smiling family driving in pink convertible; unused. E $8
PC-275. "'Devils Elbow' Cutoff/Route 66/‘America's Mainstreet’/(66th Anniversary)": continental; sports car on road & shield w/Missouri; unused. E $8
PC-276. "Route 66/Mainstreet/Of America": continental; mid 50's Chevrolet w/map, scenery & "Greetings From" series cards; unused. E $8
PC-277. "Weiner Mobile": chrome, man by vehicle w/Route 66; continental; Bixbe, AZ, caption on back; unused. E $8
PC-278. "Refreshing Pause": chrome; cartoon w/Rte.66 sign & couple "relieving" themselves in the desert; unused. E $8
PC-279. "Oklahoma": chrome, map of Rte.66 state & shield; continental; unused. E $8
PC-280. "Here we are ...on/Rte.66": continental; map of route w/insets of 7 sights; unused. E $8
PC-281. "Residence of Myrna Loy, near Beverly Hills, CA": linen, exterior w/inset of actor; unused. E $12 MIN.6
PC-282. "Frank L.Chance": litho; Chicago Cubs 1st baseman/mgr. swinging bat; publ.A.C.Dietsche, Detroit, MI (crs; edge wear) unmailed; from World Series winning year, [©1907]. E $150 MIN.75
PC-283. "John Kling": litho; Chicago Cubs catcher, after throwing ball; publ.A.C.Dietsche, Detroit, MI (edge wear) unmailed; from World Series winning year, [©1907]. E $100 MIN.50
PC-284. "Carl Lundgren": litho; Chicago Cubs pitcher, after throwing ball; publ.A.C.Dietsche, Detroit, MI (cr; edge wear) unmailed; from World Series winning year, [©1907]. E $60 MIN.30
PC-285. "John A.Pfister": litho; Chicago Cubs pitcher, in pitching motion; publ.A.C.Dietsche, Detroit, MI (cr; edge wear) unmailed; from World Series winning year, [©1907]. E $60 MIN.30
PC-286. "Frank M.Schulte": litho; Chicago Cubs right fielder, wearing glove; publ.A.C.Dietsche, Detroit, MI (edge wear) unmailed; from World Series winning year, [©1907]. E $150 MIN.75
PC-288. "The Goblins They will get you, I hope it may be so...": Hallowe'en cartoon drawing; pumpkin-head ghosts chasing boy (offset canx ink at T; dated signature at B) used, 1912. E $20 MIN.10
PC-289. "O, is my true love tall & grand?/O, is my sweetheart bonny?/Hallowe'en": cabbage heads w/faces (nick B) unmailed Int'l Art Publ.. E $20 MIN.10
PC-290. Black family: REAL PHOTO; mother/father standing; boy/girl seated, all dressed for church, all w/hats; studio pose w/curtains & flower basket (crs) "Rensler's, 527 Central Av., Cin(cinnati)" printed in B margin; blank back, ca.1910s?. E $24 MIN.12
PC-291. Black man in suit & tie: REAL PHOTO portrait from chest up, in oval (tiny tear B)
unused AZO, ca.1910s? E $12 MIN.6

PC-292. Black woman in white dress: REAL PHOTO; seated on bench, w/legs cross (pinhole T; nick B; cr) unused AZO; "Lucille Gardner" written on back, ca.1910s? E $12 MIN.6

PC-293. Black woman w/fancy hat: REAL PHOTO; portrait from waist up (lite image; bit cr) unused "SOLIO" back, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-294. Black woman: REAL PHOTO portrait from chest up, in oval; w/short, straightened hair; albino embossed "Evans Studio/Louisville, Ky." at B (bit lite tone; lite cr) unused AZO, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-295. Older black man in suit & tie: REAL PHOTO portrait; w/white hair, big mustache; unused AZO, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-296. Young black boy: REAL PHOTO; seated on chair (bit lite image; bit surface wear T edge) 3x5.5" unused AZO, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-297. Young black man in suit & tie: REAL PHOTO portrait from chest up (crnr cr) unused AZO, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-298. Young black man: REAL PHOTO; studio pose in suit, by short ornate wall; "Rensler's, Cincinnati, O." on back (bit cr) unused AZO, ca.1910s?. E $12 MIN.6

PC-299. Young black woman in white dress: REAL PHOTO; standing, w/flowering plants by house; unused EKC, ca.1940s?. E $15 MIN.8

POLITICAL & INAUGURATIONS

PO-1. Freeport, IL, 1861 (Mar 4), G+ CDS/grid ("186" of year not struck, but canx ties 3c Sc.26, making ID SURE; part ruff slit T) LINCOLN's 1st INAUGURATION DATE on cvr w/enc. (erroneously dated "Feb.2," but belonging to this). GREAT tie-in city: Freeport was site of 2nd Lincoln-Douglas debate. E $700 MIN.350

PO-2. Lansingburg, NY, 1865 (Apr 15), G+ CDS/target (month spotty, but enough for ID; bit trim L) LINCOLN ASSASSINATION DATE; Andrew Johnson inauguration date; on cvr. E $300

PO-3. Castledale, UT, 1901 (Mar 4), G+ CDS/target; McKinley INAUGURATION DATE on cvr. E $20


PO-5. Butte, MT, 1909 (Mar 4), F Amer/B14 (bit lite tone; tip cr; edge wear) Taft INAUGURATION DATE on 2-panel PPC w/donkey on front; flap tied w/ribbon; opens to 13-panel fold-out (1 for message; 12 w/illus.of various donkeys). Also listed in "Miscellaneous" section. E $20 MIN.10

PO-6. Chickasha, OK, 1909 (Mar 4), F duplex (dial bit hi) Taft INAUGURATION date on PPC. E $20

PO-7. Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 5), VG Int'l; 1 day after Taft Inauguration; on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

PO-8. Washington, DC, 1913 (Mar 4), F Int'l; WILSON 1st INAUGURATION DATE on PPC. E $75 MIN.38

PO-9. Washington, DC, 1923 (Aug 20), G+ Int'l (slogan mostly not struck; edge tears T; tip crs; toned; no flap) "The White House/Official Business/Penalty For Private Use $300" engraved cc; 1 DAY BEFORE COOLIDGE's "official" D.C. INAUGURATON DATE; on black-border MOURNING cvr, honoring Pres.Harding. E $75 MIN.38

PO-10. Washington, DC, 1945 (Apr 12), G+ Int'l; date of FDR's death; Truman Inauguration date; FDR portrait & black frame cachet on cvr. E $20

PO-11. Roosevelt, NY, 1945 (Apr 12), VG purple 4-bar; date of FDR's death; Truman Inauguration date; FDR portrait & flag cachet on cvr. E $20

PO-12. Slingerlands, NY, 1945 (Apr 12), G+ machine; date of FDR's death; Truman Inauguration date; FDR portrait photo applique & black frame cachet on cvr. E $20

PO-13. Lot 2) Washington, DC, 1957 (Jan 21), F Univ.w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Ike's 2nd Inauguration date; Artcraft cachets on cvrs: 1 w/3c White House; 1 w/3c Capitol. E $15 MIN.8

PO-14. Washington, DC, 1973 (Jan 20), F Univ.w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Richard M.Nixon INAUGURATION date; Geo.Washington Masonic Stamp Club cachet (photo portrait) at L; Washington, DC/U.S.Postal Service Philatelic Exhibition fancy h/s, Aug 9, 1974; date of his RESIGNATION & Gerald Ford inauguration at lower R; on unaddd. cvr. SCARCE combo. E $24 MIN.12

PO-15. Washington, DC, 1977 (Jan 20), F Univ.w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Walter Mondale photo portrait cachet; Carter/Mondale INAUGURATION date on unaddd. cvr. E $12 MIN.6

PO-16. Venetie, AK, 1960, VF 4-bar; Bureau of Indian Affairs, Venetie Day School typed cc; "Postage & Fees Paid/U.S.Dept.of the Interior" h/s frank on #10 cvr to AK Dept.of Health, Juneau. E $15 MIN.8

PO-17. LaPlata, Argentina, 1983, partial meter; 7 STRIKES of "Las Malvinas Son Argentinas"
boxed h/s ("The Falklands Are Argentine") on air cvr to England, 1 year after Falklands War. E $24
PO-18. Correio Aereo, Brazil, 1943, G+ DCDS (crs) Embassy of the U.S.printed cc w/"Bahia, Brazil" typed below on #10 reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $14
PO-19. Oakland, CA, 1906, VG Int'l (crs) Kaiserlich Deutsches Konsulat header on back; 1c Sc.300 on 1c GPC Sc.UX27 to Germany. E $14
PO-20. Winnipeg, MB, Canada, 1939, F machine on PPC to CCC "Acadia Camp 11054," Hope Valley, RI. E $15 MIN.8
PO-21. Denver, CO, 1908 (Oct 20), G+ Int'l (uneven toned; crs) "For President/W.J.Bryan" illus.campaign label (portrait) tied on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
PO-22. Denver, CO, 1936 (Aug 20), VF Univ.; Colorado Republican State Central Committee, Brown Palace Hotel cc; "Langdon/Know" & illus.GOP elephant in 52mm sunflower; 4c Mesa Verde on #10 cvr w/"Off the Rocks With Landon & Knox" on flap. E $20
PO-23. Granada, CO, 1958, VG duplex; A.L.McDonald, Prowers Co.Comm'r campaign ad w/photo illus.portrait on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
PO-24. Mesa Verde National Park, CO, 1945, VG 4-bar; U.S.Dept.of the Interior/Nat'l Park Service cc; "Travel Strengthens America/Visit Your Nat'l Parks" red text ad at L, mostly BLACKED OUT (probably due to war) on #10 penalty cvr. E $20
PO-26. Washington, DC, 1885, G+ duplex ("TON" not struck; trim R) "Senate Chamber" cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-27. Washington, DC, 1886, G+ duplex (no flap; bit lite tone) "U.S.Senate/Post Office" VG magenta double-oval h/s as "origin" at L on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
PO-29. Washington, DC, 1921 (Jan 4), VG Int'l (inverted strike at B) "The White House" engraved cc on 2.75x4.25" cvr w/engraved card enc.: "The President appreciates your... good wishes", 16 days before end of Wilson's term. E $20
PO-30. Washington, DC, 1941, G+ duplex; Federal Works Agy/Work Projects Admin.cc; 10c special del. on #10 penalty cvr. E $15
PO-31. Washington, DC, 1944, VF Int'l (trim T; bit lite tone) "White House" engraved cc on penalty cvr. E $6
PO-32. Washington, DC, 1947, VG Int'l (bit lite tone) "White House/Official Business" engraved cc on penalty cvr w/engraved letterhead enc., declining request for Pres.Truman's autograph; signed by M.T.Connelly, Sec'y. E $16
PO-33. Washington, DC, 1947, VF Int'l (lite tone) Embajada de Bolivia cc; "Diplomatic Mail/Postal Franchise" h/s frank on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
PO-34. Washington, DC, 1948, G+ Int'l; "White House/Official Business" engraved cc on penalty cvr w/engraved letterhead enc., declining request for Pres.Truman's autograph; signed by M.T.Connelly, Sec'y. E $15
PO-35. Washington, DC, 1953, F Int'l (crs) "Diplomatic Mail/Free" h/s frank on cvr w/"Embajada del Paraguay/Washington, D.C." fancy pictorial double circle h/s on back. E $14
PO-37. Washington, DC, 1960, G+ machine tying 15c+3c Paraguay stamps; USOM Inst.of Inter American Affairs, & U.S.Embassy, Asuncion, Paraguay h/s on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $15
PO-38. Washington, DC, 1970, G+ machine (lower R crnr ruff slt) on 5x7.25" cvr w/enc.: engraved invitation from "The Vice Pres. & Mrs.Agnew..." to ball honoring C.Stanley Blair; w/RSVP card & env. E $30 MIN.15
PO-39. (Washington), DC, 1980s, F mute Bureau precancx; Ronald Reagan cc; Nat'l Republican Congressional Committes return add.on flap; 3.3c violins on unopened #10 window cvr w/encs. E $15 MIN.8
PO-40. (Washington), DC, [1981], G+ meter (trim R) Ronald Reagan/Republican Nat'l Committee cc on #10 window cvr w/encs. E $12 MIN.6
PO-41. Washington, DC, 1981 (Jan 20), VF 4-bar h/s w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Reagan 1st inauguration date; ATA Americana Unit cachet (VP Geo.H.W.Bush photo illus.portrait) on unadd.cvr. E $8
PO-42. Washington, DC, 1985, VF pictorial h/s w/"Inauguration Day" slogan; Don Bloom cachet; artist's portraits of Reagan/Bush on unadd.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

PO-43. (Atlanta), GA, ca.1980s?, (no origin canx, but sprayer bars at B) "Jimmy Carter/Postage & Fees Paid" printed signature frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

PO-44. Macon, GA, ca.1850, G red CDS w/"FREE" h/s (crs; trim R) on SFL (no contents) to Hon.R.S.Baldwin, U.S.Senator, Hartford, CT. E $15 MIN.8

PO-45. Berlin, Germany, 1942, G+ "Ausstellung Das Sowjet-Paradies" anti-Soviet Exhibition pictorial slogan meter; 6pf Hitler on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

PO-46. Chicago, IL, 1898, F Amer/B14(M) (tiny tear R; crnr cr; lite tone) Cook County Treasurer fancy cc on cvr. E $8

PO-47. Chicago, IL, [1942], printed permit on 5.25x8" 64-pg.booklet: "It DID Happen Here" by Benj.Adamowski, campaigning against sitting Congressman Stephen A.Day; inc.chapter on Abusing the Franking Privilege. E $15 MIN.8


PO-49. Baltimore, MD, 1952, VF Int'l 1 (lite tone) Greek-American Republican Club of Maryland cc; 2c Prexie coil on #10 cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15

PO-50. Jacqueline Kennedy: printed signature frank; canxed Boston, MA, 1965, G+ machine; "Mrs.John F.Kennedy" printed on flap on 4.75x5.75" cvr; enc.thank you card for contribution w/JFK Library header & her matching printed signature. E $80 MIN.40

PO-51. Detroit, MI, 1924, VG Int'l 1; James Couzens (U.S.Senator, 1922-36) printed signature frank, w/2c Wash.below; Interstate Commerce Committee cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

PO-52. Rotterdam, Netherlands, 1948, G+ rimless CDS machine w/48 tiny circles killer; "Amer.Counselor, New York" h/s cc; 3c Francis S.Key commem on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

PO-53. East Haverhill, NH, 1901, G+ CDS/target (trim L) "New Hampshire Woman's Christian Temperance Union" cc on cvr. E $14

PO-54. Brooklyn, NY, 1919, F Univ.; Armenian & Syrian Relief cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

PO-55. Lisle, NY, 1938, partial duplex (town mostly off T; lite gum tone) Civilian Conservation Corps, Co.1237, Camp SCS-8, Whiney Point cc on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

PO-56. New York, NY, 1903, G+ Int'l 1; "United States Gov't/The Broadway-Chamber(s) New York/Depascht Age(n)ts" fancy double oval penalty h/s frank (partly off R) on cvr w/engraved "American Embassy, London." on flap. E $40

PO-57. Anna Eleanor Roosevelt: printed signature frank; canxed New York, NY, 1961, G+ Int'l 1 w/"Hire the Handicapped/Its Great Business" slogan; "Mrs.Franklin D.Roosevelt, 55 E.74th St., New York City, N.Y." printed on flap (lap tip off, not affecting) on cvr. NICE combo w/relevant slogan. E $60 MIN.30

PO-58. Cincinnati, OH, ca.1868, F CDS/target (trim L) "Vice Consulat/De France/A Cincinnati." h/s at L; pictorial double-circle h/s (crowned eagle) as b/s; 3c grill on cvr. E $30

PO-59. Lot 2) Marion, OH, 1926-31, VG Int'l 1; 2c Harding perf.10 on cvrs: 1 w/Harding Museum opening day cachet; 1 w/Harding Memorial dedication cachet; also 35x48mm Harding portrait photo. E $24 MIN.12

PO-60. Painesville, OH, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (trim L; cr) large "Gen'l Assembly of Ohio" in white on overall gray lined background; illus.state seal in oval on cvr. E $20

PO-61. Guthrie, OK, 1908, G+ Int'l 1 (lite tone; bit trim L) P.J.Goulding/Senate Chamber cc; state seal illus. on cvr. E $20


PO-63. Harrisburg, PA, [1869], partial CDS/cork (bit trim T; tiny tear T) Office of Sec'y of the Commonwealth header in white on overall lite blue lined background; pen notes on illus.state seal at L; 3c locomotive on cvr. E $20

PO-64. Haverford, PA, 1919, VG duplex; "Free Trade-Peace-Good Will Among Nations." h/s struck at lower L on 1c PSE w/2c +1c Wash.applied as fwd postage at Philadelphia/Chestnut Hill Sta. E $20


PO-66. Salt Lake City, UT, 1899, G+ Pneumatic/J2d5a (tiny tear T) Woman's Republican Club cc on cvr. E $8
PO-67. Salt Lake City, UT, 1901, F Pneumatic/J2d5a; Utah Soc'y/Sons of the Amer.Revolution. 

PO-68. Salt Lake City, UT, 1903, G+ Pneumatic/L2b8a (lite tone speck) Jas.T.Hammond, Sec'y of State cc on cvr. E $8

PO-69. Salt Lake City, UT, 1903, VG Pneumatic/L2b8a (edge tear R) Utah Soc'y/Sons of the Amer.Revolution. sec'y cc on cvr. E $8

PO-70. Caracas, Venezuela, 1939, VG machine (lite tone; edge tears) American Legation/Office of Commercial Attaché cc; "Free Diplomatic Mail/Correspondencia Diplomática/Libre de Porte" h/s frank on #10 cvr to U.S. E $14

PO-71. "The Home vs. the Saloon! / The Issue Defined / 3 Ways to Vote in Ohio": PROHIBITION PARTY 8x16.5" illus.flyer (eagle, flag), ca.1890?, (some separation at folds). E $15

PO-72. Lyndon B.Johnson; printed facsimile signature frank; canxved Washington, DC, 1959, VG Univ. on #10 cvr. E $75 MIN.38

PO-73. Richard Nixon: engraved facsimile signature frank; canxved Washington, DC, 1957, G+ Univ.; "Office of the Vice President" engraved cc on 4.75x7.5" cvr. E $30 MIN.15


RAILWAY POST OFFICES & RELATED (Towle #')s Need the RPO Catalog? We have it!

RR-1. A.Lea & Burl, 1894, G+ 746-E-3 (dial bit hi; ruff R, in stamp) faulty 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6


RR-3. Aberdeen & Miles City, 1914, VF 871-K-6 (uneven toned) Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-4. Aberdeen & S.City, 1910, F 885-F-2 (toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-5. Aberdeen & Sx Cy, 1940, G+ 885-J-1 (dial bit hi) Tr16 on commer.cvr. E $8


RR-7. Alamosa & Durango, 1950, VG+ 955-F-1 Tr215 on cacheted cvr w/enc.Narrow Gauge Motel timetable. E $15 MIN.8


RR-10. Alb & L A WD, 1959, VF 964-J-1 Tr18 on commer.PPC. E $8


RR-12. Albany, Ga/Transf C1k, 1907, G+ 374-A-2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


RR-14. Albq & Williams, 1907, G+ NEW TYPE (near F; lite cr; addressee name mostly erased) Tr7; 1c Smith on PPC. E $20


RR-16. Albq & Los Ang E.D., 1942, G+ 964-G-1 (trim R, in frank; edge tear T) Tr8; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $8

RR-17. Albq & Los Ang E.D., 1943, VG 964-G-1 (bit ruff slit T; lite tone) Tr20; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

RR-18. Albq & Los Ang E.D., 1943, G+ 964-G-1 (dial hi: "OS" partly off) Tr19; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-19. Albq & Los Ang E.D., 1948, G+ 964-G-1 (part on stamp) Tr8; Bond-Gunderson Co., Grants, NM, h/s cc on commer.PSE. E $8

RR-20. Albq & Los Ang W.D., 1945, G+ 964-E-2 (return add.into dial) Tr19; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8

RR-21. Albq & Los Ang W.D., 1945, G+ 964-E-2 Tr7; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-22. Albuquerque & Ashfork, 1912, G+ 964-D-1 (lite tone) Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-23. Albq & Boston, 1906, VG 41O-1 Tr52 on cvr w/enc. E $8

RR-24. Allen & Harris, 1921, G+ 183-E-11 Tr30 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-25. Allen & Harris/Agt, 1886, G+ 183-C-2 (bit ruff trim L; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $15

RR-26. Allen & Phila, 1912, G+ 185-D-1 w/blank Tr slug on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

RR-27. Allentown & Phila, 1902, G+ 185-C-1 (ruff L; lite tone) Tr45 on PPC. E $15

RR-28. Allentown & Phila, 1905, VG 185-C-1 Tr45 on PPC. E $14

RR-29. Alliance & Denver, 1910, G+ 946-C-9 (toned) T303 on PPC. E $8

RR-31. Alton Bay & Merry, 1958, G+ C-13-b w/blank slug for Tr#; STEAMBOAT RPO on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-32. Amar & Lubbock, 1935, VG 489-B-2 (tiny tear T) Tr98; 6c air on 3c #10 PSE. E $8
RR-33. Amar & Tucum, 1946, VG 455-C-1 (tip cr) Tr112 on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-34. Amarillo & Vaughn, 1925, G+ 928-A-1 (R arc lite) Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-35. Antonito & Santa Fe, 1911, VF 961-A-3 "NORTH" on PPC datelined Servillea, NM. E $24 MIN.12
RR-36. Appleton & Milwaukee, 1898, G+ 851-F-1 (lite tone; tip crs; file punch on lower R crnr) Tr10 on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-37. Ashfork & Los Ang/W.D., 1927, G+ 964-P-6 Tr22 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-38. Ashfork & Phoenix, 1908, G+ 967-A-1 (R arc on stamp; "RPO" mostly not struck; tip crs) "NORTH" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-40. Ashfork & Phoenix, 1944, G+ 967-A-2 (near VG+) Tr42 on commer.PPC. E $14
RR-42. Ashfork & Phoenix, 1899, VG+ 967-A-7 (toned; cr) w/"Missent." h/s; as transit on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-43. Asquam Lake, 1920, G+ C-18-a ("LAKE" spotty; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-44. At. & Macon/Agt, 1870s, G+ 352-D-1 (lower R tip nick) on cvr. E $20
RR-45. At. & Macon/Agt, 1870s, F 352-D-1 (lower R tip nick) on cvr. E $20
RR-46. Atchison & Lenora, 1912, VF NEW TYPE; T502 on PPC. E $16
RR-47. Atl & Aug, 1870s, G+ 355-C-1 (bit trim T; bit nick T) on cvr. E $14
RR-48. Atl & N.O.S.D., 1944, G+ 354-N-1 (near VG+) Tr38; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-49. Atlanta & Bruns, 1898, VG 361-B-1 (diai bit hi; bit stutter; lite tone) Tr16 on cvr. E $15
RR-50. Atlanta & Macon/Agt, 1880, G+ 352-C-1 (diai bit hi; tip of "A" off T) on GPC. E $20
RR-51. Atlanta & Macon/Agt, 1870s, G+ 352-C-2 (toned; trim R; edge tear L) Forsyth, GA, att'y cc on cvr. E $20
RR-52. Atlanta, Ga/Tr.Clk Term Sta, 1911, G+ 374-B-2 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-53. Atlanta, Mac & Montg, 1901, F 360-Q-3 (trim L; lite tone) Tr10; Allen House, Americus, GA, fancy ad cc on cvr. E $15
RR-54. Aub & Sayer ("Sayre" MISSPelled), 1947, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr282 on PSE w/enc.note from collector re.error in device & clerk's reply. E $16
RR-55. Aub & Sayre/Agt, 1881, G+ 134-B-1 (tip cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-56. Auburn & Sayre, 1920, G+ 134-C-1 Tr284; 1c Wash.offset on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-57. Auburn & Sayre, 1944, G+ 134-C-2 Tr283 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-58. Aug & Macon/Agt, [1877], G+ 353-B-1 (lite tone) on GPC. E $20
RR-59. Augusta & Atlanta, 1945, VG 355-E-13 (bit cr; edge tears) Tr1; "100th Anniv.of 1st Georgia RR train..." cachet on cvr. E $6
RR-60. Augusta & Atlanta, 1900, G+ NEW TYPE (bit ruff R) 2c brown (maybe not orig.stamp?) on cvr. E $8
RR-61. Augusta & Madison, 1944, VG+ 349-C-1 (lite tone) Tr5 on cvr w/pictorial "cachet" applique at L. E $12 MIN.6
RR-62. Aurora & Sargent, ca.1910, F 947.2-B-1 (lower R tip nick) w/blank slug for year; Tr52 on PPC. E $14
RR-63. Bad Axe & Saginaw, 1915, VF 639-E-1 (lite tone) Tr44 on PPC. E $15
RR-64. Rec'd Bait Md Via Elmira & Bait, 1904, G+ DCDS (UNLISTED type; bit ruff slt T) Tr18; as recd b/s on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-65. Bait & Bris E.Div, 1887, G+ 275-D-1 (part lite tone; trim R) S.F.Spilman Dry Goods, Luray, VA, ad cc on cvr. E $14
RR-67. Bait & Cumberland, 1939, VF 275-F-1 (toned) Tr5 on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-68. Bait & Elkins, 1908, G+ 275-I-2 (part on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $14
RR-69. Bait & Elkins, 1911, F+ 275-I-2 Tr2 on PPC. E $15
RR-70. Bait & Fred, 1899, G+ G-15-d ("RPO" mostly not struck; trim L; lite tone) STEAMBOAT RPO on PSE. E $24 MIN.12
RR-71. Balt & Hag, 1954, G+ 275-J-1 Tr3 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-73. Balt & Highfield, 1904, G+ 236-C-1 Tr19 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-74. Balt & Highfield, 1906, VG 236-C-1 Tr45 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-75. Balt & Highfield, 1909, G+ 236-C-1 (toned; lower L tip nib) Tr43 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-76. Balt & Highfield, 1921, G+ 236-C-3 Tr46 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-77. Balt & Highfield, 1929, G+ 236-C-5 Tr44 on reg.disp.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-78. Balt & Norfolk/Agt, [1881], G+ G-20-f (LITE strike; addressee's long pencil note, partly in dial) STEAMBOAT act.; Hygeia Hotel, Old Point Comfort, VA, header on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-79. Balt & Pittsburgh, 1889, G+ NEW TYPE (near VG+) Tr6; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $14
RR-80. Balt. & Wmsport, 1886, G+ 275-B-2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-81. Baltimore, Md/Trans Office, 1945, VG 277-D-4 (bit o/s) on cvr. E $8
RR-82. Rec'd Balto Md Via Elmira & Balto, 1902, G+ 193-RA-1 (part spotty) Tr18; as recd b/s on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-83. Rec'd Balto Md Via Elmira & Balto, 1906, G+ 193-RA-1 Tr4; as recd on GPC. E $14
RR-84. Balto & Pitts, 1902, G+ 274-N-1 (near F; part ruff trim L) Tr5 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-85. Balto & Wms.Port/Agt, [1881], G+ 275-P-1; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $80
RR-86. Balto & Wms.port/Agt, 1870s, G+ 275-P-2 w/plain slug for year (dial bit hi; trim L) on cvr w/enc.1st Nat'l Bank of Westminster form. E $75
RR-88. Union Sta./Balto, Md/Tran Clk, 1907, G+ 277-D-2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-89. Union Ava./Balto, Md/Tran Clk, 1913, VG+ 277-D-2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-92. Bay City & Det/Agt, [1881], VG+ 628-A-1 (crs) on GPC. E $20
RR-93. Bay City, Ply & Det, 1905, G+ 618-Z-1 (lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-94. Beards & Flora/Agt, 1884, G+ 718-D-1 (sealed spindle) on GPC. E $20
RR-95. Beards & Shaw, 1941, F 718-G-2 Tr40 on GPC. E $5
RR-96. Beardstown & Herrin, 1939, F 732-F-1 Tr12; lc Navy on 3x5" card. E $5
RR-97. Beardstown & Shaw, ca.1912, G+ 718-L-1 (year not struck; o/w F+) Tr130 on PPC. E $14
RR-98. Beau & Somerville, 1907, VG 491-A-1 (part on stamp; bit cr) T218 on PPC. E $15
RR-100. Belle & Wichita/HPO, 1959, VF duplex; Trip 2 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-102. Belv & Phila, 1895, G+ 242-D-2 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-103. Belv & Phila/Agt, 1870s, VG+ 242-B-2 (part lite tone; upper R tip nick) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-106. Benson & Huron, 1910, G+ 878.2-A-2 "WEST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-108. Beth & Phila, 1953, VF 182-E-3 (bit cr) Tr358; Call-Chronicle Newspapers, Inc., Allentown, PA, cc on #10 cvr to "R.R.Sta.Beth.Via Tr.358/Via Morning Call Truck Run". E $16
RR-109. Beth & Phila, 1960, VF 183-E-3 Tr373; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-110. Beth & Phila, 1906, VG NEW TYPE (lite tone) T318 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-111. Beth & Phila/Agt, 1880s, G+ 182-D-1 (part ruff trim L; part liquid toned; R tip nib; tiny tears T) Philadelphia & Reading RR cc on cvr. E $14
RR-112. Bethlehem & Phila, 1906, G+ NEW TYPE (L arc partial but ID sure; lite tone; ruff L; edge tears T) Tr301 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-113. Billings & Denver/N.D., 1922, G+ 951-F-1 (upper R tip nick; tip cr) Tr29 on PPC. E $8
RR-114. Billings & Red Lodge, 1906, F 891.4-A-2 (dial bit hi; T edge crs) "NORTH" on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-115. Billings & Virden, 1913, VG 891.5-D-1 (dial hi: "GS & " partly off; tip crs) Tr44 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-116. Bing & N.Y., 1886, G+ 170-O-3; CATALOG COPY (catalog year in error) on GPC. E $20
RR-117. Bingham Lake & Currie, 1916, VG 870-F-1 (lite tone) Tr60 on PC. E $24

MIN.6
RR-120. Bl. & Mex, 1870s, G+ magenta 706-C-1 (trim R) on cvr. E $20

RR-121. Blaine & Seattle, 1943, G+ 903-A-7 (near VG; part lite tone) T358 on PSE. E $6
RR-122. Bos, Prov & N.Y./TBB, 1883, VF 70-N-2 Wesson type (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $15

MIN.8
RR-123. Bos, Sp'g'fd & N.Y., [1880], G+ 80-E-2 w/neg."E" in cork killer (trim R) on cvr. E $12

MIN.6
RR-124. Bos, Troy & Albany, 1916, G+ 51-T-2 Tr9 on PPC. E $8
RR-125. Bost & Albany, 1885, G+ 53-D-1 w/neg."W" in cork rectangle w/bars above & below (dia
dbit hi; toned) on cvr. E $12

MIN.6
RR-126. Boston & So Vernon, 1915, VG 29-H-2 (near F+; slight o/s; lite tone) Tr61 on PPC. E $14
RR-127. Bound Brook & Phila, 1915, VG 255-B-3 T559; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $15

RR-128. Bound Brook & Phila, 1910, G+ NEW TYPE (part on stamp) T565 on PPC. E $14

RR-130. Branch & Augusta, 1934, G+ 336-AC-2 Tr17 on commer.PPC. E $12

MIN.6
RR-132. Bris & Chat, 1957, G+ 500-D-2 Tr18 on commer.PPC. E $6

RR-134. Bris & Sioux Falls, 1911, F 886-I-1 Tr102 on PPC. E $16
RR-135. Bristol & Chatt, 1908, VF 500-L-10 Tr41 on PPC. E $10
RR-136. Bristol & Chatt, 1908, VG+ 500-L-10 Tr36 on PPC. E $8
RR-137. Bristol & Chatt, 1913, VG+ 500-L-11 (lite tone) Tr25 on PPC. E $8

RR-138. Bristol & Chatt, 1908, G+ 500-L-6 (tiny tear T) Tr41 on cvr. E $12

MIN.6

MIN.8

MIN.6
RR-141. Brownwood & Clovis, 1932, G+ 484-C-1 "SOUTH" on commer.cvr. E $12

MIN.6
RR-142. Bucksport, Me. & Portland, Me./HPO/First Trip, 1959, F CDS w/bit spotty pictorial
killer on cvr. E $8

RR-143. Buff & Cin, 1903, G+ 555-E-1 (lite tone) Tr25 on PSE. E $12

MIN.6
RR-144. Buff & Cin, 1905, G+ 555-E-2 (dial bit hi: tip of "F" off) Tr1 on PPC. E $12

RR-145. Buff & Tol, 1870s, G+ black 115-T-1 (trim R; bit lite tone) Tr37 on PSE. E $14
RR-146. Buff & Tol, [1878], G+ blue 115-T-1 (bit ruff L) Tr6 on cvr. E $14

RR-147. Buffallo & Brad, 1907, G+ 144-C-1 (bit dial hi: tip of "L" off; crnr cr) Tr3 on PPC.

E $14
RR-148. Buffallo & Brad, 1908, G+ 144-C-1 (lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $15
RR-149. Buffallo & Erie/R.R., 1850s, G+ 115-D-2 (upper L crnr slight water tone) 3c imperf on
cvr. E $200

RR-150. Buffallo & Galeton, 1914, G+ 153-F-1 (part on stamp; toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $24
RR-151. Buffallo & Galeton, 1908, G+ 153-F-2 (lite tone) T342 on PPC. E $15
RR-152. Buffallo & Harrisburg, 1911, G+ 146-F-1 (lite tone) Tr56 on PPC. E $12

MIN.6
RR-153. Burl & Carrollton, 1910, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone; crnr cr) Tr7 on PPC. E $12

MIN.6
RR-154. Burl & LaClede/Agt, [1884], G+ 750-B-1 w/circle of wedges killer (LITE strike) on GPC.

E $15
RR-155. Burl & Oskaloosa, 1914, VF 774-B-1 Tr4 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12

MIN.6
RR-156. Burl & St.Louis, 1932, VG 752-B-15 (crs) Tr44 on commer.window cvr. E $8
RR-157. Burl & St.Louis, 1966, VF 752-B-6 Tr15 on PSE. E $6
RR-158. Burlington & St.Louis, 1923, G+ 752-F-1 Tr15 on cvr. E $12

MIN.6
RR-161. Butler & Freeport, 1907, G+ 221-B-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $16

MIN.6
RR-163. Butte & S.L.City/S.D., 1921, G+ 890-K-1 (tip crs) Tr29 on PPC. E $12

MIN.6
RR-164. Butte & Salt Lake City, 1924, F 890-P-2 Tr30 on PPC datelined Dillon, MT. E $12

MIN.6
RR-165. Cab & Ameagle, 1945, G+ 287-B-1 T114 on commer.cvr. E $15
RR-166. Cairo & Birmingham, 1911, G+ 514-E-1 Tr9 on PSE. E $20
RR-167. Cairo & N.O./N.Div, 1890s, G+ 421-J-2 (lite tone; ruff trim R) on PSE. E $8
RR-169. Calumet & Milwaukee, 1960, G+ 638-D-1 (part on stamp) Tr9; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-170. Cam & Leavenworth, 1910, G+ 755-Z-1 (part on stamp; bit lite tone) T507 on PPC. E $16
RR-171. Camack & Macon ("CAMAK" MISSPELLED), 1892, G+ 363-C-1 (date lite; sealed spindle) on GPC. E $15
RR-172. Cape G. & Pocahontas, 1911, VG 458-U-1 T815 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-174. Carb & Wilkes, 1940, F 177-G-1 Tr505 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-175. Carb & Wilkes, 1941, F 177-G-2 Tr501; CATALOG COPY on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-176. Carbon & W.Barre, 1921, G+ 177-N-1 Tr501; CATALOG COPY on commer.cvr. E $16
RR-177. Carlisle & Gettys, [1891], G+ 210-A-1 (upper R crnr ruff, well in stamp; upper L tip nick) on cvr w/enc. E $14
RR-178. Carlisle & Gettys, [1897], G+ 210-A-2 (dial bit hi; trim L about 1.75") on cvr. E $15
RR-179. Carlisle & Gettys, 1897, G+ 210-A-3 (trim L about 1.5") on cvr. E $14
RR-181. Carters & Stockton, 1900, G+ 989-A-1 (bit o/s) as fwd w/"MISSENT" h/s on GPC. E $24
RR-182. Catawissa R.R.Co./Barnesville, 1865, G+ CDS (UNLISTED; T arc partial; address partly into dial; trim R) on cvr w/enc. : "Whitfield is the Principal in the Seminary at Catawissa... George is Fireman on the passenger train from Mauch Chunk to Easton..." E $90
RR-183. Catawissa R.R.Co./Rupert, 1865, G+ 192-S-1 ("R" not struck; L rim partly off; part lite tone; bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $70
RR-186. Center Barn & Manch, 1909, G+ 27-F-1 (near VF) T380 on PPC. E $16
RR-187. Centrla & So.Bend, 1946, F 901.3-C-1 Tr594 on PSE. E $8
RR-188. Chamb & Rapid City, 1911, G+ 761-AD-3 (part on stamp) Tr4 on PPC datelined Murdo, SD. E $12 MIN.6
RR-189. Chamb & Rich Furn, 1912, G+ 209-H-1 (near F; lite tone) Tr64 on PPC. E $16
RR-190. Chanute & Madison, 1911, G+ 909-L-1 "EAST" on PPC. E $24
RR-191. Char, Bethany & St.J., 1915, G+ 776-G-1 T112 on PPC. E $15
RR-195. Chatt & Meridian, 1917, G+ 400-D-5 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-197. Chatt & N.O.S.D., 1936, G+ 400-Q-1 Tr42 on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-198. Chebequy & Bay City, 1936, VG+ 643-F-1 (slit 3 sides) Tr12 on PSE. E $8
RR-200. Chi & Carbondale, 1914, G+ 708-P-10 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr21 on PPC. E $6
RR-201. Chi & Carbondale, 1917, G+ 708-P-10 (trim R) Tr21; W.Y.Harvey, Hardware, Manteno, IL, cc; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-203. Chi & Cin, 1961, G+ 653-J-11 (near VG+) Tr303; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Denmark. E $8
RR-205. Chi & Danville, 1911, VG 667-G-2 Tr20 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-207. Chi & Ft Dodge, 1969, F+ 723-B-1 Tr12 on cvr. E $6
RR-209. Chi & K.C., 1947, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone) Tr56 on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-210. Chi & Kan City/E.D., 1910, VG 695-H-1 Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-213. Chi & Minn, 1908, VG 837-I-9 (bit stutter; bit ruff slit T) Tr58 on 5c PSE to Holland. E $12 MIN.6
RR-214. Chi & Minn/W.F.Marquardt, Portage, Wis., 1937, G+ purple clerk's DCDS; Tr56; as transit b/s; on air/special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-215. Chi & Mpls, 1908, G+ 837-W-1 (upper R on stamp; uneven slit upper R) Tr58 on 5c PSE to Holland. E $8
RR-216. Chi & Mpls, 1960, VG 837-T-3 Tr58; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-217. Chi & Mpls/W.E.R.Nanusa, 1934 (Dec 25), VG+ clerk's double oval; A.M.F.Chicago/L.D.Schellie G+ magenta clerk's CDS; both as transit b/s; on air/special del.cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-218. Chi & Omaha, 1938, G+ 691-Z-5 (slight trim T) Tr21; Chi & NW Ry.cc; 3c Prexie w/"C(NW)" perfin on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-219. Chi & Owen, 1939, VG 844-G-1 Tr18 on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-220. Chi & Owen, 1950, F+ 844-G-1 (slight stutter; bit trim L) Tr2 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-221. Chi & Peoria, 1934, G+ 703-E-2 (bit trim T; tear B) Tr230-6 on cvr. E $6
RR-222. Chi & St.Louis, 1966, G+ 705-F-4 (part on stamp) Tr6 on PSE. E $6
RR-223. Chi & St.Louis, 1967, VG 705-F-4 Tr1 on cvr. E $5
RR-224. Chi & St.Louis, 1968, VG 705-F-4 Tr5 on cvr. E $5
RR-225. Chi & St.Louis, 1907, F 705-F-5 (tear B) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-226. Chi & St.Louis, 1909, G+ 705-F-7 (near F) Tr5 on PPC. E $6
RR-227. Chi & St.Louis, 1917, G+ NEW TYPE (dialed bit hi) Tr22 on PPC. E $6
RR-228. Chi & St.Paul, 1942, G+ 838-L-8 (stump fault) Tr508; censor tape at L on air cvr to Alaska. E $12 MIN.6
RR-229. Chi, Aur & Rockford, 1911, VG 730-E-1 (bit heavy inked; edge tear B) Tr42 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-231. Chi, Ft.Mad & K.C., 1933, G+ 722-F-6 (dialed bit hi; lite tone) Tr9 on cvr. E $8
RR-232. Chi, Gil & St.L., 1966, VG 719-D-1 Tr22 on PSE. E $8
RR-233. Chi, Rich & Cin, 1961, F NEW TYPE; Tr71; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-234. Chi, Sav & Mpls, 1960, F 730-H-1 w/o "RPO"; Tr24; printed matter rate on 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-235. Chi, Spgf & St.L, 1938, VG 705-P-2 (bit trim 3 sides; blue pencil "2 00" on ad) Tr5; Ft.Dearborn Hotel illus.ad on cvr. E $8
RR-237. Chi, W.Lib & Om E.D., 1943, G+ 702-X-5 Tr23; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-238. Chicago Railroad Fair, 1948, F 745-D-3 (bit dialed bit hi; bit ruff slit L) "Closing Day" cachet on cvr w/Burlington Route Twin Zephyrs illus.pamphlet enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-239. Chicago & Algonia, 1933, G+ 753-L-2 Tr22 on commer.cvr. E $6
RR-240. Chicago & Duluth, 1898, G+ 860-B-1 (addressee's & sender's names erased) "SOUTH" on 5c PSE to Holland. E $8
RR-241. Chicago & Marion, 1915, VG NEW TYPE; Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-242. Chicago & Omaha, 1968, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr3 on unadd.cached cvr. E $8
RR-243. Chicago & Omaha E.D., 1933, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr14; A.C.Morris Cattle Co., Dixon, IL, on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-244. Cin & Atl N.D., 1939, G+ 522-E-1 (part on stamp; part lite tone; L edge crs) on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-245. Cin & Chatt, 1908, VG 528-F-13 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-246. Cin & Chatt, 1949, VG 528-F-6 Tr16; Caney Creek Sand & Gravel, Rockwood, TN, cc on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-247. Cin & Chatt, 1962, VG 528-F-6 Tr1 on GPC. E $6
RR-248. Cin & Jackson N.D., 1936, VG 528-H-1 Tr43 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-249. Cin & Jackson N.D., 1939, VG+ 528-H-1 Tr43 on cvr. E $8
RR-252. Cin & Nash, 1918, G+ 525-G-10 (mostly on stamp, but shows OK; crnr crs) Tr8 on PPC. E
$5
RR-253. Cin & Nash, 1950, G+ 525-G-2 Tr1; "100th Anniv.of the Old Reliable/L & N" illus.cachet on cvr. E $6
RR-254. Cin & Nash, 1961, VG 525-G-3 Tr99; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-256. Cin & Nash, 1968, G+ 525-G-3 Tr1 on cacheted cvr. E $5
RR-258. Cin & Nash, 1910, G+ 525-G-5 Tr4 on PPC. E $6
RR-259. Cin & Nash, 1912, VG+ 525-G-8 (bit lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $8
RR-260. Cin & Nash, 1923, VG 525-G-8 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-261. Cin & Nash, 1918, G+ NEW TYPE (toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-262. Cin & Nash/Day, 1887, G+ 525-D-1 (lite tone) on GPC. E $15
RR-263. Cin & St.Louis, 1907, G+ 650-B-10 (tip crs) Tr12 on PPC. E $6
RR-264. Rec'd.Cin.O.Via Cin & St.L.RPO, 1905, G+ NEW TYPE; as 650-RE-1, but wider spacing (crs; lite tone; addressee name erased) Tr12; as recd on PPC. E $16
RR-265. Cincinnati, Ohio/Trans Clk, 1942, G+ 602-C-2; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-266. Clar & Bos/S.R., 1910, G+ 26-K-1 (near F; crnr cr) T403 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-267. Clarks, Leland & Jack/HPO, 1960, VF 4-bar; Tr4 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-268. Cleve & Cin, 1908, VF 555-H-12 Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-269. Cleve & Pitts, 1942, G+ 554-I-5 (tip cr) Tr301 on cvr. E $8
RR-270. Cleve & St.L., 1966, VG 556-N-6 Tr16 on PSE. E $6
RR-271. Cleve & St.Louis, 1933, VG 556-K-13 Tr1 on commer.PSE. E $8
RR-272. Cleve, Hud & Col, 1907, G+ 573-H-1 (part o/s) T509 on PPC. E $15
RR-273. Cleve, Ygs & Pitts, 1917, VG 558-O-1 (tip crs; tiny tear T) Tr24 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-274. Cleve, Young & Pitts, 1905, VG+ 558-N-1 Tr20 on cvr to Germany. E $16
RR-276. Col & Charleston/Agt, ca.1880s, VG 336-K-1 (part lite tone) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-277. Col & Green/HPO, 1963, G+ duplex (killer off edge) Trip 1 on reg.rect.card. E $16
RR-278. Col & Green/HPO, 1963, VG duplex; Trip 1 on reg.rect.card. E $20
RR-279. Col & Norfolk/W.D., 1907, G+ 574-F-3 (lite tone) Tr15; Hotel Moose, Williamson, WV; fancy ad cc on cvr. E $14
RR-280. Col & Perryv, 1894, F 205-I-1 (bit ruff lower R; several pencil notes) on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $16
RR-281. Colo Spgs, Div & C.Creek, 1909, G+ 956-E-2 ("RPO" mostly not struck) "EAST" on PPC. E $20
RR-283. Cols & Norfolk E.D., 1961, F 311-T-2 Tr3; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-284. Cols & Norfolk W.D., 1961, VG 574-G-4 Tr26; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-286. Columbia & Perry, 1930, F 205-D-1 (staple holes B) Tr"5010" on commer.cvr. E $14
RR-288. Columbia & Perryv, 1910, G+ 205-L-1 (R arc & part of date on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-289. Columbus & Albion, 1911, G+ 938-H-1 w/partial "SOUTH" slug on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-290. Concord & Herrin, 1911, F 732-H-1 (toned) Tr47 on PPC. E $20
RR-291. Concord & Herrin, 1912, G+ 732-H-1 Tr48 on GPC. E $14
RR-294. Conn & Grafton, 1943, VF 289-B-1 (dial bit hi) Tr66 on GPC. E $14
RR-295. Council Bluffs, Iowa/Term.Sec., 1966, VF UNLISTED CDS; Tr3 on unadd.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-296. Covington & Gordon, 1900, G+ 362-B-1 (ink spots at upper R & by address; trim L) Tr28 on PSE. E $14
RR-297. Covington & Gordon, 1908, G+ 362-B-2 (trim R) Tr19 on cvr. E $14
RR-298. Cres & St.Joe, 1891, G+ 749-D-1 (part on stamp) Tr18; 1st Nat'l Bank, Creston, IA, on PSE. E $16
RR-299. Crest & St.Joe, 1908, VG+ 749-E-3 (tip cr) Tr31 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-300. Creston & St.Joseph, [1907], G+ 749-G-4 (near F+; dial bit hi; lite tone; crnr crs) Tr30 on PPC. E $15
RR-301. Creston & St.Joseph, ca.1908, G+ 749-G-4 (lite tone) Tr31 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-302. Cumb. Valley/Bedington, 1876, G 209-S-1 (WEAK strike; trim R, well into stamp; part lite tone; upper R tip ruff; AS IS) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-303. Cumberland, Md/Trans Clk, 1911, VG 277-E-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-304. Henryville/D.L. & W.R.R. (Delaware, Lackawanna & Western), 1868, G+ blue double oval (UNLISTED; part lite tone; edge tear R; R flap off) bit faulty 3c grill on 4.25x2" cvr. E $60
RR-305. Dansv & Buff, ca.1889, G+ 141-A-3 ("SV &" weak; part ruff trim R to stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $8
RR-306. Danville & Stuart, 1924, G+ 308-B-1 ("T" & "RPO" not struck; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-307. Danville & Thebes, 1910, G+ 689-C-7 (toned) Tr102 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-308. Dav & C.Bluffs, 1870s, G+ 702-L-1 (L & R frame scuffs; uneven toned back) Shaver & Dows Crackers, Cedar Rapids, IA, salesmen's notice on back of GPC Sc.UX3. E $15
RR-309. Decorah & C.Rapids, 1908, G+ 747-C-1 (crs; small sealed spindle) T411 on PPC. E $6
RR-311. Delaware/R.R., 1870s, G+ 260-A-3 w/dateless dial (slight ruff trim R; lite tone) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-312. Den & Sil Plume, 1907, F 952-E-1 (stamp toned) Tr52 on LEATHER PPC. E $20
RR-313. Den & Steamboat Spgs, 1909, VG+ 962.2-D-1 "EAST" on PPC. E $20
RR-314. Denver & Craig, 1920, G+ 962.2-B-1 Tr21 on PPC. E $14
RR-316. Denver & Grand Jct/E.D., 1922, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr4 on PPC. E $20
RR-317. Denver & LaJunta, 1951, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr1-102 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-318. Des M. & Keokuk/Agt, [1885], G+ 757-D-1 (bit ruff trim R; edge tear R; lite tone) on cvr w/enc. E $40
RR-319. Des Moines & Cainsv, 1907, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone; upper L crnr tear; add.bit smear) Tr4 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-320. Des Moines & Wint, 1901, G+ 781-C-1 (lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-321. Det & Cin, 1961, G+ 616-D-3 (near VG+) Tr54; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-322. Det & Ft.Wayne, 1948, G+ 607-B-1 Tr8 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-323. Det & Gd.Haven, 1908, G+ 611-J-2 Tr19 on PPC. E $8
RR-324. Det & Gd.Rap, [1884], G+ 619-C-1 (trim R) CATALOG COPY on cvr. E $14
RR-325. Det & Gd.Rap, [1886], G+ 619-D-1 rimless CDS ("RPO" not struck; ruff R to stamp; lite tone) on PSE. E $15
RR-326. Det & Gd.Rap, ca.1890, G+ 619-D-1 rimless CDS ("D" & "R" not struck) on PSE. E $15
RR-327. Det & Grand Rapids, 1896, G+ NEW TYPE (trim R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-328. Det & Gd.Rap, [1904], G+ 619-N-3 (tip crs) CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $14
RR-330. Det & St L, 1966, G+ 607-D-2 Tr4 on PSE. E $6
RR-331. Det & St.Louis, 1915, VG 607-C-2 (toned) Tr9 on PPC. E $8
RR-332. Det & Tol/N.L., 1890, G+ 615-E-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-333. Det, 3 Riv & Chi, 1889, VG NEW TYPE (edge tear T) on cvr. E $15
RR-334. Det, Durand & Grand Rap, 1925, G+ 611-F-1 (dial hi: " & GR" partly off) Tr54 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-335. Det, Gd.L. & Gd.Raps, 1893, G+ 622-N-1 Tr2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-337. Det, Gd.Ledge & Gd.Raps, 1900, G+ 622-AB-1 (heavy crs) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-338. Detroit & Algonac/Rural Fre(e Delivery)/Ser(vice)/S/Steamboat, 1906, G+ Q-3-d (part spotty; part o/s; lite tone) on PPC. E $20
RR-339. Detroit & Ironston, 1932, G+ 642-D-2 (tear L) Tr2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-340. Dodge & Trinidad, 1925, G+ 911-T-1 Tr8 on Fred Harvey PPC. E $6
RR-341. Downing & Lancas, 1906, VF 187-C-1 T453 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-342. Downing & Lancas, 1906, G+ 187-C-1 T454 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-343. Downing & Lancas, 1910, F 187-C-1 T450 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-344. Downing & Lancas, 1914, G+ 187-C-1 (lite tone) T459 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-345. Downing & Lancas, 1917, G+ 187-C-1 (part on stamp; tear T; upper R crnr slit) Tr"5553";
   J.M.Kurtz Farm Machines, Honey Brook, PA, fancy cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-347. Dul & Grand Forks, 1909, G+ 878.6-A-1 Tr33 on PPC. E $8
RR-348. Dunk & Titus, 1926, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr4 on PPC w/2nd strike in message area above sender's
   initials, apparently as clerk's "return add." E $15
RR-349. Dunk & Titus/(Agt), 1870s, G+ blue 149-C-1 (B arc not struck; trim L) on cvr. E $12
   MIN.6
RR-350. Dunkirk & Titusville, 1908, G+ 149-D-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-351. Dwight & Peoria, 1909, G+ 707-B-1 Tr63 on PPC. E $8
RR-352. E.Strouds & Phila, 1911, F 242-F-1 T577 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-353. Easton & Hazleton, [1905], G+ purple 180-O-1 w/blank slug for year (bit smear) on PPC.
   E $15
RR-354. Easton & Hazleton, 1907, VG 180-O-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-355. Edgeley & Aberdeen, 1909, G+ 885-O-1 (tip crs; part lite soiled) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-356. El Paso, Tex/Trans Clerk, 1907, G+ 497-E-1 (lite tone; crs) on PPC. E $8
RR-357. El Paso, Tex/Trans Clerk, 1909, G+ 497-E-1 (lite crs) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-358. El Paso, Tex/Trans Clerk, 1913, G+ 497-E-1 (lite tone) on PPC dated linen Lordsburg, NM.
   E $12 MIN.6
RR-359. El Reno, Okla/Trans Clk, 1912, G+ 927-C-2 w/blank slug for time (part on stamp; lite
tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-360. Eldo & Winnfield, 1909, G+ 460-A-1 (upper R arc on 10c stamp; toned; ruff R in 2c
   stamp, in portrait) bit faulty 10c green special del.Sc.E7 & damaged 2c Wash. on cvr. E $40
RR-361. Elk & Charleston, 1908, G+ 286-B-1 (upper R arc spotty) Tr1 on PPC. E $14
RR-362. Elkton & Mt.Solon, 1933, G+ 318.1-B-1 (R arc spotty, on stamp; toned; stamp fault) Tr3
   on commer.PPC. E $15
RR-363. L.M.Agt Elmira, NY, 1887, G+ 150-G-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-364. Em Gr & Getty's/Agt, 1884, G+ 236-B-1 (lower R tip slt) on PSE. E $20
RR-365. Em Gr & Getty's/Agt, 1884, G+ 236-B-1 (trim R) on cvr. E $16
RR-367. Enid & Waurika, 1912, VF 931.1-C-1 (tip cr) T703 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-368. Enid & Waurika, 1917, VF 931.1-C-2 (killer partly off T; lite tone) T704 on PPC. E $12
RR-369. Erie & Butler, [1931], VF 231-B-1 w/dateless dial on cvr w/Erie, But & Pitts G+ 231-F-4
   Tr18 as b/s. E $15
RR-370. Erie & Greenville, 1946, VG 231-C-1 Tr13 on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-371. Erie & Pitts/Agt, 1880s, G+ 223-B-1 (nick R) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-372. Erie & Pittsburg, 1907, G+ 223-C-3 ("RPO" mostly not struck; lite tone) T216; CATALOG
   COPY on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-373. Erie, But & Pitts, 1913, F+ NEW TYPE; Tr14 on PPC. E $14
RR-374. Erie, Butler & Pitts, 1898, VG 231-A-1 on GPC. E $14
RR-375. Erie, Butler & Pitts, 1912, G+ 231-A-4 (lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-376. Trans Clk Erie, Pa, 1927, VG+ 234-E-4; N.Y.Central logo cc; 2c Wash.w/inverted "NYC"
   perf on cvr. E $15
RR-377. Trans Clk RMS Erie/Pa, 1909, F 237-E-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-378. F.Hav. & Sayre/Agt, 1870s, G+ 134-A-2 (near F; upper R tip nick) on cvr. E $20
RR-379. Farley & Ced Rap, 1894 (Jan 1), G+ 758-D-1 (dia! bit hi; lite tone; upper L tip ruff;
   tear T) "WEST" on cvr. E $20
RR-380. Fernan & Tampa, 1907, G+ 380-H-1 (toned) Tr34 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-381. Florence & Ark City, 1909, VG 919-C-1 (bit lite tone) T313 on PPC. E $8
RR-382. Florence & Ark City, 1908, G+ 919-C-4 (dia! bit hi; crs; lite tone) "SOUTH" on PPC. E
   $8
RR-383. Florence & Ellinwood, 1916, G+ 918.1-B-1 T335 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-384. Fox Lake & E.Grove, 1946, F 796-N-1 Tr24 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR-385.</td>
<td>Foxburg &amp; Butler, 1903, G+ 229-C-1 (bit ruff trim L) on cvr.</td>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-386.</td>
<td>Foxburg &amp; Butler, 1909, G+ 229-C-1 (&quot;RP0&quot; not struck; tip cr) on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-387.</td>
<td>Freeport &amp; Cent, 1915, F+ 709-C-4 T132 on PPC.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-389.</td>
<td>Ft.W., Teague &amp; Hous, 1910, G+ 475-B-1 (R arc &amp; part of date on stamp) Trl on PPC.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-391.</td>
<td>Ft.Wayne &amp; Cin/Agt, [1884], G+ 620-K-1 w/blank bar for year slug on reg.pack.rect.card.</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-392.</td>
<td>Ft.Wayne &amp; Cin/Agt, [1887], F 620-K-1 w/no year slug on reg.pack.rect.card; 2nd strike on back.</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-393.</td>
<td>Ft.Wayne &amp; Cin/Agt, 1889 (Jan 1), F 620-K-1 w/year slug (slight o/s) on reg.pack.rect.card; 2nd strike on reverse.</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-394.</td>
<td>Fulton &amp; Grenada, 1902, G+ 421-Q-2 Tr25 on cvr.</td>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-395.</td>
<td>Gale &amp; Keat'g Summit, 1908, G+ 153-G-1 (lite strike) on PPC.</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-396.</td>
<td>Galesb'g &amp; Rushville, 1901, G+ 699-J-1 &quot;SOUTH&quot; on GPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-397.</td>
<td>Galesburg &amp; Havana, 1910, G+ 699-M-1 (lite tone) Trl on PPC.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-398.</td>
<td>Galet &amp; Wharton, 1912, VG+ 153-H-1 (crs) Tr18 on PPC.</td>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-400.</td>
<td>J.E.Merrick/Geneva./Geneva and Wellsboro(ughh Rwy?), 1884, G+ purple octagon (UNLISTED; lower R arc not struck; edge tear L) Robt.J.Swan, Geneva, NY, cc on cvr w/enc.datelined &quot;Rose Hill Farm&quot;. SCARCE style w/agent's name in canx.</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-401.</td>
<td>Geneva &amp; Sayre, 1928, G+ 135-D-2 T152 on cvr.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-403.</td>
<td>Gilman &amp; Spg, [1884], G+ 719-C-1 (sealed spindle) on GPC.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-404.</td>
<td>Goshen &amp; Alcade, 1909, G+ 992.4-C-1 (near VG; toned) &quot;SOUTH&quot; on PPC.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-405.</td>
<td>Goshen &amp; Coalinga, 1908, G+ 992.4-D-1 (bit ruff slit T) Tr88(?) on PSE.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-406.</td>
<td>Grafton &amp; Day, 1888, G+ 571-D-6 (upper R crnr nib; edge tear T; lite tone) on cvr.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-407.</td>
<td>Great Bend &amp; Scott, 1918, G+ 918.7-A-2 (dial bit hi; lite tone; few stain spots; tip crs) &quot;EAST&quot; on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-408.</td>
<td>Great Bend &amp; Scott, 1946, G+ 918.7-A-3 (part on stamp) Tr70 on commer.cvr.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-409.</td>
<td>Great Bend &amp; Scott, 1910, G+ NEW TYPE (bit lite tone) &quot;EAST&quot; on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-410.</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Denver, 1909, G+ 951-L-2 (R arc on stamp) Tr24 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-411.</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Denver, 1913, G+ 951-L-2 (part lite) Tr34 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-412.</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Denver, 1907, G+ 951-L-5 (bit o/s; R arc lite) Tr24 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-413.</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Denver, 1910, VG+ 951-L-5 (lite crs) Tr24 on PPC.</td>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-414.</td>
<td>Greeley &amp; Denver (&quot;Greeley&quot; MISSPELLED), 1908, G+ 951-K-2 (R arc on stamp but error shows well; lite tone) Tr22 on PPC.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-415.</td>
<td>Green Bay &amp; Winona, 1915, G+ 845-F-1 (lite tone) Tr5 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-416.</td>
<td>Green River &amp; Poc, 1921, G+ 898-H-1 (slight o/s; tip cr) Tr6 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-417.</td>
<td>Green, And &amp; Cola/HPO, 1959, G+ duplex; Trip 1 on commer.cvr.</td>
<td>$15 MIN.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-418.</td>
<td>Greenport &amp; N.Y., 1965, VG+ 112-N-4 Tr211; CATALOG COPY on PSE.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-419.</td>
<td>Greenv &amp; Hill'ds/Agt, 1884, G 231-E-1 (Lower L arc partial; uneven toned; nicks) CATALOG COPY ON FRONT ONLY. SCARCE, despite faults.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-420.</td>
<td>Grove &amp; Boston, 1906, VG+ NEW TYPE; Tr54 on PPC.</td>
<td>$12 MIN.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-421.</td>
<td>H.J.H. &amp; G.R.R./Hanover Junction (Hanover Junction, Hanover &amp; Gettysburg), 1883, VG blue 236-S-1 w/ms year correction (sealed spindle) on GPC.</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-422.</td>
<td>Hagers &amp; Roanoke, 1961, VG 307-A-4 Tr2; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-423.</td>
<td>Ham &amp; Jack, 1960, VG 328-I-1 Tr9; printed matter rate on unsealed 2c-on-3c PSE to Netherlands.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-424.</td>
<td>Han &amp; New Franklin, 1909, VG 809-K-2 (bit cr) Tr52 on PPC.</td>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-425.</td>
<td>Han &amp; New Franklin, 1910, VG 809-K-2 (toned) Tr94 on PPC.</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-426.</td>
<td>Han &amp; New Franklin, 1911, G+ 809-K-2 (lite tone) Tr51 on PPC.</td>
<td>$15 MIN.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-427.</td>
<td>Hank &amp; Bismark (&quot;Bismarck&quot; MISSPELLED), 1908, G+ 880.2-B-1 &quot;EAST&quot;; Glover &amp; Son, Glover, ND, cc on PSE.</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR-428.</td>
<td>Harlowton &amp; Great Falls, 1915, VF 891.7-B-1 on PPC datelined Great Falls.</td>
<td>$20 MIN.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RR-429. Harris & Balto/Agt, [1880], G+ 195-H-1 ("AGT" mostly not struck; part toned) on PSE w/enc. E $16
RR-430. Harris & Balto/Agt, 1880s, VG+ 195-H-1 (1' tear T; trim R) "Fast Freight Line Between Cities of the East & West/Empire Line" illus.ad cc (boxcar) on cvr. E $30
RR-431. Harris & Mart/Agt, [1878], G+ 209-E-1 on GPC. E $16
RR-432. TCRMS P & R Sta/Hubg, Pa (Harrisburg), 1914, VG 237-C-1 (cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-433. Harrisburg, Pa/Trans Sta, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ 237-C-6 (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-434. Harrisburg, Pa/Trans Sta, 1909, VG 237-C-6 on PPC. E $8
RR-435. Haywards & Oak, 1911, G+ 992.6-A-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $30
RR-436. Hempfield R.R., ca.1859?, G+ 293-i-1 (near VG+) on 2.25x3.75" cvr. E $400
RR-437. Hempfield R.R., 1860s, G+ 293-i-1 w/ms day (edge tear R) on cvr to 1, Virginia Cavalry, USA, Hospitable (sic) Dept., Fairfax Courthouse, VA. E $400
RR-438. Heron Lake & Pipestone, 1915, VG 870-G-1 (toned; crnr crs) "EAST" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-439. Hight's & Phila, 1906, G+ 243-C-1 (direction partial) "NORTH" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-441. Hous, Flat & San Anto, 1911, G+ 476-F-1 Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-442. Houston & Kenedy, 1917, G+ 466-B-2 (EARLY; upper R arc weak; AS IS for that, but scarce type; TONED) on PPC. E $15
RR-443. Houston, Tex Term, 1945, VG 497-B-3 on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-444. Houston, Tex Term, 1953, F 497-cvr. B (bit ruff slit B) on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-446. Hunt & Bedford, 1931, G+ 211-C-1 Tr3 on commer.PSE. E $14
RR-447. Hunt & Bedford, 1941, G+ 211-C-1 (bit trim T; tear T; no flap; lite tone) Tr2;
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mtn.R.R. & Coal Co.ccc on commer.cvr. E $15
Logan (WV) Food & Mining Co.ccc on commer.cvr. E $14
RR-450. Huron & Pierre, 1900, G+ 866-R-1 (part ruff trim R; no flap) Tr1 on cvr. E $20
RR-452. Ind & Cedar Vale, 1897, G+ 909-O-1 (offset ink part obscures L arc & part of date;
upper R edge bit ruff) "EAST" on cvr. E $15
RR-453. Indiana & Branch, 1909, G+ 220-B-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-454. Jack & Key West/S.D., 1941, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr76 on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-455. Jack & Miami, 1911, G+ 392-I-5 (dial bit hi: " & M" partly off; tip cr) Tr30 on PPC. E $8
RR-456. Jack & Port Tampa, 1905, G+ 384-B-2 Tr40 on PPC. E $8
RR-458. Jack & St.Petersburg, 1917, VG+ 393-F-3 Tr38 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-459. Jacks & Adrian, 1910, G+ 614-D-1 ("J" & "RPO" not struck) T338 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-460. Jackson & Adrian, 1898, VG 614-C-1 (trim L; lite tone) T318 on PPC. E $15
RR-462. Jacksonville, Fla/Trans Clk, 1910, VG 389-D-5 (bit o/s; lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-463. James & Miles City, 1910, G+ 874-V-4 (lite tone; tiny tear T; lite cr) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-464. Janes & Monroe/Agt, [1882], G+ CDS/target (UNLISTED) on PPC w/1st Nat'l Bank, Monroe,
WI, form on back. Used during Milton & Mineral Point period. E $75
RR-466. John's & Rockw, 1890, F+ NEW TYPE (ruff L; tear B; lite tone) "NORTH" on cvr. Probably qualifies as misspelling, w/unnecessary apostrophe. E $16
RR-467. Johnston City & Cairo, 1909, G+ 739.4-A-1 (near VG) "NORTH" on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
RR-468. Johnstown & Rockwood, 1898, G+ 234-B-1 (year partial; near F; ruff R on PSE. E $14
RR-469. Johnstown & Rockwood, 1912, VG 234-B-3 Tr13 on PPC. E $14
RR-470. Joseph & LaGrande, 1934, G+ 896.6-A-2; "WEST";
Elgin, OR, cc on commer.PSE. E $20
RR-471. Juneau & Sitka, 1932, VF X-26-b "SOUTH";
"M.V.Estebeth" h/s above; 2c Vincennes on cvr. E $30
RR-473. K.C. & Denison, 1908, G+ 809-M-4 Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-475. K.C. & LaJunta/E.D., 1914, G+ 911-AF-1 (lite tone) Tr9 on PPC. E $8
RR-476. K.C. & Wellington, 1907, G+ 909-E-3 (lite tone) Tr204 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-477. K.C. & Wellington, 1907, G+ 909-E-3 (lite tone) Tr204 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-479. Kane & Butler, 1925, G+ 229-D-2 (near F; slight ruff slit T; lite tone) Tr52 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-480. Round Table Kans City/Mo., 1917, G+ 831-C-5 (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $16
RR-481. Kentsett & Neosho, 1944, G+ 452-D-2-Tr201 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-482. Knox & Walland, 1910, G+ 506-C-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; tip crs) Tr2 on PPC. E $16
RR-483. Knox, Tenn/Trans Clerk, 1913, G+ 515-K-2 (part soiled) on PPC. E $8
RR-484. Knoxville, Tenn/Trans Clerk, 1919, G+ 515-K-6 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-485. L'twle & Elkland/Agt (Lawrenceville), [1879], G+ 227-A-1 (bit heavy inked; ruff R; edge nicks; edge tears; crs) on cvr w/enc. E $30
RR-486. L.H. & Tyrone/Agt, 1895, G+ 201-A-1 (near VF; sealed spindle) on PPC. E $24
RR-487. L.Pine & Deadwood, 1904, G+ 936-AE-3 ("RPO" not struck; dial bit hi) Tr6 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-488. L.Valley/R.R. (Lehigh Valley), 1870s, G 180-C-1 ("VAL" not struck; part ruff trim R; bit lite tone; cr) Lehigh Valley R.R.Co./Bethlehem, PA, cc on #10 cvr. E $20
RR-489. LaCrosse & N.McGregor, 1909, G+ 872-G-1 (upper R on stamp; lite tone) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-490. LaJunta & Albuq, 1916, VG+ 911-AI-12 (dial bit hi) Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-491. LaJunta, Colo/Trans Clk, 1905, G+ 959-E-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-492. LaJunta, Colo/Trans Clk, [1908], F 959-E-1 w/no inserts (lite tone) on PPC. E $20
RR-493. LaJunta, Colo/Trans Clk, 1912, G+ 959-E-2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-495. Lancas, Pa & Fred'k, 1900, G+ 208-E-1 (L tip tone) T402 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-496. Lancaster, Pa/Trans Sta, 1904, VG 237-O-1 (trim R) "The Wheatland" hotel illus.ad cc (wheat sheaf) on cvr. E $15
RR-497. Lancaster, Pa/Trans Sta, 1906, VG+ 237-O-1 (trim R; lite cr; lite tone) Carlisle (PA) Carpet Mills cc on PSE. E $14
RR-498. Lancaster, Pa/Trans Sta, 1910, F 237-O-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-501. Laporte & Hart Hall, 1899, G+ 166.2-D-1 (crs) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-502. Laporte & Hartley Hall, 1906, F+ 166.2-A-1 Tr12 on PPC. E $15
RR-503. Laporte & Hartley Hall, 1908, G+ 166.2-A-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-504. Laporte & Hartley Hall, 1909, G+ 166.2-A-1 (part on stamp; tip cr) Tr8 on REAL PHOTO PPC: bird's eye view Muncy Valley, PA (recd canx in sky). E $15 MIN.8
RR-505. Laporte & Hartley Hall, 1912, G+ 166.2-A-1 (part on stamp; part o/s) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-506. Laporte & Hartley Hall, 1913, VG 166.2-A-1 Tr14 on PPC. E $14
RR-507. Law & Mills, 1894, G+ 227-B-1 (edge tears; tip cr; tip nick) "EAST"; as recd on reg.pack.rect.card w/Elm & Hoytville VG+ 224-E-1 "SOUTH" origin. E $20 MIN.10
RR-508. Law & Mills, 1898, G+ 227-B-1 (trim R) "EAST"; Eugene Sherman, Gen'l Mdse, Cowangesque, PA, cc on cvr. E $24
RR-509. Lot 2) Lawrence & Harr Vall, 1889-90, G 227-E-1 (1 w/R arc mostly not struck; 1 w/L arc mostly not struck; 1 toned) 1 "NORTH"; 1 "SOUTH" on GPCs. E $20 MIN.10
RR-510. Lawrenceville & Ulysses, 1908, VG+ 227-C-1 (toned) T206 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-511. Lawrenceville & Ulysses, 1912, F 227-C-1 T201 on PPC. E $16
RR-512. Leavitts & Cin, 1891, F 550-U-1 (lite crnr cr) on PPC. E $24
RR-513. Lehigh Valley RR/Willow Creek, 1910, VF DCDS (UNLISTED; dial hi: "LEH" partly off) as origin at L; Willow Creek, NY, (74/13) G+ CDS/cork as canx on stamp on PPC. E $70
RR-514. Lehighton & Haz, 1951, VG+ 180-V-1 (tiny tear T) Tr219 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-515. Lenox & Jack, 1899, G+ 644-E-2 Tr30 on PPC. E $20
RR-516. Lenox & Jackson, 1911, G+ 644-D-4 (part on stamp) Tr27 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-517. Lenox & Jackson, 1913, G+ 644-D-4 Tr29 on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $12 MIN.6
RR-518. Lewistown & Gr.Falls, 1914, G+ 891.5-E-1 (near F) T238 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-519. Lexington & Louisv, 1900, G+ 524-H-1 ("RPO" not struck; ruff R) Tr17 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-520. Linc & Bill/W.D., 1911, VG 946-T-1 Tr44 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-522. Lincoln & Billings/M.D., 1944, VG 946-P-2 (dial bit hi; edge scuffs B & R) Tr42 on free-franked PPC datelined "Enroute, USNRS". E $12 MIN.6
RR-523. Los Ang & Red Beach, 1937, VF 998-F-1; Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, illus.ad on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-524. Los Ang & San B'd'no, 1915, G+ 964-X-1 (near F) Tr43 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-525. Los Ang & San B'd'no Kite, 1911, G+ 993.1-C-3 ("SAN B" mostly not struck; lite tone) Tr44 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-526. Los Ang & San Bd'no, 1908, G+ 964-X-4 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-527. Los Ang & Santa Barb, 1908, G+ 980-E-2 (lite tone) Tr53 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-528. Los Ang & Santa Barb, 1909, VG 980-E-2 (lite tone; R tips clip) Tr53 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-529. Los Angeles/Term, 1937, F 999-B-1 on PPC. E $8
RR-530. C.A.Gage(?)/Low & Taun, ca.1908, G+ magenta clerk's straight-line h/s (R end obscured on stamp) improper use on PPC. E $14
RR-531. Lud & Gr Rap/HPO, 1955, F duplex; Trip 2 on cvr; 2nd strike w/Trip 1 on back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-532. Lud & Tol, [1886], G+ 618-D-1 (part obscured by tablet; small sealed spindle L) Tr4 on GPC. E $15
RR-533. Lud & Toledo/Agt, [1878], F 618-D-1 on GPC. E $16
RR-534. Lykens & Lebanon, 1908, G+ 186-C-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr9 on PPC. E $15
RR-536. Lyons & Sayre/Agt, [1880], G+ 135-A-1 on GPC. E $24
RR-538. M.Chunk & Haz, 1939, VG 181-D-1 (uneven trim T) T211 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-539. M.Chunk & Haz, 1941, G+ 181-D-2 (lite tone; lite cr) Tr211 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-540. M.Chunk & Mt.Carmel, 1939, G+ 181-C-1 Tr211 on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-541. Ma & West/R.R., 1870s, G+ 352-A-1 (trim R, in stamp to oval; ink spot lower L crnr) on PSE. E $24
RR-542. Macon & Birm, 1956, VG 360-Y-2 Tr2; CATALOG COPY; on cvr. E $8
RR-543. Macon & Birm, 1956, G+ 360-Y-2 (near P+) Tr1 on GPC. E $6
RR-544. Macon & Patalaka, 1906, G+ 377-E-2 (slight o/s; lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-545. Madison & Clinton, 1912, VG 739.3-C-2 (lite tone) T304 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-546. Manchester & Henacker (MISSPELLING), 1903, VG 28-B-1 (crs; trim R; edge tears) T351 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-547. Manchester,N.H./Tr.Clk, ca.1907, G+ 30-B-1 (dial bit hi; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
RR-548. Manistee & Toledo, 1908, G+ 618-M-1 (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-549. Maquoketa & Daven, 1909, G+ 789-E-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr203 on 2.75x6.25" "Printed Matter" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-550. Marysv & Ida Falls, 1911, G+ 890-AB-1 (R arc on stamp; TONED) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $30
RR-551. Massena Spgs & Utica, 1904, VG 102-M-2 Tr8 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-552. Massey & Chester, 1908, G+ 263-D-3 ("M" & "RP" mostly not struck; lower half heavy water toned; edge tears B) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-553. Maysville & Stanford, 1911, G+ 534-D-1 (dial HI: "ILLE & ST" off T; AS IS for strike, but SCARCE) Tr10 on PPC. E $15
RR-554. McAlester & Amar, 1930, G+ 455-D-1 (part on stamp) Tr52 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-555. McCook & Imperial, 1910, G+ 947.9-A-1 T176 on PPC. E $24
Valley, MS, return add. E $8
RR-559. Mem, Grenada & N.O., 1917, G+ 421-V-3 (T arc lite; crs) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-560. Memp & McAl, 1933, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone; edge tear R) Tr50 on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-561. Memp & Texarkana, 1899, G+ 450-AI-1 (lite tone) Tr2 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-562. Memphis & N.O., 1911, VG+ NEW TYPE; Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-563. Merid & Shreve, 1949, G+ 424-D-10 (near VG) Tr226 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-565. Merid & Shreve, 1941, G+ 424-D-2 Tr202 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-567. Mic Central R.R./Mic, 1850s, VG 610-A-1 (dial bit hi; edge tears, 1 in dial; no flap) 3c imperf on cvr. E $160 MIN.80
RR-569. Miles City & Butte, 1910, G+ 871-R-2 (near F; toned) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-570. Miles City & Spok/E.D., 1911, VG 874-AB-1 Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-572. Minn & Des Moines, 1937, G+ 873-B-2 Tr2 on commer.PSE. E $8
RR-573. Mon & Ellsworth, 1912, VG 8097-J-1 (lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $6
RR-574. Monett & Okla Cy, 1957, F 910-T-1 (bit trim T) Tr4; Sapulpa, OK, return add. on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-575. Monroe & Adrian, 1893, G+ 612-D-1 (trim R) Tr102; CATALOG COPY; 2c Colum. on cvr w/enc.datelined Adrian, MI. E $20
RR-576. Monro & Atlanta, 1900, G+ 331-J-1 (bit lite tone) Tr402 on GPC. E $20
RR-577. Mont Jct & Barre, [1905], G+ 47-A-1 (year omitted) Tr68 on PPC. E $30
RR-578. Mont Jct & Barre, ca.1909, G+ 47-A-1 w/blank slugs for year/Tr on PPC. E $30
RR-581. Montg & New Orleans, 1928, G+ 404-H-1 Tr4 on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-582. Montg & New Orleans, 1917, G+ 404-H-3 (tip cr) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-583. Montgomery & Artesia, 1929, VG+ 419-B-1 (part stutter) Tr116 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-584. Mpls & Aberdeen, 1954, G+ 871-U-1 (dial bit hi; staple holes) Tr17 on GPC w/clerk's signed note on back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-587. Mpls & Miles Cy E.D., 1942, G+ 871-V-1 Tr6; censor tape at L on commer.air cvr to Alaska. E $12 MIN.6
RR-588. Mpls & Miles Cy E.D., 1943, G+ 871-V-2 (part on stamp; ruff L) Tr6; Alonzo Ward Hotel logo cc on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-589. Mpls & Su Cy, 1949, G+ 870-O-1 Tr210 on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-590. Mpls & Su Cy, 1953, G+ 870-O-1 (bit stutter; bit trim B) Tr202 on commer.PSE. E $8
RR-591. Mt.Jewett & Pitts, 1930, G+ 229-K-1 Tr"49-51" on GPC. E $16
RR-593. Munising & Princeton, 1913, G+ 649.5-B-1 Tr3 on REAL PHOTO PPC (Munising street scene w/courthouse in distance). E $20
RR-594. N.C.Railway/Emigsville, 1880, G blue 195-S-14 (T arc/month/day mostly not struck; nicks L) on cvr w/enc. E $30 MIN.15
RR-596. N.O. & Cairo, 1870s, G+ 421-AA-1 (part on stamp; ruff R) Receiver of Miss.Central and Miss.Central & Tennessee RR, Bolivar, TN, cc on cvr. E $15
RR-597. N.O. & Houston, 1956, G+ 440-G-9 (part on stamp; bit trim B; bit cr) Tr5 on commer.cvr. E $6
RR-598. N.O. & Houston, 1958, VF NEW TYPE (bit trim T) Tr5 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-599. N.O. & Houston, 1965, VG NEW TYPE (bit trim T) Tr2 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-600. N.O. & Marshall, 1944, G+ 439-B-4 (bit stutter) Tr21; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-602. N.O., B.Rouge & Hous, 1911, G+ 442-D-1 (lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $14
RR-603. N.Y. & Allentown, 1965, G+ 254-K-1 Tr194 on cvr w/F strike on back. E $6
RR-607. N.Y. & Chi/M.D., 1915, G+ 115-N-9 (lite tone) on PPC. E $8
RR-608. N.Y. & Chi/M.D., 1916, G+ NEW TYPE Tr3 on PPC. E $8
RR-609. N.Y. & Chi/W.D., 1907, G+ 559-H-6 Tr43 on PPC. E $6
RR-610. N.Y. & Chic/E.D., 1910, VG+ 114-R-8 Tr4 on PPC. E $6
RR-611. N.Y. & Chicago/M.D., 1933, G+ 115-A1-2 (dial hi: "CA" partly off; tip cr) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-613. N.Y. & Chicago/W.D., 1908, G+ 559-R-2 (lite tone) Tr3 on PPC. E $6
RR-614. N.Y. & Geneva, 1897, G+ 135-F-1 (dial bit hi; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-615. N.Y. & Harrisburg, 1913, VG 254-I-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-616. N.Y. & Harrisburg, 1916, G+ 254-I-2 (R arc on stamp) Tr11 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-617. N.Y. & Harrisburg, 1916, G+ 254-I-2 Tr17 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-619. W.L.([??])/Port Jervis/N.Y. & Sala, ca.1908, G+ magenta clerk's 42x30mm oval as origin (part on stamp; last name not struck; town partial) Tr48 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-620. N.Y. & Salamanca, 1909 (Jun 9), G+ 125-AA-2 (lite tone) Tr6; 2c Seward (8 days after issued) on cvr. E $20
RR-621. N.Y. & Wash, [1878], F 238-G-2 (part ruff slit T; edge tear T in rim) Rountree Commission Merchants overall ad w/lite green lined background on cvr w/letterhead enc. & other items from same correspondence. E $15
RR-622. N.Y., Balt & Wash, 1913, G+ 206-A-1 (bit heavy inked) T516 on special del.cvr. E $14
RR-623. N.Y., Balt & Wash, 1893, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY; part oblitered by design; tip cr) on GPC. E $15
RR-624. N.Y., Dover & Easton, 1910, G+ 250-K-1 w/blank slug for Tr (part on stamp; upper R tip nib) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-625. N.Y., Dover & Easton, 1913, G+ 250-K-1 (near VG) T404 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-626. N.Y., Geneva & Buff, 1907, G+ 135-G-1 (part on stamp; crs) Tr8 on GPC w/new clipping adhered to back. E $12 MIN.6
RR-627. N.Y., Geneva & Buff, 111, G+ 135-G-2 Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-628. N.Y., Geneva & Buff, 1907, G+ 135-G-7 (bit o/s; bit toned) Tr8 on PPC successfully mailed w/o stamp; 3 diff.town canxes as transit & rec'd, but no due markings. E $15
RR-629. N.Y., Geneva & Buff, 1903, F 135-G-9 (bit ruff trim R) Tr4 on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
RR-630. N.Y., Geneva & Buff, 1912, G+ 135-G-9 (near VG+) Tr12 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-631. N.Y., Scranton & Buff, 1907, VF 175-I-1 Tr11 on LEATHER PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-632. N.Y., Som & Easton, 1899, VF 254-F-1 w/BOLD donut killer (trim R) Tr14; CATALOG COPY on cvr w/enc. E $14
RR-633. N.Y., Som & Easton, 1894, G+ 254-F-2 (month not struck) 2c Colum. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-634. N.Y., Som & Easton/Agt, [1884], G+ 254-D-1 (bit ruff trim R) on cvr. E $20
RR-635. N.Y., Som & Easton/Agt, [1887], G+ 254-D-1 on cvr. E $20
RR-641. Rec'd.Nash.Tenn.Via Cin & Nash.RPO, 1906, G+ 525-RA-1 Tr3; as rec'd on PPC. E $14
RR-642. Nevada & Wichita, 1913, VG 824-J-2 (bit lite tone) "WEST"; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $14
RR-643. New Bed & Nantuc, 1908, G+ B-3-a ("RPO" mostly not struck) steamboat RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-644. New Bed & Nantuc, 1909, G+ B-3-a Tr8; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-645. New Gal & Lis, 1898, G+ 595.2-A-1 Tr4; 1c blue on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-646. New Gal & Lis, 1908 (Dec 25), G+ 595.2-A-1 (part o/s) Tr45 on cvr. E $15
RR-647. New Gal & Lis, 1909, F 595.2-A-1 (bit lite tone) Tr6; 1c Frank. on PPC to Canada. E $14
RR-648. New Haven, Conn/Trans Clk, 1909, G+ 92-B-3 on PPC. E $6
RR-650. New London & New Haven, 1910, G+ 70-AB-1 (sealed spindle in dial; lite tone; pinholes) T612 on GPC. E $8
RR-653. Newn & Cols, 1949, VG 358-F-1 Tr20 on PC. E $8
RR-654. Newnan & Columbus, 1913, VG 358-E-1 Tr17 on PPC. E $14
RR-655. Newp't & Spring/S.R., 1913, VG 35-AG-1 (lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-657. Newport & Joplin, 1914, G+ 464.2-D-1 (dial bit hi; soiled; crs) T210 on PPC. E $14
RR-658. Newport & Spring, 1910, G+ 35-N-2 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-659. Newport & Springfield, 1921, G+ 35-AB-1 T717 on PPC. E $8
RR-660. Newport & Springfield, 1921, G+ 35-AB-1 (lite tone) T712 on PPC. E $8
RR-662. Newton & Amarillo, 1911, G+ 928-F-1 (near VG; lite tone) T117 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-663. Newton & Amarillo, 1925, VG 928-F-2 (bit scuff by address) Tr22 on PPC. E $8
RR-664. Newton & Amarillo, 1942, G+ 928-F-3 Tr2; soldier's "Free" frank on PC w/USO logo on back. E $15 MIN.8
RR-665. Newton & Amarillo, 1943, G+ 928-F-3 (tiny tear T; sender name bit scuff) Tr24; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-666. Newton & Amarillo, 1945, G+ 928-F-3 Tr23; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-668. Newton & Cald/Agt, 1883, G+ 924-A-1 ("NE" not struck; uneven trim T) ms "In haste" at upper L on cvr. E $26
RR-669. Newton & Ft.W.N.D., 1945, VF 924-D-1 Tr16; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-670. Newton & Ft.Worth, 1904, VG+ 924-C-3 (tear in cc) Tr6; 2c Sc.301 on cvr. E $8
RR-671. Newton & Galveston ND, 1894, VF 924-F-1 (crs; pinholes) Tr403 on 3x4.75" facing slip w/"From Cin. & St.Louis/Day Line/E.D.Massie" clerk's h/s on reverse. E $8
RR-672. Newton, Kans/Trans Clk, 1910, G+ 927-E-1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-673. Newton, Kans/Trans Clk, 1915, VF 927-E-2 (scuff in address area, before mailed) on PPC. E $8
RR-674. Newton, Kans/Trans Clk, 1915, G+ 927-E-2 (lower R tip nib) on GPC. E $8
RR-675. Newton, Kans/Trans Clk, 1918, VG 927-E-2 on PPC. E $8
RR-676. Trans Off RMS Newton/Kans, 1944, G+ 927-E-5 (return add.in dial; killer off edge) soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
RR-677. Trans Off RMS Newton/Kans, 1944, G+ 927-E-5; marine's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-678. Newtown & Phila, 1907, G+ 167.2-A-1 (part on stamp; bit o/s) "AM-S" on PPC. E $16
RR-679. Nin & Wilkes, 1913, VG 177-K-1 T513 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-680. Nin & Wilkes Barre, 1893, VG+ NEW TYPE (trim L) Tr14 on #10 2c Colum.PSE. E $15
RR-681. Nineveh & Carb ("Nineveh" MISSPELLED), 1889, G+ 177-I-1 (toned) on cvr w/enc. E $24
RR-682. Nineveh & Wilkes, 1910, VG 177-P-1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-683. No.Conway & Boston, 1911, G+ 20-E-2 (bit lite tone; lite cr; ink spot by message) T530 on PPC. E $8
RR-684. No.Fair Hav & Sayre, 1896, G+ 134-J-1 (bit ruff trim R) T112; C.A.Buffington, Buggies & Buckboards, Berkshire, NY, ad cc on cvr. E $16
RR-685. No.Fair Haven & Sayre, 1893, G+ 134-F-1 "NORTH" on PPC. E $14
RR-686. No.Fair Haven & Sayre, 1898, F 134-F-1 Tr4; 2c Trans-Miss on cvr. E $15
RR-687. No.Fair Haven & Sayre, 1907, G+ 134-F-2 (lite tone) T281 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-688. No.Fair Haven & Sayre, 1912, G+ 134-F-2 (crnr crs; lower R tip nick) T282 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-690. Norfolk & Wilm, 1905, G+ 313-C-1 (toned; edge tear T) Tr48 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-692. Northport & Marcus, 1920, VF 902.1-D-1 (tears B & R) T259; Miners & Smelters Bank,
Northport, WA, cc on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $16
RR-693. NY & Trenton, 1953, VF 240-L-1 Tr2509 on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-694. NY & Trenton, 1953, F 240-L-1 Tr2500 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-695. Oakes & Sioux City, 1909, G+ 887.1-F-2 (R arc & part of date on stamp) Tr24 on PPC. E $8
RR-696. Oakes & Sioux City, 1909, VG 887.1-F-2 (lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $14
RR-697. Oakland Pier, Calif./Trans.Clk, 1929, G+ 999-F-4 on commer. PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-698. Tr.Clk.Oakland Pier/Cal, 1911, F 999-F-2 (dial bit hi; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-700. Tr.Clk.Oakland Pier/Cal., 1909, VG 999-F-2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-701. Og & Rome/Agt, 1880s, G+ 102-D-1 (trim R; lite tone) pair lc banknotes on cvr. E $24
RR-702. Ogden, Utah/Tr.Clk, 1928, VG+ 971-B-2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-703. Oil City & Andover, 1922, VF 228-D-1 Tr17 on PPC. E $30
RR-704. Oil City & Ash, 1909, G+ 228-C-2 (dial bit hi; part on stamp; lite tone; crs) T228 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-705. Oil City & Ash/Agt, [1882], VF 228-B-2 w/bold crude neg."A" in cork on PPC. E $16
RR-706. Om & Colo Spgs W.D., 1946, G+ 941-I-4 Tr8 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-707. Om & Ogden E.D., 1944, G+ 932-T-3 Tr6; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $8
RR-708. Om & Ogden/E.D., 1945, G+ 932-T-5 (lite tone) Tr6; soldier's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-709. Omaha & Chadron, 1911, F 936-Q-2 (dial bit hi; long tear B, in add.; lite tone) Tr1 on PPC. E $6
RR-710. Omaha & Colorado Spgs, 1913, VG 941-E-2 Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-711. Omaha & McFarland, 1906, G+ 941-K-1 (tear B) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-712. Omaha & Ogden/E.Div, 1893, G+ 932-X-1 (bit obscured by tablet; tip crs) Tr3 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-713. Omaha & Ogden/M.D., 1920, G+ 932-Y-3 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-714. Oquos & Port, 1909, VG 10-C-1 (crnr crs) Tr30 on PPC. E $14
RR-715. Oroville & Sacramento, 1901, F+ 982-I-2 "SOUTH" on GPC datelined Oroville. E $15 MIN.8
RR-716. Oshkosh & Mil, 1909, G+ 846-G-1 (toned; cr) Tr7 on PPC. E $6
RR-718. Oswego & Randalls, 1928, G+ 121-O-1 ("O" & "RP" not struck) Tr2 on cvr. E $14
RR-720. P. & E.R.R./Farrandsville (Philadelphia & Erie), 1863, G+ 198-S-1 (T line lite; shield "dial" bit hi; taped tears B; trim R; nick R) CATALOG COPY on 4.25x2.75" lady's cvr w/fancy albino embossed border. E $70
RR-721. P.Ft.W. & C.R.R./Leetsdale Station (Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago), 1863, G+ 223-S-2 (T arc mostly not struck; bit lite tone) on 4.75x2.75" cvr. E $60
RR-724. P.W. & B.R.R.Co./Moore Pa (Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore), 1890, VG blue 239-S-7 (R tips ruff; trim R; staple holes; tear B) on cvr. E $40
RR-726. Pac Jct & Denver/T.Run, 1902, G+ 933-Q-1 (part spotty; trim R) "EAST"; Burlington Hotel, Oxford, NE, cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-727. Pac Jct & McCook, 1886, G+ 933-H-1 (dial bit hi; L arc part spotty; ruff R, just in stamp tip; lite tone) on cvr datelined Hastings. E $15 MIN.8
RR-729. Pal & Hous, 1956, VG+ 485-P-1 (slight trim B) Tr27 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-731. Palestine & Houston, 1956, F 485-J-1 (slight trim B) Tr27 on commer.cvr. E $8
RR-733. Paris & Cleb, 1907, G+ 473-I-1 (lite tone; tip cr) Tr68 on PPC. E $8
RR-734. Park & Karns City/Agt, 1870s, G+ blue 229-B-1 (bit ruff trim R) on PSE. E $70
RR-735. Parsons & Okla, 1907 (Apr 13), G+ 912-J-3 (EARLY) Tr22 on PPC. E $15
RR-736. Penn Haven & Sunbury, 1905, G+ 196-B-1 (upper L lite; o/s; bit lite tone) "WEST" on PPC. E $15
RR-737. T.C.Penna R.R.Sta/Phila, Pa, 1896, VG+ 237-E-10 (part ruff slit T; edge tear T) bit faulty 10c special del. +2c red on cvr. E $16
RR-739. Peoria & Des Moines, 1900, G+ 697-F-1 (crnr cr; lite edge tone) Tr9 on GPC. E $14
RR-740. Peoria & Evans, 1910, F NEW TYPE (lite tone) T232 on PPC. E $8
RR-741. Peoria & Gales, 1892, G+ 697-G-1 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-742. Phil & Norfolk, 1948, G+ 260-P-1 (dial bit hi) Tr454 on PPC (S.S.Pochantons): "We are now sailing on Chesapeake Bay on our way to West Palm Beach." E $14
RR-743. Phil & Wyo/Agt, 1885, G+ 260-C-1 (dial hi: tips of "HI" off T; taped tears at upper L; tiny tear B) on #10 cvr. E $16
RR-744. Phila & Atlantic City, 1944, F+ 256-C-1 Tr148 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-745. Phila & Belt Central R.R./Toughkenamon, 1875, G blue 205-S-2 (LITE; lower R arc not struck; trim R) on cvr. E $40
RR-746. Phila & Belt Central R.R./Toughkenamon, 1875, G blue 205-S-2 (upper half not struck; trim R) on cvr. E $24
RR-747. Phila & Balto Central/R.R./Chadd's Ford, ca.1878, partial CDS (dial hi: " & Balto" mostly off; date partial; tears; AS IS) on cvr. Mis-ID'd as Wilm & Northern RR in catalog. E $15 MIN.8
RR-748. Phila & Cape Charles, 1908, VF 260-E-1 (lite tone) Tr44 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-749. Phila & Cape Chas, ca.1910, G+ 260-F-1 (year not struck; crs) Tr49 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-750. Phila & Cape Chas, 1913, G+ 260-F-2 Tr37 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-751. Phila & Cape May, 1938, F 257-G-3 (lite tone) Tr607 on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-752. Phila & Cape May, 1938, VF 257-G-3 Tr618 on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-753. Phila & Cape May, 1941 (Dec 31), G+ 257-G-3 Tr607 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-754. Phila & Crisfield/Agt, 1884, G+ 260-B-1 ("AGT" not struck; upper R tip nick) on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-755. Phila & Erie R.R./Wetmore, 1871, VG+ blue 198-S-2 as origin at L (uneven toned; ruff slit lower L) w/Phil & Erie/R.R. G+ 198-A-1 as canx on stamp; on cvr. E $70
RR-756. Phila & Norfolk, 1932, G+ 260-K-10 Tr68; 10c special del. on 3c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-757. Phila & Norfolk, 1933, G+ 260-K-10 T450; Pennsylvania RR/Steamers Virginia Lee-Maryland-Pennsylvania ad cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-758. Phila & Perry, 1935, G+ 205-P-1 Tr58 on reg.resp.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-759. Phila & Pt.Dep/Agt, 1884, G+ 205-C-1 (R arc partial; dial bit hi; tip cr) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-762. Phila & Salem, 1901, G+ 258.1-A-1 (ruff slit upper L; bit ruff upper R; tear R; lite tone) 2c Pan Am on cvr. E $14
RR-763. Phila & Salem, 1898, G+ PROVISIONAL ms (UNLISTED type; lite tone) on cvr. E $70
RR-764. Phila & W.Chester, 1904, G+ 204-B-1 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-765. Phila & W.Chester, 1905, G+ 204-B-1 (B crnrs toned) as transit b/s on special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-766. Phila & West Chester, 1953, VG 204-C-1 (lite tone) Tr716; "Last Day of Service" text cachet; 2 clerk's h/s (L.Steckel & H.R.Elzey) on back; their signatures on front on cvr. E $15
RR-767. Phila, C.B. & Atl City, 1931, G+ 249-C-1 (upper L obscured; lower L tip nick; toned) Tr41 on reg.resp.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-768. Phila, Pa & Cape Chas, 1901, G+ 260-Q-1; CATALOG COPY, except Tr86; on cvr. E $14
RR-769. Phila, Pa & Norfolk, 1904, VG 260-L-1 (trim R; edge tear T) Tr92 on cvr. E $14
RR-770. Phila, Pa & Salem, 1903, G+ 258.1-B-1 (tears T, 1 in dial) T76 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-771. T.C.Penna R.R.Sta./Phila, Pa., 1895, G+ 237-E-10 (trim R) on cvr. E $14
RR-773. Trans Off RMS/M'k't.St.Wharf, Phila, Pa., 1920s?, F 237-E-5 w/dateless dial; 2 proof strikes on 3.25x5" facing slip. E $12 MIN.6
RR-774. Transfer Clerk RMS/Market St., Phila, Pa., 1940s?, G+ 237-E-9 w/dateless dial; proof strike on 4.5x4" blank paper. E $12 MIN.6
RR-776. Transf Sta.Phill/Pa, 1888, VG+ 237-E-1 (ruff R) pair 2c green on cvr. E $14
RR-777. Transf Sta.Phill/Pa, [1890], G+ 237-E-1 (year mostly not struck; upper R tip nick) on 3x5.25" passenger ticket env. E $15
RR-778. Transf Sta.Phill/Pa, 1891, G+ 237-E-1 (ruff R) A.E.Foote, MD, publishing ad cc on cvr. E $14
RR-779. Local Agt, Phila/Pa, ca.1880, G+ 237-E-2 (L arc lite; upper R tip nib; tone spot) on cvr. E $14
RR-780. Phoenix & Maricopa, 1913, G+ 968.2-A-1 (R arc obscured on stamp; dial bit hi; cr) Tr"21" on PPC. E $20
RR-781. Pierre & Rapid City, 1910, G+ 866-V-2 (R arc on stamp) T516 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-782. Pitts & Brownsv, 1933, VG 233-C-2 Tr53; 3c Wash.w/"PLE" perfin on cvr. E $15
RR-783. Pitts & Clarks, 1913, G+ 289-G-2 (lite tone) Tr51; tying Xmas Seal Sc.WX13 on PPC. E $16
RR-784. Pitts & Clarks, 1907, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-785. Pitts & Clarks, 1911, G+ NEW TYPE (toned) Tr4 on PPC. E $14
RR-786. Pitts & St Louis, 1966, G+ 561-L-6 Tr14 on PSE. E $6
RR-787. Pitts & Wash, Pa/Agt, 1880s, G+ 214-A-1 (near VG+; trim R) on cvr. E $40
RR-788. Pitts, Jewett & Tol, 1908, G+ 591-B-1 (part lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $14
RR-789. Pitts, Jewett & Tol, 1909, G+ 591-B-1 (toned) Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-790. Pitts, Jewett & Tol, 1912 (Jan 1), F+ 591-B-2 Tr3; CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $15
RR-791. T.C.R.M.S. Pa.Sta/Pittsburgh, Pa, ca.1914, G+ magenta 237-F-4 (year not struck) on PPC. E $15
RR-792. Chief Clerk, RMS Dist.5/Pittsburgh, Pa, 1936, F DCDS (crs; back toned) Rwy Mail Service cc on 3x5" penalty PC. E $16
RR-793. Pittsburgh, Pa, Term/date/D.R.Tromans, 1936, G clerk's straight-line h/s (weak strike; crs; bit edge scuff) on 67x76mm Parcel Post "Bad Order" mailing tag stab w/printed instructions on reverse. RARE use. E $15
RR-794. Pocatello & Port ("Pocatello" MISSPELLED), 1908, G+ 898-N-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-795. Port Wash & L.I.City, 1910, VG+ 112-W-1 (dial bit hi: tips of "SH" partly off; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
RR-796. Port & Dallas, 1907, G+ 900.5-C-1 (month & "RPO" mostly not struck; crs) on PPC: "dallas College Basketball Team. Champions of Oregon, 1907". E $15 MIN.8
RR-797. Port & Nazareth, 1899, G+ 167.3-B-1 (cr) on GPC. E $16
RR-798. Port & Nazareth, 1910, G+ 167.3-B-2 (part on stamp; TONED) Tr13 on PPC. E $15
RR-799. Port & SP ND/HPO, 1961, G+ duplex (near F) Trip 330 on commer.PPC. E $15
RR-800. Port & Swanton, 1911, G+ 11-K-2 (dial bit hi) T184 on PPC. E $6
RR-801. Portland & Astoria, 1908, G+ V-7-d (dial bit hi) "EAST"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC written on board: "We're steaming up the Columbia now..." E $40
RR-802. Portland & Isld Pond, 1906, VG 9-R-1 (bit lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-803. Portland, Me/Trans Clk, 1908, F 19-B-3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-804. Portland, Me/Trans Clk, 1910, VF 19-B-3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-805. Portland, Oreg/Trans Clk, 1909, G+ 897.1-A-1 on PPC. E $8
RR-806. Portland, Oreg/Trans Clk, 1913, VG 897.1-A-1 (toned) "330P." time on PPC. E $8
RR-807. Potts & Phila, 1887, G+ 190-G-1 (near VG+; edge tear R) Pottsville (PA) Iron & Steel cc on PSE. E $15
RR-808. Potts & Phila, 1894, G+ 190-G-6 (upper R arc spotty) Tr4; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-809. Potts & Phila/Agt, 1881, G+ 190-E-1 (dial bit hi; slight ruff T; tear T, in dial; no flap) on cvr w/enc. E $14
RR-810. Potts, Tam & Hern/Agt, [1887], G+ 191-A-2 (part toned; lite soiled) on cvr. E $16
RR-811. Potts, Tam & Hern/Agt, [1890], G+ 191-A-2 (dial bit hi; bit ruff R) on cvr. E $16
RR-812. Pottsv & Phila, 1895, G+ 190-J-1 Tr10 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-813. Pottsv, Pa & Phila, 1908, G+ 190-L-1 Tr10 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-814. Pottsv, Pa & Phila, 1932, VG+ 190-L-1 Tr"10-34" as transit b/s on special del.cvr. E $15
RR-815. Praise & Spartanburg, 1946, F NEW TYPE; Tr38 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-816. Pres & Salt Lake City, 1913, G+ 973.2-D-1 ("RPO" not struck; tiny tear R) 2c PPIE on cvr. E $8
RR-817. Pt.Royal & Blairs Mills, 1907, VG 167.4-A-1 (part on stamp; toned) "AM-N" on PPC. E $20
RR-818. Pueblo & Creede, 1911, G+ 960-C-2 (lite tone) Tr116 on PPC. E $8
RR-819. Pueblo & Creede, 1912, F 960-C-2 (bit lite tone) Tr116 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-820. Pueblo & Grand Jct, 1946, G+ 953-AG-1 (upper R obscured on stamp; lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $5
RR-821. Pueblo, Colo.Term, 1940, VG 959-C-2 on commer.GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-822. Pueblo, Colo/Trans Clk, 1906, G+ 959-C-4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-823. Punx & Indiana, 1908, G+ 144-G-1 w/mostly rimless dial; bit of rim at B (lite tone; cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-824. R.I. & Peo/Agt, 1870s, G+ 704-B-1 (trim R to stamp) w/BOLD "S" killer on PSE. E $26
RR-826. Read & Col, 1886, G+ 188-B-1 (trim R) Hayden Tshudy Gen'1 Mse, Lititz, PA, ad cc on cvr. E $16
RR-827. Read & Col/R.R., 1870s, G 188-A-1 (mostly on stamp; R arc obscured; AS IS for strike; trim R) on cvr. E $24
RR-828. Read & Lanc/L.O.Steckel, 1936, G+ magenta clerk's straight-line h/s (o/s) Tr910; as transit b/s on air/special.del.cvr. E $14
RR-829. Read & Wil/Agt, 1880s, G+ 189-B-1 (trim L; lite tone) on cvr. E $20
RR-830. Read & Wilm, 1896, G+ NEW TYPE (EARLY; near VG; trim R; lite tone) "SOUTH" on cvr. E $15
RR-831. Reading & Lancaster, 1898, F+ 188-E-1 (upper R tip slit; edge tear R) "SOUTH"; CATALOG COPY on cvr. E $20
RR-832. Reading & Lancaster, 1916, F 188-E-2 Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-833. Reading & Lancaster, 1942, VG+ 188-E-2 T910 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-834. Red Bluff & Sacra, 1909, VG 982-M-1 Tr11 on PPC. E $14
RR-835. Red Oak & Linc, 1907, VF 764-D-3 Tr5 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-836. Red & Sac'to/Agt, [1881], G+ 982-A-1 (cr) on PSE. E $40
RR-837. Red & Sac'to/Agt, [1883], G+ 982-A-1 (R arc on stamp; tip crs) on GPC datelined Redding. E $40
RR-838. Redding & Sacramento, 1893, G+ 982-N-1 ("ING & SA" partial; upper T tip clip, in stamp) faulty 2c Colum. on cvr. E $14
RR-839. Redding & Sacto/HPO, 1961, G+ duplex (part on stamp) Trip 3 on commer.PPC. E $20
RR-840. Redlands & Los Ang, 1909, G+ 994.2-D-1 Tr21 on PPC. E $15
RR-841. Reno & Goldfield, 1907, G+ 977.2-B-1 Tr23 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-842. Reno & Goldfield, 1938, F 977.2-B-2 Tr050 on commer.cvr. E $14
RR-843. Reno & Mina, 1937, VG+ 977.2-C-1 (o/s; crnr crs) T606; as fwd on commer.GPC. E $14
RR-844. Reno & Mina, 1922, G+ 977.2-C-2 (tears T) Tr23 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-845. Reno & Mina, 1923, G+ 977.2-C-2 (ruff R; toned) Tr23 on cvr. E $16
RR-846. Reno & Minden, 1933, G+ 978-D-1 (part ruff trim R, in stamp frame) Tr1; Executive Chamber, Carson City, NV, cc on PPC. E $20
RR-847. Reno & Preston, 1910, G+ 877.1-B-2 T425 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-848. Rich Hill & Genesee, 1912, F 920-AB-6 T408 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-849. Rich & Syra/Agt, [1883], G+ 105-B-1 w/lite neg."S" killer ("SY" on stamp) on GPC addressed w/"Postmaster." h/s & ms "Please deliver to a reliable Law firm, Gowanda, NY". E $24
RR-850. Richhill & Kiowa, 1906, G+ 920-AL-1 ("H HD" mostly not struck) T803 on PPC. E $15
RR-851. Rincon & Silver City, 1900, G+ 965.4-C-1 (trim R; part lite soiled) Tr822 on cvr. E $16
RR-852. Rincon & Silver City, 1915, G+ 965.4-C-6 (part on stamp; "PO" not struck; lite tone) T818 on PSE. E $15
RR-853. Riverside & Los Ang, 1908, G+ 994.2-C-1 (near VG; lite tone) Tr15 on PPC. E $14
RR-854. Riverside & Los Ang, 1909, G+ 994.2-C-1 Tr15 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-855. Roanoke & Florence, 1916, G+ 298-B-2 (R arc on stamp) Tr24 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-856. Roch & Punx, 1894, G+ 144-B-1 (part on stamp; lite tone; nick T) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $14
RR-857. Roch & Punx, [1894], G+ 144-B-1 (year mostly not struck) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-858. Rochester & Pitts, 1909, VF 144-H-2 "SOUTH"; CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $14
RR-859. Rock Isl & St.Louis, 1915, G+ 693-O-4 (lite tone) Tr48 on PPC. E $8
RR-860. Rouses Pt. & Albany, 1950, G+ 100-F-6 (toned; slit 3 sides) Tr10 on commer.#10 cvr. E $5
RR-861. Rumsey & Elmira, ca.1900, G+ 992.8-B-1 w/cork killer (tear R) "SOUTH" on cvr. E $16
RR-862. Rumsey & Elmira, 1907, G+ 992.8-B-2 "SOUTH" on PSE. E $15
RR-863. Rutland, V/Term, 1944, VG 45-A-2 (bit lite tone) on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-864. S.Bend & Terre Haute, 1927, G+ 666-J-1 (R arc on stamp) Culver, IN, cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-865. S.City & Mo.Val/Agt, 1870s, G+ 763-A-1 ("AGT" mostly not struck; part ruff trim R) on cvr. E $16
RR-866. H.K.Potter-P./S.F. and Ukiah, ca.1890, G+ purple undated straight-line h/s (ruff R, in stamp to oval) Wells-Fargo tablet header on PSE FRONT ONLY. E $24
RR-867. S.F. & Barstow, 1948, G+ 993.3-C-5 (bit trim B; staple holes) Tr2 on commer.air cvr. E $8
RR-868. S.F. & Portersv, 1907, G+ 963-AI-1 (ruff R to stamp) "SOUTH" on PSE. E $16
RR-869. S.F., Santa Cruz & Pajaro, 1910, G+ 980-T-1 (bit o/s; lite tone; tip cr) Tr22 on PPC. E $20
RR-870. S.Fran, Mendota & L.Ang, 1896, G+ 963-AJ-1 (slight trim upper L) "NORTH" on cvr. E $16
RR-871. S.L.City & Los Ang, 1907, VG 972-J-2 (toned; lite scuffs B edge; tip cr) Tr7 on PPC. E $14
RR-872. S.L.City, Stock & Sil City, 1908, G+ 973.3-C-1 (near VG; uneven lite tone) Tr52 on PPC. E $24
RR-873. S.L.City, Stock & Sil City, 1914, G+ 973.3-C-2 (part stutter) Tr52 on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-874. S.L.Obispo & Los Ang, 1919, G+ 980-U-2 (toned; tears T; nick T) Tr75 on special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-875. S.Pacific, 1870s, G+ 963-I-1 w/cork killer ("IC" on stamp; tears T & L; bit lite tone) on PSE. E $70
RR-876. S.Pacific, [1872], G+ 963-I-1 w/cork killer (ruff lower R) on PSE. E $80
RR-877. Sac & Fres, 1951, G+ 979-L-1 (slight trim T) Tr60 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-878. Sac & San Fran, 1890, G+ 969-B-1 (R arc obscured on stamp; lite tone; trim L) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-879. Sac'to & San Fran, 1907, G+ 979-F-1 Tr31 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-880. Sac'to & San Fran, 1907, G+ NEW TYPE (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr31 on PPC. E $14
RR-883. Sacto & Fresno, 1945 (Jan 1); G+ 997-K-1 (lite tone) Tr261 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-886. Sala & Youngs, 1890, G+ 550-V-1 (dial bit hi; trim R; lower R tip ruff) Tr12 on PSE. E $20
RR-887. Salem & Chester, 1910, G+ 738-C-1 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-888. Salida & Grand Junc, 1911, G+ 995-K-1 w/inverted slugs ("NC" & "RPO" mostly not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-889. From Salt Lake, Fairfield, Silver City/Andrew B.Larson., [1899], G+ magenta clerk's straight-line h/s w/o ampersand or "RPO" (toned; crs) Tr3 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $24 MIN.12
RR-890. San Ant & Cor Christi, 1913, G+ 482-L-1 (part heavy inked; tear T; crs) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-891. San Ant & Corpus C/HPO, 1960, G+ duplex (part on stamp) Trip 1; Beeville (TX) Hospital cc on commer.PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-893. San B'd'no & San J'c'nto, 1906, G+ 987-I-1 (R arc on stamp; lite tone) "NORTH" on PPC. E $15
RR-894. San Bdno & Orange, 1905, G+ 993.2-B-1 (near VG+) Tr52 on PPC. E $16
RR-895. San Bdno & Orange, 1906, G+ 993.2-B-1 (uneven toned) Tr55 on PPC. E $15
RR-896. San Bern & Orange, 1891, G+ NEW TYPE ("SA" & "R" not struck; day/year partial) Hall's Addition Nursery Co., Riverside, CA, ad cc on cvr. E $24
RR-897. San F. & San L. Obispo, 1898, G+ 980-J-1 Tr1 as dispatching office on reg.pack.rect.card w/same device (part heavy inked) Tr2 as rec'g office. E $16
RR-898. San Fran S.L. & Obispo (misplaced ampersand ERROR), 1898, VG 980-K-2 (lite tone) Tr"5" on back of otherwise blank 3.25x5" "Notice of Failure to Catch" form. E $16
RR-899. San Fran & Barstow, 1911, VG 993.3-B-1 (lite tone) Tr12 on PPC dated line Oakhurst. E $15 MIN.8
RR-901. San Fran & Los Ang/Agt, 1886, G+ 963-F-1 (toned; ruff L) Fresno Lumber cc on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
RR-902. San Fran & Los Ang/D.L., 1890s, G NEW TYPE (spotty strike; month/year not struck) "SOUTH" on PSE. E $15
RR-903. San Fran & S.L. Obispo, 1919, G+ 980-K-3 Tr75 on PPC dated line "En Route to San Fran". E $14
RR-904. San Fran & S.Luis Ob., 1899, G+ NEW TYPE (o/s) Tr"20" on GPC. E $16
RR-905. San Fran, Mendota & L.A., 1894, G+ 963-AE-2 (part ruff slit upper R) on 2c Colum.PSE. E $16
RR-906. San Fran, Mendota & L.A., 1898, G+ 963-AE-2 (L arc spotty; toned; ruff R) "NORTH" on cvr. E $14
RR-907. San Fran, Newark & S.Cruz, 1930, G+ 991-B-2 (trim L; toned) T175 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-908. San Fran, S.Jose & Los Ang, 1910, G+ 980-P-1 (near VG; lite tone) Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-909. San Juan & Ponce, 1949, VF 399-B-2 Tr2 on cvr. E $20
RR-910. San Juan & Ponce, 1949, VF 399-B-2 Tr1 on cvr. E $20
RR-911. San Rita & Whitewater, 1933, VF 965.4-G-1 Tr52 on reg.disp.rect.card. E $20
RR-912. Sandstone & St.Paul, 1917, G+ 878.5-F-1 (lite tone; tip crs) Tr1 on PPC. E $15
RR-913. Sandusky & Newark, 1911, G+ 567-K-4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr4 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-914. Sarles & Lakota, 1914, VG 876.9-A-2 T208 on PPC. E $20
RR-915. Scranton & North, 1909, VF 176-C-1 T702 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-916. Scranton & North, 1911, VF 176-C-1 (lite tone) T703 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-917. Scranton & North, 1904, VG+ 176-E-2 T719 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-918. Sealy & Matagorda, 1911, G+ 492.5-A-2 (lite tone; tip crs) Tr14 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-919. Seattle & Seward, 1933, VG X-14-h (bit heavy inked) "SOUTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC dated line Valdez, AK. E $24
RR-920. Seattle & Skagway, 1930, G+ X-19-d (R arc obscured on stamp; lite tone) "SOUTH"; STEAMBOAT RPO on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-921. Sedalia & Denison, 1902, G+ 809-U-4 (upper R tip slit) Tr4; Ober L.Shannon, Drugs, Paints & Notions, Durant, Ind.Ter., cc on cvr. E $15
RR-922. Sedalia & Denison, 1901, G+ NEW TYPE (toned; stamp fault) Tr2 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-924. Sedalia & Paola, 1907, G+ 817.5-A-1 (L arc partial: "SED" not struck; AS IS for that, but ID sure; dial bit hi) "WEST" on PPC. E $20
RR-926. Sham & Phila, 1960, VG 190-M-1 Tr95-97; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-928. Sharon & Pitts, 1948, VF 223-F-1 Tr405 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-929. Sheffield & Parrish, 1946, G+ 414.2-B-1 Tr2 on commer.cvr. E $14
RR-930. Shingle Sp'gs & Sac, [1891], G+ 981-E-1 on cvr. E $24
RR-931. Sioux City & Omaha, 1908, F 937-O-3 (lite tone) Tr5 on PPC. E $8
RR-932. Slat & Coates, 1949, F 184-C-1 (tip cr) Tr"810-710" on commer.PC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-933. Slating & Reading/Agt, [1878], G+ 184-A-1 ("D" & "GT" not struck) on GPC. E $16
RR-934. Slating & Reading, 1908, G+ 184-D-1 (part heavy inked) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-935. Slatington & Reading, ca.1940s, G+ 184-B-1 (year partial) Tr217 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-936. So.Western/R.R., 1870s, G+ 360-E-3 w/target killer (dial bit hi; ruff trim L) on cvr. E $20
RR-937. So.Western/R.R., 1870s, G+ blue 360-E-5 (ruff R; edge tears T) on cvr. E $24
RR-938. Soo & Mpls/E.D., 1937, G+ 856.2-D-1 (near F; upper L bit uneven slit) Tr7; Hewett Grocery Store, Sault Sainte Marie, MI, cc on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-939. Sparta & Vir/Agt, 1885, G+ 861-A-1 (L arc lite) on GPC. E $15
RR-940. Spok & Lewiston, 1912, VG 906.4-C-1 T232 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-941. Spok & Lewiston, 1912, VG 906.4-C-4 (overall lite tone; tone spot by message) T234 on
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-942. Spok & Lewiston, 1932, G+ 906.4-C-4 T314; State College of Wash., Pullman, WA, cc; 1c
+2c paying air rate on 2c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-943. Spok & Seattle, 1904, VG+ 902.5-D-2 Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-944. Spok, Pasco & Port, 1911, F 899.1-C-1 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-945. Spok, Pasco & Port, 1913, G+ 899.1-C-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $8
RR-946. Spok, Pasco & Seat, 1911, G+ 892-O-1 (dial bit hi; toned) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-947. Spokane & Lewiston, 1930, G+ 906.4-D-1 T314; State College of Wash., Pullman, WA, cc on
PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-948. Spokane & Seattle, 1908, VG+ 902.5-A-1 (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-949. Spokane & Tacoma, 1899, F 892-Q-1 (cr) on PPC. E $20
RR-950. Springfield, Mass/T.Clerk, 1907, G+ 69-D-7 (near VG+; tear L; crs) on PPC. E $6
RR-951. Springfield, Mass/T.Clerk, 1909 (Sep 9), VG 69-D-7 on PPC w/9/9/09 date. E $8
RR-952. St P & Miles Cy E D, 1960, G+ 874-AJ-8 (near VF) Tr1; printed matter rate on 4c PSE to
Netherlands. E $8
RR-953. St P & Williston E.D., 1960, G+ 869-AN-5 Tr27; printed matter rate on 4c PSE to
Netherlands. E $8
RR-954. St.Albans & Bos, 1906, G+ 24-W-1 (near F) Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-955. St.Albans & Spring, 1965, F 24-AD-1 Tr34 on unadd.PSE. E $6
RR-956. St.Joe & Oxford, 1909, G+ 935-R-3 (near F; heavy crs; toned) Tr15 on PPC. E $6
RR-957. St.Joe & Oxford, 1910, G+ 935-R-3 (bit stutter; lite tone) Tr16 on PPC. E $8
RR-958. St.Joe & Oxford, 1912, VG 935-R-3 (crs; lite tone; tear T) on PPC. E $8
RR-959. St.Joseph, Mo.Ter, 1923, G+ 831-D-1 (ccnr crs; tiny tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-960. St.Joseph, Mo/Term, 1934, G+ 831-D-2 (gum tone) Tr3; Cripe Bakery cc on commer.window
PSE. E $12 MIN.6
$12 MIN.6
RR-963. St.L & Denison, 1949, G+ 807-P-1 Tr1 on cvr. E $6
RR-964. St.L & Monett, 1948, G+ 807-Q-7 Tr1; CATALOG COPY; "Inaugural Run/Streamlined Texas
Special" cachet on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-967. St.L. & Monett, 1910, G+ 807-Q-3 (lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $6
RR-969. St.L., Carb & Memp, 1966, G+ 717-L-4 Tr102 on PSE. E $6
RR-970. St.L., Mob & K.C., 1966, G+ 808-O-2 Tr203 on PSE. E $6
RR-971. Rec'd.St.L.Mo.Via St.L. & K.C., 1903, G+ NEW TYPE (crs) Tr10; as recd on PPC. E $16
RR-972. St.Louis & L.Rock, 1922, G+ 456-T-4 Tr6 on PPC. E $6
RR-973. St.Louis & Memphis, 1913, G+ NEW TYPE (lite tone) T106 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-974. St.Louis, Eldon & K.C., 1922, VG 822-C-5 Tr28 on PPC. E $8
RR-975. St.Marys & Brockway, 1908, G+ 222-E-1 Tr4; CATALOG COPY ("V" omitted from catalog
listing in error) Shawmut Clay Mfg.Co., Drummond, PA, cc on PSE. E $70
RR-976. St.Marys & Ramsay, 1912, G+ 222-C-1 (dial hi: tips of "S" & " off T; toned) Tr1 on PPC. E
$16
RR-977. St.Marys & Ramsay, 1912, G+ 222-C-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
RR-978. St.Marys & Ramseytown (MISSPELLED), 1911, G+ 222-D-1 (dial bit hi) Tr1 on PPC. E $24
RR-979. St.P & McIntyre, 1939, VG 731-U-1 (bit stutter; bit trim T) Tr42; S.S.Kresse cc on
commer.PPC. E $8
RR-980. St.P & McIntyre, 1941, G+ 731-U-1 (bit lite tone) Tr42 on commer.PPC. E $6
RR-981. St.P. & Havre/1st Div, 1910, VG+ 869-BM-2 (lite tone) Tr2; CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
RR-982. St.P. & Miles City/W.D., 1914, VG 874-AK-3 Tr3 on PPC. E $8
RR-983. St.Paul Noyes/P.C.Lundberg, 1968, VG+ RED clerk's oval w/no " & "; Tr8 on 3.25x4"
facing slip. E $12 MIN.6
RR-995. Streator & Pekin, 1910, VG 722-I-2 (lite tone; tip crs) Tr16 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-996. Su Fls & Rap Cy/HPO, 1969, VG+ duplex; Tr10 on commer.PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-997. Sunbury & Bellefonte, 1924, G+ 199-H-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr"8533"; 2c Harding on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-998. Transfer Office/Suspension Bridge, N.Y., 1947, G+ 150-L-3 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-999. Syra & Os/R.R., 1870s, G+ 127-B-1 (bit ruff upper L; T edge bit tone) on PSE. E $40
RR-1000. Syra & Roch, 1929, G+ 115-AA-1 (dia bit hi) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-1001. Syracuse & Roch, 1898, VG+ 115-X-1 (dia bit hi) T235 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1002. Tacoma & Port'd/Agt, 1880s, G+ 895-A-2 on PSE. E $30
RR-1003. Tacoma, Wash./Trans Clk, 1910, G+ 906.5-D-1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1004. Temple & Clovis E.D., 1937, F 484-I-1 Tr76; Campbell Motor Co., Chrysler-Plymouth, Lampasas, TX, cc on commer.cvr. E $15
RR-1005. Temple & Clovis E.D., 1943, VG+ 484-I-2 (upper R tip slit) Tr76; soldier's ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1006. Temple & San Ang, 1934, G+ 484-M-1 (dia bit hi) T78; "DL/&/W" perfin; 1c Frank. on commer.PPC. E $8
RR-1007. Tenn & Hawkinsv, 1909, G+ 369.8-B-1 Tr2 on cvr. E $16
RR-1008. The Dalles & Bend, 1927, F 896.14-A-1 (toned) "NORTH" on PPC. E $16
RR-1009. Chief R.Falls & Ken, 1917, VG 880.1-O-3 (lite tone) "EAST" on PPC. E $24
RR-1010. Chief R.Falls & Kenmare, 1929, G+ 880.1-X-1 (lite tone) EAST on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1011. Towanda & Bern/Agt, [1884], G+ 179-A-1 (upper L arc weak) on GPC. E $24
RR-1012. Towanda & Lopez, 1894, G+ 179-B-1 (crnr cr) "NORTH"; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $120
RR-1013. Tracy & Redfield, 1943, G+ 866-G-3 (upper L tip slit; bit lite tone) Tr106 on commer.PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1014. Trav Cy & Gr Rap, 1960, VG 632-E-2 Tr25; ms "Seamail" instruction at upper L; 1c Prexie on 5c air PSE to Netherlands. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1016. Tuckerton & Phila, 1907, G+ 243-G-1 (bit o/s) "AM.W." on PPC. E $14
RR-1018. Tucson & Nogales, 1937, VG 668-G-2 Tr379; Sequoia Hotel, Fresno, CA, fancy cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1021. Tucumcari & El Paso, 1910, G+ 969.3-F-1 (near VG; dial bit hi; toned; crs) Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1022. Tulsa & Avard, 1910, G+ 921.5-A-1 T611 on PPC datelined Teton. E $14
RR-1024. Tulsa & Sherman, 1946, VG 921.1-E-1 (bit stutter) Tr507 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1026. Two bridges & Strouds, 1897, G+ 247-D-2 (R arc & date lite) CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $30
RR-1027. Ulys & Pt.Allegheny ("Allegany" MISSPELLED), 1900, G+ 166.6-A-1 (bit heavy inked; ruff R; lite tone) on PSE. E $24
RR-1028. Ulysses & Pt.Alleg, 1912, G+ 166.6-B-1 (part on stamp) Tr2 on PSE. E $16
RR-1029. Ulysses & Pt.Alleg, 1913, G+ 166.6-B-1 ("RPO" not struck) Tr2 on PSE. E $16
RR-1030. Valley Sp'gs & Lodi/RRO (ERROR), 1908, G+ 984.2-A-1 (R arc lite but error VF; lite tone) T311 on PPC. E $16
RR-1031. Van Buren & Bang, 1908, G+ 16-M-1 Tr22 on PPC. E $8
RR-1032. Vance & Bang, 1945, VG 1-G-1 Tr8 on commer.GPC. E $8
RR-1033. Vancouver & Skagway, 1907, G+ purple oval W-160A (ty.3F) 1c Canada on PPC datelined Pt.Eslington, BC. To U.S. Also listed in "Worldwide" category. E $200 MIN.100
RR-1034. Vaughn & Albuquerque, 1926, G+ 928-H-1 Tr22 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1035. Vaughn & Albuquerque, 1928, F 928-H-1 Tr21 on PPC. E $16
RR-1036. Vaughn & Albuquerque, 1929, G+ 928-H-1 (R arc on stamp) Tr21 on PPC. E $16
RR-1037. Vicks & Monroe/Agt, [1882], G+ 441-C-1 (L arc lite; month not struck; lite tone; trim R) on cvr to France. E $30 MIN.15
RR-1038. Victor & Salt Lake City, 1917, VF 890-X-1 T129 on 1.75x3" PIECE ONLY, cut from facing slip. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1039. Victoria & Beeville, 1912, G+ 482-W-1 (near VG; dial hi: "RIA & " mostly off) T320 on PPC to France. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1040. Hillisca & St.Joseph, 1908, G+ 798-D-1 (R arc partial; o/w F+; lite tone) "NORTHER" PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1042. W'ms & Mahaffey, [1894], G+ 136-I-1 (year mostly not struck; trim R; R edge cr; tiny tears B) "WEST" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1043. W'ms sport & Gazzam, 1891, G+ 136-G-1 (date partial; R arc bit smear; trim L) on cvr. E $16
RR-1044. W'ms sport & Mahaffey, 1902, G+ 136-H-1 (tip cr) Tr33 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1045. W'ms sport & Mahaffey, 1908, G+ 136-H-1 (lite tone) Tr36 on PPC. E $14
RR-1046. W'ms sport & Mahaffey, [1909], G+ 136-H-1 w/blank slug for year (dial hi: " & M" partly off) on PPC. E $14
RR-1047. W'ms sport & Potts, 1896, VG+ 192-M-1 "SOUTH"; E.Datesman, Grain/Coal, W.Milton, PA, cc on cvr. E $14
RR-1048. W'ms sport & Pottsville, 1900, G+ NEW TYPE (heavy vert.cr; edge tears T; lite tone) Tr5; 10c special del.+pair 2c on #10 cvr. E $15
RR-1049. W'ms sport & Pt.Clinton, 1888, G+ 192-G-1 (cr; trim R; edge tear T) on cvr. E $16
RR-1050. W.C. & P.R.R./Lenni (West Chester & Philadelphia), 1880, VF blue 204-S-1 (toned from tape repaired tears; crudely rebuilt ruff lower R crnr) as origin at L; CATALOG COPY; Lenni Mills, PA, VF ms as canx; strip/3x 1c banknote on FRONT ONLY w/bit faulty 3c postage due at B. SCARCE type, despite faults. E $24
RR-1051. W.R. & Montp/Agt (Wells River & Montpelier), [1882], G+ 38-A-1 w/neg. "E" in cork killer (trim R; tears; nicks B; toned) on cvr. E $15
RR-1052. W.Trent & Phila, 1954, VG+ 255-C-1 Tr530 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1053. Wading Riv & L.I.City, 1906, G+ 112-AA-1 T130 on PPC. E $14
RR-1054. Ware & Fall River, 1910, G+ 69.4-A-1 Tr1 on PPC. E $30
RR-1055. Wash & Bris, 1961, VG 302-N-1 Tr45; printed matter rate on unsealed 4c PSE to Netherlands. E $8
RR-1056. Collect'n & Dist'n/Wash'n.D.C./Wagon No.1, 1899, G+ W-4-b (ruff L, in cc) Trip 2; Nat'l Soc'y of the Daughters of the Amer.Revolution cc on #10 PSE. E $20
RR-1057. Wat & Utica, 1890, G+ 104-K-2 Tr232(?) on GPC. E $14
RR-1058. Weldon & Kinston, 1892, G+ purple 327.7-F-1 (ruff R, just in stamp) on PSE w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1059. Wells & Galeton, 1900, G+ 153-I-1 (part ruff trim R, well into stamp) "SOUTH"; Jno.McPherson, Wellsville, NY, illus.ad (lamp) on cvr. E $16
RR-1061. White Cloud & Musk, 1913, G+ 627-C-1 (R arc on stamp; bit lite tone) T114 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-1064. Wichita & Kiowa, 1910, G+ 920-AJ-2 (bit spotty; toned; bit cr) T706 on PPC. E $14
RR-1065. Wichita & Kiowa, 1910, VG+ 920-AJ-2 (cnr crs) T704 on PPC. E $20
RR-1066. Wichita, Kans.Term, 1915, G+ 927-D-1 (bit lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1067. Wil & Wes/R.R., [1878], G+ 266-A-1 w/ms month/day (upper L edge ruff; flap partly off) on cvr. E $90
RR-1068. Wilkes, Rick & Towanda, 1903, G+ 179-C-1 "SOUTH"; CATALOG COPY on GPC. E $16
RR-1069. Wilkes, Rick & Towanda, 1907, G+ 179-C-2 (T arc partial) "SOUTH" on PPC. E $14
RR-1070. Wilkes, Rick & Towanda, [1916], G+ 179-C-3 ("RPO" mostly not struck) T505 on GPC. E $14
RR-1071. Wilkes, Rick & Towanda, 1926, G+ 179-C-4 (dial bit hi; lite tone) T504 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1072. Wilkes, Rick & Towanda, 1931, G+ 179-C-4 (R arc on stamp) T503 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1073. Will & Seatl E.D., 1941, G+ 869-BA-2 Tr27 on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1074. Will & Seattle E.D., 1941, VF 869-BA-2 (2 tone spots & tape remnants T) Tr224; The Fair Hotel, Havre, MT, illus.ad on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1075. Will & Seattle M.D., 1940, G+ 869-BB-1 Tr2 on PSE. E $6
RR-1076. Will & Seattle M.D., 1943, G+ 869-BB-1 Tr2 on Great Northern RR PPC. E $6
RR-1077. Will & Su Fls/HPO, 1960, F+ 4-bar; Tr6 on commer.PPC. E $24 MIN.12
RR-1078. Willets & San Fran ("Willits" MISSPELLED), 1910, G+ 985-T-1 (toned; add.smear) Tr1 on PPC. E $15
RR-1079. Williamsport & Wash, 1909, G+ 193-N-1 (lite tone) Tr54 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1080. Williamsport & Wash, 1911, VG 193-N-2 (upper R tip nick) Tr1 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1081. Williamsport & Wash, 1916, G+ 193-N-2 Tr74 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1082. Williamsport & Wash, 1910, G+ 193-N-3 T154 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1083. Williamsport & Wash, 1917, VG NEW TYPE; T503; 2c War Rate on PPC. E $14
RR-1084. Trans Sta.Williamsport/Pa, [1907], G+ 237-U-2 (lite tone; tip cr) lc Sc.300 +5pf
Germany on German PPC ("left over" from sender's trip). E $15
RR-1087. Williston & Spok/W.D., 1930, G+ 869-BT-2 Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1088. Willits & San Fran, 1911, G+ 985-U-4 (dial bit hi) Tr1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1089. Willows & Heppner, 1915, VG+ 896.13-B-1 (slight o/s; lite whitewash on addressee name) Tr19 on PPC. E $60
RR-1090. Wilm & Land, 1887, G+ 266-C-2 (ink smudge on "PO"; trim L) CATALOG COPY on PSE. E $24
RR-1091. Wilm & Landen/Gag, 1882, G+ 266-B-1 (ruff slit R) on cvr. E $40
RR-1092. Wilming Del & Land, 1909, G+ 266-D-1 ("ILMING" not struck; uneven toned) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1093. Wilming & Western R.R./Hockessin, 1876 (Jan 1), G+ rimless CDS (UNLISTED station
agt.type; tears T; part lite tone; stamp part toned) on cvr. E $75
RR-1094. Win & Storm Lake, 1915, G+ 794-G-2 (part on stamp; crs) Tr29 on PPC. E $14
RR-1095. Winkelman & Phoenix, 1909, G+ 968.1-C-1 (R arc lite; part toned) "EAST" on GPC. E $20
RR-1096. Winona & Watertown, 1890, G+ 866-AD-1 "WEST" (direction partial) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1097. Winona & Watertown, 1895, G+ 866-AD-1 "EAST" on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1098. Winona & Watertown, 1890, G+ 866-AD-2 "WEST" (directional partial) on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1099. Winona & Watertown, 1895, G+ 866-AD-2 Tr4 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1100. Winona & Watertown, 1897, G+ NEW TYPE; Tr2 on reg.pack.rect.card. E $20
RR-1101. Winsted Bridge, 1906, VG+ 87-H-1 Tr"1226"; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE to France. E $20
RR-1102. Winsted & Bridge, 1910, VG 87-G-1 (toned) Tr"1217" on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1103. Winton & Duluth, 1940, G+ 879.1-B-2 (smeared in message) Tr6 on commer.REAL PHOTO
PPC: Dock, Burnside Lodge, Ely, MN. E $14
RR-1104. Wms & Mahaffey, 1928, VG 136-M-1 Tr33 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1105. Wms & Mahaffey, 1911, VF NEW TYPE; "EAST" on PPC. E $14
RR-1106. Wms'pt & Bilt, [1875], G+ 193-D-6 (bit o/s; bit uneven slit upper R) Williamsport, PA, att'y cc on cvr w/letterhead enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1107. Wms'pt & Bilt, [1878], G+ 193-D-6 w/star killer (dial bit hi; lite tone) on GPC. E $15
RR-1108. Wmspt & Bilt, 1870s, G+ 193-D-2 (near F; part ruff slit T; T edge sealed) on cvr. E
$14
RR-1109. Wmspt & Balt, [1880], G+ 193-D-2 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1110. Wmspt & Erie, 1880s, G+ 198-F-3 (year partial; ruff R to stamp) on PSE. E $8
RR-1111. Wmspt & Erie, 1887, G+ 198-F-3 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1112. Wmspt & Phila, 1944, VG 192-F-1 Tr6 on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1113. Woodbury & Salem, 1907, G+ 258.1-C-1 "PM" on PPC. E $15
RR-1114. Woodbury & Salem, 1908, F 258.1-C-1 (lite tone) "AM" on PPC. E $14
RR-1115. Woodbury & Salem, 1918, F 258.1-C-1 Tr"1924" on cvr. E $15
RR-1116. Woodsville & Bos, 1945, VF 25-AO-2 Tr1; RFD 1, Concord, NH, return add. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1117. Woodville & Slaughter, 1896, G+ 446.5-B-1 (nick R; lite crs) on #10 PSE. E $30
RR-1118. Worc & Prov-Agent, 1885, G+ 72-G-1 (trim L, just in cc) Woonsocket (RI) Shuttle Co.cc on PSE. E $15
RR-1120. York & Baltimore, 1906, G+ 207-D-4 Tr6; CATALOG COPY on PPC. E $16
RR-1122. Lot 2) Yukon River, Alaska, ca.1930, G+ X-46-c; Skagway & Juneau VG X-27-d; STEAMBOAT RPOs; both "proof" strikes w/dateless dials on small cuts from facing slips, mounted on card. E $20 MIN.10

OTHER RAILROAD RELATED
RR-1123. Brussels, Belgium, 1948, G+ DCDS/slogan (dial partly off R; cr) "Compagnie du Chemin de Fer du Bas-Congo au Katanga" cc (Lower Congo RR Co.) on 5x6" cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1124. Toronto/Term'l Stn.A, Canada, 1922, G+ slogan machine (lite tone) "City Hall" photo illus.at L on PC w/"Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen/1922 Convention" printed header on back. E $12
RR-1125. Denver, CO, 1940, F PB meter; "The Dependable & Friendly Rio Grande" slogan w/illus.train; Denver & Rio Grande Western RR cc; zero-denom."favor" impression on unadd.#10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1126. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ meter; "HM Used Rails/R.R.Equipment" slogan; Hyman-Michaels Co.cc (bit lite tone) on #10 window cvr. E $8
RR-1127. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG PB meter; "For Better Times/Ship & Travel By Rail" slogan w/illus.train; Western Weighing & Inspection Bureau cc (upper R edge slit) on #10 cvr. E $8
RR-1128. Chicago, IL, 1939, G+ 1.5c meter; "Best to the West" slogan w/illus.train; Merchant Shippers Ass'n cc (bit uneven trim T; no flap) on #10 cvr. E $8
RR-1129. Chicago, IL, 1939, VG NPM meter; "Speed in Safe Comfort on the Rockets" slogan w/illus.train; Rock Island Motor Transit Co.cc on #10 window cvr. E $8
RR-1130. Chicago, IL, 1944, G+ PB meter; "Burlington Route/Way of the Zephyrs" slogan w/illus.train & mountains; C.B. & Q.R.R.Co.cc on cvr. E $8
RR-1131. R.R.Y.M.C.A/Rec'd/Portland, ME, 1916, F blue 50x34mm private oval h/s (o/s; toned; crs) as recd on PPC to Railroad YMCA. E $40
RR-1132. Waseca, MN, 1916, G+ Amer/A14; "8 Hours/Work Sleep Relaxation/A Reasonable Demand/An 8 Hour Day for Railroad Train Service Men means Higher Efficiency" 45x61mm poster stamp tied on back of cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1133. Jefferson City, MO, 1890, partial CDS w/circle killer (trim L) State of Missouri/Railroad & Warehouse Commissioners cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1134. Saint Louis/Annex Sta., MO, 1907, VG Int'l (lower R tip ruff; lite tone) Pullman Co./District Office cc on cvr w/letterhead enc.: "We are now in need of porters"; if still interested come to St.Louis immediately. E $15
RR-1135. New York, NY, 1887, G+ duplex; Grand Rapids & Indiana R.R.Co./Trustees' Office cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1136. New York, NY, 1941, G+ 1.5c PB meter; "Mailed in Pennsylvania Station/Pennsylvania RR/Route of Broadway Ltd./The General..." slogan; Meter Slogan Assoc.cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1137. Towanda, NY, 1880s, partial CDS/cork (trim R; lite crs; tone spot) Lehigh Valley R.R.Co.cc on cvr. E $14
RR-1138. Cleveland, OH, 1890, G+ duplex (lite tone; crs; tip tear) Lake Shore & Michigan Southern R’y cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1139. Cleveland, OH, 1947, G+ 1.5c PB meter; "FRP/good railroads for the nation’s Good/Works
For You" slogan; Federation for Railway Progress logo cc on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1140. Dayton, OH, [1885], F duplex (toned; bit ruff trim L) "Great Western Despatch/E. & P.Desp. & S.S.Line" F magenta DCDS as cc on cvr. E $15
RR-1141. Philadelphia, PA, 1870s, G CDS/cork (dial HI: "ADEL" mostly off; bit ruff trim L) Phila & Reading R.R.Coy.fancy shield return addr.on flap on cvr. E $16
RR-1142. Philadelphia, PA, 1946, F+ PB meter; "100 Years of Transporatation Progress/1846-1946/Pennsylvania RR" slogan w/illus.train; Penna RR cc on 3.5x8.75" window cvr. E $8
RR-1143. Pittsburg, PA, 1908, VG Int'l; H.K.Porter Co., Light Locomotives cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1144. Williamsport, PA, [1867], G+ CDS/cork (R edge toned) "Catawissa R.R./Superintendent's Office" CDS as b/s on cvr w/"Western Central RR Co. & Atlantic & Great Western Rwy Co./Lessees Catawissa Railroad" letterhead enc. E $24
RR-1145. San Antonio/Pt.Sam Houston Sta., TX, 1928, G+ Univ. (toned) "Argonaut/Los Angeles-New Orleans" engraved "en route" style cc & "Southern Pacific Lines" illus.logo on flap on cvr w/"Sunset Limited" & logo engraved letterhead enc. E $20
RR-1146. Burlington, VT, 1925, F Univ. on cvr w/enc.to Mr. H.E.Burton, RPC, Alburg & Albany, RPO, Train 65, Today. E $20
RR-1147. Burlington, VT, 1925, F Univ. on cvr w/enc.to Mr. H.E.Burton, RPC, Alburg & Albany, RPO, Train 64, Today. E $20
RR-1148. Baltimore & Ohio RR Co.: 8x10" 15-share stock certificate (crs; punch thru signature), 1906. E $15
RR-1149. Chic & Savanna, 1931, G 730-V-1 Tr52; Burlington Route/The Nat'l Park Line "en route" style cc; 5c globe air on cvr w/matching letterhead enc. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1151. "The Pennsylvania Railroad": ticket envelope; photo illus.on flap: Union Station, Chicago; List of Ticket Offices under flap; ms $17.71 amount in memo (bit cr). E $10
RR-1152. Santa Fe RR: 2.25x3.75" pocket calendar w/full-color photo (3 Indians on horses) on back; 2" diam."Working for Safety" decal (Indian boy & logo), 1972. E $6

STREET CARS (Towle #')s

RR-1153. Arlington & S.Balto/2, 1898, VG BA-1-a-2 (1c stamp gone; AS IS for that) on 1c GPC to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1154. Arlington & So.Baltimore, 1897, VF BA-1-b-1 flag machine (ruff T & other edge faults) Trip 16 on cvr. E $15
RR-1157. Arlington & So.Balto, 1899, G BA-1-d-2 Trip 14 on GPC. E $15
RR-1164. Arlington & So.Balto, 1900, VF BA-1-f-2/1 on GPC. E $15
RR-1166. Arlington & So.Balto, 1900, G BA-1-f-2/1 as fwd on cvr. SCARCE use. E $15
RR-1170. Arlington & So.Balto/Balto, Md, 1905, G BA-1-g-1/2 (EKU) on GPC. E $24
RR-1171. Arlington & So.Balto/Balto, Md, 1905, VF BA-1-g-1/2 on PPC. E $15
RR-1172. Arlington & So.Balto/Balto, Md, 1909, G BA-1-g-1/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1174. Arlington & So.Balto/Balto, Md, 1907, G+ BA-1-g-2/3 (big scuff by address, before mailed) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1175. Arlington & So.Balto/Balto, Md, 1908, F BA-1-g-2/3 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1176. Arl & So.Balto/Balto.Md, 1905, G+ BA-1-h-1 (crs) 10c special del. on 1c GPC w/"Fee Claimed at Baltimore Post Offi(ce) h/s. E $50
RR-1182. Arl & So.Balto/Balto.Md, 1909, G+ BA-1-k-1 (bit o/s) on 2.75x4.5" cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1183. Balto & Arlington, 1912, G+ BA-2-f-1 (edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1188. Baltimore & Arlington, 1915, G+ BA-2-o flag machine (near F) on Order of Railway Conductors GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1189. Baltimore & Arlington, ca.1915, G+ BA-2-o flag machine w/LOW "dropped dial" (year not struck; message thru dial) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1191. Baltimore and Arlington, 1927, VF BA-2-p on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1192. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1898, G+ BA-3-a-2 (ruff R, just in stamp) on cvr. E $30
RR-1193. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1898 (Aug 11), G+ BA-3-a-? (lower R arc mostly not struck, affects #; LKU if ty.1; upper L tip nick) Tr"18"; Gibbs Preserving Co.cc on PSE. E $40
RR-1194. Roland Park & Saint Helena, 1897, G+ BA-3-b-1 flag machine; Trip 20 on GPC. E $15
RR-1195. Roland Park & Saint Helena, 1898, G+ BA-3-b-2 flag machine (part obscured by tablet) Trip 23 on GPC. E $15
RR-1196. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1898 (Aug 6), G+ BA-3-c (part on stamp) on PSE. E $40
RR-1197. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1898, G+ BA-3-c ("ND & PA" not struck; lower R tip ruff) Tr"13" on cvr. E $30
RR-1198. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1898, G+ BA-3-c (bit o/s; heavy crs) Tr"5"; 1c green on 1c GPC to England. E $30
RR-1199. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, G+ BA-3-d-1 Trip 21; Church of St.Michael & All Angels rector's cc on cvr. E $15
RR-1200. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, VG BA-3-d-2 Trip 22; Gibbs Preserving Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1201. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, G+ BA-3-e-2 (lower R edge slit) E.L.Parker & Co.cc on PSE. E $15
RR-1202. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1899, VG+ BA-3-e-2; Richard D.Fisher & Sons/Bankers & Brokers cc on cvr w/enc. E $15
RR-1203. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1901, VG BA-3-f-1/3 (crs; bit lite tone) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1204. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1902, VF BA-3-f-1/4 (no flap) Oakland Mfg.Co.cc on PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1205. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1900, G+ BA-3-f-2/1 (bit o/s) on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1206. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1901, G+ BA-3-f-2/1 (ruff L) on cvr; enc.w/Perkins Photographic Studio letterhead. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1207. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1901, G+ BA-3-f-2/2 (trim R) Canton Nat'l Bank cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1208. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1902, VG BA-3-f-2/2 (o/s) as fwd on PPC from England. E $14
RR-1209. Roland Park & St.Helena, 1901, VF BA-3-f-2/3 on GPC w/J.W.Neily Oars, Tackle Blocks,
Marine Hardware ad header w/product list on back. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1210. Lot 4) Roland Park & St.Helena, 1901, VF-F BA-3-f-2/3 (ruff R, to or just in stamps) on cvrs. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1211. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1903 (Feb 13), VF BA-3-g-1/1 (EARLY; multi-crs) on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1212. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906, VG BA-3-g-1/1 on priv.mailing card. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1213. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906, VF BA-3-g-1/1 (uneven toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1214. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906, VF BA-3-g-1/1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1215. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1905, F BA-3-g-1/2 (toned; crnr crs) on PPC. E $14
RR-1216. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906 (Jun 4), VG BA-3-g-1/2/NEW TYPE (UNLISTED type in monograph) on PPC. E $30
RR-1217. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1907, VF BA-3-g-1/3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1218. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, G+ BA-3-g-1/4 (bit lite tone; edge tear T) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1219. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, G+ BA-3-g-1/4 (# not struck but ID sure; lite tone) 2c Wash. on heavy embossed PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1220. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1903, F BA-3-g-2/1 (o/s) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1221. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906, VG BA-3-g-2/1 (toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1222. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906 (May 2), F BA-3-g-2/1 (LATE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1223. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1905, VG BA-3-g-2/2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1224. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1906, G+ BA-3-g-2/3 (trim R; part lite tone) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1225. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, G+ BA-3-g-2/3 (ruff slit R) Johns Hopkins Univ.cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1226. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1907, F+ BA-3-g-2/4 (lite tone) 1c Smith on PPC. E $8
RR-1227. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1907, VF BA-3-g-2/4 (2 staple holes) Woman's College cc on cvr. E $15
RR-1228. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, F BA-3-g-2/4 (crnr crs) H.S.Rosenstock, Mfr's & Mill Agt.h/s return add.on back on PPC. E $14
RR-1229. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, VF BA-3-g-2/4 on PPC. E $8
RR-1230. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1910, VG BA-3-g-2/4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1231. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1904, G+ BA-3-h-1 (near VF; tear T) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1232. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1904, G+ BA-3-k-1 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1233. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1908, VG+ BA-3-k-1 on PPC. E $14
RR-1234. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1908, G+ BA-3-k-1 (dial hi: "St.H" partly off) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1235. Rol Pk & St.Hel/Balto, Md, 1909, VG BA-3-k-1 (edge tear T) on cvr. E $15
RR-1236. Rol P'k & Highland/Balto, Md, 1910, G+ BA-4-k-2 (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1237. Rol Pk & Highland/Balto, Md, 1928, F BA-4-n-2 (LKU; lite tone) on #10 cvr. E $80
RR-1238. Rol Park and Highlandtown, 1929, VG+ BA-4-p-1 (LKU) Berthmor Linen Co.cc on cvr. LATEST of ANY type for this route. E $65
RR-1239. Towson & Catonsville, 1897 (Aug 23), G+ BA-5-a-2 (EARLY; dial hi: "TONS" partly off; trim R; tear R) on cvr. E $50
RR-1240. Towson & Catonsville, 1897, G+ BA-5-b-1 flag machine (part obscured by tablet) Trip 16 on GPC. E $15
RR-1241. Towson & Catonsville, 1897, VG+ BA-5-b-1 flag machine (bit ruff trim R to stamp) Trip 10; Empire Drill Co.cc on PSE. E $24
RR-1242. Towson & Catonsville, 1897, G+ BA-5-b-1 flag machine; Trip 12 on GPC. E $20
RR-1243. Towson & Catonsville, 1898, VF BA-5-b-2 (bit ruff trim R, just in stamp) Trip 11; "C.D.Mosher, Johns Hopkins Hospital" h/s return add. on PSE. E $24
RR-1244. Towson & Catonsville, 1898, G+ BA-5-d-1 (dial bit hi; bit uneven slit T) Trip 12 on cvr. E $15
RR-1245. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, G+ BA-5-d-1 (lite tone) Trip 21; "The Little Joe Wiesenfeld Co./Cut Price/Bicycles & Sundries" ad cc on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1246. Towson & Catonsville, 1899, G+ BA-5-e (car # unclear; crs) 2c red on cvr w/2c postage due at L. E $15
RR-1247. Towson & Catonsville, 1901, G+ BA-5-e (car # unclear; lower R crnr toned) on cvr. E
$15
RR-1248. Towson & Catonsville, 1900, G+ BA-5-f-1/1 (near VF; part lite tone) 10c special
del.+2c red on cvr. E $15
RR-1249. Towson & Catonsville, 1900, G+ BA-5-f-2/1 (lower R arc not struck) on GPC Sc.UX6 to
England. E $20
RR-1250. Tow & Catons/BaltoMd, 1907, G+ BA-5-g-1/3; 1c +2x 2c on 3x4.5" cvr to Scotland. E $15
RR-1251. Tow & Catons/BaltoMd, 1907, G+ BA-5-g-2/3 (R arc partial) 1c +2x 2c on cvr to
Scotland & f/wd to London. E $15
RR-1252. Tow & Catons/Balto, Md, 1908, VF BA-5-g-2/3 (LATE for this type) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1253. Tow & Catons/Balto/Md, 1904, G+ BA-5-h-1 (near F; tear R; cr; lite tone) on PPC. E $14
RR-1254. Towson & Catons/Balto.Sta., ca.1908, VG+ BA-5-j-1 (part on stamp; year unclear) on
3x4.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1255. Towson & Catons/Balto.Sta., 1908, VG+ BA-5-j-1 on PPC. E $14
RR-1256. Towson & Catonsville, 1916, F BA-5-o-1 flag machine (bit lite tone) on 2.75x4.25"
black-border MOURNING cvr w/matching enc. E $15
RR-1257. Towson/Catonsville/RP0 1, 1922, F BA-5-q-1 (cr; lower R tip nib; L edge tone) on cvr.
E $12 MIN.6
RR-1258. Towson/Catonsville/RP0 2, 1925, G+ BA-5-q-2 on 3x5" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1259. Boston & Brighton, 1900, VG BO- 1-b flag machine (edge tear L) Trip 10 on blue cvr. E
$15 MIN.8
RR-1260. Boston & Brighton, 1906, G+ BO- 1-b flag machine; Trip 10 on PPC. E $14
RR-1261. Boston & Brighton, 1907, G+ BO- 1-b flag machine; Trip 6 on PPC. E $14
RR-1262. Boston & Brighton, 1906, G+ BO- 1-d (part on stamp) blank Trip slug on PPC. E $90
RR-1263. Lot 38) Boston Circuit flag machines, 1902-15, VF+G+ BO-10-c (9); BO-10-e (23);
BO-10-f (6) on cards/cvrs. MIN.$38
RR-1264. Boston Circuit, 1906, G+ BO-10-d flag machine w/"Trip 6" in dial (o/s; toned) on PPC.
E $24 MIN.12
RR-1265. Boston Circuit, 1906, G+ BO-10-d flag machine w/scarse "Trip 6" slug on glitter PPC. E
$30
RR-1266. Boston Circuit, 1907, VG+ BO-10-e flag machine on 2.75x4.25" cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1267. Boston Circuit, 1907, VG+ BO-10-e flag machine (bit lite tone) 2c Sc.319 on PPC to
Newfoundland. E $15
RR-1268. Brooklyn So.Shore, 1906, VG+ BR-6-b-2 Tr21; as recd on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1269. Chi & N.Clark St./2, 1906, G+ CH-1-b (part on stamp; uneven toned) Tr14 on PPC. E $8
RR-1270. Chi & N.Clark St.Chi.Ill/2, 1909, G+ CH-1-b (killer mostly off R) 2c Wash.overpaying
rate on PPC. E $8
RR-1271. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1906, G+ CH-1-c (R arc on stamp) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-1272. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, F CH-1-c Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1273. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, VG+ CH-1-c Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-1274. Chi & N.Clark St./Chi.Ill/3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (toned) Tr12 on PPC. E $6
RR-1275. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (dial hi: "K ST" partly off; lite tone) Tr16 on
PPC. E $6
RR-1276. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, F CH-1-c (tip cr; 3 tips nib) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-1277. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (R arc on stamp; lite tone) Tr12 on PPC. E $8
RR-1278. Chi & N.Clark St./Chi.Ill/3, 1907, G+ CH-1-c (lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-1279. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1908, G+ CH-1-c (part on stamp; lite tone; crnr cr; edge tear T)
Trp12 on PPC. E $8
RR-1280. Chi & N.Clark St./3, 1909, F CH-1-c (toned) Trp10 on PPC. E $8
RR-1281. Chicago, Ill.N.Cla.St., 1910, G+ CH-1-d1 (upper R on stamp; killer off R; lite tone)
Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-1282. Chicago, Ill.N.Cla.St., 1910, G+ CH-1-d1 (upper R on stamp; killer mostly off R; lite
tone) Tr20 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1283. Chicago Cott Gro.Av/Ill/2, 1904, G+ CH-3-d2 (toned) Tr4 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1284. Chicago, Cott.Gro.Av./Ill/2, 1905, G+ CH-3-d2 (ruff slit lower L; bit lite tone; tiny
tear T) Tr23 on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1285. Chicago Cott Gro.Av/Ill/2, 1905, G+ CH-3-d2 (state not struck; lite tone) on PPC. E
$10 MIN.5
RR-1286. Chi.Ill.Cott Gro Av, 1906, G+ CH-3-e ("ILL" mostly not struck; toned) Tr15 on PPC. E
$12 MIN.6
RR-1287. Chi.Ill.Madison St., 1896, G+ CH-4-b w/BOLD crude star killer (near F; lite tone) Tr4 on cvr. E $50
RR-1288. Chicago, I1l/Mad.St., 1905, G+ CH-4-d (upper R arc partial; killer not struck; nicks T; tear T) Tr15 on cvr w/enc. E $8
RR-1289. Chicago, I1l/Mad.St., 1906, F CH-4-d (toned) Tr18 on PPC w/message at L. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1290. Chicago, I1l/Mad.St., 1907, G+ CH-4-d (lite tone) Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-1291. Chicago, I1l/Mad.St., 1909, VG+ CH-4-d (killer off R) Tr18; rim barely ties stamp, so partial mute oval h/s (#2067) applied at P.O. in transit as killer; on PPC. Nice combo. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1292. Chicago, I1l/Mad St, 1910, G+ CH-4-d (R arc & part of date on stamp) Tr10 on PPC. E $8
RR-1293. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 110 (Nov 7), VG+ CH-5-a (toned) on PPC. E $20
RR-1294. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1903, G+ CH-5-b (B arc partial; lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
RR-1295. Chi & Millard Ave./I1l./2, 1906, G+ CH-5-b (tiny tears T)Tp8 on PPC. E $8
RR-1296. Chi & Millard Ave/2, 1911, G+ CH-5-b ("MIL" not struck) SCARCE Tp3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1297. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1907, G+ CH-5-c (uneven lite tone) Tp6 on PPC. E $8
RR-1298. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1907, VG+ CH-5-c (o/s; toned) Tp10 on PPC. E $8
RR-1299. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1907, G+ CH-5-c (upper L arc not struck but ID sure) SCARCE Tp17 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1300. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1907, G+ CH-5-c (killer not struck but ID sure; lite tone) Tp14 on PPC. E $6
RR-1301. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1908, G+ CH-5-c (lower R arc partial) Tp14 on PPC. E $8
RR-1302. Chi & Millard Ave/Ill, 1908, G+ CH-5-d (dial bit hi: "R" partly off; lower R on stamp; # partial but ID sure) Tp10 on PPC. E $15
RR-1303. Chi & Mil Ave, 1905, G+ CH-6-b (B arc mostly not struck) Tr19 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1304. Chi & Mil Ave, 1906, VF CH-6-b Tr14 on LEATHER PPC. E $14
RR-1305. Chi & Mil Ave, 1907, G+ CH-6-b (dial bit hi; lite tone) Tr15 on PPC. E $8
RR-1306. Chi & Mil Ave, 1907, F CH-6-b Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-1307. Chi & Mil Ave, 1908, G+ CH-6-b (year partial) Tr18 on PPC. E $6
RR-1308. Chi & Mil Ave, 1909, VG+ CH-6-b (toned) Tr8 on PPC. E $8
RR-1309. Chi & Mil Ave, 1909, VG CH-6-b Tr10 on PPC. E $8
RR-1310. Chi & Mil Ave, 1910, G+ CH-6-b Tr18 on PPC. E $8
RR-1311. Chi & Went Ave, 1905, G+ CH-7-b (# not struck; lite tone) Tr126 on PPC. E $6
RR-1312. Chi & Went, 1909, G+ CH-7-b (killer mostly not struck) Tp4 on PPC to Switzerland. E $14
RR-1313. Chi & Went Ave, 1904, G+ CH-7-b1 (crn r cr) Tp16 on PPC. E $15
RR-1314. Chi & Went Ave, 1905, G+ CH-7-b3 (lite tone) Tp2 on PPC. E $8
RR-1315. Chi & Went/3, 1905, G+ CH-7-b3 Tr8 on GPC. E $8
RR-1316. Chi & Went Ave, 1908, G+ CH-7-b3 w/BOLD 3; Tp10 on PPC. E $8
RR-1317. Chi & Went Ave/3, 1908, G+ CH-7-b3 (bit lite tone; crn crs; edge tear R) Tp18 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1318. Chi & Went Ave/3, 1906, G+ CH-7-b5 w/inverted # (part on stamp) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-1319. Lot 2) Chi & Went Ave, 1906 (Aug 1), G+ CH-7-b5 (1 o/s; both lite tone) Tr15 & Tr18 on PPCs. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1320. Chi & Went Ave, 1906, G+ CH-7-b5 w/BOLD inverted 3 (toned) Tp6 on PPC. E $10 MIN.5
RR-1321. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 (dial H: "WENT" partly off; "C" not struck) Tr8; 2c Jamestown on PPC to Germany. E $12
RR-1322. Chi & Went Ave, 1907, G+ CH-7-b5 w/BOLD inverted 3 ("RPO" not struck; lite tone) Tp2; 1c Jamestown on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1323. Chi & Went Ave/Street, 1910, G+ CH-7-c Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1324. Chi & Went Ave/Street, 1911, G+ CH-7-c (lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1325. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, G+ CL-1-a (lite tone) Tr9 on PPC. E $8
RR-1326. Cleveland Circuit, 1908, VG CL-1-b FLAG machine, w/2nd strike inverted at lower L; Trip 9 on PPC. E $6
RR-1327. Cleveland Circuit, 1913, G+ CL-1-e (lite crs) Trip 8 on RED Valentine-related PPC. E $8
RR-1328. 3rd Ave N.Y.City, 1897, G+ NY-1-b-8 Tr35; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15
RR-1329. Third Ave Dist Car/N.Y.City, 1898, G+ NY-1-c-3 Tr33; as recd on GPC. E $15
RR-1330. Third Ave Dist Car, 1898, G+ NY-1-c-7 (lite tone; nick T) Tr43; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15
RR-1332. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1897, G+ PH-2-c flag machine (edge tears T) Trip 35 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1333. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1897, VF PH-2-c flag machine (bit ruff trim L) Trip 34; Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf & Dumb cc on cvr w/F+ PH-2-c Trip 37 as b/s. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1334. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1897, F+ PH-2-c flag machine; Trip 36 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1335. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1898, G+ PH-2-c (part heavy inked; tears T & R) Trip 30; Baldwin Locomotive Works cc on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1338. Philadelphia & Manayunk, 1898, G+ PH-2-c flag machine (lite tone) Trip 34; 5c blue Grant on cvr to England. E $20 MIN.10
RR-1339. Phila Pa.Frankford, 1898, G+ PH-3-b (tear T) Tp31; as recd b/s on PSE. E $20
RR-1340. Philadelphia & Frankford, 1897, VG PH-3-c flag machine; Trip 32 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1341. Philadelphia & Frankford, 1898, G+ PH-3-c flag machine (nicks T; edge tear T) Trip 36 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1342. Philadelphia & Frankford, 1898, F PH-3-c flag machine; Trip 36 on cvr. E $15
RR-1344. Phila Pa.Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-b (dial bit hi) Tp1; as recd b/s on GPC. E $15
RR-1345. Phila Pa.Germantown, 1900, VG PH-4-b Tp31; as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-1346. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, VF PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 32 on cvr. E $20
RR-1347. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 36 on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1348. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, VG+ PH-4-c flag machine (tip nick; slight ruff slit T) Trip 7; as recd b/s on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1349. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1897, G+ PH-4-c flag machine; Trip 36; Friedberger & Co.cc on 2c PSE to Canada. E $15
RR-1350. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1898, G+ PH-4-c flag machine (part o/s) Trip 28 on GPC. E $14
RR-1351. Philadelphia & Germantown, 1898, G+ PH-4-c flag machine (slight ruff slit T) Trip 35; Enterprise Mfg.Co.Flag Pole Holders ad on cvr. E $20
RR-1352. Phila & Darby, 1899, G+ PH-7-a (lite tone) Tr11; as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-1353. Phila & Darby, 1899, G+ PH-7-a (lite tone) Tr9; as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-1354. Phila & Darby, 1900, G+ PH-7-a (lite tone) Tr13; as recd b/s on cvr. E $20
RR-1355. Phila & Darby, 1914, G+ PH-7-d (R arc on stamp; "RPO" mostly not struck; AS IS for strike; tear B) Tp18 on 2.75x4.25" black-border MOURNING cvr. E $20
RR-1356. Phila & Darby, 1906, G+ PH-7-e (o/s; crs) Tr16 on PPC. E $15
RR-1357. Phila & Darby, 1911, G+ PH-7-e Tr24 on PPC. E $15
RR-1358. Philadelphia, PA/South West Circuit, 1897, VG PH-8-c (part ruff slit flap; lite tone) Trip 5; as recd b/s on cvr. E $14
RR-1361. Pittsburg St./Pa, 1899, G+ PI-2-a (ruff slit L; upper L tear thru cc) Trip 7; Park Steel Co.cc on PSE. E $20
RR-1362. Pittsburg St./Pa, 1900, G+ PI-2-b (dial hi: "URG" mostly off T) Tr2 on cvr. E $15
RR-1363. Pittsburg St./Pa, 1900, G+ PI-2-b (ruff slit lower R) Tr7; Park Steel Co.cc on PSE. E $15
RR-1364. Pittsburg St./Pa, 1900, G+ PI-2-b (crs; nick R) SCARCE Tr6; Ward-Mackey printed receipt on GPC. E $24
RR-1365. Pittsburg St./Pa, 1901, G+ PI-2-b (bit o/s; edge faults; lite tone) SCARCE Tr4; as transit b/s on special del.cvr. E $15
RR-1366. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1901, G+ PI-2-c Tr2; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE to Denmark. E $20
RR-1368. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1902, G+ PI-2-c; SCARCE Tr5 on cvr. E $15
RR-1369. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1903, G+ PI-2-c (ruff R, into stamp) Tr1 on cvr w/enc. E $8
RR-1372. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1905, G+ PI-2-c (o/s; lite tone) Tr7; "Held For Postage" h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1373. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1906, F PI-2-c (o/s) Tr1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1374. Pittsburg, Pa.St., 1907, F PI-2-c (lower R edge stained) Tr1 on LEATHER PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1375. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1907, F PI-2-e (dia. bit hi) Tr7; McConway & Torley Co.cc on PSE. E $15
RR-1376. Pittsburg, Pa.Street, 1908, F PI-2-e; SCARCE Tr3 on PPC. E $15
RR-1377. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1913, G+ PI-2-f-a Tr5 on GPC. E $24
RR-1378. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street, 1916 (Jan 31), G+ PI-2-f-b (LKL; dial hi: "RG" partly off) Tr4"; h/s applied because flag machine ty.PI-2-j (w/partial dial) applied fully at L, above message area; on PPC. E $30
RR-1379. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, VG PI-2-i-a (toned) SCARCE Trip 5 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1380. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1909, VG PI-2-i-a (upper R crnr slit) Trip 2 on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1381. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, G+ PI-2-j (2 strikes, overlapped & o/s by recd' canx; 1 w/dial bit hi) day omitted & "12- IP" in "Trip" line in BOTH dials; ODD variety on PPC. E $24
RR-1382. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1915, F PI-2-j Trip 8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1383. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1908, G+ PI-2-k; SCARCE Trip 5- on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1384. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1913, G+ PI-2-l (near F) Trip 6; Pennsylvania State College cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1385. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, VG+ PI-2-1; SCARCE Trip 10 on PPC. E $14
RR-1386. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, G+ PI-2-1 (dia. hi: "SBUR" partly off) SCARCE Trip 13 on PPC. E $15
RR-1387. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1914, G+ PI-2-l (near VF) UNLISTED "Tr -*" on PPC. E $24
RR-1388. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-l; SCARCE Trip 10; J.S.McCormick Co.cc on 1c PSE. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1389. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-l; SCARCE Trip 10 on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
RR-1390. Pittsburgh, Pa/Street Car, 1916, G+ PI-2-l; Carnegie Inst.of Technology cc on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1391. St.Louis, Mo/Grand Ave Circuit, [1897], VG+ SL-3-Aa var: year omitted (upper L crnr toned) Tr9 on GPC. E $24
RR-1392. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1906, VF SL-9-A Tr6 on GPC. E $24
RR-1393. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1906, F SL-9-A Tr6 on GPC. E $20
RR-1394. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1912 (Dec 31), VG SL-9-A (lite tone; tip cr) Tr4 on GPC. E $20
RR-1395. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1913, G+ SL-9-A (edge tears T) Tr4 on PPC. E $20
RR-1396. St.Louis, Mo/Chouteau Cir, 1915, VG SL-9-A (lite tone) Tr4; 1c Balboa on PPC. E $20
RR-1397. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1908, VF SL-10-A (lite tone) Tr6 on GPC. E $20
RR-1398. St.Louis, Mo/Olive Cir, 1909, F SL-10-A Tr2 on GPC. E $20
RR-1399. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1905, VF SL-11-A Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1400. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1907, F+ SL-11-A (bit ruff trim R) Tr3 on PPC. E $14
RR-1401. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1907, VG+ SL-11-A (lite tone; tip cr) Tr2 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1402. Saint Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1912, G+ SL-11-A Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-1403. St.Louis, Mo/Easton Circuit, 1908, VF SL-11-C Tr3 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1404. St.Louis, Mo/Easton, 1908, G+ SL-11-C (few lite tone specks) Tr4 on PPC. E $8
RR-1405. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest Circuit, 1910, VF SL-12-B (nick L) Tr4 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1406. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest, 1912, VF SL-12-C (toned) Tr8 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1407. St.Louis, Mo/Northwest, 1912, VG SL-12-C (part on stamp; lite tone) Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-1408. St.Louis, Mo/North B'way, 1908, F SL-13-B Tr6 on PPC. E $8
RR-1409. St.Louis, Mo/North B'way, 1909, VF SL-13-B Tr7 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
RR-1410. St.Louis, Mo/North B'way, 1909, VF SL-13-B (part lite tone) Tr2 on PPC. E $8
RR-1411. St. Louis, Mo/Southwest Cir, 1907, F+ SL-14-A on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SEALS / Labels (Scott #, then centering. "SE" = straight edges.) Need the Christmas Seal catalog? We have it!
SL-1. WX 3 (ty.1A), F, Baltimore, MD, 1908, G+ Int'l (tied; SE's at T & R) on PPC. E $40
SL-2. WX 3a, A (lite tone), Plymouth, PA, 1909 (Jan 1), VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) '08 seal used New Year's Day on PPC. E $16
SL-3. WX 6, F-A, Spring Green, WI, 1910, partial duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-4. WX 10, F-A, Grand Rapids, MI, 1912, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-5. WX 13, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1913, G Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15
SL-6. WX 13, F, Fargo, ND, 1913, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-7. WX 15, F (couple short perfs), Brooklyn/Sta.L, NY, 1914, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on TONED PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-8. WX 15, F, Ann Arbor, MI, 1914, G Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-9. WX 18, F-A, Milwaukee, WI, 1916, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-10. WX 18a, F, Troy, NY, 1916, VG Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-11. WX 22a, F, (Zearing?), IA, 1918, partial 4-bar (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $30
SL-12. WX 26, F-A, LeRoy, NY, 1920, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $6
SL-13. WX 28, F, El Paso, TX, 1921, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-14. WX 28, F, Polo, IL, 1921, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-15. WX 29A (2 pairs), F (few short perfs on 1), Bedford Hills, NY, 1921, G DCDS (tied to back; 0 SE) on reg'd cvr. E $30
SL-16. WX 31, F, Johnson Creek, WI, 1925, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (toned; bit cr). E $12 MIN.6
SL-17. WX 32, F, Black River Falls, WI, 1924, G+ Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-18. WX 32, F, Kilbourn, WI, 1924, G+ Int'l (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-19. WX 35, F, Portland, OR, 1925, VG Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-20. WX 38, F, Iron River, WI, 1926, G+ Colum. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-21. WX 72, F, Warsaw, IN, 1934, F Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on UX27 GPC w/holiday message. E $15 MIN.8
SL-22. WX 80/var ("Help Fight Tuberculosis" corner seal), F, Red Bank, NJ, 1936, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on cvr. E $40
SL-23. WX 80/var ("Protect Your Home" corner seal), F, Keansburg, NJ, 1936, VG duplex (tied; 2 SE) on cvr (no flap). E $70
SL-25. WX104, F, Carbondale, PA, 1941 (Dec 15), VG Univ. (barely tied to back; 0 SE) on cvr; 8 days after Pearl Harbor attack. E $14
SL-26. WX113, F, Fresno, CA, 1943 (Nov 23), F Univ. (tied; 1 SE) EARLY use on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-27. WX125 pair, F, Staunton, IL, 1945, G+ Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-28. WX164 (x2) & '53 Boys Town; F, St.Petersburg, FL, 1954 (Feb 10), VF Univ. (tied on back, 1 barely; 1 seal w/1 SE) late use on cvr (gum tone). E $12 MIN.6
SL-29. 82-1.1 (sleeping Santa), F, ILLEGALLY used as postage; Springfield, MO, 1982 (Oct 28), G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) EARLY use on commer.#10 cvr (ruff slit upper L). E $30
SL-30. Local 228, F, Warren, PA, [1920], G Univ. (not tied, but apparently belongs; 0 SE) on pix side of lite tone PPC. E $75
SL-31. Local 255.3 (Calif.Ass'n: Los Angeles); F (piece out of R margin), Los Angeles, CA, 1909, G+ Int'l (not tied, but apparently belongs; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-32. Local 667 (Grace Lutheran Sanitorium), A, Lake Worth, FL, 1924, G+ Colum. (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $40
SL-33. Local 1012 (Luth.Sanitarium), F (tip crs), Milwaukee, WI, 1911, G+ Int'l (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $50
SL-34. Local 1021 (Lutheran Sanitarium), F, Omaha/Harvey Sta., NE, 1921, G+ Univ. (tied; 3 SE) on PPC. E $50
SL-35. Local 1022 (Luth.Sanitarium), F, Lowden, IA, 1922, G duplex (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $20
MIN.10
SL-36. Local 1171 (Michigan Anti-TB Ass'n), F, Kalamazoo, MI, 1909, G+ Colum. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $200
SL-37. Cuba 1c TB Postal Tax stamp (Sc.RA1), F, Caimanera, Cuba, 1939 (Jan 19), G+ CDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (notch T) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-38. Czech. 59, F, Cesca Trebova, Czechoslovakia, 1933, G+ DCDS (not tied; 0 SE) on part lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-39. Denmark 61 (deer), F, Nykobing, Denmark, 1960, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-40. Denmark 64, F, Tastrup, Denmark, 1963, G machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-41. France 9, F, Paris, France, 1929, G+ slogan machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC (crnr cr) to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SL-42. Sweden 2, F, Worcester, MA, 1906 (Jul 23), VF Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-43. Sweden 60, F, Harnosand, Sweden, 1959, G CDS (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $8
SL-44. "Int'l Postal Slogan Soc'y" (56x56mm dove, flag, globe), F, Cleveland, OH, 1942, G+ Int'l (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-45. "Uncle Sam's Xmas Special" (mailman on horse); "Express Special Delivery" (truck & ship; crnr cr), ca.1922, (not tied; 1 & 2 SE's) in upper L crnr on unmailed PPC. E $20
SL-46. A Happy Christmas (poinsettia), A, Batavia, NY, 1913, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on heavily embossed PPC (lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
SL-47. A Happy Xmas (Santa & holly) 20mm round sticker, F, Kittery Depot, ME, 1916, VG 4-bar (not tied; die-cut) (58-23) on PPC. E $5
SL-48. A Merry Christmas (bells; 18 mm round), Brazililton, KS, 1920, G 4-bar (tied; die-cut) on PPC (names scribbled thru). E $12 MIN.6
SL-49. American Air Mail Society/Chicago Airmail Society (70x47mm green poster stamp), F, Augusta & Atlanta/RPO, 1934, G+ duplex (tied to back by addressee's DCDS; 2 SE) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-50. American Assn.of Retired Persons (29x26mm country scene), F; used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1984, F machine (tied; 1 SE) on 3.75x7.25" window cvr. E $14
SL-52. American flag w/eagle on pole; F, Waureka, WI, 1917, G+ duplex (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-53. American Legion Memorial, Hammond (REAL PHOTO label), F, Hammond, IN, 1941, partial Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-54. Bethlehem, Penna./The Christmas City of the USA (wise men, camels & star), F, Bethlehem, PA, 1937, F Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on GPC (bit cr). E $14
SL-55. Bi-Cent'1 Anniversary/1732-1932 (x2; Washington portrait), F, Lancaster, PA, 1932, VF Univ. (1 tied to back; 0 SE) on cvr. E $20
SL-56. Boy & fireplace (28x25mm), F, Wellsville, NY, 1917 (Dec 25), G Univ. (tied; die-cut) on PPC (crnr cr; lite tone) to Star Route S, Wellsville. E $15 MIN.8
SL-57. Bridgeport Cent'1 (52mm irreg.diam.; city seal on shiny gold), F, Bridgeport, CT, 1936, VG Univ. (tied; die-cut) on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-58. Centenario Della Reazione Nera (39x52mm portrait & art), F; used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1983, VG machine (tied; 0 SE) on 3.5x7.25" window cvr. E $14
SL-59. Christmas Greetings (28x29mm flag & holly), F, Los Angeles, CA, 1918, G+ Int'l (tied by socked-on-nose; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-60. Crippled Children (girl & bluebird), F, Wheeling, WV, 1946, F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-61. Famous 'Good Luck' Statue at Santa Claus, Ind. (29x54mm Santa w/bag), F (bit edge wear T), Girard, OH, 1942, G Int'l (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-62. Freedom/Bicentennial USA (33x48mm eagle & star), F; used illegally as postage; Inglewood, CA, 1976, VG machine (tied; imperf) on #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-63. Give Thanks for Your Sight/Thanksgiving/Foundation for the Junior Blind (42x25mm; silhouettes & eyes), F; used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1985, G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) on 3.5x7.25" window cvr. E $15
SL-64. Help Crippled Children, F (bit lite tone), Montreal, Canada, [1953], G machine (tied; 0 SE) on QSL PC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SL-65. Help Crippled Children/1950, F, Riverside, CA, 1950 (Dec 4), G+ CDS/target (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-66. Help the Veterans/Oklahoma American Legion (28x40mm eagle), F; used illegally as postage, w/2c; San Diego, CA, 1981, F machine (tied; 0 SE) on 3.5x7.25" window cvr. E $14
SL-67. Holy Childhood/Merry Christmas (Jesus, Mary, boy & girl), F, Wheeling, WV, 1945, G+ Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-68. Lafayette College Cent'1 (52x39mm Lafayette), F, Easton, PA, 1932, F duplex (barely tied back; imperf) on lite tone cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SL-69. Las Cruces Cent'1/Oct.9-15 (47mm irreg.diam.; blue & shiny gold settlers & crosses), F, Las Cruces, NM, 1949, G+ Univ. (tied; die-cut) on air cvr mailed during event. E $24
SL-70. Let's All rejoice This Christmas Day (white church silhouette), F, Platteville, WI, 1923, VG Amer/A14 (tied; 0 SE) on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-71. Massachusetts Old Home Week (red & black commem.sized label; woman w/trumpet & dog), F, Boston, MA, 1902, G+ Amer/B4(10) (tied to back by rec'd canx; 0 SE) J.M.Bartels Co./Stamp Dealers cc on cvr (lite tone). E $40
SL-72. Merry Christmas (27mm irreg.diam.shiny gold bell w/holly), F, St.Paul/Commer.Sta., MN, 1910, G Int’l (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-73. Merry Xmas (Santa in sleigh), F, Grove City, PA, 1923, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on faulty PPC (uneven toned; nicks B). E $15 MIN.8
SL-74. Nat'l Wildlife Fed’n/Common Bobwhite (29x35mm), F; used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1984, G+ machine (tied; 1 SE) on 3.5x7.25" window cvr. E $14
SL-75. Nat'l Wildlife Fed'n/White-Tailed Deer (29x35mm), F (short perfs B); used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1984, F machine (tied; 1 SE) on 3.5x7.25" window cvr. E $14
SL-76. One Nation Under God (35x23mm flag label), F; used illegally as postage; San Diego, CA, 1979, VG machine (tied; imperf) on 3.75x7.25" cvr (slit 3 sides). E $14
SL-77. Open Wide the Door for Crippled Children/USCC©1936 (boy pushing door w/crutch), F, New Orleans, LA, 1937, G+ Univ. (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $20
SL-78. Poinsettia (die-cut w/fuzzy velvet-like surface), F, Wichita, KS, 1953 (Dec 25), F CDS (tied to back; imperf) on air special del.cvr; Kansas City, KS origin. E $16
SL-79. Prevent Forest Fires! (35x41mm owl; small Smoky Bear), F, Tacoma, WA, 1964, G+ machine (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $14
SL-80. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 1 (Santa, chimney), A, Bloomington, IL, 1908, G+ Amer/B14() (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $16
SL-81. Santa Claus Post: Hixon # 2 (poinsettia), A (bit lite tone), [1915], (not tied; 2 SE) at upper R on unmailed PPC. E $20
SL-82. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #12 (Santa w/snowballs), F, (Mexico, MO), ca.1909, (not tied; 1 SE) at upper R on unmailed hand-colored PPC (tied; uneven trim B & R). E $20
SL-83. Santa Claus Post: Hixon #50.3 (ship), F, Wichita, KS, 1926, VG Univ. (not tied; 2 SE) on back of cvr (stamp cut off of front; edge faults; part lite tone). E $20
SL-84. Santa Claus Post: Hixon ty. 6 (Santa in yellow oval), F-A, York, PA, 1909, VG Amer/A14 (tied; 1 SE) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-85. Santa, chimney, moon (23x28mm), F, Freeport, IL, 1914, G+ Colum. (tied; die-cut) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SL-86. Smart Birds Fly South to/The Sunshine City/Golden Jubilee Season/St.Petersburg (60x40mm; flying geese), F (bit lite tone), St.Petersburg, FL, 1937, G+ Univ. (tied; imperf) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SL-88. Thanksgiving Seal/Shrine School for Crippled Children/Memphis, Tenn. (15x22mm child in crescent), F, Merid & Shreve/RPO, 1947, VG duplex (not tied, but apparently belongs) w/1947 Xmas seal on air cvr. E $20
SL-89. The Farm Journal (tree), F, Dushore, PA, 1914, G duplex (tied; 2 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SL-90. There'll Always Be An England (25x40mm map), F, Los Angeles, CA, 1941 (Jul 10), F Univ. (tied; 0 SE) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12
SL-91. United We Stand (44x57mm poster stamp w/illus.Liberty & map), F, Grand Rapids, MI, 1918, G Univ. (tied; imperf) on PSE (bit ruff upper R; edge tear R). E $60
1 SE) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SHIPS (Locy #')s Need the U.S. Navy Ship Cancel Catalog? We have it!
SS-1. U.S.Navy (Adhara), 1944, VG ty.2z* (UNLISTED type) on censored air cvr. E $20
SS-2. U.S.Navy (AFD #1), 1943, G+ 3-bar ("NAVY" partial; ruff R) on free-franked cvr. E $15
SS-3. U.S.Navy (Alderamin), 1944, F ty.2z; ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-4. U.S.Navy (Altair), 1945, G+ ty.7dz; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-5. Antares, 1934, VG+ ty.6 on commer.cvr. E $14
SS-6. U.S.Navy (Apache), 1942, VG ty.3z(BTB); small illus.ship at lower L on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-7. Astoria, 1939, VG ty.3(AC-TBB) (dia bit hi; part stutter; bit lite tone)
"Honolulu/Hawaii" on commer.PPC. E $8
SS-8. Augusta, 1941 (Nov 29), VG ty.6ep(1) on commer.PPC (Cathedral, Bermuda). E $12 MIN.6
SS-9. Aylwin, 1935 (Sep 10), VF purple ty.3(BC-BTT) "Keel Layed/At Brooklyn"; USS Honolulu cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-10. Aylwin, 1936 (Feb 12), F ty.3(BC-BTT) "Honest/Abe" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-11. Aylwin, 1937 (Feb 22), G+ purple & blue ty.3(BC-BTT) (lite gum tone) "San Diego/Calif.";
Crosby cachet w/small Geo.Washington photo applique on cvr. E $20
SS-12. Aylwin, 1940, F ty.3r(A-BTT) "Mare Island/Calif.; Crosby cachet w/small ship's photo applique on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-13. U.S.Navy (Baltimore), 1943, F ty.2z* (lite tone) ship's h/s cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $15
SS-14. U.S.Navy (Bancroft), 1943, VF ty.3z(BBT) on censored air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-15. U.S.Navy (Barnett), 1943, F ty.3z; ms "Free" frank on cvr. E $14
SS-17. Biddle, 1932, F ty.5hks(C) (lite tone; edge tears B & R) on cvr. E $6
SS-18. U.S.Navy (Blue), 1944, F ty.2z on 2.5x6" PC thanking Gen'l Motors for cigarettes. E $8
SS-19. Boggs, 1932 (May 16), VF ty.5hks (lite tone) "First/Day" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-20. Borie, 1932, G+ ty.5hks (lite tone) weak "Last Day in/Commission" in bars on cvr. E $8
SS-21. Boxer, 1915, G+ ty.3r (date on stamp; bars partly off; lite tone; edge cr) typical
strike for this; on PPC (Drill Grounds, Newport, RI). E $15
SS-22. Breckinridge, 1932, VG magenta ty.3s (slight stutter; lite tone) on cvr. E $8
SS-23. Brownson, 1948, VF ty.2(n) (B edge bit tone) on cvr. E $5
SS-24. California, 1935 (Aug 19), VG ty.3(BC-BBT) (bit heavy inked) "Enroute/San Diego" on cvr
w/Centinels Days cachet. E $12 MIN.6
SS-25. California, 1938, VF ty.2s(C) on cvr. E $8
SS-26. "CCG Calypso" ms return add.; canxed U.S.Navy, 1943, VG ty.7z* (ink smear in dial; ruff
slit R) on free-franked cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-27. Celtic, 1909, VF ty.1 on PPC. E $20
SS-28. Celtic, 1910, VF ty.1 on PPC. E $20
SS-29. Celtic, 1910, G+ ty.1(C) (part on stamp; part lite water tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-30. Chester, 1909, F ty.1 (lite tone; nick T) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-31. Chester, 1909, VF ty.1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SS-32. Chester, 1909, VF ty.1 (lite tone) on PPC. E $20 MIN.10
SS-33. "USS Cincinnati" return add., [1943], (no origin canx; date from contemporary docket)
censor h/s at L on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-34. Constellation, 1942, VF ty.3(A-BTT) (gum tone lines) USS Augusta printed cc on #10
penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-35. U.S.Navy (Cony), ca.1943, G+ dateless ty.3z(BTB) (lite tone) on censored air cvr. E $15
MIN.8
SS-36. Corry, 1941 (Dec 18), VG ty.3 (lite tone) 1st Day Commission cachet on cvr. Sunk during
Normany invasion. E $20
SS-37. Mailed TO: USS Craven, 1937, canxed New York, NY, VF Int'l (trim L) on #10 air cvr. E
$12 MIN.6
SS-38. U.S.Navy (Crescent City), 1942, VF ty.3z(BBT) (heavy horiz.cr; toned) on free-franked
PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-39. U.S.Navy (Crescent City), 1942, F ty.3z(BBT); ms return add. on air cvr. E $15
SS-40. Dobbin, 1932, VG+ ty.5ahks (lite tone) "New York N.Y." at R of dial; 2 strikes, bit o/s; on cvr. E $8

SS-41. Dobbin, 1935, G+ ty.6; USS Raleigh cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-42. U.S.Navy (Dobbin), 1942, G+ ty.3z (lite tone) on censored free-franked PC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-43. U.S.Navy (Downes), 1944, VG+ magenta ty.2z (near VF; slight stutter; lite gum tone) on air cvr. E $20

SS-44. U.S.Navy (Downes), 1945, VG ty.2z (near VF; slight stutter; lite gum tone) on air cvr. E $15

SS-45. Dubuque, 1911, G+ ty.1 (o/s) as recd on PPC to sailor w/red ms "Not on" by ship name in address. E $20


SS-47. Mailed To: USS Dubuque; canxkd Kansas City, MO, 1911, VG Int'l; "Held For Postage" & "Due 1 Cent." h/s on PPC to ship at Ill.Naval Reserve. E $15

SS-48. Eagle, 1909, VG ty.1 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-49. Eagle, 1909, G+ ty.1 ("AG" on stamp) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-50. Eagle, 1909, F ty.1 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $30 MIN.15

SS-51. Eagle, 1909, VG+ ty.1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-52. Eagle, 1910, G+ ty.1 (near VG+) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-53. Eagle, 1910, G+ ty.1 ("LE" on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-54. U.S.Navy (English), 1944, VF ty.2z (pinhole T) on GPC. E $15

SS-55. Ernest G.Small, 1945, F+ ty.2(n)(E-24a) (lite gum tone) ms "free" frank on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-56. Florida, 1912, G+ ty.2 (near VF) on PPC. E $30

SS-57. Port Marion, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (bit lite gum tone) on cvr. E $6

SS-58. Franklin, 1910, VG ty.2 on PPC. E $8

SS-59. Franklin, 1910, G+ ty.2 on PPC. E $20

SS-60. Furse, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (part on stamp; lite gum tone) on cvr. E $5

SS-61. Genesee, 1932, VG ty.9 (bit stutter; toned) on cvr. E $14

SS-62. U.S.Navy (George F.Elliott), 1941 (Dec 17), G+ ty.3z(BTT) (lite tone) ms return add.on flap on 4.5x5" cvr. E $24

SS-63. Georgia, 1910, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp) on PPC: "We to put on 2200 ton of coal..." E $12 MIN.6

SS-64. Georgia, 1913, F ty.1 on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-65. Georgia, 1915, G+ ty.3 ("S" on stamp; o/w F+) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-66. Hancock, 1912, VF ty.2 on PPC. E $24 MIN.12

SS-67. Hancock/CV19, 1945 (Sep 15), VG+ ty.F(H-8a) (bit ruff upper R; crs) "Tokyo/Bay" w/waves & rising sun in killer; 3x 6c transport airs on commer.#10 air cvr. E $20

SS-68. Harold J.Ellison, 1951, G+ ty.2(n)(H-13a) (crn cr) on Italy PPC. E $6


SS-70. Henley, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) on cvr. E $5

SS-71. Herbert J.Thomas, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (part stutter) on cvr. E $5

SS-72. Humphreys, 1932, VF blue ty.5hks (lite tone; edge tear T) on cvr. E $8

SS-73. U.S.Navy (Hunter Liggett), 1943, VG ty.3z (bit ruff slt upper L) on air cvr. E $14

SS-74. Idaho, 1912, F ty.1 (bit o/s; edge crs) on PPC. E $8

SS-75. Idaho, 1932, F ty.6fy(Br.) (lite tone) on cvr. E $14

SS-76. U.S.Navy (Idaho), 1944, G+ ty.7rz on air cvr. E $14

SS-77. Independence, 1910, G+ ty.1s (part on stamp) on PPC. E $14

SS-78. Independence, 1910, F+ ty.1s (lower L tip nib; cr) on PPC. E $15

SS-79. J.Fred Talbot, 1940, G+ ty.3(A-BBT) (lite tone) "Sub Base/Coco Solo C2"; 15c map air on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8

SS-80. James C.Owens, 1948, F ty.2(n) on cvr. E $6

SS-81. Kansas, 1912, G+ ty.1 (tip cr) on PPC. E $10 MIN.5

SS-82. Kansas, 1912, G+ ty.1 (dial bit hi; crn cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-83. Kansas, 1913, VF ty.1 on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-84. U.S.Navy (Lackawanna), 1942, G+ ty.3z(TBT) (lite tone) ship's h/s cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-85. Lassen, 1942, VG+ magenta ty.9v (bit stutter) ship's h/s cc; as origin b/s; 10c +5c
Prexies +6c air, covering penalty clause on reg'd #10 cvr. E $20

SS-86. "USS Lawrence" return add.on flap; canxked San Diego, CA, 1941 (Nov 29), VF Univ. (lite tone) Crosby cachet w/small ship's photo applique (bit tip wear) on commer.air cvr. E $15 MIN.8

SS-87. U.S.Navy [LCI (L) 749], 1944, F 3-bar (UNLISTED) on free-franked PPC. E $20

SS-88. U.S.Navy [LCS-(L)(3) 48], 1946, VF ty.3z (uneven toned) 2 strikes: Jun 23"Atom-Bomb/Trial Run"; Jun 30 "Atom-Bomb/Dropped" on free-franked cvr w/Atomic Bomb Test cachet; 2 strikes of ty.9efu as b/s. E $40

SS-89. U.S.Navy [LCS-(L)(3) 48], 1946 (Jul 24), VF ty.3z (uneven toned) 2 strikes: "San Diego/Calif."; "2nd Bomb/Test Made"; "The 'Sara/ Goes Down" on unadd.free-franked cvr w/Atomic Bomb Test cachet. E $40

SS-90. Lea, 1941, G+ magenta ty.9 as origin b/s; ship's typed cc; 15c Prexie on reg'd #10 penalty cvr. E $15

SS-91. Leonidas, 1920, VG+ ty.3; "Charleston/S.C." on PPC. E $40 MIN.20

SS-92. Louisiana, 1910, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $8

SS-93. "USS LST 48" return add.; canxked U.S.Navy/13757 Br., 1945, F 4-bar; "Sasebo/Japan" h/s w/crude pictorial sun at L on cvr w/3-pg.enc.; "The Breakers" illus.letterhead. E $40 MIN.20

SS-94. U.S.Navy (LST 711), 1945, +G ty.2z (bit stutter) on air cvr. E $16

SS-95. Marietta, 1916, G+ ty.1 (near F; crs) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-96. U.S.Navy (Marvin H.McIntyre), 1946, VG ty.2z on unadd.cacheted cvr w/G+ ty.9efu on back. E $12 MIN.6

SS-97. Maryland, 1909 (Jul 1), F 4-bar (lite tone) on PPC datelined Mare Isld, CA: "Am going out to China if there is anything you want from there..." E $20

SS-98. Maryland, 1910, G+ ty.1 (part on stamp; lite tone; L tip wear) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-99. Maryland, 1932, VF blue ty.5hk; "Harbor/Day" in bars; related cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-100. Maryland, 1938, G+ ty.5hk (bit stutter) on cvr. E $6

SS-101. Maryland, 1942, G+ magenta ty.9 as origin b/s; ship's printed cc; 5x 3c Defense on reg'd #10 penalty cvr. E $15

SS-102. Massey, 1948, VG ty.2(n) on cvr. E $8

SS-103. McDougal, 1937, VF ty.3(AC-BTT) "Naples/Italy" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-104. McKean, 1948, VF ty.2(n)(DD) on cvr. E $6

SS-105. Medusa, 1936, VF ty.3(BC-BTT) (bit trim T; bit lite tone) "San Pedro/Calif."; ship's h/s cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-106. U.S.Navy (Medusa), 1943, G ty.7z (spotty) ship's printed cc on censored air cvr. E $12 MIN.6

SS-107. Memphis, 1929, VG ty.3r(A) (lite tone) "Baltimore/Md" on cvr. E $15

SS-108. U.S.Navy (Miami), 1945, G+ ty.2z on censored air cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8

SS-109. U.S.Navy (Milwaukee), 1942, VF ty.3z(BBT) (bit trim T) ship's h/s cc; 6c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $15

SS-110. Minnesota, 1909, VG ty.1 (dial bit hi: tips of "NN" off) on PPC. E $15

SS-111. Minnesota, 1913, G+ ty.2 (dial bit hi) on PPC. E $14

SS-112. Mississippi, [1911], G+ ty.1 (year mostly not struck; o/w VF; lite tone) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-113. Missouri, 1909, G+ ty.1 (near VG; part o/s; toned) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-114. Montana, 1911, G+ ty.2 on PPC. E $14

SS-115. Mount Olympus, 1945 (Sep 12), G+ ty.F(M-27e) (dial hi: "YO B" partly off) fancy "Tokyo Bay" type; Staff of Commander, Third Amphibious Force return add. on air PSE w/enc.datelined Yokohama. E $40

SS-116. Navasota, 1948, VG ty.2(n) (bit heavy inked) on cvr. E $6

SS-117. Nebraska, 1910, VG+ ty.1 on PPC. E $15

SS-118. Nevada, 1932, F ty.3s(AC) (lite tone) "Olympic/Games" in bars on cvr. E $24

SS-119. New Hampshire, 1910, G+ ty.1s (part on stamp; lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-120. New Hampshire, 1911, VG ty.1s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-121. New Hampshire, 1912, G+ ty.1s (dial hi: "W HA" partly off; tip cr; part lite tone) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

SS-122. New Jersey, ca.1909, G+ ty.1 (R arc obscured on stamp; dial bit hi; year omitted; tip crs) on PPC. E $6

SS-123. New Orleans, 1915, VG ty.1u (dial hi: "SS" mostly off; lite tone) on PPC (men sitting on alligators). E $15 MIN.8
SS-124. New Orleans, 1939, G+ ty.3(N-12) (crnr crs) "Canal/Zone" on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-125. New York, 1941, G+ ty.7r (bit trim T; bit lite tone) 10c map air on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-126. Nicholas, 1964, G+ ty.P [ty.2t(nu) w/"E" removed] ("LAS" partial; tip cr) on commer.PPC (Sasebo Port, Japan). E $8
SS-127. Nitro, 1933, VG ty.5hks (lite tone) on cvr. E $6
SS-128. Ohio, 1912 (Apr 4), VG ty.2(C) (lite tone; tip cr) on PPC. E $8
SS-129. Ohio, 1912May 11, F ty.2(C) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-130. Oklahoma, 1929, G+ ty.5s(C) (near VF) on Cape Henry, VA, PPC. E $20
SS-131. U.S.Navy (Parrot), 1942, F ty.3z(BBT) (UNLISTED type) USS Bulmer h/s cc w/ship name lined thru & "Parrott" typed adjacent on #10 penalty cvr. E $20
SS-132. "USS PC 1080" return add., ca.1944, canxed w/black rectangular block only on censored free-franked cvr. E $20
SS-133. Peary, 1935, VG ty.F(P-11) (edge cr) 3c Wash. on #10 penalty cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-134. Pennsylvania, 1909, G+ magenta ty.1s(C) (part on stamp) on Hawaii priv.mailing card. E $14
SS-135. Pennsylvania, 1932, VF ty.3(P-15) (lite tone) "U.S.Fleet/Concentration" on cvr. E $8
SS-136. Pennsylvania, 1939, VG+ ty.7d (lite tone) on commer.PPC (Havana). E $6
SS-137. Pensacola, 1910, G+ ty.2 (near VF) on PPC. E $65
SS-138. Perry, 1940, F ty.3r(A-BBT)(P-18c) (bit trim T) "Pearl Harbor/T.H"; ship's cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-139. Philadelphia, 1938, VG ty.3(AC-TBB) (lite tone) "Bridgetown/Barbados" on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-140. Pillsbury, 1941, VF ty.3(A-BBT) "Phil.IsI."; Asiatic Waters cachet on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-141. Portland, 1934, G+ ty.3(B-BTT) (near VF) "Gonaives/Haiti" on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-142. Power, 1948, VF ty.2(n) (bit lite gum tone) on cvr. E $8
SS-143. U.S.Navy (President Jackson), 1944 (Jul 4), F+ ty.Fz(P-46a) on censored air PSE w/enc. E $20
SS-144. U.S.Navy (Quincy), 1941, F ty.Fz(Q-1b); comic label cachet adhered at L on cvr. E $14
SS-145. Remey, 1953, VG ty.2r (bit stutter; lite gum tone; bit uneven slit T) on cvr. E $8
SS-146. Rhode Island, 1912, VG ty.2 (upper L tip ruff) on PPC. E $8
SS-147. Richmond, 1934 (Oct 27), VG ty.3(BC-BTB) (bit lite tone) w/"Navy Day/Brem Wash" in bars; separate "Theodore Roosevelt And" blue h/s above; VF blue fancy ty.F(R-17g) w/"USS Worden/Launched" as "cachet" at L on cvr. E $15
SS-149. Rockbridge, 1946, G+ ty.2z+SLKts(n); patriotic illus.: atomic bomb hitting Japanese soldier; on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-150. Rogers, 1948, F ty.2(n)(DD) (lite tone; tip crs) on cvr. E $6
SS-151. Salem, 1910, G+ ty.1 (dial hi: "SA" partly off; "M" on stamp) on PPC. E $8
SS-152. "SS Segundo Ruiz Belvis" return add.; canxed San Francisco, CA, 1944, VF Int'l; censor tape L on air cvr. E $20
SS-153. Simpson, 1932, VG ty.3s(A) (toned) "Mare Island/Rodesron 20" on cvr. E $6
SS-154. South Carolina, 1913, G+ ty.1u (part on stamp) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-155. Stormes, 1948, VG ty.2tnu on cvr. E $5
SS-156. Tennessee, 1914, VF ty.3(AC) (tip cr) on PPC datelined Chios, Greece. E $30 MIN.15
SS-157. U.S.Navy (Terror), 1945, F ty.2z; typed cc on air PSE. E $20
SS-158. Texas, 1924, G+ ty.3(T-12b) (lite tone) on REAL PHOTO PPC: U.S.Capitol. E $14
SS-159. Texas, 1932, VG+ ty.8 flag machine; mail clerk's signature & h/s cc on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-160. Texas, 1932, VG+ ty.5hks(C) (slight stutter; lite tone) "U.S.Fleet/San Francisco"; Geo.Washington cachet on cvr. E $8
SS-161. Thomas Jefferson, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (lite gum tone) on cvr. E $6
SS-162. U.S.Navy (Tritania), 1942, F ty.3z(BTB) (gum tone lines) ship's h/s cc on #10 penalty cvr. E $15
SS-163. Tracy, 1932, F ty.3s(A) (day omitted; lite tone) on cvr. E $8
SS-164. U.S.Navy (Tryon), 1945, VF ty.2z on censored air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-165. Turner, 1948, VG ty.2(n) on cvr. E $6
SS-166. Utah, 1924, G ty.3r(U-5a) (letters heavy inked but ID sure; AS IS) on PPC. E $8
SS-167. Vicksburg, 1912, G+ ty.2 (lite tone) on PPC. E $50
SS-168. "Walter A.Luckenbach" ms in "Arrived to-day Transport" line; canxed Hoboken, NJ, 1919, VF pictorial eagle machine (tear R; crs) on YMCA PPC. E $20
SS-169. Washburn, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (lite gum tone) on cvr. E $6
SS-170. Wasp, 1957, G+ ty.2t(n+u)(W-12b) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-171. U.S.Navy (Whitney), 1945, F ty.2z (part ruff slit upper R) on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-172. Willard Keith, 1948, G+ ty.2t(mu) (near VF; bit lite tone) on cvr. E $6
SS-174. U.S.Navy (Winooski), 1942, VG ty.3z(BBT) (dial hi: "U.S." mostly off) on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-176. Wyoming, 1941, G+ magenta ty.9v as origin b/s (trim R) 15c Prexie on reg'd #10 cvr. E $15
SS-177. Wyoming, 1941, F magenta ty.9v as origin b/s (2 file holes; bit trim T) 15c Prexie on reg'd #10 cvr. E $14
SS-178. Zellars, 1948, G+ ty.2(n) (part on stamp; bit lite gum tone) on cvr. E $5
SS-179. Naval Air Station, CA, 1933, G+ 4-bar (upper R tip ruff) as recd (5/31/33-9/1/33) on cvr. E $16
SS-180. San Francisco, CA, 1943, VF Int'l (tip crs) "Hilda E.Sherr, Y3C" WAVE's ms return add. & "Free" frank on PPC. E $15
SS-181. Terminal Island/Naval Air Sta./Roosevelt Base Sta., CA, 1942, F duplex; 6c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $14
SS-182. Vallejo/Mare Island Naval Br., CA, 1918, VG duplex; censor h/s by add. on PPC. E $30 MIN.15
SS-183. 4th Reg.U.S.M.C./Shanghai, China, 1936, VF 3-bar; "U.S.Marine/In China" on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-184. Washington, DC, 1946, F Int'l (lite tone) "Kay Paulovich, SIC" WAVE's ms return add. & "Free" frank on PPC: "...if you get an extra pair of hose, please send me some, just can't get them here..." E $15
SS-186. Great Lakes, IL, 1942, G+ duplex; Navy Dept., Communication Office cc; 6c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-187. Great Lakes, IL, 1942, VG Int'l; Navy Dept., Communication Office, 9th Naval Dist.cc; 6c Prexie paying air rate on #10 penalty cvr. E $14
SS-188. New Orleans, LA, 1941 (Dec 30), VF duplex (bit trim T) Navy Dept.cc; 6c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-189. Kenitra, Morocco, 1977, partial CDS; "U.S.Navy Training Comm., Special Services Box 4, Attn: GOLF PRO, FPO New York, NY 09546" h/s cc; pair 1d coin on 5x6" air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-190. U.S.Receiving Ship/Philia (Philadelphia), PA, 1931, G+ blue 4-bar (upper L tip slit) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-193. Newport/Naval Training Sta., War College Br., RI, 1935, G+ duplex (part on stamp) on commer.PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-194. Charleston/Navy Yard Sta., SC, 1941 (Nov 8), G+ duplex on #10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-197. Camp Wallace, TX, 1944, G+ Univ.; "Marvin M.Pickel, LSM Crew 7178 Barrack 276, Rec.Sta., Camp Wallace" ms return add. & "Free" frank on PPC. E $14
SS-198. Corpus Christi, TX, 1942, F duplex & Univ. (trim L) U.S.Naval Air Sta.cc; 6c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-199. Quantico/Marine Br., VA, 1941, F Univ. on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-201. Fourth Defense Battalion/Fleet Marine Force, 1941, G+ 3-bar w/"U.S.Marine's" in bars; patriotic illus.(flags & cannons) on cvr. E $8
SS-203. Submarine Division Ten, 1932, VG 3-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) "Manila/P.I." in bars; USS Canopus return add on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-204. U.S.Light Target No.1, 1X35, 1932, G+ 3-bar on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-205. U.S.Light Target No.1, 1X35, 1932, VG 3-bar (bit stutter; lite tone) on cvr. E $8
SS-206. U.S.Light Target No.1, 1X35, 1932, G+ magenta 3-bar (part obscured on stamps; lite tone) "Aerial Review/San Diego Cal" on cacheted cvr. E $6
SS-207. U.S.Navy, 1918, G+ ty.1z; censor h/s & initials on GPC w/printed message on back. E $14
SS-208. U.S.Navy, 1919, VG ty.1z (dial bit hi; lite tone) on Cuba PPC. E $12 MIN.6
SS-209. U.S.Navy, 1942, G+ machine; U.S.Naval Air Sta., San Juan, PR, cc; "Mail-Gram/Expedite Delivery" boxed h/s on #10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-211. U.S.Navy, 1942, G+ duplex w/2 stars in dial (B arc partial) U.S.Naval Air Sta., San Juan, PR, cc; "Mail-Gram/Expedite Delivery" boxed h/s on #10 air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-212. U.S.Navy, 1942, G+ duplex; Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, return add.; 6c air on 6c PSE. E $14
SS-213. U.S.Navy, 1942, F 3-bar (lite tone; trim L) Commander in Chief, U.S.Pacific Fleet; strip 4x 6c airs on #10 penalty cvr. E $15
SS-214. U.S.Navy, 1943, G+ 3-bar (bit o/s by censor h/s) Navy 8165 return add. on commer.air cvr. E $8
SS-216. U.S.Navy, ca.1943, G+ ty.2z* (year & "Navy" mostly not struck) upper L crnr blackened w/marker by censor (obliterating return add.) on Edinburgh Castle PPC. E $15 MIN.8
SS-217. U.S.Navy, 1943, VG ty.2z* (lite tone; lite crs) "Tiburon, CA/Navy 10124 Br." dateless double circle h/s at L on 2c PSE w/penny overprint. E $15
SS-218. U.S.Navy, 1943, G+ 3-bar (dial bit hi) sailor's ms "Free" frank on Oahu, HI, PPC. E $5
SS-219. U.S.Navy, 1944, G+ machine (bit cr) "AES 45 MCAS, Cherry Point, NC" return add.; ms "Free" frank; U.S.Marine emblem on "V Post Card". E $12
SS-220. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG machine (bit cr) Seabees illus.logo below Gulfport, MS, return add. on free-franked cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-221. U.S.Navy, 1944, G+ ty.2z (dial bit hi; part heavy inked; lite tone) USCG Det, Lamp LeJeune, NC, return add. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
SS-222. U.S.Navy, 1944, F 4-bar (slight stutter) "Port Hueneme, Cal./Acorn 24" return add.; sailor's ms "Free" frank on PPC. E $14
SS-223. U.S.Navy, 1944, VG ty.2z* (ruff L; bit ruff slit T) "Acorn Eight" return add.; bit faulty 6c Prexie on air cvr. E $15 MIN.8
SS-224. U.S.Navy, 1945, G+ 4-bar; "LCI(L) Flotilla Six Staff" h/s cc on air cvr w/enc.; condole letter about deceased Marine, to HIS WIDOW. E $30
SS-226. U.S.Navy, 1946, G+ 4-bar (uneven toned) "Maiden Voyage/S.S.American Clipper" cachet; "We certify that this cover was carried on the maiden voyage of this vessel. U.S.Lines" h/s on cvr. E $14
SS-227. U.S.Navy/10374 Sta., 1946, VF 4-bar; "FPO (Duty), San Francisco" typed return add. on cvr w/enc. E $12 MIN.6
SS-228. U.S.Navy/13007 Br., 1945 (Aug 6), F 4-bar; Naval Rec.Hospital, San Francisco, CA, return add. on PPC. DATE of HIROSHIMA BOMBING. E $70
SS-232. U.S.Receiving Ship/N.Y., 1919, G+ blue 4-bar (toned; tear L) on PPC. E $20
SS-233. U.S. Station Ship Guantanamo Bay, 1917, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; tip crs) bit o/s by "Censor/U.S.M.C." blue h/s w/signature on PPC. E $24

SS-234. USS Receiving Ship at Puget Sound, ca.1918, G+ 4-bar (part on stamp; year partial) rectangle censor h/s on PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-235. R.M.S. "Almanzora"/Posted on the High Seas, 1937, G+ fancy triple oval (bit heavy inked) as origin at L; part o/s by Southampton/Paquebot G+ slogan machine; 1p Gt.Brit. on PPC to England. E $15 MIN.8

SS-236. C.N.S. "Lady Hawkins"/Posted on the High Seas/Purser's Office, [1938], VG+ purple undated double-circle h/s at L; "Paquebot" h/s tying 2c Canada (sealed 1" tear T, just in dial & thru "A" of Paquebot; tip crs) on ship's PPC to U.S. E $24

SS-237. M.V. "Dominion Monarch/166828/Southampton... struck at B; canxked Willemstad, Curacao, 1964, G+ DCDS tying strip/6x 1/2p Great Britain; "Paquebot" h/s Lund ty.2 on cvr to England. E $16

SS-238. Posted on board the British ship "Empress of England" on the High Seas., 1963, VF h/s at L; partial Curacao pictorial machine; strip/6x 1/2p Great Britain on cvr to England. E $14

SS-239. M/S Royal Viking Star/On Cruise-Posted On Board, 1974, G+ pictorial CDS; Norway 1k Europa on Guadeloupe PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-240. M/S Royal Viking Star/On Cruise-Posted On Board, 1974, G+ pictorial CDS (lite tone lines from album) blue boxed "Paquebot" h/s; Norway 1k Olav on Aruba PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-241. Posted on Board/Cruise/MS Gripsholm Swedish American Line, 1965, G DCDS; Montego Bay G+ CDS as transit; "Paquebot" purple boxed h/s Lund ty.1; pair Sweden 25o on ship's PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


SS-243. Posted on the High Seas/R.M.S.Scythia, [1954], VF purple dateless boxed h/s struck at L as origin; Quebec, Canada, G Paquebot machine tying 2p Gt.Britain on ship's PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-244. R.P.O. Princess Louise/Vancouver-Skagway, 1936, VF magenta sawtooth double oval ty.S-33 (o/s by Vancouver, BC, Imperial machine as transit) 1c Frank. on PPC to U.S. E $40

SS-245. S.S.Explorer/Off.No.23103, [1952], VF undated straight-line h/s as origin at L; Djibouti, Somali Coast, G+ CDS tying 5f; "Paquebot" h/s tying 2c Prexie coil on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

SS-246. S.S.Pres.Wilson/Pacquet Boat Mail/Voy 13/Posted at Sea, 1950, VF CDS; inverted strike as origin at L; Manila, Philippines, G+ slogan h/s as canx; boxed "Paquebot" at L; 3cGompers on cvr to Canada. E $20

SS-247. SJP (77) Goteborg-New York, 1936, G+ DCDS (L arc spotty; part on stamp; lite tone) 20o sailing ship (Sc.254) on ship's PPC. E $15

SS-248. SJP7 Goteborg-New York, 1928, G+ DCDS (mostly on stamp; toned; no flap; tear T) "Svenska Amerika Linjen/M/S/Kungsholm/1sta Turen 24 Nov.1928" boxed h/s (part spotty) at L; 5c Ericsson on cvr to Sweden. E $24 MIN.12

SS-249. T.E.V. Queen of Bermuda, [1936], F purple undated circled h/s as origin at L (uneven toned) o/s by New York, NY, VF Int'l as canx tying 1c on PPC to U.S. E $20

SS-250. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Manhattan, 1932, G+ machine (lite tone; lite cr) 1st Voyage pictorial cachet on cvr. E $8

SS-251. U.S.Ger.Sea Post/S.S.Manhattan, 1932, G+ duplex (dial bit hi; L edge cr) 1c Frank. on Paris PPC to U.S. E $16

SS-252. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1901, G+ duplex (lower L crnr water toned) ms "S.S.Columbia" at T; 2c red on priv.mailing card to Germany. E $15

SS-253. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1904, G+ duplex/3 (L arc heavy inked; bit cr) on GPC Sc.UX16 to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8


SS-255. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1907, partial duplex (lite tone; nicks; edge tears) Hamburg Amerika Linie cc w/illus.banner logo; 2x 5c Lincoln on cvr to U.S.w/"U.S.Sea P.O./T" circled due marking. E $24 MIN.12

SS-256. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1909, G+ duplex/12 (near VG+) 2c Wash. on Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen PPC (Kaiserburg Nurnberg): "This card was taken from our breakfast menu this morning..." E $20 MIN.10
SS-257. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1909, G+ duplex/12 (near VG) 2c Wash. on Norddeutscher Lloyd Bremen PPC (Heidelberg); known type from ship's breakfast menu. E $20 MIN.10

SS-258. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1910, VG duplex (toned; crs) partial U.S.Sea P.O. due marking; Hudson Terminal Sta., NY, VF "Due 2 Cents" opera glass h/s; 1c Frank. on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

SS-259. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1912, VG duplex/17 (lite tone) 2c Wash. on SS Kaiserin Auguste Victoria PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-260. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1912, G duplex/13 (dia bit hi; R arc on stamp; 2 tips nib; lite tone) 1c Wash. on Lisbon, Portugal, PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-261. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1912, G+ duplex/13 (part on stamp; bit o/s; toned) 1c Wash. on Lisbon, Portugal, PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-262. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1914, F duplex/18 (bit o/s; lite tone) 2c Wash. on Paris PPC; request for sample magazines to be sent to France & England. E $24 MIN.12

SS-263. U.S.German Sea P.O., 1925, partial duplex/5 (L arc not struck; lite tone) 1c Wash. on ship's PPC (SS Columbus). E $15 MIN.8

SS-264. U.S.S.R./Posted From High Seas/M.V.Odessa, 1977, VF CDS as origin at L (toned) partial DCDS tying $1.60 Mexico on Honduras PPC to U.S. NICE 4-country combo. E $24 MIN.12

SS-265. U.S.Sea Post/Porto Rico, 1916, G+ duplex; 1c Wash. on PPC datelined San Juan, to U.S. E $40


SS-268. U.S.Transpacific Sea Post/S.P.No.18, 1924, VG duplex (trim R) "S.S.Pres.Wilson" & Pacific Mail S.S.Co.illus.logo on flap; 2x 1c Wash. on cvr to U.S. E $20

SS-269. United Fruit Company/Posted on the High Seas/Purser/S/S Peten/Steamship Service, 1933, G+ DCDS (part on stamp; bit lite tone) ms "Maiden Voyage" at upper L on cvr. E $16

SS-270. United Fruit Company/Posted on the High Seas/Purser/S/S Talamanca/Steamship Service, 1939, G+ DCDS (near VF; o/s) struck at L as origin; Havana, Cuba, G+ Int'l tying 1c Prexie on ship's PPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-271. United States Sea P.O., [1922], G duplex (upper R arc not struck; lite tone) 1c Wash. on Rome PPC datelined "England". E $15 MIN.8

SS-272. United States/Sea P.O., 1915, G+ duplex/4 w/2 * in dial; 2c Wash. on GPC. E $20 MIN.10

SS-273. United States/Sea P.O., 1915, G+ duplex w/2 * in dial; 1c Wash. on England PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-274. United States/Sea P.O., 1922, G+ duplex/1 w/2 * in dial (near VF; lite tone) 1c Wash. on SS America PPC. E $20 MIN.10

SS-275. United States/Sea Post, 1924, G+ duplex (R arc not struck, affects "TATES) 1c Wash. on PPC to U.S.w/message in Czech. E $20 MIN.10

SS-276. United States/Sea P.O., 1911, VG duplex w/2 * in dial; redundant year inside & outside dial; 1c Frank. on USMSS St.Louis PPC to U.S. E $20 MIN.10

SS-277. Vancouver-Skagway RPO/S.S.Princess Norah, 1935, G+ blue sawtooth oval ty.S-28 (near VF; toned; upper L bit ruff slt) Juneau (AK) Sample Shop/Ladies & Childrens Ready to Wear ad cc; 6c winged globe on cvr to U.S. E $50 MIN.26

SS-278. West Humhaw/216925/Steam Screw, [1940], G+ undated h/s as origin at L (o/s); Boston/So.Postal Anx, MA, G+ duplex as canx on GPC w/"Paquebot" h/s by add. E $15 MIN.8

SS-279. Yawata-Maru/Nippon, 1940, G+ DCDS; bilingual boxed "Paquebot" h/s at B on Sc.UX27 GPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-280. Zarambo/Paquebot, 1941, VF straight-line h/s as origin at lower L (lite cr) boxed "Paquebots" h/s above; Matadi/Postes (Belgian Congo) VG CDS at L (dial bit hi) on Sc.UX27 GPC. E $15 MIN.8

SS-281. Lot 85 ships) Paquebots, Sea Posts, 1st Voyage, misc., 1903-55, (varied condition) on cvrs/cards. MIN.885

SS-282. Quebec, Canada, 1914, G+ Int'l "Exposition Provincial" slogan; "Paquebot." h/s (part o/s by canx); lp Gnt.Britain on PPC to U.S., datelined Glasgow. E $15 MIN.8

SS-283. Balboa/Paquebot, CZ, 1973, F duplex; Lund ty.10 on PPC datelined "S.S.Strn.Maine/At Sea". E $16

SS-284. Cristobal/Paquebot, CZ, 1970, G+ duplex Lund ty.10 tying 10c air (bit cr) on bus.reply
cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-285. Copenhagen, Denmark, 1938, G+ DCDS (tip cr) "Paquebot" boxed h/s at L; 1fr France on Scotland PPC to U.S. NICE 4-country combo. E $15 MIN.8
SS-286. Port-Said, Egypt, 1909, VF DCDS at L; boxed "Paquebot" (T off edge) tying 1p Great Britain on light tone PPC to England. E $14
SS-287. Cherbourg/Paquebot (France), 1931, G+ repeater (tip cr) tying 1p +1.5p Great Britain on cvr to Italy. E $20
SS-288. Southampton/Paquebot (Great Britain), 1949, F machine on PC datelined RMS Queen Mary, Mid-Atlantic. E $14
SS-289. Southampton/Paquebot (Great Britain), 1949, F machine on PC datelined Mauretania. E $14
SS-290. Southampton/Paquebot (Great Britain), 1961, VG machine w/"Paquebot/Posted at Sea" (crnr crs) tying 2x 3.5c South Africa (1 creased) on Madeira PPC to Southern Rhodesia. NICE 4-country combo. E $24 MIN.12
SS-291. New Orleans, LA, 1938, G+ Univ.; "Paquebot" purple h/s Lund ty.6; 10c Costa Rica on PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-292. Boston/FB, MA, 1906, F CDS tying 1c Canada (trim L about 9mm, in message; lite tone) large 78x8mm magenta "Paquebot." h/s Lund ty.3 on Nova Scotia PPC to U.S. E $30
SS-293. Boston/Paquebot, MA, 1913, VG+ duplex w/"FB" killer; Lund ty.7 tying 1p Grt.Britain on Cunard Line PPC to U.S. E $20
SS-294. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1925, G+ duplex w/"B" outside dial; Lund ty.9 (lite tone) tying 1p +1/2p Grt.Brit. on PPC to U.S. E $24
SS-295. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1930, F+ Int'l w/"17" in dial; Lund ty.11; Cunard engraved illus.banner on flap; 1.5p Great Britain on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
SS-296. New York/Paquebot, NY, 1934, VF Int'l (lite tone) Lund ty.11; engraved Cunard banner on flap; 1.5p+1p Grt.Brit. on cvr to U.S. E $15
SS-297. Paquebot/Trinidad, 1939, G+ DCDS Lund ty.5 (dial bit hi: tips of "OT" off; lite tone) tying 2c Canada; "Mailed at Sea" h/s at L on REAL PHOTO PPC ("Guadeloupe et Dependances") to U.S. E $20
SS-298. Paquebot Queenstown, 1909, G+ DCDS (edge tear R; crs) 1p Grt.Britain on PPC (British coins) datelined "Mid Ocean". E $14
SS-299. Paquebot/Aden GPO, 1963, VF CDS tying strip/6x 1/2p Great Britain; "S.S.'Stratheden'" boxed h/s & oval h/s at B on cvr to England. E $16
SS-300. Paquebot/Norwegian M/S Skyward, ca.1970s, VF dull red boxed undated h/s w/pictorial ship; 1kr Norway (Sc.537) on PPC (3 ships) to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
SS-301. Plymouth Devon/Paquebot (Great Britain), 1927, G+ machine (near VG+; trim L) 5c Liberia on 4.5x6.75" cvr to U.S. E $20 MIN.10
SS-302. Ship Mail Nassau, 1937, G+ Int'l; Lund ty.5; U.S. 3c Constitution on cvr. E $24
SS-303. Claremont, CA, 1951, G+ Int'l (toned; edge tears T) "The Cunard Steam Ship Company Limited/Pier 90/Rec'd-Mail Room" 43mm CDS as recd b/s on cvr to passenger on Queen Mary. E $16
SS-304. San Francisco, CA, 1910, G+ Int'l (edge tear L) on PPC to passenger to SS Kaiser Wilhelm II, NY, w/straight-line dater h/s as recd. E $14
SS-305. Bombay, India, 1923, G DCDS (lite tone) on PPC to passenger on Pres.Pierce, Hong Kong, China, w/"Cook/Hong Kong" double-boxed dated h/s. E $14
SS-306. Kudus, Indonesia, 1959, G+ DCDS (tip crs) large "SEA MAIL" h/s on PPC to U.S. E $12
SS-307. New Bedford, MA, 1940, VF duplex; "Per S./S. Vulcania" typed instruction at T; 2c Presxie on 3c PSE to France. E $12 MIN.6
SS-308. New Bedford, MA, ca.1950s, VF dateless Univ.; Woods Hole, Marthas Vineyard & Nantucket Steamship Authority cc on PSE. E $12 MIN.6
SS-309. South Haven, MI, 1910, G+ Int'l; S.S.Eastland large photo illus.at upper L on add.side on comic PPC. E $100
SS-310. New York, NY, [1878], G duplex (crs) "Per 'Bothnia', Swiss mail" ms instruction at T; 5c Taylor on folded letter (no contents) to Switzerland. E $15
SS-311. New York, NY, 1960, G+ Int'l; "United States Lines" w/illus.ship at lower L; 10c Pan Am Games air on cvr. E $6
SS-315. Ransomville, NC, 1913, partial 4-bar (part toned; lower R tip nib) on cvr to Rome, Italy, & fwd, w/"Clark's Party/Cunard Steamship Company/Liverpool" forwarding h/s struck twice. E $15
SS-316. Las Palmas/Canary Islds, Spain, 1905, partial CDS (crs) tying 5c Spain; Southampton/Ship Letter G+ CDS struck at L on PPC to Italy. E $20
SS-317. Bradford, (VT), 1893, partial CDS/cork (state not struck; flap partly off) bit faulty 5c Grant on cvr to England w/"Paid/Liverpool/US Packet/7-0" CDS as transit. E $12 MIN.6
SS-318. Seattle, WA, 1908, VG Int'l (uneven toned; tip cr; nick) on PPC to passenger to SS Prinz Friedrich Wulhelm, Nord Deutscher Lloyd, NY, w/straight-line dater h/s as recd. E $14
SS-319. LaCrosse, WI, 1938, G+ Univ. (lower R crrn ruff) 3c Iowa + 2c Wash., w/unnecessary 6pf Germany (bit faulty) between; "Mail Via S/S Bremen" red label by address; on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
SS-320. Boston 24 Br Pkt/Paid, ca.1850s, G+ red CDS w/"5/Cents" h/s (rim partly off B; bit lite soiled) on stampless cvr to Wheeling, VA. E $30
SS-321. Freight Dep't./Str.Penobscot., 1885, G+ double oval h/s (crs) on Boston & Bangor Steamship Co. 3.25x8" document. E $24
SS-322. Geo.E.Wood/Freight Clerk, ca.1860s, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi: "E" partly off crs) Str.Cambridge marking on Sanford's Independent Line 3.25x8.5" document. E $24
SS-323. Navigazione Generale Italiana/Vapore Duca d'Aosta/Florio-Rubattino, [1919], G+ undated h/s (edges trim) on ship's illus.ppsized card. E $14
SS-324. New York/4/Br.Transit, 1872, G+ CDS (part o/s) as transit; San Francisco, CA, G+ CDS origin on SPL (no contents) to France. E $50
SS-325. Steamer Katahdin./Thos.Holder, Clerk, 1870, G+ DCDS (crs) on Sanford's Independent Line 3.25x8.5" document. E $24
SS-326. Steamer/Cambridge, 1867, VG DCDS (crs) on Sanford's Independent Line 3x7.75" document. E $24
SS-327. "White Star Line./S.S.Majestic": 4x5.5" illus.card; "Abstract of Log" for Southampton-New York cruise on back (toned), 1928. E $15

STAMPS on Covers & Cards (Scott # is followed by centering of stamp.)
ST-1. 24, A, Boston, MA, [1861], VG red DCDS w/black grid on cvr (tiny tears T). E $30
ST-2. 63, A, Rochester, NY, 1861, G DCDS on folded lettersheet. E $40
ST-3. 63/65, A (3c w/faulty tip), New York, NY, 1862, G DCDS/target on cvr to Saratoga Springs, NY. E $40
ST-4. 63, A, Troy, NY, ca.1863, G DCDS (year partial) on bit cr cvr. E $40
ST-5. 65, A, tied to flap tip on back w/cork killer; Taunton, MA, 1863, G+ CDS origin on 2.5x4.75" black-border MOURNING cvr (tears; 1 long at T, in dial). E $15 MIN.8
ST-6. 73, A, (New York, NY), ca.1863, G grid only on cvr (slight ruff slt B). E $50
ST-7. 73, A, New Haven, CT, [1865], G CDS on cvr. E $60
ST-8. 73, A, Philada/Post Office, PA, 1865, G+ DCDS w/"1st" slug (dial bit hi) local use on 2.75x5" FRONT ONLY. E $60 MIN.30
ST-9. 73, A, Philadelphia/Post Office, PA, 1866, G+ DCDS/cork on 2.25x5.25" local cvr. E $60
ST-10. 73, A (couple short perfs), Staunton, IL, [1867], G CDS/grid on PURPLE 2.5x5" irreg.trim FRONT ONLY. E $20
ST-11. 88, A (some T perfs short), Alexander, NY, 1860s, G+ CDS/target; 3c grill on cvr w/dove & ribbon forming address lines. E $20
ST-12. 92, A, Gettysburgh, PA, ca.1869, G+ CDS/target (town spotty) on bit trim cvr w/lite crnr tone. E $500 MIN.250
ST-13. 113/63, A, Washington, DC, ca.1869, F CDS/cork on cvr (trim L, just in cc). E $100 MIN.50
ST-14. 113, F-A (tip cr), Carrier/1 Del/X, [1869], F+ CDS/cork on cvr (trim R; bit lite tone). E $120 MIN.60
ST-15. 114, F (nice example w/margins all around), Watertown, MA, [1869], G+ CDS/cork on cvr (trim L). E $24 MIN.12
ST-16. 114, A (R perfs clip), New York, NY, [1869], VG CDS/6-petal flower killer w/"2:30 PM" slug on cvr (trim R) w/enc.datelined "Onward Office". E $20
ST-17. 136, A (cr), Utica, NY, 1870, VG CDS/cork on cvr (bit trim R). E $14
ST-18. 136, A, Newton, KS, [1872], G+ CDS/cork on cvr (part ruff trim R) w/enc. E $40
ST-19. 161/179, A (5c faulty & wrapped around B edge), Pittsburgh, PA, ca.1880, G+ CDS/cork on cvr to Germany. E $24
ST-20. 179, F (SE at L), New York, NY, 1879, G+ duplex on cvr to Switzerland. E $24
ST-22. 179, F, New York/H, NY, 1883, VG duplex on cvr (trim R; upper L tip slit) to Switzerland. E $24
ST-23. 183, A, Washington, DC, 1883 (Oct 11), F duplex; early 2c rate use on cvr (lite crs). E $15
ST-24. 205, F, Syracuse, NY, [1882], G+ CDS/target on cvr (trim L) to France. E $15
ST-25. 205, F (SE at L), Boston/Paid, MA, [1883], G+ CDS/cork on cvr to England. E $14
ST-26. 205, F, Syracuse, NY, 1888, G+ duplex on cvr (lite tone) to England. E $20
ST-27. 212/213, F, Portland, OR, 1889, F duplex on 2c PSE (tear T) to Germany w/"T/Centimes 25" opera glass h/s. E $15 MIN.8
ST-28. 212, F, New York/T, NY, 1890, G+ duplex on 1c GPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-29. 212, A (cr; lite tone), Grand Rapids, MI, 1906, G+ Int'l; LATE USE on PPC. E $14
ST-30. 216, A, San Francisco, CA, 1889, VG duplex on lite tone cvr to Switzerland. E $20
ST-31. 216, A, New York, NY, 1890, G+ duplex on cvr (trim R, to stamp) to Germany. E $20
ST-32. 216 (x2; 1 w/nib perf & SE); A, Cleveland, OH, 1890, F duplex on black-border MOURNING cvr (lite tone; bit ruff slit T) to England. E $30
ST-33. 219, F-A, San Francisco, CA, 1892, G+ duplex; 1c applied on on 1c GPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-34. 223, F, New York/G, NY, 1890, G+ duplex on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-35. 223, F, New York/L, NY, 1891, G+ duplex on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-36. 223, F, Washington, DC, 1891, G+ duplex; "Wash.D.C./Held For/Postage/No." circled h/s; 5c Grant applied to pay int'l rate on Dept.of Interior/Bureau of Pensions penalty PC to Germany. RARE use. E $30
ST-37. 223, F, Saint Augustine, FL, 1891, G+ duplex on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-38. 223, F-A, New York/H, NY, 1892, G duplex on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-39. 223 (x2), F/A, Saint Augustine, FL, 1892, partial duplex on cvr to Germany. E $20
ST-40. 223, F-A, Newport, RI, 1892, G duplex on cvr (upper L ruff slit) to England & fwd to France, w/Messrs.Drexel, Harjes & Co.fwd label. E $20
ST-41. 223, A, New York/G, NY, 1894, partial duplex on cvr (edge tear T) to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-42. 223, F, New York/G, NY, 1894, G+ duplex on cvr (bit trim T) w/enc.in French, to Germany. E $20
ST-43. 223, F (SE at R), New York/L, NY, 1896, G duplex on cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-44. 226, A (SE at T; bit lite tone), East Aurora, NY, 1891, F fancy CDS/target on reg'd 2c PSE (trim R to 2c stamp). E $14
ST-45. 230, F-A (bit lite tone); Chicago, IL, 1913, G+ Int'l on PPC. SCARCE late use. E $12 MIN.6
ST-46. 232, F, St.Louis, MO, 1894, partial duplex; Crystal Plate-Glass Co.cc on 1c Colum.PSE. E $24
ST-47. 234, A, Patchogue, NY, 1893, G duplex on black-border MOURNING cvr to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
ST-48. 234, A (SE at B), Waterloo, IA, 1894, G+ duplex on cvr to England & fwd to Switzerland. E $20
ST-49. 236, F-A, Henton, IL, 1897, partial CDS/target; w/2c red on reg'd cvr. E $20
ST-50. 236/549, A, New York (Sta.P?) NY, 1921, G DCDS as origin h/s on reg'd 2c-on-3c PSE U446a (cr; trim L). E $20
ST-51. 237, F, West Alexander, PA, 1894, G+ CDS/target on reg'd 2c PSE (ruff R; edge tears T; lite tone). E $20 MIN.10
ST-52. 247, F-A, Hammonton, NJ, 1895, G+ CDS/cork on 1c Colum.PSE (crs; lite tone; edge tears T) w/sender's h/s instruction to return envelope. E $14
ST-54. 264, A, Baltimore, MD, 1897, G duplex on GPC Sc.UX12 to England. E $15 MIN.8
ST-55. 265 w/partial Bureau imprint at B; F, Utica, NY, 1895, G+ Amer. on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-56. 267 w/PL#228 at B; F, Dorset, VT, 1896, VG CDS/grid on cvr w/trim R. E $15 MIN.8
ST-57. 267 w/PL#469 on wide selvage at B; F-A, York, PA, 1903, G+ Amer/B14(1) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-58. 267 w/PL#490 at L; F, Philadelphia, PA, 1903, G+ CDS/target on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-59. 267 w/PL#466 on wide selvage at T; A, Washington, PA, 1903, G+ Amer/B14(1) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-60. 270 (x2), F (few perf faults), Jersey City, NJ, 1895, G+ straight-line h/s on reg'd cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-61. 270, F (SE at R), Boston, MA, 1898, VF Amer/B14(E) on cvr (tiny tears T) to Germany. E $8
ST-62. 272 pair, A (1 w/SE), Montgomery, TX, 1897, G+ CDS/cork on reg'd 2c PSE. E $20
ST-64. 273, F, Spring Creek, PA, 1896, G CDS/circled star on reg'd cvr (bit ruff lower R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-65. 273, F, Ogden, UT, 1897, F duplex tying stamp; straight-line h/s as b/s on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-66. 279, A, Rossmont, NJ, 1900, partial CDS/target; 1c green solo on unsealed black-border MOURNING cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-67. 279B w/1/2 of PL#855 at B; A, Springfield, MA, 1900, VG Amer/B14(1) on bit ruff slit T cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-68. 279B pair, 1 w/PL#816 at B; F-A, New York, NY, 1901, F Int’l on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-69. 281, F-A (SE at L), Baltimore, MD, 1901, VF Int’l on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
ST-70. 281, F (SE at L), Hartsdale, NY, 1901, G+ duplex; “The Trianon” hotel cc on cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-71. 281, A (SE at L), Newton Sta./Newton Center, MA, 1902, VG reg’d straight-line h/s on reg’d 5c PSE Sc.U377 (nick T; tiny tear T). E $15 MIN.8
ST-72. 286, F-A, Elgin, IL, 1898, G+ Amer/B14(1) on cvr. E $5
ST-73. 300 (x5), F (1 bit faulty), Kaysville, UT, 1904, G duplex (state not struck) on blue cvr to England. E $12 MIN.6
ST-74. 300 (x2), A (1 w/SE), Easthampton, MA, 1906, F duplex; 2x 1c, required for message on address side on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-75. 300 w/PL#4675 at B; A, Urbana, IL, 1908, G Amer/B14 on PPC (toned). E $15 MIN.8
ST-76. 300 w/PL#4722 at B; F, Fremont, MI, 1909, partial duplex on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-77. 300 w/PL#4712 at B; F, Brooklyn/Sta.C, NY, 1909, G Amer/B38 on lite tone PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-78. 302, F-A, New York/Sta.E, NY, 1904, VG Int’l on 2c PSE to Austria. E $12 MIN.6
ST-79. 302, F-A, East Liverpool, OH, 1909, G+ Amer/B14(1); Croxall Chemical & Supply Co.cc; 3c Jackson on 2c PSE (bit ruff slit upper R) to Germany. E $10
ST-80. 303/319, A/F, Muscatine, IA, 1906, G straight-line on reg’d 4c PSE U372 (#10 size cut to 4x6.75" BEFORE MAILED). E $20
ST-81. 304, F-A, Lakeport, NH, 1903, G+ duplex (91-08) on Lake Winnipesaukee priv.mailing card to Ireland. E $15 MIN.8
ST-82. 304, A, Boston, MA, 1905, F Int’l on cvr to England. E $8
ST-83. 304, F (SE at B; lite tone perfs), Detroit/Sta.E, MI, 1906, partial duplex on PPC to Scotland. E $12 MIN.6
ST-84. 310 (bit cr)/309 (strip/3)/319/300, A, St.Louis, MO, 1908, G DCDS/Reg’d on 2.75x5.25" mailing tag. E $80
ST-85. 323, A, Lincoln, NE, 1904, F dateless Int’l; 1c Livingston paying 3rd class rate on cvr (edge tear T). E $8
ST-86. 323, F, St.Louis, MO, 1904, VG STL04-19B/7 World’s Fair slogan on lite tone Expo PPC. E $8
ST-87. 323, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1904, G+ Int’l (o/s) on lite tone PPC. E $8
ST-88. 328, A, Oklahoma, OK, 1907 (May 23), F Amer/B14 on PPC. E $8
ST-89. 328 (x2), F-A, Grand Rapids, MI, 1907, F Int’l on PPC to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-90. 328, F-A, Evansville, IN, 1907, F Colum. on PPC. E $8
ST-91. 329, A, Parkridge, NJ, 1907, G duplex on lite tone PPC to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-93. 331 w/95% PL#5330 & part open * at B; F, Spokane, WA, 1909, G+ Int’l on lite tone PPC. E
$15 MIN.8
ST-94. 331 w/PL#5413 & part open * at B; Chicago/Sta.U, IL, 1910, VF Time-Cmns on PPC. E $15
MIN.8
ST-95. 332 (x: strip/5 +single), F-A, Lima, OH, 1910, F duplex on special del.PPC (lite tone). E $24
MIN.12
ST-96. 335, F-A, West Point Pleasant, NJ, 1909, G+ 4-bar (dial hi: "INT P" partly off) 5c
Wash.overpaying rate on PPC. E $9
ST-97. 343 w/Schermack ty.3 perf.; F (full perfs at L; SE at R; tip crs), Adrian, MI, 1910, G+
Amer/B14() on PPC (lite tone; black marker spot at B edge). E $20
ST-98. 343 w/Schermack ty.3 perf.; F-A, Chicago, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns; DeLaval Separator Co.cc
on cvr. E $20 MIN.10
ST-99. 343 w/Schermack ty.3 perf.; F, Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1910, F Int'1; Columbia Shade Cloth
Co.text ad at L on bit cr ad PPC (factory). E $24 MIN.12
ST-100. 343 (or 383?) w/Schermack ty.3 perf.; F, Mackinaw, IL, ca.1910, VG RFD 11F ms scribble
only on toned PPC. UNUSUAL use. E $20
ST-101. 348 (or 385?), F, Denver, CO, 1910, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $60
ST-102. 352, F-A, Lewiston, ME, 1910, G+ Amer/B14 on PPC (lite tone; bit cr). E $200
ST-103. 353, A, LaPorte, IN, 1910, G+ Amer/B14(1); 2c coil overpaying rate on PPC (crs). E $120
MIN.60
ST-104. 357, F, Washington, DC, 1909 (Mar 3), VG Int'1; 1c BLUSH PAPER on bit cr PPC. E $120
MIN.60
ST-105. 357, A, Washington, DC, 1909, VG Int'1; 1c BLUSH PAPER on cr PPC. E $100 MIN.50
ST-106. 358, F-A, Washington, DC, 1909, VG Int'1; 2c BLUSH PAPER on cvr (flap partly off; edge
tears T). E $200 MIN.100
ST-108. 370, F (SE at T), East Greenville, RI, 1909, G duplex on cvr (tear T). E $6
ST-110. 374 w/PL#5494 at B (2nd "4" lite; bit lite tone); A,St.Louis, MO, 1911, F Int'1 on PPC
(uneven lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
ST-111. 374 (x2), A, Walla Walla, WA, 1911, VG Amer/B14; 2nd stamp applied as fwd on PPC. E $8
ST-112. 378, A (few nib perfs), Chicago, IL, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns; lite adhesive tone around
obviously re-used 5c Wash. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-113. 379 pair, A (1 torn), Cincinnati (Sta.N), OH, 1911, VF DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr.
E $15 MIN.8
ST-114. 379 pair, A, Philadelphia (Germantown Sta.), PA, 1912, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; stamps
tied by mute ovals on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-115. 381 (or 338?), F, New York (Wall St.Sta.), NY, 1911, G+ DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd
PSE. E $20
ST-116. 383, F-A (SE at R), Detroit, MI, 1911, G+ Int'1 on PPC (tiny tears R). E $20
ST-117. 387 (or 352?), F, Charter Oak, IA, 1911, VG duplex; Murphy Chair Co., Detroit,
salesman's notice in message area on PPC. E $160
ST-118. 390, F-A, Grand Rapids, MI, 1922, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-119. 391, F (1 short perf T; tip cr), Cincinnati, OH, 1913, F Int'1; J.Chas.McCulloch,
Seedsman illus.ad (leaf) on cvr (ruff R; lite tone). E $30 MIN.15
ST-120. 392, VF, Detroit, MI, 1911, VG+ Int'1 on PPC. E $60
ST-121. 392, F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1911, F Int'1 on PPC. E $60
ST-122. 392, F, Detroit, MI, 1911, F Int'1 on PPC. E $60
ST-123. 393, A, Seattle, WA, 1911, VG Int'1; City of Seattle/Public Works cc on window cvr. E
$50
ST-124. 393, A, Boston, MA, 1911, VG Amer/A14(5) on 5.5x7" cvr (horiz.cr; edge tears) to CUBA.
E $65
ST-125. 393, A (L perfs clipped), Seattle, WA, 1912, VG Int'1; City of Seattle/Public Works cc
on window cvr. E $30
ST-126. 393, A, Seattle, WA, 1912, F Int'1; hi strike, NOT tying stamp; insurance agts' cc on
window cvr (lite tone). E $24 MIN.12
ST-127. 401, F-A, Pottstown, PA, 1915, G+ Colum. on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-128. 401, VF (wide margins), Los Angeles/Garvanza Sta., CA, 1915, G duplex on PPC. E $12
MIN.6
ST-129. 401, F, Scott, OH, 1915, VG 4-bar on PPC (crs). E $8
ST-130. 401, F (SE at T), Berkeley, CA, 1915, VG Univ. on PPC. E $8
ST-131. 401, F, San Francisco, CA, 1915, VG Int'l on PPC. E $15
ST-132. 402, F, Santa Cruz, CA, 1915, F Amer/B14 on lite tone PPC to Germany. E $8
ST-133. 411, F-A, Chicago, IL, 1913, VF Time-Cmns on cvr (bit trim T). E $15
ST-134. 412, F, Niagara Falls, NY, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC (part lite tone). E $30
ST-135. 412, F, Detroit, MI, 1912, VG Time-Cmns on PPC. E $24
ST-136. 412, A, St.Louis, MO, 1912, F Int'l on PPC. E $24
ST-137. 412, A, Detroit, MI, 1912, VG Int'l on PPC. E $24
ST-138. 412, F-A, Nashville, TN, 1913, G+ Int'l on lite tone PPC w/tip cr. E $16
ST-139. 412, F-A (couple nib perfs), Davenport, IA, 1913, VG Univ. on PPC (part toned; upper R tip nib). E $15 MIN.8
ST-140. 412, F, New York/Sta.E, NY, 1914, F Univ. on PPC. E $24
ST-141. 412, F, Galesburg, IL, 1914, G+ Colum. on PPC. E $30
ST-142. 412 w/paste-up at L; WIDE: extends 10mm under stamp; F (perfs on paste-up strip short), St.Louis, MO, 1914, F Int'l on PPC (tip cr). E $50
ST-143. 413, F-A (SE at L), Springfield, MA, 1913, VG Amer/A14 on cvr (no flap). E $20
ST-144. 413, F, Portland, OR, 1914, F PPJE slogan; City Treasurer cc on oil window cvr (tears). E $20
ST-145. 443, F, Chicago, IL, 1914, VF Int'l on PPC. E $60
ST-146. 443, F-A, St.Paul, MN, 1914, G+ Int'l on PPC. E $50
ST-147. 443, F-A, Greeley, CO, 1915, G+ Int'l; State Teachers College text ad at L on College PPC (tip cr). E $50
ST-148. 443, F, Kalamazoo, MI, 1915, VF Univ. on PPC. E $60
ST-149. 443, F-A, Kalamazoo, MI, 1915, G+ Univ. on PPC. E $50
ST-150. 497/495, F-A, Pittsburgh, PA, 1923, G DCDS as origin b/s on 4.5x12.5" cloth-lined reg'd cvr (edge tears; edge wear). E $20 MIN.10
ST-151. 498 w/80% of PL#F10364 at T; A, Kimbal, KS, 1920, G+ duplex on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-152. 499 w/PL#F8525 & tiny red triangle at T; A, Whitefield, NH, 1919, partial duplex on PPC (lower R crnr short). E $20 MIN.10
ST-153. 500, A, Washington, DC, 1920, VG Int'l on PPC (bit cr; bit edge wear). E $600 MIN.300
ST-154. 503/542, F/A, St.Paul, MN, 1921, F Univ. on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
ST-155. 504 (vert.strip/3), A, New York (GPO), NY, 1920, partial DCDS as origin b/s on reg'd cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-157. 537, F-A, Hastings, MN, 1919, G duplex; Aetna Life Ins.cc on cvr (cr; lite tone). E $8
ST-159. 552 (1 complete stamp +1 diag.bisect), A; Steelton, PA, 1925, F duplex origin; Harrisburg/Hill Sta., PA, VG+ duplex (as recd?) 6 days later; on cvr to "J.C.Coffman" w/no town/state in add. E $24 MIN.12
ST-160. 554 w/PL#F16713 at T; A, Owosso, MI, 1925, G+ Univ. on cvr (tiny tear L). E $12 MIN.6
ST-161. 586, A, Belvidere, IL, 1926, VG duplex on cvr to S.S.Republic Passenger, Rome, Italy. E $8
ST-162. 605, F-A, Oxford, KS, 1937, G+ mute ovals w/partial duplex below; Abildgaard Hardware Co.cc on 1.5c PSE (slight ruff slit L). E $15 MIN.8
ST-163. 605, F, Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, [1940], G+ dateless Univ.; Houston Stamp Co., Bell, CA, cc on cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
ST-164. 610 strip/5 *faulty 2c Sc.634; A, St.Louis, MO, 1924, G duplex; A.J.Slyman/Ladies' Ready to Wear cc; ARABIC characters at lowe L on special del.cvr (ruff R, into 2c red to oval). E $24 MIN.12
ST-165. 611, A, Marion, OH, 1929, G+ Int'l; Harding Home & Museum header above message on lite tone REAL PHOTO PPC (Harding Memorial). E $20
ST-166. 614: 1 complet stamp +1 diagonal BIJECT, paying 1.5c rate; F-A, Wyungena, WI, 1925, VG purple 4-bar; "No half cent available/John C.Gorman/P.M." ms note at L on cvr. E $90
ST-167. 622 pair, A, Port Orchard, WA, 1938, VG DCDS/M.O.B. as origin b/s on reg'd cvr (nick L; part lite tone). E $15
ST-168. 629 w/"NEW" selvage at B; F-A, Springfield, MA, 1927, VF Univ. on cvr. E $6
ST-170. 644, F (SE at B), Venice, CA, 1927, F Univ. on PPC. E $5
ST-171. 648, F-A, Washington, DC, 1928, G+ Int'l; 5c Hawaii overprint on PPC to France, where label applied to fwd to Germany; then fwd to Austria. E $24 MIN.12
ST-172. 653 pair; A, Indianapolis, IN, 1930s, VG precanc; "Sec.562 P.L. & R." above on cvr. E $8
ST-173. 658/660: Lot 125) cvrs/cards, many w/commer.cc's, 1929-32, (varied condition) 1c +2c "Kans." overprints; many diff.towns. MIN.$240
ST-175. 658, F-A, Brewster, KS, 1929, G+ duplex (state mostly not struck) 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-176. 658, A, St.Louis, MO, 1930, G+ Int'l; 1c Kans.overprint on PPC to Kansas. E $12 MIN.6
ST-177. 658, F-A, Valley Falls, KS, 1930, G+ Colum. (state not struck) 1c "Kans." overprint on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-178. 659/660/551, A, Newton, KS, 1930, G+ Univ.; 2c +1.5c "Kans" overprints +1/2c on cvr. E $20
ST-180. 663, F-A, St.Marys, KS, 1929, VG Amer/A14; 5c "Kans" overprint; St.Marys College Airport Dedication cachet on air cvr. E $24
ST-181. 670, F, Omaha/Burlington Sta., NE, ca.1929, G+ Univ. w/dateless dial; Hall Distributor Co.cc; 1.5c "Nebr." overprint on cvr. E MIN $15 MIN.8
ST-182. 702, F-A, New York/Sta.F, NY, 1932, VF Int'l; applied on 1c GPC (Sc.UX27) to Germany. E $14
ST-183. 710, F, Bogota, NJ, 1932, F duplex on cvr (bit trim T) to France. E $12 MIN.6
ST-184. 734, F, Detroit, MI, 1934, VG Int'l on cvr (tiny tear T) to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
ST-185. 744 pair/720, F/A, Omaha, NE, 1934, VG Univ. & duplex; Hotel DelMar cc on special del.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-186. 759, F, Birmingham, AL, 1937, VG Univ. on PC to Australia. E $15 MIN.8
ST-187. 771, F, Southington, CT, 1936, G+ duplex; solo use on air/special del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-188. 790/653, F/A, Cedar Rapids, IA, 1937, G Univ.; A.C.Zalesky cc on 4th class mail cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-189. 792 pair, F, Trenton, NJ, 1937, G duplex; Philatelic Headquarters return add.label on air cvr (upper R tip slit). E $12 MIN.6
ST-190. 797/818, F, Flushing (Jackson Heights Sta.), NY, 1944, VG DCDS; censor tape L; 10c souv.sheet +13c Prexie on lite tone req'd cvr to Hawaii. E $24 MIN.12
ST-191. 799 (block/4)/897 (block/6), F, Lexington, VA, 1941, G+ duplex as origin b/s; mute roller on stamps; on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $8
ST-192. 799 (block/8)/800 pair, F, Lexington, VA, 1941, G+ duplex on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $8
ST-193. 802 (pair)/898 (block/8), F, Lexington, VA, 1941, G Univ. & mute roller on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $8
ST-194. 804/899, F, Virginia Beach, VA, 1941, G+ Int'l; 1c Prexie added as fwd; on PPC. E $6
ST-195. 806, A, New York/Sta.K, NY, 1940, F Int'l; partial Nazi censor h/s on GPC (UX27) to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-196. 806, F, Los Angeles, CA, 1953, G+ Univ.; 2c Prexie accepted to pay card rate on TWA "In Flight..." PPC w/msm "X" thru "Via Air Mail" wording, but w/red & blue diamond airmail border; from a young girl to friend, mentions another girl getting sick on take-off. E $15 MIN.8
ST-197. 807 (x10), F/A, Baltimore, MD, 1940, G+ duplex on air cvr to Portugal. E $20
ST-198. 807 (block/10), F, New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1940, G+ duplex; censor tape L on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $15 MIN.8
ST-199. 810, F, APO 94, 1960, VG machine; "Postage due (2) cents" h/s; 5c Prexie short paying air rate on Tokyo PPC. E $14
ST-200. 812/825, F, Omaha, NE, 1946, VG DCDS as origin b/s; Ludmil Co., Physicians & Hospital Supplies cc on reg'd cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-201. 815 (strip/3), F-A, New York/Church St.Sta., NY, 1941, VF duplex; censor tape L on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $15 MIN.8
ST-202. 829 pair/805, F, Blanding, UT, 1949, partial duplex on reg'd 1.5c PSE. E $12 MIN.6
ST-203. 830, F-A, New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1940, G duplex; censor tape L; Torrington Co.cc on
#10 air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-204. 830 (strip/3), A, New York/Canal St.Sta., NY, 1941, G+ duplex; censor tape L on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $20 MIN.10
ST-205. 831 pair/826 pair; F, Trenton (Center Sta.), NJ, 1944, VF DCDS as origin b/s on reg.rect.cvr (toned; piece out T; bit ruff L). E $12 MIN.6
ST-208. 846/841, F/F-A, Boston, MA, 1945, VF Int'l; United-Carr Fastener Corp.cc; 6c +2c Prexie coils on #10 air window cvr (part ruff T). E $20
ST-209. 849/851, F/A, Jamestown, NY, 1948, G+ 4-bar; Jamestown Stamp Co.cc on insured window cvr (edge tears). E $20
ST-210. 851/850, A, San Sebastian, PR, 1948, G+ duplex; 3c +2c coils paying air rate on commer.cvr w/enc.; no mention of "save the stamps" or any other indication this was prepared by a collector. E $75
ST-211. 853 (strip/4)/880 (block/9), F, Lexington, VA, 1940, G+ duplex & Univ. on #10 air cvr (edge tear L) to France. E $8
ST-212. 857 (x10: block/6, block/4), F, Lexington, VA, 1939, G duplex & Univ. on #10 air cvr to France. E $8
ST-213. 867/865, F (few tone perfs), Chicago, IL, 1959, F Univ.; late use paying 7c rate on air cvr. E $8
ST-214. 870, F, New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1940, VF Int'l; Torrington Co.cc on 3c PSE to Portugal. E $15 MIN.8
ST-215. 878/859 (x2)/807/804, F/A, Washington, DC, 1940, VF duplex on air/special del.cvr (lite tone). E $15
ST-216. 897 (block/10), F, Lexington, VA, 1941, G duplex & Univ. on #10 air cvr to Portugal. E $8
ST-217. 911/915/920/905, F, Portland, OR, 1944, G+ duplex; "Special Delivery" cachet on spec.del.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-218. 912/917/905 pair, F, New York/Church St.Anx, NY, 1944, G+ duplex; Eleda Stamp Co.return add.label on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-219. 918/908, F, APO 476, 1944, F 4-bar on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-220. 928 (2 blocks/4: 1 on front, 1 on back), F, San Francisco/Sta.G, CA, 1950, G DCDS as origin b/s on req'd air cvr to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-221. 941/907, F, Baltimore, MD, 1946, G+ Int'l on cvr to Portugal. E $12 MIN.6
ST-222. 1031, F, Wichita, KS, [1956], G+ precanx on folded church program (edge tears; part lite tone) w/attached illus.letterhead enc.re part ground breaking ceremony. E $15
ST-223. 1031, F, Baltimore, MD, [1960], VF precanx; intact 1c Wash.wrapped around R edge, as seal, on 8x13" church bulletin, folded to 8x3.25" (lite tone), to local address. RARE use. E $40
ST-224. 1031A, F, Wilmington, DE, ca.1960s, VG precanx; DuPont Lodge #29 A.F. & A.M cc; non-profit rate on cvr. E $20
ST-225. 1031A, F, Des Moines, IA, [1962], VF precanx; ms "Non Profit Organiz" below stamp; Drama Workshop ad on blue PC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-226. 1031A, F (margin nick), Baltimore, MD, [1963], VF precanx; McKim Community Ass'n cc; boxed "Nonprofit Org." boxed h/s above stamp on #10 cvr w/enc. E $15 MIN.8
ST-227. 1031A (block/4)/1278, F, San Diego, CA, ca.1970, F precanx; Project Concern logo cc on #10 cvr (cr) to Australia. E $20
ST-228. 1032A, F, Kingsport, TN, ca.1960s, G+ precanx; Tennessee Moose Ass'n sec'y cc on window cvr w/"X" on window; "Unknown/R.F.D. 23. W.G.W." h/s above. E $15 MIN.8
ST-229. 1056, F-A, Dayton, OH, ca.1960s, VF precanx; "Bulk Rate" typed above; on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-230. 1280/1283B, F, Bartlett, NH, 1975 (Sep 17), G+ 4-bar (upper R & part of date on stamp) 2c +5c paying short-term 7c rate on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-231. 1294 (block/4)/2482/2590, F ($2 bit nick), Lahaina/Downtown Sta., HI, 1996, VG magenta DCDS on reg'd PPC to England. E $24 MIN.12
ST-232. 1393D, F, Lawrence, NE, [1975] (Sep 22), G+ DCDS/roller (year partial but ID sure) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-233. 1393D, F, Asheville, NC, 1975 (Sep 26), VF machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-234. 1393D, F, Monitor, WA, 1975 (Oct 8), G+ 4-bar on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-235. 1393D, F, Pine, CO, 1975 (Oct 14), F machine on PPC. E $8
ST-236. 1393D, F, USPS, HI, 1975 (Oct 14), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-238. 1393D, F, USPS, FL, 1975 (Nov 5), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-239. 1393D, F, Atlanta, GA, 1975 (Nov 25), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-240. 1393D, F, Fairless Hills, PA, 1975 (Dec 4), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-241. 1393D, F, Dearborn, MI, 1975 (Dec 10), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-242. 1393D, F, Momence, IL, 1975 (Dec 11), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-243. 1393D, F, USPS, CA, 1975 (Dec 14), G+ machine on part toned PPC. E $8
ST-244. 1393D, F, Jefferson City, MO, 1975 (Dec 19), G+ machine on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-245. 1393D, F, USPS, FL, 1975 (Dec 23), G+ machine (dial hi) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-246. 1393D, F, USPS, CA, 1975 (Dec 26), G+ machine on lite tone PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-247. 1393D, F, Black Lick, PA, 1975 (Dec 30), VF 4-bar on mailed 3x5" card. E $12 MIN.6
ST-248. 1596d, F, Tampa, FL, 1976, G+ machine; 13c LINE PERF variety on PPC. E $75
ST-249. 1615cCd, F (clip perfor Ls), (New York, NY), ca.1978, F mute Bureau precancx; "Tele-Mail Dispatch" header; 4 World Trade Center return add.on flap on unopened #10 window cvr w/encs. E $8
ST-250. 1615cD, F, (Philadelphia, PA), ca.1978, F mute Bureau precancx; "Inside Sports" overall sports theme ads on #10 window cvr w/enc (bit trim R). E $8
ST-253. 2133a, F, (Redwood City, CA), [1986], VF "Bulk Rate" precancx; Redwood City Seed Co.cc on #10 cvr (trim R) w/encs. E $12 MIN.6
ST-256. C18, F, New York, NY, 1933 (Oct 2), VF Int'l; purple pictorial Zeppelin h/s cachet; red double triangle map cachet; 50c Zeppelin Sc.C18 on 1st day cvr w/Correio Aereo/Distritco Federal (Rio de Janeiro) G+ DCDS as transit b/s. Also listed in "Airmail & First Day Cover" sections. E $200 MIN.100
ST-257. C24, F, New York/STA.G, NY, 1940, G+ duplex on 4.75x6.75" cvr to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-259. C35, F, Washington, DC, 1952, G+ Int'l on cvr w/address in ESPERANTO, to GERMANUJO (Germany). E $20 MIN.10
ST-260. C39, F, Newport News, VA, 1953, VG duplex; 6c air applied to expedite delivery on bus.reply cvr (bit uneven slit T) w/"SS Atlantic Wind" return add. E $14
ST-266. ES, F (tiny tear; few nib perfor), Providence, RI, 1899, G Amer/B14(2) w/2c red on special del.cvr (lilote tone; nicks L). E $12 MIN.6
ST-267. ES/331, A/F, Rochester, NH, 1910, F duplex on SPECIAL DEL.PPC. E $30
ST-268. E9, F, Chicago, IL, 1916, G+ duplex; w/faulty 2c Wash. on special del.cvr. E $55
ST-269. E15, F, Indianapolis, IN, 1928, VF del.cvr on lite toned 1c GPC Sc.UX27. E $30
ST-270. E15, F, Lily, WA, 1933, VF 4-bar on SPECIAL DEL.GPC Sc.UX27 (4 tips nib). E $20 MIN.10
ST-271. E15 (x2)/807, F/F-A, New Haven, CT, 1939, F duplex & mute roller; att'y cc on special del.cvr (cr) to Canada. E $20
ST-272. E17/C32, F, Newark, NY, 1947, G Int'l; Amer.Red Cross/Wayne Co.Chapter cc w/illus.cross on commer.cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-273. E17/C32, F (13c faulty where tip off card), Reno, NV, 1948, VG duplex on air/special del.PPC. E $20
ST-274. E20/1035, F, St.Paul, MN, 1957, G DCDS; "Please deliver Sun... after 10-Oclock A.M." ms instruction on local #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
ST-275. E21/C51, F, Washington, DC, 1959, F DCDS; Treasury Dept.cc on 3.5x8" penalty window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-277. F1, F, Washington/Sta.No.3, DC, 1912, G+ purple CDS/Reg'd as origin h/s; 2x 4c Sc.377 on reg'd 2c #10 PSE (tears L); stamps not tied, but clearly belong. E $65
ST-278. F1/378, A, New York, NY, ca.1912, G+ mute oval; Knickerbocker Importation Co.cc on reg'd FRONT ONLY to France. E $24 MIN.12
ST-279. J16, A, tied by cork; New York, NY, 1884, G+ duplex; "Due/N. 2 Y./Cents" circled h/s; 2c brown origin on cvr (R edge toned; tear R). E $15 MIN.8
ST-280. J41, F, tied by Postage Due/date/St.Louis, Mo. G+ straight-line h/s; Halle, Germany, 1905, G+ DCDS origin; "Collect" h/s w/ms "5 cents" below on PPC (tip cr). E $20
ST-281. J53b, F, Northville, MI, tied by VG duplex as recd; Chicago, IL, 1916, VG Int'l origin on #10 cvr TRIM to #6 size. E $14
ST-282. J61, F, w/Wichita, KS, precax; Manitou, CO, 1925, G+ Int'l origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent." h/s; w/1c Frank. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-284. J68 (x2; 1 bit cr), A, tied by partial Sheffield, IL, duplex; Chicago, IL, 1925 (May 2), F Univ. origin; "Due 1 Cent/N.S.M.D.No.10" h/s on PPC. E $24
ST-285. J68 pair, F, tied by Axtell, NE, F mute box as recd; Minneapolis, MN, 1925, G Univ.; 1c Frank.origin during 2c rate; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s on PPC. E $40
ST-286. J80 pair, F-A, w/mute oval canx; Dusseldorf, Germany, 1934, G machine origin; New York, NY/Due 2 Cents VF dateless opera glass on PPC (tip crs). E $14
ST-287. J80, F-A, tied by mute ovalls; Greenville, OH, 1946, VF duplex origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 5x 3c Prexies on special del.cvr to local address. E $15
ST-288. J80, F-A, tied by mute ovalls; Anaheim, CA, 1961, G+ machine origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s, required for message into add.area; 3c Liberty on PPC. E $14
ST-289. J80, F, tied by partial Minden, NE, DCDS; Portland, OR, 1962, partial DCDS origin; "Postage Due 1 Cent" h/s; 3c Liberty on google-eyed dog SQUEAKER PPC (toned; crs). E $15
ST-290. J81, A, partial Denver, CO, roller precax; Salt Lake City, UT, 1933, VG Univ. origin; "2c Due" blue pencil ms on air cvr mailed w/2x 3c. E $12 MIN.6
ST-291. J82 pair, F, tied by mute ovalls; Los Angeles, CA, 1937, G+ duplex origin; 2c coil on #10 cvr (toned; crs) w/local address. E $14
ST-292. J82, F, Chicopee, MA, 1943, VG Int'l origin; stamp tied w/dateless oval on bus.reply cvr (cr) w/local address. E $12 MIN.6
ST-293. J91, F, tied by straight-line dater; Springfield, IL, 1962, G+ DCDS origin; "Postage due 3 cents" on PPC to Houma, LA, mailed w/o stamp. E $12 MIN.6
ST-296. 048, A (tear R); (no origin town), ca.1873, VG cork only; P.O.Dept./3rd Ass't PM Gen'l cc; 2c official (not tied) on #10 cvr (uneven trim L) to Novi, MI. E $40 MIN.20
ST-297. OX17, F (couple short perfs), tied by San Antonio/Stanley Br., TX, 1918, G duplex; w/same P.O. G+ Univ. tying 1c +2x 2c stamps on cvr (ruff R; edge tears; bit ruff upper L); fragile WWI era paper, probably damaged by machine canx & repaired w/seal. E $100
ST-298. OX21, A, w/ms clerk's initials; London, Great Britain, 1938, partial oval origin; seal on back of reg'd cr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-299. OX21 (x2), A, Springfield, IL, 1942, VG duplex; "Damaged by canceling machine at Springfield, Illinois" h/s; sealed repairing tears on #10 cvr (crs; staple). E $15 MIN.8
ST-300. OX39, F, Colorado Springs, CO, 1968, G+ meter; Amer.Numismatic Ass'n cc; "Received Unsealed at Colorado Springs, Colo." h/s on front; seal tied to back on window cvr. E $15 MIN.8
ST-301. OX40 pair w/inscribed tab at T; F, Baltimore/South Sta., MD, 1973, G DCDS tying seals, wrapped around edge on reg'd cvr from Pakistan. E $40
ST-302. Q1, F-A, Dysart, MI, 1913, G+ duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-303. Q1, A, Kansas City/Westport Sta., MO, 1913, partial duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-304. Q1, A (1 SE), Carbondale, IL, 1913, G+ duplex on PPC. E $5
ST-305. Q1, A, Lanark, IL, 1913, G+ duplex on PPC. E $6
ST-306. Q1, F (SE at R), Fairfield, NE, 1914, F duplex (day omitted) on PPC. E $6
ST-308. R164 (Lot of 2): F, Provincetown, MA, 1899, F ms "EMI Co."; h/s date (lite crs) on consecutive Equitable Marine Ins.Co./1st Nat'l Bank 3.25x8.5" checks. E $8
ST-309. R164, F-A; ILLLEGALLY used as postage; Allen & Harris/RPO, 1899, G CDS/cork on tone tnv crv. E $16
ST-310. R164, F, "Cancelled/date/G.M.Hall", 1899, VF straight-line h/s, fully on stamp on 3.25x8" Rocky Ford (CO) Canal, Reservoir, Land, Loan & Trust Co. bank check (crs; edge tear); w/2 accompanying Rocky Ford High Line Canal Co.bank checks (1902, 1909). E $20
ST-311. R197 (or R208?), F, Bayview & Grand Rap/RPO, 1915, G duplex; Citizens' Bank, Ellsworth, MI, cc; 2c revenue attempted as postage, but faulty 2c due applied; on crv. E $16
ST-312. R234: lot of 4, w/"Cancelled" h/s, on back of Goldfield Deep Mines Co.of Nevada proxy GPC's, 1920. E $20
ST-313. RN-B1: 1st Nat'l Bank, Provincetown, MA, 2.75x8" bank check; illus.man w/sexton; 3 fish, boat, net, 1872. E $6
ST-314. RN-D1: Seamens Savings Bank, Provincetown, MA, 3x7.5" bank check; illus.sailing ship (large punch in stamp), 1876. E $6
ST-315. RN-E4: 1st Nat'l Bank, Provincetown, MA, 3.5x7" bank check, 1872. E $6
ST-316. RN-G1: 1st Nat'l Bank, Provincetown, MA, 3x8.25" bank check (lite crs), 1879. E $6
ST-317. RN-G1: Seamens Savings Bank, Provincetown, MA, 3.25x8" bank check (punch partly in stamp; lite crs), 1884. E $6
ST-318. RN-L3/RN-G1: Lot 2) rev.stamped paper; No.Penna.RR Co.bank checks; cut canxes (lower R crn off NN-L3 check), 1877. E $20 MIN.10
ST-319. U2, (indistinct canx), 1850s, partial CDS (nicks T; ink smear by address; bit cr) on PSE. E $20
ST-320. U27, Mount Joy, PA, 1860s, VG CDS/grid (few tone spots; small spindle) on PSE. E $15
ST-322. U76; mailed to (Warrensburg, MO), 1870s, VG cork wedges killer (bit surface wear at cr) on PSE. E $10
ST-323. U159, Meadville, PA, 1870s, G+ CDS/cork (lower R tip nick) on PSE. E $14
ST-324. U218, Washington, DC, [1876], partial CDS/cork (trim R) on PSE. E $20 MIN.10
ST-325. U218, Ann Arbor, MI, ca.1876, G+ CDS/cork (lite tone; lower R tip nib) on PSE. E $30
ST-326. U218: mint (cr; part toned; AS IS for faults). E $12 MIN.6
ST-327. U219, Peoria, IL, ca.1876, G+ CDS/cork (trim R; bit cr) on PSE. E $24
ST-329. U219; mint (part lite tone), on PSE. E $30
ST-330. U221, Hancock, NY, [1876], partial CDS/cork (trim L) on PSE. E $30
ST-331. U293, Baltimore, MD, 1891, G+ duplex (L border removed; R intact) on 2c letter sheet to Belgium. E $30 MIN.15
ST-332. U293, Newark, OH, 1900, G+ duplex on 2c Grant lettersheet w/ends mostly intact, to Canada. E $20
ST-333. U293; unused (bit of separation of border), on lettersheet. E $20
ST-334. U330, New Orleans, LA, 1891, G+ duplex (part ruff trim L) I.L.Lyons Druggists cc on PSE. E $14
ST-335. U330, New York/P, NY, 1893, VG duplex; "per S/S Lucania" instruction at T on PSE to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-336. U330, Milwaukee, WI, 1896, VG Barry (bit trim T) on PSE to Germany. E $12 MIN.6
ST-337. U350, Baltimore, MD, 1895, VF Int'l; "p.S.S.Lucania" instruction at T (part o/s by canx) on 5c Colum.PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-338. U350, Philadelphia, PA, 1897, VG Amer; Louis Renault, Wool & Hair cc on 5c Colum.PSE to Switzerland. E $15
ST-339. U351, New York/I.B.B., NY, 1894, G duplex (upper L arc not struck; bit trim T; bit lite tone) on PSE to Germany. E $30 MIN.15
ST-341. U377, New York/Sta.P, NY, 1903, F Int'l; Southern Cotton Oil Co.cc on PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-342. U377, Indianapolis, IN, 1903, F Int'l on PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-343. U390 (cr) New York/P, NY, 1903, partial duplex; Southern Cotton Oil Co.cc; 3x 2c Sc.301 on #10 PSE to Germany. E $15 MIN.8
ST-344. U393, Wall St.Sta., NY, 1905, VG+ Int'l (slight trim T) on PSE to Germany. E $14
ST-345. U448/var: overprint in normal position & ON BACK; mint, on 2c-on-3c PSE. E $40
ST-346. U468g w/double surcharge, l inverted at lower L; mint, on 2c-on-3c PSE. E $30
ST-347. U481, Madison Sq.Sta., NY, 1925, F Int'l (crnr crs) "Postage Guaranteed/United Royalties Corp." h/s cc on unsealed 1.5c PSE to SWITZERLAND. E $20 MIN.10
ST-348. U481 w/"Post Office Dept.Penalty..." clause overprint (tears T; cr) apparently used privately; New Rochelle, NY, 1959, VG Univ.; "Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s; 5c due (J83) tied by partial Webster, MA, duplex on PSE. E $15
ST-349. UC9 (slight ruff slit upper L), APO 573, 1945, G+ 4-bar; 6c surcharge on 2c PSE. E $30 MIN.15
ST-351. UC39, Sarasota, FL, 1971, F machine on aerogramme to New Zealand. E $5
ST-352. U071 (tiny tear T), Washington, DC, 1912, F Int'l; P.O.Dept.Postal Savings System cc on #10 PSE. E $60 MIN.30
ST-353. U072, Washington, DC, 1912, F Int'l; P.O.Dept.Postal Savings System cc on #10 PSE. E $12 MIN.6
ST-354. UX1, Ottumwa, IA, [1873], partial CDS/cork on GPC. E $24
ST-355. UX1, Pleasanton, KS, ca.1873, G CDS/cork (dial hi: "SAN" partly off) on GPC. E $24 MIN.12
ST-356. UX1Philadelphia, PA, [1875], G+ CDS/cork; Jacob Riegel prints price list on GPC. E $20
ST-357. UX3; mint (slight edge cr). E $50
ST-358. UX6, Springfield, IL, 1890, G+ duplex (crnr cr) criss-cross message on GPC to Germany. E $15
ST-359. UX6, New York/K, NY, 1892, G duplex on GPC to Austria. E $14
ST-360. UX6, Albany, NY, 1894, G+ duplex on GPC to Portugal. E $24 MIN.12
ST-361. UX6, New York/O, NY, 1896, G+ duplex (bit cr) on GPC to Germany. E $14
ST-362. UX6, Chicago/P.D., IL, 1896, G+ duplex on GPC to Austria. E $16
ST-363. UX6, Bellows Falls, VT, 1898, G+ duplex (lite crs) on GPC (no message) to Austria. E $15 MIN.8
ST-364. UX6: mint. E $30 MIN.15
ST-365. UX7; mint (lite crs). E $30
ST-366. UX8 w/1c banknote applied; New York/D, NY, 1886, partial duplex on GPC to Belgium. E $12 MIN.6
ST-367. UX11, San Francisco, CA, 1929, F Int'l; late use; on GPC w/bit faulty 1c Sc.634 applied when forwarded. E $12 MIN.6
ST-368. UX14/var: thicker, stiffer card stock than normal (tip cr; tip nick; surface wear by add.); New York/Mad.Sq.Sta., NY, 1900, F duplex; McClure's Magazine form on back on GPC. E $30
ST-370. UX16, Washington, DC, 1916, G+ Univ. on GPC to Canada. E $15 MIN.8
ST-371. UX16; mint (tip crs; lite adhesions on back), on GPC. E $8
ST-372. UX19; mint (tiny tone speck). E $24 MIN.12
ST-373. UX21, Chicago, IL, 1910, F Time-Cmns; Sears order acknowledgement on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-374. UX21, Yorkshire, OH, 1911, G+ 4-bar on GPC w/Cincy, Hamilton & Dayton Ry form on back. E $10
ST-375. UX21c: RARE variety w/points on arcs; Greenville, IL, 1915, G+ Amer/B14 on GPC. E $500
ST-376. UX30: mint. E $30
ST-377. UX33 (overprint shifted to L; "CE" off stamp); Cleveland, TN, 1921, G+ Amer/A14 on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
ST-378. UX39a: 1c-on-1c GPC w/overprint reading down; mint. E $8
ST-379. UX68, USPS, MA, 1975 (Nov 15), G+ machine on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
ST-380. UXC5, Sioux City, IA, 1966, VG+ machine on commer.GPC to Australia. E $30 MIN.15
ST-381. UXCl, San Francisco, CA, 1972, F machine; commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $50 MIN.26
ST-382. UXC15, AMF Washington, DC, 1974, F machine; commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-383. UXC16, Madison, WI, 1979, G+ machine; commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $30 MIN.15
ST-384. UXC17, San Diego, CA, 1980, G+ machine; from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $30 MIN.15
ST-385. UXC18, Washington, DC, 1980, G+ machine; message from collector to "Stamp News" magazine, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $30 MIN.15
ST-386. UXC19, Philadelphia, PA, 1981, partial DCDS/roller on commer.GPC to Germany. E $24 MIN.12
ST-387. UXC20, Oxnard, CA, 1982, F machine (lite tone specks) message from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-388. UXC21, Lanexa, VA, 1984, G 4-bar; message from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-389. UXC22, Kalamazoo, MI, 1986, G+ machine; message from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-390. UXC24, Bowie, West Bowie Sta., MD, 1988, G+ 4-bar; message from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-391. UXC24, Santa Ana, CA, 1989, VG machine; commer.use on GPC to Tasmania. E $24 MIN.12
ST-393. UXC27, San Jose, CA, 1999, G+ machine; message from collector, but commer.use on GPC to Australia. E $24 MIN.12
ST-394. UY1, St.Louis, MO, 1894, VG Int'l on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $12 MIN.6
ST-395. UY1; mint (lite tone; bit cr), on message/reply GPCs. E $24
ST-396. UY2, New York/C, NY, 1893, G+ duplex (lite crnr crs) on message GPC to Germany w/att'd reply. E $20
ST-397. UY2, Hoboken, NY, 1900, G+ Barry (tip cr) on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $20
ST-398. UY5, Sacramento, CA, 1911, G+ Time-Cmns (reply w/edge tear B) on message/reply GPCs. E $15
ST-399. UY5, Chicago/Canal Sta., IL, 1911, VF Time-Cmns; Boye Needle Co.ad & form on bit message GPC w/att'd reply. E $24
ST-400. UY5, Boston, MA, 1912, G+ Int'l on message/reply GPCs. E $20
ST-401. UY6, Chicago, IL, 1914, VF Int'l; McCoy & Co.ad on message GPC w/att'd reply. E $24
ST-402. UY9, Philadelphia, PA, 1922, VG Int'l (lite tone) on message/reply GPCs. E $8
ST-403. UY29; mint; non-denom.message/reply GPC. E $12 MIN.6

TERRITORIES
TR-1. Little America, Antarctica, 1935 (Jan 30), VF Univ. (L tip staple holes) "Byrd Antarctic Expedition II" pictorial h/s on back (penguins); 3c Byrd on cvr w/San Francisco, CA/Little America Mail Rec'd F Int'l ty.IMS-47 (Mar 25) as transit b/s. E $12 MIN.6
TR-2. Ponape, Caroline Islands, 1965, F 4-bar; Educational Administrator, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islds cc on #10 air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TR-3. Havana, Cuba, 1900, F duplex (part o/s) on 2c GPC Sc.UX2 to U.S. E $20
TR-4. Allbrook Field, CZ, 1941, F magenta DCDS/Reg'd as origin b/s (o/s); dateless black DCDS tying 10c +5c +3c on add.side on reg'd cvr to U.S. E $20
TR-5. Ancon, CZ, 1939, F Univ.pictorial map slogan (lite tone) 20c air on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
TR-6. Ancon, CZ, 1943, G+ Univ. (censor tape toned L) 15c air on cvr. E $8
TR-7. Ancon, CZ, 1944, F Univ. w/INVERTED dial (lite crs; edge tear R) Headquarters Panama Canal Dept./Panama Engineer Div'n cc; 15c air on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-8. Ancon, CZ, 1953, F Univ. "1903 Canal Zone 1953/50 Years of Friendship..." slogan (upper L tip nick) 6c air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-9. Ancon/Sta.A, CZ, 1907, G+ duplex (lite tone) 1c overprint Sc.22 on PPC dated line Corozal. E $15 MIN.8
TR-10. Balboa, CZ, 1943, G+ Univ.; 5c overprint Sc.54; late use on 1c PSE Sc.U10 to local address. E $75
TR-11. Balboa, CZ, 1979 (Sep 30), F+ Univ. "Canal Zone Postal Service/1904-1979/Last Day of Operation" slogan; 10c Hodges on PPC to U.S. Message mentions canx & changeover, but this is from Gamboa resident. NOT philatelic use: "My address is still the same but now Republic of Panama". E $30
TR-12. Balboa Heights, CZ, 1918, G+ duplex struck at L as fwd (bit o/s) 2c Sc.39 on cvr w/indistinct origin canx, to Balboa Hts, fwd to Washington, DC & back to Balboa Hts. E $15
MIN.8

TR-14. Corozal, CZ, ca.1910, G+ duplex ("AL" mostly not struck) 1c overprint Sc.31 on PPC. E $8
TR-15. Cristobal, CZ, 1919, G+ duplex (lite cr) 2c Sc.32 w/9.25" mm spacing on cvr to U.S. E $150
TR-16. Cristobal, CZ, 1922, G+ Univ.; 1c overprint Sc.60 on PPC (SS Cristobal) w/message in shorthand. E $8
TR-17. Cristobal, CZ, 1922, G+ Univ.; 1c overprint Sc.60 on PPC (USS Arkansas) w/message in shorthand. E $8
TR-18. Cristobal, CZ, 1936, VG Univ.; 20c air +5c on cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
TR-19. Cristobal, CZ, 1936, VF Univ. on commer.GPC Sc.UX10 to local add. E $8
TR-20. Cristobal, CZ, 1939, F Univ.; 15c air on #10 penalty cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-22. Cristobal, CZ, 1965, G+ PB meter w/tiny illus.ship on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-23. Cristobal, CZ, 1969, VG pictorial meter w/Fernie & Co.slogan; illus.Mt.Fuji at B on cvr to Italy. E $15 MIN.8
TR-24. Fort Clayton, CZ, 1942, F Univ. (ruff slit & tears T, in 1 stamp) on censored air cvr to U.S. E $6
TR-25. Fort Clayton, CZ, 1965, G+ Univ.; "APO, NY, 09026" return add.; bit faulty 8c air on cvr. E $5
TR-26. Las Cascadas, CZ, 1908, G+ duplex (B arc mostly not struck; tear T; crs) 1c overprint Sc.22 on PPC. E $8
TR-27. Rodman, CZ, 1966, F Univ.; 6c air on PPC. E $8
TR-28. Guam, Guam, 1919, G+ duplex w/smaller letters (B arc mostly not struck; o/s) on cvr w/long enc.to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-30. Majuro, Marshall Islands, 1965, VG+ 4-bar; Educational Administrator, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islds cc on #10 air PSE. E $12 MIN.6
TR-31. San Juan/Santurce Sta., PA, 1947, G+ Int'l (dial much obscured on stamp) 3c Texas +2c Prexie coil on air cvr w/enc. E $8
TR-32. Bacolod, PI, 1913, VF duplex (edge tear T) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
TR-33. Manila, PI, 1932, VF Univ. "Manila/Trade Center of the Pacific" slogan; 4c on cvr to U.S. E $20
TR-34. Bajadero, PR, 1951, VG 4-bar on mailed 3x5" card. E $8
TR-35. Hato Rey, PR, 1957, VF Univ. on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-36. Mayaguez, PR, 1907, F+ duplex; F.Carrera & Hermano cc on unsealed 1c PSE Sc.U379 to Germany. E $20
TR-37. Mayaguez, PR, 1920, G+ duplex on 1c Sc.UX27 w/E.J.Sanchez printed form on back. E $15 MIN.8
TR-38. Ponce, PR, 1942, F+ Univ. (tiny tear T) Sucs.de Trujillo & Subina, S.en C.cc; 10c transport air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-39. San Juan, PR, 1935, F+ Univ. w/bilingual "Air Mail Saves Time" slogan on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
TR-40. San Juan, PR, 1938, G+ duplex (near VF) USCG Marion, St.Thomas, VI, return add.on flap; 5c Roosevelt on 5c air PSE to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-41. San Juan, PR, 1940, G+ duplex (trim R) F.A.Ortiz cc; 4x 10c map air on #10 cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
TR-42. San Juan, PR, 1941, VF Univ. (upper L tip nib) Rob't L.Merwin & Co., Frederiksted, St.Croix, VI, cc; "Virgin Islds Mail/Carried by Courtesy of Caribbean Atlantic Airlines, Inc./The Powelson Line" boxed h/s on back; 10c map air on cvr to Canada. E $30
TR-43. San Juan, PR, 1942, VG Univ. (edge tear T) Estate of Andrew Morales, Christiansted, Virgin Islands, cc; "Virgin Islands Mail/Carried by Courtesy of/Caribbean Atlantic Airlines Inc./The Powelson Line" boxed h/s on back; 4c Army Sc.788 on commer.6c air PSE. E $100
TR-44. San Juan, PR, 1948, VF Univ.; Libreria Domingo Delgado, Antes The University Soc'y cc on air cvr. E $12 MIN.6
TR-45. San Juan/Santurce Sta., PR, 1936, F Int'l; Hospital Mimiya cc; 10c map air on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-46. Charlotte Amalie, Saint Thomas, VI, 1918, G+ duplex (bit ruff trim R) on cvr to U.S. E $24
TR-47. Charlotte Amalie, VI, 1942, VG Int'l; Gov't of the Virgin Islds of the U.S./Office of the Gov't Sec'y cc; 20c transport air on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-48. Charlotte Amalie, VI, 1942, VG Int'l; Gov't of the Virgin Islds of the U.S./Office of the Governor cc; 20c +10c transport airs on #10 cvr. E $15 MIN.8
TR-49. Christiansted, VI, 1956, VG+ duplex; 4c air on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
TR-50. Saint Thomas, VI, 1929 (Sep 25), F duplex; 5c Beacon air; "Postage Due (5) Cents" h/s on air cvr (Lindberghiana #58a) to Puerto Rico w/San Juan bilingual "Air Mail Saves Time" slogan as b/s. E $15 MIN.8

WORLDWIDE
WW-1. Biskra, Algeria, 1906, G+ DCDS (part o/s; tip cr; edge tears R) 10c France stamp on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-2. Oran, Algeria, 1945, VG slogan repeater; 80c +50c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-3. Buenos Aires, Argentina, ca.1960, G+ slogan repeater; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-4. Romang, Argentina, 1928, G+ CDS; 3x 5c +2x 1c +2c on reg'd cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-6. Artarmon, Australia, 1947, partial CDS; 9 stamps on reg'd cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-7. Cairns, Australia, 1981, VG machine; tying Air Mail label & 35c Trumper on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-8. Sydney, Australia, 1945, F machine; Union Ins.Soc'y of Canton cc; 3.5p on censored cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-9. Wilkes/A.N.A.R.E., Australian Antarctic Territory, 1961 (Jan 10), G+ CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 8p on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-10. Sarnitz, Austria, 1964, G DCDS (edge tear T; lite tone) 1.80s Olympics on PPC. E $6
WW-11. Vienna, Austria, 1928, G DCDS (crs) 40g+10g (Sc.B76); 20g+5g (Sc.B74); 10g-40g (Sc.B77-80) on 5.25x8" reg'd cvr to U.S. E $40 MIN.20
WW-12. Austria (indistinct town), 1917, G DCDS (no flap) "Uberprust/K.u.K.Militarzensur/Prosnitz." h/s at L; 10h + 3x 5h on cvr to U.S.w/Prostejov DCDS as transit b/s. E $12
WW-14. Constantinopel/Oesterreichische Post (Austria: Offices in Turkey), 1907, G DCDS (date & B arc mostly not struck; toned) on 20pa-on-10h GPC to Germany. E $20 MIN.10
WW-15. Bahrain, 1951, G DCDS (dial hi: "IN" off T; cr) 3a-on-3p +6a-on-6p (Sc.57-8) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-16. Bahrain, 1985, VF DCDS; 15f +50f +100f (Sc.310-2) on air PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-17. Brussels, Belgium, 1940, G+ slogan machine; 1.75F on cvr to Switzerland w/pictorial Nazi censor tape & repeater on back. E $12 MIN.6
WW-18. Fontaine-L'Eveque, Belgium, 1907, G+ CDS struck 5 times on strip of 5x 1c (1 cr) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-19. Lot 95+) Belgium stamps; mint/used; definitives, commems, semi-postals, marked retail prices $83+. Dupes from my wife's collection, offered at less than 50 of purchase prices. MIN.$38
WW-20. Geprüft Militarische/Postuberwadungs-Stelle (Belgium: German Occupation), 1918, partial boxed h/s (file holes B; bit trim B; edge tear T) 10c overprint on 10pf "civilian worker" GPC w/"zivilabeiter" lined thru, datelined Florenville. E $20
WW-21. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1914, F repeater (L edge cr) partial censor h/s; 1p ship on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-22. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1931, VG "Come to Bermuda/The Isles of Rest" slogan repeater; pair 1/2p on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-23. Hamilton, Bermuda, 1940, G slogan machine (bit trim T) Bank of N.T.Butterfield & Son cc; 3p (Sc.121) on cvr to U.S. E $16
WW-25. Warwick East, Bermuda, 1938, G+ CDS (upper R on stamp; bit trim L) 2.5p (Sc.120) on cvr w/enc.to U.S. E $14

WW-26. K. und K. Milit Post/Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina, 1901, G+ DCDS (T arc part spotty; lite tone) on 5h GPC to Germany. E $14

WW-27. Blumenau, Brazil, 1959, F 19.90cr pictorial meter (trim R; crs; lite tone) on reg'd bus.reply cvr w/Baltimore, MD/Reg.Sec. F DCDS as rec'd b/s. E $14

WW-28. Ruse, Bulgaria, 1894, VG CDS (lite tone; lower R tip nib) 5s stamp on 5s GPC to France. E $8

WW-29. Ruse, Bulgaria, 1894, G CDS (lite tone) 5s stamp on 5s GPC to Romania. E $6

WW-30. Ruse, Bulgaria, 1894, G+ CDS (lite tone) 5s stamp on 5s GPC to Romania. E $8

WW-31. Bangangte, Cameroun, 1949, G+ CDS (lite crs) pair 3f +bit faulty 2f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-32. Batouri, Cameroun, 1931, G+ CDS (upper L tip clip; R tip nib; trim B) Andre Santini, Berberati, cc; strip 3x 50c on reg'd cvr to France. E $15

WW-33. Dschang, Cameroun, 1958, F CDS; strip 4x 4f on cvr to France. E $15

WW-34. Ebolowa, Cameroun, 1953, G+ CDS; 3f +3x 4f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-35. Edea, Cameroun, 1958, F CDS; 4f +2x 8f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-36. Foumban, Cameroun, 1936, VG+ CDS; 50c on cvr to France. E $14

WW-37. Garoua, Cameroun, 1995, G+ CDS; large 70f WWF commen on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6

WW-38. Kribi, Cameroun, 1903, partial CDS (lite tone; surface hole R) 20pf yacht Sc.10 on cvr to U.S. E $20

WW-39. Kibir, Cameroun, 1953, G+ CDS; 3f +pair 6f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-40. Maga, Cameroun, 1993, F CDS; 2x 125f elephant on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-41. Messamena, Cameroun, 1954, G blue CDS; 15f air (Sc.C31) on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-42. Mfou, Cameroun, 1995, F CDS; large 40f WWF commen +30f on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6

WW-43. Nkongsamba, Cameroun, 1953, G+ repeater; 10f +5f on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-44. Nkongsamba, Cameroun, 1958, F repeater; 4f +2x 8f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-45. Sangmelima, Cameroun, 1949, G+ CDS; 4f +pair 5f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-46. Yaounde, Cameroun, 1939, G+ CDS; 3f +90c on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-47. Yaounde, Cameroun, 1947, G+ CDS; pair 4.50f-on-25c on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-48. Arrow, ON, Canada, 1909, VG split-ring CDS (bit lite tone) w/Kincardine CDS as transit on PPC to U.S. E $14

WW-49. Beiseker, AB, Canada, 1918, VG+ split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-50. Big Bar Creek, B.C., Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (lite tone) (81-68) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-51. Bonavista, NL, Canada, 1922, VG split-ring CDS w/thick ring killer; 2c +1c on cvr to U.S. E $20

WW-52. Carcross, YT, Canada, 1951, G CDS; "White Passs & Yukon Route" illus.cc on cvr to U.S. E $20

WW-53. Chaplin, SK, Canada, 1913, G+ split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-54. Consul, SK, Canada, 1915, F split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-55. Coronation, AB, Canada, 1937 (May 12), G+ CDS (crs) Geo.VI Coronation Day cachet; 3c commen on cvr. E $20

WW-56. Cosmo, AB, Canada, 1932, F split-ring CDS/grid (tears T & L; toned; bit cr) (11-55) on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-57. Eyebrow, SK, Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY; multi-crs) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8


WW-60. Govan, SK, Canada, 1909, VG blue pencil canx tying 25c Law Stamp on back of 4x7.5" document: receipt for payment for "one gun & some wood". E $20

WW-61. Hennigar, N.S., Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (79-68) on PPC datelined Northfield. E $12 MIN.6

WW-62. Hyas, SK, Canada, 1930, VG split-ring CDS/grid (edge tears T; bit lite tone) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-63. Kamsack, SK, Canada, 1903, G+ split-ring CDS (edge tear B; crs) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-64. Kronau, Assa, Canada, 1906 (Mar 19), VG split-ring CDS/grid on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-65. Laggan, AB, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (01-14) on PPC (Empress Hotel) to U.S. E $20
WW-66. Laggan, AB, Canada, 1911, VG+ split-ring CDS/grid (01-14) on PPC (Lake Louise) to U.S. E $24
WW-67. Lime Hill, NS, Canada, 1907, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (83-64) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-68. Morse, SK, Canada, 1908, VG split-ring CDS on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-69. Ottawa, ON, Canada, 1932 (Jun 21), VF Univ.; 3c-on-2c (Sc.191) on 1st day cvr to Western Australia. E $20
WW-70. Park Avenue Extension, PQ, Canada, 1911, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY; toned) (10-31) on PPC to U.S. E $24
WW-71. Regina/Terminal A, SK, Canada, 1941, F machine w/"V" for Victory letter & Morse Code slogan on cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-72. Rolling Dam, NB, Canada, 1909, F split-ring CDS/grid (bit lite tone) (56-14) on PPC to U.S. E $16
WW-73. Seven Islands, PQ, Canada, 1927, G+ split-ring CDS (B arc not struck) as recd b/s (86-33) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
WW-74. Skye, ON, Canada, 1908, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (bit lite tone) (58-15) on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-75. Spalding, SK, Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (near VG+; lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-76. Una, SK, Canada, 1912, VG split-ring CDS (bit o/s) as recd (08-14) on PPC. E $20
WW-77. (Vancouver), Canada, 1943, F machine w/mute dial; Imperial Varnish cc; 1c on local cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-78. Vancouver MPO 1106, BC, Canada, 1943, F CDS; Canadian Legion War Services cc (42-46) on cvr. E $15
WW-79. Victoria, BC, Canada, 1917, F Int'l "Save Your Money/Lend It to Your Country" slogan w/pictorial flag (lite tone) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-80. Webb, SK, Canada, 1909, G+ split-ring CDS/grid (EARLY) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-81. Winnipeg, MB, Canada, 1927 (Dec 8), F slogan; "Delivered by Dog Team" h/s at L; "Via 1st Air Mail from Murray Bay, P.Q."
p" printed below on cvr w/Seven Islands, PQ, G+ split-ring CDS (Jan 17, 1928) as recd at L; 2nd partial strike as b/s (Jan 31). E $24
WW-82. Zenon Park, SK, Canada, 1947, G+ split-ring CDS on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-83. Bridgeburg & St.Thomas RPO/E, (Canada), 1910, G+ CDS ty.o37 on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-84. St.Thomas & Windsor/RPO/W (Canada), 1912, G+ CDS (part on stamp) on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-85. Truro & St.John M.C./W (Canada), 1907, VG CDS (ty.MA-255) (toned; small punch at upper L; tip crs) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-86. Vancouver & Skagway/RPO (Canada), 1907, G+ purple oval W-160A (ty.3P) 1c Canada on PPC datelined Pt.Eslington, BC, to U.S. Also listed in "Railroad" category. E $200 MIN.100
WW-87. Maharagama, Ceylon, 1948, G CDS; illus.multi-color flag at L; circled "T" h/s; 3c on cvr to Ceylon. E $12 MIN.6
WW-88. Pala, Chad, 1968, VG DCDS; 30f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-89. Tientsin, China, ca.1934, G+ dotted CDS (tip crs; B edge bit scuff) 5c (Sc.299) on PPC to MANCHUKOU. E $30
WW-90. Cartagena, Colombia, 1956, G+ DCDS (trim L; lite tone) 20c air +5c on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore, w/"Postage Will be Paid by Addressee" X'd thru. E $12 MIN.6
WW-91. Ozouzodi, Comoro Islands, 1963, G+ CDS (slit 3 sides) 20f +5f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-92. Raratonga, Cook Islands, 1976, partial CDS; 30c-on-15c official (Sc.O10) on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-93. Sagua La Grande, Cuba, 1906, G+ duplex on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-95. G.P.O. Dominica, 1969, G CDS (bit ruff slit upper R) "Visit Dominica B.W.I./Land of Natural Beauty" h/s at B; 5c +3c on air cvr to MONTSERRAT. E $15 MIN.8
WW-96. Cairo, Egypt, 1898, partial DCDS on 2m 2.75x4.25" PSE w/tuck-in flap, to Alexandria. E
$12 MIN.6

WW-97. Asmara, Ethiopia, 1953, G CDS (lite cr) 30c special del.Sc.El (motorcycle) on air cvr to Aden Camp, Arabia, w/VF DCDS as recd. E $20

WW-98. Helsingfors, Finland, 1944, G+ slogan repeater (town not struck) 2m +3.5m on air cvr to Germany w/Nazi censor tape. E $15

WW-99. Uusikyla, Finland, 1905, G+ DCDS; 10p on PPC w/Koria, Finland, G+ DCDS as recd. E $12 MIN.6

WW-100. Lot 10) black-border mourning cvrs, all from France, 1905-37, (varied condition; mostly fine; few faults) on cvrs, 1 w/enc. MIN.$24

WW-101. Altweier, France, 1941, G+ DCDS; 4pf w/"Elsass" overprint (Sc.N28) +8+12pf Germany (Sc.B152A) on cvr. E $20 MIN.10

WW-102. Bastia, France, 1941, G+ repeater (edge tear T) on cvr to Director, Central Ag'y of Prisoners of War, Geneva, Switzerland. E $15 MIN.8

WW-103. Bernhardswleier (Kr Erstein), France, ca.1940, VG town only straight-line h/s; 12pf w/"Elsass" overprint (Sc.N33) on 5x7.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-104. Boege, France, 1918, VG CDS; censor tape R on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6

WW-105. Boofzheim, France, ca.1940, VG town only straight-line h/s; Mayor's Office cc; pair 6pf w/"Elsass" overprints (Sc.N30) on 5x7" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-106. Boofzheim, France, ca.1940, VG town only straight-line h/s (lite crs) pair 12pf w/"Elsass" overprint (Sc.N33) on 4.75x7.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-107. Changy, France, 1947, G CDS; 3f on PPC to Indochina. E $12 MIN.6

WW-108. Chateauroux, France, 1938, VG+ repeater; 50c w/"F.M." military overprint (Sc.M7) on cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-109. Krautergersheim, France, ca.1940, F town only straight-line h/s; 6pf +pair 3pf w/"Elsass" overprints (Sc.N27, 30) on 5x7.25" cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-110. Lyon, France, [1874], G+ CDS w/partial "2145" diamond grid killer (year not struck) 15c on 3.25x4.75" PC. E $15

WW-111. Lyon-Perragne, France, 1945, VG CDS (cr) censor tape & h/s L; 4f Allied Military Gov't (Sc.28N) solo on 5.5x8.75" cvr to Switzerland. E $20

WW-112. Nantes, France, 1960, G+ CDS (lite tone) 6 stamps paying air rate (95f60) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-113. Nice, France, 1956, G CDS (town mostly not struck; lite tone) 3 stamps paying air rate (80f) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-114. Paris, France, [1860], G DCDS/grid (town partial) 10c imperf on 2.25x4.5" folded letter (no contents) to Western Railroad office. E $15 MIN.8

WW-115. Paris, France, 1878, VG DCDS; 40c (Sc.59) on 3x4.5" cvr to U.S. E $200


WW-117. Paris, France, 1900, partial DCDS on 50c Carte Pneumatique Fermee w/border intact. Appears unopened. E $15 MIN.8

WW-118. Paris, France, 1900, G blue DCDS on 50c Carte Pneumatique Fermee w/border intact. Appears unopened. E $15 MIN.8


WW-120. Paris, France, 1909, partial CDS (dial hi; town off T; tip cr; edge wear) tying 10c on pix side of PPC (Wilbur Wright plane in flight) to Egypt. E $15 MIN.8

WW-121. Paris, France, 1909, G CDS; "Trouvé a la Boîte" boxed h/s on 30pf Carte-Pneumatique w/perfed border intact. E $30

WW-122. Paris, France, 1924, G+ "Jeux Olympiques" slogan repeater (dial partial) on PPC. E $20

WW-123. Paris, France, [1924], VG mute triangle on 30c due (Sc.J34) on PPC (tip cr) w/Kansas City, MO, origin; pair 1c Wash.on pix side, tied w/smudge. E $15 MIN.8

WW-124. Paris, France, 1926, G+ slogan machine; 90c-on-1.05fr (Sc.238) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-125. Paris, France, 1926, G+ slogan machine (lite tone) 90c-on-1.05fr (Sc.238) on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8

WW-126. Paris, France, 1930, VG+ slogan machine; 40c+10c Sc.B28 semi-postal w/"Caisse d'Amortissement +10c" overprint; solo use on PPC to U.S. E $30

WW-127. Lot 6) Paris, France, 1943, (5) +Berlin, Germany (1) on cvrs from a French voluntary
working group in Germany; w/encs: many details re. their lives. MIN.$28
WW-128. Lot 8) Paris, France, 1943, (7 cvrs, 2 w/long encs.) +Berlin, Germany (1 GPC, 1944), all from a French voluntary working group in Germany. MIN.$38
WW-129. Paris, France, 1945, G repeater (town not struck; trim R) censor tape & h/s L; 4f (Sc.518) on cvr to Central Ag'y of Prisoners of War, Geneva, Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
WW-132. Paris, France, 1956, G+ CDS (crs) 40f Jai Alai + 1f on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-133. Rennes, France, 1945, G+ machine (tiny tear T) censor tape & h/s L; 4f Liberation on cvr to Switzerland. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-134. Roissy, France, 1978, G+ machine; 80c pitcher (Sc.1478) on PPC prepared w/Israel stamps, but mailed in France, to Cameroun. E $12 MIN.$6
WW-136. Saint Etienne, France, 1945, G+ repeater; French Red Cross header; 1.50f (Sc.514) on cvr to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6
WW-137. Versailles-Prefecture, France, 1904, G+ DCDS; 3c gray (Sc.97) on 2x5.5" 2c wrapper w/ms "refuse" & "Retour/A L'Envoyeur" h/s. E $20
WW-138. Versailles/Congres de la Paix, France, 1919, VG+ CDS above address; G+ strike tying 5c on pix side of PPC. E $20
WW-139. Versailles/Congres del la Paix, France, 1919, G+ CDS (dial hi: tips of "IL" off) tying 15c on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $20
WW-140. Villerupt, France, 1945, G+ CDS (tiny tear T) censor tape & h/s L; 4f Allied Military Gov't (Sc.2N8) solo on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
WW-141. Vittel, France, 1873, F DCDS/"4308" diamond grid; 15c on "pioneer" Carte Postale w/addressing instructions at R. E $4 MIN.12
WW-142. Vizille, France, 1867, VG DCDS w/"4315" diamond grid killer; 20c on folded letter. E $15
WW-143. Voiron, France, 1860, VG DCDS w/"3671" diamond grid; 20c imperf on folded letter. E $15
WW-144. Bordeaux a Cette, (France), 1865, G+ DCDS (bit spotty) 20c Sc.33 on folded letter. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-145. Nancy a Langres (France), 1929, G+ scalloped CDS (L arc on stamps; pinholes) "Fromagerie du Val de Presles/J.Jenny" cc; strip/3x 50c on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-146. Poste Aux Armes (France), 1967, VG machine; cartoon illus.seminudes (captioned "Tahiti") as L on free-franked air cvr. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-147. Walburg-Lambach (France), 1941, G+ oval; 12pf w/"Elsass" overprint (Sc.N33) on 4.5x6.5" cvr. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-148. (Indistinct town) (France: Offices in China), 1909, partial CDS; 4c-on-10c Sc.58 on pix side of PPC to U.S. w/partial Shanghai DCDS as transit on add.side. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-149. Kouang-Tcheou-Wan, (France: Offices in China), 1924, partial DCDS tying 2c overprint (Sc.59) on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $20
WW-150. Peking (France: Offices in China), 1906, G DCDS; 5c Sc.34 on pix side of PPC to France. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-151. Shang-Hai (France: Offices in China), 1909, F DCDS; ms "via Siberie" instruction; 4c-on-10c Sc.58 on PPC to France. E $20 MIN.10
WW-152. Port-Said, Egypt (France: Offices in Crete), 1907, G+ DCDS; 5c Sc.22 on PPC to France. E $30
WW-153. Port-Said, Egypt (France: Offices in Crete), 1918, partial DCDS; 10c Sc.23 on pix side of PPC to Indochina. E $40
WW-154. Constantinople-Galata (France: Offices in Turkey), 1904, G+ DCDS; 5c Levant Sc.25 on PPC to France. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-155. Constantinople-Pera (France: Offices in Turkey), 1907, G+ DCDS; 10c Levant Sc.26 on PPC to France. E $15 MIN.$8
WW-156. Lot 9 French Colonies: 8 mint GPC's (Soudan; Guinee; "Colonies"; Benin; 2x Offices in China; 2x Madagascar); 1 Benin mint lettersheet. MIN.$28
"Sporafric" cc; 15f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-158. Conakry, French Guinea, 1952, F blue DCDS; 10f +5f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-159. Conakry, French Guinea, 1955, G+ slogan machine (trim R) 8f +5f +3f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-160. Hue, French Indochina, 1936, VF CDS on 36c air PSE to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-161. Saigon, French Indochina, 1903, VG DCDS; 5c +3c +1c on unmailed PPC. E $15
WW-162. Saigon, French Indochina, 1948, G+ CDS; 3x 37c +3x 3c on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-163. Tresor et Postes/Kasba Tadla, French Morocco, 1917, G+ CDS; 10c-on-10c Sc.42 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-164. Tresor et Postes/Taza, French Morocco, 1919, partial CDS; 10c-on-10c Sc.42 on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-165. Lot 22) French Polynesia, 1956-87, nearly all diff. frankings; on PPCs to U.S.; 1 to France. MIN.$20
WW-166. (Indistinct town), French Polynesia, 1913, partial DCDS w/ms date; pair 1c (Sc.1) +pair 4c (Sc.23) on PPC to U.S. E $60
WW-167. Papeete, Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1934, G+ CDS w/"Voir Tahiti et Y Vivre" boxed slogan (lite edge tone) 75c +bit faulty 20c (bit wrapped around R edge) (Sc.47, 32) on PPC to U.S. datelined "Union Steamship Line" E $40
WW-168. Papeete, Ile Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1934, G+ CDS w/"Visitez Tahiti/Perle Du Pacifique" boxed slogan; 90c Sc.48 on PPC to U.S. E $75
WW-169. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1955, G+ CDS (lite crs) 20f +4f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-170. Papeete, French Polynesia, 1979, VF CDS; 100fr Sc.322 on #10 reg'd air cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-171. Papeete/Ile de Tahiti, French Polynesia, 1984, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) 2x 33f (Sc.368) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-172. Bamako, French Sudan, 1938, G+ DCDS (T arc on stamp) 25c +45c on cvr to Koulikoro. E $15
WW-173. Kita, French Sudan, 1935, G+ DCDS; 2x 30c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-174. Funchal, 1904, partial DCDS (o/s; tip cr) 25r on priv.mailing card (German ship "Wittekind") to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-175. Funchal, 1909, G+ DCDS (bit cr) 20r Sc.18 on PPC to U.S. E $14
WW-176. Libreville, Gabon, 1929, G DCDS (ink spots below add.; no flap) 40c +10c on cvr to France. E $14
WW-177. Oyem, Gabon, 1935, VG+ DCDS (vert.cr) 50c on cvr to Paris w/Ebolowa, Cameroun, G+ CDS as transit b/s. E $15 MIN.8
WW-178. Oyem, Gabon, 1938, F DCDS; 3f +faulty 90c on air cvr to France. E $14
WW-179. Oyem, Gabon, 1958, G+ DCDS; 3f +90c on air cvr to France. E $14
WW-180. Lot 5 German Colonies: 5 mint GPC's (Togo; Deutsch-Ostafrika; Deutsch-Sudwestafrika; 5pf & 10pf Kamerun). MIN.$16
WW-181. Berlin, Germany, 1922, G+ machine w/"Gerard Telkamp Bulbfarm Hillegom Holland" ad slogan (crs) 1.25m on wrapper to U.S. E $15
WW-182. Berlin-Friedenau, Germany, 1936, G+ slogan machine (lite tone; tear B; crnr cr) 4+3pf +3+2pf Olympics (Sc.B82-3; toned perfs) on PPC. E $14
WW-183. Bremen, Germany, 1924, G+ DCDS repeater; lawyers' ad header; "Durch Gilboten/Expres" label on cvr to France. E $15
WW-184. Dusseldorf, Germany, 1936, G+ "Rheinische Briefmarkenausstellung" pictorial slogan CDS; 4+3pf +6+4pf +10pf (Sc.B70, B72, C47) on related 3pf GPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-185. Goppingen, Germany, 1922, G+ DCDS; 2x 20m +5m +4m +10pf + 25pf on 75pf GPC to U.S. E $15
WW-186. Kochem, Germany, 1946, partial DCDS (lite crs) 3f +strip/3x 24f French Zone on cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-187. Massing, Germany, 1923, VG CDS (lower R tip ruff) strip/3x 100mk on cvr to Minnesota. E $15 MIN.8
WW-188. Nuremberg, Germany, 1929, F CDS (o/s; small scuff by add. & by message) pair 15pf Sc.C29 (1 w/few tone perfs) +5pf Sc.368 on PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-189. Pfeffenhausen, Germany, 1923, partial CDS (lower L tip ruff; part ruff slit B) 3x 100mk on cvr to Minnesota. E $12 MIN.6
WW-190. Saarbrucken, Germany, 1962 (Sep 10), G+ DCDS (part on stamp) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 10pf Berlin on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-191. Schramberg, Germany, 1923 (Aug 14), G CDS (crs) 3000m (Sc.206) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-192. Stuttgart, Germany, 1923 (Aug 6), G CDS (lite tone; bit cr) pair 400m (Sc.202) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-193. Stuttgart, Germany, 1923 (Aug 29), G+ repeater (crs) strip/3x 20th-on-25m (Sc.245) on cvr to U.S. E $20

WW-194. Feldpost (Germany), 1942, partial CDS; pair military air post stamps w/roulette perfs (Sc.Mcla) on censored cvr. E $15 MIN.8

WW-195. Leipzig-Chemnitz/ZUG 143 (Germany), 1907, F oval (spindle hole above address) Irdel, Rebling & Jahning header on PC to Holland. E $12 MIN.6

WW-196. Shanghai (China): Offices in China), 1895, G+ CDS (bit lite tone) "Per English Mail" ms instruction at T; 10pf +20pf +50pf Germany (Sc.48, 49, 51) on 5x7" reg'd cvr to France w/Modane a Paris G+ red DCDS as transit at lower R. E $200

WW-197. Brighton, Great Britain, 1924, partial CDS tying 1.5p postage due (Sc.J3 or J11) as recd; Heyst-Aan-Zee, Belgium, G+ CDS origin on PPC. E $20

WW-198. Corsham, Great Britain, 1952, G+ machine (part ruff trim R) 2.5p on cvr w/enc.to Finland, w/10m +1m used as postage dues, tied by pencil "X". E $15 MIN.8

WW-199. Eastbourne, Great Britain, 1927, F machine (nick R) 1.5p on 4x6" 5-panel pictorial "Souvenir Letter Card". E $12 MIN.6

WW-200. Great Yarmouth, Great Britain, 1919, partial repeater; "Liable to Letter Rate" h/s; Sandiacre G CDS as recd on lp postage due (Sc.J2); 1p origin on "Pocket Novelty Card" PPC; add'l lp required for 12-panel pictorial fold-out under flap (bit faulty) on pix side. E $15 MIN.8

WW-201. Harrow, Great Britain, 1924, G+ repeater (o/s) lp Empire Exhibition (Sc.185) on PPC. E $12 MIN.6


WW-203. Leicester, Great Britain, 1941, VG machine; censor tape L; 1sh +2.5p +1/2p on air cvr to Alabama Inst.of Aeronautics, Tuscaloosa, AL. E $15 MIN.8

WW-204. Southend-On-Sea, Great Britain, 1953, G+ slogan machine on PPC to Iceland (w/due marking) requesting info about au pairs. E $15 MIN.8

WW-205. Field Post Office (Great Britain), 1962, G CDS (slit 3 sides) on twice-mailed cvr, designed for reuse, to & from RAF unit. E $15 MIN.8

WW-206. Headquarters No.27 Camp P.O.W. (Great Britain), 1945, G+ TCDS w/ms date (bit trim upper L tip) "On His Majesty's Service" header on cvr. E $20

WW-207. British Post Office/Tangier (Great Britain: Offices in Morocco, 1956, G+ DCDS (dial hi: "ST OP" partly off; part on stamp) 3p "Tangier" overprint on PPC to England. E $14

WW-208. Athens, Greece, 1928, G+ slogan repeater (crs; part lite tone) 4d (Sc.339) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6

WW-209. Athens, Greece, 1952, G+ DCDS (bit cr; lite tone) 3 stamps paying air rate (4000d) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-210. Athens, Greece, 1957, partial repeater (lite tone; trim R) 4 stamps paying air rate (5375d) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-211. Athens, Greece, ca.1972, partial repeater; 4d (Sc.1019) +4.50d (Sc.979) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-212. Heraklion, Greece, 1953, G+ CDS (lite tone) 4 stamps paying air rate (4000d) on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-213. (Kythira, Greece, [1958], partial CDS (bit lite tone) Piraeus VG repeater as transit b/s; 3.50d +2d on air mail bus.reply cvr to Baltimore, w/"Postage Due 5 Cents" h/s. E $12 MIN.6

WW-214. Syros, Greece, 1957, G CDS (trim R) 25,000d +5,000d +2d paying air rate on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6

WW-215. Aupilagtoq, Greenland, 1965, G+ DCDS; addressee's large illus.ad (bicycle) on cvr to Cyclefabrikken Sport, Copenhagen. E $14

WW-216. Hong Kong, 1920, G+ DCDS (ruff R; edge tear T; cr; lite tone) "On His Majesty's Service" header franking on cvr to local address. E $20

WW-217. Hong Kong, 1960 (May 22), G+ slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L;
15c on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-218. Hong Kong, 1960, G slogan machine; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-219. Futtak, Hungary, 1899, G+ CDS (o/s) 1k +pair 2k on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-220. Reykjavik, Iceland, 1927, partial DCDS (tears T; nicks T; lite tone) 25a (Sc.120) +6a (Sc.313) + 4a block/4 (Sc.108) on cvr to U.S. E $24
WW-221. Bombay, India, 1945, G+ DCDS as origin b/s; Parshottam Kheraj & Co. Engineers & Founders illus.ad (engine) on cvr. E $14
WW-222. Experimental P.O., India, 1941, G DCDS; Oriental Watchman Publishing House, Poona, cc; 2a +pair 9p on censored cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-223. Coillte, Ireland, 1942, partial DCDS (tear B) 3p +2x 6p, partly covered by censor tapes at L & R on air cvr to U.S. E $14
WW-224. Atlit, Israel, 1998, G+ oval; 3 diff.stamps on 4.5x9" air cvr to LESOTHO. E $12 MIN.6
WW-225. Jerusalem, Israel, 1976, G+ machine on air PPC to Cameroun. E $12 MIN.6
WW-228. Tel Aviv, Israel, 1991, G+ machine on air cvr to LESOTHO. E $12 MIN.6
WW-229. Israel (Indistinct town), 1953, G+ CDS w/circular pictorial h/s w/bilingual slogan "Foundation of the Grand Lodge of Freemasons of the State of Israel" in Hebrew & French; 15m +2x 10m on 20m PPC to IRAN. E $20
WW-230. Florence, Italy, 1927, VG slogan machine (long tears at B & R) 1.25L Sc.182a (perf.13.5) on black-border mourning cvr to U.S. E $50
WW-231. Livorno Centrale, Italy, 1871, G+ CDS/grid; 40c + 10c buff + 5c on 2.75x4.25" cvr to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-232. Rome, Italy, 1928, G+ slogan machine (lite tone) 75c Sc.205 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-233. Rome, Italy, 1946, G+ DCDS (tip cr) 5x 2L on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-234. Torino, Italy, ca.1942, G+ machine; 1.25L Hitler/Mussolini (Sc.418) on censored cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-235. Venice, Italy, 1905, G squared CDS (o/s; lite tone) "Hotel de Milan/Hotel Britannia" boxed dated h/s at L on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-236. Venice, Italy, 1905, G+ squared CDS (toned; edge tear T; trim L) Hotel Royal Danieli illus.ad on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-237. Posta Militare (Italy), 1918, VG+ DCDS on PPC. E $12 MIN.6
WW-238. Grand-Bassam, Ivory Coast, 1934, G+ DCDS (cr; bit trim T) "Visite...z" tourism boxed slogan at B; "Bananes-Cafe/Cacao-Textiles" boxed slogan on back; 50c on cvr to France. E $20
WW-239. Grand-Bassam, Ivory Coast, 1935, G DCDS w/"Visitez..." boxed slogan at L; pair 25c on cvr to France. E $14
WW-241. Osaka, Japan, 1951, VG DCDS (crnr crs) Uchida Yoko Co.cc; 3y + 9x 8y on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $6
WW-242. Nairobi, Kenya, 1960, VG slogan machine (message into dial) 1'30 hippos on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-244. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1971, G+ DCDS pictorial slogan machine; 60rp St.Martin Eschen on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-245. Macao, 1962, G DCDS (mostly on stamp) 1p flowers on air PPC to U.S. E $15
WW-246. Majunga, Madagascar, 1903, VG blue DCDS (tip crs) "Corps d'Occupation de Madagascar/Ministraties ??? Majunga" spotty h/s at B; 10c Sc.33 on PPC to France. E $20 MIN.10
WW-247. Nossi-Be, Madagascar, 1905, partial DCDS (lite tone) LaReunion a Marseille/Lv.No.2 G+ octagon as transit; pair 5c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-248. Nossi-Be, Madagascar, 1935, G+ DCDS; 2x 25c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-249. Tamatave, Madagascar, 1907, G+ blue DCDS (part lite water tone) on 10c GPC to Belgium w/Bouillon F CDS as recd$15 MIN.8. E $15 MIN.8
WW-250. Tananarive, Madagascar, ca.1902?, partial CDS tying 10c MAYOTTE (Sc.5) on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-251. Tananarive, Madagascar, 1902, partial CDS tying 10c Grand Comoro (Sc.5) on pix side of
unmailed PPC. E $20 MIN.10
WW-252. Tananarive, Madagascar, [1915], partial CDS; 1c +4c (Sc.79, 81) on pix side of PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-253. Jesselton, Sabah, Malaysia, ca.1965, partial CDS; 25c +30c overprints (Sc.8-9) on air PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-254. Male, Maldives Islands, 1962, VF CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 5L +2L on PPC w/"Printed Matter" at T, to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-255. Male, Maldives Islands, 1962 (Dec 3), G+ CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 5L +2L on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-256. Postage Paid/Malta, 2013, G+ red machine tying GPS "Zone 2" postage label (Venice skyline) on Venice PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-257. Fort de France, Martinique, 1948, G+ CDS; 20f +3f-on-2f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-258. Saint-Pierre, Martinique, 1931, partial CDS (bitlite tone) Volcanologique Museee 41mm diam.h/s above message; 90c Colonial Expo (Sc.67) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-259. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1960 (Dec 10), G DCDS (UNLISTED date; R arc off edge) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 20c on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-260. Orizaba, Mexico, 1941, G+ DCDS; Hote Diligencias cc; pair 5c Man at Helm (Sc.765) +1c (Sc.RA15) on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-261. Brazzaville, Middle Congo, 1948, VG DCDS; 6f +1f +pair 3.60f on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-262. Makou, Middle Congo, 1959, F+ DCDS; 20f +3f +2f on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-263. Monte Carlo, Monaco, 1956, G+ pictorial machine; 18f Rainier on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-264. Mongolia (indistinct town), ca.1978, partial CDS (crnr cr) 20m pandas (tear) +20m race car +20m satellite on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-265. Casablanca, Morocco, 1955, partial repeater (tip cr) 40f air + 3f on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-266. Tresor et Postes Aux Armees/Marrakech, Morocco, 1914, G+ CDS tying 1c-on-1c overprint on pix side of PPC to France. E $20
WW-267. Marianhill, Natal, 1909, F DCDS (o/s) Pinetown G+ CDS as transit on PPC from monastery to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-268. Le Havre, Netherlands, 1850, G+ DCDS (crs) on SFL to London. E $15 MIN.8
WW-269. Rotterdam, Netherlands, 1923, VG machine w/bilingual slogan "Royal Mail/Great Britain-Flushing" on 12.5c GPC to Germany. E $8
WW-270. Noumea, New Caledonia, 1904, G+ DCDS; 1c Sc.40 on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-271. Noumea, New Caledonia, 1904, G+ DCDS; 5c Sc.43 on unmailed PPC. E $15 MIN.8
WW-272. Noumea, New Caledonia, 1910, partial DCDS; 1c +4c (Sc.40, 90) on PPC to U.S. E $24
WW-273. Saint Anthony/I.G.A., Newfoundland, 1938, G+ double oval (part stuttered; B edge scuff) 3c Queen on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-274. Haifa, Palestine, 1921, G CDS (bit ruff trim T; edge tears T) 2m +2x 1m +2x 3m overprints on cvr to Switzerland. E $20
WW-275. Haifa, Palestine, 1935, partial DCDS (trim T) Haifa Metal Works bilingual header; 15m on air cvr to Germany w/1936 Levant Fair illus.ad label on flap. E $20
WW-276. Haifa, Palestine, 1937, G CDS (crs) "Free/No charge to be made on delivery" printed on 3x2.5" label, but 4m postage due stamp tied by 2nd partial CDS; all on 3.5x4" PIECE ONLY. E $14
WW-277. Jaffa, Palestine, 1936, G+ Levant Fair tri-lingual pictorial slogan repeater (slogan spotty) Hagenlocher & Finan cc; 15m on cvr to Germany. E $15
WW-278. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1924, G+ DCDS (crs) on 3.5x4.75" Certificate of Posting a Reg'd Postal Packet form. E $15
WW-279. Lot 2) Jerusalem, Palestine, 1925, G+ DCDS on cvrs to U.S.: 1 w/3m +6m +8m +1pi +2pi; 1 w/1m +2m +4m +5m +7m +13m (Sc.48-58). E $30 MIN.15
WW-281. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1926, VG repeater; 13m on cvr to U.S. E $14
WW-282. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1927, G+ DCDS (T arc on stamp) 13m on cvr to U.S. E $14
WW-283. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1927, F repeater (toned; tip repair; crnrs crs) 7m on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-284. (Jerusalem), Palestine, 1933, G+ signature as "canx" tying 5m +2m, used as revenues on 4x4.5" receipt (multi-crs). E $16
WW-285. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1934, G+ Levant Fair tri-lingual pictorial slogan repeater (dials spotty) 3m +2m on cvr w/Hebrew address. E $20
WW-286. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1942, partial oval (crs; 2 file holes) 15m on folded "Advice of Delivery" form. E $14
WW-287. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1943, G meter w/partial Barclays Bank slogan on folded lettersheet (upper r tip nib; file holes) w/bank form, to local address. E $14
WW-288. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1944, G+ machine; 10m on cvr to local address. E $12 MIN.6
WW-289. Registered/Jerusalem, Palestine, 1944, VF oval (crs) on 3.25x4.5" Certificate of Posting of a Reg’d Packet. E $15
WW-290. Jerusalem, Palestine, 1944, VG+ machine (crs) 5m on cvr to England. E $14
WW-291. Kantara Haifa, Palestine, 1923, partial CDS; 1p +3x 3m on FRONT ONLY to England. E $14
WW-292. Nazareth, Palestine, 1924, partial DCDS (tip cr) 3m +bit faulty 5m overprints on PPC to Italy. E $14
WW-293. Rehovoth, Palestine, 1939, G+ DCDS (dial bit hi; part ruff slt T; trim T) tying 10m +blue pictorial label (soldier & tower) on cvr to England. E $24
WW-294. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1926, G+ DCDS repeater, struck vertically, tying 2m on 3x4.5" cvr w/Hebrew address. E $15
WW-295. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1934, G+ CDS (near F) on 3x4" Palestine Posts telegram receipt. E $12 MIN.6
WW-296. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1939, G+ machine w/"Grapefruit" slogan; Hugo Sternberger-Engineer bilingual header; 10m +5m on cvr to Germany. E $16
WW-297. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1942, G+ DCDS (trim T; staple T edge; cr) 10m on cvr w/Hebrew address; Field Post Office VG DCDS as rec’d b/s. E $20
WW-298. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1943, G DCDS (bit trim T; tone spot T) tying 10m stamp +pictorial label (soldier blowing horn) on cvr w/Hebrew address. E $30
WW-299. M.O.O./Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1943, F oval (nick T; pinholes) on 2x6.75" money order receipt. E $15 MIN.8
WW-300. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1946, G+ DCDS tying 10m on folded form (2 staple holes; file holes) w/Palestine Industries Ltd.header. E $14
WW-301. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1947, partial DCDS; American Near East Corp.cc; block/4x 10m on air cvr to England. E $20
WW-302. Tel Aviv, Palestine, 1947, G DCDS (dial hi) 3m on 2.75x4.5" cvr w/Hebrew address. E $12 MIN.6
WW-303. Palestine (Indistinct town), 1926, partial DCDS; 13m overprint on cvr to Czechoslovakia. E $16
WW-304. Panama (Indistinct town), 1923, partial 6-bar; Grand Hotel Central cc; 2c Canal Zone overprint on cvr w/Ancon, CZ, VG Time-Cmns as transit b/s, to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-305. Villarrica, Paraguay, 1926, G+ DCDS (crs; upper L crnr ruff; 4 stamps removed from address side; AS IS for that) 4x 50c (Sc.L6) on back; 2 on front on reg’d cvr to CHINA, w/several markings as transit b/s, inc.JAPAN & 2 diff.Peking. E $30
WW-306. Northern Cook Islands, Penrhn, 1981, partial CDS; 60c wedding (Sc.178) on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-307. Northern Cook Islands, Penrhn, 1981, partial CDS; 50c soccer (Sc.183b) on #10 air cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-308. Pitcairn Island/N.Z.Postal Agency, 1938, G+ blue CDS; "Pitcairn Island/Radio Communication/Established Over PITC" VF blue DCDS at L; full color photo illus.: man by grass-roof bldg; 1p New Zealand on cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-309. Pitcairn Island/Post Office, 1974, G+ CDS struck twice; "On Her Majesty's Service" printed header frank on cvr to U.S. E $20
WW-310. Grudziadz, Poland, 1929, G+ DCDS (vert.cr) 2x 50gr +pair 20 gr on reg’d cvr to Gottingen, Germany. E $12 MIN.6
WW-311. Jedrzejow, Poland, 1920, partial DCDS; faulty registry label at L; bit faulty 1.50k on reg’d cvr to U.S. E $8
WW-312. Lwow, Poland, 1923, G+ slogan repeater (crnr crs; toned; staples holes B) 200m eagle on 40f GPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-313. Orneta, Poland, 1946, F DCDS; U.S.Censor h/s; 1.50z-on-25g (Sc.346) +bit faulty 5z (Sc.392) on PC w/"600 Years of Bydgoszcz" illus at L, to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-314. Coimbra, Portugal, 1898, G+ DCDS (part o/s) on 10r GPC w/illus.ornate doorway at R. E
$14
WW-315. Lisbon, Portugal, 1941, G+ slogan repeater; 1.75e on censored cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-316. Lisbon, Portugal, 1956, G DCDS; 3$50 da Nobrega (Sc.802) on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-317. Lisbon, Portugal, 1961, G+ slogan machine (lite tone) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-318. Salazie, Reunion, 1910, G+ DCDS tying 1c Sc.60 on unmailed PPC, but w/Reunion a Marseille/L.V.No1 VF octagon & "Yarra" ship's name h/s struck at L, all apparently applied as "favors". E $20
WW-319. Predeal, Romania, 1907, partial DCDS (edge tear; crs) pair 5b Sc.178 (1 bit cr) on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-320. Moscow, Russia, 1937, F DCDS (lite tone) pair 15k on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-321. Moscow, Russia, 1958, G+ DCDS; 1r (Sc.2105) + 15k on lite tone 40k GPC, air mail to U.S. E $8
WW-322. Russia (indistinct town), 1966, G machine; 10k Antarctica + 4k horseback rider on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-323. Saarbrucken, Saar, 1924, G+ DCDS (edge tears; edge wear; cr) 50c + 25c + 2x 20c on cvr to U.S. E $15
WW-324. Saint Pierre et Miquelon, 1952, F CDS; 5f boat +3f fishing on air cvr to France. E $14
WW-325. Saint Pierre et Miquelon, 1955, F CDS; 10f +5f boats on cvr to France. E $15
WW-326. (St.Pierre?), Saint Pierre & Miquelon, 1903, partial CDS (lite tone) 5c Sc.64 on PPC to U.S. w/"Due 2 Cents" h/s. E $15 MIN.8
WW-327. (St.Pierre?), Saint Pierre & Miquelon, 1938, partial CDS (lite tone) 1f Sc.151 on PPC to U.S. E $15 MIN.8
WW-328. Kingston, Saint Vincent, 1969, G CDS; 12c (Sc.234) on PPC to U.S. E $6
WW-329. Port Elizabeth Begua, Saint Vincent, 1977, G+ CDS; 10c Sc.488 +2x 15c fish Sc.472 w/"1977" inscription on #10 of PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-330. San Miguel, El Salvador, 1950, G 7-line slogan straight-line h/s (flap tear) as origin b/s on 8c Roosevelt; VG+ strike on front; pharmacy header on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
WW-331. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1954, G CDS (edge tear B; lite crs) "Ahmed & Abdulla Said, Ba-Gazi" printed bilingual header; 1/8g postal tax stamp as only postage on 4.75x6" reg'd cvr to U.S., incorrectly add.to N.Y.City & fwd to Newark, NJ. E $15
WW-332. Dakar, Senegal, 1947, partial DCDS; French West Africa 10f-on-65c +3.50f-on-65c on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-333. Dakar, Senegal, 1965, G+ "1st World Festival of Negro Arts" slogan machine (town mostly not struck; bit o/s) France military stamp on cvr to France. E $14
WW-334. Ouakam-Air, Senegal, 1962, G+ hexagon w/2nd partial strike tying "FM" France military stamp (Sc.M11) on air cvr to France. E $15 MIN.8
WW-335. Saint Louis, Senegal, 1904, G+ DCDS; tying 1c +pair 2c Senegambia & Niger (Sc.1-2) on pix side of unmailed PPC. E $24
WW-336. Saint Louis, Senegal, 1935, G+ DCDS (cr) 50c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-337. Saint Louis, Senegal, 1937, G+ DCDS; 2f +45c +20c on air cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-338. Saint Louis, Senegal, 1938, G+ DCDS; strip 3x 25c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6
WW-339. Ivvor, Serbia, 1944, G+ DCDS; 1d German Occup.(Sc.2N32) on 1.5d GPC. E $20
WW-340. Singapore, 1962, G+ CDS; "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 6c +2c pair on PPC to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-341. Bloemfontein, South Africa, 1914, G+ DCDS; Hotel Imperial fancy cc on cvr to U.S. E $12 MIN.6
WW-342. Johannesburg, South Africa, 1955, partial repeater (ruff slit L; edge tear B; crnr cr) 3p +2x 1/paying air rate on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6
WW-343. Madrid, Spain, 1963, G DCDS (trim R) 2x 3p Franco paying air rate on bus.reply cvr to Baltimore. E $12 MIN.6
WW-344. Paramaribo, Surinam, 1960, G machine (dial much obscured on stamp) "Dear Doctor" Pentothal "script" ad at L; 6c on PPC to U.S. E $8
WW-345. Andermatt, Switzerland, 1954, G DCDS; 50c suspension railway on air PPC to U.S. E $5
WW-346. Basel, Switzerland, 1919, G+ DCDS (lite tone) 7.5c +2.5c (Sc.190, 154) on PPC to U.S. E $20
WW-347. Bern, Switzerland, 1947, F DCDS; 5+5c +30+10c semi-postals (Sc.B158, 161); usage
disallowed w/pencil line "box" & 2 small o's; 3x 10c on censored cvr to Germany. E $24 MIN.12

WW-348. Zurich, Switzerland, 1947, VG DCDS machine w/"Vermeidet Radiolarm" pictorial slogan: sinister man detected by alarm systems (tip crs) on PPC to U.S. E $8

WW-349. Damascus, Syria, 1925, partial DCDS (upper R tip nick; crnr cr; lite tone) 3x 2p-on-40c (1 bit faulty) on cvr to U.S. E $15

WW-350. Lome, Togo, 1936, G+ DCDS; 50c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-351. Port of Spain, Trinidad, 1957, G slogan machine; 12c +3c paying air rate on bus.reply cvr w/"No Postage Stamp Necessary..." box lined thru. E $12 MIN.6

WW-352. Sfax, Tunisia, 1942, VG repeater; 1f +pair 25c-on-65c on cvr to France. E $12 MIN.6

WW-353. Constantinople-Stamboul, Turkey, 1905, G+ DCDS (part spotty; crs) on 20c GPC to Germany. E $20

WW-354. Pera, Turkey, 1923, G+ DCDS (lite tone) 4.5pi on PPC to U.S. E $12

WW-355. Smyrna, Turkey, 1894, partial DCDS (toned) Constantinople DCDS as transit on GPC to Romania. E $15

WW-356. Bambari, Ubangi-Shari, 1938, F DCDS w/gap in R arc where "CHAD" excised; 3f +90c Fr.Equit.Africa on air cvr to France. E $20

WW-357. Upper Volta (indistinct town), 1928, partial DCDS; pair 25c (Burkina Faso Sc.12) on 3x4.5" cvr to France. E $14

WW-358. Schramberg, Wurttemberg, 1889, F CDS (couple adhesions on back) on 10pf GPC to Switzerland. E $12 MIN.6

MISCELLANEOUS

MX-1. Grand Canyon, AZ, 1990, partial DCDS; 25c owl on copper-clad Grand Canyon PPC. Scarce to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6

MX-2. Phoenix, AZ, 1988, G+ 4-bar; 25c New Hampshire on COPPER-clad PPC. SCARCE to see mailed. E $14

MX-3. Los Angeles/Arcade Anx, CA, 1937, F Univ.; "What We Saw at Catalina" header; long description of Everett Adargo, Deep-Sea Diver, w/LONG lists of plants & fish, printed in message area on PPC: his portrait (w/AUTOGRAPH) & excursion boat. E $20

MX-4. Oildale, CA, 1944, VF Univ. on cvr to comedian BOB HOPE, Hollywood, CA. E $12 MIN.6

MX-5. Pasadena, CA, 1911, G+ Int'l (lite tone; crs) on PPC w/3x2.5" photograph adhered in message area (2 little girls & baby in carriage). E $14


MX-7. San Francisco/Rincon Anx, CA, 1952, VG duplex (lite tone) on thick 3.75x10" PPC; "comic" Alcatraz Island prison; die-cut shape w/window cut-outs, mailed in © year. E $15

MX-8. Denver, CO, 1905, F Int'l; 1c Sc.300 on 3.75x5.25" 5-panel folded "Souvenir POSTAL Card" (prohibited wording) w/5 scenic views inside; donkey head embossed "seal" on back. E $15 MIN.8

MX-9. Washington, DC, 1911, VG Time-Cmns; "Postkarte-Postcard" header; text in ESPERANTO re."Kongress" held in 1910; 8-line description of State, War & Navy Bldg (on pix side) in message area; on PPC. E $12 MIN.6

MX-10. Washington, DC, 1969, F machine (taped toning on add.label; edges curled) on 4.75x6.5" 3-D PPC (Lincoln Memorial). E $12 MIN.6

MX-11. Miami, FL, 1955, G+ duplex on 1/8" thick WOOD PPC. SCARCE to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6

MX-12. Saint Petersburg, FL, ca.1940s, F mute oval on 4.25x6" 9-panel "Tarpon Springs" pictorial folder. E $8

MX-13. Honolulu, HI, 1977, G+ machine on PPC (Lovely South Sea Island Maiden): TOPLESS large-breasted woman holding conch, w/torches. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8

MX-14. Honolulu, HI, 1979, VG machine on PPC (Lovely Hawaiian Maiden): BARE-BREASTED woman reclining on beach. SCARCE to see mailed. E $15 MIN.8

MX-15. Altamont, IL, 1870s, G+ CDS/target (upper R tip nib; edge tears) on cvr w/enc.: "Daisy Deane" handwritten song lyrics. E $12 MIN.6

MX-16. Deer Creek, IL, 1909, G+ duplex; 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC to local add. E $15 MIN.8

MX-17. LaPrairie, IL, [1880], G CDS/target (soiled; toned; edge faults; AS IS) on cvr w/enc.(re.ophthalmology & otology) mint 3c Sc.184 partly adhered above message, apparently for reply. E $20
MX-18. Adair, IA, 1953, VF Int'l; 1st Train Robbery by James Bros.80th Anniv.cachet (map) on cvr w/related new article. E $12 MIN.6
MX-19. Iowa Falls, IA, 1906, G+ duplex; "If this space is used for correspondence, attach two Cents Postage." printed above message area; 2c Sc.319 properly used on PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-20. Paton, IA, 1908, G 4-bar (o/s; lower L tip nick) 2x 1c Sc.300 on bit irreg.cut home-made BIRCH BARK PPC. E $15
MX-21. Tyro, KS, ca.1908, partial duplex (ruff slit T; edge wear) 2c Sc.319 on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.heavy embossed PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-22. Princeton, KY, [1844], partial CDS w/ms "25" rate (toned) on SPL re.land sale: "...I will sell you the land for... $2500 and can do with 5 or 6 hundred dollars down, the ballance in payments to suite your convenience (sic) in Money or NEGROES..." E $50
MX-23. Bangor, ME, 1928 (Feb 29), G+ duplex; LEAP DAY canx; 2c Colum +1c Colum.; late use on cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-24. USPS, ME, 1993, VG 4-bar; 29c flag on 1/4" thick wood PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-25. Detroit, MI, 1932, VF Int'l (toned) on QSL PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-26. Grand Rapids, MI, 1924, G Univ. (tears; nicks) 1c Frank. on GLASSINE cvr; enc.PPC w/booklet & ribbon applique on pix side. E $12 MIN.6
MX-27. Battle Lake, MN, 1906, partial duplex on 3.25x4.5" home-made BIRCH BARK PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-28. Kansas City, MO, 1908, G+ duplex (lite crs; edge tear T) 4x 1c Sc.300 on chain-letter PPC MAILED 4 TIMES. E $20
MX-30. (Springfield), MO, [1917], (no origin canx; upper L tip clip) "U.S.Weather Report" at L on 3.5x7" U.S.Dep't of Agriculture penalty PC w/h's weather forecast on back. E $15 MIN.8
MX-31. Butte, MT, 1909 (Mar 4), F Amer/B14 (bit lite tone; tip cr; edge wear) on 2-panel PPC w/donkey on front; flap tied w/ribbon; opens to 13-panel fold-out (1 for message; 12 w/illus.of various donkeys). Also listed in "Political" section, for Taft Inauguration date. E $20 MIN.10
MX-32. Kalispell, MT, 1997, G DCDS (dialed hi: town partly off) on PUZZLE PPC. SCARCE to see mailed & w/pieces intact on still-sealed pix side. E $15 MIN.8
MX-33. Poplar, MT, 1944, F Int'l; illus.cowboy on horse at upper L, w/"If No Catch'em/Return to" in lasso on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-34. Mitchell, NE, ca.1952, partial duplex; 2c Prexie on chess-by-mail PC w/illus.chessboard at L, to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
MX-36. Swarts'/B/Post Office/Chatham Square (New York), NY, [1850], G+ red oval (crs) on SPL datelined Buffalo, NY. E $24
MX-37. New York, NY, ca.1940s, G+ 1.5c meter; Perry Como Fan Clubs cc on 5.5x7.5" cvr w/encs.: his photo w/genuine AUTOGRAPH; actress/Nancy Coleman photo w/facsimile autograph. E $80 MIN.40
MX-38. New York, NY, 1972, F machine (bit curled, as usual) on 4.75x6.5" 3-D PPC (Liberty & N.Y.City skyline). SCARCE to see mailed. E $12 MIN.6
MX-39. New York/L, NY, 1884, G+ duplex (tears T; part lite tone) on 5x7.25" Valentine cvr w/overall fancy albino embossed design. E $16
MX-40. New York/L, NY, 1885, VG duplex (tare L; lite tone) on 5x7.25" Valentine cvr w/overall fancy albino embossed design. E $20
MX-41. So.Pole Br., New York, NY, 1977, G+ machine; "South Pole/Antarctica" private magenta double h/s (part spotty) above address on cvr to Canada. E $15
MX-42. Grand Forks, ND, 1907, G+ Amer/B14(1); 1c Sc.300 on RED, PAPER-THIN priv.mailing card w/ILLEGAL "Postal Card" wording in header. VERY unusual. E $20
MX-43. Pembina, ND, 1978, G machine; "Winnipeg to Pembina" boxed h/s tying 76x29mm "Winnipeg-Pembina By Courier Service" pictorial label (4-car train) on commer.cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-44. Ashtabula, OH, 1906, G+ Amer/B14 flag machine; 1c Sc.300 on wood PPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-45. (Columbus), OH, [1897], (no origin canx; lite crs; lite tone) hastily written note about plans for that evening on GPC w/local address; ms "to late for noon mail" (sic) at L of address, maybe applied by sender; shows expectation of same-day delivery. E $15
MX-46. Port Clinton, OH, 1966, VG machine (trim R) "Rattlesnake Island/Local Post" blue dated double-diamond h/s at L; "Via Rattlesnake Island Local Post" red box h/s at B; Postmaster's h/s cc on cvr. E $8
MX-47. Toledo, OH, 1959 (Jun 27), F pseudo-machine h/s w/"Opening of St. Lawrence Seaway" slogan; 4c Seaway on cacheted cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-48. Tulsa, OK, 1941, VG duplex; "P.O.Dep't Philatelic Exhibit/Mailed on Display Car" pictorial cachet on PSE. E $15
MX-49. Mauch Chunk, PA, 1923, partial duplex on 4.25x6.25" 9-panel "Mauch Chunk/The Switzerland of America" pictorial folder. E $8
MX-50. Philadelphia, PA, 1880s, G+ CDS/target (bit trim R) 2c banknote on 2.5x4.5" black-border Mourning cvr to local address. E $15 MIN.8
MX-52. Pittsburgh, PA, 1959, G+ Int'l (pinhole) on QSL PPC (Sta.W3BWU) w/sender's photo portrait. E $5
MX-53. Punxsutawney, PA, 1941 (Feb 2), G+ Int'l; "Home of the Groundhog" cachet on cvr. E $8
MX-54. Shawnee, PA, 1906, F duplex (part o/s; tip cr) 2c Sc.319 on 3-panel PPC; litho panoramic view "from Veranda of the Karamac Inn, Delaware Water Gap" on thin card stock. E $15 MIN.8
MX-55. Post Office, Washington, PA, 1874, (no canx; crs; tears; file hole; soiled; AS IS for faults) 4.25x7" Box Rent receipt, signed by PM. E $15 MIN.8
MX-56. Washington, PA, 1912 (Feb 29), VG Amer/B14 (ruff R, just in stamp; lite tone) H.W.Garry Shoes cc; LEAP DAY canx on cvr. E $20
MX-57. York, PA, 1909, VG Amer/B14(1) (tears; part ruff T) faulty 1c Sc.300 on GLASSINE cvr w/enc.glitter PPC. E $14
MX-58. Canistota, SD, [1910], origin canx obscured by subsequent mailings; 6x 1c Frank. on chain-letter PPC ("Autograph Remailing Card") mailed SIX TIMES. SCARCE to see fully used. E $30 MIN.15
MX-59. Tyler/Rose Garden Sta., TX, 1990, F purple pictorial h/s (roses) w/"Texas Rose Festival" slogan (bit lite tone) on cvr. E $6
MX-60. Springville, UT, 1897, G+ CDS/cork (lite crs) on GPC to Poundkeeper, Goshen: "We have lost a brown horse... branded [C on the right side. If you get hol of him please let us know..." E $12 MIN.6
MX-61. Orange, VA, 1952, G+ Int'l; 2c Prewie on chess-by-mail PC to Canada. E $12 MIN.6
MX-62. Tacoma, WA, 1888, G machine; "Juan de Fuca/Victoria to Pt.Angeles/date/Pt.Angeles to Victoria/Despatch Service" boxed h/s by add.; 2nd strike tying 37c XV Olympiad 34x60mm pictorial local label on back of #10 cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-63. Tacoma/Home Opener Sta., WA, 1990, VF pictorial h/s (soccer ball) w/"Where it Roars Indoors!/Tacoa Staars" slogan (part lite tone) on cvr. E $6
MX-64. Fiffield, WI, 1907, G+ duplex on 3.5x5" home-made BIRCH BARK PPC w/5 LARGE knots. E $15
MX-65. Glidden, WI, 1911, VG duplex; 2x 1c Frank. on home-made BIRCH BARK PC: "Greetings from Camp Fire Island". E $15 MIN.8
MX-66. (Indistinct RPO origin), 1937, partial duplex (gum tone lines) "Hallowe'en 1937" cachet (with on broomstick w/bats) on cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-67. (Dunhams)/Union-Square/Post-Office., 1850s, G+ oval w/"Paid" in oval h/s (dial hi: "Dunhams" off T edge; bit lite tone) on 2.25x4" stampless cvr. E $30
MX-69. Mpls & Su Cy/HPO, 1964 (Feb 29), VG+ duplex (bit trim T; edge tears) Tr6; LEAP DAY canx on commer.3.25x7.75" cvr. E $15 MIN.8
MX-70. N.Y., Geneva & Buff/RPO, 1906, VG 135-G-8 (bit 0/s) Tr5 on PPC (American Hotel, Mauch Chunk, PA) to Lou A.Green, TRAMP, Washington C.H., OH, w/message: "$2/day to White folks, $7 to any color/Come down & learn to eat out of any bodies hand". E $20 MIN.10
MX-71. "Parcel Post.", ca.1924, G+ undated straight-line h/s (bit ruff T; lite tone) tying 2c Wash. on PPC to Heuvelton, NY. E $14
MX-72. Phila & W.Chester, 1907 (Mar 1), G+ 204-B-1; 1st day message permitted on address side; on div.back PPC w/message on pix side. E $24
MX-73. Philatelic Truck Souvenir Sheet: ungummed; signed/dated note on back, in German, 1939. E $20
MX-74. U.S.Army APO, 1944 (Feb 29), G+ Int'l; LEAP DAY canx; APO 953 return add. on free-franked PPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-75. "Via Armored Carrier" h/s at upper R; Citizens Nat'l Bank of Waco (TX) cc, on #10 window cvr. E $12 MIN.6
MX-76. Wms'pt & Balt, 1880s, G+ 193-D-6 (part on stamp; tip cr) LONG 65-LINE ms message vertically & 13 more lines crossing horizontally on GPC. E $15 MIN.8
MX-77. Indianapolis, IN, 1929, G+ Int'l (inverted strike) "$25 Reward for Car/$25 for Thief/1929 For Forord... Car rented to Jack Edward Madigan (description)..." on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-78. (Bad Axe), MI, [1919], "$500 Reward/For... Frank Hornyak, a beetweeder, wanted for murder... (description) nervous manner, speaks fast, broken English..."; w/ his 2x3" PORTRAIT on unmailed GPC Sc.UX27 (tiny tip cr). E $100 MIN.50
MX-80. Hamilton, OH, 1925, VF Int'; "Cleveland Sedan/$25 Reward/Stolen from garage in N.Y.Central RR yards, Columbus, OH..." on GPC. E $12 MIN.6
MX-82. "School Postage/2/Business Practice" imperf "educational" fantasy stamp (3 margins; in design at T), [1914], in upper R crnr on PPC w/schoolgirl's writing, "addressed" to Galesburg, IL. E $75
MX-83. Lot 3) Washington State $3 Salmon Stamps; used, on licenses, 1982-4. E $30 MIN.15
MX-84. Lot 6) GPCs to Canada, protesting seal slaughter; 1 w/PPC illegally adhered to back, 1982. MIN.$20
MX-85. Lot 3) 1979 World Series pictorial h/s on unadd.GPCs; 1 from each game at Pittsburgh. E $12 MIN.6
MX-86. Lot 850+) cvrs/cards: events, RPO's, machines, flags, commer.cc's, official, political, military, stampless, 1st days, misc., 1840's-20th century, (varied condition) LOW minimum bid. MIN.$120
MX-87. Lot 1000+) cvrs/cards: towns, 4-bars, events, machines, slogans, commer.cc's, official, political, military, arts, 1st days (US & UN), foreign, misc., mostly 20th century; some 19th, (varied condition) LOW minimum bid. MIN.$150
MX-88. Lot 735 (approx.): cvrs, cards & misc.; U.S. & foreign; events, machines, slogans, PPCs/GPCs; calling cards, Victorian "scrap", mostly 20th Cent., (+115 UX27 dupes, NOT in the total count) unusual mixture; LOW, LOW minimum bid. MIN.$75
MX-89. Vienna, Austria, 1904, partial oval grid (lite tone; tip crs) pair 10h on 2-panel PPC connected w/large red HONEYCOMB "Easter egg." SCARCE to see intact. E $15 MIN.8
MX-90. Cricklewood, Great Britain, 1939, VG+ machine on cvr to actor Clark Gable, using his PHOTO (cut from fan magazine?) in place of his LAST NAME in ADDRESS, & tied by canx. VERY unusual. E $20
MX-91. Wilderness, South Africa, 1967, G+ DCDS (edge crs; bit lite tone) on PPC to U.S.: older woman smoking pipe & young woman w/small breasts exposed. SCARCE to see mailed. E $20 MIN.10
MX-92. Alvesta, Sweden, 1972, G CDS on metatorphic 3-D PPC: large-breasted "Winky Girl" changes from smoking to winking. E $15 MIN.8
MX-94. United Nations NY, 1964, G+ pictorial 1st Day slogan machine; IQSY (Int'l Quiet Sun Year) 80x33mm label (rocket & sun) tied on cacheted 50c Sc.128. E $24 MIN.12
MX-95. Celestia, Universe of Space, 1963, F "1st Day of Issue" pseudo-machine h/s; 100m Outer Space Mail fantasy stamps; PL block/4 on unadd.cacheted cvr. E $30
MX-96. 4-H Club lot: 4) pins; 1st, 2nd, 3rd (STERLING SILVER) & 5th (marked "LGB/1/20 10 KGF"); 8x9" "Certificate of Achievement/Ohio 4-H Club Work" (lite tone; crs; tiny tear T) dated 11/1/1928. E $40 MIN.20
MX-97. "American Telegraph Co." albino embossed illus.eagle & lightning bolt in oval; ms "Paid" at lower L, (bit ruff R; L edge cr) no stamp or postal markings on cvr to "Plymouth". E $15
MX-98. "Big Thomson Canon" (Colo.): 3x3.75" packet w/11 photos enc.: scenes along canon hiway; unmailed, ca.1940s. E $12 MIN.6
MX-99. "Good Wishes": printed, 2 panel 3.25x5.25" Tuck birthday card w/cat in flowers (tip wear). E $8
MX-100. Lot 8) Champion Chemical Co.letters (w/illus.letterheads), statement, ad flyers; re.embalming fluid, EYE CAPS, etc., 1890s, (fine to faulty). MIN.$15
MX-101. "Firestone Motorcycle & Bicycle Tires": 3.5x5.5" ad blotter; illus.boy on bike; small man on motorcycle; large tire, ca.1920s. E $12 MIN.6
MX-102. France: "Cabinet de l'Empereur" h/s, ca.1800s, on hand-carried cvr. E $20
MX-103. France: 4x7" receipt for "100 francs which the Queen was kind enough to grant me" (lite cr) printed form w/ms amount, date, signature, 1833. E $24 MIN.12
MX-104. Farrand Organs: printed, 3x4" trade card w/girl in winter dress w/snowballs (crnr crs). E $12 MIN.6
MX-105. Lot 2) Illinois Beer Case Stamps: 47x95mm w/state seal; "PABSTP" & date perfin canxes (back faults; 1 w/tear), 1957. E $12 MIN.6
MX-106. "Libby Prison War Museum": 3.25x5.5" full-color ad card, ca.1890. E $15 MIN.8
MX-108. "Program of the Night Illumination & Pageant of Natural Bridge" (VA): 3.5x6.25" 4-pg.pamphlet, ca.1950s. E $5
MX-109. "Queer Reserve Note/Disgrunted States of America" bogus $3 bill, w/portrait of Pres.Bill Clinton blowing whistle; 2.75x6", ©1993 Slick Times, anti-President commentary. E $5
MX-111. Skylark Drive-In Theatre (Tillsonburg, ON, Canada, per note at T): 3.25x5.5" 2-panel monthly program (Aug 1951), w/"Wizard of Oz" (12 years after release); 17+ other movies. E $12 MIN.6
MX-112. "Souvenir/Mt. Ida School, Clinton Co., IA 1904-1905": litho, 2-3.25x5.5" cards w/embrossed edges joined by string w/small oval REAL PHOTO of woman on front & list of pupils inside (lower L tip of front panel off; names written front & back). E $15 MIN.8
MX-113. Switzerland: Basel coffee dealer's 4.25x6.5" invoice, 1830, (cr). E $20
MX-114. Lot 2) Lindner albums, for standard #6 size covers (U.S. 1st day size); 50 pages per album (measuring approx.100x180mm) to hold 100 covers/cards each, leather-like, padded binders with 2 bolted post fasteners; gently used, nearly like new. MIN.$24
MX-115. Lot 5) Lindner albums, for standard #6 size covers (U.S. 1st day size); 50 pages per album (measuring approx.100x180mm) to hold 100 covers/cards each, leather-like, padded binders with 2 bolted post fasteners; gently used, nearly like new. MIN.$55
MX-116. Lot 8) Lindner albums, for standard #6 size covers (U.S. 1st day size); 50 pages per album (measuring approx.100x180mm) to hold 100 covers/cards each, leather-like, padded binders with 2 bolted post fasteners; gently used, nearly like new. MIN.$80
MX-117. Lot 3) Cover albums, for standard #6 size covers (U.S. 1st day size); similar to Lindner types, but unbranded; 2 w/50 pages per album (approx.100x180mm) to hold 100 cvrs/cards each; 1 w/45 pages, to hold 90 cvrs/cards, leather-like, padded binders with 2 fixed rivet post fasteners fasteners; gently used, nearly like new. MIN.$28
MX-118. Postcard Album: horizontal format, 13.5 x 9" with leather-like padded covers, containing 42 clear 4-pocket pages-enough to hold 336 classic-size (3.75 x 5.5") postcards back-to-back, 3-ring spine for easy removal and rearrangement of pages; overall good condition. MIN.$12
MX-119. Muhammad Ali: (1942-2016); autograph signature on 1960 4c Hawaii 1st day cvr. E $250 MIN.130
MX-120. Muhammad Ali: (1942-2016); autograph signature on 1979 15c Martin Luther King cacheted 1st day cvr. E $300 MIN.150
MX-121. J.H. (John) Glenn, Jr.: astronaut/U.S.Senator (1921-2016); autograph signature on 1962 4c Project Mercury 1st day cvr. E $200 MIN.100
MX-122. Alex Haley: "Roots" author (1921-1972); autograph signature on 1985 Bethune cacheted 1st day cover. E $140 MIN.70
MX-123. Bruce Jenner: athlete; autograph signature on 1976 Olympics diver cacheted 1st day cover. E $50 MIN.26
MX-125. Eartha Kitt: singer (1927-2008); autograph signature on 1998 32c Lindbergh 1st day panel, in ceremony program. E $80 MIN.40
MX-126. Stan Musial: St.Louis Cardinal; hall of famer (1920-2013); autograph signature on 1965 5c Sokols 1st day cover. E $60 MIN.30
MX-127. Harry S. Truman: 33rd President (1884-1972); autograph signature on 1950 3c capital sesquicent'l cacheted 1st day cover. E $500 MIN.250
MX-128. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": bare-breasted woman w/headband on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back, ca.1920. E $20 MIN.10
MX-129. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": bare-breasted woman w/tiara on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back (bit edge wear), ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
MX-130. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": leggy woman in slip & hat on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back (few tone streaks), ca.1920. E $12 MIN.6
MX-131. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": leggy woman in swimsuit on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back, ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
MX-132. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": reclining woman in bra, skirt & stockings on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back, ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
MX-133. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": reclining woman in clingy dress on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back, ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
MX-134. "Cigarettes Bastos-Oran": woman in slip w/wall mirror; doll on table; on 2.25x3.5" cigarette card w/text ad on back, ca.1920. E $15 MIN.8
MX-135. "Cigarettes Melia/Hilary": woman w/breast exposed; tinted real photo on 2x2.5" cigarette card. E $20 MIN.10
MX-136. Lot 2 diff.) "Cigarettes Melia/Les Halmed": 3 exotic dancers in costume; tinted photos on 2x2.5" cigarette cards. E $24 MIN.12
MX-137. "Cigarettes Melia/Rethore": woman w/breast & hip exposed; tinted photo on 2x2.5" cigarette card. E $15 MIN.8
MX-138. "Bad Lands Nat'l Monument, So.Dakota": 4.1x6" 9-panel pictorial folder; unused. E $6
MX-139. "Cripple Creek Short Line, CO": 4.25x6" 10-panel pictorial folder; unused (writing under flap; bit of interior separation), [1915]. E $8
MX-140. "Great Smoky Mountains Nat'l Park": 4x6" 9-panel pictorial folder; unused. E $6
MX-141. "Picturesque Dells of the Wisconsin River": 4x6" 9-panel pictorial folder; unused (bit cr; bit edge wear). E $5
MX-142. "Scenic Wonders of America": 4x6" 9-panel pictorial folder; unused. E $5
MX-143. Mackinac Island (MI) News: 12x17" 20-pg.newspaper; many articles & illus., 1940 (Jun 29). E $20
MX-144. "Admiral Evans, Commander-in-Chief": stereopticon card w/hand-colored litho flag-draped portrait; girl in red cape (bit toned), ca.1912. E $15 MIN.8
MX-145. Little Red Riding Hood: stereopticon card w/hand-colored real photos; girl in red cape (bit toned), ca.1910. E $20
MX-146. "Old Independence Hall, Philadelphia": REAL PHOTO stereopticon card, ca.1895?.. E $15 MIN.8
MX-147. Liberty Cartridge Co.: ammunition mfr's 8.5x11" stock certificate for 1x $10 share; illus.eagle, 1910, (crs; tip nick; lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
MX-149. "Hitch Your Wagon To A Star": printed, 3.5x5" trade card for Gridley butter signed Burd w/children tying a wagon to a donkey's tail w/string; ad back (lite crs). E $10 MIN.5
MX-150. "Yale Coffee": printed, 1.75x6" trade card shaped like bookmark w/scalloped edge w/lady & flowers; ad on pennant on back (edge wear; ms name back). E $12 MIN.6
MX-151. "McLaughlin's Coffee": printed, 4.75x7" trade card w/3 children feeding birds from window; ad back (crs; tone specks; tear L). E $15 MIN.8
MX-152. "Good Morning/Drink McLaughlin’s Coffee": printed 5.25x6.75" trade card w/child in crib & dog; ad back (crnr crs; tear R). E $15 MIN.8
MX-153. "McLaughlin's Coffee/My Pets": printed, 5.25x7" trade card w/girl & 2 cats in basket; ad back (crs; tear R). E $15 MIN.8
MX-154. "Arbuckle's Coffee": printed, 3x5" trade card w/girl & rabbits in wildflowers; ad back (tip wear; bit lite tone; ms names on back). E $10 MIN.5
MX-155. "Mama Uses Merrick's Thread": printed, 3x5" trade card w/girl holding cat; ad back (tip cr; bit lite tone; name erased back). E $12 MIN.6
MX-156. "Dilworth's Coffee": printed, 2.5x3.25" trade card w/girl hugging woman; ad back (lite tone back). E $8
MX-157. "Willimantic Thread": printed, 3x4.25" trade card w/girl in red coat & hat; ad back
MX-158. "McLaughlin's Coffee": printed, 4.75x7" trade card w/girl in wheelbarrow holding dog; ad back (edge wear; lower R tip wear; edge tear R; crs; tone spots; ms name on back). E $15 MIN.6
MX-159. "Our Pony/Drink McLaughlin's Coffee": printed, 5.25x6.75" trade card w/girl on pony & boy; ad back (crnr cr; tone spots & ms name on back). E $15 MIN.8
MX-160. "The Excursion/Drink McLaughlin's Coffee": printed 5.25x6.75" trade card w/girl pushing another girl in wheelbarrow; ad back (crnr crs; lite tone; ms name on back). E $15 MIN.8
MX-161. "Easter Greetings/Lion Coffee": printed, 5x7" trade card w/girl w/rabbit; baby in high chair w/Easter eggs; illus.ad back w/lion (crnr crs; bit lite tone). E $15 MIN.8
MX-162. "O.Calkin's/Men's Fine Shoe Store": printed, 3.25x3.75" trade card w/own looking at mice on high button shoe; text ad on back (lite tone; crnr cr). E $8